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Mr d'Ormesson ; lllr Gundelach
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sion ; lllr Sbulock; lllr Natali
Question No 10, by lllrs Ewing: Spainl
cntry to the EEC and fishing problents :
lllr Gundclacb; Nrs Ewing; rVr
Gundelacb; l|1r Proaan; hlr Gundelacb;
tllr tllaffrc-Baugi; lllr Gundclach ; tVr
Kirk; ll4r Gundclacb
Question No ll, by ll4r Collins: Classical
swinc-feaer and UK pig'farming:
Nr Gundelacb; Illr Collins ;
Gundelach; Iilr Newton Dunn ;
Gundelacb ; ll4rs Buchan
Questions No 14, b1 ll(rs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti: Position of Cambodian rcfugecs
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
Presidnt
(fbe sitting opened at ) p.ttr.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Resuntption of tbe scssion
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adiourned on l8 January 1980.
2. lllcntbersbip of Parlianent
President. 
- 
I have been informed by the German
Bundestag that on l8 January 1980, Mr Gautier was
appointed Member of the European Parliament to
replace Mr Hauenschild, who had resigned.
3. Verification of credentials
- 
At its meeting of I February 1980, the Bureau veri-
fied the credentials of Mr Gautier and of Mr Mihr,
whose election had already been announced.
Pursuant to Rule 3 (l) of the Rules of Procedure the
Bureau confirmed that the appointments comply with
the provisions of the Treaties. It therefore proposes
that the I{ouse ratify the appointments.
Are there any objections ?
The appointments are ratified.
Community and the lllenber Stutct, und
No 21, by ll4r Purais: Dirlribution ol
Connunity aid to Kanltucbcu:
lltr Cheyrson, A4entber of the Connti-tsion ;
tllr Purais ; lfir Chqsson ; lllr I'rrrg; tllr
Cbeysson ; filr Lonrus ; tllr Chc.1't:ion ; Sir
Fred Wanter; tltr Cbeystttt,
Question No I f, by hlr Buudit : I|sing
diltltcd headligbr in tounr :
tVr Burhe ; tVr Buudis : rVr IJurfu ; rllr
tVoreland ; lllr Burh.e
Question No 16, b1' /l[n Squtrcitlufi:
Intflenentalion ol tht Connnnit.l' dircc'
tiue on teacbing thc children o.l nignrnl
woller-s tbeir nplher tongil(' :. 
_lllr Brunner, htenber of the Conntission;
ll4rs Squarcialupi ; lttlr Brunner; lilrs
Clqd; lWr Brunner; rllr Sul ; filr
Branner
Point of order: Mr Seal
Mr lVelsb; Nr Brunne r
Point of order: ltr Radoux
20. Agenda for the next sitting
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4. St.tt(ntcrtt.t ,il.t.l. in lVasbington b.1' lbt
Presidcnt ol thc Eurultutil I\trlidrrttttl
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I wish to say a
few words about your recent visit to the United States
at the head of a delegation from this Parliament.
Madam President, I remember that in your inaugural
speech you said : 'ln the true spirit of democracy, I
shall endeavour to be the President of the entire
Assembly'.
Now it seems to me that in your statement on the
Olympic Games in your capacity as leader of the Euro-
pean parliamentary deleSation to the United States,
you appeared to be the representative of one part of
this Assembly. You exceeded your terms of reference.
Contrary to your claim, this Assembly has never
spoken out clearly in favour of a boycott. You gave an
exaggerated interpretation of Parliament's resolution
- 
that is my first point.
Then too it seems to me that the substance and form
of this matter cannot be separated. You expressed
your views in !flashington. But is it the role of the
President of the European Parliament to take part in
Jimmy Carter's election campaign ? How do you inter-
pret the independence of Europe, madam ? Do you
think that the voice of Europe can be equated with
the voice of America ? That is my second point'
32
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Pinally, Madam, I am sure it is not your intention to
court disaster. Unfortunately you have ioined in a
climate of cold war which is harmful to detente, peace
and the freedoms which you claim to defend. That is
my third point.
Madam President, as a representative of France and a
socialist, I felt obliged to make these observations at
the opening of this part-session.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Prnnclla. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I wish to
speak in the same capacity as Mr Sarre, if you will
allow me to do so, but I shall be even more concise in
my remarks.
I realize that it may seem unfortunate for the Presi-
dent of the European Parliament to advance 
-atthough, if I undentand rightly, you stressed that you
were speaking in a personal capacity 
- 
an interpreta-
tion which some Memben feel went too far. But I
have learned from the press that this was your own
interpretation.
Madam President, if we belonged to a Parliament with
the backing of a centuries-old tradition, in which the
rules were vigorously defended from day to day, I
should understand Mr Sarre's sensitivity. But in a situa-
tion in which the rules are violated 
- 
as we shall see
in a minute 
- 
I can only denounce the attitude of
the socialist group (to say nothing of the Band of
Pour) which supports such violations. Madam Presi-
dent, I put on record my full solidarity with you
because it is impossible to be the President of a Parlia-
ment which is willing every day to violate its own
rules and gg minorities. I can therefore only
denounce the demagogic sensitiviry to which Mr Sarre
bore witness.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bengcmenn. 
- 
(D) Madam President, let me
stress that I was a member of the delegation to the
United States and present in l7ashington ; I considerit important to speak from personal experience and
with a full knowledge of the circumstances which was
lacking from the criticisms we have just heard.
The observations made iust now by your socialist
colleague are diametrically opposed to the statement
made by the chairman of the Socialist Group at the
last Bureau meeting. Since you could not say so
yourself, I want to inform the House that the
Chairman of the Socialist Group spoke out energeti-
cally and firmly in support of the position adopted by
the President in Washington.
(Altltlause fron sonte bencbts on tbe right)
She was doing no more than explain the dccisions
that we had ourselves taken in this Chamber. The Pres-
ident did not go one inch further than the decisions
reached already in this House on the Olympic Games.
(AhDlause from sone benches on the riaht)
I might add that the decision, which was not taken by
a majority of the votes cast, gave the European Parlia-
ment, its President and the whole delegation an unusu-
ally good introduction to the talks with the United
States Congress. !7e had a very good position repre-
sentinS the majority but without the support of all the
groups in the House. However, once the position was
arrived at we should not destroy it of our own accord.
This House has a common position; let us not bring
it into discredit after the event. I wanted to make that
point to the colleagues who have criticized something
that they read in a newspaper instead of concerning
themselves with the true state of affairs 
- 
which
would be far preferable.
(Altplause from sonte benches on tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, after Mr
Bangemann's remarks I shall be very brief. I merely
want to confirm that you presented in the correct
light the decisions taken by this House.
I want to add one thing. I do not entirely understand
the attitude of our socialist colleague since Mrs van
den Heuvel made the following statcment in the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee for which we were all grateful
to her : 'We took a majority decision and we voted at
the time for a different resolution but I want to make
it plain that the Socialist Group now subscribes to the
common position adopted by the European Parlia-
ment. 'rVe welcomed those remarks and were grateful
to Mrs van den Heuvel for making them to the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee. That was before we wcnt ro
Vashington. I am therefore all the more surprised at
the criticism now being voiced from the back benches
of the Socialist Group since at the time we had the
impression that Mrs van den Heuvcl was spcaking on
bchalf of that group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Estier.
Mr Estier. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I want ro makc
an observation following on from the statemcnts by
Mr Bangemann and Mr Klepsch. I too askcd myself
certain questions about the nature of the statements
which you made in Washington on the boycott of the
Olympic Games. You were reported as saying that you
were referring to a resolution voted by a majoriry in
Parliament, although another minority resolution did
not want the gamcs to be boycotted. My question,
especially after the statement by Mr Bangcmann, is
this : what exactly was the purport of the rcsolution
on the Olympic Games voted by , majority of
Mcmbers of this Parliamcnt. I put this question
because I had occasion, during a raclio broadcast in
France to raise the point with one of our collcagues
who voted in favour of the rcsolution, Mr Michel Poni-
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atowski. He said (and the transcript of the broadcast is
there to prove it) that the resolution in no way
implied a boycott of the games. He went on to say
that he was against such a boycott. I should therefore
like to know whether the January resolution implied a
boycott or not. We cannot all be right., I think we
should avoid a great deal of misunderstanding if the
precise significance of the text voted by a maiority of
this House in January could be clarified.
President, 
- 
I call Mr Poniatowski.
Mr Poniatowski. 
- 
/fl I would simply remind Mr
Estier that the position of the Liberal and Democratic
Group when this matter was raised was as follows: we
shall vote in favour of any motion condemning the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and we were
prepared to endorse the Socialist motion which was
very close to our own. However, the Socialist Group
was not prepared to compromise. And I said to you,
Mr Estier, that it was not a boycott of the games or
any other particular measure which was imPortant.
The important thing was that a majority of this House
clearly and firmly condemned the Russian occupation
of Afghanistan. That was the important point and you
know it.
President. 
- 
I should like to draw Mr Estier's attcn-
tion to a fact which, I believe, will dispense us from
having to interpret the resolution adopted. I did not
interpret this resolution, I simply read it out in its
exact wording, which I had taken with me, whilst
pointing out, firstly, that it had been adopted by a
narrow majority ; secondly that, there had been
another resolution which simply condemned the inter-
vention in Afghanistan without calling for any sanc-
tions to be applied ; and, lastly, that a small scction of
the Assembly had not supported any of the motions
and had even refused to participate in thc votc.
I also informed my interlocutors lhai if thc motion for
a resolution calling on the Commission to cnvisaSe
economic sanctions and to dcliberate on the appropri-
ateness of participating in the Olympic Gamcs had
been adopted, it was, as Mr Poniatowski has iust
pointed out, in order that a resolution might bc
adopted and that in reality the Parliament was morc
or less equally divided.
I therefore feel that I remained extremcly truc to the
facts and, if anything, expressed a more modcratc posi-
tion than that of Parliament. I note, moreovcr, that
the chairman of the parliamentary delegation, who
was present at the talks and is now present in thc
chamber, seconds my remarks in this respcct.
(A1t1tla u:t I ron nt riotts q il.ttc r.\)
Moreover, when asked for my opinion, I sard that in
my view the matter could not be abstracted from its
political context: indeed the very fact that a new
motion for a resolution on the Olympic Games has
bcen submitted to Parliament will bear me out here. I
was asked what were my personal fcelings on this
matter and I replied that in view of the situation 
-which moreover was not final 
- 
it would not be
appropriate to participate in the Games.
Those are precisely the positions I adopted. In each
instance, I stressed the fact that the maiority in favour
of sanctions 
- 
without suggesting that it would be a
matter of boycotting the Olympic Games 
- 
had been
extremely small.
(Altpluuse lront urriou:i tl udr,cr.r)
I call Mrs Gredal.
Mrs Gredat. 
- 
(DK) Madam Prcsident, I do not
wish to prolong the debate, but I do wish to stress that
I fully agree with what you said in your statement. In
your speech to Congrcss you accuratcly made known
to the USA what took place in Parliamcnt. So I can
only say that I fully agree with what you said.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(D) Madam Prcsident, it
would be a misunderstanding if the imprcssion were
given hcre that Mr Sarre put his objcctions on bchalf
of the Socialist Group.
1. filtnbcr:hip ol tttnnilttct
President. 
- 
I havc rcccivcd from thc Liberal and
Democratic Group a rcquest to appoint Mr Bange-
mann member of the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport to rcplacc Mrs von
Alcmann.
I have rcccived from the Socialist Croup a rcqucst to
appoint Mr Gauticr mcml>cr of thc Committce on
Agriculturc.
Are thcrc any objcctions ?
These appointmcnts are ratrficd.
6. I)(tttt0rt\
President. 
- 
I have rcccivcd :
- 
a p(trtron from Anrnc\ty lntcrnatronal, ltalian
Sc(tron, Varcsc Group, on Raul Gambaro Nuncz,
Uruguayan polrtrcal pnson(r
- 
a pctltlon from four cmployccs of thc Ccnrrc {or
Educatronal and Carccr Gurtlancc, Coscnza, on voca-
tional trarning rn ltaly
- 
a pctrtron from Mr Emrlro Mansera Condc on racral
thscrrminatron practrscd by Castrlc.
- 
a pctrtron from thc Fountlatron 'Mondiaal Altcrnaticf
Holland and thc Fountlatron 'Hct Vogcljaar' on Euro-
pcan a(tron agarnst thc cxport of pc\tr(rdcs whosc use
rs llanncd wrthin thc Europcan Communrty
- 
a p(rrrlon from thc pcople of Strabanc, Northern
lrcland, on a world rclicf campargn.
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These petitions have been given numbers 44 to 48179
and hdve been entered in the register provided for in
Rule 48 (2) of the Rules of Procedure. Pursuant to para-
graph 3 of that same Rule, they have been referrid to
the committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions.
Furthermore, at its meetin g of 22 and 23 January
1980, the Political Affairs Committee examined peti-
tions Nos. 12176.9178,27178 23178 and 26178 which
had been referred to it by the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
The first three petitions have been filed without
further action since the Political Aff^irs Committee is
currently in the process of drawing up a report on the
violation of human rights in Chile.
Petition No 23178 has also had been filed without
further action since the Political Affairs Committee
has decided to draw up a report on human rights in
the Soviet Union.
Petition No 26178 has been filed without further
action since the Political Affairs Committee has
decided to draw up a report on the violation of human
rights in different parts of the world.
7. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received:
(a) the Council, requests for an opinion on :
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 337179 on
the common organization of the market in wine
(Doc. t-691/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for an opinion;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No ZS79/79
opening, allocating and providing for the administra-
tion of Community tarilf quotas for certain wines
having a registered designation of origin, falling
within subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common
Customs Tariff, originating in Tunisia (t979/80) (Doc.
t-692/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation for
opinions ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No |19178
laying down special measures for peas and field beans
used in the feeding of animals (Doc. t-693179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for an opinion ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive concerning the harmonization of income
taxation provisions with respect to freedom of move-
ment of workers within the Community (Doc.
t -6e4t7e)
which has been referred to the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs for an opinion ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council
for a directive amending for the second time
Directive 75l725lEEC on rhe approximation
of the laws of the Member States concerning
fruit juices and certain similar products (Doc.
1-69 s lTe)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer protec-
tion as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Agriculture for an opinion ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 805/58 on
the common organization of the market in beef and
veal (Doc. l-696179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for an opinion ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulatron (EEC) No Z92Sl7B
with regard to the period of suspension of application
of the prices conditron to which import into the
Community of certain types of citrus fruit originating
in Spain is subject (Doc. t-697179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgets for opinions ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
decisron on the associatron of the overseas countries
and territories with the European Economrc Commu-
nity (Doc. t-700179)
which has been referred to the Committee on De-
velopment and Cooperation as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on External Economic
Relations, the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for
opinions ;
- 
proposals from the Commission to the Council for :
I a decision concluding the Convention between the
European Economic Community and the United
Nations Relief and rVorks Agency for palestrne
Refugees (UNR\flA) on aid ro refugees in the coun-
tries of the Near East
II a regulation on the supply of sugar to UNRWA as
food aid
(Doc. t-720179)
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which have been referred to the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Agriculture for opinions ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive on the approximation oI the laws of the
Member States relating to rear-view mirrors for two-
or three-wheeled motor vehicles (Doc. l-703179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Transport and
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection for opinions ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulations (EEC) Nos 3081178,
3082178 and 3083178 opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of Community tariff
quotas for certain wines falling within subheading ex
22.05 C of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Portugal (1979180) (Doc. 1-708179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for an
opinion;
- 
proposals from the Commission to the Council on :
I a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on the fuel consumption of motor
vehicles
II a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on the power of motor vehicles
(Doc. t-7t0179)
which have been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs ;
- 
proposals from the Commission to the Council for:
I a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on roll-over protection devices on
construction vehicles
II a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on protection devices to guard
against obiects falling from construction vehicles
(Doc. t-711179)
which have been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee
responsible, and to the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection for an
opinion;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No t08l/77
temporarily suspending purchasing subsidies for dairy
cows and heifers intended for milk production (Doc.
1-71217e)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive amending Directive 77l99lEEC with regard
to the medical examination of persons employed in
the production of meat products (Doc. l-721179)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
directive amending Directive 7l/llSlEEC as regards
medical examination of personnel engaged in the
production of poultrymeat (Doc. t-722179)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation (EEC) concerning allocation and control of
certain catch quotas for vessels flying the flag of a
Member State and fishing the Regulatory Area
defined in the NAFO Convention (Doc. 11727179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation concerning the application of Decision
l/80 of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors
applying transitional measures until the entry into
force of the Second Convention of Lom6 (Doc.
r-728t7e)
which has been referred to the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation concerning, for certain fish stocks occur-
ring in the Communiry fishing zone, the fixing for
1980 of the total allowable catches and the means of
making the catches together with the share available
to the Community (Doc. l-729179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
- 
proposal from the Commission to'the Council for a
directive on the Community value added tax and
excise duty procedure applicable to the stores of
vessels, aircraft and international trains (Doc.
t-73917e)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs ;
- 
proposals from the Commission to the Council for a
directive amending for the fourth time Council Direc-
tive 76/7691EEC on the approximation of the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions of the
Member States relating to restrictions on the
marketing and use of certain dangerous substances
and preparations (Doc. l-740/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion;
- 
proposals from the Commission to the Council for;
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I a draft Council directive on statistical returns in
respect of carriage of goods by inland waterways, as
part of regional statistics;
II a draft Council directive on statistical returns in
respect of carriage of goods by rail, as part of
regional statistics
(Dx. t-7a3179\
which have been referred to the Committee on Trans-
port as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for an opinion;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
iegulation (EEC) relating to the zootechnical stand-
ards applicable to breeding animals of the porcine
species (Doc. l-745179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
(b) from the committees, the following rePorts:
- 
report by Mr Fuchs, on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. 2l ll79) on the energy obiectives of the
Communiry for 1990 and convergence of policies of
the Member States, and on nuclear energy and energy
policy (Doc. r-70a/79);
- 
report by Mr Filippi, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. l-392/79) for a decision intro-
ducing special aid for small and medium-sized indus-
trial enterprises in Portugal (Doc., l-706179);
- 
report by Mr Cronin, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, on the ProPo-
sals from the Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council (Doc. l-451179) for regulations
instituting specific Community regional development
proiects under Articte t3 of the ERDF Regulation
(Doc. 1-715/79);
- 
report by Miss Quin, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-449179) for a regulation on the charging by the
Community of a fee for permits authorizing a vessel
flying the flag of a Member State of the Community
to fish for salmon in the Swedish fishing zone (Doc'
t-717179) ;
- 
report by Mr Seeler, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on relations between
the European Community and the ASEAN States and
on the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a regulation
concluding the cooperation agreement between the
European Economic Comrnunity and Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand,
member countries of the Association of South-East
Asian Nations (Doc. l-718179);
- 
report by Mr Barbarella, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities (Doc. l-628/79)
for a directive amending Directive 72ll59lEEC on
the modernization of farms (Doc. l-719179);
- 
report by Mr Ligios, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-573179) for a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC) No 1035172 on the common organization of
the market in fruit and vegetables (Doc. l-720179);
- 
report by Mr Antoniozzi, on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee, on the political situation in Nica-
ragua (Doc. l-7231791;
- 
report by Mr Schwartzenberg, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
restrictions of competition in the field of air transport
(Doc. 1-724179);
- 
report by Mr Gillot, on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, on the need for and definition of a
common position by the Member States of the
Communiry at the Third United Nations Conference
(9th Session) on the Law of the Sea and on participa-
tion by the Community as such in the agreements to
be concluded at the end of the Conference proceed-
ings (Doc. t-725/79);
- 
report by Mr Kellett-Bowman, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, on the discharge to
be granted to the Administrative Board of the Euro-
pean Foundation for the Improvement of Living and
Vorking Conditions in respect of the implementa-
tion of its appropriations for the financial years 1976,
1977 and 1978 and the comments accompanying this
decision (Doc. I -726179)
- 
report by Mr Poncelet, on behalf of the Committee
on Energy and Research, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. I 10179) Lor a decision adopting a
second research and development programme of the
European Economic Community in the field of
textile and clothing (indirect action) (Doc,. t-730179);
- 
report by Mr Buchou, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-274179) for a regulation fixing the quantities of
basic products considered to have been used in the
manufacture of goods covered by Regulation (EEC)
No (Doc. t-731179);
- 
report by Mr Sable, on behalf of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, on the proposals
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council for:
I the arrangements applicable to agricultural
products and certain goods resulting from the
processing of agricultural products originating lrom
the African, Caribbean and Pacific States or from
overseas countries and territories (Doc. l-637179)
II a regulation concerning the application of Deci-
sion l/80 of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambas-
sadors applying transitional measures until the
entry into force of the Second Convention of Lom6
(Doc. t-728179)
(Doc. 1-732/79);
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- 
report by Mr Seal, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. l-642179) for a regulation
extending the arrangements applicable to trade with
the Republic of Cyprus beyond the date of expiry of
the first stage of the Association Agreement (Doc.
t-73317e);
- 
report by Mr '$7awrzik, on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, on food aid to
Cambodia and the South-East Asian refugees (Doc.
t-73a179);
- 
report by Mr B. Nielsen, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on:
I a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council amending rhe prop-
osal for a regulation (EEC) laying down the catch
quotas allocated tor 1979 ro vessels flying the flag
of Members States of the Community in respect
of certain fish stocks occurring both in the waters
falling under the sovereignty or jurisdiction of
these Member States and in the waters falling
under the sovereignty or jurisdiction of Norway
II a proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
providing for technical adjustments to Regulation
(EEC) No 587179 laying down for 1979 ce*ain
measures of conservation and management of fish
stocks, applicable to vessels flying the flag of
Norway
III a statement from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council concerning the
fixing for 1979 of the total amount of catches
authorized for certain fish stocks occurring in the
fishing zone of the Community
(Doc. t-735179);
(c) the following oral questions with debate :
- 
by Mr Maffre-Bauge, Mr Martin, Mr Pranchdre, Mrs de
March, Mrs Poirier, Mrs Le Roux, Mr Fernandez and
Mr 'Wurtz, to the Commission on wine-growing in
France and the impact of imports from Italy on the
production and marketing of wine in France (Doc.
t-6e8t79);
- 
by Mr Linkohr, Mrs Roudy, Mr Adam, Mrs Fuillet, Mr
Griffiths, Mr Linde, Mrs Lizin, Mr Muntingh, Mr
Percheron, Mr Rogers, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, Mr
Schmid, Mrs Charzat and Mrs !7eber, to the Commis-
sion on the safety of pressurized water reactors (P\VR)
(Doc. t-699/79);
- 
by Mrs Schleicher, Mr Albers, Mr Ghergo, Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerretti, Mrs Maif-!7eggen, Mr Verroken,
Mr Estgen, Mr Michel, Mr Mertens and Mr Nord-
lohne, to the Commission on public health policy in
the EEC (Doc. t-7011791;
(d) for Question Time on ll and 13 February 1980,
oral questions pursuant to Rule 47A of the Rules of
Procedure by:
- 
Mr Almirante, Mr Moreland, Mr Ansquer, Mr Pininfa-
rina, Mr Beumer and Mr Penders, Mr Berkhouwer,
Lord O'Hagan, Mr O'Connell, Mr Turner, Mrs von
Alemann, Mrs Ewing, Mr Collins, Mr Van Aerssen, Mr
Spinelli, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Baudis, Mrs
Squarcialupi, Mr Provan, Mr Remilly, Mr Gillot, Mr
Poncelet, Mr Purvis, Mr Kavanagh, Mrs Clwyd, Sir
John Stewart-Clark, Mr Maher, Mr Estgen, Mr
Muntingh, Mr Harris, Mr Barbagli, Mr Welsh, Mr
O'Donnell, Mr Deleau, Mrs Desmond, Mr Schmid, Mr
Cronin, Mr Leonardi, Mr Debre, Mr Bersani, Mr
Beumer, Mr Gouthier, Mr Irmer, Mrs Castle, Mr
Radoux, Mr Seeler, Mr Megahy, Mrs Lizin, Mrs Clwyd,
Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mr Buchou, Mrs Dienesch, Lord
Douro, Mr Battersby, Mr Turner, Mr Colla, Mrs Ewing,
Mr Poncelet, Mr Ansquer, Mrs Chouraqui, Mrs Lizin,
Mr Kavanagh, Mr Fellermaier, Mr Radoux, Mr Paisley,
Mr Colla, Mrs Ewing, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Megahy,
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, Mr Vayssade, Mr Glinne, Mr
Sieglerschmidt and Mr Fergusson ;
(e) the following motions for resolutions :
- 
by Mrs Van den Heuvel, pursuant to Rule 25 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the voting procedure in
plenary sittings (Doc. t-688179)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions ;
- 
by Mr Chambeiron, Mr Baillot, Mrs De March, Mr
Ansart, Mr Wurtz, Mr Damette, Mr Denis and Mrs
Hoffmann, pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, on the banning of Maitre Borker from
appearing in court (Doc. t-689179)
which has been referred to the Legal Affairs
Committee as the committee responsible, and to the
Political Affairs Committee for an opinion;
- 
by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castellina, pursuant to Rule
25 of the Rules of Procedure, on the embargo
imposed by the United States Governement on cereal
supplies to the Soviet Union (Doc. l-690179)
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on External Economic Relations and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation for
opinions;
- 
by Mr Klepsch, Mr Vergeer, Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti, Mr Diligent, Mr Ryan, Mr Fuchs and Mr
Herman, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (C-D Group) pursuant to Rule 25 of
the Rules of Procedure, on the release of the Russian
physicist Yuri Orlov, co-founder of the group moni-
toring the application in the USSR of the Final Act of
Helsinki (Doc. l-707 179)
which has been referred ro the Political Affairs
Committee;
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Bocklet, Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Pdtterling, Mr Siilzer, Mr
von \7ogau, Mr Fuchs, Mr I. Friedrich, Mr Lega, Mr
Penders, Mrs Mail-!7eggen, Mr McCartin, Mr
Fischbach, Mr Estgen, Mr Pfennig and Mr van
Aerssen, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Parry (C-D Group), pursuant to Rule 25 of
the Rules of Procedure, on promoting youth
exchanges and setting up a European Youth Founda-
tion of the European Communities (Doc. l-714179)
which has been referred to the Committee on youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport as the
committee responsible, and to the Committee on
Budgets for an opinion;
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- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Gendebien,
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules o[ Procedure, on the
setting up of four new nuclear power stations at
Chooz (Givet) in the immediate vicinity of the French-
Belgian border and on the need to avoid siting power
stations in the Communiry's frontier regions (Doc.
t-73617e)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research;
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Beumer, Mrs
Van den Heuvel, Mr Klepsch, Mr Maionica, Mr
Verroken, Mr Fischbach, Mr Geurtsen and Mrs
Dekker, pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, on fixed prices for books (Doc. 1-7a4/79),
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport for its opinion ;
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Tyrrell and Mr
Kirk, on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
pursuant to Rules 25 and 54 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, on the amendment of the Rules of Procedure of
the European Parliament (Doc. l-7a6179),
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
for an opinion ;
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr O'Leary, Mr
Kavanagh, Mrs Desmond and Mr O'Connell,
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, on
Community action in favour of peat (Doc. l-747179),
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research;
($ from the Commission:
on 29 January 1980
- 
opinion on the proposal for the transfer of appropria-
tions No l/80 between chapters within Section III 
-Commission 
- 
of the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities for the financial year 1980 (Doc.
t-709/7e)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets ;
- 
the Thirteenth General Report on the activities of the
European Communities in 1979: Report on the agri-
cultural situation in the Community (Doc. l-648179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture ;
(g) from the Council :
- 
a decision of 5 February 1980 authorizing certain
expenditure in favour of Afghan refugees (Doc.
t-741179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Budgets
as the committee responsible, and to the Committee
on Development and Cooperation for an opinion ;
- 
a decision of 5 February 1980 authorizing certain
provisional twelfths for 1980 (Doc. l-742/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budges.
8. Texts of treaties forwarded b1t the Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents:
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
extending the trade agreement between the European
Economic Community and the Argentine Republic ;
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
betweeg the European Economic Community and
the R@ublic of India on the guaranteed prices for
cane sugar lor 197911980;
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
between the European Economic Community and
Turkey fixing the additional amount to be deducted
from the levy on imports into the Community of
untreated olive oil, originating in Turkey, for the
period from I November 1979 to 3l October 1980;
- 
act of notification of the approval by the Communiry
of the supplementary protocol to the agreement
between the European Economic Communiry and
the Portuguese Republic ;
- 
act of notification of the approval by the Communiry
of the agreement on fisheries between the European
Economic Community and the government of
Canada and of the agreement in the form of an
exchange of letters concerning that agreement;
- 
act of notification of the approval by the Community
of the agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Guatemala on trade
in textile products;
- 
act of notification of the approval by the Community
of the agreement between the European Economic
Community and Indonesia on trade in textile
products ;
- 
act of notification of the approval by the Community
of the agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Peru on trade in
textile products;
- 
act of notification of the approval by the Community
of the agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Singapore on trade
in textile products.
These documents will be deposited in the archives of
the European Parliament.
9. Authorization of reports
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized various committees to
draw up reports:
- 
tbe Committee on External Economie Relations:
- 
a report on the Community's anti-dumping poli-
cies,
- 
a report on the EECs relations with the state-
trading countries and, possibly, with the countries
of Eastern Europe,
- 
a report on the renewal of the cooperation agree-
ment relating to trade between the EEC and India
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- 
tbe Committee on Social Affairs and Employtent;
- 
a report on the communications from the
Commission on part-time apprenticeships for
young people
- 
a report on the Commission's memorandum on
worker participation in capital formation
- 
tbe Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
Planning:
- 
a report on the decline of regional economies in
Europe, particularly in rural areas
- 
the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection have been asked for
opinions
- 
tbe Committee on Transport:
- 
a report on the memorandum on transport infra-
structures
- 
the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
Planning have been asked for an opinion
- 
tbe ad boe committee on Womenl Rigbts:
- 
a report on measures to be taken under the trea-
ties with regard to women's affairs.
10. Reference to Committee
President. 
- 
The enlarged Bureau has decided to
refer the motion for a resolution on interference by
the Greek govemment (Doc. l-521l79) to the Legal
Affairs Committee and not, as had been previously
decided, to the Committee on Budgets.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation
has, at its own request and pursuant to Rule 38(3) of
the Rules of Procedure, been authorized to deliver an
opinion on relations between the Community and the
ASEAN, a subject on which the Committee on
External Economic relations has been authorized to
draw up a report.
ll. Order of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
At its meeting of 17 January 1980, the enlarged
Bureau drew up the draft agenda for the part-session
and this has been distributed (PE 62.554/rev.).
The following reports, not having been adopted in
committee, have therefore been withdrawn from the
draft agenda:
- 
No 189, report by Mrs Maij-!fleggen on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection concerning the colouring
matters authorized for use in foodstuffs intended for
human consumption, scheduled for Thursday l4
February 1980 ;
- 
No 195, report by Mr Battersby on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture concerning the manage-
ment of fishery resources in the 200 nautical mile
zone off the coast of the French department of
Guyana, scheduled for Friday l5 February 1980.
I call Mr Battersby.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Madam President, with regard to
item 195, the withdrawal of the report on fishing in
Community waters off Guyana was requested not
because we were not ready to present the opinion of
the Committee on Agriculture, and not because the
matter had not been analyzed in depth by the rappor-
teur, but for a reason of considerable gravity and
importance to this chamber. Once again the Council
has treated Parliament with contempt. The Council
approved the Regulation, which was basically a conti-
nuation of the 1978 and 1979 Regulations on shrimp
fishing in Community waters, without awaiting the
opinion of this House. The request for our opinion
was forwarded by Mr Hummel to the presidency on 3
December. The Council published the Regulation on
20 December. I am even tempted to believe that the
Regulation was in the press before the request for our
opinion was sent to us. The Council's constant lack of
respect for this elected body must cease and, if neces-
sary, pressure will have to be applied through the
Court to bring some order and respect for Parliament
and its opinions into our Institutional relations.
(Applause from certain quorters on tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
Note has been taken of your statement,
Mr Battersby, and the matter will be referred to the
Legal Affairs Committee, which has already had occa-
sion to deal with matters of this nature.
Item No 198 
- 
the report by Mr Sutra, on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, on liqueur q/ins5 
-scheduled for Friday 15 February 1980, has also been
withdrawn.
Furthermore, the report by Mr Ligios, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the common organiza-
tion of the market in fruit and vegetables, scheduled
under No 200 for Friday 15 February, has become a
report with debate.
I have received three proposed amendments to the
draft agenda, pursuant to Rule 12 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure :
- 
the Committee on Budgets has requested the inclu-
sion in the agenda of Tuesday 12 February of a report
by Mr Dankert and a report by Mr R. Jackson on the
provisional twelfths.
By agreement with the chairmen of the political
groups, I propose to place these reports at the end of
the agenda for Tuesday 12 February.
Are there any comments ?
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, as I said at
the meeting to which you referred, the fact that
Members will only have a few seconds to speak in the
debate on Tuesday gives rise to serious doubts in our
minds about the possibility of having a debate at all. I
therefore feel that a very bad choice has been made
first of the day on which to consider this very impor-
tant topic and, second, of the way in which the debate
is to be conducted.
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- 
This matter was discussed at length
this morning with the chairmen of the political
groups, but unfortunately we were unable to find a
more suitable date. I7e all greatly regret not being
able to devote more time to important debates but we
have no alternative for the moment. As I shall point
out later, the enlarged Bureau is to devote an entire
day in the near future to studying ways of improving
the working of our Assembly in general so as to be
able to devote more time to the more imPortant
debates.
Are there any other comments ?
The proposed amendment is adopted.
The Committee on External Economic Relations has
requested the inclusion in the agenda of a report by
Mr Seal on trade with Cyprus (Doc. l-733/79).
The chairmen of the political groups, whom I
consulted this morning, expressed a negative opinion
with regard to this proposed amendment.
I put the request to the vote.
The proposed amendment is reiected'
Lastly, Mr Patterson and 9 other signatories have
tabled a proposed modification to the draft agenda
seeking to have Question Time on \(ednesday, 13
February, held from 3 to 4.30 p.m. and not from 5.30
to 7 p.m.
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Madam President, I should like to
comment on the purPose of this amendment to the
agenda. It is a matter which many people feel very
strongly about, namely that we must make absolutely
certain that Question Time with the Council takes
place during this part-session.
One of the most important functions of this Parlia-
ment is to question the Council on its activities' some-
thing which, I think, Mr Battersby's speech a moment
ago emphasized. The national parliaments cannot do
this. They can only question individual ministers.
This House is the only parliament that can question
the Council as a collective body and as a Community
Institution. It is for this reason that the cancellation of
questions to the Council at t'wo successive Part-ses-
sions is a matter of very grave concern. It is not an
exaggeration to say that in this area Parliament has
been failing in its democratic duty. In January, many
of us raised the matter of the cancellation of Question
Time in December, and we were given an assurance
that in January Question Time would take place as
planned. However, it did not. Now, there are two solu-
iiors to this, Madam President. On the order paper for
l7ednesday we have 'Question Time, 5.30'. And if it
could be absolutely certain, if we were given a categor-
ical assurance, that whatever business the House was
discussing at 5.30 on \flednesday it would cease and
Question Time would then take place, as is the case
in most national parliaments, that would be satisfac-
tory. But, failing that, there is only one other solution,
which is that Question Time should be moved to take
place immediately after the lunch break on
l7ednesday. This has been the practice of this House
in the past. We cannot risk the credibiliry of this Parli-
ament by putting Question Time with the Council in
jeopardy for a third successive time. And unless you
can give an absolute categorical assurance that Ques-
tion Time with the Council will take place at 5.30 on
\flednesday, I shall have to press for a vote on this
matter.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I think
enough provision has already been made on our
agenda to ensure that we shall not be faced with the
occurrence which Mr Patterson fears. No votes are
down for lTednesday at 3 p.m. and speaking time has
been fixed for the other items so that I can see no risk
to Question Time. I would therefore ask Mr Patterson
not to put his motion to the vote ; measures have after
all already been taken to ensure that we do not get
held up by long votes at 3 P.-. as happened last
time ; no votes are down for \Tednesday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, having unfortu-
nately been in the chair on the occasions Mr Patterson
referred to, I would support his request. I think, that
with the best will in the world, it has proved impos-
sible to hold Question Time halfway through a voting
session since if the President suspends the business,
objections are raised by political group chairmen. I
think it would be wise to start precisely at 3 o'clock,
thus setting aside a specific amount of time. I there-
fore cannot see any possible reason for not going
along with Mr Patterson's very very reasonable request.
(Applause from certain quarters on tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
I put the request to the vote.
The modification is adopted.
On \flednesday, Question Time will therefore be held
from 3 to 4.30 p.m.
(Applause from tbe European Democratic Group)
One of the items already on the agenda for Thursday
is the oral question with debate by Mr Maffre-Bauge
and on others on wine-growing (Doc. l-598l79). At
the request of the Socialist Group and in agreement
with the other Group Chairmen, I propose that Parlia-
ment consider together with this question the oral
question with debate by Mr Sutra and others on a
similar subject, on the understanding that the two
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questions will be taken in a joint debate and that Mr
Sutra's speaking time will be taken out of the
speaking time allotted to the Socialist Group.
Are there any obiections ?
That is decided.
I have received a number of requests for urgent debate
pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of proiedure. By
agreement with the political Group Chairm.n, I
propose pursuant to Rule l2 of the Rules of procedure
that the following motions for resolurions be put on
the agenda as the first item for joint debate on Friday,l5 February:
- 
the motion for a resolurion by Lady Elles, Lord
Douro, Mr Fergusson, Mr C. Jackson, Mrs Lenz, Mr
Schall, Mr Prag, Mr Macario, Sir Fred rVarner, Mr
Penders, Mr Kellett-Bowman, Lord Bethell, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, Mr Damseaux, Mr Nothomb, Mr Berk_
houwer, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr von Hassel, Mr Habs-
burg, Mr Goppel, Mr Moorhouse, Mr Moreland on the
Olympic Games in Moscow (Doc. t-716/79)
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Ripa di Meana, Mr
Pelikan, Mr Glinne, Mr Dido, Mr Zagari, Mr Esrier,
Mr Jaquet, Mrs Roudy, Mr Delors, Mr Schwartzen_
berg, Mr Oehler, Mr Colla, Mr Ferri, Mr Cohen, Mr
Enright, Mr Radoux, Mrs van den Heuvel, Mr Valter,
Mr Vetter, Mr Seefeld, Mr Albers, Mrs \UTieczorek_
Zeul, Mr van Minnen, Mr Linkohr, Mr peters, Mr
Schmid, Mr Arndt, Mr Fellermaier, on sanctions
imposed on Professor Sakharov, holder of the Nobel
Peace Prize (Doc. t-749179)
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Alber, Mr penders,
Mr Diligent, Mr Michel, Mr Klepsch, Mr pottering,
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Simonnet, Mr Habi-
burg, Mrs rValz, Mr Moreau, Mr Beumer, Mr Hensc-
kens, Mr Aigner, Mr d'Ormesson, Mr Malangre, Mr
Jonker, Mr Dalsass, Mr Estgen, Mr De Keersiracker,
and Mr Herman on the sanctions imposed on Mr
Andr6i Sakharov (Doc. t-7 53/79lrev.).
Are there any objections ?
That is decided.
I nrgqo;. to place the following items on the agendafor Friday, 15 February as a joint debate:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Debr6, Mr Gende-
bien, Mrs Spaak Mr Ansquer, Mr Buchou, Mr Chirac,
Mrs Chouraqui, Mr Deleau, Mr Druon, Mrs Dienesch,
Mr Gillot, Mr Labbe, Mr Messmer, Mr poncelet, Mr
Remilly, Mrs Veiss, Mr de la Maldne, Mr Cronin, Mr
Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor, Mr Nyborg, Mrs
Ewing and Miss de Valera on aid to the disaster_
stricken overseas department of Reunion (Doc.
t -7 t3179)
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Verges, Mr
Gremetz, Mr Piquet, Mr lU7oltier, Mr Denis, Mi ponia_
towski, Mr Cohen, Mr Lomas, Mr Fich, Mr Lezzi, Mr
Kuhn, Mr Schmitt, Mr pearce, Mr Simmons, Mr Sable,
Mr Moreau, Mr Ferrero, Mr Jaquet, Mr Estier, Mrs
Focke, Mr Poirier, on emergency aid and planned and
coordinated aid from the EEC for thi island of
Reunion devastated by Hurricane Hyacinth (Doc.
t -7 st /79)
Are there any obiections ?
That is decided.
I propose,to place on the agenda for Thursday, 14
February for joint debate with the statement by Mr
Jenkins :
- 
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Radoux, on
behalf of the Committee on Externaf Economic Rela-
tions and presented by Sir Fred Catherwood, Mr
Radoux, Mrs lfieczorek_Zeul, Mr van Aerssen, Mr
Seal, Mr Almirante, Mr Cohen, Mr Filippi, Mr Irmer,
Mr Jonker, Mr Kellett_Bowman, Mm Leni, Mrs Macci_
occhi, Mr Martinet, Mr pannella, Mrs poirier, Mr
Prout, Mr Schmitt, Mr Seeler, Sir John Stewart_Clark,Mr lVelsh on relations between tlie EEC and yugos_
lavia (Doc. l-737/79)
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Panella. 
- 
(I) Madam president, may I stress
that this amounts to a negative respons; to the
committee's 
_ 
request. The request 
"n", 
io, an urgent
debate on the precise point of the EEC-yugosiavia
accords, but we are now deciding on whether 6 place
that discussion in the context of1 debate organizid in
such a way that we shall have only a few s=econds to
comment on Mr Jenkins's declaration.
Madam President, very often when it is claimed that a
topic is going to be discussed 
- 
let us be quite clear
about this 
- 
that is no more than a pretexi to avoid
discussion and to vote in the interesti of a majority
which is not, let me repeat, a maiority of the rig'ht or
centre, such as those which claim to govern our parlia_
ment,. but a majority of circumstance as we would sayin ltaly, or a majority which in France has aptly been
termed that of the band of four.
(Laugbter)
I protest because this is a non-debate 
- 
a non_debate
on l4r Jenkins' itatement and a non_debate on
Yugoslaaia.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, we have already discussed
this matter. !7e regret that such little time ls available
for so many questions. The only way to ensure discus-
sion of this point was to incorporate it into another
debate and we are obliged to limit the time ailotted to
the different questions. !7e shall have an opportunityto discuss the organization of our *ork on Zl
February. For this part-session, we have not been able
to find a better solution.
Are there any comments ?
That is decided.
Pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of procedure, I have
received a 
-request for urgent debate tabled by MrFerri, on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee,
seeking to include in the agenda for this part_session a
report by Mr Gillot on the third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea (Doc. l_7251791.
By agreement with the chairmen of the political
groups, I propose that this report be placed on the
agenda for Friday, 15 February.
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I call Mr Ferri.
Mr Ferri. 
- 
(I) Madam President, thank you for
accepting our request and proposing the entry of Mr
Gillot's report on our agenda. Since you have told us
that Mrs Maii-Weggen's report has been removed
from the agenda may I specifically ask for Mr Gillot's
report to replace it on Thursday's agenda because the
rapporteur, Mr Gillot, has commitments which
prevent him from being here on Friday. It is impor-
tant for him to be present because a debate must be
held on such an important matter as this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gillot.
Mr Gillot. 
- 
(F) Madam President, may I first of all
say that whatever difficulties I may have in being here
on Friday to present my report I shall find a way
round them.
Quite apart from that personal angle, which is not
something to be discussed here, I would ioin Mr Ferri
in asking for this important topic not to be entered at
the end of the part-session under conditions which
will not permit a genuine debate whereas the subject
is one which needs full consideration by the House.
The questions which are to be looked into early in
March at the third UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea are of vital importance to the Community and its
Member States. I therefore impress upon you the need
to give more prominence to this debate and, like Mr
Ferri, I hope it will be possible to hold it on
Thursday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.,
Mr Glinne. 
- 
Madam President, I wish to support
the proposal which you made iust now on behalf of
the group chairmen, without for a moment over-
looking the great importance of the problems posed
for all of us by the UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea.
Everyone in this House knows that the conference
will last for many months. Having regard to our heavy
agenda for this part-session, I therefore feel that as a
provisional measure it would be useful to grant Mr
Gillot five minutes'speaking-time to explain to us the
unanimous view of the Legal Affairs Committee on
this subject.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moorhouse.
Mr Moorhouse. 
- 
Madam President, I fully apprec-
iate the reasons put forward in support of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution. But I would
point out that the Conference on the Law of the Sea
has been sitting for the past seven years. I therefore
think that we need to get this whole matter into some
sort of proportion and perspective. It is true that the
next meeting opens on, I think, 3 March , and we in
the Committee on Transport have found ourselves in
some difficulty in that the draft opinion was presented
to the Committee only a few days ago, so that we had
next to no time in which to consider the details of
this highly complex issue.
It was only with some difficulty that we were able, and
after 4 hours of debate, to reach unanimity on the
terms of the resolution, which had to be considerably
amended. So in agreeing 
- 
and I speak here person-
ally, rather than on behalf of my Group 
- 
to urgency,
I would point out that the we have been suddenly
faced, at very short notice, with a very complex issue.
President. If after their deliberations, the
chairmen of the political groups decided to choose
Friday, then it was because they felt that Friday was
no less important than any other day. Moreover, a
number of other important debates have been
reserved for Friday, the Sakharov affair for example.
Furthermore, the agenda for Thursday is already so
full that a number of items scheduled for that day
may well also have to be taken on Friday morning. It
was really very difficult to choose any other time.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam President, you are
quite right. May I ask you to remind the other group
chairmen and myself to communicate our decision to
our respective groups ?
President. 
- 
I therefore propose that this item be
placed on the agenda for Friday morning.
Are there any obiections ?
That is decided.
I call Mr Ferri.
Mr Ferri. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I apologize for
speaking at this stage after the vote has been taken
but I had already asked to do so earlier.
May I ask you at least to enter this report as the first
item of the sitting on Friday: I think you have the
authority to comply with this request.
(Exclamations on sonte benches)
President. 
- 
Mr Ferri, this morning the chairmen of
the political groups all insisted that the Sakharov affair
be debated first thing on Friday morning. !7e can
hardly alter this arrangement but we will endeavour to
take account of your suggestion and to hold the
debate as early as possible on Friday morning.
At the meeting held with the chairmen of the polit-
ical groups this morning, four requests for urgent
debate were withdrawn :
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mrs Weber, Mr Glinne,
Mr Key, Mr Enright, Mr Linkohr, Mr Peters, Mr
Schieler, Mrs Salisch, Mr rValter, Mr Muntingh, Mr
Seefeld, Mr Abens, Mrs Vayssade, Mrs Fuillet, Mrs
Seibel-Emmerling, Mr Collins, Mr Megahy, Mr
Sieglerschmrdt, Mrs Herklotz, Mrs Cresson, Mr
Schmitt, Mr Schmid, Mrs Buchan, Mrs Clwyd, Mrs
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Hoff and Mr Groes, on behalf of the Socialist Group,
on the consultation procedure in respect of the
construction of new power stations in frontier areas
within the Community (Doc. l-705/79), which will be
mentioned during the Energy Debate.
- 
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Sarre, Mr
Josselin, Mr Dido, Mrs Lizin, Mr van Minnen, Mr
Balfe, Mrs van den Heuvel, Mr Schmid, Mr Seefeld,
Mr Lomas, Mr Schwartzenberg, Mr Oehler, Mr Albers,
Mr von der Vring, Mr Linde, Mr Gautier, Mr
Muntingh, Mr Rogers, Mr Caborn, Mr Seal, Mrs Krou-
wel-Vlam, Mrs Viehoff, Mr Cohen, Mr !7oltier, Mrs
Roudy, Mr Dankert, Mrs Moreau, Mr Jacquet and Mr
Estier, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
sentence of death passed on James David Mange(Doc. t-7a8179)
- 
the motion for a resolution announced by the Liberal
and Democratic Group on the budgetization of the
EDF
- 
the motion for a resolution announced by the Group
of the European People's Parry (CD Group) on thi
Arab boycott.
Finally, I have received from the Council rwo requests
for urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the Ruies of
Procedure, concerning :
- 
a proposal for a regulation on the Lom6 Convention
(Doc. l-728179) (since this subiect was dealt with in
the Sabl6 report (Doc. l-633179) entered on the
agenda for 15 February, there was no need to decide
on this request for urgent debate);
- 
a proposal for a regulation on certain fish stocks (Doc.
t-72917e).
The chairmen of the political groups are not in favour
of urgent debate on this subject.
The vote on 
_this request will be held at the beginning
of tomorrow's sitting.
The order of business would therefore be as follows :
Tbis afternoon until 8 p.m.:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
vote on the whole motion for a resolution contained
in the report by Mrs Veber on a five-year programme
on radioactive waste
- 
Commission statement on the action taken by it on
the opinions and proposals of Parliament
- 
Question Time (Questions to the Commission 
- 
l %
hours)
- 
Commission statement on agricultural prices
Tuesday, 12 February 1980
9 a.m. until I p.m. and 3 p.m, to 7 p.n.:
- 
Decision on urgency of one proposal for a regulation
- 
Introduction of the l3th General Report and the
Commission's work programme
- 
Joint debate on the Nicolson and Forster report on
the shipbuilding and textile industries and an oral
question to the Commission on the same subject
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on oils,
fats and proteins
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to the Commis-
sion, the first on drug abuse and the second on public
health policy in the EEC
- 
Von !7ogau report on Community transit
- 
Joint debate on the Dankert report and the R.
Jackson report on provisional rwelfths
3 p.m.:
- 
Voting-time
lVednesday, 13 Febraary 1980
9 a.m. until 1 p.m. and 3 p.m, until 7 p.m.:
- 
Joint debate on the Fuchs repoG an oral question to
the Council and two oral questions to the Commis-
sion on energy policy I
- 
Joint debate on the statement on the work
programme of the Italian presidency (continuation)
and on an oral question to the Council on the British
share of the Community budget
3 to 4.30 p.m.:
- 
Question Time (questions to the Council and Foreign
Ministers).
Tbursdal, 14 Febraary 1980
10 a.m. to 1 p.m, 3 p,m. to 8 p.rn. and 9 p.m. to midnigbt:
- 
State-ment bjt tbe Commission on tbe general budget
of tbe Communities for l9B0
- 
Joint debate on the presentation of the l3th General
Report and the work programme of the Commission
and on the motion for a resolution by Mr Radoux and
others on Yugoslavia
- 
Cronin report on the ERDF
- 
Squarcialupi report on transboundary air pollution
- 
Sherlock report on harmful exposure at work
- 
Cathercrood report on the Common Customs Tariff
- 
Filippi report on SMUs in Portugal
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to the Commis-
sion on the wine sector
3 p.m.:
- 
Voting-time
Fridal, 15 February 1980
9 a.m.:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Possibly, continuation of Thursday's agenda
10.30 a.m.:
- 
Voting time
- 
Joint debate on the Elles et al, motion for a resolu-
tion on the Olympic Games and the Ripa di Meana
and Alber motions for resolutions on the sanctions
against Sakharov
- 
Gillot report on the Law of the Sea
- 
Seeler report on EEC-ASEAN relations
I The vote will be taken on Thursday, 14 February.
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- 
Joint debate on the Helms report, Quin report and
B. Nielsen report on fisheries (the Battersby report
on the same subiect having been withdrawn)
- 
Buchou report on basic products
- 
Ligios report on fruit and vegetables
- 
Sable report on milk fats
- 
Sable report on agricultural products originating in
the ACP countries or overseas countries and territo-
ries
- 
Joint debate on motions for resolutions by Mr Debre
and others, and Mr Verges and others on aid for
R6union
- 
Barbarella report on the modernization of farms
(without debate)
End of sitting: Voting-time.
Are there any obiections ?
The order of the business is agreed.
12. SPeaking'time
President.'- Since there is a very heavy agenda for
this part-session, the Bureau has been obliged to
organize the debates and allocate speaking-time as
indicated in the draft agenda which has been distri-
buted. Despite the alterations made the overall speak-
ing-time remains unchanged except in the case of
additions to the agenda, where the rapporteur or
author of a motion for a resolution will naturally each
be allowed ten minutes.
The allocation of speaking-time for the sittings from
Tuesday, 12 to Thursday, 14 February is consequently
as follows :
- 
Sitting of Tuesday, 12 February (overall
time) :
Mr Jenkins :
Authors and rapporteurs :
speaking-
45 minutes
60 minutes
(10 minutes each)
Commission (not including Mr Jenkins, statement):
45 minutes in total
Members : 300 minutes, allocated as follows :
Socialist Group :
Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group) :
European Democratic Group :
Communist and Allies GrouP:
Liberal and Democratic Group :
Group of European Progressive Democrats :
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members :
Non-attached Members :
Total :
- 
Sitting of \Tednesday, 13 FebruarY:
Joint debate on energy policy:
Rapporteurs and authors : 40 minutes
(10 minutes each)
40 minutes
in total
40 minutes
in total
Members: 120 minutes, allocated as follows:
Socialist Group : 25 minutes
Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group)
European Democratic Group :
Communist and Allies Group :
Liberal and Democratic Group :
Group of European Progressive Democrats :
Group lor the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members :
Non-attached Members :
Total : 4 hours
Joint debate on the programme of the Italian
presidency and on a solution to the British contri-
bution to the budget:
Council :
Commission:
24 minutes
l6 minutes
l3 minutes
l2 minutes
9 minutes
7 minutes
l4 minutes
Members : 85 minutes, allocated as follows :
Socialist Group: l0 minutes
Group of the European People's Parry
(Christian-Democratic Group) : l0 minutes
European Democratic Group : 10 minutes
Communist and Allies Group : 15 minutes
Liberal and Democratic Group : 10 minutes
Group of European Progressive Democrats : 10 minutes
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups
Council :
Author of the question :
and Members :
Non-attached Members :
(Christian-Democratic Group) :
European Democratic Group :
Communist and Allies Group:
Liberal and Democratic Group :
Group of European Progressive Democrats :
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent GrouPs
and Members :
Non-attached Members :
20 minutes
l0 minutes
10 minutes
l0 minutes
70 minutes
44 minutes
32 minutes
30 minutes
19 minutes
l1 minutes
20 minutes
74 minutes
70 minutes
44 minutes
32 minutes
30 minutes
l9 minutes
l1 minutes
20 minutes
7 l/z hours
Total : I hour 55 minutes
- 
Sitting of Thursday, 14 February :
Joint debate on the introduction of the l3th
General Report by the Commission and on the
motion for a resolution by Mr Radoux and others
on Yugoslavia:
Mr Jenkins : 15 minutes
Mr Radoux: l0 minutes
Members : 300 minutes, allocated as follows :
Socialist Group : 74 minutes
Group of the European People's Party
Total : 5 hours 25 minutes
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Other items (overall speaking-time) :
70 minutes
(10 minutes each)
30 minutes
in total
Members : 90 minutes allocated as follows :
Socialist Group : 20 minutes
Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group): 19 minutes
European Democratic Group : 13 minutes
Communist and Allies Group: l0 minutes
Liberal and Democratic Group : 9 minutes
Group of European Progressive Democrats 6 minutes
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members:
Non-attached Members :
5 minutes
8 minutes
Total : 3 hours l0 minutes
Since Friday's sitting will begin with the items
relating to the Olympic Games and Mr Sakharov, the
sitting will probably continue until approximately
2 P.m.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Panella. 
- 
(I) Madam President, believe me, I
am very sorry to have to return once again to this
problem. I have the impression that a number of
colleagues share my sorrow. Your arguments are suffi-
ciently well-known, Madam President, and continue
to confirm that pending the 'conclave' to which you
have referred, we are acting in violation of the Rules
of Procedure; I should like to ask my colleagues how
it is possible for a Member of Parliament 
- 
be he in
the minority or in the maiority 
- 
to agree to viola-
tions of the Rules.
In particular, Madam President, I would point out that
it is inadmissible under the Rules to invoke Rule 28
for an entire part-session and not iust for the debate
on one item. Madam President, I did my sums after
our meeting this morning. Let me recapitulate very
briefly the decisions which you are asking us to take.
Madam President, on Friday morning the Technical
Coordination Group would have a total of 33 seconds
for each item on the agenda. I mean the whole group
and not each member : if each of us were to speak we
should have three seconds. It is not acceptable or
correct for a Parliament to adopt such a proposal, it is
not acceptable to suggest that an entire political group
should have thirty-three seconds to put its views on a
single agenda item. That is an offence to Parliament.
It is an attempt by the majority to suggest that a
debate is taking place when the intention is merely to
rubber-stamp a vote. The group chairmen might just
as well stay at home and indicate on the telephone
how they propose to vote.
On Tuesday our group will have a total speaking-time
for each agenda item 
- 
on drugs, on the Commis-
sion's general report, on Yugoslavia and on all the
other important items before us 
- 
of one minute and
thirty seconds. That seems to me unworthy of a Parlia-
ment. I would merely propose that we should not be
deluded by your arguments. You claim that we have
too many items to discuss to adopt a different proce-
dure. But, Madam President, under the Rules you may
also propose application of Rule 28 : when you do so,
you are in effect serving the maiority of this Parlia-
ment because if you refused to invoke Rule 28 you
would not be covering the interests of the majority
against the rights of the whole Parliament : this is an
extremely serious and inadmissible matter. You have
referred to the conclave. We already know that at the
conclave you will be seeking to gag us by depriving us
of the right to make statements of voting intentions.
In conclusion 
- 
although I could make many other
points 
- 
let me stress how unacceptable it is to
deprive members of the right to submit amendments :
I should like you to explain the reasons for this prop-
osal. You are now seeking to deprive us of the right to
table amendments ! \7e shall have neither the right to
speak nor the right to move amendments . .. Maybe
this is a sausaSe factory but it is certainly not a Parlia-
ment in which debates are held and democratic deci-
sions taken.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, we have
discussed this ad ntuseAm. If we are going to get
through our business there is no other way of doing it.
I wonder how much time has been wasted on points
of order such as the one we have just heard. It must
clearly amount to an awful lot.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, may I
make two suggestions regarding speaking-time on
\Uflednesday afternoon ? The agenda reads continua-
tion of. the debate with the Italian President on the
declaration made by him at a previous sitting. My fint
suggestion is that you should use the speakers' list
from the last occasion ; 24 names had been put down.
Only three of them spoke, and I cannot see why you
should now draw up a new list. That would be highly
inefficient, since Members have to put their names
down again. That is my first suggestion.
My second suggestion concerns speaking-time. I do
not wish to formally request a change in your prop-
osal but would point out that three groups already
spoke last time but are to have more speaking time on
this occasion. I do not wish to object to that, but I do
object to the fact that the groups which did not get a
chance to speak last time will have less speaking time
on this occasion 
- 
I find that unacceptable. My
second suggestion, Madam President, is therefore that
you should allow a few more minutes each to the four
Authors and rapporteurs :
Commission :
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last groups, the Liberal Group, the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats and the Technical
Coordination Group and non-attached Members.
The allocation of speaking-time would not have to
be formally changed, but you could tell the Presi-
dent of the l7ednesday afternoon sitting that it is
reasonable for the four last-named groups to be
given rather more speaking-time, because that had
been agreed on the previous occasion.
President. 
- 
The suggestions you have just made
will be considered in a constructive light, Mr De
Goede.
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Madam President, I find Mr
Pannella's suggestion that he has been given
inadequate speaking-time rather laughable. For
someone whose sole objective is destroying the work
of this House, he has been given a very Sreat deal of
time to speak. In fact, his group and the non-attached
Members frequently seem to get a much fairer crack
of the whip than some of us in larger groups, who
find it very difficult to intervene in debates at all'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Linde.
Mr Linde. 
- 
(D) I wish to draw the attention of Mr
Pannella once again 
- 
or, if he is not listening, to put
this on record 
- 
the fact that his criticisms of other
groups are perfectly inappropriate. His group is far
better off and a member of his group has more time
than a member of any other; if you add up the
speaking time for Friday, you will find that a socialist
has the theoretical possibility of speaking for 2
seconds while a member of Mr Pannella's group can
speak for fifteen times that. This is where the iniustice
lies.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I just
want to make a factual observation on the tabling of
amendments. If the general speaking time for an
important report includes the time allowed to move
amendments, that means that in certain cases there
will either be no opportunity to say anything about
the general content of the report or no opportunity to
comment on specific amendments. For the energy
debate on Wednesday I have for example put down
several amendments to the Fuchs report. If the short
period of time allocated to me includes time to move
amendments, it will not really be possible for those
amendments to be considered by Parliament 
-
although I am sure you will all agree that it is a funda-
mental duty of every Member to move amendments
when he feels that appropriate.
President. 
- 
Mr Coppieters, as I pointed out a short
while ago to Mr Pannella and to the entire Assembly,
these matters will be discussed at meeting of the
enlarged Bureau. As far as the allocation of speaking-
time for the debates is concerned, the Bureau 
- 
apart
from the comments made by Mr Pannella 
- 
was
quasi-unanimous in deciding to organize the debates
in this manner. Otherwise, we would have to sit 24
hours a day.
Speaking-time for the Friday sitting has therefore
been allocated as follows :
Rapporteurs :
Commission:
50 minutes
(5 minutes each)
40 minutes
Members: 150 minutes allocated as follows:
Socialist Group : 37 minutes
Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group) : 35 minutes
European Democratic Group : 22 minutes
Communist and Allies Group : 15 minutes
Liberal and Democratic Group : 15 minutes
Group of the European Progessive Democrats : 9 minutes
Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members :5 minutes
Non-attached Members : l0 minutes
Total 4 hours
As a general measute, I propose that the items which
cannot be dealt with before 8 p.m. today, be held over
until the sitting on Tuesday, 12 February, those that
cannot be dealt with during the sitting on Tuesday, l2
February, until the sitting on Thursday, 14 February,
and those that cannot be dealt with on Thursday, 14
February, until the sitting on Friday, 15 February.
Are there any comments ?
That is agreed.
13. Conduct of plenary sittings
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, the agenda for
this part-session, like the agenda for the last part-ses-
sion, moreover, is a very full one. As I mentioned a
short while ago, by agreement with the chairmen of
the political groups, the enlarged Bureau has decided
to devote 2l February to a special meeting to consider
the problems associated with the conduct of Parlia-
ment's plenary sittings. I hope that pending the
results of this work, all Members of Parliament will
lend their support to the presidency in its efforts to
make the work of the present part-session run as
smoothly as possible.
14. Time-limit for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose that Parliament fix the
following deadlines for tabling amendments:
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- 
7 p.^. today, I I February for the items on the
agendas of 12 and t3 February
- 
6 p...on Tuesday, 12 February for the items on the
agenda of 14 February
- 
6 p.m.on l7ednesday, 13 February for the items on
the agenda of 15 February.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
15. Procedure witbout report
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 27A (5) of the Rules
of Procedure, the following Commission proposals
have been placed on the agenda for today's sitting for
consultation without report :
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2579179
opening, allocating and providing for the administra-
tion of Community tariff quotas for certain wines
having a registered designation of origin falling
within subheading ex 22.05C of the Common
Customs Tariff, originating in Tunisia (197911980)
(Doc. t-692179),
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the Committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture and
the Committee on Development and Cooperation for
opinions :
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 on
the common organization of the market in beef and
veal (Doc. t-696179),
which has been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for an opinion;
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulations (EEC) Nos 3081178,
3082/78 and 3083178 opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of Communiry tariff
quotas for certain wines falling within subheading ex
22.05 C of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Portugal (1979/8O) (Doc. l-708/79),
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture for an
opinion. Unless any Member asks leave in writing to
speak on these proposals or amendments that were
tabled to them before the opening of the sitting of
Friday, 15 February 1980, I shall declare the proposals
to be approved.
16. Procedural questions
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland on a point of order.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I should have
spoken earlier on in the debate, but I asked to do so
and did not catch your eye.
It seems to me that we experienced a highly anom-
alous situation during the last part-session. Mr Coppie-
ters tabled a motion for a resolution with a request for
urgent debate on Corsica. Two speakers opposed
urgent consideration and only two speakers intervened
in the debate. Mrs Scrivener was opposed to an urgent
discussion 
- 
you can read what she said in the report
of proceedings 
- 
on the grounds that Parliament had
no competence in this matter. Mr Arndt also opposed
urgent consideration and requested reference to
committee. Because the Assembly was almost unani-
mous in its opposition to an urgent debate, Mr
Dankert who was in the chair asked for reference to
committee.
However, Madam President, under the terms of Rule
25 to which Mr Dankert referred, reference to
committee is possible only if the motion for a resolu-
tion relates to a topic falling within the sphere of
competence of the Communities. That is precisely the
point which Mrs Scrivener was disputing. I therefore
believe that a second vote should have been taken,
because I am convinced that there was a majority in
the House at the time who felt that this was nor a
matter for the Communities, that Parliament should
not consider the subject at all and that the motion
accordingly not be referred to committee.
To simplify matters 
- 
and I do not want to take too
much of the House's time 
- 
I think it would be desir-
able to refer the matter to the Bureau to obtain its
opinion because I think my own interpretation is
correct and that a vote should be taken on this
specific point in order to ascertain whether Parliament
considers itself competent or not to refer the matter to
committee. I do not think this point has been cleared
up.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I have waited
to speak on the subject of world hunger because I had
thought that Mr Poniatowski, the committee
chairman, or Mr Ferrero, the rapporteur, would be
intervening on this matter. Ve are faced with a very
serious situation.
You confirmed yet again today, Madam President, that
a working party on world hunger was not entitled to
the services of interpreters to facilitate its work.
I wish it to be made perfectly clear that the political
groups which had claimed to be showing the utmost
seriousness in this matter, did not appoint their
general rapporteur until after l0 December: since
then they have been particularly slow to give their
support to the work of the committee ; there have
been innumerable obstacles and today we are having
to cancel the meeting of the working party on hunger.
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'$7e were told that a serious approach involved
proceeding rapidly. Madam President, we are now
wasting time. The Committee on Development and
Cooperation and is working party are not receiving
the technical facilities necessary for them to work.
Pailiament had decided to hold a debate on world
hunger in February and certain assurances were given.
Now we are told that the debate will be held in April.
Madam President, the fact of the matter is that this
Parliament does not wish to debate the subject of
hunger because it does not wish to discuss disarma-
ment. The heart is not in it and the unanimity is only
artificial. I denounce the fact that obstacles are placed
every day in the way of the work of our committee. I
should also be very pleased to learn whether I am
alone in feeling concem on this matter.
President. 
- 
Mr Pahnella, the matter you have
raised is a problem concerning the organization of
meetings of committees or working parties during
part-sessions.
The enlarged Bureau decided not to authorize meet-
ings of committees or working parties during part-ses-
sions except in urgent cases, a decision which is, more-
over, in keeping with the Rules of Procedure. This
matter will therefore be considered again, possibly by
the Bureau, but it does not belong here.
As for the matter raised by Mr Galland, this is an
important problem concerning the application of the
Rules of Procedure ; it will be submitted to the
enlarged Bureau.
17. Second fiae-yar programrne on
radioactiae waste
(vote cont'd)
President. 
- 
The next item, pursuant to Rule 33 (3)
of the Rules of Procedure, is the vote on the whole of
the motion for a resolution contained in the !fleber
report on the second five-year programme, on radioac-
tive waste management and storage (Doc. 1-5761791.
However, before proceeding to the vote, the floor is
open for explanations of vote.
I call Mrs !7eber.
Mrs Weber, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, let me stress that we are not
dealing today with the issue of our support or other-
wise for nuclear energ:y, but merely discharging the
responsibility given to us by our citizens to take care
of their security and protect them against undesirable
phenomena. In the present state of utilization of
nuclear energy, storage of waste presents a serious
problem. The report addresses itself to that problem
and I believe that we must think again on the way the
voting went at out last part-session and decide
whether we are living up to our responsibilities.
I believe that a number of questionable decisions were
taken at the January part-session; they were doubtful
despite the fact that a remarkable unanimity prevailed
from the extreme left to the extreme right of this
House, with the exception of the Socialist Group and
a few christian-democrats and liberals.
I want to touch on four points which seem to me
particularly important as the basis for my decision.
Unless we are prepared to consider alternative scena-
rios we must doubt the success of alternative sources
of energy or the effectiveness of energy-saving
measures. Or do you perhaps believe that national
decisions such as that taken by Denmark not to use
nuclear energ'y will have no impact on the quantiry of
radioactive waste ? Or else do you believe that appeals
to conserve energy will prove unsuccessful in the next
few years ?
My second point is that unless you are prepared to
examine acceptance conditions you cannot really
claim to be ascertaining whether the population
approves the decisions taken by politicians in the
energy sector and under what conditions acceptance
by the population is in fact possible.
I believe that any of us who spoke about gaining
popular support in our election programmes should
give more thought to this matter and demand effec-
tive studies.
Now for my third point : anyone who considers the
possible risks of proliferation of radioactive material in
the developing countries to be so slight as to warrant
no investigation in an overall programme, must surely
be disregarding the extremely difficult political situa-
tion in which such a lack of study may well place us.
However, there is one point which I consider most
important of all: Our citizens want to know what
price they will have to pay for new technologies in
social as well as financial terms. 'S7e must all know
what consequences protective and monitoring
measures entailed by such technologies will have for
the development of our liberal freedoms and demo-
cratic principles. It is not enough merely to bear in
mind this aspect of the programme, as Mr Ippolito
would have us do in his motion. This House was able
to gain a majority 
- 
under the conditions to which I
referred earlier 
- 
for a motion which considered
certain limitations of basic rights in the undertakings
concerned to be possible and justified; the question
then arises as to where such limitations begin and
end. Do they end with the construction workers,
cleaning ladies, securiry personnel and wives, families
or even friends and neighbours ? Does the risk exist
only in nuclear power stations or does it also apply to
nuclear waste, during processing, decommissioning
and transport ? If we simply appeal to human reason
and do not take a reasoned decision, debates and
further discussion will be essentially meaningless. To
quote the words of Mrs '!Valz, the vote on this matter
is not concerned solely with assessing energy policy
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from the environmental angle because in that case no
single power station would be built any longer, but
with protecting the population against damage to
health and freedom and safeguarding the environ-
ment. The report now before us in the form in which
the vote is to be taken, is no longer the report drawn
up by the Committee on the Environment and the
rapporteur; in the interests of protecting the popula-
tion, I would urge you to vote against the report as it
now stands.
(Applause on certain benches)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins, Chairman of tbe Committee on tbe Enui-
ronment, Public Healtb and Consumer Protection. 
-I want to express sympathy for the point of view
expressed by Mrs !fleber. I don't want to deal with the
content of the report so much as with the procedures
that surrounded its eventual destruction at the last
part-session. The Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, the
committee responsible for this report, duly produced
the report after a great deal of discussion and a great
deal of soul-searching and after having been given
something approaching an opinion from the
Committee on Energy and Research. That is where
the difficulty arises, because the kind of opinion that
we received from the Committee on Energy and
Research was, to say the least, rather less profound
than it was lengthy: it covered about three-quarters of
a sheet of paper, Madam President. And therefore it
was a matter of some surprise to me when the
chairman of the Committee on Energy and Research,
acting in her capacify as a member of the Christian-
Democratic Group, supported a whole series of amend-
ments that ran counter to the kind of consultation
that took place before the report was actually
produced. Now, I think that consultation between
committees if important, but only if the energy,
industry and integrity of the people involved is suffi-
ciently high. In future, I hope that where more than
one committee is involved in producing a report, the
right of individuals to be present during the discus-
sion in the committee will be taken up. That was not
taken up and so we got ourselves into the unedifying
business of having a report actually opposed in this
Chamber by one of the people who helped to produce
it. This therefore is no longer the report produced by
Mrs \Ufleber at the time. It is no longer the report
produced by the consultative procedure in the
committee, and therefore I cannot support it.
(Applause from certain cluarters on tbe left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) I have read the remarkable
report by Mrs Weber and consider that it is a well-bal-
anced text. It does not speak out formally for or
against nuclear energy but takes broad account of the
interests of the population and of the demands of all
who are sensitive to the needs of public health, the
environment and freedom. It seems to me that after
adopting a number of amendments last month, Parlia-
ment completely changed the nature of Mrs I7eber's
report. Consequently I think it would be wise to refer
the text back to committee.
I would also like to point out that the amendments
which were adopted show a high degree of conver-
gence. \7e are often told that there is a lack of conver-
gence in Europe, but we have witnessed a very real
convergence between the supporters of the nuclear
lobby ranging from the right wing representing indus-
trial interests to the communist party ! That point
needed to be made.
At all events, unless the report is referred back to
committee, I shall vote against it for the reasons I
have explained.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL)Madam President, the report
as amended represents a lost opportunity since Mrs
Veber's report had provided a real chance for wise
decision-making. I shall therefore also vote against,
but I want to highlight the strange spectacle we have
experienced here through the fact that certain major
groups have placed members who take a keen interest
in defence of the environment in the Committee only
to go back on their position later through amend-
ments in the plenary sitting. I consider that this atti-
tude deserves criticism because what has happened to
the !7eber report is an indication of the real forces
lined up behind certain aspects of nuclear energy 
-forces which represent nothing short of a lobby.
(Altplause on sorne bencbes on the left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesl 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is a great piry that in a Kafkaesque atti-
tude of the utmost confusion we should have
produced a resolution which certainly does not reflect
the wishes of Parliament. rUTe had insisted on the need
for the rapporteur to ask for her report and resolution
to be referred back to committee. Our request was
accepted late in the day when formal considerations
made it impossible to entertain. !7e had worked 
-and I refute all the insinuations of a tacit agreement
between the groups 
- 
in the spirit of an overall frame-
work which cannot be escaped ; we were not facing
these problems for the first time since we had dealt
with all their different aspects many times in the past.
Reports on alternative sources of energy are now ready
for debate; as to the aspect of energy saving, a
socialist colleague has been appointed rapporteur and
we are not considering it for the first time ; our
socialist colleague lends his support to compulsory
measures of rigid control which conflict with your
liberalist positions. 'We have stressed the need for prac-
tical information measures, even if we are convinced
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that they will not be sufficient and that more stringent
measures will be necessary. !7e therefore have a whole
series of provisions and this particular report deals
with only one aspect ; it is an aspect, however, which
you yourselves believed to be urgent since in the first
paragraph of the resolution you stressed the need for
urgent research. !7e agree: scientific research is essen-
tial to deal with a problem which aiready exists and
cannot be left in abeyance but must be dealt with as
rapidly as possible. Those are the reasons for which
we voted in favour of the programme but 
- 
let me
stress the difference 
- 
in favour of the programme
presented by the Commission.
We thought the resolution rather imprecise on some
points and tried to remedy this ; we rejected a number
of amendments submitted by other Members and
tried to make our own position clear. However, some
Members had second thoughts too late when they
asked for the document to be sent back to committee.
I think that Parliament was wrong to refuse this
measure, and we are now faced with the absurd situa-
tion that those selfsame Members who supported the
need for research are now against it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr !(elsh.
Mr Welsh. 
- 
I wish to explain, Madam President,
why I propose to vote for the !7eber Report in its
amended form. !flith great respect to both of them, I
do not think that the rapporteur and the chairman of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection have represented the facts
with perfect accuracy, because the simple fact is that
the rapporteur, as she knows very well, took advantage
of this report to produce a highly loaded political
document, which contained a very clear ecological
point of view. She must have known that this did not
reflect the wishes of the majority of this House. !flhen
it was discussed in committee, all these amendments
were put and they were discussed at great length and
with some care. But unfortunately Madam President,
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection as it voted did not represent
the wishes of the maiority of the House either. So
please let us not be taken in by these questions of
people having been abused or not understood. I think
they understood perfectly well what they were doing.lVe certainly knew what we were doing when we
proposed the amendments, and we would encourage
the House to vote for the amended rVeber Report.
(Altplausc Jrun certain rluctrtcri on tbc rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, once again we
find ourselves obliged, as Mr Coppieters pointed out,
to observe an unfortunate situation. \flhat happens
only too often in this House ? 'We saw it just now in
connection with world hunger : the political groups
appointed to the Committee on Development and
Cooperation a number of colleagues who are sensitive
to the problem; they set to work and set up working
parties in an attempt to achieve results ; but then the
political group chairmen sabotage in plenary sitting
the positions adopted by their colleagues in
committee.
This happens time and time again. The groups have
appointed in this particular instance to the commit-
teis those of their members who are the most inte-
rested in the technical aspect of the problem; they
have voted as the rapporteur pointed out and then in
plenary sitting amendments are approved which go
against the positions adopted previously by the group
representatives. That is the logic of this Parliament.
Just as I do not believe for a moment that all the
problems we have had with the Rules of Procedure
which prevent us from speaking are due only to
chance, so too I believe that these facts are political
and not due to chance either.
In reality the technicians or experts do not have the
courage to support certain points of view which they
do support in plenary sitting, disregarding the posi-
tion they themselves adopted in committee.
To protest against that political attitude, I wish to state
that I support Mrs !7eber's position and I regret,
Madam President, that we find ourselves all too often
in a situation where the work done in committee is
rejected in plenary sitting by the groups who set the
tone.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution to the
vote. Since the result of the vote by show of hands was
doubtful, I shall take a fresh vote by sitting and
standing.
The resolution is adopted.
(Altltlause frotn tbe centre and tbe rigbt)
I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, when you take a
vote by sitting and standing, there are so many people
in the hemicycle who are not Members of Parliament,
it is virtually impossible to take a proper count. I had
the same problem the last time I attempted to take
such a vote. I am not suggesting you take the vote
again, as I presume that there was a large enough
majority to carry it, but I do think that the hemicycle
ought to be cleared before a vote by sitting and
standing is taken.
(Altltlausc Iront uarious quartcr-t)
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, there was a large majority
of people standing, but your observation was justified.
I hope that it will soon be possible to implement the
proposals made by the Quaestors concerning control
over entry to the Chamber.
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18. Actiott taken b1 tbe Contnission on
Parlianent's
ol>inions
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
Commission on action taken by it on the opinions
and proposals of the European Parliament. I
I call Lord O'Hagan.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
I have already made my investiga-
tions and found that the Commission is not as sinful
as I thought.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tyrrell.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Madam President, you will recall that
at the last part-session Parliament requested the
Commission to review immediately all the economic,
commercial, credit and financial relations between the
USSR and the European Community, specifically in
the field of high technology, agricultural products and
anti-dumping practices, and to report to the Council
of Ministers. Now, in the report that the Commission
has laid before us today, dealing with the action it has
taken on opinions expressed by us at the last part-ses-
sion, there is no reference to that vital clause. I would
ask whether the Commission did in fact act on our
request to review those matters and, if so, whether
there is a reason why it has not included such action
on our request in its report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Further to the point raised by my
honourable friend, could we ask the President of the
Commission exactly what is the position over the sale
of butter to the USSR, because some of us 
- 
many of
us 
- 
found his answer to rhe Political Affairs
Committee equivocal to say the least, and we would
ask him in particular if there is any truth in the srory
about butter sales that appeared in the 'Daily Tele-
graph' today, namely that it is all right for the
Community to sell packaged butter to the USSR, but
not bulk supplies of butter since if that is the situation
again many of us would find it completely unaccept-
able. So could the President of the Commission give
us a report, perhaps orally, on these vitally important
matters ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I endeavoured to give the Committee on
Political Affairs at some length 
- 
and was then open
for questioning for over an hour-and-a-half afterwards
- 
a detailed exposition of the situation on all these
matters. I do not think it is conducive to the sensible
conduct of business to be asked detailed questions
without notice outside the hour of Question Time in
this way. Anything which is put to the Commission in
a proper way will be carefully and precisely answered,
but speaking from many years of parliamentary experi-
ence I do not think it is sensible that we should try
and conduct our business in this way.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
19. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is Question Time (Doc.
l-738179). !7e begin with questions to the Commis-
sion.
Question No I will not be called, since its subject is
already on the order-paper for this part-session, but
the author will have the right to speak first in
Tuesday's debate on the same subject.
Question No I a, by Mr Moreland (H-344179):
Did the Commission President speak in a personal
capacity or on behalf of the Commission when he
recently lectured in the UK (Dimbleby'-lecture). and if
he spoke in a personal capacity will he state if he
discussed the contents of his lecture with the college of
Commissioners beforehand ?
Mr Jenkins, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
I spoke
in a personal capacity, as I made clear at the time, so
the question of consultation with colleagues did not
therefore arise.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Can the President of the Commis-
sion assure us that in future, when a Commissioner is
given the opportunity of TV time at a peak hour in
any Member State, he will use it to promote the
Community, and not his own future national political
interests ? \7e of course realize that a little job-
hunting, if I may say so, may go on over the next year,
but can he give us the assurance that the whole
working effort of the Commission will be to further
the interests of the Community over the next year 
-although, if I may say so in a personal capacity, we
wish them well in a year's time ?
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
The Commission, of course, does and
will devote its effort to promoting the interests of the
Community, and if I were to add up the number of
occasions on which I have addressed and endeavoured
to persuade the British public on Community issues
over the past three years, they would come to a very
large total indeed. However, this lecture has a parti-
cular place : I was not invited to give it or to talk
about such subiects in an official capacity, it was a
purely personal lecture, and although clearly people
can agree or disagree with it, I have not received any
protest 
- 
and that of the honourable Member is
extremely mild 
- 
from either side of politics in the
United Kingdom that I should not have used this
opportunity to give some thoughts based on reflec-
tions after a long period in politics.I See Annex
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President. 
- 
Question No 2, by Mr Ansquer, has
been postponed until the next part-session. Question
No 3, by Mr Pininfarina (H-386179):
Does not the Commission think that a speedy response
to the action brought last May by the European Clothing
Manufacturers' Association against the ltalian Govern-
ment for violation of Articles 90,92 and 93 of the Treary
of Rome might help to bring some clariry into an area
where irregular competition mechanisms have blocked
possibilities of action and in certain cases have threat-
ened the continued existence of healthy and productive
enterprises without affording any advantages in the
matter of prices policy or of employment policy ?
Mr Vouel, lWember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, the action brought in May 1979 by the
European Clothing Manufacturers' Association in
respect of violation of the rules on competition
contained in the Treaty has been the subiect of an
initial investigation by the Commission. The associa-
tion concerned has been informed that the share of
the market held by public undertakings in this sector
is not such as to confer on them a dominant position
so that the conditions for application of Article 85 do
not apply. As to the aid aspect, the Commission has
contacted the Italian authorities to obtain details of
the nature, scale and effect of the public intervention
in Italy in favour of this particular sub-sector; it
requires that information to assess the situation in
respect of Article 92 et seq. The Commission shares
the Honourable Member's concern about the need to
find the speediest possible response to the complaints
referred to it. In the case in point, it has not failed to
remind the Italian authorities on several occasions of
the need to provide an early answer to its questions.
The information requested is complex but the
Commission hopes that it will be provided shortly.
Mr Pininfari (I) Does the Commission realize
that by furnishing such a general answer it is evading
a fundamental right and duty enshrined in the Treaty
to guarantee, regardless of the scale of the pheno-
menon, free competition between undertakings ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F)The complaint put to the Commis-
sion comprised t'wo main aspects : firstly it sought to
determine whether the companies in question held a
dominant position on the Italian and European
markets. I have given the Commission's answer on
that. My answer was not general but dealt with the
substance of this particular point.
The second aspect of the complaint related to a
possible infringement of Article 92 of the Treary. I
answered on this that the Commission is awaiting
information from the Italian Government to enable it
to reply. Here again, my answer was not general but
specific.
Mr tUflelsh. 
- 
!7hile thanking the Commissioner for
his answer, I think he must fully accept that it is quite
unsatisfactory. I would like to help him with this, so
can we ask the Commissioner to say whether or not
he thinks that the Italian Government is in fact
blocking this investigation and to comment on the
fact that they have sent several requests to the Italian
Government to state its position and it has so far not
done so ? !7ould the Commissioner therefore give us
an assurance that for the reputation of his department,
this fiddling while Rome burns will cease, and if the
Italian Government fails to give an adequate answer
by 31 March, he will implement the necessary legal
processes under the Treaty to compel it to do so ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) I do not intend to put an ulti-
matum to the ltalian Government on this matter. The
information we have asked that Government to
provide is highly specific and requires a very complex
answer. That may well take time.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Mry I say there is very great disquiet
in certain parts of the common market about this
problem, and I think it is most important that you
should very quickly put the public's mind at rest. I do
not know how you can do this unless you have made
sure that you have heard all representations from
those concerned, but I would like to know whether
there is any further help that you, as the Commission,
need in your battle to try and make sure there is no
unfairness in this trade.
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F)The Commission has all the neces-
sary means to obtain the information which it needs.
Mr Poncelet. 
- 
Following on from that question, I
want to put a supplementary question. In doing so I
shall refer to a motion of solidarity drafted by Italian
private industrialists and endorsed by all the industries
in the Community countries. Is it true, Commissioner,
that the Commission has only recently given its
support through Community funds 
- 
the Regional or
Social Fund 
- 
to certain ltalian regions which
specialize in textiles and evidently group together
undertakings 
- 
I refer specifically to the motion of
solidarity 
- 
which are recognized as unreliable and
unprofitable ? And is the Commission aware 
- 
this is
the most important point to which I would call the
Assembly's attention 
- 
of the differences between
wages for men and women workers which the Italian
public authorities are apparently encouraging through
different tax treatment of social charges ? If so, can
the Commission indicate its position before making
the proposed funds available ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) MV answer wjll be threefold.
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There is at present no specific aid arrangement for the
sector under discussion.
Secondly, as to the question of determining whether
possible aid is compatible with the Treaty, I would
remind you that this is the precise purpose of our
representations to the Italian Government. Aid is in
principle prohibited but for certain reasons, particu-
larly of a regional nature, it may be accepted or
declared compatible with the Treary. !(e are
examining this point at present.
As to the third question, I believe that throughout
Europe and in all its Member States 
- 
as we have
often heard in this House 
- 
there is discrimination
between the earnings of men and women workers, but
I do not think that this has any bearing on rhe
specific question put to me.
President. 
- 
I think it would be of general advan-
tage to Members if we were to proceed on the basis of
a minimum number of supplementary questions and
answers, since we should then be able to make some
more progress with Question Time.
At its author's request, Question No 4, by Mr Penders
and Mrs Beumer, has been withdrawn.
Question No 5, by Mr Berkhouwer (H-338179):
!7hat steps have been taken to ensure that the USSR
gives diplomatic recognition to the Community in the
trade negotiations between the nwo parties ?
Mr Haferkarnp, Vice-President of the Contmission.
- 
(D) The Community is not conducting any trade
negotiations with the Soviet Union. The Commission
has therefore taken no steps on the lines indicated ,by
the Honourable Member in his question. On the
other hand, the Commission has for some time been
engaged in negotiations with Comecon. Those negotia-
tions do not, however, relate to trade relations with
the Member States of that organization.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NZ/ I should like to know from
the Commissioner whether it would be possible to
hold an exchange of views in a different context,
perhaps in committee, on trade and economic rela-
tions between the Communiry and Comecon and on
the matter of the general recognition of the Commu-
nity as a specific entiry. I am grateful to the Commis-
sioner for his answer and would ask him whether he
is ready to take part in such an exchange of views in
the near future.
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D)These matters are constanrly
under review in the responsible committee of this
House. I am of course perfectly willing to provide
supplementary answers and information on the
progress of relations with Comecon itself and with its
Member States.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Since Mr Berkhouwer's question
referred to a particular country, can the Commission
indicate whether it will adopt an identical position als-
d-ais another East European country as it has towards
a country with which it is currently negotiating as
regards the recognition necessary for negotiations to
proceed ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) The question of recognition
referred to here has long played a part in relations
between the Community and Comecon and its indi-
vidual member countries. The Soviet Union has long
since been exerting its influence to prevent recogni-
tion of the Community. As has frequently been stated
in this House, we have repeatedly indicated that we
are not concerned with formal recognition. \7e do not
need to be recognized. \(/e are a realiry that exists.
This realiry has over the years come to be accepted by
Comecon and its member countries otherwise there
could be no negotiations. You are well aware that
there are different degrees of recognition. !7e are
holding special talks with some Comecon countries
outside the context of negotiations with Comecon
itself.
\7e have concluded special agreements with some of
these countries, eg., in the steel and textiles sectors.
\7e have just initialled with one member country an
agreement on the creation of a joint committee. These
are practical steps which we are not taking with the
aim of gaining diplomatic recognition but with a view
to creating political and economic circumstances and
introducing developments in the spirit of the Final
Acts of Helsinki.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Lord O'Hagan(H4a7/7e):
Does the Commission plan to recommend a tax on
cider ?
Mr Burke, .fuIember of tbe Conrmission. 
- 
The
Commission does not plan to recommend a special
tax on cider. However, as has been explained in
answering the honourable Member's question
H-95179 on 25 October 1979, cider is one of the
other fermented beverages of tariff heading 22.07
which would fall within the scope of proposed
harmonized wine tax system when exceeding a given
minimum alcoholic strength. It has been proposed to
fix this limit of minimum alcoholic strength at 6o/o
by volume.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Is the Commission aware that
answers do not improve by simple repetition ? Is the
Commission aware that to attack a particular regional
specialiry which is never exported 
- 
and indeed farm-
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house cider could probably not travel without blowing
up 
- 
(Laugbter) is something that will bring the
Community into even greater disrepute than it is
already in the S7est Country, where the Commission
has failed to do anything about the export of British
lamb to France ? Can the Commission therefore now
reassure this House and cider drinkers in the \7est
Country that a discriminatory tax will not be imposed
on a beverage which is of purely regional and local
interest and is not like a wine or spirit that is exported
and distorts or destroys national markets of other
Member States which apply punitive fiscal legislation
in order to protect their own alcoholic drinks ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The proposed lower limit gives rise to
difficulties in the United Kingdom but only in rela-
tion to a small proportion of total cider production
there. It is understood that perhaps 90 o/o or more of
British cider production has an alcoholic strength of
less than 6 o/o and could even be brought below that
figure without serious difficulty. Therefore the
problem arises solely for cider produced by farmers
the alcoholic strength of whose product is not subiect
to any precise control and is often above the 60/o
figure. I therefore emphasize to the House that this is
a limited problem, particularly when we compare it
with the extent of the issues involved in the harmoni-
zation of wine and alcoholic drinks. However, I would
stress to the honourable Member that the Commis-
sion's proposals are by their nature pragmatic and that
the Commission would certainly be prepared to
consider alternative solutions which could lead to
overall agreement. Now, I would add that when the
Council discussed compromise proposals at its
meeting in Luxembourg on 15 October, the question
of cider was raised by the representative of one
Member State. The Council has agreed that the
compromise proposals will remain on the agenda and
I can assure the honourable Members that the
Commission will of course continue to make every
possible effort towards finding an agreement on all
the problems involved including that of farmhouse
cider.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
I congratulate the Commission
upon its more moderate approach to this matter.
However, to say that the alcoholic strength of certain
drink can be reduced without difficulty does not
answer the question. The question is whether the
consumer will find the reduced strength drink as
acceptable as the present drink. Has the Commission
considered this point ? Furthermore, why should it
attack a small industry composed of small production
units when it is quite willing to allow other govern-
ments to discriminate against the Scotch whisky
industry in a quite ridiculous way, and I include in
that the Irish Government which discriminates
against Scotch whisky in the timing of duty
payments ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
Having been told that our proposals in
this area would lead to a revolution in the \7est
Country similar to the Monmouth rebellion, I have
taken note and have tried answering the question to
meet the spirit of the questioners. I think it might be
in the best interests of all if we could leave it at that. I
have noted the points made.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
I must apologize, Mr Burke because I
represent yet another cider-making constituency, and
the point I would put to you is this : are not your prop-
osals in this area the unacceptable face of Community
policy ? The people who produce farmhouse cider are
already being driven insane by daft, silly, dotty regula-
tions. These people largely produce farmhouse cider
as a hobby or for a few friends. !7ould it not be
simpler to avoid all Community activity in this area ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I think that any further discussion of
this problem would only add to the difficulties of the
said farmers. I would suggest that, having given my
answer, we now let the matter cool down and have a
Council discussion on all those matters, which I hope,
will enable pragmatic solutions to be found to all our
problems.
President. 
- 
Question No 7, by Mr O'Connell
(H-38217e:
Does the Commission envisage the creation of a Directo-
rate-General specifically for consumer affairs ?
Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, the Commission attaches great importance to
consumer affairs, which are dealt with by the Promo-
tion of Consumer Interests Directorate in the Environ-
ment and Consumer Protection Service. But, particu-
larly in view of the recommendation of the Spieren-
burg Report on the reduction of the number of Direc-
torates-General, the Commission has no present plans
to set up a new and separate one here.
Mr O'Connell. 
- 
\7hether, in view of the fact that
the staff of the Consumer Protection Service 
- 
which
is itself a tiny subsidiary of the Directorate-General 
-comprises a mere 14 senior officials, in grades A and
B, that despite the enormous increase in the work
expected of this service over recent years, there has
been no proportionate increase in staff and resources,
that a growing number of contacts with consumer
interest groups necessitates more staff, that the prelimi-
nary programme for consumers has yet to be imple-
mented and a second consumer action programme
will certainly fail unless consumer policy is given
priority in terms of staff and resources, does the Presi-
dent of the Commission consider that a Directorate-
General for Consumer Policy is necessary to cater for
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this Second Action programme ? !7ould he not
consider taking another look at this whole situation in
the light of the information I have given him ?
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
I was certainly aware that the staff of
this Directorate in the Environment and Consumer
Protection Service is heavily pressed, and I would if I
may, like to take the opportunity to pay tribute to the
work that they have done with limited manpower
resources. I would certainly like to see some increase
in manpower resources here. But the honourable
Member and the House know the difficulties we have
in getting the necessary increases in the staff resources
through the Budgetary Authority. And even if we were
to get a significant increase, it would still be a rela-
tively small group which, I must say frankly, would
not be such as to justify the setting up of a separate
Directorate-General. If I may make two points, first, it
does not make good sense to ask an independent
review body to look at our affairs and make recom-
mendations, and then fly directly in the face of what
they recommend and start setting up a multiplicity of
new Directorates-General. Secondly, neither is it the
case that the effectiveness of work done is a direct
function of the number of people involved in doing it.
!fle could do with some more people here. But do not
let us exaggerate the situation by believing that there
is need for a vast bureaucracy here, or that the key to
success is always to call everything a Directorate-Gen-
eral.
President. Question No 8, by Mr Turner
(H-3e2l7e):
!7hat practical steps are open to the Commission to
ensure that France, which has failed to fulfil an obliga-
tion under the EEC Treary in that it has not adhered to
the Order of the European Court of Justice of 25
September 1979, on sheepmeat, will be required to take
the necessary measures to comply with the Order
pursuant to Article l7l of the EEC Treaty ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, cooperation in the European
Community is based on strict compliance with
Community law. The results achieved so far, not least
as regards the development of intra-Community trade,
are based on adherence to the provisions of the Treaty
and the decisions of the Court of Justice. The basic
assumption has been that mutual dependence and
common interest and compliance with this law and
the Court's decisions are of such obvious importance
that the Treaty does not give the Commission or the
Council the possibility of taking retributive measures,
but simply lays down in Article 171 that the Member
State has an indispensable duty to comply with the
iudgments of the Court. It will be extremely
dangerous for Community cooperation if this basic
principle is not adhered to in the future as in the past.
Such compliance is of political significance. The
Commission's means of ensuring that this funda-
mental legal principle 
- 
fundamental for the future
of the Community 
- 
is respected consists in
applying political pressure if Communiry laws or the
judgments of the Court are not directly complied
with. The Commission may also, of course, refer the
matter to the Court, as has happened in this particular
case concerning France's failure to comply with the
Order on the free movement of sheepmeat in the
Community. Thus, the Commission has taken both
the political and the legal measures provided for in
the Treaty and is convinced that all the Member States
will realize that failure in future to respect the funda-
mental principle of obedience to the law will cause
irremediable damage to Community cooperation.
Mr Turner. 
- 
I appreciate the very worried answer
which the Commissioner has just given, and I do not
want to inflame the position at all, but we are all very
calmly concerned about the underlying legal issues of
what he has iust said. I do not know what Article l7l
means, but I think he doesn't either, from what he has
iust said. May I say that the Council, whom I had
asked last month what they could do, having previ-
ously asked the month before what you could do,
replied in these words :
Under the terms of the first indent of Article 155 of the
Treary, it is up to the Commission, as guardian of the
Treaty, to ensure that the provisions of the Treaty and
the measures taken by the institutions pursuant thereto
are applied.
Now I take that to mean that the Council believes
that the Commission is the proper body to ensure that
the institutions' measures 
- 
i. s, the judgment of the
Court 
- 
are applied. They then went on to say, 'The
second indent of Article 145 of the Treaty' 
- 
and
that refers to the Council's rights and powers 
- 
'does
not confer any power on the Council', and they ended
by saying, 'Any further questions dwelling on this
point should be referred to the Commission as the
guardian of the Treaty'.
So the whole problem comes back to the Commis-
sion, and I would very much urge the Commission to
take note of Article 155, as does apparently the
Council.
(Ibe President presses the speaker to put his question)
I am now about to ask the question and it goes as
follows. They can do one of three things and I want to
know which they are going to do.
They can agree that they have the potential under
Article I 55, or they can say that they have not got any
power under Article 155, or they can say what they
will specifically do under Article 155 in this particular
case. I would like them please to choose between
those three possibilities and give me an answer.
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Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I really think I have
-answered 
the question. It is the Commission's task to
see that the provisions of the Treaty and the Court's
rulingB are obeyed. But the Treaty does not give the
Commission the means of adopting retaliatory
measures 
- 
there can be no doubt on that point. On
the other hand, it is possible for the Commission 
-and the Commission has decided to use this possi-
bility and has done so 
- 
to pursue the question
further through the Court of Justice. In a further inves-
tigation by the Court the question of damage suffered
by individual parties, whether public or private, can
form part of the subject of the investigation, but it
must be raised by the party concerned within the
context of the issue raised by the Commission. The
United Kingdom has notified the Commission of
damage suffered and the Commission, when bringing
its case before the Cour! has submitted this statement
on damage suffered to the Court. So even if retaliatory
measures cannot be adopted, the Court in its delibera-
tions and judgments can take account of the damage
suffered and the Commission has taken the necessary
measures for this within the limits laid down by the
Treaty, making full use of the powers given it.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Rather than make a long speech like
Mr Turner I want to take issue with the suggestion
that we are all concerned, and ask the Commissioner
if he is aware that some Members of Parliament
support the right of France to the block the import of
sheepmeat and are of the opinion that Membei States
should have the right to plan their economies free
from EEC interference.
(Protests from certain qudrters of tbe European
Dernocratic Group)
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(Dry Of course, I cannot accept
that view, seeing that the Member States adopted an
agreement in the form of a treaty and signed it and
ratified it. So it must be respected by all parties.
(Applause from the European Demooatic Group)
Mr Pranchi (F) On behalf of the French
Communist Members, I wish to state that the debate
on the problem of sheepmeat which has already been
held in this House on our initiative, is not confined to
the strictly juridical aspects. The provisions of the
Rome Treary concerning the earnings of farmers, their
activities and guarantees for their further develop-
ment, have been cast into disrepute by certain prac-
tises. Today, however, something far more serious is in
the offing. The decisions proposed by the Commis-
sion are intended in effect to put an end to all intents
and purposes to the production of sheepmeat in
France as it exists today. This would have disastrous
economic and social consequences for the life of our
regions. \7e have therefore asked the French Govern-
ment to go so far as to use its right of veto, as it is
entitled to do in order to put an end to an attack
which we consider intolerable and inadmissible
My question is as follows: does the Commission not
think it high time to put an end to the plan for the
phasing-out of sheepmeat production which, as Mr
Gundelach recognized when he addressed the
Committee on Agriculture in Brussels, would compel
half the 150 000 French sheep-farmers to become
unemployed and force the other half to convert to
different activities ? I would add that this would be
done for the greater benefit of multinational sheep-
importing combines.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) The Commission has never
at any time expressed the view that measures should
not be taken to safeguard incomes and future produc-
tion in the sheepmeat sector in France. Long before
this case arose the Commission proposed to the
Council a scheme for sheepmeat which would most
certainly safeguard the incomes of French as well as
other sheep-farmers. The Commission cannot accept
responsibility for the Council's seven-year delay in
dealing with this proposal, which has created the
unfortunate situation which we find ourselves in
today.
Furthermore I must point out that the European
Court of Justice in its judgment of last September
drew attention to a number of measures that can justi-
fiably be taken by the French Government as interim
measures, until the organization of the market has
been carried out by the Community institutions, to
ensure that the level of income of French farmers is
maintained. And there is no question of attacking the
social or financial standards of the French sheep-
farmers ; the idea is to solve these problems and the
problems of free trade in the Community, in accor-
dance with one of the Community's main principles,
in such a way as to satisfy everyone. The means for
doing this exist, but unfortunately the readiness to
cooperate has so far been lacking.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Might I ask the Commissioner to
clarify a number of points ? First, Mr Pranchdre
mentioned the right of the French Government, as I
understood it, in effect to veto the Court of Justice's
decision. Could he confirm that no Member State has
the right to veto any Court of Justice decision and in
particular this one ?
Could he also clarify the course open to damaged
parties under this situation ? I understand that he feels
himself impotent to do anything further. Is it there-
fore true to say that the only course open to damaged
parties is to sue the French Government in the
French Courts, or is there any other route open ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) As I have already said, of
course no Member State has the right of veto, and the
party in question has not, indeed, sought to veto the
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Court's decision. Generally speaking, few decisions
taken by the Communiry institutions can be vetoed
by individual Member States.
As regards the other question, the question of damage
can be dealt with by the European Court of Justice
and does not need to be dealt with exclusively by the
French Courts. Moreover, it is possible for the
Commission, as I said earlier, to include the question
of damage in its plea and as a last resort to ask the
Court to give an immediate ruling based on the cri-
terion of damage. The procedure required for such a
decision is, as I said before, implemented by the
Commission. But it involves the European Court, not
the French Courts. So there are certain courses open
to the Commission if it wishes to take up the question
of damage, using the procedure for an immediate
ruling.
President. 
- 
This is a very important question and I
would like to try and balance the supplementary ques-
tions around the House if I can. Can we therefore
keep the questions 
- 
sn6l, dare I suggest, the answers
- 
short ?
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as regards applica-
tion of the decision taken by the Court of Justice,
does the Commission intend to respect Article 43
which stipulates that in the case of a decision of this
kind, account must be taken of the earnings of
farmers in a particular region, given that the
guaranteed level of earnings must be ensured by
national decisions ? Secondly, is there any intention of
taking account of the damage done to employment, as
provided for in Article 43 ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) The article referred to by
the honourable Member cannot conceivably be used
as an argument for taking measures to keep the
incomes of French sheep-farmers at the international
Community level, whether those measures are of a
quantitative nature of in the form of a levy, unless it is
a small levy of a temporary nature to alleviate the
effects of the English deficiency payments system,
which is not in operation at present.
The means which the Court of Justice has referred to
and which therefore come within the scope of this
article concern arrangements for the payment of
premiums or an internal system of support financed
by non-discriminatory taxes. There are various
measures available under the provisions of the Treaty,
but not in relation to this particular case. This is
precisely the question on which the Court has given a
decision. After the transitional period there can no
longer be any restrictions on free trade within the
Community in this or other products.
Mr d'Ormesson. 
- 
(F) | am astonished by this
discussion. I say this in all frankness to the author of
the question : this is a false debate since the regulation
does not exist.
How can accusations be levelled at France when it
bears 80 % of the brunt of imports of British sheep-
meat and did all it could in this area untit the price of
its own sheepmeat fell abnormally, to the detriment of
French farmers' earnings ? That is why I want to put
another question to the Commission: does not the
concept of preference take priority over that of fixing
prices and determining financial solidarity ? How can
this discussion be opened before discussing the regula-
tion on sheepment ?
I want in this connexion to draw the Commission's
attention to one point. I found this morning in my
mail the draft of a regulation that the Commission has
presented to us. You are proposing financial aid to fill
the gap in the earnings of French sheep-farmers
following the introduction of uniform prices. I would
point out that this amounts to the introduction of defi-
ciency payments, which France has always opposed.
How can we fail to recognize that by proposing a
premium to make good the difference between the
true cost price and the selling price of a particular
product, we are in effect putting an end to the second
main feature of the common market, i.e., a uniform
price which makes for a unified market ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I do not think the honou-
rable Member has a complete copy of the Commis-
sion's proposal for an organization of the market in
sheepmeat, but I shall gladly see that he gets one. Our
proposal does, of course, include the payment of
production premiums, which is natural enough in the
case of a product for which the Communiry has and
always will have a large import requirement and
seeing that some of the difficulties can be attributed
to the fact that production occurs in very poorly situ-
ated areas and that we have already used premiums as
a means of solving income problems in a number of
other sectors. But other market mechanisms,
including public purchasing, are also included in the
proposal. Voluntary agreements with third countries
are also necessary to ensure that our markets are not
flooded in future, which has never happened yet.
I should like to remind the honourable Members that
there exists a Community preference for sheepmeat,
agreed during the negotiations on enlargement and
duly adopted by the governments of the Nine and
their parliaments. This introduced a 20 o/o duty on
imports of sheepment. !7e therefore propose that this
should be reinforced by meins of voluntary restraint
agreements with all sheepmeat-exporting countries
and we must be sure to be able to maintain this. I do
not doubt that a satisfactory organization for sheep-
meat can be achieved. That is not the problem. The
problem is failure to take the definitive decision on
such an organization, which is clearly both desirable
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and feasible and which depends on and is a precondi-
tion for compliance with a Court judgment requiring
that a basic Community principle be respected. This
is what the discussion is about, not whether we should
have an organization for sheepmeat or not. Nor even
about the nature of such an organization. On this, at
all events there is substantial, if not total, agreement.
The point on which there is disagreement is that new
organization cannot be introduced until the Court's
Order, which was delivered over five months ago, is
complied with.
President.- Question No 9, by Mrs von Alemann
(H-3e5l7e):
Does the Commission not feel that it would be advisable
to keep a close watch on the current work on eliminating
chemical pollution in those areas of Seveso affected by
the accident at the ICMESA plant in 1976, one purpose
being to draw conclusions from the incident in order to
prevent a recurrence and to organize any future assistance
as rapidly and effectively as possible ?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- 
(I)
From the very first day after the Seveso incident, the
Commission has kept a close watch on the efforts of
the ltalian authorities to eliminate this serious pollu-
tion. The Commission has also conducted a number
of study and research projects carried out by different
Community bodies and intended to determine the
extent of the contamination and the mobility of the
dioxin in the soil, how far the dioxin becomes decom-
posed in the soil, and relating to health problems and
investigations of the diseases connected with the expo-
sure to the dioxin. Moreover, on 15 July 1979, the
Commission sent a proposal for a directive to the
Council on serious risks and accidents connected with
certain industrial activities, with the aim of avoiding
these accidents and limiting their consequences for
man and for the environment.
The appropriate conclusions were drawn from the
Seveso accident when this proposal was drawn up.
The proposal is at present being considered by the
European Parliament, which has been asked to give its
opinion on it.
Finally, on the question of the organization of rapid
and effective assistance in the future, the Commission
must remember that this is a matter for the compe-
tent authorities in the Member States. However, in the
proposal for a directive mentioned, we make provision
for setting up a data bank which will be available to
the Member States and will bring together the results
of the experience acquired following these accidents.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
In considering the near-diastrous
effects at Seveso 
- 
most of which have not been
quite as bad as originally feared, 
- 
have the previous
United Kingdom papers on a very similar incident
involving the escape of dioxin in a research institute
in the United Kingdom been considered, and has
their likely extrapolation to the industrial scale of this
type of production plant been taken into account.
Mr Natali. 
- 
0) | should like to assure the honour-
able Member that the proposal for a directive which I
have mentioned, and which we have presented, has
taken account o[ a number of meetings we have had
with the Member States, and I should also like to
inform him that among the studies which we commis-
sioned from various institutions, one was assigned to
the University of Bristol, and was concerned precisely
with the observations which have just been made.
President. 
- 
Question No 10, by Mrs Ewing
(H-3e7 t7e):
In view of the Commission's recent attempts to speed up
the negotiations on Spain's entry to the EEC, will the
Commission give its view of the fishing problems which
will arise from Spain's entry and its proposed solutions to
such problems ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, it will be a few monrhs before
a proposal for a negotiating brief on fishing in connec-
tion with Spain's entry is available, but the honourable
Member and the House as a whole will be aware that
in the so-called 'fresco' the Commission has given a
general account of the Spanish fishing industry,
including the problems that will arise on Spain's
entry. For all these details I would therefore refer you
to that document.
The problem, briefly, concerns Spain's very large
fishing fleet, very large even compared with the big
fleets of some of the Member States. This enormous
fleet has generally been compelled to fish in third
country waters, many of which have been closed.
There is therefore a risk that the Spanish fleet will
concentrate its activities in the North Sea in waters
which are already severely burdened by present
Community fishing.
There are two approaches which we can adopt. !7e
have started on one already with the framework agree-
ment and the talks relating to it which are held with
Spain each year and are aimed at progressively
reducing Spanish fishing in Community waters. In the
agreements concluded at the negotiating level one
week ago, Spanish licences, for example, are reduced
from 200 per year, which was a reduction already, to
about 168 in the current year. In other words, there is
a movement towards a reduction of Spanish fishing in
the North Sea and the North Atlantic. At the same
time, we must try to support Spain in the transitional
period in its attempts to retain or win fishing rights in
other waters, for example the Moroccan or \U7est
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African waters, to avoid this concentration in the
North Sea.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I have to thank Mr Gundelach for a
frank answer to what is a very grave problem, the
problem of this enormous fleet, which in 1976 was
252o/o of. the size of the UK fleet. !7hile we sympa-
thize with Spain's attempts to curtail it by 6 000
vessels and 31 000 men 
- 
as the representative of a
fishing community, I know what this means to such
communities 
- 
and while we hope that Mr Gunde-
lach's optimism with regard to the Spaniards finding
other waters will prove iustified, may I ask him what
assurances I can take home to the Scottish fishing
industry ? Contributing as they do the lion's share
from the whole of the EEC pond, when they already
see communities at risk, some of them already dying,
they want to know what will be the effect on this
pond that they are already sharing. Is the Commis-
sioner aware that on 2 February the crisis situation in
the Scottish industry, among men of a very peaceable
disposition, was such that 700 skippers met and again
a blockade was mooted because they feel there is an
air of unrealiry about the situation in this industry,
about the lack of import controls, about the lack of
coastal preference and about the ostrich-like attitude
which they feel is being adopted towards Spain ? Is
this going to be another situation in which someone
else gets in on this great area and then the Scots once
again are going to be done down ? This is a matter
about which they feel very strongly Mr Commissioner,
and I wonder what I can tell them when I go back to
Scotland.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) The simple answer is, yes,
of course Spain's entry into the Community raises
difficult problems in the fishing sector. Meanwhile, we
can tell Europe's fishermen, who not only in Scotland,
but also in other parts of the Community find them-
selves in an extremely difficult situation, because of
the Council's failure to reach agreement on a fishing
policy 
- 
a failure which is in process of being
redressed 
- 
that in these circumstances it has been
possible to agree with Spain on a further reduction of
the already sharply reduced fishing by Spanish fleets
in Communiry waters. In compensation, the Commu-
nity must be prepared to help Spain to look for other
alternative fishing grounds in other parts of the world.
It must be made clear to the European fishing
industry that definite limits have been set both on the
number of licences and the amount of fish the
Spanish fleet is allowed to catch and that such a reduc-
tion has already been made and will continue to be
made in 1980 as compared with 1979.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Following on from that answer, in
view of the fact that fish is being dumped on United
Kingdom markets at prices below the market price,
will the Commission investigate what support national
governments, in particular those of applicant coun-
tries, give to their own national fleets by way of assis-
tance, so as to ensure that fish is not dumped across
national borders in the Community at prices below
the floor price for the species concerned ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DKl Quite obviously it is essen-
tial to ascertain in the negotiations with Spain how
much national assistance is given and what the policy
is regarding control of the market in fish. It is also
important, for the purpose of establishing a common
fishing policy, to find out what forms of national assis-
tance exist in the Communiry at present. Similarly, it
is important to ascertain what catches are made by the
Community and the conditions on which they are
marketed within the Community. Some of our diffi-
culties are, after all, of our own making and cannot be
blamed on Spain or third countries. The reason is that
a number of Member States are catching much more
fish than they had said they would in the gentleman's
agreements of last year.
Mr Maffre-Baug6. 
- 
(F) Ve are told that the
Commission is continuing its efforts to speed up nego-
tiations for the accession of Spain to the EEC. Is it
fully aware of the negative consequences of this
haste ? For the dispute over fishing or the anxiety over
fishing today join those over Roussillon salads and
over fruit and vegetables and, tomorrow, that over
wine. Can the Commission iustify its attitude, which
borders on excessive haste, as certain sectors of produc-
tion are involved which at present are experiencing
very great difficulty ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DQ Yre seemed to be talking
about fish, and now we have gone over to fruit and
vegetables ; any moment now we shall be talking of
olive oil or something entirely different. Besides, I did
not talk about speeding up the negotiations. I said
that we should keep to the timetable fixed by the
Community institutions and deal seriously with each
individual problem, including fruit and vegetables,
within the time allowed.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) I should like to ask Mr Gundelach
a supplementary question 
- 
he has touched on the
subject himself 
- 
namely, whether it would not be
simpler to conduct the negotiations on Spain's entry if
we in the Community had solved our internal fishing
problems. Mr Gundelach has said as much; but the
point of my question is, if it is accepted in the
internal agreements between the Member States that
the fishing rights and quotas should be allocated on
the basis of traditional fishing patterns, there will be
no limits to the changes that will occur in the existing
arrangements when Spain is a member of the Commu-
nity.
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Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) Any allocation of fishing
quotas has got to be based on traditional patterns, but
the Parliament will know that, in relation to third
countries, the Community must 
- 
for very good
reasons since it is treated in the same way by other
third countries 
- 
apply the basic principle of reci-
procity. In other words, we have allowed others to fish
in our waters, within the limits permitted from the
conservation angle, on condition that we can fish in
their waters. But we have no tradition of fishing or
fishing interests in Spanish waters. If an exception has
been made in the case of Spain, a strictly limited
exception, the reason is that Spain is hoping to join
the Community and, once it is has ioined, it will have
certain rights under the common fishing policy. Some
account must be taken of this fact during the run-up
to Spain's membership, but it must be done in a way
that is acceptable to the European fishing industry,
which has had to see its fishing curtailed, ar least for
the time being.
President. 
- 
Question No I I by Mr Collins
(H-3e8/7e):
Is the Commission aware of the problems presented to
British farming interests by the expiry on 3l December
1979 of derogations concerning the import of live pigs
and fresh pigmea! and will they indicate what action
they propose to take to ensure the continued freedom in
Britain from classical swine fever ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, in the last session we had an
extensive debate on classical swine fever and the
Commission's measures for combating this disease
and I do not think it would be profitable to take up
Parliament's time to discuss these things again. I
would merely draw the honourable Member's atten-
tion to what I said then, namely that the derogations
which authorize the United Kingdom, Denmark and
Ireland to retain their national rules on the prevention
of classical swine fever have been provisionally
extended until 30 June 1980. This gives us time to see
what has happened in the meantime to the Commis-
sion's plan to eradicate the disease and introduce new
rules to enable intra-Community trade to proceed
without any risk of a spread of infection. So the posi-
tion at present is that the national rules still apply.
Mr Collins. 
- 
I was going to say that I was glad to
have the Commission's assurances, but I am not so
sure now that I am glad, because I do not think they
are assurances. I wonder if Mr Gundelach, in spite of
his reluctance to discuss what was debated last month,
would not agree that in order to reassure larmers
whose whole future depends on continuing high stand-
ards of health and hygiene, it would not be better to
extend the derogation indefinitely, but with periodic
review, until the other regulations are actually avail-
able. In other words, would it not be better to move
from a position of certainty rather than to have fixed
time limits at the end of which farmers would be in
some degree of worry about whether or not the new
provisions would be effective, whether they would
come into force soon enough, or whatever. Can Mr
Gundelach give me an assurance that the Commis-
sion's real concern is with the future health of the
industry ? Is that really at the heart of their policy ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) I have nothing against
spending the rest of Question Time on discussing this
important, but technical problem. But I do not think
it necessary, because there can be no doubt that the
Commission considers it of primary importance to
keep health standards at the highest possible level. I
said that last session. It is also, as we have just been
saying in connection with sheepmeat, of primary
importance to ensure the free movement of goods ;
and if that is true of sheepmeat, it must also be true of
pigmeat. If we put off solving the veterinary problems
which have to be solved to an indefinite date, I am
pretty sure that trade interests in the United Kingdom
and Denmark will see that they are never solved.
Mr Newton Dunn. 
- 
I would like to ask the
Commissioner on this particular subiect whether he is
familiar with Shakespeare and John of Gaunt's dying
speech in which John of Gaunt describes the United
Kingdom as 'this royal throne of kings, this sceptred
isle, this earth of majesty, this seat of Mars', and then
describes the English Channel as a moat around a
house against'infection and the hand of war'. Now, in
Britain we have no swine fever, we have no Colorado
beetle in potatoes and we have no rabies in our wild
animals. Can the Commissioner assure me that we
shall not have any of these continental diseases in our
treasured island ?
(Laugbter)
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I am sure you will not have them
through any fault of ours. The country I know best 
-which has no sea between it and the continent of
Europe 
- 
is not affected by any of these diseases
either, so it can obviously be done without a wall of
water.
(Applause 
- 
Laughter)
Mrs Buchan.- May we on this side of the House
give Mr Gundelach an assurance that that kind of anti-
European attitude is typical of the pro-marketeers and
not the real Europeans, who are anti-common
market ?
(Loud laughter)
President. 
- 
Your remark is out of order.
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Mrs Buchan. 
- 
That doesn't make it any the less
true, Mr President !
President, 
- 
Since their authors are not present,
questions Nos l2 and l3 will receive written answers.l
Questions No 14, by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti
(H-a02/7e):
Is the Commission aware of the very worrying situation
of Cambodian refugees accommodated in the SAKEO
and the 'REAHON' camp at Mana Mak Moon, where
more than 235000 people, including 120000 children,
of whom 4700 te orphans, are living in inhuman condi-
tions without sufficient food or medical attention ?
Can the Commission state whether it is now in a posi-
tion to provide, in cooperation with the Member States,
the necessary emergency aid to these refugees, who are
afflicted by hunger and illness ?
and No 21, by Mr Purvis (H-419l79):
'!7hat proportion at the most recent suitable date of aid
granted or paid for by the Community for Kampuchea
has been distributed to the starving people in need of it;
what proponion remains undistributed in store in
Kampuchea ; what proportion has still not reached
Kampuchea ; and what steps will the Commission take to
ensure that the aid is distributed as rapidly as possible to
those most in need of it ?
Mr Cheysson, -fuIember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
The total aid granted by the Community to the popu-
lation of Cambodia has at present reached 3l million
EUA or 25 o/o ol the outlay necessary for six months.
In Thailand, where there are 143 000 refugees in four
camps, we have distributed 18 million EUA through
the United Nations High Commission for Refugees.
UNICEF, the Red Cross and various non-govern-
mental organizations. One can say that, overall, the
plight of the refugees is attenuated by this aid, which
is distributed in a completely normal way.
In replying to Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, I should
like to say that there are 32 000 refugees in the Sakeo
camp which is administered by the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees, that great care is
given to the children there and that reports indicate
that the health situation is satisfactory.
Along the border itself, the situation is very different.
There we have between 300 and 350 000 refugees who
generally stay on the Cambodian side of the border
and from 150 to 200000 who go backwards and
forwards across the border. There is therefore a total of
close to 500 000 unfortunates who wonder across this
border.
The situation there is very bad, and control of the
distribution of the food and aid is very difficult. In the
camps of Manamakmoun, which Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti has mentioned, it is not possible to know
exactly how many refugees there are or exactly what
the conditions for distribution are like. There are
about 70 000 refugees in this camp.
Finally, referring to Mr Purvis' question, the Commis-
sion of the Community has allocated l3 million EUA
to Kampuchea, 3 million of which are for an air link.
The remaining l0 million EUA, are for the use of 117
lorries, 20 all-purpose vehicles and 10000 tonnes of
essential products. Only I 050 tonnes of these l0 000
tonnes had been distributed by l5 January 1980,
7 000 tonnes were in stock and the rest was being
distributed. All this shows just how disastrous, hateful
and open to criticism the situation was at that
moment.
I should like to say, Mr President, that a certain
improvement has been reported over the last few days
and that 50 % of the stockpiles at kom pong Sonn
have been used, as was not the case previous to this.
In spite of this, I am still forced today to say that the
provisions which arrive normally for the refugees in
Thailand are very difficult to distribute along the
border, because the situation is unstable and because
the Cambodian authorities still create many diffi-
culties with Kampuchea iself.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, my question is particu-
larly prompted by representations I have received
from members of the Scottish Branch of the Save the
Children Fund, who have worked very hard to support
that organization's valuable but often obstructed
efforts in Kampuchea. They are concerned only in
providing for the essential food and medical needs of
the Kampucheans, whether the aid comes from offi-
cial sources or from charitable ones, and I think the
people of Europe as a whole have shown enormous
concern for this tragic situation. Can the Commission
tell us whether it has received equivalent assurances to
those reputedly received recently by Mr James Grant,
the Executive Director of UNICEF, and the Red
Cross from the Phnom Penh regime that it would
cooperate in the relief effort and, if it has received
such assurances, whether they also extend to aid origi-
nating in Europe and routed through European chari-
ties such as the Save the Children Fund, and whether,
if it has received such assurances, it is satisfied that
they will be translated into concrete action ?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) As the Parliament knows, the
Commission does not deal directly with the Cambo-
dian authorities, whether they are Vietnamese or
Cambodian, in fact whatever side they represent. Our
work is carried out exclusively through non-govern-
mental organizations and UNICEF. It is in this way
that I 050 tonnes had certainly been distributed by 16
January and 1050 out of a total of 10000 was very
little indeed ! I have to say that the best results were
obtained by some relatively small non-govemmental
organizations, such as Troquer, People's Aid, Catholic
Aid, the Oecumenical Council of Churches and
OXFAM for a whole section of these operations.lSeeAnnex.
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Mr Prag. 
- 
M.y I ask the Commissioner whether
and by what means the Commission is conveying to
the Vietnamese Government the disgust of people in
the European Community at the use being made of
hunger by that government 
- 
the Vietnamese
Government 
- 
to keep the Kampuchean people
under the heel of its puppets ?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) The Commission obviously has
no direct link with the Vietnamese Government. The
governments of the Member States of the Communi-
ties have, on several occasions, indicated their anxiety
to Hanoi ; the same is true of the United Nations and
the different non-governmental organizations with
which we work. I should like to add that public
debates, like those which have been held on many
occasions in this Assembly, and speeches on radio and
television, certainly have an impact in Vietnam. I
believe that if there has been some improvement in
recent weeks, this is in part because the Vietnamese
authorities have come to understand that they are the
object of universal censure.
Therefore, if this debate had been held three weeks
ago, my reply to the honorable member's question
would have been a very negative one, and I would
have categorically denounced the obstacles encoun-
tered by the non-governmental organizations in
Kampuchea. A certain improvement has been noted
for about the last fortnight. The distribution of certain
provisions and medicines is allowed, but the medical
staff necessary have not so far been allowed in to use
their skills.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
I wonder whether the Commissioner
is aware that in contrast to what Mr Prag has stated,
that very respected organization Oxfam has said
through its spokesman, Mr Malcom Harper, that the
delays in the distribution of food aid were in the main
logistical problems such as the fact that a great
number of the administrative officials responsible for
distribution were untrained, many of the trained offi-
cials having been murdered under the Pol Pot regime,
and that the organization has had the fullest possible
cooperation from both the Phnom Penh Government
and the Vietnamese authorities.
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) On 16 January, which is the
date of the last detailed report by OXFAM and other
organizations, OXFAM had within Kampuchea itself
about 450 tonnes of products which we had sent, and
had only been able to distribute 50 tons, while the
lorries, the means of distribution, stood outside in
front bf the stockpiles. It is true that there are very
many administrative difficulties in Phnom Penh
which even concern distributions within the town
itself. !(lhen these build up to the situation which
prevailed for three or four months, I cannot imagine
that this was solely due to the inexperience of young
officials. I note moreover that for the last fortnight, as
I have said, all of a sudden these officials seem to have
become experienced, since now distribution is begin-
ning to take place.
Sir Fred Varner. 
- 
!7hat is implied by the word
distribution ? Are we talking about the handing over
of supplies to local authorities or are we talking about
detailed distribution to the population ?
Secondly, could the Commissioner tell us in what area
of Cambodia distribution is effective ? Is this only in a
small part of the territory or does he feel that supplies
are now being widely distributed in the remoter
areas ?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) The reply to the first question
is no. In no circumstances would we accept that provi-
sions or other aid sent by us to Kampuchea should be
distributed by the local authorities. They are distri-
buted exclusively through non-governmental organiza-
tions and given directly to the beneficiaries.
On the second question, in Cambodia we must distin-
guish clearly between the border zone, where the situa-
tion is particularly unstable as I have said and where
distribution can be made across the border (this zone
where about 500 000 refugees are more or less
vagrants) and the rest of the country where distribu-
tion has now begun in conditions which are almost
satisfactory, mainly in the large towns and especially
in and around Phnom Penh and Kom Pong Som, in
and around the large port.
President. 
- 
Question No 15, by Mrs Baudis
(H-a05l7e):
Given the different laws in the Member States on the use
of dipped headlights by motor vehicles in built-up areas,
is the Commission planning to carry out further studies
and possibly consult local representatives, in preparation
for the European Conference of Ministers of Transport,
in order to ensure greater protection for pedestrians likely
to be dazzled by vehicle headlights when it is raining 7
Mr Burke, -fuIember ol' the Commission. 
- 
In reply to
the honourable Member's Question No 350/79, I
stated that the Commission does not propose any initi-
ative on the use of dipped headlights. In the context
of its cooperation with the European Conference of
Ministers of Transport, the Commission will ensure
that attention is given in the work of this organization
to the points mentioned by the honourable Member.
Mr Baudis. 
- 
(F) | must say that I do not find the
Commissioner's reply satisfying since this is a
complex matter. Four Community countries require
the use of dipped headlights in built-up areas. Four
others, on the other hand, do not require this and
France will revise its position at the end of next
month. Yes, Mr Commissioner, I expected a great deal
from your reply, just as the pedestrian hopes that his
way will be lighted, but that he will not be dazzled ; I
must say that I have been neither enlightened nor
dazzled by your reply.
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Nevertheless, I hope that there has been some aware-
ness of the problem. In this country, the mayors of all
the large towns have decided that there was a danger,
and I put the question to you: why is it that mayors,
who are responsible for safety both on the public
highway and concerning street-lighting, are not
consulted on a matter where their personal responsibil-
ities are involved ? I should therefore, Mr Commis-
sioner, like you to tell me: why is it that those in
charge at a local level are not consulted, when the
European Conference of Ministers of Transport is
going to meet ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
It is sometimes painful for people in
my position to indicate that, because of lack of staff,
certain aspects of the transport policy do not receive
high priority. I am afraid that this is one of them ; so I
think honesty in this matter is desirable.
I do not by that mean to imply that the matter raised
in the House by the honourable Member is not of
considerable importance. Secondly, I would state that
we do not wish to duplicate the work that is being
carried out by the European Conference of the Minis-
ters of Transport which includes other countries in
addition to the Community Member States. I have
taken careful note of what he has said, but I want to
indicate that we do not give, owing to lack of staff, a
very high priority to this aspect of the work. Finally,
may I say that there is as yet no unanimity of view
among safety experts in the Member States where the
use of sidelights only is permitted.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Could I ask the Commissioner to
what extent he sees his role as transport Commis-
sioner as involving the subject of built-up area traffic.
Is it not more properly his role to deal with issues that
are of a broader nature, such as the development of a
common transport policy, the liberalization of road
haulage, infrastructure proposals 
- 
broader issues
than this rather detailed one which may, after all, give
the Community the name of being too technical.
Mr Burke. 
- 
'!7e do not exclude a priori any aspect
of European transport from our deliberations.
However, for the reasons given and indeed for other
reasons, it is not always possible to give priority to all
aspects of policy. For that reason we have, for the
moment, left aside such areas as urban transport until
we have the staff to deal with them. I generally share
Mr Moreland's views concerning our activities.
President. 
- 
Question No 16, by Mrs Squarcialupi(H-ao6l7e):
Can the Commission say what methods have been used
in the Member States to teach the children of migrant
workers the language of their country of origin, so that
when the directive is implemented in 1981 those
methods are chosen which have given the best results
and which ensure that the directive is properly imple-
mented ?
Mr Brunner,lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)\te
have provided support for a number of experimental
projects in Member States to ensure that this directive
is implemented expeditiously. \7e are gathering infor-
mation from these proiects. Initial results show, for
example, that teaching in the native language as part
of the normal curriculum should be encouraged.
Furthermore, introductory teaching should be
combined with normal teaching material as quickly as
possible. Thirdly, it has been shown to be advan-
tageous if the persons responsible for teaching the
children about their cultural background do so where
possible in the language of that country. These experi-
mental projects are going to be analysed during the
year. \7e hope that towards the end of the year we
will be in a position to select one or other method
from these experimental proiects to facilitate imple-
mentation of this directive.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) \flhile waiting to learn
about the trial schemes which are under way in the
Member States, I should like to know hat the Commis-
sion has done to put this directive into practice, as it
is obliged to do.
We are told, for example, that in Luxembourg great
difficulties have been and are still being encountered
on the matter of finding premises where the lessons
may be held, and we know that choices of this kind
cannot be left until the very moment when the direc-
tives comes into force.
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) The Commission will be
pleased to contact Member States again, pointing out
the urgency of implementing this directive.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the fact that
redundant !flelsh-speaking steel workers and miners
will in the next few months be forced to migrate in
their thousands because of the insane monetary poli-
cies of the UK Government, will the CommiJsion
ensure that facilities are made available in the Ruhr,
or in whichever member country they have to migrate
to, so that the languare of their country of origin may
be taught to their children.
(Applause fron certain qilarters on tbe left 
-Laugbter from certain quarters on the ight)
Mr Brunner.- (D) The directive on the children of
migrant workers applies throughout the Community.
There will not be discrimination with regard to the
conclusions to be drawn from this directive.
Mr Seal. 
-Has the Commission any plans ro extendthis scheme to people who do not really qualify as
migrant workers, such as Commonwealth citizens
from Asia who live in parts of the UK ? In other
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words, does the Commission intend to extend it to
languages other than the six official languages ? It is
necessary that the Commissioner give this some
thought, because in many areas with large Asian popu-
lations the work that is being done and the experience
that has been gained is being lost because of the cuts
that the Tory government are making in local govern-
ment spending.
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D)Vhen the directive was adopred,
the Government of the United Kingdom considered it
important that the directive should only apply to chil-
dren of workers from the European Communiry. This
is the basis of the directive, and thus it will remain.
Mr President.- I call Mr Seal on a point of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr President, it seems to me that
Members of this Parliament are wasting their time
asking questions unless the Commission answers
them and that was the worst non-answer I have ever
come across.
President. 
- 
This is not strictly a point of order.
The matter may be pursued further through all other
channels open to Members of this House.
Mr !7elsh.- May I once again offer my humble
services to the Commission, and perhaps help them
by asking them whether they do not consider that an
appropriate answer to Mr Seals's question is that silly
questions inevitably get silly answers ?
(Laugbter)
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) I think you would be asking me
to be too modest if you expect me to say that I gave a
silly answer. It cannot be put more clearly : at the
wish of the then British Government the Labour
Governmenl to be precise the directive was not
extended to cover the children of Asian workers. Is
the answer clear now ?
President. 
- 
The first part of Question Time is
closed. I
I call Mr Radoux on a point of order.
Mr Radoux. 
-(F) Mr President, rhe way in whichour time has been used has not allowed us to look at
the many questions concerning Turkey. Given that a
delegation from that country has visited or will visit
our Parliament, can I ask for the help of the presi-
dency to ensure that at least one of the questions
concerning Turkey comes before the Council on
l7ednesday ?
President. 
- 
I7e take note of that, Mr Radoux.
20. Agenda for tbe next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place
tomorrow, l2 February 1980, with the following
agenda :
9 a.m. until I p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.:
- 
Decision on urgent procedure for a proposal for a
regulation ;
- 
Commission statement on agricultural prices;
- 
Introduction of the l3th General Report and the
Commission's work programme ;
- 
Joint debate on the Nicholson and Forster reports on
the shipbuilding and textile industries and an oral
question to the Commission on the same subject;
- 
Oral question, with debate, to the Commission on
oils, fats and proteins;
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to the Commis-
sion, the first on drug abuse and the second on public
health policy in the EEC;
- 
Von !7ogau report on Communiry transit;
- 
Joint debate on the Dankert report and the R.
Jackson report on provisionsal twelfths;
- 
3. p.-. : Voting-time.
The sitting is closed.
(Ihe sitting was closed at 20.10 pn)
I See Annex.
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ANNEX
Commissiott dction on opinions deliaered by tbe European Parliament
at tbe January part-session
l. At its January 1980 part-session, the European Parliament delivered 17 opinions in response to
Council requests for consultation. In one case, the no-report procedure was used to deliver a favou-
rable opinion on the :
Proposal concerning the processing of agricultural products originating in the ACP or OCT.
Z. At the last part-session, Parliament discussed I I reports and delivered favourable opinions on
them:
- 
Report by Mr Combe on a directive on health problems affecting trade in fresh poultry meat,
- 
Report by Mrs Cresson on a regulation concerning classical swine-fever,
- 
Report by Mrs Cresson on a directive concerning certain derogations in connection with swine-
fever,
- 
Report by Mr Nielsen on a directive concerning tuberculosis and brucellosis,
- 
Report by Mr Poniatowski on a regulation concerning arrangements for trade between Southern
Rhodesia and the EEC,
- 
Report by Mr Almirante on two proposals concerning wine of fresh grapes and liqueur wine origi-
nating in Cyprus;
- 
Report by Mrs Carettoni-Romagnoli on the CCT in respect of certain agricultural products origi-
nating in Turkey,
- 
Report by Mr Lemmer on a directive on procedures for the exportation of goods ;
- 
Report by Mr Seeler on the CCT in respect of certain types of fish,
- 
Report by Mrs Agnelli on imports of adult bovine animals from Yugoslavia,
- 
Report by Mr Giummarra on frozen beef and veal.
3. In five cases, the European Parliament proposed amendments to Commission proposals, three
of these being accepted by the Commission :
- 
Report by Mr Lega on a regulation amending the Staff Regulation as regards family and social
policy and the pension scheme,
The Commission is preparing an amended proposal which takes account of some of the
proposed amendments. The Council is to start considering it in the next few days ;
- 
Report by Mr Gherrgo on a five-year research plan on radiation protection.
The Commission adopted an amended proposal following the oprnion delivered by the Parlia-
ment, and has sent it to the Council and Parliament;
- 
Report by Mr Combe on a proposal concerning cocoa and chocolate products intended for
human consumption.
An amended proposal which takes account of Parliament's opinion has been prepared and is to
be sent to the Council and Parliament towards the end of the week.
4. In two cases, the Commission preferred to maintain its original proposals :
- 
Report by Mr Luster on a proposal concerning the trade arrangements applicable in respect of
certain goods derived from processing agricultural products, and
- 
Report by Mr Lega on the amendment of the Staff Regulations as regards the adlustment of basic
salaries.
5. At its January 1980 part-session, the European Parliament asked the Commission to grant
(a) aid to victims of the natural disasters which have affected the province of Messina.
On 23 January 1980, the Commission decided to grant emergency aid amounting to 800000
EUA to those affected by storms and torrential rains in the Mezzogiorno. The present budget situ-
ation being what it is, with the month-by-month arrangements, the aid is to be paid out in three
installments :
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,+00 000 EUA in February 1980 ;
200 000 EUA in March 1980 ;
200000 EUA in April 1980.
(b) financial aid and food for Afghan refugees
As promised at the part-session, the Commission has presented a proposal for a Community
contribution to the UNHCR aid programme to the council. This proposal covers :
- 
financial aid amounting to l0 million EUA, of which an initial 300 000 EUA instalment is ro
be paid out immediarely;
- 
food aid comprising, as requesred by the UNHCR,
12000 tonnes of cereals,
300 tonnes of powdered milk and
I 000 tonnes of strgar,
representing some 2 600 000 EUA in all.
The Council approved these Commission proposals at its meeting on 5 February. They have yet
to be presented to the Parliament for consideration of their budgetary aspects.
(c) emergency aid for Mauritius, struck by the hurricane Claudette :
On 30 January 1980, the Commission decided to grant immediate aid amounting to 300000
EUA to cover the most urgent needs, which would not preclude supplementary aid at a later date.
Questions wbicb could not be ansuered during Question time, witb written Ansuers
Question No 12, by ilTr uan Aerssen (H-399/79)
Subiect : The Community's energy supplies
In the light of the disappointing results of the meeting of OPEC countries in Caracas in December
1979, does the Commission think that the Community will have adequate supplies of crude oil
throughout 1980, or does it feel that there will be an even more serious oil shortage, at least in the
second half of 1980 (world production of less than 49 million barrels per day),.nd that the crisis
mechanism for safeguarding the Community's energy supplies will in effect have to brought into
oPeration ?
Ansuer
At the European Council in Strasbourg in June 1979, the Community undertook to limit its oil
imports to 472 million tonnes 
- 
the 1978 level 
- 
until 1985. Imports of this magnitude will easily
cover the expected demand in 1980, and it is even possible that they will be below the target set in
Strasbourg.
As the situation now stands, we expect world oil production in 1980 to be only slightly under last
year's level (55 million barrels per day), which should be enough to cover the iomirunity's import
requirements.
Ve are therefore not contemplating bringing the crisis mechanism into operation, especially as the
Community began 1980 with particularly high stocks (enough for about 120 days).
Although this is a welcome fact, we must bear in mind the uncertainty of oil stocks. There is still an
urgent need for the Community and all the Member States considerably to increase energy-saving
measures and the development of alternative sources.
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Question No 13, by lllr Spinelli (H-401/79)
Subject : Application of the first Community directive on limited companies
Is the Commission aware of the question by Mr Minewini, member of the Italian Chamber of Depu-
ties, asking the reasons for the wholly incorrect application of the first Community directive on
limited companies ? If so, can it state what action it intends to take to ensure proper application of
the directive in ltaly, and, if possible, can it state how the directive is applied in all the other Member
States of the Communiry ?
Ansuer
The Commission is aware of the question put to the Italian Government by Mr Minervini, Member
of the Italian Chamber of Deputies, on the National Bulletin for limited companies (Bollettino uffi
ciale delle Societd per azioni e a responsabilid limitata 
- 
BUSARL) created in Italy on rhe occa-
sion of the incorporation into national law of the first directive on company law, which set up a
uniform system for publicizing the most important acts relating to limited companies in the Member
States.
In the case of Italy, Mr Minervini pointed out that the Bulletin mentioned is published at irregular
intervals and that there is also a long delay between the official date of its publication and its actual
publication.
The Commission has asked the Italian authorities for further information.
If the Commission can establish that a provision of a directive, despite being properly incorporated
into national law, is in fact not systematically applied so that it loses its effect, it will not hesitate to
take the action provided for in the Treaty.
Question No 20, b1 lllr Poncelet (H-a18/79): deferred
Question No 22, by lllr Kauanagb (H-420/29)
Subiect : Problems in the Community textile industry
In view of the considerable threat to the Community textile industry, especially carpets, posed by
imports of artificially low-cost fibre from the USA, what protective action wiil thi Commission
proPose pursuant to the Council's agreement last April to take such action, if the need arose ?
Answer
l. After completing its research in close cooperation with the MemberStates and European manufac-
turers of synthetic fibres, in December the Commission entered into bilateral discussions with the
United States authorities in an effort to find a solution to the problems posed by the rapid
increase in imports of certain synrhetic fibre products from the United States.
These discussions have helped to clarify the technical aspect of the situation but have not yet
resulted in any common conclusions being reached on the problem.
The Commission remains deeply concerned about the competitive advantage which American
exPorters enioy as a consequence of the American legislation fixing gas and oil prices below world
market levels, and intends to persevere with these discussrons.
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2. The latest figures on synthetic fibres overall show that third countries accounted lor 160/o ol
imports and the United States 6.9 o/o dwing the third quarter of 1979. This being so, the Commis-
sion feels that there is no need at present for the Community to introduce measures restricting
imports of synthetic fibres into the Community as a whole.
However, in view of the considerable disparities in the development of the synthetic fibre market
in different regions of the Community, the Commission does not rule out the possibility of
specific measures where there is clear evidence that imports of particular products into a specific
Community region are disturbing the market and that local manufacturers are suffering damage,
and it has indicated its readiness to give very careful consideration to any requests from Member
States for such measures.
The Commission has recently received a request from the British authorities for measures to be
introduced under Regulation 926179 to safeguard the United Kingdom market. The Commission
will reply within the time-limit laid down by the regulation.
Question No 23, b1 lllrs Clutyd (H-421/79)
Subject : Social Security Regulations
Is the Commission aware that under the Social Security Regulations of the European Communi-
ties-viz., Certificate of Entitlement to Benefits in kind during a stay in a Member State (E. I I l, avail-
able in the UK) a wife can be covered as a dependent of her husband, but her husband may not be
included as her dependant'unless he is unable to support himself because of physical or mental
disabiliry', and can the Commission explain the unequal treatment of the sexes in the Regulation ?
Answer
The social security regulations applicable to wage earners and their families who move from one
Community Member State to another are only intended to coordinate social security provisions in
the Member States. In other words, the national regulations as such remain intact. The regulation in
question contains provisions for the allocation of sickness benefits to members of the family of a
worker temporarily resident in another Member State. In the case of such temporary residents, the
concept of 'members of family' is determined by reference to the statutory provisions of the Member
State in which the person concerned is resident; in the case of a resident of the United Kingdom,
the relevant provisions are therefore those of the United Kingdom. The consequences of the applica-
tion of the statutory provisions applicable in the United Kingdom pursuant to this concept are
indeed as described by the Honourable Member.
In conjunction with the directive on equal treatment for men and women in the area of social secu-
riry, adopted by the Council on 19 December 1978, and having regard to the complexiry of this
whole matter, the Commission wrote in June 1979 to the Member States drawing attention to the
need for gradual implementation during the six-year transitional period with a view to ensuring that
all the necessary legislation is finalized by the end of that period. The responsible authorities in the
United Kingdom were also notified of the problem raised by the author of the question. The United
Kingdom responded that it was still too early to say how and when the necessary changes would be
made.
The Commission intends to ask the Member States in the course of this year for information on the
progress being made towards implementation of the Council directive. It appears that work on the
adaptation of national statutory provisions is already under way in Belgium, the Federal Republic of
Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
Only recently, in January 1980, the Commission began to investigate, in cooperation with govern-
ment experts, the problems arising in connection with the application of the same principle to occu-
pational pension regulations.
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Question No 24, by Sir Jobn Sreuart-Clark (H-aa2/79): deferred
Question No 25, by tllr lylaher (H-an/79): deferred
Question No 26, by illr Estgen (H-424/79)
Subject: Year of the Child 1979
The United Nations declared 1979'International Year of the Child'and appealed to all States to
carry out specific actions in 1979 Lor the benefit of the child.
Can the Commission give details of the specific initiatives it undertook at Communiry level for the
Year of the Child ?
Question No 33, by Mrs Desnond (H-439/79)
Subject: Communiry response to the UN Year of the Child
Can the Commission give details of the response within the Community, in terms of legislation and
other policies introduced, to the UN Year of the Child, and will it publish a separate chapter of its
Report on the Social Situation lor 1979 dealing with the subject ?
Answer to Questions Nos 26 and 33
Certain of the Commission's activities are intended to benefit the children of immigrant workers and
take the form of aid from the European Social Fund (which increased from 12 million EUA in 1978
to over 15 million EUA in 1979) and specific initiatives for the education of these children and
special training and instruction for teachers. In addition, the education of handicapped children has
been the subject of a number of activities, and in May 1979 the Commission held a conference
devoted to an extensive study of pre-school education.
The Commission also carried out an opinion poll in the nine Member States entitled 'European
Parents and their Children' the results of which are soon to appear.
'W'ith regard to the promotion of consumer interests, the Commission is preparing a draft directive
on the safety of toys and is instigating studies concerning children and advertising. The Commission
is also doing its utmost to discourage children from smoking.
Concerning financial and food aid to the Third \florld, the EDF has, within the framework of the
Lom6 Convention, financed many measures for the benefit of children 
- 
for example, maternity
clinics and centres for mothers and children. The Community has granted extensive food aid to non-
associated countries, consistently giving priority to mothers and children ; in 1979, food aid to the
value of 287 million EUA was given to the Third 'World. The Community also contributes indirectly
through the funds it gives to non-governmental organizations; in this respect a great deal was done
in 1979 to implement proiects for the benefit of children.
Finally, the Commission has published a brochure entitled 'The Little Citizens of Europe' which
contains a concise account of the measures it is taking for the benefit of children. This brochure has
been widely circulated, and I would refer you to the Chapter concerning our efforts to discourage
children from smoking.
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Question No 27, b1 frIr A4untingb (H-42t/79)
Subject : Natural disasters
In view of the frequency of natural disasters and the scale of their impact on the environment and
population, what preventive action and emergency measures to be implemented in the event of such
disasters does the Commission intend to take ?
Answer
As regards developing countries and other third countries, the Commission can implement the
following measures:
l. Emergency aid in the form of cash payments to make good the immediate consequences of disas-
ters.
Appropriations are available for this purpose:
- 
under Article 59 of the Lom6 Convention : about 40m EUA a year;
- 
under Article 950 of the budget for other developing and third countries: an appropriation of
3m EUA was entered in 1979 and increased to 42m EUA through successive transfers, to aid
refugees in South-East Asia, the populations of Cambodia, and third countries affected by
hurricanes David and Frederick.
2. Food aid for third developing countries and the ACP countries, which is generally covered by the
reserves provided for in the annual programmes. The 1979 reserves provided for quantities worth
l8m EUA at world prices (30m EUA at domestic prices). To sum up, after utilization of the
reserves from earlier programmes and after transfers, a total of 35m EUA at world prices (54m
EUA at domestic prices) was used in 1979.
3. As part of normal EDF aid, preventive or reconstruction measures may be decided on in the light
of the priorities set by the ACP States. Similarly, in the case of the non-associated developing
countries, it is planned to set aside a certain proportion of the annual appropriations for long-term
reconstruction and/or preventive measures. ln 1979, the amount used for this purpose was llm
EUA.
The Commission thus has a fairly wide range of means of intervening in disaster situations in
developing and third countries. In view however, of the increasing number and scale of the disas-
ters, the Commission considers that the appropriation of 3m EUA entered under Article 950 of
the 1979 budget and adopted by the Council in the 1980 draft budget is totally inadequate. It
therefore reserves the right to propose a substantial increase in Article 950 appropriations when it
submits the preliminary draft budget for 1980.
Question No 28, b1 A4r Harris (H-430/79)
Subject: Road-equivalent tariff for ferry services to Scotland's !flestern Isles
lUhat is happening about the proposal that a road-equivalent tariff should be introduced for ferry
services to Scotland's l7estern Isles, and has any consideration been given to the possibility of intro-
ducing such a subsidy for the Isles of Scilly ?
Answtr
The Commission has not at any time considered, nor is it doing so now, a proposal on road-equiva-
lent tariffs. As its answers to previous parliamentary questions have indicated, ferries are not consid-
ered to be part of the road infrastructure under the Common Transport Policy.
Ferry tariffs continue to be essentially matters for Member States, subiect to general Treaty Rules.
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Question No 29, b1 lllr Barbagli (H-431/79)
Subject : Distillation of table wine
Further to the answer given on l4 January 1950 in Strasbourg on the subiect of the exceptional grape
harvest in Italy, France and Spain in the 1979-80 marketing year, can the Commission state whether
it intends to facilitate the distillation of appropriate quantities of table wine in order to safeguard the
balance of the wine market and the earnings of wine-growers ?
Answer
Having regard to the fact that the measures already taken to balance the market in table wine cannot
by themselves be expected to safeguard prices, the Commission has proposed to the Council that
there should be a'special distillation'under Article l2 of the basic regulation. It is estimated that this
will result in 5-8 m hectolitres of table wine being withdrawn from the market, thus reducing stocks
to a more acceptable level.
Question No 3Q by Mr lfielsb (H-432/79)
Subject: Regulation of natural-gas prices in Holland
Vill the Commission undertake to make representations to the Dutch Government concerning their
policy of artificially regulating the price of natural gas to fruit, vegetable and flower producers in
Holland, thus giving them an unfair competitive advantage ois-d-uis growers in other parts of the
Community ?
Ansuter
In view of the problems created for a number of Member States by the Dutch natural-gas rates, the
Commission has addressed a note to the Dutch Government requesting full clarification of the situa-
tion ; it has also asked for information about what measures the Dutch Government envisages taking
to bring gas prices into line with prices for competing kinds of fuel in the Netherlands.
According to the information available to the Comrrrission, gas prices were adjusted in October 1979
and the Dutch natural-gas distribution company GAS UNIE is at present negotiating new supply
terms with horticulturists; account is to be taken in these negotiations of trends in prices for
competing kinds of fuel.
Question No 31, by lWr O'Donnell (H-43t/79)
Subject : Milk and sugar sectors
Is the Commission aware that recent proposals for the milk and sugar sectors would have disastrous
economic and social repercussions for Ireland and are giving rise to grave concem and anxiety, and,
if so, has the Commission, as yet, made a full assessment of the implications of these proposals for
Ireland and, if not, when is it proposing to do so ?
Ansuer
The Commission's proposals of last December and its price proposals which I shall have the opportu-
nity of presenting to Parliament a little later in the day are the result of very careful deliberations.
The Commission is convinced that its proposals for the sugar sector will not have disastrous
economic and social consequences for lreland. The proposal treats Ireland in the same way as the
other Member States. The new quota proposed for Ireland is 174 000 tonnes (164 000 tonnes A quota
and l0 000 tonnes B quota): this exceeds the actual Irish production figure fot 1979-80, and corres-
ponds to the average annual sugar production during the time of lreland's membership of the
Community.
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As regards the Commission's proposals on the dairy sector, the Commission considers that the propo-
sals aie necessary to safeguard the future of the common agricultural policy. The main point of the
Commission's proposal is the supplementary levy,'which is based on the theory that producers who
increase their production over the reference level should take responsibiliry for the resulting costs.
The proposal does not therefore affect in any way the producer's position in respect of the reference
production. The Commission's proposals contain exemption for smaller producers in more difficult
areas, thus heading off any undesirable regional or social effects. As far as the proposals on the dairy
sector are conc.rnld, the Commission is therefore unable to share the Honourable Member's view.
Question No 32, by Mr Deleau (H-a36/79): deferred
t
Qucstion No 33, b1 JlTrs Desmond (H'a39/79): See Question No 26
Question No 34, b1 Mr Scbmid (H-441/79)
Subject: Price of super-grade petrol and heating oil
On the basis of what information or calculations did a Member of the Commission state in an inter-
view published inthe Bild-Zeitungol 23 December 1979 th^t in the second half of 1980 the price
of super-grade petrol could well rise to DM l'30 and that of heating oil to DM lO0 per litre ?
Answer
Talks with oil-producing countries, the Commission's weekly analysis of the market supply situation,
regular contacts with oil companies, trade in the Community and records of oil transactions give a
cliar picture well supponed by figures. Thus it was clear shortly before the OPEC Conference in
Caracas and even clearer afterwards that prices in the Federal Republic would have to rise'
Consumption was increasing in the Federal Republic. ln 1979, primary energy consumPtion
increased by 5.9 %, while the increase in gross national product was in real terms only 4'4 0/o.
The effect on prices was thus inevitable. The average price for crude oil rose from $ t+'S a barrel in
the first quart;r of 1979 to $ 30 a barrel 
- 
i.e. by more than 100% 
- 
at the beginning of 1980.
A corresponding increase in consumer prices was thus to be expected. By now the price of super-
grade pelrol hairisen to DM l.l9 (by about 25o/o)and of heating oil to DM 0'65 (by about 90 %).
This trend thus confirms the accuracy of the predictions.
Question No 35, b1 Mr Cronin (H-442/79)
Subiect: Regional Fund aid for construction of tunnel under the Lee Estuary at Blackrock Castle,
Cork
As the development of industrial sites in the Cork Harbour region would be greatly assisted by the
construction of a tunnel under the Lee Estuary at Blackrock Castle, does the Commission consider
that such a proiect would be eligible for a grant from the EEC's Regional Fund ?
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Answer
Grants from the European Regional Development Fund are made by the Commission on a request
by a Member State. No request for a grant has been received to date from the Irish Government in
connection with the plan to build a tunnel under the Lee Estuary at Blackrock Castle.
The Commission is unable to deliver an opinion on the possible eligibiliry of a proiect without cogni-
zance of its technical and economic aspects, its regional impact and other details which are usually
provided by the Member State concerned.
Question No 35, by lllr bonardi (H-443/79)
Subject : International monetary system
How does the Commission intend to guarantee that the Community participates fully and effectively
in the elaboration of a new international monetary system, and what will it do to ensure that the
Member States adopt a common position in any negotiations ?
Answer
The matters raised in the honourable Member's question are regularly discussed by the appropriate
Community bodies (Monetary Committee, Committee of Govemors of the Central Banks, ECO/FIN
Council), which strive to reach a common position. Consideration is currently being given, for
instance, to the creation of a substitution account so that, in certain circumstances, dollar balances
can be exchanged for credits in special drawing rights. The Commission is doing everything in its
power to ensure that the objective mentioned by the honourable Member can be attained.
Question No 37, b1 hIr Debrd (H-444/79)
Subject : Aid to the victims of the hurricane on R6union
In view of the extensive damage caused by the hurricane which devastated the island of R6union
between 22 and 25 January 1980, does the Commission feel that it will be able to comply with a
request from the French Government for a special grant ?
Answer
The Commission responded immediately to the request for aid to the victims of the recent cyclone
which devastated the island of R6union. On 30 January, the Commission decided to make avaiiable a
grant of 300 000 EUA in emergency aid, and in the light of a report by a team of Commission offi-
cials who were sent to R6union to assess the damage, a further grant of EUA has now been approved.
Furthermore, the utilization of Community financial instruments is being considered for structural
action.
Question No 38, b1 iVr Bersani (H-44t/79)
Subject : Conclusions of the recent CILSS summit
At the Inter-Governmental Committee on measures to combat drought in the Sahel {CILSS), which
met at Ouagadougou in mid-January last, the leaders of that particularly vulnerabie region again
appealed to the international community for assistance in dealing with the serious food shortage and
the need to strengthen the structures of the CILSS and intensify measures to prevent furtherixten-
sion of the desert.
Can the Commission give specific details of the outcome of this CILSS grinisterial meeting, at which.
it was represented as an observer, and of the practical conclusions it has drawn with a view to future'
action in the region ?
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Answer
The Commission has always followed the work and meetings of the Inter-Governmental Committee
on measures to combat drought in the Sahel (CILSS) very closely.
At its twelfth ministerial meeting, the CILSS adopted various resolutions and put forward recommen-
dations in four main areas :
- 
an appeal to the international communiry to cover the total cereal deficit, estimated at 870 000
tonnes. The Commission, in close collaboration with the VFP and FAO, intends to grant conside-
rable food aid to the CILSS countries (according to its proposals to the budgetary authorities, over
50 000 tonnes of cereals would be distributed by the Communiry to eight Sahel countries in
1980);
- 
the elaboration of food and cereals policies, a task encouraged and promoted by the Sahel Club,
in which the Commission plays an active intervention r6le ;
- 
measures to combat desertification, which are still one of the Commission's main preoccupations
and which each EDF intervention measure in the agricultural field is aimed at furthering ; the
elaboration and implementation of a cereals policy is one such measure ;
- 
strengthening of the Sahel structures, particularly as regards planning and the specialized institu-
tions of the CILSS, such as the agrometeorological centre in Niamey and the Sahel Institute at
Bamako.
The Commission has already provided technical planning assistance and intends to grant financial
aid to the abovementioned specialized institutions.
Question No 39, b1 lllr Beumer (H-445/79)
Subject: Deficit in United Kingdom trade in manufactured products with the rest of the Commu-
niry
According to figures issued by the British Department of Trade, the deficit in the United Kingdom's
trade in manufactured products with the rest of the Community in 1978 amounted to ll 5,l5
million, whereas according to the Statistical Office of the European Communities the deficit was
only il 076 million. The latter figure is also based on figures obtained from British sources.
!/ould the Commission therefore indicate the correct figure ? Does it not feel that identical figures
must be used to enable an accurate assessment to be made of the effects of Communiry member-
ship ?
Answer
!7e suppose that the data furnished by the honourable Member are derived from an article published
in Tbe Economrtt on 5 January 1980. Ve have studied them closely, and the result of our investiga-
tions is that in two series of figures quoted in this article a direct comparison is not possible because
of methodological differences.
Statistics relating to the Community's external trade have been harmonized on the basis of Council
regulations and consequently are comparable as between Member States. Under these regulations,
Member States retain the right to furnish additional data and to publish statistics drawn up in accor-
dance with their own national requirements. Such statistics may show some differences when
compared with those issued by the Community.
The Commission takes the view that analyses of the effects of Communiry membership on trade
should be based on the harmonized data provided by the Community Statistical Office.
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Question No aQ by Mr Goutbier (H-448/79)
Subject: Convergence and the British problem
Does not the Commission consider that the solution to the problem of the United Kingdom's conri-
bution to the Communiry budget lies in a system of financial redistribution based on per capi,a
gross national product and a transfer of financial responsibilities and commitments from national
public expenditure to Community expenditure with strict control on Community agricultural
spending ?
Answer
Some aspects of the honourable Member's question are considered in the Commission's most recent
communication on convergence and budgetary questions, which was sent to the Parliament on 5
February. The Commission looks to the Parliament for an early debate on this communication.
The Commission has already made it clear in its earlier communications that it considers contribu-
tions to the_ Communiry budget and receipts from it, to be an integral part of the range of benefits
and costs_of membership of the Community. The introduction of an automatic formula for receipts
or expenditure related to GNP par capita would be harmful to the concept of Own Resources. Ihe
Commission considers that the budgetary problem of the United Kingdom can best be relieved in
the short term by modifications to the financial mechanism and by action to increase expenditure on
Community measures within the United Kingdom.
Parallel to these actions, which are of an essentially temporary nature, there must be a significant
change in the structure of expenditure within thi Communiry budget and the strictest possible
control of agricultural expenditure consistent with our obligations under the common agricultural
policy. The Commission's proposals of November 1979 to itreamline expenditure, and o-n agricul-
tural prices and connected measures for 1980-81, have been made wiih this objective inhind.
Question No 41, by IlIr Irmer (H-450/79)
Subject : Information on the non-toxicity of a medicinal product
Can the Commission provide the information necessary to allay fears about the marketing of
DEBENDOX, the problem 
_of which was recently raised by the Italian Government at Comm;irylevel and the prescription of which has been suspended by the Italian General Medical Association ?
Antwer
The medicinal product contining Dicycloverine, which is marketed under the name of Debendox, is
currently authorized in some Member States as an antispasmodic and antinauseant.
Representatives of national authorities responsible for authorizing medicinal products and Commis-
sion representatives have brought the matter up with the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal
Products.
According to information currently at the Commission's disposal, rumours that this product has a
teratogenic effect (i.e. that is harmful to the foetus) have not been corroborated by studies recently
conducted in the United Kingdom. The Member States concerned have not deemed it necessary to
take any special measures as regards this medicinal product for the time being.
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Question No 42, by lllrs Castle (H.4t2/79)
Subject: Regional Fund
Under what circumstances may payments be made from the Regional Fund to assist industrial deve-
lopment in areas which are not receiving similar assistance from the national government concerned,
and would the payment by a national government of aid towards the clearance of derelict land in
regions requiring new industrial development attract matching aid from the Community from the
Regional Fund ?
Answer
As regards the quota section, i.e. 95 o/o of the European Regional Development Fund's resources
shared out between the Member States on the basis of strict criteria, the Fund's present Regulation
provides that the regions and areas eligible for aid shall be limited to those areas marked down for
national regional aid by Member States.
As regards the non-quota section, which permits the financing of specific Community regional deve-
lopment actions, Article 3(2) of the ERDF Regulation provides that for such actions the Fund may
grant aid to regions and areas which do not benefit from the national system of regional aids where
the Member State concerned has taken or is taking steps to solve the problems which are the obiect
of a Community action. In applying this provision, accounr should be taken of the comparative
imbalances between the regions of the Communiry (Artlcte 43) (b). Finally, the Fund's participation
in non-quota actions is subject to thc provisions of Afticle l3 of the Regulation, which lays down,
inter alia, that such actions must be linked to Community policies and to the provisions adopted by
the Community in order to allow more appropiiare account to be taken of their regional impact or to
attenuate their regional consequences.
The clearance of derelict land can be financed under the quota section where projects satisfy criteria
established in the various articles ol Title II of the European Regional Development Fund Regula-
tion.
Under the non-quota section, the clearance of derelict land may qualify for Community aid when
such an operation is part of a specific action established under the terms of the criteria stipulated in
Article 13 of the Fund Regulation. Until now operations of this kind have been envisaged in two
proposals for regulations which the Commission has recently forwarded to the Council, regarding
certain areas adversely affected by the restructuring of the iron and steel industry and of the ship-bui-
dling industry.
Question No 43, b1 llr Radoux (H-4t5/79)
Subject : Measures to aid Turkey
!(hat short-term measures have already been taken by the Commission, or will be taken in the
immediate future, in response to the current economic and financial situation in Turkey ?
Ansuer
The Commission does not have the resources to take the measures referred to by the honourable
Member.
However, in the light of its powers under the Association, it has submitted proposals to the Council
following the requests made by Turkey when the Association was revived in 1978.lnMay 1979,rhe
Communiry made an offer which included a financial proposal : it was willing to open negotiations
for a fourth Financial Protocol to replace the present one when it expired on 3l December l98l ; it
was also willing to introduce a special measure, a grant of 75 m EUA to finance cooperation activities
over two years. The cooperation activities it had in mind would supplement EIB intervention in
Turkey at all stages so as to ensure more effective financing.
The Community's offer as a whole was rejected by the Turks and was not negotiated by the Associa-
tion bodies, because in their opinion it did not constitute an acceptable basis for negotiation.
The Commission has also acted on its own initiative and instigated action by the Member States in
international organizations in response to the economic difficulties currently prevailing in Turkey.
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Mr Jenkins, President, and Mr Ortoli, Vice-President, have taken steps in the same direction so that
the Member States can support Turkey's efforts towards economic recovery bilaterally in the OECD
and the Turkish Consortium.
An Association Council meeting was held at ministerial level on 5 February 1980, when the Turkish
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Erkmen, outlined a programme for revitalizing the Association. This
will be examined by the Association bodies so that a report can be made in April to the Association
Council, which will draw the necessary conclusions.
In the weeks to come, therefore, the Commission will turn its attention to the proposals made by the
Turkish authorities under the programme announced by Mr Erkmen, including the financial aspects.
Question No 44, by llr Seeler (H-4t7/79)
Subiect : EC-Turkey Financial Protocols
!7hat is the current position concerning the implementation of the provision of aid to Turkey under
the Third Financial Protocol and what progress has so far been made on drawing up the Fourth
Financial Protocol and implementing the proposed Cooperation Fund ?
Answer
The Third EEC-Turkey Protocol was signed inMay 1977 and entered into force in April 1979.To
avoid too long a gap between the second and third financial protocols, the Bank appraised some
proiects before the protocol came into force. It was possible, for instance, to take up some loans
immediately in April 1979. Ar that stage, various major proiects were financed by special loans under
the protocol, for instance a thermal energy project at a hydroelectric power station and a proiect in
the forestry industry sector.
In its offer of May 1979, the Communiry proposed to Turkey that preparations should be begun for
negotiating the Fourth Financial Protocol, as it was important, in view oI Turkey's external financing
requirements, for a new protocol to take over as soon as possible after 3l October 1981, the date on
which appropriations under the Third Protocol would expire.
It will be remembered that this offer was part of a package that the Turkish authorities refused to
negotiate in the Association Council, as they did not consider it to be an acceptable basis for a negoti-
ation. The proposed Cooperation Fund, consisting of grants worth I 5 m u. a. to be taken up over two
years, was also part of the package.
So far, no work has been started on either the Fourth Financial Protocol or the cooperation activities.
At the last ministerial meeting of the Association Council, held on 5 February 1980, Turkey reaf-
firmed its desire to withdraw its request for a suspension of commitments under the additional
protocol and outlined a programme for revitalizing the Association. The programme will be the
subject of discussions and negotiations in the Association bodies, which are to report to the Associa-
tion Council in April so that it can draw the appropriate conclsusions.
The Community has declared its willingness to begin joint consideration of the programme immedi-
ately and to reconsider with an open mind the position it adopted last May on the development of
the Association in the light of the new information submitted by the Turkish Minister, Mr Erkmen,
to the Association Council.
Question No 45, by Mr hlegaby (H-459/79)
Subject: Opinion poll on Britain's membership of the EEC
IThat is the reaction of the Commission to the recent EEC public opinion poll which showed only
29 o/o of the British public as looking favourably on Brirain's membership of the EEC ?
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Ansuer
The Commission naturally regrets that according to the rwelfth Eurobarometer, taken last October,
only 29 7o of the United Kingdom population think that membership of the Communiry is posi-
tively a good thing. It is difficult, however, to draw any firm conclusions about the trend of public
opinion in the UK from a single survey. For example, the same Eurobarometer reveals that 6l o/o ol
the United Kingdom population are in favour of unifying l7estern Europe and th^t 7l o/o consider
that the movement towards European unification should be maintained at its present rate or be
speeded up.
Question No 46, by tVrs Lizin (H-462/79)
Subject: Cracks in the nuclear power station at Tihange
The Belgian Minister of Labour and Employment, Mr De !7ulf, who is responsible in this area, has
admitted to the existence of cmcks in the reactor vessel of the nuclear power-station at Tihange.
Does the Commission intend to look into power-plans matter and take steps to ascertain the degree
of safery of his power station, as it is entitled to do under the Treaty provlsions ?
Ansucr
The subiect brought up by the honourable Member falls within the province of technical problems
of nuclear sa(ety, and the Treaty does not give the Commission any powers in this area ; it is the sole
responsibility of the responsible national authorities.
Legislation and the authorization procedure for nuclear power-plants in Belgium give the Belgian
Govemment the possibility of asking the Commission, in an advisory capacity, for a safety assess-
ment of the nuclear power-station now under construction at Tihange. To this end, the Commission
has convened a group of experts from different Communiry countries, who will in due course deliver
an opinion on the problem raised by the honourable Member and on other safety aspects of the
plant.
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(The sitting was opened at 9.00 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Madam President, may I point out
that a report published this morning in a local news-
paper Les Derniires Nouaelles Alsace, seems to imply
that an agreement exists between the French Govern-
ment and the Luxembourg Government that Stras-
bourg shall henceforth be the seat of the European
Parliament. I would not vouch for the accuracy of the
report, but it does seem an insult to the dignity of this
Parliament that such negotiations are taking place
without reference to the Members of this House. I am
not even sure that at this stage France should be
considered as the State in which the Parliament
should meet, since it has so far failed to observe
Community legislation where the Community institu-
tions are concerned.
President. 
- 
I shall simply reply that at present the
Treaties designate Strasbourg as one of Parliament's
places of work.
l. Approaal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes are adopted.
2. Documents receiaed
President. 
- 
I have received the following docu-
ments :
(a) from the Council a request for an opinion on the prop-
osal from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Councrl for a multiannual Community programme
of research and development in biomolecular engi-
neering (indirect action l98l-1985) (Doc. l-750179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on Budgets, the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection and
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for
opinions ;
(b) from the committees, the following reports:
- 
report by Mr Enright, on behalf of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, on the proposals
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council (Doc. l-702179) fot:
I a decision concluding the Convention between the
EEC and the United Nations Relief and Vorks
Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNR!/A) on aid
to refuges in the countries of the Near East
II a regulation on the supply of sugar to UNRVA as
food aid (Doc. t-754/79);
- 
report by Mr R. Jackson, on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets, on application of Article 204 of the EEC
Treaty and Article 8 of the Financial Regulation auth-
orizing further provisional twelfths for Section II 
-Council and Section ll 
- 
Annex : Economic and
Social Committee of the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities (Doc. l -742179) (Doc.
t -7 sslTe) ;
- 
report by Mr Dankert, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on application of Article 204 of the EEC
Treaty and Article 8 of the Financial Regulation auth-
orizing further provisional twelfths 
- 
Section III 
-Commission 
- 
of the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities (Docs. l-741179 and l-742179) 
-(Doc. t-7 s6179).
3. Decision on ur{encl
President. 
- 
The first item on the agenda is the deci-
sion on the urgency of a proposal for a regulation on
certain fish stock (Doc. 1-729/79).
I stated yesterday that the chairmen of the political
groups were not in favour of this request, which has
just reached us.
I put the request for urgent debate to the vote.
The request is rejected.
4. Welcome
President. 
- 
On behalf of Parliament I welcome the
delegation from. the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey to the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the
EEC-Turkey Association, headed by its President, Mr
Orhan Vural, who have just taken their seats in the
official gallery.
Realizing as we do the importance of relations
between Turkey and the Community, we are happy to
welcome our colleagues from the Great National
Assembly of Turkey and extend our good wishes for
the successful outcome of the work of the Joint Parlia-
mentary Committee.
(Apltlause)
5. Contntissiotn statentent on agricultural ltrices
President. 
- 
The next item is the Commission state-
ment on agricultural prices.
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Comnrission.
- 
Madam President, in presenting this price package,
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I would underline that the Commission is committed
to a policy for more than one year. Therefore this
price package cannot be considered in isolation.
Indeed it is one element, one of the main elements, of
a coherent strategy which the Commission has tried
to develop over recent years. We have tried for nearly
four years now, adapting ourselves to circumstances, to
get the Common Agricultural Policy on a sound,
stable basis for its own sake and for the sake of the
Community. We have had successes: we have broken
new ground in the field of structural policy with the
Mediteranean package ; we have put our international
relations with the multinational trade negotiations on
a sound and profitable basis for us ; we have, with
modest price increases in units of account, kept the
prices of agricultural commodities produced in
Europe below the index of consumer prices. But some
fundamental objectives have not as yet been achieved
in particular, the management of structural
surpluses and dealing with the existing differences in
income in various regions of the Community. Let me
one again run over our overall strategy :
(l) high priority must be given to balancing the
agricultural markets ;
(2) for products where production completely
outruns the market outlets, the market forces must be
allowed to act. This means that the producers them-
selves must carry the cost of increased production ;
(3) through a combined action of structural policy
- 
the Mediterranean package I mentioned, to which
comes our latest far-reaching structural proposals, and
a moderate price policy we must meet the require-
ments of the Treary concerning farmers' incomes.
The package now before you forms part of this
strategy. In November, we added to our structural
proposals the proposal for a better market equili-
brium. All of these constraints form the basis for the
present proposals for moderate price increases, and
they must be seen in the context I have outlined. I
wish to emphasize that it is not a change in the agri-
cultural policy. The policy remains, but greater
emphasis has been put on other elements of that
policy. If no action is taken now, then the Commis-
sion, I must underline, will have to reconsider all of
its proposals.
The Commission has had to develop its price propo-
sals within a series of very tight constraints. Supply is
running ahead of demand in some of our agricultural
markets. Despite slight temporary improvements at
the world level, we still face serious surpluses of milk
and sugar. But budgetary uncertainties exist and
extend beyond 1980. There is no prospect of
increasing the Community's own budgetary resources
in the near future. Therefore a real danger exists that
the Community will run out of money within the
next year. I personally accept that a dynamic Commu-
nity must one day have a new Financial Regulation,
but it will not be based on the existence of an over-
production of either butter or sugar.
All of these constraints, together with the need to
fight inflation in the economy as a whole, point
towards the continuation of a rigorous price policy in
agriculture. They point especially towards the milk
sector, which greedily swallows 43 o/o ol all agricul-
tural spending and which demands more and more
each year.
Other constraints, however, point in the opposite
direction. Real agricultural incomes have slipped back
in the last 12 months, as cost increases accelerated.
This is a serious development. We cannot afford to
mortgage our overall agricultural capacity, especially
in a situation of world tensions and decreasing
economic activiry in the Community and elsewhere.
The availabiliry of basic foodstuffs is also a security
policy.
I attach significance, therefore, to the fact that while
agricultural incomes have increased in absolute terms,
they have fallen slightly in real terms in 1979 
- 
the
first time in recent years. The year 1980 will be even
more difficult for agriculture, and indeed for the
whole of the economy as well : we cannot forget the
increasing number of unemployed in the Communiry.
You must bear in mind that the Common Agricul-
tural Policy is one of the few developed common poli-
cies we have. It must deal not only with market and
income problems ; it is currently overloaded by
regional development and social problems too. As
other policies are not being developed sufficiently, our
flanks are exposed. The agricultural world is in fear, as
are other sectors of the economy, because of inflation
and unemployment. The development of other
Community policies is badly needed to re-establish
faith in the Communiry.
'We have had to reconcile the irreconcilable, and you
will have to go through a similar process. If you look
at the market situation alone, you will be forced to
refuse price increases; if you look at the budget in
isolation, you will even ask for a reduction in prices ;
but if you look in isolation at the income need of our
8 million farmers and their families, then you will be
forced to ask for substantial price increases, as the
European farmers' organization COPA has done.
Now I come to our proposal. I am convinced that the
Commission has found a fair balance between these
conflicting needs. 'We propose to increase prices by
around 3 to 3.5 o/o for the majority of products where
there is some justifiable margin for manoeuvre, but we
have limited the increase to 1.5 % for products where
there is clearly little margin for manoeuvre : we have
limited it to 1.5 0/o for distributed milk, with 0 o/o for
butter and 2'8 0/o for skimmed-milk powder, because
each year we have 15 million tonnes of milk for
which there is no market 
- 
just as there is no market
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for butter despite a strong export drive over the last
years.'!7e have limited it to 1.5 0/o for sugar, because
our domestic production is 2.5 million tonnes greater
than our domestic demand; and we have limited
increases to 1.5 o/o for beef, because we have about
330 000 tonnes in intervention stores and we are
making another proposal which will be more effective
in raising specialist beef-producers' revenues.
The proposed price increases are well below inflation
rates anywhere in the Community. The effect of this
year's price proposal on consumers will be negligible
- 
6n In6ps4se of little more than 0.1 0/o on household
expenditure in a full year. They also provide room to
implement the Community's decision to dismantle
monetary compensatory amounts, and we are prop-
osing to reduce the German MCA by one point and
the Benelux MCA by half a point. The income situa-
tion in the hard-currency countries, due to low price
increases in previous years, makes what looks modest
appear important.
The milk problem is as old as this Community. It is a
real illness. In the past, we have tried to cure it with a
variety of medicines costing more and more money.
Today we must face up to the need for surgery.
!fle have studied all the possible remedies. !7e have
looked at quotas, but we reject them. They will not
solve the milk problem 
- 
look at sugar ! They would
also be a'blow against all a common market should
stand for 
- 
a free market with a safety-net.
I7e looked at the possibiliry of reducing prices. You
know as well as I that a price decrease is neither
socially nor politically acceptable 
- 
the moreso at a
time when cost increases are accelerating and incomes
are falling. The same is also true of a limitation of
market support though intervention, which is just a
price decrease by another name.
We have never found acceptance for a substantial
increase in the linear co-responsibility levy. On the
contrary two years ago at a time of increasing produc-
tion, the existing levy of 1.5 0/o was decreased to
0'5 %. Any suggestion that it should be pushed up to
the top of its range (4 %) is immediately killed by a
coalition of those who demand exemptions and those
who do not want to pay the levy at all.
All these remedies are unacceptable, but, as I said a
moment ago, we must take action, we must face up to
the need for surgery. The time for tinkering is over.
(Applause from certain quarter of the Eurcpcan
Democratic Group)
If the Community agrees to go on paying what it now
pays for the existing milk surplus, the additonal cost
of disposing of each additional litre of milk will be
84 o/o ol the milk target price paid by us. \fle there-
fore propose a supplementary coresponsibility levy.
Producers will remain entirely free to make their own
decisions, but we want to make sure that those who
increase their production pay the cost of its disposal
- 
that and no more.
Let me repeat this. Our proposal is designed to meet
three requirements :
l. Milk producers remain absolutely free to take their
own production decisions. It is their choice and
their choice alone.
2. If they decide to produce more, then they must
accept entire responsibility for the disposal costs.
Responsibility goes with decision. In other words,
we want to apply to each dairy the rule that if there
is no increase in milk output then there is no
supplementary levy to pay.
3. The Community budget is completely insulated
against any future increase in expenditure due to
production increases. No matter how much produc-
tion rises, there should be no need for supplemen-
tary funds. '!fle have already with such a scheme
accepted the financial responsibiliry for a very high
level of production. If we don't stop further expen-
diture now, we shall continue to misuse resources
to the detriment of other aspects of agricultural
policy more important for the future and to the
detriment of the development of other Community
policies badly needed in our present economic situ-
ation.
I know there are 1.8 million milk producers in the
Community. I also know that many of them are not
among the better-off farmers. Let me emphasize,
however, that they will not have to pay the supplemen-
tary levy if they do not increase their milk output 
-and most of them, to judge by our experience in 1979,
will not do so.
But we are going further. IUfle shall continue the
existing non-marketing and reconversion premiums.
'We now also offer special incentives for those who
stop milk production or specialize in beef without
delivering milk. \fle are proposing a subsidy of 50
ECU on the first l5 cows in specialized beef herds.
Also important is our proposal to safeguard the
income position of some of our poorest farmers. \7e
want to exempt from the basic linear levy of 1.5 %,
decided by the Council last year, nor only the entire
milk production of producers in mountain areas and
in southern Italy but also the first 50 000 litreb from
producers in less favoured ore?s 
-, 
areas already
described in regulations of the Community, In this
way, we exempt an additional 13 o/o of. milk produc-
tion and 19 o/o of milk producers, evenly distributed
among all Community countries with the excq.ption
of two small northern countries arrd consequ'ently
with no element of discrimination within the bulk'bf
Community countries.
The extra-expenditure resulting from these price prop-
osals in only 202 million EUA. It must be seen along-
side the Commission proposals of last Novembir
*"
F.
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which would result in savingp of half a billion EUA.
They must also be seen alongside measures the
Commission has adopted during the last few months
- 
another half a billion EUA. By balancing these
savings and the additional expenditure resulting from
our proposals, you will see two of our major achieve-
ments: first, we are saving more than 800 million
EUA in comparison with the draft budget for 1980 ;
and second, expenditure will be 14 m EUA less than
the 1979 level of 10 384 m EUA.
Both of these achievements become the more remark-
able when you consider that inflation is on average
around 120/o and the average annual increase in the
agricultural budget over the last few years has been
around l6oh. lt is a long way from 160/o to zero.
This is a serious moment. This is the first time that
you, Members of the first directly-elected European
Parliament, are being confronted with the annual
price proposals, which must be seen against the back-
ground I have outlined today and which are, as I
stated, intimately linked with the proposal for a better
market equilibrium put forward last November. In the
past, it has always been a divisive issue, and will
undoubtedly be so again this year; but time for hesita-
tion has run out. You asked for action in December.
The Commission is proposing strong but fair action,
and the Commission now looks to the European Parli-
ament to take up again its responsibilities.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I remind the House of the so-called
'twenty minutes' procedure applicable at the end of
statements of this sort : the chairmen of the
committee may speak for five minutes after which
there is a further 15 minutes during which Members
may put short and concise questions.
I call Mr Friih to speak on behalf of the chairman of
the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, deputizing as I am for the chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture, Sir Henry Plumb, who is
unfortunately unable to be present, it falls to me to
comment on Mr Gundelach's statement. I should first
like to thank him and express my appreciation for the
way he and the Commission have dealt with this diffi-
cult task. He may rest assured that we of the
Committee on Agriculture will be looking very closely
at his statement in the next few days and weeks in an
effort to achieve the best possible result for our overall
economy, for producers and for consumers. It is, of
course, impossible for me at this moment, so soon
after you have spoken, to state the position of the
Committee on Agriculture as a whole because it has
not yet met, but I am sure I can already make a
number of comments on its behalf at this stage.
I hope you will not take my first remark amiss: I feel
we must find a way of putting the Commission's prop-
osals and ideas before this directly-elected Parliament
or to its committee before they are presented at a
press conference, so that we hear the news first.
(Applause)
I realize, Mr Commissioner, how difficult that is when
this Parliament sits only once a month, but we should
together look for a way in committee so that we are
able to coordinate our views here at the proper time.
It would undoubtedly be a good thing if a large press
conference took place now, after the statement you
have made to inform Parliament.
My second point is that you, Mr Gundelach, will
undoubtedly have noticed, like all the other authori-
ties, that your proposals have caused a great deal of
unrest among farmers and the organizations that repre-
sent them, because it was quite clear to them that the
objective method we have been discussing for years
produces a completely different figure, namely 7.9 o/o.
This figure was also mentioned by the Commission,
and it roughly corresponds to the ideas of the agricul-
tural associations.
Instead, you are proposing, roughly speaking, 2.4 %.
For some products it is undoubtedly more, Iess for
others, but that is what it comes to in the end.
Now I know, as we all do, the problems of averages.
But one thing is certain: these figures are very
different, and that is what is causing the unrest in agri-
culture. To justify your figure, you refer 
- 
quite
understandably 
- 
to the general economic situation,
and there can be no doubt at all that agriculture
should also make a contribution to the stabilization of
the general situation. But something else is certain
too: it is already doing this, and to an extent that has
not yet been matchefl by any other sector of the
economy, even though prices increased 
- 
again on
average 
- 
by 7.5o/o in 1978 and l2o/o in 1979.
'lTorkers' incomes rose last year in real terms. But
despite these increases incomes in agriculture fell by
1'5 to 2 7o, as your report also states. In other words,
now that we can look forward to an even sharper rise
in costs and an even higher rate of inflation, agricul-
ture is condemned to the role of keeping things cheap
and not having its fair share of this increase in
incomes. As you surely know, it is not producer prices
that push up the inflation rate: these producer prices
are joined by the registration of agricultural produce,
processing and distribution. All these rising costs,
which are added to producer prices, mean that ulti-
mately the price to the producer becomes less and less
of a determining factor in the price to the final
consumer, and although this increase is taking place,
its share in consumer spending is becoming smaller.
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I should like to refer to anorher point, which is
undoubtedly of general interest. This is the budgetary
situation, and I will keep my comments brief. Mr
Gundelach, we should beware 
- 
and I believe we all
know this 
- 
of allowing ourselves to be tied down by
the budget in such a way that we say nothing can be
done, because the money is not available. You all
know how dangerous 
^n 
ifipasse we get into if we
complain that agriculture swallows up 70 o/o of costs,
while also realizing that it is the only common policy
we have. So when we realize that six countries have
become nine 
- 
soon there will be ten and in a few
years twelve 
- 
and that all of them want to partici-
pate in the agricultural policy, and also that moves are
afoot to organize new markets 
- 
for sheepmeat,
alcohol and potatoes 
- 
then it is quite clear that this
financial cover is becoming tight, and we should all as
a matter of urgency ioin in calling for an appropriate
increase in resources in the interests of European
policy, and not only of the agricultural policy.
I do not intend to go into detail on the central theme
of your statement, milk. This will be the most
frequent subject of discussion 
- 
and I hope it will
have positive results. Looking at the clock, I realize
my time is already running out. I will therefore come
to my concluding remarks.
I believe that this year we have a great duty, not only
in the Committee on Agriculture, but also in the
other committees and in this House, to find the right
setting in European policy for the common agricul-
tural policy, not forgetting that, on the one hand, we
must not disappoint farmers because they should not
be the only ones to suffer in this increasingly infla-
tionary economy and, on the other hand, the world
political situation must be borne in mind. It should
not be possible to blackmail Europe with food
supplies, and if we intend to carry on the fight to elim-
inate hunger in the world, we must also make steady
progress with the agricultural policy and stop
believing that it is linked solely to the budget and that
the budget is the only yardstick against which it must
be measured. Farmers' incomes are also an extremely
important objective of this common agricultural
poliry.
President. 
- 
Since I have a large number of requests
to speak I shall call one speaker from each group.
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Madam President, whilst welcoming
the Commissioner's strong desire to cut the cost of
the Common Agricultural Policy, I would ask him
this: is it not absurd to propose increases in the price
of products which are in surplus production, notably
skimmed milk 
- 
in other words increases for produc-
tion which the market does not want 
- 
and then to
try to recoup some of the cost by putting a levy on
producers ? Does not this mean that the price to the
consumer will go up anyway ? In Britain for instance
the consumer will pay ll50 million more as a result
of these proposed increases. I7ould it not be better to
freeze the prices of products in surplus production
and then help the incomes of those small farmers
who need help in other and more direct ways ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Madam President, the Commission
will be aware that in certain regions of the Commu-
nity farmers' incomes have dropped by as much as
20 o/o, and I fail to see anything in the price proposals
that will compensate such farmers for their loss of
income or that will ensure that they will not suffer a
further loss of 20 o/o in the present year. Perhaps the
Commissioner could give us some information on his
plans for those particular regions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Madam President, whilst many of us
would like to congratulate the Commissioner upon
his diagnosis, we feel that the medicine he has pres-
cribed is inadequate. Does he not realize that many of
us regard the CAP as a terminal cancer which is threat-
ening the lifeblood of this Community, and would he
not agree that stronger action should be taken to deal
with the problems of surpluses which cosr this
Community dear and prevent its expansion in other
more realistic directions ; and does he also not realize
that many to whom the policy of selling subsidized
butter to the USSR is complete anathema cannot see
the logic of selling subsidized butter that is packed,
whilst refusing to sell it while it is in bulk ? \7hy
should the consumers of the Community have ro pay
something like 80 pence for a pound of butter when
they see the consumers of the USSR receiving a
subsidy from the Community of 50 pence a pound ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pranchdre.
Mr Pranchirc. 
- 
(F) Madam President, on behalf of
the French Communist Members I should like to
make a brief comment before asking a number of
questions.
Firstly, the Commission's proposals are unacceptable :
an average of. 2'5 o/o against an inflation rate ol 9 o/o in
the EEC and 13 0/o in France. It is obvious how that
will affect our agricultural industry. In 1980 farmers'
incomes in France will continue to fall. This has been
the trend since 1974, and the French Government
obviously bears a great deal of responsibility for this.
Discontent, anger, anxiety, such is the atmosphere in
the countryside. I should like to draw Mr Gundelach's
and the Assembly's attention to a number of points 
-many other problems might be discussed. One sector
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has until now been spared, relatively speaking, but
today the clouds heralding the storm are gathering:
this is the beef and veal sector. The balance sheet for
1980 shows that at the end of the year there will be a
theoretical surplus : imports and stocks of 550 000
tonnes against a deficit of 190 000 tonnes in the Euro-
pean Community. My question is, therefore, how will
the beef and veal market develop ? Are we not facing
the risk of collapsing currencies and falling incomes ?
Mr Gundelach, you have referred to the milk problem.
I noted that once again you said nothing about the
imports of 120 000 tonnes of butter from New
Zealand, nothing about the problem of the substantial
imports of vegetable fats, 46 % of which, I would
remind the House, come from the United States.
!(hat are you going to do in this sector ?
Two further brief questions : how many farms in the
less favoured regions do you think will go into liquida-
tion during 1980 and ensuing years as a result of the
proposals you have made with regard both to prices
and to penalties, particularly in the milk sector ?
Finally, do you intend to take a firm decision to
abolish once and for all the monetary compensatory
amounts, which represent a serious distortion of the
rules of competition and Community preference in
the EEC.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I should like to
ask the Commissioner if it is not inconsistent to say
- 
as he himself has done 
- 
that the proposed price
increases will have an infinitesimal effect on
consumer prices, whereas producers' incomes are
falling. In addition, the present situation shows how
important it is for the European Community to have
emergency food stocks, the need for these being all
the more pressing as foodstuffs 
- 
as is becoming
increasingly evident 
- 
represent strategic products.
Can the Commission indicate what minimal level
such stocks should assume ?
As regards the l'5 Yo co-responsibility levy, I should
like to know what revenue it will produce. Does the
Commission also agree to giving some thought to the
introduction of a levy on imported vegetable fats ?
!7hy is the Commission envisaging the reduction of
sugar quotas while demand is increasing and stocks
are falling 
- 
we hear this morning that another
830 000 tonnes of sugar has been sold from stock.
Quota C sugar is paid for at the same price as quota B
sugar and does not therefore cost the Community
budget anything at all. !7e have a first-class sugar
industry, and, in time, there will be potential markets
to conquer. IThy is the Commission envisaging a
reduction in sugar production ?
(Applause from some members of the Liberal and
Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Madam President, I should like to ask
the Commission whether this does not, in fac!
amount to that very super levy quota system against
which the Vice-President has spoken so vehemently
in the past. Does it not have the effect of cushioning
the position of those producers who have already
reached a high level of income to the detriment of
those whose income is very low and indeed is far
lower than the average industrial wage in the Commu-
nity ? Furthermore, in listening to the Commission's
proposals I have not been able to note any proposal in
the field of the vegetable fat and protein policy which,
in its communication of November 1979, the
Commission acknowledged as being the cause of the
present difficulties.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Madam President might I ask the
Commissioner whether in fact he can see any future
at all for the smaller farmers particularly in the milk
sector, who are not yet developed or whether his super
levy, as has already been said by Mr Davern, is merely
a way of securing a very lucrative future for the large
factory-type, highly developed milk producers to the
detriment, and indeed complete elimination, of the
small farmer ?
Might I also ask the Commissioner whether, in view
of the large amounts of agricultural products imported
into the Communiry by virtue of various trade agree-
ments, he will inform Parliament of the net cost of all
these imports to the agricultural budget and finally
just whose side is he on 
- 
agriculture or the manufac-
turing giants and the alleged consumers' lobby ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sutra.
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Madam President, Mr Commis-
sioner, when the trade unions ask for increases, they
always want more than the inflation rate.
Consequently, my first question is as follows : is the
l'5 or 3 0/o increase being proposed to the farmers
really an increase in the standard of living, in addition
to inflation, or should in fact l0 or 12 0/o inflation,
according to the official figures in my country, be
deducted from this ?
Secondly, the production accounting methods should
be very explicit. !7hen we hear that there are Commu-
nity surpluses and that production and imports are
entered in the balance sheet together, I do not think
we can carry on a serious argument. It would be far
better not to speak of sugar surpluses when imports
amount to I 300 000 tonnes. If it is policy 
- 
and I
will not comment on this now 
- 
which makes it
necessary to import 230 000 tonnes of butter from
New Zealand, farmers should not be the only ones to
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foot the bill. If it is a useful policy for Europe, let all
Europeans pay for it.
My third question: you have said in the Committee
on Agriculture, Mr Commissioner, that the Commis-
sion has put forward very precise and very clear propo-
sals aimed at maintaining the bon uin guarantee in
the viticultural sector. I should like to hear you
confirm this here.
To conclude, Mr Commissioner, monetary compensa-
tory amounts, by whatever name they are called, are
and remain aid that the poor give to the rich. They
are monies which are losing ground, which subsidize
the stronger currencies. It has been like that since the
beginning, it has always been an intolerable situation.
A stop should be put to them once and for all.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolmen. 
- 
(NL)Madam Prsident, the price prop-
osals differ substantially from COPA's proposals,
which were based on an objective method of calcula-
tion. Can Mr Gundelach explain the considerable
departure from this method of calculation ? For if this
becomes the rule, I ask myself why this method of
calculation is still used.
Secondly, we must achieve a fair distribution of
burdens under the agricultural policy. As there are
surpluses of various products, particularly oils and fats,
would it not be fairer to introduce a levy for producers
in Europe, especially if the surpluses are caused by
large imported volumes ? That was also the essence of
the amendment tabled during the debate on the
budget reports drawn up by Mr Dankert and Mr
Aigner. I find no reference to this in these proposals. I
regard that as a deficiency, and it must be made clear
why no mention is made of this point in the price
proposals.
President. 
- 
There is no more speaking time left; I
regret that I cannot call any further speakers.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point of order.
Mrs Kellet-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, Mr
Pranchdre was allowed to ask no fewer than three ques-
tions, which cut out those of us who wished to ques-
tion the Commissioner on the gross unfairness of the
milk producers' levy. Our own group leader was not
in fact called, though I understand that he wanted to
be called. That means that a representative of the
British point of view has simply not been heard on
this very unfair co-responsibility levy proposal. I do
think you ought to hear the leader of our group.
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group had
the opportuniry of expressing its views through Mr
Marshall.
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Comntission.
- 
Madam President, I first want to thank those who
have put questions to me. To Mr Friih, I would first
and foremost say that the Commission has chosen,
and rightly so, to make its first political presentation
of its proposals to this House. It is always unavoidable,
after decisions have been taken, to hold a technical
press conference. The question of making the very
first presentation to the European Parliament can, as
he suggests, be solved only by coordinating the dates
of these decisions and the meetings of Parliament. But
the first presentation of these proposals was made
here this morning.
Mr Friih then raised the question of the objective
method, as have indeed other honourable Members,
last among them Mr Tolman. I think it is very impor-
tant to be clear on this point. The so-called objective
method indicates the figure of 7.9 o/o. There is no
disagreement between COPA and the Commission on
the calculation of that figure, but the figure must be
seen in the light of its own premises.
It tries to calculate, on the basis of input costs and
output prices, what is needed by way of price
increases to maintain agricultural incomes in relation
to other sectors of the economy. It is based on a
system of stable currencies and has to be adjusted to
take account of currency changes 
- 
which itself is a
non-objective exercise; but it has always been esta-
blished, and it is part of the legal text establishing the
objective method, that it can only be one element
which has to be seen in the light of other elements
such as the development of the market, the budget
and the economy as a whole. Otherwise there would
be no reason for any discussion, whether here or in
Council or elsewhere : one could just calculate the
figure, slap it on to the prices and wait for the results.
'Worse than that : the objective method, while objec-
tive within its own properly defined premises, has two
defects from the point of view of giving a clear picture
of agricultural incomes. First, it is based upon one
stable figure for increasing productivity in agriculture
- 
l'5, year in and year out 
- 
which is not based on
any empirical study: just an increase of 1.5 to 2, and
the figure of 7 goes down to 5 or 5. Here we have a
rule of thumb, no more. Furthermore, the figures in
the objective method are based upon little more than
400 reference farms, where the calculations of costs
and prices are carried out on the basis of a static
volume of production 
- 
that existing in 1974-75,
whereas in fact the production of every agricultural
item throughout the Community has increased by
between 2 and 5 o/o every year: this has not been
incorporated into the objective method. Everybody
will know that the income of a farmer or any other
economic person is the product of the prices received
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and the amount he sells, but the actual amount is not
taken into account here 
- 
only the amount as it was
several years ago.
Consequently, ap^rt from the figure only being one
among many, in itself it does not give a picture of the
income situation in agriculture: it can only be one
element among many others. These others indicate
that there is indeed a decline in real incomes for
farmers, but not of this order of magnitude : rather of
one which corresponds to the prudence which we
have to demonstrate for market reasons. Furthermore,
Mr Frth, the budget issue was clear; I do not think I
am over-estimating 
- 
if I am, I have obviously been
misreading the decisions of this Parliament in
December last year, and I do not think I have 
- 
and
within those margins we are seeking to maintain the
real incomes of farmers on the average throughout the
Community. That is the goal, and we are seeking to
maintain it.
To Mrs Castle, I would like to say yes, it does indeed
look somewhat strange to inirease the prices for a few
commodities in structural surplus and then for one of
them to cancel the increase in the form of an already
established, but now re-invigorated, co-responsibility
levy. The reason why it is being done, is, quite
honestly, in answer to Mr Pranchdre and others who
have pointed out that the negative monetary compen-
satory amounts have mostly been dismantled, that
positive monetary comPensatory amounts also have to
be decreased, and this can only be done if there is a
nominal increase in prices in units of account ; other-
wise there will be a nominal decrease in prices in the
national currencies of the countries in question, and
that has been ruled out of order in the Council as well
as in Parliament. That is why, Mrs Castle, one has to
take this somewhat peculiar course of increasing with
one hand and taking away with the other. It is the
only way some progress can be made in dismantling
monetary compensatory amounts. However, I would
like to say to another honourable Member that while
these monetary compensatory amounts are a serious
obstacle to the free development of agriculture and
agricultural trade in the Community, to say that they
are the poor man's contribution to the rich is rather
going beyond all reasonable limits. Look at the
income figures and you will see that, thanks to the
lower increases in prices in units of account, accompa-
nied by heavy devaluations of those currencies which
could be devalued, the real income situation has not
been particularly bright in these regions. Therefore
what is proposed is really going quite a long way.
Yes, Mr Clinton, I absolutely agree that there are
certain regions of the Community, as I said in my
initial statement, which are considerably worse off
than many other regions of the Community. And I
said in my statement that I believe that the right
answer to this question lies in structural or special
measures. It is my hope that this Communiry will one
day be willing to deal with special problems in parti-
cular parts of the Community without having to face
the prospect, each time one is suggesting a special
cure for special problems somewhere, that the cry will
go up 
- 
as it has again today 
- 
of discrimination. If
we wish to bring about a higher degree of coherence
in this Community, we must also be willing to take
special action in particular parts of the Community in
order to bring it about.
I do hope that the kind of problems you, Mr Clinton,
and others have referred to can be dealt with by the
structural proposals we have made 
- 
and maybe by
some additonal measures which we could put into our
milk scheme, provided they do not become general-
ized throughout the Community but are related only
to those who have no other choice than to stick to a
limited dairy production.
To the honourable Member who considers the
Common Agricultural Policy a terminal cancer, I
must admit that I consider the term below the level at
which I am prepared to answer.
(Applause)
It is not true that, as Mr Pranchdre indicated, agricul-
tural incomes have been on the downturn since 1974.
Real incomes in agriculture, were increasing until the
last 12 months, and the difference between incomes
in other parts of the economy and agriculture has
been narrowing. Now again we have a lag, as we had
for a short time at the beginning of the energy crisis
in 1974, which was recovered relatively quickly. But
do not forget that 1980 holds out what is not a
terribly bright picture for other sectors of the
economy as well.
In the course of the short debate this morning, I have
been told that I made no reference to the imports of
butter and soya, which are really at the root of our
problems. That is trying to wriggle out of the diffi-
culties: it is exactly the tinkering which I must warn
this House against. For the last three or four years, we
have indeed been net importers of milk products and
butter, but the difficulty does not lie here. ln 1979,we
were even importing more than twice the quantities
we had been importing from New Zealand. Our
problem does not lie here either. !fle are big impor-
ters of, for instance, soya, as we shall be discussing
later today, for the purpose of feeding our pigs and
our poultry (which seems to be the most successful
sector of agricultural policy) : only a marginal part is
used as fodder for cows producing milk. It may be a
marginal factor in our equation, but it is certainly not
the main reason for the continued increase in milk
production. Take a look at the map and see the
regions which are based on national fodder-grass:
there you have the highest figures for increases in
milk production. Let us not suggest illusory courses
and thereby avoid attacking the real problem ! The
fact of the matter is that the Communiry is an increas-
ingly important exporter of livestock.
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I do not, Mr Davern, believe that the additional levy is
going to cushion production at a high level. It is
exactly in that type of production, where great invest-
ments have taken place, that this kind of levy will
have its greatest effect. Its impact will obviously be
less on the smaller farmers, many of whom are united
in cooperatives with opportunities within the dairy
field of offsetting ups against downs. This attempt to
present the scheme as if it were intended to defend
the bigger producers is quite obviously ill founded, as
is Mr Blaney's question to me, whom do I defend 
-the big or the small. I defend the fundamental inter-
ests of the Community and nothing else, and I will
accept no other comments in this regard.
Mr Sutra, I stated in the Committee on Agriculture
that the Commission would propose, and has
proposed, to the Council consideration of a system for
the so-called distillation of the bon ain and further
that, in view of the special harvest this year, we should
be proposing a special scheme for distillation.
Mr President, I believe I have answered most of the
questions which have been put to me, and I am sure
that in subsequent discussions in the various commit-
tees of this House and finally in the plenary debate
thereafter, there will be ample opportunity to go into
all these matters with all the seriousness and in all the
detail necessary. I share with Mr Frtih the absolure
conviction that it is our responsibility, even in diffi-
cult circumstances created by pressures on the
economy as a whole, to see to it that the farmers get a
fair deal. That is what lies behind the proposals we
have made. !7hile recognizing the economic, budge-
tary and other difficulties with which the Community
is confronted, we must nevertheless, within the limits
imposed by these difficulties, give the farmers a fair
deal. That shall be our guiding principle, and on rhat
basis we are open to any discussion organized within
this House. !7e shall listen to your final advice, when
it comes, before decisions are taken in the Council.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR POUL MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte on a point of order.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
Mr President, I am astonished that Mr
Gundelach did not answer the questions on agricul-
tural prices.
6. Actiaities of tbe Communities in 1979
and Comntission work prografime for 1980(presentation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by Mr
Jenkins, President of the Commission, on the activi-
ties of the Communities in 1979 and the Commissi-
ons's work programme for 1980.
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,it is a considerable responsibility to present the
Commission's programme for the first time to this
new Parliament, but it is a responsibility which my
colleagues and I welcome at the beginning of this, the
fourth and last year of our mandate. The introduction
of the Commission's programme for 1980 fits natur-
ally into the proceedings of a well-established and
working Parliament. I look forward to the debate
which will follow on Thursday on the main lines of
that programme.
Today I intend to concentrate on what we see as the
central issues confronting us. I do not intend to say
something about everything or attempt a complete
Cook's tour of the horizons of the Community. You
must therefore forgive me if some things are left out.
This does not mean that we do not attach importance
to it. It merely means, in my view, that a speech is not
a catalogue and a catalogue is not a speech.
First it would be right to look back briefly at what the
Community achieved in 1979. Although 1979 ended
with its difficulties, it should in many ways be seen as
a year of major Community advance. !7e saw substan-
tial success on a number of major fronts. First, we put
in place the European Monetary System after less than
a year of discussion, and have seen it establish itself
gradually and unspectacularly. \7e will need to do
more to strengthen and support the EMS, but its crea-
tion is, in my view, an important landmark in our
development. Second, we have concluded the accord
with a new European partner, Greece, and have begun
the process of welcoming her into the Community.
This accession 
- 
and the other two which are likely
to follow 
- 
emphasizes the underlying vitality of the
Community and the attraction which it holds for the
reborn democracies of Europe. Third, we concluded,
after many years of difficult and largely unglamorous
negotiation, the Tokyo Round. This MTN achieve-
ment offers us the reasonable prospect for a further
development of the free world trading system on
mutually beneficial lines, despite the new and more
difficult circumstances which face us in the economic
and employment fields. Fourth, we reached agreement
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at Lom6 on a renewed convention enhancing and
strengthening our relationship with the now 58 ACP
countries. Fifth, at the Strasbourg European Council
last summer and subsequently at the Economic
Summit in Tokyo we led the way towards establishing
a new apparatus of cooperation in the energy field.
Above all, we saw this Parliament elected 
- 
in my
view, perhaps the biggest harbinger of hope for the
future 
- 
bringing a new and powerful democratic
dimension to our Community affairs.
I make these points to this House because the essen-
tial vitality of the Community can sometimes be too
obscured by the dust of pressing short-term problems
and difficulties. l7ithin the framework of our
common institutions there remains a deep reserve of
invention, imagination and sustained cohesion which
can be brought to bear in the common interests of
Europe. It is well to remember what we have already
achieved together when we contemplate the problems
that we have to resolve together in the future.
Looking ahead, we face no less than the break-up of
the established economic and social order on which
post-war Europe was built. The warning bells have
been sounding for a decade. Bit by bit we have seen
the collapse of that long period of monetary stability
founded on the Bretton \iloods agreements ; that
process began even before the rise in oil prices in
1973. Energy price increases may not have been the
only cause of our present misfortunes but they have
been the main catalyst. !7e have built our industrial
society on the consumption of fossil fuels, in parti-
cular oil, and it is now certain that if we do not
change our ways while there is still time 
- 
and 1980
could be almost the last opportuniry 
- 
our society
will risk dislocation and eventual collapse.
Most of the economic indicators are bad. Whereas in
1979 growth of the European economy amounted to
about 3'3 %, in 1980 it could fall substantially below
even the 2 % which we were forecasting in a some-
what dispirited fashion at the end of last year. Unem-
ployment rates, which in the early 1970s averaged
under 3 0/o for the Community as a whole, rose to
5'5 o/o in 1979 and are forecast to rise to well above
5'0 % this year. Average inflation can be expected to
increase from 9 0/o last year to nearly ll'5 % in 1980.
The current account deficit on external trade is esti-
mated to rise from almost $ 8 billion in 1979 to more
than $ 20 billion this year under the impact of last
year's 55 o/o increase in oil prices. !7e may once have
hoped that the waves of our recent discontents would
quietly recede and that the easier world of the 1950s
would re-emerge from beneath the waters. Such facile
optimism is now totally untenable. The signs of irre-
versible change are now visible in the accelerating
decline of some of our older industries ; in the impact
of new technologies in many areas of our daily lives ;
in the changing and more difficult pattern of our
trade.
The essential question for 1980 and the years ahead is
therefore: how we adapt our society to the new
economic realities ?
I turn first to the question of energy which was a
central issue for the meeting of the European Council
in Strasbourg last summer, and subsequently (or the
Economic Summit in Tokyo. It was, let us recall, the
first time the Community had fixed and defended a
global target figure for our oil consumption and
imports. Yet since then progress has faltered. You will
be debating this matter in many of its aspects
tomoffow, but I nevertheless believe it is right to
emphasize the main points now.
In the short term, energy conservation must be the
cornerstone of our policy since it forms the quickest
and the cheapest way of contributing to a restoration
of the balance between supply and demand. I say 'in
the short-term' because we can and must 
- 
move
quickly. But conservation is not, of course, a stop-gap
which we can then abandon. It is short-term in the
sense of being urgent, but not in the sense of being
temporary. Some progress has already been made.
Thus the total energy consumption of the Nine fell by
about 8 yo between 1974 and 1977. But the potential
for further savings is immense : recent studies have
shown that over the next two decades there could be
savings of 20-35% in the transport sector; 15-35%
in industry and agriculture ; and up to 50 % in the
housing and service sector, on the basis of currently
available technology. It is the Commission's view that
with wider use of best practice in energy-saving equip-
ment and in design, energy savings by 1990 could be
as much as 100 million tonnes oil equivalent in
excess of Member States' forecasts : in other words a
20 o/o reduction of our import needs.
Second, we believe that throughout the Community
we should rapidly raise the levels of our investment in
new ways of saving energy, in exploiting out native
resources, and in developing new sources. This cannot
be left entirely to the market place. Of course,
industry must make the investments it thinks profi;
table and contribute to the common effort; but a big
responsibility inevitably rests with each Member State
and with the Community as a whole in giving a lead
to investment in areas of high risk or high technology,
particularly where there are big initial costs and long
payback times.
There are three obvious areas to which I draw brief
attention. First, we must reverse the downward trend,
experienced through the 1970s 
- 
perversely in view
of our experience during this decade 
- 
in the
consumption and production of coal. Investment is
needed for new production capacity ; for the construc-
tion, modernization and conversion of power stations
using coal ; and for demonstration projects in coal
liquefaction and gasification. Secondly, the Commis-
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sion believes that the delays which have occurred in
the development of nuclear energy in different parts
of the Community should be made up as soon as
possible. Thirdly, we need to devote far more time
and attention to the development of other sources of
energy, those sometimes called new and exotic, but in
fact often old and well tried. !7hat we get out of such
sources will be in direct proportion to what we put
into them. We must not fall into the error of
supposing that because a source is apparently cheap,
simple, and small scale it cannot be as good as that
which is expensive, complicated and large scale.
Fourth, we need to put greater efforts into our
research and development programme. At present
only 2 to 3 oh of the Communiry budget is devoted to
energy, and only about 4 o/o of energy investment,
within the Communiry is provided from Community
sources. There is much that we can do to concentrate
national efforts, to stimulate planning, to avoid unnec-
essary duplication and give the direction of advance.
In all these areas we have to reckon with the need to
protect the environment, to limit and assess the
consequences of pollution of land, sea and atmos-
phere, and to make what we do as safe as we humanly
can. Concern about the consequences of developing
new and existing sources of energy has been some-
what unfairly focused on the nuclear aspect. There are
hazards connected with the greater exploitation of
coal, in particular in its effects on the atmosphere ;
there are hazards in our continued high consumption
of hydrocarbons; there are hazards in the develop-
ment of nuclear energ'y, among which nuclear waste
disposal is conspicuous ; but, as is sometimes
forgotten, there are also hazards even in the use of
wind power, wave power, and solar power in its many
forms. In working out our programme we must see
the hazards as a whole and deal with them honestly
and openly.
I think that we have made some progress in recent
months towards fuller appreciation of these problems.
But it is now six years since the first severe warning,
and I fear we have missed many more opportunities
than we have created. The lesson of recent develop-
ments in the Middle East is that we shall not have
another such period of grace.
Our efforts to overcome these problems will require
time, money, and determination. The most tangible is
money. Here the Commission is looking at possibili-
ties which include the idea of some form of energy
tax or levy. Such a tax or levy would of course need to
be consistent with our international obligations and
should have regard to macro-economic as well as
gnergy economy considerations. \7e shall keep this
House closely informed of the progress of our work,
and look forward to full discussion with you as soon
as our thinking is more precise. !7hen I was in
\flashington in January, I found that similar ideas
were also under examination there. The effect of any
Community initiative would be all the greater if it
were undertaken in cooperation with our major indus-
trial partners.
Energy problems may well be the catalyst in quick-
ening the pace of economic change. But I am
convinced that the major, perhaps the ultimate test, of
success or failure in the next decade will be the atti-
tude we adopt to the challenge of the new electronic
technologies. The developments now rapidly
unfolding herald a new industrial revolution. The first
effects of these developments can already be seen
reflected most starkly in the loss of jobs in traditional
industries. The results are sudden, sharp and devas-
tating. For example, in the traditional watch industry
in the Federal Republic of Germany there was a drop
in employment of some 40o/o in the mid-1970s. In
printing and publishing, where composition direct
from the keyboard has cut out traditional skills, we are
now witnessing the prospect of a fall in established
employment which could amount to 70 0/o.
But these dramatic effects tend to hide the gains to be
had from the same technologies. Such gains come
from the demand for the new producti available,
either wholly new products or from the spin-off
effects of increased demand for the products of
existing technology. They also arise because of the
more efficient use of resources leading to lower costs
and the release of resources for investment elsewhere.
The introduction of new data-processing techniques
in accountancy, for example, has coincided with a
substantial growth in employment, an increase of
some 300 000 jobs in France in this sector alone in
the past seven years. These are real gains. But because
they do not always arise in the same regions or indus-
tries as those affected by unemployment, they often
go unnoticed. lVe need, not only to exploit these new
developments, but to contain their social effects and
provide far more information than has hitherto been
available about them. \7hat is certain is that our major
competitors will not hold back. Already they have
worked out more consistent and wider scale strategies
than we, and the technological gap between the
United States and Japan on one hand, and !flestern
Europe on the other is, if anything, increasing.
In November last year the European Council was
informed of our ideas for the development of a
Community srrategy in this field. You will already
have seen the paper which sets this out. \i7e proposed
that the Community should develop a social policy to
prepare the way for innovation, create a homogeneous
European market for telematic equipment and
services, foster the growth of a European information
industry, promote industrial and user collaboration,
enhance existing national and European programmes
for satellite communicarion, and above all apply the
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new technologies to the Communiry itself on the
continental scale open to us. At that European
Council we were invited to develop more fully the
main lines of the strategy we had proposed 'in order
that we may act in 1980'. The Commission will
rapidly so act. I regard such action as vital to the
health of our economies, the adaptation of our society
and the economic vigour of the Community over the
next decade.
Before I leave this perspective of the future, I want to
mention one other point of great importance for the
Community. This is to underline the need to improve
the organization of transport within the Community
both on its own merits and to serve Community as
well as purely national needs. There are few areas of
more importance for the cohesion of the Community
and the convergence of the economies of its Member
States. You already have before you a draft financial
regulation for transport infrastructure, and you will
have seen our Green Paper on the subject. l7ithout
going into details here, I should like simply to
commend our ideas and seek the sustained support of
this House for them.
I turn now to the increasing interdependence within
the industrial world in which these changes are
embedded. Our '!/estern economies and societies are
rooted in the twin concepts of competition and coop-
eration. Vithout competition, there is a ProsPect of a
widening gap berween our achievements and those of
our major partners and rivals. lTithout cooPeration,
we risk damaging each other and losing sight of the
vital interests we hold in common. It is on the basis
of realistic but humane policies within the Commu-
nity that our competitive position can be safeguarded ;
and on the attitudes we adopt towards international
cooperation that the essential interests of the Western
world can be advanced. It has been a Community
interest to play an active role in the series of
Economic Summits, last at Tokyo, in 1979 next at
Venice this June. The way in which the Summit coun-
tries are working increasingly together is one of the
more encouraging developments of our time.
But the industrialized countries account for only a
small proportion of mankind ; and the Community
more than any other industrial group is linked by
history, culture, interest and trade with the rest of the
world. The recovery of our economies cannot be disso-
ciated from the development of the poorer countries
and the growth in world-wide demand. There is an
essential interdependence in the modern world which
the energy crisis has illuminated and reinforced. \fle
shall soon engage in a further round of discussions in
the North/South dialogue. In these discussions the
Community must be able to speak with a single voice
not iust 
- 
as is sometimes suggested 
- 
at the tech-
nical level, but at the top. Our political and economic
interest in establishing consensus and cooperation is
clear. Three themes will run through the negotiations
and form the basis for greater stability in international
economic relations which we all seek. First the need
to ensure a better balance between energy supply and
demand ; second the steady growth of the economies
of the poorer countries, which is in our interest as
well as theirs and third the provision of special help
for those in most need. Within the Community and
among the other industrialized countries, progress in
this area is a high prioriry for 1980.
Concern for the rest of the world should not obscure
concern for what is happening here, within the
Community. I refer to the disfigurement which
present rates of unemployment represent, not only for
the functioning of our economies, but for the equili-
brium of our society. $7e must adopt new attitudes.
Here I make three points. First our people must be
closely informed about the changes that are occurring.
They must be able to see beyond their immediate
horizon to the totality of the changes that affect them.
Otherwise we can expect little but defensive and
restrictive attitudes to changes from workers who see
only that their industry is contracting, or that their
own firm is closing. Second, if we are to make the
necessary but difficult changes in our society required
by developing technology, our policies must
encourage greater mobility and willingness to change
jobs. In that process temporary unemployment may
sometimes be part of the price of progress, but people
must be given the means to adapt to new oPPortuni-
ties and to learn new skills. Third, we must reduce to
the minimum the average period of unemployment.
That requires that we must put more effort into
training and retraining; that we ensure a better match
between available skills and job opportunities in
different sectors and regions; and pursue further our
discussions on the different aspects of time-sharing
Last month this House had an important debate on
unemployment. The Commission has taken careful
note of your resolutions. Our policies in 1980 will
take full account of them. Here I mention some
central points. As Vice-President Ortoli mentioned in
last month's debate, the Commission has proposed
the maintenance of a relatively high level of public
spending to sustain growth. Next, we are coming
forward with specific ideas about how to cushion the
social effects of the telematic revolution to which I
have already referred. In our paper we suggest ten
areas for action. \7e look forward to discussion about
them with the social partners. Next we shall try to
extend Community action to help in the reorganiza-
tion of industrial sectors in particular difficulty. I have
shipbuilding, steel and textiles particularly in mind.
Finally we are looking again at our policies for young
people and for women. Young people of working age
under twenty-five make up less than 25 0/o of the
whole population, but nearly 40 7o of the registered
unemployed. There is no more serious problem for
our society as a whole.
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Last year the Social Fund committed some 800
million ECUs for training and iob creation. The total
should be more this year. But we still have to find up
to 800 000 new jobs a year until 1985, when the demo-
graphic 
- 
the number of young people coming on
the labour market 
- 
pattern is likely to change
dramatically. Communiry institutions and Community
funds cannot deal with issues of this order of magni-
tude alone. But they should have a catalytic effect on
the policies followed by the Member States. !7e need
to 8et the balance right. The Community provides the
framework within which national economies have the
maior role but within which Community funds have
nevertheless a significant function. Last year the
Community framework was greatly strengthened by
the introduction of the European Monetary System. IfI had foreseen a year ago the stormy waters on to
which this frail craft would be launched and have to
make its early voyages 
- 
a year in which the yen
depreciated by 30 % against the dollar; the dollar by
l0 7o against the ECU and gold set off on its wild and
unpredictable course ; had I foreseen all these storms
for the first year of the life of the EMS, I would not,
perhaps, have been very confident of its survival. Not
only has the system survived, it has worked well,
involving only two small adjustments to central rates
and providing a valuable buttress of greater monetary
stability in Europe at a difficult time of international
turbulence. I much regret the continued absence of
the United Kingdom from full participation in the
system.
(Applause)
I hope the experience we have gained in the EMS will
encourage our ninth Member State to come in, and
make its contribution to the good health and fortune
of the system. l7ithout sterling the system is frankly
incomplete. !(ithout participation the United
Kingdom is not playing its full part in Europe.
At Dublin the European Council confirmed the time-
table already laid down for progress in the System in
particular towards the creation of a European Mone-
tary Fund. There is now some hesitation; it should
not be allowed to persist for long. The Commission is
playing an active role, notably in the discussions with
the Monetary Committee and the Central Bank Gover-
nors, and will be reporting on progress to the next
European Council. I should like to see a steady exten-
sion of the work of the EMS, for example through
closer coordination within it and elaboration of
common policies with regard to third countries and
currencies. In saying this I in no way wish to detract
from the role of the dollar which is and will remain
for the foreseeable future the principal medium of
international exchange. Rather our efforts should be
seen as part of a common effort with our major
trading partners to rebuild a framework within which
the monetary turbulence we have experienced in
recent years can be effectively contained. In that
process, the EMS has a major role to play.
I turn briefly, Mr President, to internal issues relating
to the budget. These issues have dominated Commu-
nity discussion for six months. I in no way complain.
They are of importance and need to be approached in
orderly fashion. But let us keep them in perspective.
They are essentially part of the process of putting our
house in order. Once settled we can get down to the
bigger and more important issues affecting the future
development of the Community. !7e cannot afford to
spend much more time on family squabbles.
As the House knows, the Commission will decide on
its proposals for a new budgetary document for 1980
tomorrow, and Commissioner Tugendhat will present
them to Parliament on Thursday. I hope that, on the
basis of these proposals, it will prove possible to move
rapidly towards agreement between the Communiry
institutions on the 1980 budget. It is, I think, in
no-one's interest for these difficulties to be prolonged.
The Commission is at the disposal of both parts of
the budgetary authority to give any further help that
may be required.
A vital element in our budgetary proposals is clearly
the related issue of agricultural prices which Vice-Pres-
ident Gundelach presented to you this morning. Obvi-
ously our proposals must and will be considered on
their merits, but they also need to be seen in the light
of the mounting agricultural surpluses of recent years
and the structure of the 1980 budget. Fundamental
change cannot be achieved overnight. But the propo-
sals we have made could, if adopted by the Council,
mark a significant srep towards containing expendi-
ture and thus putting our agricultural policy into a
better relationship with our other Community poli-
cies. For the first time in the history of the Commu-
nity we should have a lower level of expenditure on
agriculture 
- 
in money let alone real terms 
- 
thanin the previous year. Failure to act now by the
Council, following our proposals, could in my view
have consequences for the continued existence of the
common agricultural policy in its present form.
I now turn to the complex of problems which go
under the label of convergence and budgetary ques-
tions. The House will recall the specific mandate
given to the Commission by the European Council at
Dublin. The result was the paper we sent to the
Council and to this House in the first week of
February. I make two observations on it.
We covered two broad issues : structural questions
affecting the less prosperous Members of the Commu-
nity, and budgetary questions affecting rhe United
Kingdom. !7e believe that the proposals we have
made under both heads could provide a solution to
both sets of problems. In this way we hope that we
have, as it were, cut these problems down to size, and
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made their solution one of practical and specific nego-
tiation. Let us not have too much metaphysical but
unrewarding argument.
Next, we believe that what we have proposed would
be good not iust for the countries directly concerned
but for the Community as a whole. To remedy an
imbalance is one thing : it has to be done, and we are
doing it ; but to reinforce the direction of our struc-
tural policies and thereby promote genuine conver-
gence is another, and in my judgment much more
valuable and important. That is our purpose. We now
have to work out the detailed programmes to give
effect to it. As you will see from our paper we have
taken good care to avoid disturbing good existing
Community policies. Instead, we have focused on the
temporary, special and ad boc measures which we
think a solution of the problem requires.
There will now be a further period of discussion here
and in the Council of Ministers. That period of discus-
sion should be short. It is time for us to settle these
issues and put them behind us.
My final points are about our institutions. These have
been under scrutiny in the report of the Three !7ise
Men on the Community as a whole, and in the report
of the Spierenburg Group on the Commission. I have
three points to make.
There was remarkable similarity of view in both
reports about the role and responsibilities of the
Commission. !7hile both pointed to external factors
and internal weaknesses, developing over a decade or
more, which had led to some dilution of its effective-
ness, there was no dispute that the Commission
should continue to exercise its political powers of initi-
ative in full independence. That is indeed our prime
responsibility. The Commission is neither the servant
of the Council nor the secretariat of the Parliament.
The institutional framework of the Treaties depends
on a creative partnership, perhaps I should say crea-
tive and constructive tension, between independent
bodies each respecting the other and each with its
own defined responsibilities. lTithin those responsibili-
ties the Commission must be allowed to get on with
the job and to fulfil its role as the executive of policies
as well as the proposer of them.
Like all organizations the Commission needs to adapt
and renew its own response to changing circum-
stances. For this reason we took the initiative in 1978
to appoint the Spierenburg Independent Review Body
to examine how the Commission's organization and
staff resources could best be adjusted to meet future
needs. This report will be acted upon. !/e regard it as
our responsibility to hand over to our successors the
best possible administrative structure. I7e will shortly
be considering a range oI proposals designed to secure
streamlining of our administrative services, improve-
ment and strengthening of our internal coordination
and planning, and better control over the use of staff.
In giving effect to these reforms we shall need the
understanding and support of the budget authority.
!7e would welcome an early debate on our proposals
in the appropriate committee of this House.
Last, the Commission hopes that there will be rapid
consideration leading to action on the wider institu-
tional issues raised in the reports. Decisions will soon
be necessary on the composition of the next Commis-
sion. Our experience does not lead us to think that it
should necessarily be smaller than the present one ;
but nor do we think it should be larger, as the logic of
a Community of rwelve might suggest. Although I
cannot commit the new Commission, I think it right
that it should, as it were, submit itself to this House
on taking up office.
(Applaase frorn the centre and tbe rigbt)
I am not proposing anything so formal or precise as a
vote of confidence; but I know that, to fulfil its func-
tions as it should, the next Commission must be in a
position to feel that it has been accepted by those who
represent the people of the Community.
(Applause from tbe centre and tbe rigbt)
I conclude Mr President. Following the events in Afgh-
anistan, tension in the world is perhaps closer to
danger point than at any time over the last two
decades. The gravity of the situation was recognized
by the almost unanimous view expressed by this
House in its resolution last month ; in the serious and
important discussions within the Political Affairs
Committee which I attended a fortnight ago; and in
the series of actions which the Community has taken
together in condemnation of Soviet aggression. These
events come on top of the difficult economic and
social problems which already are exercising pressure
on the Community system.
!7e can achieve nothing unless we act in the spirit of
solidarity. That solidarity depends on respect for the
rule of law, not only in our own society but in the
world as a whole. Our Community institutions 
- 
the
symmetry of Parliament, Commission, Council and
Court each operating within a common framework 
-are our foundation. !7e depart from it at our peril.
There can be no bargaining with the law. If we flout
our own rules for whatever reason, we can hardly
expect to command authority or influence elsewhere.
No consideration of temporary advantage or national
self-interest can transcend our common interest in an
'orderly world in which rules are respected until there
is agreement to change them. The Court interprets
the law on the basis of the Treaties of which the
Commission is the guardian. There is no duty to
which the Commission attaches more importance. It
is the rock on which the Community stands.
(Loud applause)
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President. 
- 
I should like to thank the President of
the Commission for his statement. The debate on the
statement will take place on Thursday.
7. Restructuring in tbe sbipbuilding and textile
industies
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on :
- 
The report by Sir David Nicolson (Doc. l-623179)
and Miss Forster, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposal of
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council for
I. a decision on Community aid for restructuring or
conversion investments in the shipbuilding
industry
II. a decision on Community aid for restructuring or
conversion investments in the textile industry,
particularly in the man-made fibres industry
- 
The oral question with debate by Mr Carossino, Mr de
Pasquale, Mr Leonardi, Mr Bonaccini, Mr Ippolito,
' and Mr Gouthier, to the Commission (Doc.
t-6t2l7e):
Subject: Crisis facing the shipbuilding industry 
-
restructuring and conversion programmes
Considering that :
- 
the deepening of the crisis facing the shipbuilding
and ship repair industry described in the six-monthly
report which the Commission of the European
Communities has presented to Parliament has given
rise to serious concern ;
- 
there is increasing recognition of the fact that it is not
simply the future of a few shipyards which is at stake
nor merely short-term difficulties which are involved,
but that a whole wealth of experience, preparation
and technology accumulated over many decades is at
risk. This situation has forced various Italian
shipyards to stop recruiting workers and recently to
lay off large numbers of workers, now obliged to seek
unemployment benefit and as a result tension has
increased in the Castellamare di Stabia, Palermo,
Taranto, Trieste, La Spezia and Pietra Ligure yards;
- 
further reorganization in addition to that carried out
in the 1960s at the Community's request appears to
be totally unacceptable lor economic and social
reasons as it would increase the already serious imbal-
ance of employment and income between the most
highly-developed and the least-favoured regions of
the Communiry. This would have an adverse effect on
a country like ltaly where the shipuilding and ship
repair industry is of strategic importance, particularly
in the southern regions where it is the main industry ;
- 
medium- and long-term forecasts for this industry are
unreliable as was demonstrated in the 1960s when the
European shipbuilding industry was forced to ration-
alize iust before the greatest boom in the industry's
history ;
- 
the energy crisis, the growth of short- and medium-
range traffic, the radical new developments in marine
engines and the carriage of goods by sea, the need to
modernize fleets on grounds of safety and cost-saving
have led a number of countries to consider their fore-
casts and to plan programmes of aid for this industry.
Does the Commission not feel that it should :
l. review its own programme and forecasts, the criteria
governing the granting of assistance for the restruc-
turing and conversion of shipbuilding and ship repair
yards ;
2. enter into fresh negotiations with individual Member
States with the aim o[ improving the efficiency and
competitiveness of shipyards to enable them to over-
come the serious crisis facing them and give fresh
impetus to their activities ?
I call Sir David Nicolson.
Sir David Nicolson. 
- 
Mr President, in introducing
this report I shall speak mainly on shipbuilding,
leaving my co-rapporteur, Miss Norvela Forster, to
speak on textiles. However, I should like to make it
clear that the substance of the comments made both
by Miss Forster and myself must be regarded as appli-
cable to industry in general, and that it is a general
industrial policy which we seek. There is a sad story of
indecision and delay in this matter going back as far
as 1973, and the Community still has no policy on
aiding the restructuring and conversion of industries
in crisis. Even now the Council has still not adopted a
basic regulation, and the Commission has had to go
ahead and designate these two industries and allocate
appropriations before either a Council decision or an
opinion from this Parliament has been forthcoming.
Now this sort of thing cannot go on. It displays a total
lack of leadership not to mention a disregard for Parli-
ament's budgetary authority at a time when we have
over six million unemployed in the Community and a
further 50 thousand jobs are in peril in the ship-
building and associated industries, which have already
lost more than this in the past five years and now
have only about 150 000 employed. \(/e threw out the
Council's last budget because of this blind disregard
for priorities, and we now demand a proper overall
policy for the next five years backed up by a proper
allocation of financial resources from the Ortoli
facility and the Regional and Social Funds in this
whole vital area to follow up our action and to give
meaning to our words. The Community is the largest
trading bloc in the world and we depend on sea-borne
trade. Apart from the pressing social and regional
reasons why action can no longer be delayed, there are
also strategic reasons for not allowing this industry to
decline further and its technology, skills and its facili-
ties to wither away. The world as always is changing.
New ship-owning and shipbuilding nations have
merged into positions of prominence, for example last
year Hong Kong ordered one and quarter billion
dollars worth of shipping and will probably be the
centre of ship-owning in another l0 years. Already
three Hong Kong owners have more ships than the
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whole United Kingdom fleet. Such owners do not
automatically come to Europe for their ships any
more, and they will not come at all unless our yards
are modem, imaginative, dynamic and competitive.
Despite subsidies and other temporary forms of help,
our order book continues to be low and our share of
world orders is declining.
The outlook is gloomy and our yards are half empty.
!7e cannot allow this situation to continue, and we
must regenerate this industry on a permanent basis
and encourage it to find new outlets to improve its
prosperity. As you all know, we have an energy crisis
and there is much work to be done, to which ship-
building and marine engineering could contribute, for
example, in energy conservation applications in
industry, in anti-pollution equipment if we turn more
to coal, in plants for producing oil and gas from coal,
in plants for producing alcohol for fuel from agricul-
tural sources, in the conversion of utilities to coal, in
nuclear energy proiects, in the modernization equip-
ment needed in coal mines and, of course, in the
building of offshore oil-drilling equipment. This is
surely appropriate in view of what President Jenkins
has remarked today. This shipbuilding industry must
not be narrow in its area of work, but must be part of
the engineering industry in a wider sense.
!7e have an urgent need to build the equipment I
have referred to and we have an equally urgent need
to use our skilled capacity fully. In at least one case, a
non-shipbuilding industrial company has bought a
shipyard and is building chemical plants there,
employing over five hundred people. In another case,
in Japan, a paper-pulp plant was built in a ship-yard
dock on a floating platform, towed to Brazil and up
the Amazon and put to work. Are we then to accept
that we are unable to compete with the Asians, with
Taiwan, with Korea, or for that matter with Brazil or
Poland ? Are we unable to harness the greater technol-
ogies and abilities of Europe to put life into our own
industry ? To seize the opportunities which exist,
which are available, we need investment, and we need
it quickly, not to expand shipbuilding capacity, not to
subsidize old declining operations and regions on a
continuing basis, but to modernize the facilities and
make them more flexible and resilient. This should
come from an expanded Ortoli faciliry, possily l0
billion units of account for industry as a whole, as a
start, as indeed my colleague, Derek Prag, suggested in
his speech, in this House recently, when we debated
unemployment. This could provide the necessary loan
finance. In addition, we need investment premiums
and interest rebates from the Regional Fund which is
also vital, for both industry and infrastructure, and we
need funds for retraining, youth training and educa-
tion from the Social Fund. Nor should we forget this
Parliament's suggestion for an economic analysis and
research unit, which was made a long time ago and
which the Commission has ignored. \7here is the
promised research and development necessary for this
industry ? How are we going to develop a proper new
initiative. If we do, it will have to be coordinated. It
demands big thinking and action rather than words.
There are always so many reasons in life why some-
thing cannot be done, but now let us find a way out of
this morass of inaction and do something.
There is no more time, and we must provide the
necessary leadership, which is obviously not going to
come from anywhere else. So let us stick to our guns
for a properly balanced budget and a proper overall
industrial policy, and, as a first step, I would ask you
to approve the Committee's report and support our
motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I wanted to make
this point. !7e have decided to hold a joint debate on
the report by Sir David Nicolson and Miss Forster and
on the oral question with debate tabled by Mr Caros-
sino and others. I would like to raise this problem.
!7e intend to speak more particularly on the oral ques-
tion and therefore, under Rule 47'4 we have five
minutes speaking time on this oral question. To me,
Mr President, it seems obvious 
- 
I ask for your under-
standing and courtesy 
- 
that in the present case we
should not go by Rule 28 since it is on the basis of
Rule 47 that you are asking the Members tabling the
question to speak and since yesterday it was explained
that Mr Almirante was entitled 
- 
as seems right to
me 
- 
to speak on this subject even though it was on
account of an old oral question tabled by him.
I therefore merely wished, Mr President, to give
advance notice, as a procedural motion and contrary
to any different interpretations which I would find
arbitrary, that we intend to use our rights under the
Rules of Procedure with regard to this debate.
President. 
- 
The allocation of speaking time for the
various debates was discussed yesterday by the Bureau
and was approved by Parliament at the beginning of
yesterday's sitting.
I call Miss Forster.
Miss Forster. 
- 
Mr President, as Sir David Nicolson
has said, this motion for a resolution is not confined
merely to shipbuilding and textiles but calls for a total
industrial restructuring policy. The Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs deplores the delays
that have taken place in discussions between the
Commission and the Council and we regret that the
Council has done so very little over the past two years
in this field. We therefore propose two solutions. The
first, short-term, the second, a longer term, more
radical solution, based on an own-initiative report
from Parliament. The short-term solution is covered
by paragraphs 5 and 5 of the motion. !7e ask that
shipbuilding and textiles be designated eligible for
Communiry assistance and, in particular, that 17
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million units of account be immediately allocated to
synthetic fibres. This has partly been covered by the
adoption by the Council in December of a regulation
specifically relating to man-made fibres and approval
for the spending of 14 million units of account out of
the 17 million units of account that were available. 15
out of 25 projects were approved and the Commission
must report both to the Council and to Parliament on
their implementation. Most of the projects are in Italy
and I regret that many of the grants have been to
large companies. I hope that in future small firms will
also benefit. One of the proiects is in fact the construc-
tion of commercial boats, and having heard Sir David
Nicolson talking about the problems of the ship-
building industry, I hope that this is indeed a wise
investment.
On the procedural side, the committee feels very
strongly that we have waited far too long for informa-
tion about these proiecs and for Council approval. I
hope that in future the responsibility of the Commis-
sion for implementing the budget and that the supervi-
sory powers of this Parliament over the budget will be
upheld.
Sir David has already talked about the problems of the
shipbuilding industry and I would now like to high-
light some of the problems that are facing the textile
industry.
There is gross over-capacity in man-made fibres. The
raw material costs of these fibres have increased enor-
mously and there is severe competition from low-
priced fibres and textile goods coming in from
America. Competition is in fact fierce in all sectors of
the textile trade. Goods are coming in under the
multi-fibres arrangement from such countries as Hong
Kong and Korea, and also, outside that arrangement,
from places like Greece and Portugal. The textile
industry accounts for about one in ten of the jobs in
the Community and in some areas it accounts for as
many as three or five in ten. It has been estimated
that the industry lost a million jobs in the 1970s as
against about 100 000 jobs in the steel sector. In the
1980s unemployment could rise to 2 million. This is
in the context of 5.5 million unemployed in the
Community today. The search for alternative employ-
ment, therefore, is going to be extremely difficult in
textile-producing areas such as Northern Ireland,
Lancashire, \7est Yorkshire, Scotland, in the UK in
Northern France and Southern Italy. However, the
long-term problems facing the textile industry and
also shipbuilding are not unique and we must face the
fact that similar difficulties will arise in other indus-
tries in due course.
It is for this reason that the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs proposes an own-initiative
report. 'S7e will be examining, not only what aid
should be given to shipbuilding and to textiles, but
what help should be given to any other industry in
crisis. Another most important question is what help
we should give to promote the new growth industries
which will generate future jobs and provide the base
for Europe's continuing economic stability.
Vhat sort of strategy do we want to study ? !7e are
not looking at matters which industry should solve for
itself, nor at those items which fall within the
province of national governments. Our search is for
solutions that can be provided most effectively only at
the European level. They could include, for example,
major capital projects on transport and communica-
tions, or, perhaps, organized support for any new
industry that will depend on its growth for major
purchases from the public sector.
I should like, if I may, to speak for a moment as a
Member of the European Democratic Group because I
cannot forecast at this stage what conclusions our
committee will reach in its own-initiative report.
British Conservatives believe in keeping public expen-
diture to a minimum, and I am sure we would hope
to find ways in which the Community can help
industry without additional expenditure. At present,
agriculture accounts for about l0 o/o of. the jobs, and
5 % of the added value in the Community, and yet it
takes 80 0/o of our budget. This must be wrong and
more money at the current account level must be
devoted to industry. Even if this is done, in the short
term at least the Community's own resources are
limited and the aid which the Community can give
industry must be extremely small. In the longer term,
the budget may increase and it is also probable, as Sir
David has said, that we will need to look at other
sources of money for capital projects.
In the meantime, however, thinking and planning
cost relatively little, and I would hope that the Parlia-
ment would spend some time considering what sorts
of industries would be viable in Europe in the 1980s
and 1990s. Europe differs from America and most of
its trading competitors in having a larger proportion
of its workforce in manufacturing industry and having
less land and raw materials per head of population to
support its 240 million people. !7e will therefore be
far more vulnerable than many other countries to
worldwide recession, and, in particular, to increasing
competition from the newly industrialized countries.
For all these reasons, Mr President, my short-term
theme is plan and think now and pay later, and by
pay I mean three things: Firstly, the payments we will
need to make to finance our industrial restructuring.
This finance will have to be coordinated with the
work of the Regional and Social Funds, and with the
European Investment Bank and with spending by
Member States.
Secondly, the pay or the real value of our wages,
which will not be maintained unless we solve our
economic problems, and thirdly and most important,
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the payoff from success which will create the wealth
without which we cannot defend our freedoms.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannell^. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I shall try to
express myself in the clearest possible manner so that
you can grasp, without the assistance of your services,
the kind of obiection that I now propose to put.
Mr President, Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure lays
down, in effect, that, on the proposal of the President,
after consulting the chairmen of the political groups,
speaking time may be rationed. Here we have a first
anomaly. Such a decision has been taken for a whole
sitting, covering eight debates. This is certainly an
anomaly but you are right, Mr President ; we discussed
it yesterday and in that sense, to my way of thinking,
all the Assembly has done is to confirm an infringe-
ment of the Rules. \7hat you said a little while ago,
Mr President, was therefore right and I commend you
for it.
My present concern, however, is something else. Rule
47'4 reads, literally :
"One of the questioners may speak to the question for
not more than l0 minutes. One member of the institu-
tion concerned shall answer. Other Members of Parlia-
ment may speak for not more than five minutes and may
do so only once.'
Mr President, if we do not apply Rule 47, the ques-
tioners will not have the right to speak except within
the time allowed for their group. But if Rule 47 is
applied you cannot fail to allow questioners time to
explain their own questions without this being
deducted from the time available to them for speeches
on behalf of their own group. That is why I ask that
Rule 47, which you are now applying in this debate
by combining various oral questions, should also
apply to the remainder of the Assembly.
Mr President, I would point to the risk of the Rules of
Procedure, or at least their interpretation, being
changed day in day out. As a final argument, Mr Presi-
dent, allow me to add that, by rationing speaking time
for the whole day it is clear that it cannot be your
intention to do this for every case because otherwise
you would have to allocate speaking time to the
groups even for tabling procedural motions or declara-
tions of vote.
Rule 47 should therefore be applied given that it is
inadmissible to curtail the speaking time reserved to
the political groups under Rule 28, speeches for decla-
rations of vote, procedural motions, etc.
Mr President, I thank you for the patience with which
you and the honorable Member have followed this
attempt of mine . ..
(Interruption by lIr Barbi)
Mr Barbi, there certainly are limits ; your intelligence
has its limits, try not to exceed them.
President. 
- 
Under the Rules of Procedure Mr
Carossino has 10 minutes speaking time. This does
not change the decision taken yesterday. Parliament
can, by a maiority decision, reduce the speaking time
laid down in the Rules of Procedure. It would, of
course, be better if that did not happen, but as long as
Parliament has so much work to complete all we can
do is either prolong the part-session or reduce
speaking time. Tertiurn non datur, to use a language
which, I am sure, Mr Pannella understands.
I call Mr Carossino.
Mr Carossino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, combining the debate on the question
tabled by me and other Members in the Communist
Group on the crisis in the shipbuilding industry with
consideration of the proposals for decisions on
Community aid for restructuring or conversion invest-
ment in the shipbuilding industry and in the man-
made fibre textile industry unquestionably helps to
highlight the urgency and importance of this debate.
The urgency stems from the fact that this sector has
for some time been in a crisis situation throughout
the world and that developments in maritime trans-
port last year have worsened the situation and
impaired prospects of recovery.
The crisis is clearly far from being overcome and the
Commission's proposals for tackling it, in so far as
they do contain anything positive, seem partial and
inadequate.
Above all, these proposals must be judged too late and
out of phase in relation to the crisis period. Shipyard
orders began to fall as far back as 1974. In the mean-
time, the effects of the crisis have made themselves
felt in the Community countries with the loss of over
50 000 lobs and further deterioration in the already
precarious financial situation of many yards.
The proposals are inadequate on the financial level in
that they make provision for aid totalling l7m Euro-
pean u.a. in the 1978 budget and l0m European u.a.
in the 1979 budget in payment appropriations for the
two sectors. The man-made fibre industry would seem
likely to absorb the major part of the available sums
so that very little would remain available for the
shipyards.
The arrangements are also unsatisfactory because they
do not specify how these appropriations should be
divided up nor the yardsticks that would be used to
fudge the eligibility of the different programmes.
Now it seems to us, precisely because of the scale and
gravity of the crisis that, what is necessary is not
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recourse to limited or partial aid but a full-scale
strategy of an overall kind which would define and
coordinate aid for the restructuring and conversion of
all industries in crisis situations using the instruments
already available to the Community, namely the Social
Fund, the Regional Fund and European Investment
Bank.
Instead, the measure in favour of the shipbuilding
industry seems to me to take the shape mainly of a
programme of aid for reorganization as though this
were the inevitable consequence of the crisis.
'$7e are fully aware of the gravity of qhe situation and
the need to tackle the problems involved in the
processes of industrial conversion and restructuring
with realism but we also feel that the pursuit of the
objective of restoring conditions of efficiency, produc-
tivity and higher levels of production quality in Euro-
pean shipyards cannot and should not be dissociated
from the objective of protecting levels of employment.
!flhat is more 
- 
as Members know 
- 
medium and
long-term forecasts on the demand for shipping and
new craft are relatively difficult to arrive at because
they are affected by a number of variables closely
dependent on trends in world trade and economic
growth. At the moment things are not going well, but
they could very well change in the near future. This,
incidentally, is what happened in the sixties 
- 
a
point we should not forget 
- 
ysfisn, on the insistence
of the Community, the Italian shipbuilding industry
was persuaded to reorganize on the very eve of the
biggest boom that has ever happened in the history of
shipping. It is not, of course, a matter of deluding
ourselves that more favourable times are returning but
of acting to stimulate and encourage tendencies of
which the signs are already apparent 
- 
such as the
increase in short and medium-distance trades, the
measures that various countries are taking to increase
the safety of ships and to reduce the dangers of pollu-
tion, the constraints brought about by the energy
crisis with regard to reducing costs and fuel consump-
tion 
- 
which help to accelerate the ageing of ship-
ping and the introduction of more advanced technolo-
gies for ship engines and the ships themselves.
For these reasons we feel that the Community should
not confine itself to suggesting drastic reorganization
of production capacity but that what is wanted instead
is a shrewd policy designed to encourage a selective
demand for new ships and at the same time 
- 
as has
been proposed by the rapporteur for the committee
- 
to limit the adverse effects due to the restructuring
process by encouraging diversification of production
in Europe's traditional shipbuilding activities.
In ltaly's case, it is clear that this strategy is a compul-
sory choice for a number of reasons.
Firstly for, so to speak, strategic reasons relating to the
security of supplies and the independence of its
foreign trade. Italy, in fact, has already carried out a
reorganization programme for its own fleet. In 1970,
Italian shipowners accounted for 3'3 7o of the world
fleet and by 1978 this had fallen to 2'8 o/0.
The Italian merchant fleet's contribution to the sea
transport balance affecting our country is only 26 o/o
of seaborne imports. This implies heavy expenditure
helping to worsen our country's already precarious
financial situation.
Then there is the problem of age. Compared with
world averages, the Italian merchant fleet's age group
breakdown is one of the oldest there is.
The Italian shipbuilding industry was restructured in
the sixties and if it now had to reduce still further,
below its present limited production capacity, it would
incur the risk of losing any independent capacity to
renew the national fleet and falling below the
minimum threshold necessary to regain optimum effi-
ciency in shipyard output.
Lastly, there are the various socio-economic realities
of the Community that must be borne in mind. The
shipyards at Castellammare in Campania, Palermo in
Sicily and Taranto in Puglia are in peripheral and
disadvantaged areas. In some cases they are the only
major production activity in regions with high unem-
ployment rates.
But in other Italian regions as well 
- 
Liguria (my
own region), Tuscany, le Marche, Veneto, and Friuli
Venezia Giulia 
- 
seaport and shipyard activities form
the connective tissue in a system that has built up
during the course of decades and sometimes centuries
and on which their economic and social equilibrium
was and still is based.
For all these reasons, and because of the strategic
importance of the shipbuilding industry in these
areas, it is essential to have more effective measures
than those now being applied and which are not
simply forms of aid and support but include coordi-
nated initiatives linked to strict transport policy plan-
ning criteria, more particularly in the maritime, port
and shipyard industries.
In its last part-session, Parliament studied the employ-
ment situation in the Community and in every speech
concern was expressed at a situation that was tending
to worsen and in which there were over 5 million
people already out of work.
Vell now, in the shipbuilding and related industries
the number of fobs under threat in the next few years
will exceed 100000 according to the most conserva-
tive estimate, to which have to be added a few thou-
sand more in the steel and man-made fibre industries.
For these reasons, we support the request made in the
motion for a resolution by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs which recommends
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the formulation of a global policy for the next five
years regarding aid for restructuring and conversion in
the industries in difficulties.
\7e consider that the European Parliament should use
all the powers at its disposal to bring Pressure to bear
on the Council and impel it to finally approve the
basic regulation for aid to industry, taking into
account the comments and proposals which Parlia-
ment itself made at the time on the basis of a rePort
by Mr Spinelli.
\7ith regard to the shipbuilding industry we feel that
the Council should aPProve the communication from
the Commission regarding an action designed to
promote the scrapping and building of deep-sea ships
as a matter of urgency in order to sustain the demand
for ships from Community shipyards'
These, Mr President, are the proposals that we wished
to set forth because we are convinced that the
Community will be able to surmount the difficulties
and the disintegrating tendencies that it is encoun-
tering only if it succeeds in focusing its own efforts on
reactivating investment policy in order to get the
economy moving again and to accelerate the process
of Communiry integration.
President. 
- 
I wish to point out that there are forty-
five names on the list of speakers for today's proceed-
ings. I therefore propose to close the list of speakers at
I l.30 a.m.
I call Mr Seal on a point of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
I would like to raise a point of order, Mr
President. A number of amendments to this rePort
have actually been drafted. Could you tell me when
these amendments will be distributed to Members so
that we can see which of them we would prefer to
suPPort ?
President. 
- 
The draft amendments are at this
moment being translated so they can be distributed to
Parliament, probably during the lunch-break.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(D Mr President, you have told us
when they will be distributed. I would like to ask
when they will be spoken to under the Rules because
otherwise we shall not be able to vote on them.
President. 
- 
The Secretariat can only state that they
will be distributed during the proceedings' Mr
Pannella, I therefore suggest that you refrain from
speaking about the draft amendments until they are
distributed.
The list of speakers will be closed at I l.30 a.m.
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, llember of tbe Conrmission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, in view of the time allotted to the Commis-
sion I would prefer not to speak now but to reply to
the various speakers all at once. If I do not do this,
since its speaking time has been limited, the Commis-
sion will not be able to make a worthwhile contribu-
tion to the debate.
President. 
- 
Mr Almirante has put down a question
for Question Time on the same topic and may there-
fore speak before the other speakers.
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(l Mr President, what I wanted to
ask is this. Having tabled a question I will need to
know the Commission's reply before I can give my
speech any substance. Otherwise all I can do is to
speak to my question again and there is no need for
that because it was printed and issued yesterday
during Question Time. I therefore ask you to call me
to speak after the Commission has replied to my ques-
tion as well.
President. 
- 
Mr Almirante, you will be called to
speak after Mr Davignon has answered the other
speakers.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I agree and
thank you for your clarification. I would ask you to
bear in mind 
- 
I shall not take advantage of it
because I shall speak very briefly 
- 
that my time in
this case should not be put down to the non-attached.
It will be the time 
- 
and very short I assure you 
-allowed me to reply to the Commission as the
Member submitting the question. In short my
speaking time in this case will not affect the time allo-
cated to the non-attached and the Rule applying to
me in this case will be Rule 47 and not 28. I repeat
that I have no intention of taking advantage of this; I
shall speak very briefly indeed.
President. 
- 
Mr Almirante, your proposal has been
noted.
I call Mr Delors to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Delors. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this debate gives the Socialist Group an
opportunity to plead for an overall concept of indus-
trial cooperation in the Community. As we know, this
is a vital question for the future and the prosperity of
our countries. It is a difficult subject because until
now it has not been possible to create a general frame-
work likely to benefit Community action and derive
from it all the social and economic effectiveness of
which it is capable.
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In so doing, we are not ignoring past experience or
the efforts made by the Commission, sometimes
successfully, or the positive start that has been made
on such proiects as Airbus and the Ariane rocket. In
other words, our approach is neither dogmatic nor
unrealistic. It is based on the idea that action by
public and private undertakings and national interven-
tion would achieve better results if supported and
supplemented by a genuine Community policy. And
Mr Jenkins showed the same sentiments this morning
when he too called for stronger Community action.
Hence the suggestion made by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs that an own-initiative
report should be drawn up to permit the creation of
this stimulating, forward-looking and operational
framework. But at this iuncture I must say that, as the
Socialist Group sees it, such Community action will
be worthwhile only if the industrial policy aspect
assumes a more finalized form and becomes more
cohesive, more global and also more future-oriented.
To begin with, the more finalized form. Neither the
redeployment nor the development of our industries
will serve any purpose unless these obiectives include,
as the top priority, the right to work and the fight
against regional imbalances. But the programmes
submitted to us would have a deplorable tendency to
overlook these aspects. 'We never forget that we are
here to take account of the anxiery and suffering of all
those who are the victims of restructuring and to help
them to find employment and confidence in the
future again. My colleagues of the Socialist Group who
have put down amendments, will underline this
aspect, which is fundamental in our eyes, of the
horrendous problems facing the workers in our indus-
tries and the regions from which they come.
Do I need to remind the House that one of the
reasons why the Socialist Group rejected the 1980
budget was the refusal by the Council of Ministers to
include in it the amounts required to finance a social
programme worthy of the name for the iron and steel
industry ?
Today we denounce the same deficiency in the still
very vague proposals that have been presented to us
for the textile and shipbuilding industries. Nothing is
said, moreover, of the threat faced by the already disad-
vantaged regions or the regions with but one industry,
as is often the case with shipbuilding 
- 
due to the
absence of any dynamic policy for the creation of new
activities.
But we also want a more cohesive policy which would
come closer to removing our anxieties. How, for
example, can we agree today to Community action in
the shipbuilding sector and forget that we European
parliamentarians have in our briefcases a more ambi-
tious scrap and build plan. \7ould it not be preferable
to tackle all these things together, the redevelopment
aids, the new building programmes and also the neces-
sary links with the European sector of maritime trans-
port, because too often spreading the aid granted only
strengthens the fleets of our competitors and neglects
the interests of our own ships and our own cargoes ?
That would be more dynamic and more cohesive, just
as a horizontal approach to the various means of
action we have 
- 
the Social Fund, the Regional
Fund, the European Investment Bank and also an
industrial fund still to be set up 
- 
would be more
cohesive.
!(/e also want a global policy. As Mr Spinelli's report
of March 1979 on Communiry aid to restructuring
and redevelopment indicated, it is necessary, but not
sufficient, to put into effect all the provisions of the
Treaty of Rome. lTithout waiting for a new Treaty to
be drawn up, which will undoubtedly prove essential
in this field one day, the Commission should be able
to take account of all the parameters of global action
and scale. The coordination of public contracts, the
setting of European standards, more extensive harmon-
ization of aids, a joint effort in research, a common
and far more offensive external policy. If we do not
have this, whatever the qualiry of our undertakings
and of our national interventions, we will allow our
handicap to increase, particularly ais-d-ois the United
States and Japan.
And finally, the Socialist Group would like to see a
future-oriented policy. To govern is to foresee. The
future of our countries will also depend on their
ability to make full use of the potentials of science
and technology. The exploitation of the seas, biogene-
tics, the new means of transport and also the new
information technologies, a field in which I should
like to welcome the action taken by the Commission,
while repeating that it will not succeed unless the
Community provides itself with the operational frame-
work which it at present lacks.
To revert to the subiect proper of the report being
debated today, I should like to add that the sole
purpose of the amendments tabled by the Socialist
Group is to illustrate the positions of principle which
have just been described. Firstly, the desire for an
active social policy implemented simultaneously with
the restructuring and redevelopment measures, a
social policy which follows the destiny of the workers
as closely as the destiny of the harder hit regions,
where new activities must be introduced. Secondly,
the call for democratic control, prior control when it
is a question of deciding the orientation and criteria
for the granting of aid, subsequent control by Parlia-
ment when the success of Community action is to be
evaluated. In the same spirit, it seems to me, thought
should be given to regular consultation within the
special sectoral committees of the European Trade
Union Confederation and of the employers'organiza-
tions. If these amendments, the importance of which
must be measured against the principles involved, are
not adopted, the Socialist Group will feel obliged to
reject the draft opinion that has been presented to us.
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But, ladies and gentlemen, I do not think it would be
possible for me to conclude my statement without
appealing to the political will of Europeans. Is it not
extraordinary and incredible that the Ministers for
Industry have never met since the Community came
into existence to state their points of view on indus-
trial problems and to examine the many proposals
made by the Council or the Commission ? That is
why, and I now turn to the representatives of the
Council, I would urge them to take a decision to form
and arrange for the regular meeting of a Council of
Industry, whose mission it would be to press politi-
cally for and organize Communiry action, and to
provide it with that multiplier effect to be found in
the efforts of the Member States and industry.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we are on the eve
of a third industrial revolution, one that is full of peril
but also full of promise. !7e should not allow Europe,
faced with this gigantic challenge, to be late yet again
to join the fight.
President. 
- 
Your request to the Industry Ministers
will probably be forwarded by the Council representa-
tives who are present.
I call Mr Barbi to speak on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party (CD).
Mr Barbi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
in my view the Assembly ought to approve the
motion for a resolution tabled by Sir David Nicolson
and Miss Forster. First and foremost, because it
deplores the fact that the Council has not yet formu-
lated any proposal for a regulation on so difficult a
subiect as restructuring and conversion in the indus-
tries in difficulties, which the mounting problems of
the present economic situation are making increas-
ingly serious. The absence of such a proposal is a
grave matter not only because it severely cripples Parli-
ament's budgetary powers, as our Committees on
Budgets and on Economic and Monetary Affairs have
pointed out, but even more because it deprives the
economies of our nine countries of a Community
policy in this field 
- 
as has already been stressed by
other Members speaking a little while ago 
- 
in which
disturbing and not merely economic but also social
and human imbalances are apparent. There is there-
fore an urgent need to frame an overall policy on aid
for restructuring and conversion in these crisis-hit
industries.
I cannot help expressing my disappointment, Mr Presi-
dent, that precisely now when we are levelling criti-
cisms at the Council there is not a single representa-
tive of the Council here.
For the above reasons I, too, feel that Parliament
should approve and support the Commission's initia-
tive calling for this policy to be set in motion even
should the Council fail to adopt any regulations. But
since we know that one of the reasons 
- 
perhaps the
main one 
- 
why the Council has so far been reluc-
tant to take any decision is the concern that the
extent of Community aid for restructuring and conver-
sion might become excessive if the economic crisis
persists and spreads, we feel we must also endorse the
recommendation of the rapporteurs to the effect that
the Commission should construct a well-defined
overall policy in this sector for the next five or ten
years 
- 
in other words a medium-term policy. !7hat
we have to do therefore is to be as clear as possible
about the scale of the aid that will be necessary, define
its limits and envisage what it will mean in terms of
finance. In other words we have to devise a new instru-
ment that will develop and give force to new Commu-
nity policies with restructuring and investment obiec-
tives.
In any case, I am under no doubt that the European
Community must intervene in these sectors that, as
we can see, are being badly hit by the present changes
in the international division of labour. It is certainly
very clear that none of our individual countries can
cope with this problem on its own and that they
could well find themselves following mistaken, costly
and counterproductive policies.
!7e need to know 
- 
as a Community 
- 
where
restructuring is needed, where we need to modernize
and bring our technology up to date and where, on
the contrary, we need to convert, in other words
reduce production capacities and look for alternative
activities. !(e have to choose 
- 
as a Community 
-the strategic sectors that must not be abandoned or
cut back, and those which, instead, can be left alone
without concern because of their lack of economic
and political importance.
Aid for the textile industry and particularly for man-
made fibres is necessary and urgent 
- 
necessary
because of the features of the crisis in that industry
outlined in the study by the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and urgent because of the
economic and social problems created by the crisis
which is also having severe repercussions on other
industries. Hence the need for us to overcome the
present deadlock between the Commission and the
Council and to approve without delay the request of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
not to postpone or delay the implementation of these
programmes.
In the shipbuilding field, particularly, it seems to me
that we cannot lightheartedly shut down yards which
we may perhaps need again in a very short time 
- 
as
happened only a few years ago. In any case this
cannot be done in those areas where drastic cuts in
production capacity have already been made only a
short time ago. In the last few years, as Mr Carossino
recalled, what we call the Caron plan was applied in
our country and that brought about the closure of
some big yards. Born as I was in Trieste, I would
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remind you of the shutdown of the San Marco yard
which had been one of the glorious traditional
features of the city. In such areas, shipbuilding is an
irreplaceable economic flywheel. I am thinking about
Castellammare in the Naples area, Taranto in Puglia
and Palermo in Sicily. In this connection, since any
shutdown of shipyards 
- 
though already reduced to
what they now are 
- 
is inconceivable in the south of
Italy since, above all, it would be in flagrant and
violent contrast to regional policy and the policy of
economic convergence that the European Economic
Community says it wants to intensify and improve, I
request that, for these undertakings, the Commission
should explicitly plan not conversion but the neces-
sary aid for restructuring and technological moderniza-
tion to put them in a position to stand up to competi-
tion on the international markets captured by
producers with low and often very low labour costs.
And I think that the same criterion applies to a large
part of the UK shipbuilding industry.
I also feel that the scrap and build programme
proposed by the Commission is also valuable because
it is aimed at regenerating the flow of orders from our
own shipowners. I hope that the difficulties raised by
the German and Danish governments on this point
will be overcome and that this useful path may also be
taken.
Lastly, I too urge the Commission to coordinate
national and Community financing and incentive
measures with the maximum possible efficiency in
order to prevent not only duplication and misuse but
also any form of distortion in free competition,
because it must be borne in mind that, apart from
anything else, these sectors are largely occupied by
State-owned or partly owned undertakings.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, the Nicol-
son-Forster report raises the question whether the
synthetic-fibre sector is worthy of priority treatment,
both in its own right and when compared with other
industrial sectors in difficulty.
Now the Financial Times is not a cheap tabloid given
to scare-mongering. It is a factual newspaper respected
throughout the world, and so it was alarming to see its
centre page 
- 
a four-page spread 
- 
on l0 January
headed,'Half of Europe's Textile Jobs at Risk in the
1980's', and on 4 February, 'Europe's Textile Industry
Faces the Storm.' Textiles desperately need help, and
as a survey of 400 companies published yesterday
found, textiles are facing a deeper recession than other
manufacturing industries.
But we are talking today of restructuring. \What is the
use of restructuring for a market which is being virtu-
ally destroyed by unfair American pricing policy ? In
such circumstances, as fast as we restructure other
parts fall into bankruptcy. !(e are losing the battle.
The import penetration by US fibres; yarns and cloth
was limited until the last quarter of 1978, when
America went into the dual pricing of energy feed-
stocks in a big way, which gave an initial advantage of
between 30 % and 40 o/o to US producers. This works
out at roughly 20 o/o saving on a finished product as it
reaches the consumer.
The report on page 9 refers to naphtha derived from
oil as being the prime raw material for synthetic
fibres, and so it is in Europe. But the House will be
aware that the US industry, for historical reasons when
they had more gas than they could possibly use, is
based 30 0/o on naphtha and 70 o/o on liquid gases.
The proportion is, of course, more than the reverse in
the UK, which is 90 % dependent on naphtha, and
no amount of restructuring will alter this.
Because of the United States' demand for aromatics
for lead-free petrol, the world price of naphtha has
risen much faster than gas, and not only is the Euro-
pean textile industry hampered because of its greater
dependence on naphtha but the American system of
dual pricing, both of naphtha and of gas, accetuates
the European disadvantage.
The UK market is especially endangered because of
the organization of the market, which is heavily
dependent on a few huge chain-stores where the US is
currently mopping up all the orders of textiles,
including PVC-coated products and carpets, because
of the competitive edge given by dual pricing.
It is now agreed by the Community that it is abso-
lutely vital that immediate steps be taken by means of
a countervailing duty or quotas on this matter. If this
were not done, the so-called restructuring of the Euro-
pean textile industry would be a total waste of time as
company after company closed down.
It is disappointing, I must say, Mr President, that the
Community is not tackling this problem together.
Nevertheless, it is helpful that the Commission has
agreed that the UK has a special problem and is now
able to take unilateral action to reduce unfair US
imports, so that a restructured industry, when this
occurs, can in fact survive.
The restructuring measures before us today, however,
brings restructuring aid only to a small part of the
European textile industry, mainly in Italy. The
problems elsewhere are equally acute 
- 
particularly,
as the rapporteur said, in Northern Ireland and North-
\flest England, and help must be extended in the very
near future to these regions, some of which have
50 % of their jobs in textiles. Only last month one
company in my constituency closed down and
another went on short time, and this week another is
closing.
rJflhen considering restructuring, we must bear in
mind the problems which new entrants to the Euro-
pean Community will pose to the textile industry. My
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group has suggested that the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning should undertake an
'own-initiative' report on the implications of enlarge-
ment on the regions, and I hope that this will be
permitted, because only if we know the full implica-
tions of enlargement can we know what restructuring
will be required. It is also essential that EEC regula-
tions are rigidly applied to such places as Korea and
Iron Curtain countries.
This regulation is a prototype for future regulations
and therefore its terms are very important. Article 33
requires on-the-spot checks, and this must be rigor-
ously enforced. Any member refusing to allow such
checks should be denied all further aid.
One thing is certain, we cannot allow an industry to
die which employs, directly or indirectly, a tenth of
the working population of the Community. Action is
urgent and I and my group very much welcome the
fact that the European Parliament has recognized this
fact by singling out this industry for special help. I
very much hope that it will not be a case of too little
too late. I wish the regulation and the report and the
excellent work done by the rapporteurs the very best
of luck.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs De March.
Mrs de March. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the shipbuilding industry is facing a crisis.
Its disease has been called by the policies of austerity,
national desertion, implemented in each of the
Member States. Its disease is caused by Communiry
projects that set out to scuttle it.
In October 1979 the French members of the
Communist and Allies Group expressed the hope in
an oral question that a debate might be held on the
new European proiects relating to the shipbuilding
and ship repair industries. Today we have a report by
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
stating that the shipbuilding sector is eligible for
Community restructuring and redevelopment aids.
To what end ? For 'recycling to new industries',
according to the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment.
And then, even before our Assembly has been able to
state its views on the new Davignon scrapping-
building plan, we find before us proposals for Commu-
nity subsidies to speed up the closure of shipyards, a
programme for human and economic wastage
including further redundancies.
And they talk to us about 'redressing crisis-hit
economies'.
The various European plans and the one introduced
in 1975 did not put a stop to these crises; quite the
contrary. !7hile the capitalists got out of the crisis
almost scot-free, the half-yearly report by the Commis-
sion in Brussels shows that, for the whole of the
Community the number of iobs in this sector fell by
50 500 between 1975 and 1978.
And the need for a 'long-term strategy aimed at
meeting the requirements of the market' leads the
Commission to estimate at 50 000 the number of
redundancies European shipyards still have to face.
!flhat logic can produce a prospect of this kind ? Your
criteria of viabiliry, gentlemen of the Commission, are
linked to the profits of the multinationals. S7e, for our
part, challenge the term 'over-capacity' and the use
made of the oil crisis as a pretext by the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs to allow massive
unemployment and national decline. 'Giving the
viable part of the shipbuilding industry a chance to
survive', you call it.
'What you call international competitiveness are the
conditions of the market, the laws of competition,
where the profitability of capital is the only deter-
mining factor and no reference is made to the inter-
ests of the people, to any rationality. The Community
seal is in fact no more than the banner of subservi-
ence to the interests of the multinationals. In this
present-day piracy the field is thus left to the
American, Japanese and Greek shipowners.
This makes it easier to understand why the real
reasons for enlargement are being concealed. On 20
November in Brussels, before the Foreign Ministers,
Commissioner Davignon outlined the fundamental
reasons for the new Community plan, the value of
which, the Commissioner said, lies in the assistance
that can be given to the Greek shipowners, most of
whose ships are more than fifteen years old, but
whose fleet accounts lor 70 o/o of the European total.
Most of these ships fly flags of convenience. In France
we still remember the ecological catastrophe of the
Amoco Cadiz. Nevertheless the crew of the Tofalos, a
Greek ship flying a flag of convenience, took over rhe
vessel in Saint-Malo this week because there were no
safety arrangements, the ship was unhygienic and
there was no decent food for the crew. That's human
rights in what is known as the 'free' world for you.
They fought for their wages and their dignity, and
they won.
Was it not at the colloquy of the European Economic
Community in Marseilles on I I October of last year
that American shipowners declared : 'Flags of conven-
ience do not represent a problem but a safer, more
economic solution, a means of muzzling the demands
of seamen's unions.'
\7e solemnly reassert today that the economic plans
for our country must not be decided in Brussels. The
Davignon plan will have cost 5138 fobs in France,
2 500 of them in my region, Provence-Cdte d'Azur,
and thousands in the Marseilles repair yards. This is
an intolerable waste of human beings.
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This has found expression in the shutdown of the
productive machinery, despite large amounts of public
aid, Since the beginning of this year the sea, an atea
that allows communication, has become a stake in the
economic game. lfith the aim of cutting back, restruc-
turing, causing redundancies, achieving a continuous
decline in production the French Government grants
millions to the shipbuilders without public control
and has ships built abroad. At the same time, the
United States of America applies safeguard measures
to protect its merchant navy and provides itself with
the means to compete with and dominate our market.
Yesterday in Marseilles, in my region, the workers of
the shipbuilding industry faced charging police
outside the regional council in defense of their jobs.
As a Communist depury I support the struggle under-
taken by the workers, engineers and managers who
demand of our Government real steps to force the
French companies to build, repair and sail French,
and this at a time when in France freight levels are on
the decline, while I 500 000 gross register would be
required to ensure my country's commercial indepen-
dence and meet its demand for ships and ensure full
employment.
Rejecting the social concensus, these shipbuilding and
repair workers are continuing their fight and are thus
opposed to the supranational projects for European
integration. They are defending the great maritime
calling of France and the future of our regions.
The fundamental cause of this crisis in the ship-
building industry is in fact to be found in the policies
aimed at austerity, redeployment of profits and above
all the maintenance of a growth rate which makes it
impossible for this sector to resume production and
consumption. In the face of the Community measures
envisaged in'order, you say, to prevent the 'fragmenta-
tion of national measures', we in France reject the
'side-effect' of the solutions to the crisis and the new
Community projects. It is at home that we call on the
French Government to respect the merchant navy
plan and to ensure that the subsidies granted by the
Community 
- 
which would serve to conceal national
industries willingness to go into liquidation 
- 
are not
in any way ambiguous.
Ve the French 
-.-b.r, of the Communist and
Allies Group defend the basic interests of the working
class in our country. Those interests are indissolubly
linked to national interest, to a major policy of indep-
endence going hand in hand with international coop-
eration and also with a new world economic order. It
is in France that we stand by our shipyards, the reduc-
tion of working time, the achievement of new rights,
the introduction of genuine democracy at the place of
work. !fle fully agree with the democratic call that has
emerged from our major shipyards and been taken up
by the people of our regions : 'Build, transport, sail
French.'
Yes, our shipbuilding industries do have a future. ltr7e
for our part have the know-how of our workers, engi-
neers, managers and technicians and considerable
assets for the maintenance of our yards and research
departments, for the development of maritime activi-
ties and of our economic potential in line with the
future exploitation of the seas. Every day, as our
people continue their fight, this future is being built
to meet the need of our country and of this Europe
for social progress, to achieve which we have
committed ourselves to act, to put a stop to the plans
for unemployment, austerity, industrial demolition
adopted by the European Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damseaux to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Damseaux! 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Commis-
sioner, ladies and gentlemen, on the subject of
Community action in favour of the textile and ship-
building industries I should like to make in essence
four remarks. Like the report, I regret the absence of a
general policy on aid to the restructuring and redeve-
lopment of all crisis-hit industries but I admit that the
two sectors we are discussing today really deserve
priority treatment, even if the Council has not yet
thought it worthwhile to adopt a general basic regula-
tion. My first remark concerns the plan presented by
the Commission, which sets out to ensure both the
modernization of the existing industries and the reduc-
tion of production capacity. Modernization of existing
industry, because in recent years too few investments
have been made and freight capacity has fallen
because the world is suffering from endemic overca-
pacity. Demand has fluctuated with the closing and
re-opening of the Suez Canal, the oil crisis and the
economic recession, without having any effect on
freight capacity.
On the contrary : in the newly industrialized countries
capacity has aggravated the present situation. It may
be asked why Taiwan and South Korea have made
massive investments in the shipbuilding sector. The
answer is that the companies concerned employ a
substantial workforce, and another factor to be consid-
ered is the direct effect they have on employment in
the iron and steel industry, for example.
'We must therefore realize what indirect effects a
reduction in measures for the shipbuilding industry
would have on other sectors, while also bearing in
mind the paradoxical situation we must face on the
one hand, there is no reduction in capacity, on the
other, a new balance has been struck in the world in
that Japan's share fell from 46 o/o in 1970 to 34 0/o in
1978 and the share of Western Europe, including the
Community countries, from 43 to 35 %, whereas the
Third \7orld's share rose from 11 to 30 %.
Secondly, I venture to draw your attention to the way
in which our countries treat the development of
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regions traditionally dependent on shipbuilding.
Rather than trying to establish a Community policy, it
must be admitted that each country has always faced
the temptation of withdrawing into itself and adopting
measures of a radically protectionist rype and that
today our Governments are engaged in a veritable
credit war with little or no consideration given to the
effects such a policy can have on other countries and
other regions.
Building a ship represents a maior investment, but at
the moment we have shipbuilders who are selling
their products at incredible prices, forgoing payments
in the first few years and charging abnormally low
interest rates, which bear no relation to the rates
charged on the market in the ensuing years. I have no
hesitation in asserting that the present situation has
the air of an economy controlled by the governments
rather than of a market economy, of which my group
and I myself remain firm supporters.
'!7e must revert to a market economy and again
respect the laws of competition. lfe must have the
courage to realize that certain yards must be closed,
simply because we are no longer able to compete with
other markets due to our production costs and princi-
pally the cost of labour. It should be remembered, for
example, that the cost may vary by 40 % depending
on whether a ship is built in Taiwan or in Denmark.
In a sound economy such distortions cannot be
tolerated indefinitely without endangering the overall
economic and budgetary equilibrium of our Commu-
nity and its Member States.
Thirdly, if we reduce our production capacity, we
must take account of the regional aspects of our
policy. It is illusory to imagine that we can reduce
production capacity at each yard in a linear fashion,
by a third or a quarter for example, and also believe
that because a region has always depended on ship-
building or textiles, it must do so for ever.
Companies must be closed down even if the economy
improves. The challenge we face will be simultane-
ously to ensure the improvement of companies that
have remained both modern and competitive and to
keep alive companies which play a vital role in their
region pending its industrial redevelopment. IUTe will
have difficult choices to make in various situations,
but I feel that competitiveness must have priority over
certain regional situations in the long-term interests of
regional balance and of the regions themselves,
because government programmes will not be able to
restore competitiveness and know-how where it no
longer exists.
I am sure that our British colleagues, for example, will
face these facts, if only when they think of the posi-
tion of their car industry. !7here we must close down
plants in regions very much dependent on ship-
building or textiles, regional development plans that
ensure the establishment of sound and competitive
undertakings in those regions must be drawn up.
Fourthly and lastly, the textile industry has long had
to contend with social dumping by the developing
countries, and today it faces economic dumping not
only by the developing countries but by developed
countries like the United States, which by selling- oil
products to the manufacturers of man-made fibres at
preferential prices artificially aggravate the situation in
the Communiry. On behalf of the Nine, the Commis-
sion should discuss this matter with the Americans
with the aim of putting an end to these conceaied and
unfair aids, which are harmful to our industry.
To conclude, Mr President, I should like to make two
observations. $(e have not tabled any amendments,
but I should like to say two things about the explana-
tory statement. The first concerns point 34, which
refers to the development industries. !fle are afraid
that this might give rise ro a policy of 'picking the
winners', to which we cannot subscribe, since on the
one hand it would involve the risk of misplaced invest-
ments and distortions of competition and, on the
other hand, it would amount to state interventionism.
My second observation concerns point 42, the present
wording of which seems to us very general, since it
would too easily permit the wide-scale use of a free
interpretation of the rules of competition contained in
the Treaty. Agreements that temporarily restrict
competition cannot be allowed unless they are essen-
tial to the restructuring that is needed and are accom-
panied by a commitment regarding the measures to
be taken in this regard.
The Liberal and Democratic Group of the European
Parliament will vote in favour of the motion for a reso-lution tabled on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs by the rapporteurs,
Sir David Nicolson and Miss Forster, both of whom I
should like to thank and congratulate on the qualiry
of their work.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Poncelet to speak on behalf
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Poncelet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, my remarks will principally concern the
provisions included in the motion for a resolution
now before us that relate to what is known as the
restructuring of the textile industry. The provisions
proposed by the Commission with regard to aid
credits for the redevelopment of the textile sector, and
particularly the chemical fibre sector, are, it must be
admitted, interesting.
That is why I say straightaway that the Commission
should be in a position to allocate as soon as possible
and also on good terms the payment appropriations
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which are earmarked for this purpose and which, I
would remind the House, were entered in the 1979
budget. On the other hand, it is essential that the
financial action taken by the Community in a field
that is so indispensable for the textile industry, a parti-
cularly sensitive and exposed sector, should not be
reserved, as seems to be the case 
- 
and I should like
some assurance on this subject 
- 
solely for the- man-
made fibre industry.
In addition, I should like to have here and now a
commitment from the Council or the Commission
that the benefit of the financial operations will be
extended without reservation to all sectors and all
branches of the European textile industry. However,
these operations, which I have said are interesting,
will be effective only if they form part of a genuine
and cohesive European textile policy, which, Iadies
and gentlemen, I regret to say 
- 
and I shall explain
my point in a moment 
- 
is not the case.
It will be remembered that, very late in the day admit-
tedly, a textile policy was established in December
1977 by the Community's Council of Ministers, in
other words before the massive, unreasonable influx of
imported textile products at low prices from countries
not having a social system 
- 
I shall not name them :
that has already been done, and I shall be generous
enough not to repeat the list 
- 
and these imports
have had the disastrous consequence of eliminating
hundreds, if not thousands of jobs, mostly in the
Member States of our Community which have a size-
able textile industry.
The application of the policy to which I have referred
involves something known as 'globalization', which
was defined very belatedly. The Commission's task
was therefore to conclude the necessary agreements in
the form of multi-fibre agreements, association agree-
ments, or commercial contracts with the State-trading
countries of Eastern Europe. At the same time, and
rightly, I realize, the textile industries were urged to
carry out the restructuring required to modernize their
plants so that they might be more competitive while
avoiding, of course, excessive production capacities in
a market where consumption is, as we know, stag-
nating.
But after the establishment of this policy in 1977,
what do we find today ? On the one hand, the
Community's Council agreed in 1979 to new textile
agreements imposing new quantitative limits on
imports, which have resulted in the global ceilings
laid down in the policy previously adopted being
exceeded by a large margin. I would point out that
these new imports have been particularly harmful to
cotton products manufactured by the Community's
industries. I am referring, of course, to the agreements
concluded after 1977 with China, Greece and certain
Mediterranean countries.
Is it really, ladies and gentlemen, a good policy for
Europe to leave to third countries the fob of supplying
all or most of such basic consumer goods as textile
products ? Moreover, I am afraid that the lax attitude
towards textile imports noted at frontiers in 1979 is
likely to seriously ieopardize the major efforts made
by the European textile industry and to increase the
risks to those, and there are many of them, who had
confidence in the commitments that had been given
and invested as they had been asked to do and as I
said a moment ago. These industrialists, who had
confidence in the decisions taken by the Council, are
now rightly wondering what purpose their efforts
served, and they feel that their investments have been
commitments to a lost cause.
I should like to point out that the first figures avail-
able to me in fact indicate a revival in investment, as
was hoped and for which facilities had been provided,
in the European textile industry, notably in Italy, in
the Federal Republic, where investments have
increased by more than l5 o/o, and in certain sectors
in France, where the increase has been over 20 o/o.
Ladies and gentlemen, a situation like this cannor go
on. lVhether we are talking about public or private
financing, so uncohesive a European textile policy
will, if it continues, result in a waste of public and
private finances in the Community and in major
losses of the jobs we are trying to protect and I would
refer in this respect to the excellent debare which
took place in this Chamber on employment problems
at European level.
But at Community level the inconsistencies I havejust described are unfortunately foined by others.
Thus, at the same time as the Commission is prop-
osing that appropriations should be allocated to
restructuring and redevelopment as a means of
reducing surplus textile production units, it is contri-
buting, but this time in the form of regional aids, to
the financing of the introduction of new textile plants
in the less favoured regions of the Community.
These new units, which are financed and maintained
by countries outside the Community, the United
States and Japan for example, will increase European
production capacities in sectors which everyone today
recognizes as being already in surplus. Moreover, these
investments from outside the Community, I would
point out, have been made in Community countries
under abnormal conditions of competition. For
example, these industrialists from outside the Commu-
nity are sometimes paid subsidies equal to 35 to 55 0/o
of the amount of investment, loans at very advanta-
gous rates and tax reductions up to 1990. I won't go
on, but these are obviously disguised aids, which
distort competition.
This brings me quite naturally to put rhe following
question to the Council and the Commission : will
the European Parliament again be presented
tomorrow with a proposal for an increase in the appro-
priations, as happened today, for the redevelopment of
the textile industry at the level at which import quotas
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have been granted substantial concessions, resulting in
abnormal conditions of competition in some Member
States of the Community ?
To conclude, I demand that the textile policy esta-
blished at Community level in 1977 and accepted
despite the constraints it imposes by all those in posi-
tions of responsibilities in these European industries
and by all the Member States be rigorously enforced
today. It will be 
- 
at least this is my opinion 
- 
if
the Council and Commission have the necessary will.
The investments that have been made, not without
some difficulty, by industrialists in the Community's
Member States are in line with that policy of 'globali-
zation' which was adopted in 1977 and fixed the
import quotas that should be respected.
Any action tending away the Community textile
policy adopted in 1977, through an increase in
imports, through distortion of competition within the
Community or through production surpluses, is unac-
ceptable. In the long term such action would be the
death of the European textile industry and in the
short term it would aggtavate unemployment here,
which is already at an intolerable level. That is why,
Mr President, I await with great interest, believe me,
the Council's and Commission's answers to my
various questions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella to speak on behalf
of the Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defense of Independent Groups and Members.
Mr Pannella.- (I) Mr President, there is no need to
record my speaking time for two reasons. One is that
I am not speaking on behalf of the group but on my
own and the other is that I am not prepared to speak
in a debate in which the Rules are broken and in
which you have gagged the Members of this Parlia-
ment.
Mr President, there is a general strike in Trieste
precisely because of the crisis in the shipyards. To
force us to speak in this way, against the Rules, is
shabby treatment to which I refuse to consent.
A Parliament that breaks its own Rules does not lay
down the law but has the law laid down to it by pres-
sure groups. This is a Rule, Mr President, which I abso-
lutely refuse to obey and I shall not therefore speak.
And it should be entered in the minutes that you are
breakers of the Rules, laws and graviry of this Parlia-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Petronio.
Mr Petronio. 
- 
(I) Mr President, there is a point in
Sir David Nicolson's report on which I would like to
dwell in the short time available to me and that is his
important reference to the need for specialization in
European shipbuilding that can be achieved by selec-
tive conversion and restructuring.
I will focus on this aspect of the report in order to
avoid the criticisms levelled at aid granted to specific
crisis-hit industries 
- 
which would cause a flood of
request for sectoral aid.
On the subject of specialization, I would like to deal
with the specific case of the port of Trieste and its
shipyards, now in a serious situation from which they
could extricate themselves if enabled to give new life
to their very old and solid traditions and activities.
In Trieste, the San Marco dockyards could still have a
future 
- 
being the leader in the Mediterranean for
the building of offshore oil platforms, special craft of
the 'castor' or 'Trieste bathyscaph' type, the latter
conceived and built by Professor Picard in the city of
Trieste 
- 
for naval repairs and rebuilding jobs of all
kinds.
In this direction, the industry 
- 
now losing against
against the competition in terms of both delivery and
price 
- 
could grow. The San Marco dockyards require
considerable investment if they are to operate at
maximum efficiency and acquire the necessary
competitiveness in the European context. Even so, a
dry dock (No a) is now being built which, to be
finished, needs the last third of the grants promised
for its construction, since otherwise the other two-
thirds already spent will literally have been thrown
overboard. Another point that should not be forgotten
is that nothing more has been heard about the
planned degasification station whereas this would be
essential to the port and for the life of the dockyards.
Vithout it there will be no way of degassing the
approximately 350 tankers coming to the refineries
each year which could stop in the dockyards for
repairs. There is an ideal place for this station 
- 
the
area near the refinery jetties.
I have quoted a concrete case of specialization, conver-
sion and restructuring in one shipyard ; but the Cock-
yards lack other things 
- 
lifting gear, now reduced to
an old gantry capable of lifting 18 tonnes at the most
which, though bearing the glorious name of Ursus,
cannot last much longer.
Another problem is that of the staff and the trade
union situation. The yards are working at an average
of five hours a day instead of the regulation eight so
that it will be necessary to increase productivity and
increase working hours.
In spite of these problems, Trieste is still number one
in terms of capacity and it would therefore be a very
serious mistake not to try to help the dockyards to
prosper as much as possible by focussing above all on
offshore structures, the new dry dock with the degasifi-
cation station alongside and a concrete investment
policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spencer to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
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Mr Spencer, draftsman of an opittion. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I rise to draw the attention of the House to the
opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment on these reports. As my voice is
currently something of a crisis-hit industry in its own
right, I am sure colleagues will forgive me if I am
somewhat briefer than is traditional on these occa-
sions.
The opinion of the committee draws particular atten-
tion to the need to deal with the social problems of
crisis-hit industries within a coherent, properly-argued
and well-administered Communiry industrial policy.
Nothing can be worse for those faced with redun-
dancy in such industries than the dance of uncertainry
with which they have been confronted in the last few
years. We stress that any Communiry aid must be
seen in the light of our retraining programmes, of our
regional and infrastructure programmes, and it goes
without saying that the standards of consultation with
the workforce involved must not fall short of those
which we demand of others in a different context.
These industries present a very real case for Commu-
nity action. The action has been sadly delayed.
However one views the situation, one cannot avoid the
feeling that somewhere along the line there has been
dirty work at the pass. I refuse to blame either the
Council or the Commission, I choose to blame both
of them. Community actions in this area, if. they are
to be effective, must be a great deal better thought out,
a gteat deal more certain, a great deal more closely
linked to other Communiry policies, if they are to do
anything but aggravate the situation by raising false
expectations. As we talk about industrial regeneration,
we are not just talking economics, we are talking
about people's livelihoods, about the hopes and their
fears. Your Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment looks forward to the day when we have a
coherent industrial policy within which those hopes
may grow and those fears decline.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Caborn.
Mr Caborn. 
- 
The report presented by Sir David
Nicolson and Miss Forster is correct in its criticism of
the Council of Ministers for the lack of action in ship-
building and textiles, and indeed we have heard as
well the comments from the Social Affairs
Committee, who are critical of the Council of Minis-
ters and the Commission.
The whole question of industries in crisis and the
direction in which we should be looking has been
dealt with by Jacques Delors, my colleague: I think it
was an extremely good contribution this morning and
one that you might have expected to come from the
Commission rather than from him.
I turn to shipbuilding and to the amendments which
I have tabled on behalf of the Socialist Group. It is
unfortunate that they are not before the Assembly this
morning so that we could go through them. I would
like to go throuSh the amendments in some detail,
because when one looks at debates that have taken
place in this Assembly, one finds that my colleague,
Mr Prescott, on l8 January 1978 presented a very full
picture of the shipbuilding industry, and then, on 3l
July 1978, presented a 24-point programme in great
detail to the Commission. This, I have no doubt, Mr
Davignon will have studied, but little or no action has
been taken on either of those reports; in fact one can
say that the debate that is taking place this morning
and this afternoon is a re-run ol 18 January 1978.
Two years later, all the same clich6s are being used
about the shipbuilding industries, whether in Italy,
Germany or whatever ; all the same arguments are
coming out, but little or nothing is being done. Mr
Prescott tried to put the matter in its proper light ; it
secured quite a measure of agreement amongst all
Members of the Assembly at that time, but little or
nothing has been done. It is therefore in view of this
non-action by the Commission and the Council of
Ministers that I have tabled the amendments 
- 
not to
detract at all from the long-term industrial strategy
that was being marked out in 1978 and which people
have talked about in 1980, but because it is now
extremely urgent 
- 
and 'urgent' is the word that has
to be underlined 
- 
if the shipbuilding industries in
some of the Member States are to be maintained as
industries at all. The position is now considerably
worse than it was in 1978, although we were calling
for urgent action then, and Mr Prescott's report, I
think, quite clearly underlines that.
The despondency and frustration felt by workers in
this sector has already been indicated in this
Assembly this morning, and it is growing into an
angry mood. Particularly the shipyards that are on the
geographical fringes of the Community believe that
their very survival is at stake. !7e are therefore asking
in the amendments for some very simple things to be
done 
- 
things that have already been discussed and
have already been promised. For example, in the first
amendment we ask for improved standards and for a
reduction in the incidence of damage to the marine
and coastal environment under the IMCO regulations.
I will quote from the anniversary speech of Mr
Jenkins of 13 February 1979. A draft Council decision
requiring Member States to implement the IMCO
guidelines on the inspection of foreign ships in their
ports ran into procedural difficulties early in the year.
Nevertheless, the President of the Commission
announced in his programme speech of l3 February
1979 that during the first half of 1979 a proposal
would be submitted to the Council for the improve-
ment of shipping inspection in Community ports.
This proposal has not materialized to date. In a state-
ment made on behalf of the Commission on 7
September 1979, it was suggested that the Commis-
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sion hoped to present a proposal before the end of the
year. To the best of my knowledge that has not been
presented. The first part of the amendment therefore
calls for the implementation of the IMCO regulations.
More than that, when agreement has been reached
within the Communiry, we believe it ought to lay
down that ships which do not comply with those
standards should be denied admission to Community
ports. !fle believe it is important that we ensure safety
and also protect the environment, and we believe we
have got to be pretty strict about these matters within
the Community.
In the second amendment we call, again in line with
what the President said, for the conservation of fuel.
!7e believe there is an urgent need for conversion
from the turbine to the fuel injected engine, and it is
of interest that the Japanese Ministry of Transport has
set aside 40 billion yen this year for the conversion of
ship engines. !7e believe it is an area that is important
now, particularly in regard to the conservation of fuel,
but it is economically and industrially sound as well.
Thirdly, there should be a complete review of the
domestic credit terms given within the Community.
!fle believe this should be done bearing in mind the
policies outside the Community, but once a policy has
been agreed, this should be policed within the
Community on strict lines.
Fourthly, there is the question of 'Scrap and Build'.
!fle must hurry with the 'Scrap and Build'
programme, whatever form that may take. If one looks
at the form which the Commission has proposed, we
find that many of the ships, particularly in the United
Kingdom that would have come under the 'Scrap and
Build' programme have now been sold off to third
countries and are flying flags of convenience. I know
there are some opponents, particularly in Germany
and Denmark, but if some action had been taken on
this programme, then at least we should not now be
seeing certain ships on the high seas which would
have been affected but instead have been sold to third
countries and are flying flags of convenience.
!7hat we are asking of the Commission, Mr President,
is that some urgent action be taken. The need, I can
only say again, is for urgent action. l7hilst not
detracting from the long-term strategy, we believe that
these immediate steps must be taken to ensure the
survival of the shipbuilding industry in the Commu-
nity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ingo Friedrich.
Mr Ingo Friedrich. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I find it very gratifying that Parliament is
again discussing the Community's subsidization
policy. The crisis-hit steel sector is now followed by
the shipbuilding and textile sectors. I feel 
- 
and I
should like to make this quite clear 
- 
that the report
now before us is an excellent work and forms an
admirable basis for our statements. But we must ask
ourselves the basic question whether we should always
discuss aid problems individually or whether it would
not be preferable to consider them within the context
of an overall aid policy. I should like to make four
brief comments.
Firstly, shipbuilding and the textile industry are two
sectors whose difficulties have not only been caused
by external factors. No, it must be said that manage-
ment itself has contributed substantially to the diffi-
culties that have arisen by recognizing market trends
too late, and, in my opinion, not reacting carefully
enough.
The agricultural market, ladies and gentlemen, is for
us a striking example of how a public budget cannot
in the long term provide finances against the develop-
ment of the market. In shipbuilding we have an over-
whelming interest in an intact infrastructure. S7e see
the need to take account of the employment situation
in these undertakings and to take action.
Secondly, we do want to take short-term support
measures. But it must surely be clear that they will
result in almost inestimable overcapacities. I would
warn those in Parliament who intend to call for
controlled structural crisis cartels to be allowed.
Undertakings which are protected against'the pressure
exerted by the market to bring about change must
realize and accept that the aid granted for this purpose
is subject to strict time-limits. If they are to receive
aid, the aid must therefore be granted for only a set
period, and we must ensure that that period is not
exceeded. The consequence will otherwise be in the
long term split prices and a subsidization race.
Thirdly, with its limited resources the Community
cannot solve the specific problems of specific under-
takings. Its commitment is to use support measures to
help the competitive situation of the market as a
whole. The measures taken must also be adjusted to
this end.
To conclude, I should iust like to say this : if our work
is always to be aligned with the principles of social
market economy 
- 
and that is of decisive importance
for me 
- 
it will be helpful to have an early-warning
system in the form of prompt reports on the situation
in crisis-hit sectors and of descriptions of the effect of
conditions in the country and at the time concerned.
That is a proposal I should like to make.
We should not always be intervening with our
measures like some kind of fire brigade which puts
out the fires of acute crises. 'We must achieve a situa-
tion in which we can take preventive action so that
the fire does not break out in the first place, because
once it has done so, it is usually too late. That would
amount to closing the stable door after the horse has
bolted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr J. D. Taylor.
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Mr John D. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, colleagues, I
should like to begin by congratulating Sir David
Nicolson and Miss Nowela Forster on the excellent
report that they have presented to the House this
morning, for debate this afternoon. Excellent reports
they were, but one wonders if, in the context in which
we discuss them today, we are actually wasting time ;
because, as Sir David Nicolson quite rightly pointed
out, the Council has failed to approve the basic regula-
tion, and until that vital decision is taken, little
progress can be made. I think it should be recorded in
passing that the Council is negligent by being unrepre-
sented here today by a Minister to hear this important
debate on the problems facing the shipbuilding and
the man-made fibres industries throughout the
Community.
(Applause from certain quarters of tbe European
Democratic Group)
The second point, Mr President, is this : in 1978 we
earmarked 17 million European units of account to
aid these industries. ln 1979 we earmarked l0 million
units of account, and for the 1980 budget, which
thankfully was rejected by this Assembly, there was a
mere token entry of financial support for the man-
made fibre and shipbuilding industries. So once again
we are talking into thin air.
I represent as Ulster Unionist Member the constitu-
ency in Northern Ireland which is an atea within the
United Kingdom with the highest unemployment rate
- 
ll o/o 
- 
some 50 000 out of a total of 550 000
workers are now unemployed. Two of our main indus-
tries are in fact shipbuilding and the man-made fibre
industry. The shipbuilding industry, Harland and
!7olfe, the largest shipbuilding yard in the United
Kingdom, at one time employed 28 000 men. Today
it employs only 7 000 and there is notice of further
redundancies. There are only four ships currently
being built in that great yard, and unless there are
immediate orders in the near future there will be
massive redundancies in the city of Belfast.
Likewise we have the man-made fibre industry.
Northern lreland, which had a great textile back-
ground in the linen industry, had to change over very
quickly into man-made fibres during the past 20
years. !7e attracted, as a result of the programmes of
the then Northern Ireland Government of Stormont,
Dutch, German, American and French firms,
employing a total of l0 000 people in the man-made
fibre industry. Today that has been reduced to 5 000,
with further redundancies now on notice. And so, in
an area of high unemployment, of some I I Yo, as I
have mentioned, we have a situation where we have
both the man-made fibre industry and the ship-
building industry in decline in Northern Ireland. The
trade unions in our community are forecasting that we
shall have 90 000 people unemployed by the end of
this year 
- 
a record level for anywhere within the
Community.
'S7e are grateful indeed to Vice-President Haferkamp
for coming to us in Northern Ireland last Friday and
for taking such a personal and sincere interest in the
problems he saw. He spent most of the day visiting
our man-made fibre plants in the Carrickfergus area,
and he cannot but have been impressed by the serious-
ness of the situation.
Of course one of our main problems is the over
capacity within the Community. But additional to
that, as Mrs Kellett-Bowman mentioned, is the immed-
iate threat from cheap imports from the United States.
Our government in London has sought action under
Article 19 of GATT, and I do hope that there will be
an early and prompt response to that invitation by the
Commission within the next five days, which does in
fact mean taking a decision before the end of this
week.
There are a few points I would like to make in the
brief moments available to me on that application by
the United Kingdom Government. Firstly, there was a
lack of Community spirit within the Council on the
matter of dealing with cheap imports from the United
States. France, the United Kingdom and Italy were the
only countries which showed concern over this
matter, simply because those were the three countries
that are most seriously affected. The other countries,
because they are not affected, showed little interest or
suPPort.
Secondly, I would like to ask the Commissioner, Mr
Davignon, who is here today, how he can expect the
action which the British Government intends to seek
to work effectively ? How is it possible for us to take
unilateral action within the United Kingdom to
curtail imports from the USA and prevent the other
EEC countries being used as a back door for the entry
into the United Kingdom of US-textile imports.
Thirdly, Mr President, I would like to stress to the
Commission and to the Council of Ministers that
when they consider the British application that they
take into account not just the threat to the polyester
industry in the United Kingdom but also the threat to
tufted nylon carpets and to nylon itself. I would like
to see these other two items included in the curbs
package. The reason is, Mr President, that the United
States' share of the United Kingdom market 
- 
not
the Community market, but the United Kingdom
market 
- 
for nylon carpet yarn has actually increased
from 8 o/o in 1978 to 30 % in the last quarter of 1979.
This is a greater increase than the share of the
polyester market already achieved by the USA. Finally,
on the matter of curbs on USA imports, I hope and
trust that the agreed quota restrictions on imports
from the USA will be related to pre-1979 conditions
and will not take into consideration the large imports
from the USA during 1979.To be realistic they must
be related to the figures up to and including 1978.
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The excellent report by Sir David Nicolson and by
Miss Norvela Forster noted that the Commission is
examining a number of specific proposals from
synthetic fibre producers to see if their projects meets
the criteria for eligibility for aid under this scheme.
!7e know of course that much of the money already
earmarked has been allocated for particular proiects in
Italy. But I would like to enquire from the Commis-
sioner, in view of the fact that I have been speaking
especially on the situation in Northern Ireland today
and in general the situation in the textile and ship-
building industries in the United Kingdom, if it is
presently considering any applications from industry
within the United Kingdom.
I have great pleasure in supporting this resolution
tabled in the name of my two colleagues.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, on behalf of the
Italian Communist Party, I have to say that we are in
favour of the two proposals made by the Commission
and the motion for a resolution tabled by Sir David
Nicolson and Miss Forster. We are in favour of the
proposals because, at bottom, they represent the appli-
cation of a basic regulation on which we gave our
favourable opinion several months ago.
!7e approve the motion for a resolution by the two
Members because, with their pertinent criticisms of
the behaviour of the Council of Ministers and the
Commission, they highlight the limits of these deci-
sions and urge the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs of this Parliament to draw up an
own-initiative report analysing the problems of indus-
trial conversion and restructuring. ITith all these limi-
tations, therefore, we are in favour of the Commis-
sion's decision proposals. W'e are in favour of the
Communiry nature of the aid without regard to its
limited scale or the conditions applying to it. In
effect, this will be the first direct and active interven-
tion by the Community in the industrial field, the
first initiatives taken for two sectors in particular diffi-
culty. In this way an attempt is being made to depart
from the Community's traditional policy 
- 
based on
intervention of a passive nature solely aimed at
removing obstacles 
- 
and to allow the free expression
of forces that exist in the system and that would have
been in a position to ensure prosperity, employment
and progress.
!7e feel that this phase in Community policy must be
regarded as ended as proved by the present situation
with is high level of unemployment and the severity
of the current crisis. $7e must therefore switch over to
a policy of active and direct intervention in order to
change structural conditions and in which initiatives
of a public and private nature may be taken. This is
the only way, with active aid and Community
resources, that the serious problems of today and
tomorrow can be tackled and resolved because they
call for an enormous effort of restructuring and conver-
sion from our countries in order to adapt to the new
world context so profoundly different from that in
which they developed. The small-scale aid envisaged
in the two decisions we are considering have this
meaning 
- 
in our view 
- 
and therefore we approve
them. Above all, they introduce a new instrument of
which we shall have to make good use. Our doubts, of
course, concern the way in which the Commission
will be using it but, if we oppose the introduction of
the instruments, clearly we shall be unable to obiect to
the way in which they are used.
It is clear that, while we support this initiative, we
know perfectly well that Community action, as
currently performed, tends to support established inter-
ests (and will continue to do so), in other words a
system that we want to change and which, instead,
pointless attempts are being made to rationalize
primarily at the expense of the workers. Very often
rationalization means a smaller workforce and layoffs,
and sacrifices, therefore, primarily made by the
workers. The present crisis is worldwide but it has a
specific character in our countries where the move
into into a new phase of industrialization will call, in
addition to effort in the new sectors, for the defence
and improvement of the sectors that already exist and
which up to now have employed the majority of
workers. This task cannot be tackled by private cartels,
which is what we have always tried to do, for the
simple reason that, in that way, the crisis will not be
overcome and instead, iniustices and imbalances will
be increased. It cannot be tackled by public aid purely
at the national level. This is the path followed by our
countries in the period between the two wars with
results that we all know and which we, the Italian
Communists absolutely refuse to repeat. These
problems need to be tackled first and foremost at the
Community level with Community aid, coordinated
of course with national measures, and using all the
instruments that already exist including the new
mechanism we are trying to introduce today.
Certainly we, like others, must criticize the fact that,
so far, the Council of Ministers has never thought of
organizing any meetings of a Council of Ministers of
Industry and also the fact that the European Invest-
ment Bank does nothing to coordinate its investments
with Community and national policies. Even so we
cannot refuse our support, as I have said, to the intro-
duction of a new instrument for direct and active aid
in the industrial field. !7e certainly do not agree with
the opinion of the Commission that the main respon-
sibility for the crisis in our shipyards, at Communiry
level, lies with our countries' inabiliry to maintain
exports which have always formed a large proportion
of the Community shipbuilding industry's activiry, a
fact which, according to the Commission, is due to
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other countries coming to the fore in this sector. In
our view, the crisis in the Community shipyards has
to be seen above all as the inability to meet the trans-
port requirements of our Community which, as
everyone knows, is the biggest trading power in the
world and meets 90 % of its import and export
requirements by sea transport. !7e believe that the
crisis in the shipyards stems largely from the fact that
our Community has no transport policy as the result
of which our shipbuilders are unable to arrange for
the necessary specialization to meet the Community's
requirements in particular and, on that basis, to
recover their export business.
The same could be said for man-made fibres, which
cannot be seen as a separate sector but solely as a part
of the broader whole of the chemicals and textile
industry working to meet Communiry requirements.
In substance, the problem to be solved is the choice
of whether the new instrument that we are creating
will be used to repeat the faults of public aid at
national level generally aimed at covering up private
enterprise failures, or whether it will be used to tackle
new problems in a new way, in other words to apply
to a new world the great potential of far-reaching
conversion and restructuring of our Communiry's
economy and above all its industry.
For these reasons we feel that the Commission cannot
continue to use this new instrument solely for emer-
gency aid as at present but that it must think about
fully-fledged sectoral policies. !7e know that, in this
field, our opinion differs from that of the Commission
and the Council of Ministers. To confine ourselves to
horizontal policies means, in substance, purely trying
to alter the conditions in which existing forces of both
private initiative and public aid may express them-
selves ; but limiting ourselves to horizontal policies as
is now the intention, means repeating old mistakes in
a new way and this will very quickly demonstrate
their complete inefficiency and incapability.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, the causes of the crisis
in the shipbuilding industries in all the Member
States have already been talked about and explained.
!7e know that the aggressive attitude of Japan's trade
policy and other Eastern countries has been partially
responsible. '$7'e have all watched this happen. Now
we have poor prospects for new orders, and there is a
gap between the selling prices we can look for in the
world market and the production costs in yards else-
where where they do not observe the same respect for
labour or for the obligation to offer a fair return for
labour.
The position is bleak, and I say here, as one from
Scotland, that it is extremely bleak there too. Scotland
is not alone, but one of the great traditional industries
of Scotland is facing a crisis of disastrous proportions.
In Northern Ireland, the unemployment rate, as was
mentioned, is I I %, and in Scotland it is 9 % and
getting worse : 200 000 people are unemployed, and
massive redundancies are on the way. Two areas where
there are several shipbuilding yards, Dundee and
Clydebank, facing a real threat of many thousands
more jobs being lost and the closure of more yards.
And yet years ago Scotland had the world's place in
shipbuilding that Japan now has. It is a piece of
history, but unfortunately, like most history, it leaves
behind tremendous social problems. So I welcome
those parts of this proposal which are geared to facing
up to the social problems of such devastated areas.
Now while there is massive overcapacity in the
production of ocean-going vessels, there is a brighter
prospect in the undercapacity of the world in naval
and other specialist vehicles, I am thinking now of
such things as drill ships, drilling rigs, leisure craft
(because after all we are told we are going to have
more leisure and presumably we are going to have
time 
- 
some of us anyway 
- 
to enioy it in leisure
craft), passenger ferries and, of course, fishery protec-
tion vessels. As one who often speaks in this House
on the question of fishing, may I remind the House
that we have to protect our waters and that we have
not nearly a large enough fishery protection fleet.
Now in Scotland and indeed in EEC yards, one thing
we do have to offer the world trade is a highly-skilled
and adaptable labour force capable of producing
specialist vessels meeting the most advanced technical
requirements. !7e can certainly say we can do this in
Scotland. It can be done in France, Ireland and yards
all over the EEC, so perhaps what we should be
concentrating on in the long term is an acceptance
that EEC yards will produce the specialist ships of the
world and if necessary import the less sophisticated
ships.
I would like to touch on two particular problems. The
first is how EEC yards are to cope if they are
competing against yards where there are subsidies of
all kinds. Now some of us think there are subsidies
within the EEC which are partially concealed, but that
is something the Commissioner perhaps would
comment on when winding up. If he can give me an
assurance that none of the EEC yards practice hidden
subsidies, I would be very reassured indeed. Certainly
in the UK yards we are not permitted to allow
subsidies and you have the situation, if I could take a
simple one, where total packages are offered from
Norway, just across the North Sea, involving loan-fi-
nanced guarantees and barter contracts. \(hen you
add it up, no wonder Norway seems a good place for a
ship to be built in, while we are deprived and our
hands are tied within the UK and within the EEC ! I
would like the Commissioner, when winding up, to
tell us what he thinks can be done on this matter
which is a severe problem for all of us.
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The second problem concerns flags of convenience. I
think this has been touched on by two previous
speakers. I would first of all welcome the part of the
'Scrap and Build' policy, which imposes a penalty on
an owner who, having got aid to build, immediately
sells to a third country; but I am concerned about the
part under the heading of demolition, and I quote.
The Commission is planning to so organize the
programme that a ship-owner may, as part of a 'Scrap and
Build' scheme, offer for demolition vessels registered in
one of the Member States during the twelve months
preceding.
Any of us who are interested in the high seas, in the
fishing industry and the pollution of the seas must
warn this House that ships flying flags of convenience
in a world with far too many tankers are not really
associated with the country of the flag. Greece is
about to enter the Community, and Greece is one of
the four worst offenders in the international scene.
Now it seems to me that the Commission's scheme is
broad enough to allow Member States who I think are
reprehensible, including my own, to permit
companies to operate in Community waters and to
ply their tankers there under flags of convenience.
Many of the companies in the North Sea oil-fields are
doing just that, and the UK is not by any means the
only offender. I would like the Commissioner to
comment on this in his winding up, if he will, and to
assure us in some way that we are not allowing such
reprehensibly behaved companies to derive any
benefit from a scheme which has after all, been
devised 
- 
and, I think, wisely devised 
- 
to try and
improve the situation of the people in our shipyards.
All that would do is further a set of dodges. I really
think that that is one of the most important issues
that have to be faced in what I think is a good, ambi-
tious and imaginative scheme put forward by the
Commission. The social obligations must be faced.
I would like to welcome the remarks of Mr Jackson at
the beginning of the debate with regard to diversifica-
tion, because here, I feel, is another of the areas in
which EEC yards are particularly suited and suffi-
ciently sophisticated to cope. Further ideas along
these lines might well be developed by the Commis-
sion.
Lastly, on a rather more practical Scottish note, may I
welcome the idea, which I referred to in this House
before, of setting up an institute of economic
analysis ? As Scotland hasn't yet got an institute, Mr
President, although we've often welcomed the coming
of any such institute, as we were the people who
produced the man who invented economics (perhaps
a very bad day's work ; nevertheless, Adam Smith was
one of our sons), perhaps we might offer to take this
institute of economic analysis: it might help our
unemployment situation, but it might also help
constructively to perfect the plan that has been put
before the House today.
President. The proceedings will now be
suspended until 3.00 p. m.
The sitting is suspended.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.10 p, m. and resumed
at 3.00 p. m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET
Vice'President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
8. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received a request for urgent
debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure
on Mr Enright's report on food aid for Palestinian refu-
gees.
The request for urgent debate is justified by the need
to assist the Palestinian refugees as soon as possible
through UNR\fA.
The request for urgent debate will be put to the vote
at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
9. Restructuring in the sbipbuilding and
textile industries (continued)
President. 
- 
We now resume the debate on the ship-
building and textile industries.
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President the report on
Community aid for the shipbuilding and textile indus-
tries implies an invitation to acr unlawfully. This is
the only way one can interpret, for example, the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets, which
supports the idea that the Commission should use
taxpayers' money without applying the necessary legis-
lation from the Council of Ministers. The granting of
aid to different sectors of the economy is traditionally
a matter for legislation. The power to adopt laws
resides in the national parliaments and the Council of
Ministers, but there there is a right of veto and so all
Community legislation is in fact, subject to formal
national control. It is this legislative power that it is
now proposed to transfer, to enable the supranational
Parliament to ally itself with the supranational
Commission against the Council of Ministers. In the
absence of valid regulations from the Council we must
regard any aid, for instance, to the textile and ship-
building industries as unlawful, and we shall ask the
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governments to oppose the payment of such aid, just
as we ourselves, of course, shall vote against such prop-
osals.
Danish shipyard workers tell us that from 1975 to
1979 the level of employment in the Community
countries' shipyards dropped by 15 o/o, while in
Denmark it dropped no less than 50 %. This is not
because we have lost the ability to build ships, nor
because our wages are too high compared with produc-
tivity, for the Danish unions concerned are convinced
that ve can easily compete so far as shipbuilding is
concerned. But we cannot compete with large national
exchequers and there are eight schemes in the
Communiry countries which finance up to 40 o/o of.
the cost of a new ship. !fle can see this just now, with
a Danish shipbuilding firm, DFDS, placing an order
worth 500 million kroner in France. The govern-
ment's call to step up exports has obviously been
misunderstood, so we are now exporting jobs. If the
Community wants to do something sensible about
textiles and shipbuilding, it should, in the view of the
Danish shipyards, try to eliminate all systems of aid
which are contrary to the Treaty. The Council could
usefully be looking at this instead of drawing up new
aid measures.
Just consider what will happen if such schemes prolif-
erate and, for instance, the textile industry is shored
up with farm policy type mechanisms, with interven-
tion prices for shirts, export refunds for shirts,
subsidies for converting shirts to trousers, and if this
restructuring works, subsidies for storing trousers,
which can then be sold with the help of a subsidy to
those who have had to sell their last trousers to be
able to pay their quota to the Community !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sayn-Vittgenstein-Berleburg.
Mr Sayn-rVittgenstein-Berleburg. 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, it is a very good sign that Parliament is again
discussing the Community's subsidization policy. The
crisis-hit steel sector is now followed by the ship-
building and textile sectors. These nwo sectors have
got into difficulty not only because of external factors.
No, management has often got itself into difficulty.
The key word here is 'over-capacity'. That is the main
problem. In overcoming the difficulties, .we should
take appropriate account of this market situation. No
public budget can go on financing against the market
in the long term. The regional difficulties must be
recognized. In shipbuilding we have a strategic
interest in an intact infrastructure. !7e also see the
need to take account of the employment situation in
the undertakinp of the textile industry and ancillary
sectors. Contrary to what some of those directly
concerned officially advise 
- 
I have access to opin-
ions of the shipbuilding and textile industries 
- 
we
would even like to take short-term support measures.
But it must surely already be clear that if the efforts to
adjust production fail, almost inestimable over-capaci-
ties will remain. I would warn those here in Parlia-
ment who call for controlled structural crisis cartels to
be allowed. The assistance required in the public
interest must be limited, otherwise we shall be the
ones who are gambling away the chance of survival
that ailing industries have.
Undertakings protected by aids against the pressure of
adjustment must have a deadline by which they must
complete their conversion efforts. If subsidies are to
be substantial, they must also be subject to a time-
limit. Otherwise there will be a gtowing danger of
third parties deriving benefit, and we may have split
prices and a subsidization race. \flith its limited
resources the Community cannot resolve any of the
present difficulties. Its commitment is to help restore
competition as a whole with support measures, and
these measures must serve that end.
My group regards redevelopment investments and
encouragement of research and development as
helpful. It agrees that subsidies in the textile sector
should be earmarked for specific purposes. In view of
the differences in infrastructural concept from one
Community country to an other directions on the use
of subsidies in the shipbuilding sector would not seem
to serve a useful purpose. Subsidies for systematic cut-
backs must be restricted to specific crises.
The Commission should be told that large-scale cut-
back measures or subsidies are out of place and, at
least as far as the shipbuilding sector is concerned, the
money would leave the Community's economic
process, because the employment created by scrapping
vessels usually 
- 
and I would almost say primarily 
-benefits the low-wage countries. I would warn against
evaluating funds only in quantitative terms. In a given
decision-making situation the quality of the funds in
particular should be fixed, on the one hand from the
viewpoint of the recipient, for whom they should have
a satisfactory effect, on the other from the viewpoint
of the donor, who makes it known that those
concerned retain their extensive decision-making
powers. The amount, arrangement and budgetary
authority can take account of this. Unlimited funds
will have to be excluded here 
- 
that is my view 
-like any move towards a specific industrial structure
fund.
I will finish by saying that if the sick industries we are
discussing had conducted themselves more wisely, had
not created over-capacities and not perhaps even gone
so far as to have the thought of State subsidies in the
back of their minds, we could be using the money for
other, more necessary Community proiects.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Salisch.
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- 
(D M, President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am speaking now as a member of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, and I
must emphasize that from the quite specific viewpoint
of my committee I can but support the criticisms
levelled this morning at the Commission and also the
Council 
- 
above all the Council. I would refer you to
what was said as long ago as 1978 on the basis of the
document drawn up by Mr Prescott. One particular
part of that document calls on the Commission to
look very closely 
- 
albeit in the shipbuilding sector
- 
at the effect Community subsidies have on
national subsidies and also private investments in
certain sectors and principally at the effect they have
on the workers. This seems to me to be the most deci-
sive point of all, ladies and gentlemen. I followed the
debate very attentively this morning, and I also heard
some Members saying that they regret workers are
affected by these restructuring measures. I heard Mr
Spencer interpreting the opinion of the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment. But no one actu-
ally called for account to be taken of workers' interests
in the context of these restructuring programmes in
the shipbuilding and textile industries. On behalf of
the Socialist Group I should therefore like to revert to
two very important points which we worked on
together in committee and to introduce them here as
an amendment to the Nicolson-Forster report. These
amendments state quite clearly : we want the priority
in these restructuring measures to be placed on the
maintenance of iobs, which does not, of course, mean
that the jobs must be maintained at existing plants.
But we say we can agree to restructuring measures
only when we have heard a binding statement on
what is to happen to the workers affected. It is simply
not enough for us to attempt to make subsequent
compensatory payments to the workers concerned and
to offer them alternative iobs in their regions. No, this
must be done beforehand, and I must tell you that as
a member of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment I am slowly beginning to feel like a
nurse in Europe, because every time some economic
measure is taken, we of the committee are afterwards
instructed to soothe the fevered brow, as it were, and
that least of all can be our task. If we really meant,
ladies and gentlemen, what we said here in this House
on 15 January, that we intended to make a decisive
contribution to the fight against unemployment in
Europe, we must also get it very clear in our minds,
when we are dealing with small pieces of the indus-
trial policy, where we can take the first steps to help
workers. !7hen we speak of the mobility of workers,
that surely cannot mean that those workers must leave
their regions : it must mean that where iobs are elimi-
nated, new ones are created and the migration of
workers to highly industrialized areas is prevented.
\fle all know, Mr Commissioner, ladies and
gentlemen, how catastrophic the consequences of
concentration in industrialized areas are for all
concerned. 'S7e also know what it means to a worker if
he has to leave the area in which he has settled. That
is why we must do more in this House than pay mere
lip service. \7e should also use the amendment to the
Nicolson report later to say what the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment 
- 
with rhe agreement
of all its members 
- 
has really already anticipated :
we should say that the crisis-hit regions cannot
tolerate any further reduction in employment and that
this European Parliament is therefore only prepared to
agree to restructuring if appropriate provision is also
made for the workers concerned. To put it more
clearly : job creation or employment measures must
form an integral part of any industrial policy. Mr
Commissioner, you have not so far proved that you
would have pursued an industrial policy along these
lines. Perhaps you will take this up again in your
reply. Nor have you been able to show us how far the
Council is prepared to go in this direction. But this is
the only way in which we can together achieve conver-
gence in Europe. Shrugging our shoulders, Mr
Commissioner, will not help us. I am prepared to
believe that you have tried. And in that case, we will
also give you appropriate support in this House.
And even if we are only dealing with part of the
overall subject, we should set this prioriry and adopt
appropriate decisions as they have been tabled here by
the Socialist Group in the form of an amendment.
Then we can be sure 
- 
I hope 
- 
that funds will
really be made available for retraining and advanced
training and, ladies and gentlemen, we will have
achieved a little of what we proclaimed herein this
Chamber on l5 January.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
The document that Mrs Salisch referred
to 
- 
the opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment drawn up by Mr Spencer 
- 
has in
fact been distibuted and should be available, I believe,
in all languages. It is Document No l-623179lAnnex,
dated I I February.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, Commissioner, ladies
and gentlemen, in what I have to say on the Commis-
sion's proposal for Community aid for restructuring
and conversion instruments my wish is to be wholly
constructive. Too many industries, whether age-old
labour-intensive induslries like shipbuilding and
textile or modern high technology and highly capital-
intensive industries created immediately after the war,
like synthetic fibres, are faced with difficulties of
adjustment to new conditions. Such adjustment has
been made necessary by new circumstances arising
from industry's direct competition within the Euro-
pean Community as well as from new forces from
outside.
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In this latter respect, the changes have been as Sreat
as within Europe. The USA's powerful competitive
position has been strengthened by the weakness of the
dollar and, in the very important petro-chemical
industry, by the two-tier pricing of American oil, with
its enormous effect on oil-based feedstocks for
synthetic fibres, plastics and many other industries.
From the Far East and Comecon countries as well as
from other new industrial areas, new competitive
forces have come which are often based on high
'S7estern European technology allied with underpriced
labour and capital resources against which \Testern
European industry, however efficient, cannot comPete.
For Europe to have a secure economic base and an
acceptable level of employment, viable industries
must be helped to protect themselves on a European
scale when attacked. They must be able to restructure
themselves, again on a European scale, when changed
circumstances demand it, and they must give way to
more suitable industries when they no longer fulfil a
useful purpose.
!/hat are the lessons to be learned from this proposal
from the Commission to help European industries
which find themselves in crisis ?
Firstly, without agreement within the Council, no
desirable measures can be taken and the Community
and individual Member States' industries will certainly
decline.
Secondly, delays in decision-making by the Council
merely exacerbate the difficulties of the industries
concerned. In this respect may I regret the unaccep-
table way in which the current proposals were
handled. How could a Council regulation, issued on a
Saturday, 22 December 1979, but whose delivery was
delayed, a regulation concerning l4 million European
units of account, which had to be committed by
Monday, 3l December, give the synthetic fibre
industry as a whole any satisfaction that its problems
were being seriously considered ? Nor will European
electors, particularly those being made redundant, or
consumers facing higher prices, because the inflation
caused by their aspirations for consumer satisfaction is
unsupported by an economic competitive industry,
accept that the Council of Ministers and, I am afraid
to say, the Commission are completely fulfilling their
dury.
\[hat is the position of the synthetic fibres industry ?
This is an industry which is shrinking at the rate of
about a thousand people per month and which is at
the present time being undermined by raw materials
from the United States of America and by imported
textiles from many sources throughout the world.
From the 175000 it employed in Europe in 1971, it
will have shrunk to a hundred thousand people by the
end of 1980.
This is an industry in which a very high percentage of
the basic chemical inventions, the technology and the
machinery used was developed or invented in Europe.
In what other highly technological industry where
European productivity is extremely high and
constantly expanding, owing to the fast increase of
technological improvements, has employment shrunk
by 36 o/o in the last decade, or 33 rA 7o in the last six
years ?
Yet restructuring is essential and capacity must be
closed. The latest available technology must be
utilized and new employment in creative industry
must be found for the excellent qualiry of labour and
the high level of training which the synthetic fibres
industries employ.
I must ask concerning the future : what are we to
decide about the sums of money included in the
budget f.or 1979, what are we going to have in the
budget for 1980, and what principle should we follow
for l98l ? It is quite clear that the Member States
living together within the common market cannot
make the necessary adjustments on their own in isola-
tion. Industry today is an international business, and
European business and its problems must be solved
on this basis.
So what recommendations must I make ? I must
support, and am very keen to do so, the proposal of
the Committee concerned, to draw up an own-initia-
tive report on the requirements of the European
industry to adjust to new conditions. The measures
taken must relate to the long-term prospects of these
industries. There is no case for propping up industries
which for any reason do not have good prospects of
being internationally competitive in the future. Action
must be taken early in the crisis, so that restructuring
is in fact possible, and that conversion is not the only
remedy available. This in fact is the case with the
synthetic fibres industry. It is clear that industry must
be seen as a whole. It is not desirable or possible to
achieve the objectives of such measures if they are
limited to two industries alone. Many industries like
leather, even in my own constituency, must be consid-
ered in accordance with their needs and before, in
fact, they fall into the position of being a crisis
industry.
So I will conclude by suporting the proposals of Sir
David Nicolson, in regard both to the source and size
of the funds necessary, and may I add that without a
healthy industry, adjusted to the conditions of modern
competition and the needs of modern European
society, the European concept will have no basis on
which to thrive, and may become merely a powerless
ideal with no influence in the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Hoffmann.
Mrs Hoffmann. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the measures proposed by the Commis-
sion to resolve the crisis in the textile industry are in
line with all European restructuring plans. In calling
for aid, the report advances excuses which the French
members of the Communist and Allies Group do not
accept : oil prices, the shortage of raw materials, the
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lack of competitiveness, the cost of labour, production
capacity. \fle do not accept them because they are
contrary to the interests of the workers in this
industry, contrary to the national interest which is
essential to the future of this sector.
In my country more than 200 000 jobs have been lost
in the textile industry over ten years. A particularly
scandalous example is the Rh6ne-Poulenc group. This
group has iust announced that by July 1980 it intends
to close two of its factories, RPT Lyon-Vaise, famous
for the quality of the yarns it produces and the only
source of very fine yarn in France, and RPT Vaux-en-
Velin, the only plant in France producing synthetic
industrial yarn. The total stoppage of production as
forecast by Rh6ne-Poulenc would compel my country
to import all the industrial yarn it needs from facto-
ries of the same group in Switzerland and Spain,
which would manufacture the yarn we would be
obliged to import. And the closure of the research
center at V6nissieux, the only centre for research on
man-made and synthetic textiles in France, would
make us even more dependent on foreign sources.
In all, it would mean loss of work lor 2359 wage-ear-
ners in this region alone, conscious, voluntary, calcu-
lated murder, because these factories are viable, their
machines competitive, their engineers, technicians,
managers and workers competent and experienced.
This is in fact a new stage in the restructuring plan
which has as its objective the limination of 5 000 jobs
and the closure of a third of the group's factories.
That is perhaps what the Commission calls 'social
measures'. I repeat, the Communiry would be
financing reduncancies and the scrapyards to the
benefit of the redeployment of the multinational
companies in this sector.'Sfho in this Assembly will
speak of the benefits, real enough for Rh6ne-Poulenc,
which rose in 1978 to 3l7m old francs, of the deci-
sions in favour of investments in its factories in Brazil,
the Federal Republic of Germany and Spain ?
That is the truth which some people try to hide. Ve
will not let you abuse the people of our country with
words. It is a scandal to see the tools of work being
smashed in this way, while millions of families lack
the absolute necessities to clothe themselves, when we
know that man-made fibres account for an average of
54 o/o of the total production of textile articles, when
we know that two thirds of the man-made fibres used
by the French manufacturers are imported and that
two out of every three textile articles sold in the
French market are of foreign origin.
Yes, our industry suffers from massive imports, but
these imports are made to the greater profit of the
employers. Competitiveness is used as an argument
for exerting greater pressure on wages, for forcing on
the wage-earners in this sector ever harder working
conditions and ever higher rates of production. In
1975 the Commission was forced to recognize that
imports from certain countries were having a consider-
able effect on the Community market. In fact, this
policy of restructuring the textile industry in Europe
paved the way for the crisis which is today being used
as an alibi for fresh public financing in the guise of
aid to competitiveness.
The solution to the crisis in the textile industry is not
a European one. It has above all a national dimension
and is to be found in the fight being fought in each
country by the workers, like those of the Rh6ne-
Poulenc textile group in France, to keep their jobs. To
stop the scrap merchants from moving in, to get the
textile industry out of the crisis, a radically different
policy must be implemented, one that takes into
account the satisfaction of national requirements and
not the thirst for profits of the giants in this industry.
The development of each country's internal market
means boosting consumption by the people. In
France, textile consumption amounts to only 13 kg
per inhabitant. But if production capacities were used
to the full, it could soon reach 19 kg per inhabitant, as
in the Federal Republic of Germany.
But that obviously means satisfying the demands of
the workers in this sector : reduction of working time,
adapted vocational training, bringing forward the
retirement age, the introduction of safeguard measures
designed to stop closures, real checks on the origin of
products and of import routes. This is the only way
that an end can be put to the unemployment that
rages in this sector. It is not the course the Commu-
nify is taking when it decides to grant new credits for
restructuring and redevelopment, particularly in the
man-made fibre sector.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Remilly.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) Mr President, for almost six years
now the European shipbuilding industry has faced a
crisis, a crisis which we have denounced from the
outset. The reasons are, on the one hand, the
depressed prospects of the world market for new buil-
dings and, on the other, the yawning gap that has
appeared between sales prices on the world market
and the cost prices of Community shipyards.
The latter phenomenon is, of course, explained by the
agressive commercial policy pursued by Japan, the
Eastern European countries and certain developing
countries. It is therefore an abnormal situation that we
should continue to suffer this crisis passively, and yet
Community shipbuilding has achieved reasonable
expansion in recent years. Its building capacity
roughly corresponds to the new tonnage requirements
of the Community's shipowners. !7e must therefore
today assume respomibility for the future of European
shipbuildings, which is in line with the economic
importance of the EEC. The European shipyards, espe-
cially the French, have modern equipment, particu-
larly suited to the building of the most sophisticated
vessels, and they make use of the most advanced tech-
nologies. In these circumstances, the Community
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must take some counter-measures to alleviate the
effects of unfair competition from third countries
which take advantage of the freedom of the seas.
It would seem reasonable to envisage a situation in
which Europe builds the more sophisticated vessels
for itself and imports simpler ships from third coun-
tries. From this point of view, we are coming in ship-
building very close to the major objectives of a policy
of growth, which consist in the maintenance of superi-
ority with regard to technology and innovation. It is
therefore important to say that we cannot accept a
European policy based solely on the principles of
reducing internal distortions, in other words oriented
towards the control, restriction and then elimination
of the aids granted in the various countries of the
Community. \7e do not want a finicky Europe which
adopts for the administrations of the Member States
control procedures which are increasingly restrictive
and which therefore cause major delays in the func-
tioning of aid systems, compromising the conduct of
what are already very difficult negotiations, the
outcome of which is, however, extremely important
for the companies concerned and therefore for their
workers. But it must be said that for several months
now, under the fourth directive, all the aid files have
been submitted by contract, which is likely to cause
harmful delays in a number of difficult matters
involving negotiations. Let us beware therefore, under
the pretext of reforming structures, of driving ship-
building to bureaucracy.
On the other hand, at the level of industrial policy
proper, we welcome the possibility of the establish-
ment of a scrapping-building programme to
encourage both the scrapping of older vessels and the
building of fewer and smaller replacement vessels.
This would above all make it possible to avoid old
ships being sold off to owners who practise dumping
in the transport market by keeping in sewice too
many ships which represent, through the excessive
numbers of disasters that occur, a real danger to the
marine environment and eventually to mankind.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in the few
minutes I have I do not intend to repeat the impor-
tant remarks that have already been made in the
course of this debate. I will use the time available to
me to pinpoint some of those responsible for this
deplorable state of affairs. And I must say that Parlia-
ment can scarcely be blamed. In March 1979 it deliv-
ered an opinion : the Spinelli report, which called for
a basic regulation setting out general criteria for
Community aid to industrial restructuring in crisis-hit
sectors. Less than a year later, today, Parliament is
again stating its views. Parliament will have to be
more careful in the future, that is obvious. And I agree
with Mrs Salisch that better coordination of the activi-
ties of the various parliamentary committees is also
needed. As the principal objectives for Community
aid the Commission has proposed investments in
rationalization studies, modernization of equipment,
better training in management and sales, support for
redevelopment, this to be achieved by means of invest-
ment premiums and interest subsidies and in conjunc-
tion with other Community instruments, such as the
Social Fund, the Regional Fund, the European Invest-
ment Bank, and, of course, support from the Member
States.
But, Mr President, how very little has in fact been
done ! The Council may rightly be accused of exces-
sive hesitation and indecision and to quote Sir David
Nicolson, inactivity. I hope not only that the Commis-
sion will be reacting shortly, but also that the Council
will be accounting for itself, because it has every
reason to do so. It is therefore sad to see no one from
the Council here at the moment.
Mr President, the problem is an enormous one, with
major consequences for employment. The textile
industry accounts for l0 0/o of the industrial activiry of
our Community, at least as regards its effect on
employment. In addition, the textile industry, in
which 30 0/o of the working population are employed
in some areas, is concentrated in certain regions. I am
referring now to the textile industry, in which many
women are involved. The Nicolson report talks about
the loss of tens of thousands of jobs in the ship-
building sector. But, Mr President, it is sad to read that
in the textile sector hundreds of thousands, if not two
million jobs are at stake. The Fiancial Times of 70
January and later editions went into this subject in
some detail. This will 
- 
rightly 
- 
cause great polit-
ical and social anger in the Community. After all, we
are not sitting here for nothing, we are sitting here on
behalf of our citizens, the 250 million citizens of the
Community, two million families of which are again
being threatened. It is incomprehensible that the six
million unemployed, perhaps as many as nine million
if we include those not registered as unemployed, may
now be joined by a few million more rather than the
figure being reduced. \J7hy is so dreadfully little being
done ? Are we simply accepting the situation as inevi-
table ?
This morning Mr Jenkins referred to five areas in
which progress had been made last year. But let us
not put ourselves on the back because of this: we
should feel ashamed for our shortcomings, and this is
one of many. There arc gteat social tensions in the
Community, less growth, more inflation, major defi-
cits in the balance of payments, high energy prices. In
the debate on Mr Jenkins' statement on Thursday I
hope to go into this in greater detail. But today I must
appeal to the Commission and Council to come up
with a master plan quickly, one which outlines struc-
tural measures specifically for the endangered
branches of industry, and this in conjunction with the
policies of the Member States. So far the action we
have taken has been far too sketchy.
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The Socialists are right to table amendments to the
Nicolson report, which I nevertheless greatly aPPrec-
iate. But it does not place sufficient emphasis on the
accompanying social measures of this economic
process. I hope that the amendments tabled by the
Socialist Group will find the support of a majoriry. If
that is not the case, I hope that what might well
happen does not in fact happen, that the Socialist
Group does not vote against the Nicolson report. If it
does so, we shall be completely empty-handed. !7e,
Mrs Dekker and I, willingly endorse these amend-
ments, which place the emphasis on the social aspect.
If they should unexpectedly not be adopted, we will
nevertheless vote in favour of the Nicolson report'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seal.
Mr Seal. 
- 
I would like, Mr President, to concentrate
my contribution on textiles. l7hilst I agree with some
of the points made in the report we are considering, I
just wonder why we are actually debating it at this
particular time. The report concentrates on the 1978
allocation, and this money has already been allocated ;
it is water under the bridge. Instead of talking about
this money at this particular time we should look at
the way it has been allocated and see if we can learn
something from it.
But first of all I must make the point that, if we are
serious about restructuring industry, then the amounts
of money that we are talking about 
- 
17 000 000
units of account, 10 000 000 units of account 
- 
are
totally inadequate. Instead of tens of millions of units
of account, we should be talking about hundreds of
millions. Let us hope that this is the kind of figure
that will appear in the l98l budget. Now in my
opinion this particular report does not place enough
emphasis on using money to create alternative jobs for
workers who have been made redundant by restruc-
turing. I think this is a vitally important area ; and
from what the President of the Commission said
today, it is going to become even mote important. I
can speak from experience as the representative of a
constituency where many people are being made
redundant.
Let me turn, however, to the allocations in the 1978
budget. It is my understanding, though my informa-
tion may be incorrect, that the Commission official
who was responsible for the allocation was chosen,
and I quote, 'for his specialized knowledge of the
Italian textile industry', It is therefore any wonder that
13 of the 16 projects went to Italy ? In fact, I under-
stand that all 16 would have gone to ltaly, if France
and Belgium had not got a whiff of what was going
on. Certainly the UK never found out. No United
Kingdom firm was approached, either formally or
informally, for their ideas or projecs. The British Man-
made Fibre Association wasn't formally consulted,
even though, when the Council discussed it on 20
December, the United Kingdom representative said
- 
I believe 
- 
that he would approve it on the under-
standing that Britain would get part of the cash.
In '!7est Yorkshire, the area I represent, local authoriry
money is being used to provide courses to improve
the English of some redundant Asian workers in order
to try and make them more suitable for employment.
Money is being used for courses to try and improve
the skills of some of the workers who have been made
redundant in order to try and help them get employ-
ment. The trade unions and the local authority are
working very well together. I personally have helped
in many cases to bring the trade unions and the local
authoriry together. Now to me these proiects would
have been far more worthy than many of the cases
which have been chosen in Italy. It is one of the
things which, when I think of my constituents, when
I think of the people who are redundant, and when I
think of the way that this money has been allocated,
leads me to say that the allocation is not only biased
and irresponsible, but disgraceful and immoral. This
biased allocation must not be allowed to happen
again. !fle must set up a system, Mr President, which
is not only fair but is seen to be fair by everyone.
Only then will there be no quibbles.
Now let me turn my attention to the man-made fibres
part of this report. I would like to know why the
Commission gave preference to man-made fibres.
They have not put forward any detailed arguments or
any information to support this. And I ask, is the situa-
tion in man-made fibres any worse than that in wool
textiles ? I think not. It may be that the Commission
chose this approach rather than take action against
the USA. The Commission can take action when they
want. They took action very quickly against the Philip-
pines. The amounts for l98l must be allocated very
systematically. The money must not iust go to man-
made fibres. It must include all the textile areas.
My final comments, Mr President, concern industrial
policy in particular. I agree with what the first
speaker, Mr Nicolson, said today. It is time the
Commission worked out an industrial policy. The Pres-
ident of the Commission spoke today about the
growth of unemployment and the fall in expansion. It
is not enough for the committee to produce its own-
initiative report. The Commission must produce its
own ideas and come forward with ideas on industrial
policy for the Community. They must take a holistic
approach. There is no point in merely tinkering with
restructuring. And in the system they put forward
there must be a clear place for textiles, and then
textiles must be defended. The employers want this,
the trade unions want this, and it is time the Commis-
sion produced it. As was said this morning, this is
their final year of the mandate. Let them produce this
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report, this policy this year. But in the meantime I ask
this House to accept these amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon,.tVember of the Commlssion. 
- 
I will
speak at the end of the debate on all the matters
which have been raised. However, I cannot sit here
and listen in silence to Mr Seal's contention that the
Commission's policy was based on biased advice given
by an official of the Community, acting on the basis
of his nationality and not on the basis of his Commu-
niry loyalties. I wish to refute it. It is unacceptable,
unfair and unfounded.
(Applause)
I would point out to Mr Seal that 18 months ago I
indicated to the textile industry as a whole and that I
made it clear at three meetings of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs of this Parliament
that we were considering files on restructuring and
reconversion. Those industries which failed in those
18 months to tell us what they had in mind have no
right to complain, and have no right to ask anyone to
complain on their behalf. I have met three times with
the association of trade unions in the textiles indus-
tries and told them what we had in mind. I therefore
reiect this accusation. That is all I wish to say at this
stage of the debate.
(Applause)
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, the House has
indicated its support for the integrity of Commis-
sioner Davignon on this and indeed on many other
points. I think that, in that sense, it was a timely inter-
vention.
Mr President, I quote'what is happening to the textile
industry today will happen to each and every major
industrial sector tomorrow'. Those crisp, clear and
unequivocal words were included in the annual report
of the British Textile Employers Association-of
which I was later privileged to become the Presi-
dent-as long as 15 years ago. History has shown how
painfully true that forecast has proved to be. We today
are once again debating not just textiles but, in the
same context, shipbuilding. !7e could, and I believe
we will, be adding many more sectors of European
industry to this list in the future. The point that I
want to make is that we the Community-and I am
not singling out any individual or any institution-
-have still not evolved a Community strategy fordealing with a long existing series of problems in the
field of industry, quite apart from the new and increas-
ingly serious aggravation which has emerged in recent
years. I am referring of course in this context to the
new economic environment of world trade, the reces-
sion and the like. It is no longer a seller's market, and
the change from a seller's to a buyer's market is a very
relevant and important consideration.
Neither the interests of the textile industry nor ship-
building would be served by a ma,ior policy switch
toward protectionism. This is the privately and
sincerely held view of responsible leaders on both
sides of industry. This may be a solution for a closed
self-contained economy such as that of the USSR. It
would be disastrous for the Community to desert the
commitment, as an act of political faith, to the expan-
sion of trade as a whole. \Xthat is required however, is
the establishment of some form of-and I use the
word advisedly-regulatory mechanism. The multi-
fibre arrangement was but one such instrument which
was invoked to ensure that expansion of trade takes
place in an orderly manner and on an equitable basis.It is the absence of such a framework, or the
absence-or feared absence-of a commitment to its
future extension after the expiry of the MFA which
creates a most disturbing if not damaging influence
on the future prospects for these two major industries.
Interventionism, in the strict political sense of that
term, by the Community, by the Commission on a
Community basis, would I believe be damaging to
these industries in the short- and to the whole of Euro-
pean industry in the long-term. To create an environ-
ment in which companies can make their own
commercial business decisions, to use the commercial
leverage of the Community to eradicate the growing
number of examples of one-sided trading relation-
ships around the world, are in fact the areas in which,
I believe, the Commission and the Community have a
special role to play. Only by adopting such a policy
will the economic well-being of these industries and
our economy as a whole be assured for the future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr \7elsh.
Mr Welsh. 
- 
I think my colleagues have eloquently
put the case for the British textile industry, and it may
come as a relief to them to know that I am not going
to mention my constituency, my country or anything
else in connection with this debate. I would like also
to add my congratulations to the rapporteurs on their
document, but I hope they will not take it amiss and
will understand when I say that I feel that the whole
document is based on a misconception.
N7e tend to toss the word 'restructuring' around as if it
had some magical significance of its own, and we
don't very often direct our attention to explaining
what we mean by restructuring. Restructuring in my
book does not mean propping up economic busi-
nesses which are no longer competitive on the world
markets, and it certainly does not mean 'dealing with
the consequences', to quote the document, 'of indus-
trial decline'. r0fle heard President Jenkins this
morning very eloquently reminding us of the chal-
lenges of the 80s, and I feel we should regard the
Commission's industrial policy as a response to that
challenge. Structural funds, which are scarce, should
go to progressive, modern, competitive industry. \7e
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should be investing in telematics ; we should be
investing in electronics ; we should be upgrading the
whole range of Community industries into the 1990s:
we should not be using these scarce funds to perpet-
uate the industries of the 20s.
!7e have heard the obsessions of Mr Seal, talking
about full employment. Frankly, the Community
industry policy should not be directed to keeping
people in uneconomic, boring, repetitive jobs in mid-
Victorian conditions. That is not what it is for. \(e
have a Regional Fund and we have a Social Fund.
There is not enough money in either of those funds, I
agree, but they surely should be directed at coping
with the social consequences of industrial change, not
the industry policy. That, Mr President, should be
directed at paying for the process of industrial change.
If you look at our own steel industry, you will see
what happens when you waste your capital resources
on keeping people in uneconomic, uncompetitive
jobs for too long instead of investing them in the
machinery, plant and equipment that is going to pay
for those people's benefits in the future. Let us take
up Mr Jenkins' challenge and let the Commission
take it up. He said that the Commission wanted to be
regarded as an institution on its own, with its own
range of competencies. \flell, perhaps, in the field of
industrial policy the Commission could begin to do
that by coming out with a clear industrial strategy for
the Community as a whole. Nowhere else could this
be better done than in the field of textiles, and I
would say to Mr Davignon that what we are looking
for is honesty from the Commission-honesty in the
sense that they should tell industry what they see its
future to be. If we have too much capacity, all right,
let us say so, and let us help them get rid of that
capacity, but do not let us continue to duck the issue
with half-promises and half-assurances of a future that
almost certainly is not going to exist. !flhat the textile
industry needs, what its workers need, is the ability to
plan in consistent circumstances, and if the medicine
is bitter, well let the Commission have the courage of
its convictions and hand out that medicine.
(Applause)
President.- I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I should like
to support my fellow Scot from across the passage,
Mrs Ewing, in her approach to the shipbuilding
problems of our area of the Community. Scotland is
proud of its shipbuilding heritage and of its marine
engineering skills, but it has also suffered more than
most from the ravages of decline in this industry, and
it is suffering in the current depression. \(e talk of
restructuring and the need for restructuring. In Scot-
tish shipbuilding, restructuring has been a way of life
for the last several years, but behind all these evolu-
tions and convolutions there has been a fundamental
change taking place. Shipbuilding is no longer just
the construction of steel fabrics, although even that
aspect is becoming more and more a sophisticated
computer and technologically-based operation. The
mere fabrication is an area beset by worldwide compe-
tition and price sensitiviry. We are having to look for
uniqueness and specialization where innovation, high
technology, advanced and original design provide the
competitive edge and a profitable enterprise.
As many speakers before me have said, prolonging the
death-pangs can only be iustified where there is real
promise and not iust a vague hope. Unthinking
subsidies can readily damage innovation and viable
competitors next door. So we must keep the stimulus
of competition very much in mind when we consider
help to industries in crisis. Our assistance should be
directed to research into new and specialized applica-
tions, new technologies, new designs which are energy-
efficient or incorporate the new technologies in micro-
electronics, pneumatics, construction techniques,
metals and propulsion. '!7e must improve manage-
ment skills and retrain and allow for the mobility of
labour. And to kill two birds with one stone, one of
the birds mentioned this morning by the President of
the Commission was that we should promote capital
investment in our indigenous offshore oil and gas
fields in the form of additional oil platforms and pipe-
lines.
Not only will this provide extra energ'y supplies and
promote platform construction, an industry into
which shipbuilders can often diversify, it will increase
the demand for specialized support vessels, it will
promote the developments of new and advanced tech-
nologies and innovation in marine and submarine
applications, and this will help to meet the burge-
oning demand in this one specialized area of the
worldwide oil-hunt.
So we want a Scottish shipbuilding industry with a
long-term, prosperous future, and I see from the
debate today that my colleagues from shipbuilding
areas all over Europe wish the same for themselves. So
let us therefore, in a concerted and European
approach to the problem, not featherbed indiscrimi-
nately, but broaden our horizons and those of the
industry by encouraging and sponsoring enterprise.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like to
begin by saying that I am sorry that we are discussing
only some of the problems today and I endorse Mr
Seal's criticism of the random way in which the rela-
tively limited funds available were allocated last year.
If I say that we should be discussing wider measures,
it is , of course, because all these piecemeal measures
that we are implementing do damn all to solve the
general problems confronting us. I shall iust mention,
l
I
I
I
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in regard to the shipbuilding industry, the whole ques-
tion of surplus capacity. There have been many sugges-
tions today about how we can use this surplus capacity
to build better ships and the like. But there is no
doubt that we must, somehow or other, first carry out
retraining and restructuring in this sector. And here I
would say that there are two main criteria. The first is
that it must be done in a socially acceptable way, as
has been suggested by our group and, secondly, Spain
and Japan must also take part in this adiustment of
capacity that we are obliged to undertake. But the
second and most important problem which I wish to
raise is the whole question of national aid measures.
One reason is that we have just, in the last two weeks,
had a very tragic example in Denmark of what
national aid measures can mean in the shipbuilding
industry. It concems a ship which should have been
built in Denmark. Instead, it has gone to France, for
the following reasons.
Firstly, the French State has granted 80 % in public
loans. Secondly, the French State has granted 20 o/o in
semi-public loans. Thirdly, the French State has
granted a direct subsidy of 100-150 million French
francs, and fourthly, it has given a guarantee that, if
estimates prove wrong, it would be prepared to grant
further subsidies for the ship. Of course, I congratulate
the French workers in the yard concerned who have
now secured employment, but I must point out that
this has merely transferred the employment problem
to Denmark instead and that cannot be a satisfactory
way of going about things. These national aid
measures should be under control, particularly if they
- 
as in this case 
- 
have a blatantly distorting affect.
'We are soon to get a revision of the fourth directive
on shipbuilding and it must be clearly understood
that it needs to be tightened up quite considerably. I
am quoting the International Metalworkers' Federa-
tion, which, at its conference in Copenhagen last
November, agreed on the need to get these national
aid schemes under control. I think it essential to
include these fundamental considerations in the
debate when we are discussing these matters.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(I) Mr President, allow me first of
all to express my polite regret for the refusal to agree
to a request which seemed to me proper and above all
rational, in other words the request to be able to speak
after Commissioner Davignon's reply. I had been in
good time in tabling a question which, on the deci-
sion of the enlarged Bureau, was put on yesterday's
agenda. I was told that yesterday I could not speak to
it because the subject and therefore Commissioner
Davignon's reply to my question were on today's
agenda. I asked to speak after the Commissioner's
reply, but this was refused. I do not fully understand
why ; in any case I shall confine myself......
President. 
- 
Mr Almirante, the reason is simply that
it is traditional in these debates that the Commission
speaks last.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(I). .. Mr President, I am nor
accustomed to protesting; I am just stating my point
of view 
- 
and I feel I am doing it politely 
-primarily to explain to you and the Members that my
speech will have shortcomings to the extent rhat it
will be assuming a reply that it has not yet had. I
therefore appeal to Commissioner Davignon's cour-
tesy in asking him, if possible, to give me a favourable
reply.
I nurture this hope, Mr Commissioner, because in
substance what I am asking in my question coincides
perfectly, in its principles, with the content of the
report presented by Sir David Nicolson whom I thank
and whom 
- 
interpreting the favourable opinions
voiced from every side in this Assembly 
- 
I feel we
can all thank.
My question arises from the same requirements that
called for the motion for a resolution. The require-
ment expressed by Sir David Nicolson is, first of all,
that major priority should be given to two crisis-hit
sectors 
- 
shipbuilding and mafl-made fibres 
- 
and I
am concerned with the former. Sir David Nicolson's
motion for a resolution asks that a general programme
should finally be implemented with regard to the
crisis in the shipbuilding industry and I too ask for a
general programme to be implemented. It is clear
from Sir David Nicolson's reporr that the crisis in the
shipyards is particularly acute and unresolved in
certain countries with Italy at their head. As an Italian
Member of the European Parliament I am particularly
concerned with the shipbuilding crisis in Italy and
since I am a Member elected for the South of Italy I
am concerned about the crisis where it is particularly
serious as in Southern Italy and, in particular, at Castel-
lammare de Stabia, where the shipyard is in a state of
semidemolition. Mr Petronio dealt, a few hours ago,
with the problem of the Trieste shipyards which,
together with those in the Neapolitan area form the
high point of the shipbuilding crisis in Italy. In Sir
David Nicolson's paper, it is proposed that the general
programme should be sustained by a policy of invest-
ment. In this connection I must point out, Mr
Commissioner, that the Member whom you checked a
little while ago, and very rightly in my view, for his ill-
considered statements had obviously not read the
motion for a resolution or at least the Nicolson report
from which it is clear that the 17m u.a. are now
entered purely pro mem. because, not having been
used in 1979, this sum is no longer in the budget
where something more than just an investment
programme is proposed, in other words the floating of
a loan in an attempt to solve the shipbuilding and
man-made fibres crises or at least to help those firms
that are worst hit. This loan will probably amount to 2
billion u. a., 
^ 
paft of which would go to the regions
worst hit by the crisis, like my own country for
example and, within my country, Southern Italy.
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In my question I have asked for protective measures
against non-European competition and in particular
that from the Japanese and I feel that, if we succeed
in working out an overall plan to defend the Euro-
pean shipyards, this cannot fail to include, perhaps in
the context of the Tokyo round, measures to prevent
or at least curb the ruthless competition waged above
all by Japan.
In my question I have asked for programmes to
restructure the old fleet. I am very pleased to read, in
the Nicolson report, the proposal for the scrapping
and replacement of old ships which will mean that
the purpose of conversion in the shipyards will not be
to close them down but to allow them to operate
more efficiently and more usefully and not to leave a
large proportion of the workforce unemployed 
- 
or,
as happens in our country, dependent on the integra-
tion fund.
Lastly, I have asked that loans be granted to firms
buying new ships in Italy and I have referred to the
loan proposed in the Nicolson report, part of which I
hope would usefully be applied to save, at least partly,
the shipyards in my country.
If you, Mr Commissioner, were to give a negative
reply to all these questions, it is not I but 
- 
with
your permission 
- 
you who would be in opposition,
because these are basic points in the Nicolson report
and his motion for a resolution on which I note that
more or less the whole of Parliament seems to be
agreed. I therefore feel that, having for once moved so
far in the direction of practically all sides of this Parlia-
ment, I may expect replies from the executive
Commission that will rekindle hope about the fright-
ening shipbuilding crisis in which my country is
plunged.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, lllember of tbe Cornmission. 
- 
(F) |
have listened with all the attention that this subject
deserves to the various statements that have been
made. If I may explain my reply, I shall begin by
discussing the Commission's industrial activities in
general. I shall then go on to the problems facing the
shipyards, then the textile industry's problems, and
after that I shall come to various working conclusions
after replying to this and that more specific question,
where, Mr President, those who have asked specific
questions are present to hear my reply.
Mr President, I should like to begin by thanking Sir
David Nicolson, Miss Forster and Mr Spencer for the
effort they have put into presenting a report which
places the specific problems we are discussing in their
general context. I believe they have done so objec-
tively and lucidly and have themselves collected a
certain amount of information in reaching the conclu-
sion that we cannot go on talking about Europe and
about Community action without at the same time
defining the means it has to take such action.
Mr Delors, the first to speak in the debate, phrased
the problem in the proper terms. \7hat is this
problem ? It does not consist solely in deciding if we
are going to be able, by acting with solidarity and
imagination, to help to alleviate the difficulties in the
textile and shipbuilding sectors. It consists in knowing
whether the European Community of the year 1980,
in other words a Community facing profound change
in the functioning of its economy and its production
apparatus, can establish a policy and strategy to over-
come these new problems as it did when having to
define the strategy of the customs union, that is the
strategy for the creation of a single market. That is at
the root of the question.
But there is today a fundamental difference : the
Treaty of Rome like the Treaty of Paris before it,
clearly established the legal framework and everyone's
obligations with respect to the creation of this market.
The activities we are talking about today 
- 
industrial
innovation, social adaptation, regulations in new fields
such as standards, and so on 
- 
all this belongs to a
field which was not foressen as such at the time of the
signing of the Treary, which means that whether or
not our activities become reality depends not only on
Parliament's support but on the Council's decision.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Commission
and I myself personally will always accept the
reproach levelled at us that we have not made suffi-
cient use of the powers the Treary gives us, and it will
be our aim to show how, if this criticism has any foun-
dation, we react to it. Mr Caborn, who is unfortunately
not present, mentioned earlier on that two years ago
Mr Prescott raised a whole series of questions relating
to the problems of the shipyards. And here we are
today, l8 months later, in a situation where nothing
has changed.
The question can be phrased in more precise terms :
what are we doing ? IUTe are rebelling against the legal
rules of the Treary. The European Parliament gives
the Commission appropriations in the budget. And
the Commission spends them, where new actions are
concerned, without obtaining the authorizations laid
down in Article 235.
Mr President, I do not believe that my faults include
excessive timidry. But what are we to do ? This is a
question that must be discussed by three parties. \7hat
I mean is that since I I a.m. this morning, when the
debate began, the Council bench has been empty. I
do not want to be unfair to the Council, Mr Presi-
dent ; I have sat on the Council's side in the past. I
know how difficult it is to assume the responsibilities
of the Presidency of the Council, that is to say being
unable to speak until a position has been adopted. I
know what difficulry that presents. So I shall not be
haranguing the Council. That would be neither
suitable nor correct. But I feel sure that although the
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Council cannot reply straightaway, it can make a note
of the questions and answer them at the next or next
but one part-session, after the Member States have
discussed them. That would seem essential to me.
In our work no one must be put in a predicament
before this Parliament. The oblect must be to obtain a
clear-cut answer: yes or no, are we going to continue
this game, which consists in saying that we will not
enter appropriations in the budget because there is no
legal basis and there is no reason to have a legal basis
because there are no appropriations to spend. For the
citizens of this Community it is an unfair game.
That is why I support the suggestion that has been
made by the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, inviting us 
- 
not only the Commission but
also the Council 
- 
to discuss the question of
whether, in 1980, we are together capable of showing
some kind of solidarity at individual level, because 
-and Mr Delors said something with which I whole-
heartedly agree 
- 
the objective of an industrial policy
cannot be dissociated from the people to whom it
applies.
!7e do not live in an abstract world. \(e do not live in
a bureaucratic world. We are in the process of
contructing a society based on respect for various
values, which presupposes that what we achieve is in
the interests of the greatest possible numbers. That is
the challenge we face, and it is a short-term one.
I should now like to say, quite calmly, to those who
have tried to make a distinction between the tradi-
tional sectors of industry which must be adapted and
the new sectors of industry which are in growth, that
all this forms part of the same strategy. I say this
because I know it is the case. It is not possible to ask
regions and workers who have been accustomed to
success in traditional businesses to turn to new activi-
ties if we do not discuss adaptation and development
at the same time. That is the essence of the problem
we are facing. And I believe that this Parliament has a
duty, just as the Commission has a duty, not to begin
the year 1980 without having thought about what
exactly this strategy consists of and what activities are
involved in its implementation.
It is a difficult undertaking. \7hy ? Because this is not
a debate on principles, which consists in saying that
the Member States must stop dealing with these
things but transfer them to the Community, which
will take the decisions. The two representatives of the
French Communist Party will excuse me if I do not
go into detail on what they had to say. I will simply
say that if they were as attentive when listening to
what I have to say as they are untiring in repeating
untruths, we would have a debate and a genuine
dialogue.
How can anyone venture to say, as has been done
today, as regards both the shipyards and the textile
industry, that the Community's only objective is to
camouflage with aids the desire to reduce Europe's
p-ro.duction capacity, when we believe in Europe's
ability to develop, and at the same time, ladies, to iall
for the recognition of the new world economic order
- 
in other words to recognize that today's problems
are different from yesterday's 
- 
and at the same time
to assert that better answers are to be found at
national and State level. All I can do is repeat what Mr
Fich said just now.
If we believe in solidarity 
- 
and I believe in it 
- 
andif we believe in solidarity among workers 
- 
and I
believe in it 
- 
to think, by isolating the problem of
the French textile industry or of the French shipyards,
account will not be taken of the Italian, German or
Danish shipyards, to think this is the way to settle the
problem of solidariry amongsr workers 
- 
I should
like to know who is telling whom stories.
(Applause from the rigbt, interruptions from tbe left)
Don't look too hard to see which members of your
group were applauding and which were not, you
might have some difficulty.
ItrTould you like me to compare what Mr Leonardi said
with what Mrs LeRoux had to say ? !(tould that be of
any interest to you ? I think I will spare you this
comparison for the sake of solidariry in your group, to
the extent that there is any left.
I listen closely to what you say even, when you
describe me as the spokesman of the multinationals.
Let us get back to the facts. I ask, therefore, that
within a precisely defined period that we be allowed,
in cooperation with Parliament 
- 
and I believe it is
important for the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning and the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment to be involved 
- 
to define
the political instruments which, if they are designed
in an atmosphere of solidariry, will enable us to esta-
blish this cohesive, global policy to which Mr Delors
and others referred in their speeches, so that we are
able to excercise a positive influence over the
economic world we face.
'S7e know such thinking will not come from the
Member States. You must realize that the Commission
does not have the legal powers or the financial
resources to insist on a policy of this kind on its own.
It is therefore clear that those who are capable of influ-
encing the Member States are not Parliament on its
own or the Commission on its own: we must act
together with a strategic programme.
We are asking the Council to react, within a clearly
defined time-limit, not to words, but to precisely
worded suggestions. And we shall then know if the
game of ping-pong, which always consisrs in putting
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the ball back in the other man's court without dealing
with the subiect, can 8o on.
I should now like to take up an important question
because it concerns me directly. I am referring to
amendment No 5 tabled by the Socialist Group,
according to which the appropriations entered in the
1978 budget were spent in some mysterious manner,
without transparency and without account being taken
of what Parliament and its committees had said.
Let me quietly recall the facts : we put our request for
a new arrangement before Parliament on the basis of
line 375 in 1978.In April 1979 Parliament delivered a
favourable opinion. In the same month we forc/arded
to Parliament requests relating to two sectors in which
we felt from the outset action was iustified, the ship-
building and textile industries.
Today, in February, we are discussing this opinion.
Before the recess I presented to Parliament a scrap-
and-build programme for the shipyards. It is not Sir
David Nicolson's fault that these two matters could
not be dealt with together, but Parliament has not yet
delivered is opinion on the subiect.
It therefore seems essential to me that before we start
throwing accusations at one another, we establish
whether the organization of work has not prevented
the achievement of the transparency as we would like
to have it. I forwarded all the plans before the Council
had approved them. More than 50 Yo of these plans, I
would point out, concern the creation of new jobs and
fewer than 50 % of them relate to restructuring
within the sector. And as I told Mr Seal earlier on 
-perhaps with exaggerated passion, but he had ques-
tioned the proper functioning, the honesty and the
ethics of the Commission's services, which no
Commissioner could tolerate European ship-
builders have known for 18 months that projects have
been set up for them, aimed at the creation of iobs, on
the one hand, and restructuring to give them greater
stability in their activities, on the other. Contacts may
be made on the basis of the criteria laid down in the
regulations we proposed in April. So to say that all
this is mysterious when all the cards are on the table
seems excessive to me, to say the least.
Let us now come to the shipyards. I really believe that
there is a lack of proportion between the resources
placed at the Commission's proposal and the problem
that has to be faced. But I also believe that we shall
not solve this problem until we have found an all-
embracing definition of what responsibility the
Communiry bears for all the problems connected with
industrial change, whether this concerns the adapta-
tion of sectors in difficulty or the support of sectors in
which we must assert our authority and our ability to
develop.
I still think the scrap-and-build programme is an
essential programme, on which the Council must state
its views very soon, because it aims at anticipating
new orders and therefore answering all the questions
aimed at giving the shipyards fuller order-books. But I
believe that this cannot be done separately.
Consequently, the safery programmes and those
relating to social rules in shipping must be retained.
That is why cooperation between shipowners and
shipyards is essential. I cannot believe that it is more
advantageous to sell abroad, at low prices, ships that
we would not sell to our own shipowners at the same
prices, as this has the effect of increasing the discrimi-
nation they suffer at the level of maritime policy. I
believe that that is a poor policy and that it can only
be put to rights if an overall view is taken.
In this context we must draw the necessary conclu-
sions from the fourth directive on aids, which is in no
way aimed at refusing to provide any aid for adjust-
ments 
- 
they are needed for the organization of
change 
- 
but it must be transparent and produce the
results we want. We have published a report on this
subiect. A fifth directive must be introduced before
the beginning of next year. It will give us an opportu-
nity to discuss all these problems, and in so saying, I
am expressing both my own opinion and that of Mr
Vouel. Let us think about how to improve the
systems, that is absolutely essential.
I should now like to reply to the questions raised by
Mr Almirante. It is not true that the crisis in the
Italian yards is worse than in other countries. But it is
as serious, and that is saying a great deal. And we are
prepared 
- 
this is a fundamental part of our policy
- 
to ensure that there is coordination of the Regional
Fund, the Social Fund, the 'Ortoli facility', action by
the European Investment Bank and, I hope, the finan-
cial resources we shall be introducing to support
industry in Europe, so that a cohesive policy is
pursued.
As regards knowing to which yards this policy must
be applied, we will have to discuss the subject with
the companies, the trade unions and the governments.
It is not for us to decide that such and such an adapta-
tion measure must be taken in one yard rather than
another. W'e cannot substitute ourselves for the poli-
cies of the Member States. And it is in this respect
that Community policy is difficult. In this case, the
Community's activities will be grafted on to those of
the Member States.
It is therefore inconceivable that, as we are concerneC
with adaptation, provision should not be made for
social measures in the same context. I should like to
say on this subject that the Commission agrees with
every point, every article and every sentence of the
motion for a resolution tabled by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment. And if Members
would refer to the document on the industry
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forwarded by the Commission in 1978, they will see
that we attached the same importance to measures
aimed at the creation of alternative employment,
social measures, training, apprenticeships and the crea-
tion of new services as to structural adaptation and
industrial innovation measures, because it all forms
part of the whole.
To take up briefly the question of the textile industry,
we have not made a distinction between man-made
fibres and other textiles. But when you have l7m
EUA, you do not pretend you can solve all the
problems of the shipyards and of the textile industry.
I have been asked to give a clear answer and not to
make promises we cannot keep. I feel that that would
not be doing Europe a service. !7ith l7m EUA it was
possible to take specific action with regard to man-
made fibres where capacities in this field were not
going to be used to the full, while the machinery was
there in the crates, in the regions. That was where
action was first needed. That is why we acted in Italy
to begin with. Because it was there 
- 
in Sardinia and
other regions 
- 
that the factories had been installed,
the training of the workers had begun and the poten-
tial, very high capacity was not being used. It was
therefore logical for us to grant the first redevelop-
ment aid where the problem was most acute. I said
the first, not the only aid. And we shall now see how
we can continue, as long as our policy is allowed to
assume the dimensions required by circumstances.
Let me say a few words on the specific subject of
imports from the United States. I have heard a great
deal here on this subject, and I should like therefore
to state the Commission's position. In the Commu-
nity as a whole the market has not been disturbed
where the GATI rules are concerned. There has not
been spectacular growth in imports from America.
They have been restricted to the United Kingdom
and, in the case of one product, Italy. In these circum-
stances, it is not the lack of solidarity on the part of
the other Member States that has prevented a Commu-
nity policy from being pursued, as has been said here.
This means that in the light of objective circum-
stances it is not right to claim that all the major
Community markets have been disturbed by imports
from the United States. And increasing our exports by
I or 2o/o, to the American market, for example, would
expose us to all kinds of retaliation. That seems impor-
tant to me. That is why we have said 
- 
it is laid
down in the Treaty and in GATI 
- 
that there must
be Community solidarity if one part of the Commu-
nity market is in difficulry, the Community as a whole
accepting that that Member State will not take unilat-
eral action and that Community action will apply
only to that part of the market.
And we shall ensure 
- 
in answer to a question put to
me 
- 
that there is no distortion of trade. \(e are
thinking for the moment of two formulae. If Mr
Turner is interested, I will explain to him how we
shall ensure that the measures that may be taken with
regard to the United States will not be bypassed by
imports from other European countries.
Mr Poncelet was surprised and asked questions about
the effectiveness of our external system. I should like
to say that the figures I have on the first nine months
of the application of the 1979 multi-fibre agreement
- 
I have them before me now 
- 
show that the
global ceilings have not been exceeded and that in
many cases they were not even reached. lrhich does
not mean that in one region or another they were not
slightly exceeded, this being because we were not
asked soon enough to take action. It is clear, it seems
to me, that the policy the Commission has established
at the level of the multi-fibre agreement has changed
the situation in the Community, as any honest
observer will recognize. And we shall continue along
this course.
That brings me to the end, Mr President, of what I
wanted to say on the general and the specific ques-
tions. It seems to me, therefore, that the decision Parli-
ament will be taking today, in approving the resolu-
tions tabled by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs 
- 
and taking account of the resolu-
tion tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment 
- 
must refer to the need for in-depth
thinking about industrial problems. By this I do not
mean that we want to get out of taking action. on the
contrary, we feel we should first establish the frame-
work within which such action is needed, action based
on the legal provisions of the Treaty, so that it may be
required of everyone and there may be no further
discussion on whether those who observe the Commu-
nity rule are not the ones to suffer. It is essential that
Community action contain elements that a purely
national solution could not contain. This can only be
achieved if the solutions found are clear, rigorous, well
thought out and precise. IUTe cannot escape this
requirement. It is wrong to believe that there is a
conflict between the requirements of competitiveness,
the requirements of a market economy and the
requirements of solidarity and transition. These
elements do not conflict, they are complementary. ITe
must ioin forces in defining objectives, in defining
instruments and in using them in a worthwhile way.
Only then will recourse to the Regional Fund, the
Social Fund and the Ortoli Fund to release the money
required to encourage new investment constitute an
effective policy.
Allow me to add with all the conviction of which I
am capable that after three years of study, effort and
action in this field I am sure that the present position
of European industry is no different from that of Japa-
nese or American industry. But it must find confi-
dence again. The workers must know that the
measures that have been taken are not aimed at doing
them down in their work but at stabilizing the condi-
tions in which they work, and that these measures
justify the effort they will have to make to adapt to
the new circumstances.
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Community solidarity means that resources must be
placed at the disposal of all the European countries so
ih"t national efforts may be complemented by
Community efforts, the aim being to correct the differ-
ences and resolve the difficulties at regional level. It
this is not done, the rich will 8et even richer and the
poor even poorer. And what Community 
- 
if we
ihirrt of the first sense of this word 
- 
can withstand
a diagnosis of this kind ? I say this because I am
convinced of it.
Throughout today's debate reference has been made
to geniral problems. Occasionally, certain Members of
Parliament have rightly raised questions specifically
concerned with their own constituencies. I should like
to say that the Commission's constituency is the
whole of Europe. Give us the means to resPond to the
demands of the whole of Europe, the Commission
will not fail in its duty.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing on a Point of order.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, if the Commissioner is
asked specific questions which concern the general
good and not the constituency and he does not
answer them 
- 
although he seemed to be interested
when speeches were being made 
- 
what is a backben-
cher to do ? I have already asked his assistants courte-
ously if he would answer my questions, and I under-
stood that he would. Now, he finished on a great Euro-
pean note, but one of my questions about flags of
ionvenience affects all of Europe and yet did not
receive any mention in his speech. Could he now give
me an answer ? Could he not possibly extend his
remarks if only for a sentence or two ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, lllernber of tbe Comtnission. 
- 
|
would just like to say to Mrs Ewing that if she would
care to refer to the overall document that we drew up
on shipbuilding she will find specific and detailed
references to the way in which we must take the ques-
tion of convenience flags into account as we develop
our policy.
I would have told Mr Caborn, if he had been there,
that we will make our proPosals on safety and
connected matters in the next three months. However,
there is no direct link between flags and scrapping
and building activities.
As far as Greece is concerned, Greece is not at this
stage being taken into consideration. !(e have
explained that it was in the interest of the Commu-
nity that we should scraP not only Community ships
under our own flags, but also ships from outside fleets
because this created a better situation for our ship-
owners. All this is explained in detail in the piece of
paper that we have circulated. All additional
comments and particular questions I will be happy to
answer directly if that is necessary. However, I would
like to stress that in establishing a link between flags
and scrapping and building the question that was
asked is based on a misunderstanding of our proposal'
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Goede on a point of order.
Mr de Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Commissioner
Davignon has rightly criticized the absence of the
Council's representatives from this important debate.
Many of today's criticisms and remarks have been
levelled at the Council. The Council is responsible for
the inactivity and for many of the shortcomings
mentioned today in the measures that should have
been taken in good time in favour of the textile and
shipbuilding sectors. I feel it would be a good thing if
Parliament's Bureau made it very clear to the Council
that we are disappointed at the Council's absence
from this important debate.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr De Goede, like you I too am disap-
pointed at the absence of the Council. \fle shall bring
this to their attention.
I call Mrs De March on a point of order.
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F) Yes, Mr President, a proce-
dural motion with regard to the reply by Mr Davignon
who, I give you, has answered and commented, in his
way, on the two speeches by the Communist
Members.
That he is entitled to do. I would have preferred him
to do it with somewhat sounder arguments because,
on the points that we made, there is no precise
answer. Vhat is more, the solidarity in question is
indeed that of shipowners and shipbuilders The
reason for my intervention, Mr President, is Mr Davig-
non's last sentence when he said that the scrap-and-
build programme had nothing to do with the acces-
sion of Greece to the Communiry. Now I am a bit
surprised at your reply Mr Davignon, to the extent
that on the 20 November, speaking to the ministers
for foreign affairs 
- 
and this is reported in 'Europoli-
tique' 
- 
you insisted precisely 
- 
these are your
words, I quoted them this morning. You shook your
head but you didn't come back to the point in the
discussion, to the point 
- 
that is 
- 
that Greece has a
large number of ships that are over 15 years old and
that the scrap-and-build programme would therefore
be very useful in her case. As to Spain, this country
has already shown a certain interest. There is therefore
a direct link, contrary to what you say, between the
enlargement of the Community and the future scrap-
and-build programme. And this is why the
Communist Members have disclosed today what has
not yet been the subiect of a debate in the European
Assembly.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I did not want to give a direct
reply to you question because I wanted to avoid the
embarrassment that might have been caused by the
fact that the source you have quoted is not reliable
and that the words you have repeated are not correct. I
felt it had been necessary for me to criticize your state-
ment on a sufficient number of points not to have to
do so on that point as well. Since you invite me so
kindly I shall now do so.
Since I am certain that you have read the Commis-
sion's document on building and scrapping you will
have realized that we had a problem on the question
of whether ships had to fly the Community flag to be
eligible for the programme. \7e reached the conclu-
sion that this would run counter to the development
of our fleet, whose case 
- 
as I do 
- 
you plead,
because our fleets are relatively young. IUfle therefore
feel it advisable to allow shipowners proposing ships
flying non-Community flags to be eligible for the
build-and-scrap programme. Incidentally, I said that
the day when Greece becomes a Member of the
Community it might be wise to change these provi-
sions allowing non-Community flags to be eligible
because by that time there would by enough old ships
eligible for the programme in the Community fleet.
This would not benefit Greek shipowners. it would
benefit our shipbuilders. It is not the shipowners that
stand to gain in this operation. How can you fail to
see this ? !7ho stands to gain ? Ifle are trying to create
conditions enabling Community shipyards to get
orders more rapidly in anticipation of requirements
that have not yet arisen. And we are trying to ensure
that Communiry shipowners go to Community yards
to buy their ships and not to outside shipbuilders.
That is the question. The problem is at the level of
the shipyards not at that of the shipowners. To say
that the Commission, after having wanted first to
make up to multinationals, is now intent on being
nice to the big Greek shipowners is an invention with
as much foundation as the others you have concocted
and that is all I shall say.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs De March on a point of
order.
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as always I find
Mr Davignon's reply unsatisfactory. The document I
referred to a moment ago is a highly official docu-
ment that all Members have seen. It is'Europolitique'
and its very official issue of 24 November 1979. So,
Mr Davignon, I note the basis of this statement
reporting on the discussion with the ministers for
foreign affairs, there are indeed differences between
what you now say and what I read in these official
documents.
I would just like to say that the proposal you referred
to is silent about the disparity in the Community as
regards wages, which are completely different in
Spanish, Portuguese and Greek shipyards as compared
with French yards. This is naturally a minor matter,
just as minor 
- 
no doubt 
- 
as the 50 000 laid off
between 1975 and 1978.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, -fuIenrber of the Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I shall reply one last time however annoyed
I may feel. I would like to say, Madam, that strangely
enough there is only one official publication in the
Community and in the Commission. It is the Official
Journal. 'Europolitique' is a newspaper, like many
others, and the Commission has nothing whatsoever
to do with this periodical, officially or unofficially. So
it is not the Commission's 'Humanit6'.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simpson on a point of order.
Mr Simpson. 
- 
Mr President, might I raise a real
point of order this time by protesting vigorously
against the abuse made of the procedures of this
House in making political speeches under the guise of
points of order.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
10. lV'elcome
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to
welcome the delegation from the Japanese Diet which
has just taken its seat in the visitors' gallery, led by Mr
Kuranari who headed the delegation at the second
meeting in Tokyo in 1978 and at the meeting in
Luxembourg in July 1979. Ve wish the working
meeting between our delegations every success and
hope that they will foster better mutual under-
standing.
(Altplause)
11. EEC policy on oils, fats and proteins
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate by Mr Davern and Mr Buchou (Doc. L-613179),
on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats, to the Commission.
Subject: EEC policy on oils, fats and proteins.
The EEC is a major producer of oils, fats and proteins
from agricultural sources. Such is the level of production
of some types, that surpluses have to be exported with
the aid of export refunds. At the same time, the Commu-
nity imports substantial quantities of oils, fats and
proteins from third countries. These imports, often unlim-
ited and at zero rates of duty due to current GATT obliga-
tions, are in competiton with Communiry products and
even contribute to the creation of EEC surpluses of butter
and skimmed-milk powder.
l Vill the Commission put forward proposals for a co-
ordinated Community policy on oils, fats and
proteins ?
2. Vill the Commission open immediate negotiations
with third countries with a view to controlling the
flow oI imports of oils, fats and proteins into the
Communiry ?
I call Mr Davern.
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Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr President, the Group of the Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats tabled this question to
the Commission because o{ its very deep concern at
the total lack of a coordinated Community policy on
oils, fats and proteins.'We are convinced that if some-
thing is not done in the immediate future, the sectors
concerned will suffer irreparable damage. The Euro-
pean Community is a maior producer of oils, fats and
proteins, the main examples of which are butter, skim-
med-milk powder, vegetable oil, oil seeds and olive
oil. Despite the significant level of production within
the Community, we are at the same time massive
importers of oils, fats and proteins from third coun-
tries. Such imports consist of butter, soya beans,
manioc and oil seeds for the manufacture of marga-
rine. !7hile these imports form part of our interna-
tional trading commitments, they are nevertheless in
total contradiction with our consumption require-
ments. Taking into account our own production and
the principle of Community preference enshrined in
the Treaties, the total lack of any coordinated policy
to deal with this blatant contradiction is an embarrass-
ment to the Community and calls for urgent action by
the competent authorities.
In the dairy sector the surpluses of butter and skim-
med-milk powder are the subject of massive criticism.
Much of this criticism turns a blind eye to the enor-
mous imports of butter of over 100000 tonnes per
annum from a highly developed third country' 'Ife
urge that something be done about this. '!7e are told
that the Community has made agreements with New
Zealand which it must observe. While such agree-
ments should be observed while they last, there is
certainly no argument in favour of extending them for
a further period when our production is more than
sufficient to meet our needs. \7hen the current agree-
ments come to an end, we must insist that no further
imports of New Zealand butter be allowed' !fle do not
hear any suggestion either from the Commission, or
from those Members of Parliament who are so enthusi-
astic in their support for the super-levy, that the New
Zealand farmers should be asked to pay the
co-responsibility levy and indeed the very high tariff
imposed under the super-levy 
- 
and despite their
massive contribution to the Community's surplus, the
New Zealand farmers have not been requested to pay
anything towards this levy. Neither do we hear much
of the one-time proposal to place a similar tax on
vegetable oils used in the production of margarine.
Here again we have a massive imported substitute for
butter whose low price is contributing to the surplus
situation of our own butter production. !7e must ask
the Commission now why they have not pursued their
efforts regarding this vegetable oil tax with the same
vehemence and vigour as the co-responsibility tax and
indeed the super-levy. Surely, Mr President there is
scope here for much progress within the context of
coordinated Community policy on oils, fats and
proteins. The situation regarding imports of soya
beans and manioc also needs to be looked at closely.
Soya beans are largely used for the production of
animal feed and are in direct competition with the
skimmed-milk powder used for the same purpose.
This cheap source of animal feed is used by certain
Member States as a basis for intense industrial-type
milk production. This in turn has had the effect of
raising milk output and creating further surpluses of
skimmed-milk powder. Manioc has made a similar
contribution to these problems. Despite the contribu-
tion they make to our surpluses, the Community not
only tolerates these impors but does so at a zero level
of dury or levy. To the ordinary man in the street this
is nothing short of amazing.
No one in his right mind would allow such a situation
to continue. The Community is spending massive
amounts of money in disposing of surpluses which
have been substantially contributed to by duty-free
imports from third countries and one must ask where
is the logic in this.
'We are tired of listening to the same old excuse that
the Community has entered into national trade
commitments within the framework of GATT. Unfor-
tunately, I feel, and many of my colleagues feel that
the Commission is using this excuse too often.
That argument is totally inconsistent with the
Community's claim that we are the largest trading
bloc in the world and that we are the Sreatest impor-
ters of goods and food in the world. If this claim is
true, then surely we can negotiate from a position of
strength and not from one of weakness. If highly deve-
loped industrial nations such as the United States can
negotiate duty-free entry for their exports of soya
beans to the EEC, then surely we can negotiate
controls for imports from the United States with a
clear conscience. Even more so, we should be able to
negotiate controls with the weaker countries around
the world. And in so doing, we must not seek to avoid
our responsibilities to the developing nations. Obvi-
ously, there is a total conflict in the policies being
pursued. Equally obviously there has been a lack of
coordinated policy when dealing with these factors.
My Group is not prepared to stand idly by while
Community producers are trodden on and their
markets given over to uncontrolled imports from third
countries. The time to seek deconsolidation of the rele-
vant products within the context of GATT is now. We
must also consider imposing taxes on imports and if
necessary on Community products also. 1tr7e must
speed up negotiations with third country suppliers
with a view to seeking voluntary restraint by the latter
in respect of their exports to the Community.
Finally, the Commission will have to put fonward
immediate proposals for a more coordinated Commu-
niry policy on oils, fats and proteins.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Comnrission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, the question of a Community
policy on oils and fats has been the subject of debate
and dissension in the Community since it was esta-
blished. The Commission is perfectly willing to
concede that this is as it should be when we are
considering a coordinated and coherent policy for our
own production of oil seeds, fats and proteins and our
consumption of these and it made this clear in its
proposal to the Council and Parliament last
November. But if these questions are to be discussed
properly, we must stick to the facts, and not, as I am
afraid Mr Davern has done, indulge in too many illu-
sions and attempt to lay the blame for a country's own
problems where it does not belong.
!flhat is the general connection between consump-
tion, production and importation of these products ? I
should like to remove from the discussion altogether
one of the factors referred to by Mr Davern, because it
does not come into this question, which concerns oils,
fats and proteins. Mr Davern mentioned manioc or, as
it is also known, cassava. There is not a grain of fat or
protein in that, it is pure starch. It is never used, as Mr
Davern suggests, to feed cows. So it has nothing to do
with the matter before us ; it is a starch product used
in compound feedingstuffs for pigs. In parenthesis let
it be said, moreover, that we have tried to stabilize
imports of this product which come from a deve-
loping country, on conditions favourable to that
country, Thailand. But this has nothing to do with
this question. It will certainly be difficult for our pig
production, too, which is one of the sectors which is
doing best in the Community, to have to face new
increases in prices and costs.
On the subiect of oleaginous and protein products, we
must look at the question from two angles. On the
one hand, there is the question of the products them-
selves and their use for human consumption and, on
the other, their use in animal feedingstuffs. As far as
human consumption is concerned, which Mr Davern
is really most concerned about, there is, firstly, the
question of the relationship between butter and matga-
rine and, secondly, the question of the underlying
causes of the existing surplus production of butter in
the Community. Is this due to imports of butter from,
mainly, New Zealand, and is production stimulated
artificially by the use of soya and oil-cake in certain
areas of the Community ?
On the subject of butter production for the Commu-
nity, it must be obvious from the statistics that our
production has been increasing steadily year by year:
up to 1977 by about l'7 to l'8 o/o per year, in 1978 by
4'6 o/o and in 1979 by 2'4 o/o, while consumption has
been stagnant or declining slightly.
These figures, representing hundreds of thousands
more tonnes of butter on the market within a space of
only a few years, quite clearly have nothing to do with
the amount of butter imported into the Community
from New Zealand. In the short debate this morning
and yesterday evening I had occasion to stress that the
Community's butter exports in 1979 alone exceeded
250 000 tonnes and the amount of butter imported
from New Zealand, its entitlement under the existing
arrangements, is 120000 tonnes. But in actual fact it
has not exported more than 80 000 tonnes to the Euro-
pean market. In addition to the 250 000 tonnes of
butter which we have exported, there are a further
100000 tonnes of butteroil and over 150000 tonnes
of skimmed milk. \U7e are the world's largest net
exporter of dairy produce and I could add to these
figures very substantial quantities of cheese. He is a
brave man who dares say that our internal problems of
surplus butter production are to be blamed on imports
from third countries. That is obviously not borne out
by these figures.
The quantity of butter imported from New Zealand
does not alter the balance on the Community's
internal market. Naturally, one can justifiably main-
tain that, since we have a surplus of butter, there is no
need for us from the point of view of supply to import
butter from New Zealand in future. I absolutely agree
with Mr Davern on that. But the Community also has
a responsibility to implement an agricultural policy. It
cannot, least of all in the present international situa-
tion, when the number of friendly countries is not
exactly increasing, allow itself to ignore its responsi-
bility and co-responsibility for a society such as that
of New Zealand. Particularly since that does not mate-
rially affect the problem which we are discussing at
the moment.
That leaves the second question. Is this expanding
production of milk to be blamed on the expanding
imports of soya cake ? The fact is that these imports
are certainly quite substantial. The different types of
product concerned amount to some 27 million
tonnes, but it should be emphasized that by far the
larger part of this is used for other purposes than milk
production. A very large amount goes into compound
feedingstuffs used together with manioc for pigs and
other feeding purposes and only a very limited propor-
tion, approximately 2.5 million tonnes, which is a very
small part of the whole quantity of feedingstuffs used
in milk production, is included in compound feeding-
stuffs for dairy cattle.
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So it cannot be the imports of oil in the form of soya
or soya cake that are the principal cause of, or major
contributory factor in, the expanding production of
milk in the Community. It does play some part, but
only in conjunction with a whole lot of other factors.
If one considers the figures for the increase in milk
production in different areas of the Community, one
finds that the assertion that the areas which use these
compound feedingstuffs are responsible for the
increased production does not hold true. Most of the
increases in recent years are in areas where cows are
fed primarily from grass ; whereas, in contrast, last
year in those areas where these compound feeding-
stuffs are the main form of food we find there was, for
the first time, a drop in production, that is in the milk
yield per cow. I cannot therefore accept the view that
the use of soya or soya cake products are a maior
factor in surplus milk production. It is one of many
factors, but not the main one.
Furthermore, I should also like to stress that our own
production of other oligineous products is quite small.
It is therefore not true to say that these imports of
soya cakes or soya oil, which are used for various
purposes, crowd out our own production of vegetable
oils for feedingptuffs. The climate in Europe does not
allow us to produce very much of these. So there is no
question of these imports taking the place of some-
thing else. At most one can say that they do, to a
certain limited extent, take the place of protein in the
form of cereal, but there is no economically worth-
while means of using more cereal in feedingstuffs
instead of the oil products we are speaking about.
Such a changeover would entail such an increase in
costs for our meat and milk production sector that it
would inevitably mean a further drop in consumption.
In fact, therefore, imports are not taking the place of
other products.
These reasons also explain why the Commission did
not include in the price proposal which I presented to
Parliament this morning a proposal for tax on vege-
table oil, that is margarine, which Mr Davern has
asked for. The introduction of such a tax would be
difficult to iustify in the present inflationary situation,
when it cannot be proved that it is the consumption
of margarine that is reducing butter consumption. The
fact is that in recent years there has been a fall-off not
only in the consumption of butter, but also in the
consumption of margarine. So competition from
margarine is not the cause of the reduced butter
consumption; on the contrary general changes in
eating habits have brought about a reduction in fat
consumption. This situation cannot be altered by
imposing new taxes on consumption which make it
more expensive to use the products in question. A tax
on margarine will not have the affect of increasing
butter consumption, but will simply result in lower
consumption and nothing else.
The questioners refer to our GAfi agreements with
the United States and other countries. It is a fact that
the Community of the Six in the 50's signed an agree-
ment with the United States within the framework of
the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, in
which we agreed to import these products free of
duty. I presume that the Community did that at the
time, because it wished to keep down the costs of
meat and milk production. If we did undertake the
'deconsolidation' which Mr Davern has called for,
then, under the rules of international trade, which are,
after all, a precondition for our own existence, the
Community would have to compensate the United
States by means of other trade concessions, mainly in
the agricultural sector, for more than I 000 million
EUA. \7here this would come from I do not know. I
am not using this as some kind of excuse, but as an
argument along the same lines as the other arguments
I have put forward.
Having said all this I must, however, add that I too,
like Mr Davern, consider that the Community, for
reasons I have discussed earlier with the honourable
Members of this House, must exercise great care in its
meat and milk sector. It is clearly somewhat illogical
that our imports of feedingstuffs, that is to say the raw
materials for these animal products, whether in the
form of soya or manioc, should be increasing year by
year. Here I will agree with Mr Davern that this imbal-
ance is unacceptable. Therefore, the Commission, in
its communication and proposal of last November,
made it clear that it intends to follow up the negotia-
tions that have been successfully begun with Thailand
on the question of manioc with other negotiations
with the countries which are supplying us with soya
and soya products, so as to strike a more reasonable
balance and stability in our imports, which would be
more in line with the overall policy on animal
produce which we are obliged to pursue because of
market conditions. It should not be in the form of
deconsolidation, because as I have already
explained 
- 
that is too costly and can lead to exces-
sive increases in our own meat and milk sector. But
there are other means, nnamely negotiations to adjust
agreements, such as those we have begun with Thai-
land, which will enable us to bring theses imports
under control and help us to stabilize our markets. In
the circumstances, my answer to Mr Davern is this-
that the Commission does intend to implement a
policy on the products in question. The Commission
intends not only to carry on negotiations, for we have
already done this, but to continue with the negotia-
tions we have begun with a view to achieving a more
balanced and reasonable level of imports of these
products which would be more compatible with the
agricultural policy we have to pursue.
!7ith regard to imports from New Zealand, I have
already stated my basic position, but, of course, that
does not mean that New Zealand, which I believe
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must continue to be allowed to sell us butter for polit-
ical reasons, should not also accept the restraints
which in one form or another are imposed on the
European producers. There must be a levy which New
Zealand too, should pay and it cannot expect in future
to sell the same quantities to the Community as
before. I7e should certainly show consideration to
New Zealand, but in a way compatible with condi-
tions on our own market. Our relationship must be
based on a proper balance between New Zealand's
exports and consumption trends on our own markets.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cresson.
Mrs Cresson. 
- 
(F) Mr President, two shades of reac-
tion having emerged in the Socialist Group, I will put
forward one now and one of my colleagues will speak
later.
To begin with, as regards the consumption of manioc
to which Mr Gundelach referred, whilst it is true that
manioc does not contain all these protein-type
elements, I would like to point out that it is mixed
with soya so that the more soya imports increase, the
more manioc imports increase. These increases in the
quantities of soya and manioc have been considerable
for several years whereas the fall in the price of soya
has made this commodity more and more competi-
tive.
!7hat effect has this had on European agriculture ?
Firstly there has been a distortion as between the
working conditions and costs of various producers in
the Community, secondly increased burdens on the
Community budget and last 
- 
and perhaps most of
all 
- 
increasing dependence on third countries and
the United States in particular, as we saw in 1973
when the embargo was put on American soya.
!7e do indeed have to have a qualified stance with
regard to this question. It is true that there are consid-
erable Netherlands and German capitalist interests in
Thailand with regard to the manioc plantations 
- 
a
point of importance in the campaign that we can now
see building up. It is true that the north European
ports, and Rotterdam and Hamburg in particular, get
vast profits out of imports. It is also true that the big
pig producers, and particularly certain countries in the
north of Europe, benefit from these imports and, with
the help of the compensatory amounts, have been
able to develop their enterprises to the detriment of
other countries in the south of Europe. But it is also
true that we must not penalize the small and medium-
size producers who use these products at a cost which
is 30-40 Yo lower than that of European products. It is
also true that it would be wrong to believe blindly that
an increase in the price of margarine would solve the
butter problem.
As regards Community preference, I would point out
that if this applied to oils 
- 
the EEC meets 22 o/o of
its own vegetable oil requirements 
- 
there would be
an increase in the levies on oils brought in from third
countries (to differing extents depending on whether
they come from the ACP countries or industrialized
countries like the United States) which would build
up the Community budget. European oil seeil crops
could be better encouraged than they are at present
with aid systems and would take the place of certain
surplus products it is costly to export. If an end was
put 
- 
gradually of course 
- 
to the privileged impor-
tation, for example, of New Zealand butter into Great
Britain 
- 
120 000 tonnes imported without any levy
whereas production is only about 300 000 tonnes in
excess of consumption 
- 
Europe's alleged agricul-
tural surpluses would be substantially cut and would
no longer be an unvanted burden on the Community
budget. A number of specific measures could then be
taken, like prices graduated according to the level of
production in farms, help for dairy cow herds, the
storage of surpluses in the form of protein rather than
skimmed milk and the use of lactose in animal feed,
etc. These measures would help to prevent reducing
the number of cows which determines the number of
calves and hence the amount of meat produced, a
sector where Europe is 300 000 tonnes in deficit.
In painting this rapid picture I have tried to show that
it is not only by solely dairy measures 
- 
as at present
- 
that the milk problem will be solved. I have also
tried to show the effects that a better co-ordinated
policy on vegetable fat imports, as requested by Mr
Davern and Mr Buchou, could have on the Commu-
nity budget. I have also tried to indicate how Europe's
food independence, one of the points on which the
Treaty of Rome was built, could be far better secured.
\7e can see, now, how important this point is. Lastly,
since with the enlargement of the Community we are
going to have to contend with the arrival of olive oil
from Spain, I feel that this problem of vegetable oils
and fats is, today, a highly topical subject. On behalf
of my colleagues in the Socialist Group who take this
stance. I would like to support the text submitted by
Mr Buchou and Mr Davern, stressing that it is central
to our agricultural budget problems. I am gratified to
know that it is the Commission's intention to study
this problem and I hope that Parliament will be kept
informed as regularly as possible on progress in the
Commission's thinking.
(Altltlause)
President.- I call Mr Tolman to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European Peoples Party (CD Group).
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group I should like to make
four remarks in the five minutes available to me.
Firstly, we are in agreement with Mr Davern's ques-
tion and analysis. He points to a number of very mean-
ingful factors, which he has summarized in his ques-
tion. Secondly, we find, if we follow his arguments,
that the massive imports will result in Europe
producing more and more. I am not referring here
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primarily to the import of manioc but a number of
other raw materials. Importing increasingly large
volumes, it has repeatedly been shown, means
increased production and thus an increase in the
problems which we face at this moment That the
item we are discussing is very topical is evident from
the fact that it was also mentioned during the debate
on the budget last December, when the Dankert-
Aigner amendment was adopted. I remember, as if it
were yesterday, Mr Dankert of the Socialist Group
calling for a coordinated policy towards levies on oils
and fats. I am sorry to say that I did not hear any
mention made of it in Mr Gundelach's speech. But it
is a clear and politically important statement by this
group, to which we will be reverting in future debates.
Another important point we should like to emphasize,
Mr President, concerns the distribution of burdens.
This means that when levies on agricultural produc-
tion are introduced certain groups being the victim in
no uncertain fashion, we must not allow these groups
to carry the burden alone. !7e therefore feel that there
must be a levy on certain fat, including vegetable fats
and this forms, it seems to me, Part of the policy of
reducing surpluses. Mr Davern stressed the need for a
coordinated policy, and we would like to underline
this. If we do not do anything in this area, Mr Presi-
dent, Mr Gundelach's policy 
- 
which we have always
been able to accept in broad terms 
- 
will be unsuc-
cessful and remain a hopeless struggle.
Finally, Mr Gundelach rightly referred to Europe's
responsibility with respect to New Zealand. But I
should straightaway like to name two countries for
which we also bear a responsibility which we must
not shrug off and which we must not shrug off on to
the shoulders of the European agricultural producers
alone. It is no small matter, particularly at this time,
to find that hardly any mention is made of an increase
in the prices of a number of products, that there will
be a higher co-responsibility levy and that there will
be a very heavy super-levy. I would warn against
playing down and underestimating these problems. In
the coming months we face a very tense debate, and
for Mr Gundelach that means he must pay greater
attention to this aspect and for us that we must really
reach the stage of implementing the policy to which
reference was in fact made in the Dankert amend-
ment in December.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Curry to speak an behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Mr President I shall atttempt to get
away from the farm lobby phrase book which appears
to have inspired the speeches we have heard so far on
this subject today. I should like to congratulate Mr
Davern on taking an unerring aim in missing the
target by a mile. I will pass over lightly the spectacle
of the man in the Dublin street clamouring for a tax
on margarine. I will not mention the recipe for
increased all round inflation, and not least for greatly
increased input cost to the farmer, which is contained
in his ideas. Nor shall I dwell on the remarkable new
concept of international law which states that if it is
inconvenient you may get rid of it forthwith. I should
like to deal specifically with what is at issue.
The first thing at issue is that old faithful coming out
of the music box, the tax on margarine. Let us get this
one straight. It will not work, and we cannot have it
for several reasons. First of all if you want to clobber
margarine in such a way as to make any impact at all
on butter you will have to make the tax on it so
savage that it would be inconceivable. The only prac-
tical effect would be to increase prices to the
consumer without doing anything to solve the butter
problem. Secondly we would hit indiscriminately
areas which have nothing to do with the butter
surplus. As you mentioned yourself, Mr Commis-
sioner, the pig and poultry sectors would be the ones
to suffer most severely at the hands of such a tax. If it
is part of the plan to put up the prices of chicken and
pork in the shops, this is an unerring way of going
about it.
Thirdly, it would involve a serious deterioration in our
relations with the United States, just when a great
many people in this Parliament have been empha-
sizing how important it is for the communities of the
lfest to show solidarity with each other. The tax treat-
ment of soya is embodied in GATT. It dates back to
1962, and it would be impossible to find a satisfactory
form of compensation.
Finally, it involves a betrayal of the Lom6 countries,
because we do import substantial quantities of oil
from the third world. That is embodied in the Lom6
Convention. I was astonished to see how glibly Mr
Davern suggested we should safeguard their interests
in an entirely unspecified manner.
Now, if I may mention New Zealand: this House will
not be surprised at an Englishman defending New
Zealand. We do not want to get into a bitter and
violent emotional argument about this. The European
Community is founded upon its international trading
commitments. S?'e have a ship mountain that we have
just heard about. !(e still import ships. !7e have a
steel mountain. Nobody has suggested we close our
frontiers entirely to steel. It is perfectly absurd that we
should wish to tear up our international trading agree-
ments, to turn in on ourselves, to renounce and to
abandon those whose spirit and understanding of polit-
ical liberty is similar to our own all for the sake of
80 000 tonnes of butter. I trust Mr President that this
Parliament will not wish to take that sort of measure
in relation to the problem which we have in front of
us.
Since we mention protein: we have got a protein
problem. \fle are deficient in protein, but let us not
pretend that we can become self-sufficient either by
granting subsidies or erecting protection barriers
around our own industry. That is not a realistic pros-
pect ; it is not a realistic hope. There is a threat of a
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downturn in the production of fodder crops in Britain,
Holland, Denmark and France. There is the prospect
of a decline in 1980, because rising energy costs have
undermined the economics of an already economi-
cally doubtful business. '$7e must decide whether we
wish to embark upon a serious programme to increase
our own self-sufficiency, in which case we must make
available new resources. Otherwise we must abandon
it. I7e do have to come to a decision on that one. But
we must at the same time bear in mind. Mr President,
that it ill behoves this House to suggest that we throw
away money on the production of things which God
and nature never intended the EEC to produce.
Trying to follow that road has already led us into a
number of extremely costly dead ends in the
Common Agricultural Policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pranchdre.
Mr Pranchire. 
- 
(F) Mr President, with regard to
the situation of milk oil and fat and protein produc-
tion, it is inevitable that the question of New Zealand
butter imports and imports of vegetable oils and fats
from third countries should come up. A few figures
put this question into perspective. Nearly 60 % of the
EEC's oil and fat requirements are imported. Tne
Community imports four times as much vegetable oils
and fats 
- 
43-7 0/o come from the United States 
- 
as
the butter it produces. For vegetable oils and fats, the
Community produces about only 20 o/o of its own
consumption. These imported vegetable oils and fats
totaling 4 500 000 tonnes which come in practically
duty and levy-free, are equivalent to 15 times 
- 
I
rcpeat 16 times 
- 
the quantity of butter purchased by
the EEC intervention agencies in 1978.
How can the right of access to the British market of
120000 tonnes of New Zealand butter be rated as
insignificant ? ln 1979 that was equivalent to 6 o/o of.
EEC production and buying up an equivalent quantity
costs the EEC a minimum of 1.3 billion French
francs, or 7 o/o ol the EAGGF milk budget. How can
we fail to be concerned about respect for Community
preference and trends in industrial milk production
when we consider manioc imports which rose from
4 900 000 tonnes in 1974 to 8 000 000 in 1976 and
are forecast, in a study made in 1975 at somewhere
between ll 500000 and 13700000 tonnes for the
EEC in 1985.
To turn to the real problems at the core of this debate,
firstly how can we fail to point to the role of the multi-
nationals ? Unilever exists as does the responsibility of
governments 
- 
including the French government 
-who do not want to upset them, whence their
persistent refusal to tax them. And yet a levy on
imports of oils and fats equal to only one-third of the
butter levy at the EEC frontiers would, according to
the French milk producers organization, completely
offset the EAGGF milk expenditure.
Lastly, there is the United States' determination to
increase their agricultural role, as a food weapon, and
to increase their exports to Europe 
- 
helped by the
fall in the value of the dollar 
- 
and to see the
Common Agricultural Policy broken up. The United
States' highly protectionist attitude, particularly for
agricultural produce 
- 
is well-known. However, at
the GATT negotiations, nothing was done to make
any far-reaching change to this state of affairs. The
agreement on dairy products will not change US
imports very much and incidentally French Commu-
nists have stated their categoric opposition to the
results of these negotiations which are harmful to
French farmers and French agriculture.
With regard to the GATT negotiarions, we strongly
condemn the French government and the attitude of
its faithful supporters, the RPR and UDF represenra-
tives who, in this Assembly, accept that France should
be excluded from these negotiations leaving just the
Commission to handle them in a spirit of aliegiance
to the United States. It could of course be claimed
that the Commission delegation has defended the
CAP and its principles but the fact remains that, in
this Assembly and in the Member States, the intentionis to break down and abandon the only positive
features it still retain"
The fact is that although the United States appeared
during the negotiations to give up its demands that
the CAP and its principles be reviewed, it was because
an assurance was given that the Commission, a large
maiority in this House and the Member States would
look after this themselves. This is indeed what began
to happen during the discussion on the budget and it
is certainly the objective of that large maiority in the
Assembly, from the Socialist Group to the British
Conservatives voting for Mr Dankert's proposals,
which wants deep down to undermine the few posi-
tive aspects of the CAP.
French crop and animal farmers are fed up with
paying the bill for a policy of surrender, rural exodus,
and restructuring purely and simply for the benefit of
the agrofood multinationals, particularly those in the
north of Europe.
Ve would therefore repeat our proposals, namely
those we made during the debate on the budget and
which we have set out in a motiou for a resolution
tabled by the French Communists and Allies Group.
Ve ask for a tax on imports of butter and vegetable
oil and fats from third countries, and for a policy to
promote protein producers in the Community. Ve
ask for the abolition of compensatory amounts which
unfairly penalize French crop and animal farmers and
which constitute a violation of the rules of competi-
tion and introduce major disparities in production
conditions among the Nine. Lastly, we ask that agricul-
tural prices should be geared to production costs. The
French Communists will never accept that the farmers
of their country be sacrificed. They will fight at their
side ; they demand acts, promises.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr Presiden! this is a very important
subject, not only because of the situation relating to
trade with other countries, but because of the whole
problem that we are faced with today in the agricul-
tural sector, that of deciding what we are going to do
with our milk production in future and with the
people who produce it.
It is idle to suggest that imports of substitute products
such as vegetable oils have nothing to do with the
problem. Isn't it true that down through the years
margarine has in fact progressively eroded the butter
market ! And if the Commission succeed in reducing
milk production, and as a consequence of that
perhaps reduce butter production, there is no doubt
that margarine would take its place. It is idle to
srrggest that there is no direct relation between the
two. Ve therefore have to consider very seriously our
import policy, and I take Mr Gundelach's point 
-and he made it very clearly 
- 
that in so far as milk
production within the Community is concerned he is
opposed to quotas, he is not proposing quotas. Irhat
he is saying is that he wants the farmers who are
producing the surpluses to carry the cost of disposing
of those surpluses. In other words, he wants to transfei
the cost, as he sees it, from the taxpayer to the
producer.
That is fair enough so far as it goes, but isn't true that
it is not only the farmers within the Community who
are creating this surplus, and wouldn't it be reasonable
to suggest that the penalties should apply all round ?
\7hy should only the farmers within the Community
have to bear the responsibility ? Wouldn't it be reason-
able to suggest that the cost be spread over all those
who are contributing to this surplus ? Because it
doesn't matter whether fats come from the udder of a
dairy cow or grow as a plant which is converted into
fats 
- 
they're all competing for the same market. So,
therefore, all the producers, both inside and outside
the European Community, are contributing towards
this problem, and all we are saying is, let's spread the
penalties across the board. I don't think that's an
unreasonable claim to make. I wouldn't, for instance,
suggest that we should stop the imports of butter from
New Zealand ; I think that would be unfair and we
have to take account of the problems of the New
Zealand farmers. In a progressive way, and taking
account of the situation in New Zealand, we may be
able to lower those imports. $7e've done it already
with cheese, and indeed with butter. But what we can
ask the New Zealanders and others who are exporting
fats to the Community is to share the costs with uJ,
and I don't think that's unreasonable. And I don't
know what's so sacred about these trading agreements.
Apparently they're sacred 
- 
you can't disturb them.
But you can disturb the livelihoods of millions of
farmers within the European Community. you can
say to them, as Mr Gundelach is saying today 
- 
and
don't forget that this is the harsh reality to a farmer 
-that if they increase their output this year over and
above 99 0/o of what they produced last year they will
have to pay 
- 
and this is the situation in some coun-
tries, at least in one that I know of and can speak for
- 
they will have to pay the dairy to take their milk.
My God, well, if that is not a quota, I do not know
what is. If that kind of recommendation were made to
workers, that they had to pay their employer in order
to be allowed to work, we should have a revolution,
and a bloody one at that, but this is in effect what has
been said. You have to pay the dairy to take your
milk. Then where is this Community preference ?
SThat do these farmers do ? On the one hand they are
being told that they cannot have an increase in price
- 
fgsauss that in effect is the situation 
- 
beiause
account is not taken of inflation (in my country, farm
incomes fell by 16 o/o in 1979), and on the other hand
they are now being told that the one avenue that was
always recommended by governments and by exten-
sion services to farmers if they could not get an
increase in price 
- 
namely, increased production 
-is closed.
I would like to ask a practical question : what does a
farmer do in this situation ? !7hat does he do ? How
does he meet his costs ? How does he support his wife
and family ? It is ludicrous to srggest that in many
cases he can change to some other kind of produc-
tion, even if that were practicable. Mr Gundelach
knows it well, a high proportion of these producers
are small producers. To change over to beef would be
catastrophic for them, it would not give them an
income. !/hat in fact you are saying is, get out of busi-
ness, get into the town or the city, because that is the
only option that is left to you ! And one might add,
get on to the unemployment queue, get more of the
dole, clamour to have a house provided for you, etc.,
because that in fact is the reality.
So could I go back to my original point ? I do not
think we are unreasonable : all *e are saying is, let us
share the costs, and I would suggest 
- "na 
I have
seen some figures on this point 
- 
that if the
co-responsibility levy of 1.5 o/o were applied to the
imports of fats and oils that are competing with
butter, let us say, in the European Communiiies, it
would provide a figure far in excess of the cost of
disposing of the surplus. So we do not even have to
talk about 1.5 o/o i the levy could be a lot lower. And I
do not think that the people who are importing these
fats and oils would be unreasonable enough tJobject
to sharing the problem with us. I was also interested
by Mr Gundelach's comments in relation to the
increase in production. He made a point that the areas
where production was increasing were not those
where imported feed 
- 
soya bean, manioc, etc. 
-
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was being fed to the cows. It may well be that there
are increases in the areas primarily producing milk
from grass, but from very low levels, and I can say of
my own country that the level of production per cow
is little more than half what you will find on the main-
land of Europe. Of course it is increasing, but from
extremely low levels. Let us be factual : the areas of
the Community where the output per cow is highest
are those where imported feeds are being used, not
the areas where cows are being fed primarily from
8rass.
I am disappointed and disturbed that virtually no
mention has been made of other avenues that are
perhaps open to us, though I know they are not easy.
!fle talk constantly about world hunger, we talk about
the millions that are dying, by the year, in South-East-
Asia, India, parts of America and so on. And here are
we, debating how in the name of God we are going to
reduce a 2 7o surplus 
- 
because that is about what it
is 
- 
in order to ensure that we do not have any more
food to give to these people. Could we not have the
political willpower to decide that we will increase food
aid 
- 
not butter, of course, we can make whole milk-
powder out of milk 
- 
and supply it to the world's
hungry ? !flhy do we talk continually about this
problem and take no further measures to meet the
demands of people who are dying by the day because
of world hunger ? Surely we have an opportunity for
this in the European Community : we are fortunate
enough to exist in a region where the climate is
stable, where we have good land, where we have the
technology, where we know we can produce year by
year given quantities of food. !flhy do we not make
use of that to show the human face of this Commu-
nity, to show that this is not a nuclear arsenal, that we
are not going to push people around with weapons,
but help them by supplying them with increasing
quantities of food that we know we can produce 
-and pay for it ? 'I7e are not serious in talking about
world hunger and I do not want to hear any more
debates about world hunger. \fords are no good to
these people, they do not feed them. All that will feed
them is food and we have the capacity to produce
food; so, instead of debating how we are going to
reduce production, could we not take the positive way
out and see how we are going to supply some of this
surplus to people who want it badly ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
M.y I very briefly support the authors
of the question, Mr Davern and his colleague. May I
say straight away that I am amazed at the manner in
which the Commissioner, speaking here today,
implied that the imports which are being criticized
are of no consequence. 100000 tonnes or 120000
tonnes of butter doesn't matter ; 27 000 000 tonnes of
soya doesn't matter ; 8 000 000 tonnes of manioc
doesn't matter ! It may not matter to those who look
at it, on a global scale, but to the farmers in certain
parts of the Community it matters greatly. The substi-
tution of our own production for these particular quan-
tities, whether it be of butter, soya, protein, sunflower
seed or whatever you will, matters very greatly to those
who are entirely dependent on outlets which are
being closed off to them because of the Community's
commitments at international level.
Our responsibilities under these international agree-
ments have been referred to. But what about our
responsibilities to the farmers of this Communiry ?
\fhat about those from the poor and disadvantaged
areas who have been trying in recent years, with the
assistance and on the bases of the promises made by
this Community to increase production in the only
way that makes sense, the only way that is viable,
from their point of view, that is, in the dairy sector ?
Are we to disregard our responsibilities to those
Community citizens while talking about our interna-
tional responsibilities ? Are we iust to close them off
and add them, as has already been said by a previous
speaker, to the dole queue; shall we send them into
the towns and the cities ? Shall we send them from
my country to some of your better off countries for
you to house, educate, and school them, and pay them
unemployment benefits. That appears to be your
answer. But it is far from what we were given to under-
stand would be our share of the bargain when we
ioined the European Community.
rUfe have been dismantling our trade barriers to help
the international and multinational manufacturing
concerns of this continent and other continents. Isn't
that enough for them ? Do they also want, now that
barriers are dismantled what Mr Curry and his
colleagues have been clamaouring for, cheap food as
well 7 You cannot have it both ways. And I say this
here again, dismantle your Common Agricultural
Policy, put your farmers and your people off the land,
drive them into the cities of their own country and
into the cities of your countries, and at the end of the
day you won't have any Common Agricultural Policy
at all. You won't even have Community policy,
because you won't have any EEC with all its high
sounding concepts which this Parliament, this
Commission, this Council are trying to evaporate as
quickly as they can. I am sorry my speaking time is
not longer. But these are the facts.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Diana.
Mr Diana. 
- 
(I)Mr President, it is a fortunate coinci-
dence that, this morning, Commissioner Gundelach
should have described to us the Commission's propo-
sals on agricultural prices and that, this afternoon, this
House should be discussing the question by Mr
Davern whose purpose is to ask for a coordinated
policy in the oils and fats sector.
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I listened with the closest attention to the points
already made on this proposal by Commissioner
Gundelach whose obiectivity and sense of realism I
must say I always appreciate. I also think that,
precisely because of this sense of realism we know
him to have, the Commissioner cannot fail to know
about the close links there are in this sector and in
the consumption of the various oils and fats. It is
wrong to maintain 
- 
as has been said 
- 
that the
consumption of margarine and that of butter have no
effect on each other. \7e know that the consumption
of oils and fats in the European Economic Commu-
nity is about 5 l/2 million tonnes and that butter
accounts for just 2l o/o 
- 
of the consumption of all
oils and fats whilst margarine consumption is already
today outstripping that of butter.
It is clear that if we follow what Commissioner
Gundelach said this morning about prices, in other
words if a I o/o tax mark up is applied to butter plus a
supertax, again on milk-based products, without doing
the same with regard to margarine we shall bring
about the shift of a further segment of consumption
from butter to margarine. I know there are consumer
habits which affect the choice of one or the other
product. Nevertheless, the Commissioner will agree
with me that, beyond these problems, there is also a
price factor which is continuing to steer an increasing
number of consumers away from butter to margarine.
Well, if we act in that direction I feel that, by the end
of the year (and I hope I am wrong but I am afraid on
the contrary that I shall be right), we shall find
ourselves with a larger surplus of butter than the
surplus we have this year.
I do not want to repeat things that have already been
said but I would like to draw the attention of the
Commissioner and Members to a problem that is very
closely connected with this 
- 
that of olive oil and
vegetable oils. In this sector the same situation
prevails as in that of butter and margarine. If we
increase the price of olive oil and reduce the price of
seed oil we shall inevitably increase the consumption
of the latter.
Now at the present moment there is no surplus of
olive oil in the European Economic Community.
Unfortunately this situation will change substantially
when Spain ioins the Community. At that time,
Community production of olive oil will cover 123 o/o
of the Community's own requirements 
- 
provided
that consumption in Spain remains unchanged. In
fact, Spanish consumers use olive oil not only because
of their culinary traditions but also because Spain has
a strict policy on seed oil imports, the practical effect
of which is substantially to reduce the extent to which
it can be imported into Spain. The day that Spain has
to apply our own criterion under which imports of
oils and fats from non-Community countries come in
duty-free I very much fear that the consumption of
olive oil will fall considerably in Spain as it has, unfor-
tunately, in our country. Italian experience teaches
that, to maintain a balanced relationship between seed
oil and olive-oil consumption you have to have a ratio
of about I to 2.
So if, with the accession of Spain, the Buropean
Economic Community will have to absorb a 200 000
tonne surplus of olive oil as things stand at the
moment and at a cost to the Community budget that
will amount to not far short of I l/2 billion u.a., I am
afraid that this burden could be even'heavier if there
were a marked shift from olive oil to seed oil
consumption in Spain as well.
For these reasons, Mr President, I feel that the time
has come to introduce this levy which has been
proposed several times before in this Assembly and
elsewhere. Commissioner Gundelach will remember
how this request for a levy on all oils of animal and
vegetable origin produced in the EEC or imported
into the Community came up during the debate on
the budget. He will also remember the estimate made
at that time, namely that a I % levy on butter
extended to all other oils and fats would yield some
538m u.a. for the Communiry budget. I feel that this
cannot be a matter of indifference to us.
It is true that there is the problem of the consumei
that no-one means to ignore. But it is also true that
we cannot invoke this argument always and only
when the issue is margarine consumption. For the
other sectors it would seem that there are no problemsfor consumers, for these sectors the inttrests of
consumers are always invoked.
\7ell now, I feel that the increased burden of. a I o/o
levy on oils and fats would have very little effect on
Mr Curry's personal budget or on that of my own
family. I believe that, with a levy on oils and fats, we
would be able to meet the requirements of consumers
with lower incomes, by supplying butter to them
throughout the year at a reduced price under a
programme similar to that operating in the United
States of America, in other words not reductions for
all consumers but only for those who really need this
type of assistance.
Mr President, I feel I must not take any of the time ot
the speaker in my own Group who will be following
me. I none the less earnestly draw the attention of
Commissioner Gundelach and Members of parliament
to the importance of a common policy in the oils and
fats sector which would probably help to reduce
certain 
- 
not always objective 
- 
accusations levelled
at the Common Agricultural Policy to their correct
ProPortions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Barbarella.
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Mr Barbarella. 
- 
(f Mr President, I would like to
point out by way of introduction that there are two
reasons 
- 
in my view 
- 
for the distorted situation
referred to in the question and which takes the form
of overproduction of certain animal fats and a shortfall
in the animal feed sector.
The first reason is the Community's acceptance of a
trade policy, particularly in relation to the United
States, that may not be causal I agree but reflects what
might 
- 
in my view 
- 
be called an international
division of labour in agriculture in which the United
States is the world's producer of grain for human
consumption in the Third !7orld and of coarse grain
and oilseed for the European Communiry.
The second reason is to be found in internal Commu-
niry policy which has established a price strucrure
offering no encouragement and even, in some coun-
tries, positively discouraging 
- 
at least in certain
areas 
- 
high protein produce forage crops, and the
production of coarse grain in general. All this 
- 
as
has already been pointed out- in this House 
- 
has
helped to make the Community badly dependent on
imports and particularly those from the United States,
to restrict its independence (and not only at the level
of supplies, I would say), and to create serious trade
balance problems at least for certain Member States.
This is why I too feel that it is necessary to urge the
Commission to rethink these mechanisms relating to
trade and support for domestic production that are at
the source of the blatant distortions referred to in the
question.
This having been said, I would like to make t'wo brief
points with specific reference to the matters raised in
this question. The first is that, though it is right to ask
for better coordination of Community policy on vege-
table and animal oils and fats, it is nevertheless essen-
tial to be clear about the direction in which this coor-
dination should be aimed. In particular, if the purpose
of this request is purely to ask for forms of tax on
vegetable oils and fats, it needs to be pointed out that
the idea of solving the problem concerned by customs
treatment or parafiscal measures is futile. Such
measures would have no effect, at least no immediate
effect, on the need for supplies of high-protein feed
and as such would not resolve the problem of
bringing product production in the Community back
into balance. They would put up production costs in
the animal farming sector to a very serious extent
particularly for some countries such as mine for
example and they would have a very bad impact on
the general level of the cost of living ar a time when
inflation is worsening in all the Community countries
and where solidarity between producers and the other
working classes is more essential than ever for thejoint defence of their own purchasing power. These
are some of the reasons why the Italian Communists,
as they have already stressed on other occasions in
this House, feel that the problems of over-production
and those of the sectors not producing enough such as
the one this question is concerned with, should be
tackled and solved in the all-embracing context of a
reform of the Common Agricultural Policy aimed
firstly at steering it towards planned development of
Community production and secondly at bringing in a
price structure permitting the desired development of
production and thus the absorption of surpluses and
the necessary growth of those sectors we are
discussing where there are production shortfalls.
My second and last point, Mr President, relates to the
request for controls on oil imports from third coun-
tries. On this subiect I would like to say that, if this
means that oil imports from the developing countries
should be restricted or reduced, the European Parlia-
ment that, in words at least, has shown itself to be
very sensitive to world hunger problems, would be
displaying very little coherence. Allowing oil to be
imported from these countries means guaranteeing
their incomes and thus giving concrete proof of the
European Community's resolve to help them in their
development.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr de Keersmaeket 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my
Sroup proposes that the policy on co-responsibiliry
should be tightened up and that it should be joined
by a levy on fats and oils. You all know the reasons
for this, the elimination or at least reduction of
discrimination. Sufficient figures have been given on
this this afternoon. This discrimination exists in the
dairy sector, which is in difficulty at the moment and
under considerable pressure on prices. This is a purely
economic approach based on the principle of organ-
izing competition and Community preferences. But in
my view social and political motives also underlie this
proposal, the feeling being namely that it is unaccep-
table for the burden of the reorganization of the agri-
cultural policy generally and of the dairy sector in
particular to be borne exclusively by the agricultural
producers. In this respect, I naturally endorse what Mr
Tolman and Mr Maher have said in a clear and even
spectacular manner. But underlying the proposal there
is also a budgetary motive, which at the moment is of
some importance because the revenue from this levy
can form a substantial proportion of the European
Community's own resources. '!tr7e have estimated the
yield from this levy and find that a levy of only half a
percent would produce about 300m EUA.
Initially there was for some considerable time a legal
objection to the proposal submitted by the Commis-
sion in 1976, put since the iudgment of the Court of
Justice on 25 October 1978 on a proposal similar to
this one, but concerning sugar and isoglucose, there
has been no further objection.
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Mr President, the obiect of our proposal was to make
this instrument a substantial component of a package
of measures for the reorganization of the dairy sector.
The Committee on Budgets expressed its agreement
to this through Mr Dankert, and Parliament endorsed
this view. And I think I can detect that at the moment
the Commission would also like to adopt this course.
Hence our disenchantment at finding no mention of
this in the economy measures or in the price
measures we heard about this morning. Hence also
the question as to the reason why. Although the
Commissioner has given us a number of reasons, I
have to say that they do not convince us. Mr Commis-
sioner, you know that the farmers and market
gardeners of the European Community are prepared
to make sacrifices, but on two conditions : firstly, that
these sacrifices, in quantitative terms, are comparable
with those made by other categories of the population,
and secondly 
- 
and this is not exactly the same thing
- 
that the burden of reorganization should not be
borne by the agricultural producers alone. !7e should
be aware of this, because the Commission's proposals
certainly do not come up to the mark in this respect.
President. 
- 
I call Mr !7ettig.
Mr rVettig. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the oral question tabled by Mr Davern and
Mr Buchou represents a quiet attempt to acquaint the
Commission with a new policy, the poliry on fats and
proteins. The reasons advanced seem at first sight plau-
sible, but they do not bear closer scrutiny. The basic
contention is that if imports of fats and proteins were
restricted with the aid of an import levy, the surpluses
in the milk sector, particularly of butter and skimmed-
milk powder, could be reduced. There is only one
thing right about this contention, and that is that
fodder concentrates are a maior cause of surplus
production. But it is a f.allacy to assume that raising
the price of fodder concentrates, whch is, after all, the
purpose of the import levy, could substantially reduce
surplus production. Anyone who maintains this is
almost completely ignorant of the situation in major
areas of dairy farming. But what would raise the price
of fat and protein products is undoubtedly the
following : more expensive fodder concentrates will
place a substantial burden on livestock holdings, parti-
cularly those reducing pigmeat and poultry meat. As
they consume almost 75o/o of. the most important
concentrate, soya cake, it is easy to see what effect an
import levy would have. Either farmers' incomes
would fall or consumer prices would rise. This is
without a doubt not a sensible policy.
A further tonsequence of the policy on fats would
undoubtedly be to raise the price of margarine. If the
raw materials for margarine become more expensive
as a result of an import levy, the price of the final
product is almost bound to rise. It is occasionally
claimed 
- 
as has been done during this debate 
-that a higher margarine price might help butter sales
and so reduce surpluses, but the considerable differ-
ence in the prices of butter and margarine that will
continue to exist would not induce any margarine
consumer to change to butter. All that would happen
is that by paying a higher price for margarine the
consumer would be making an additional contribu-
tion to the financing of the Community budget.
(Applause)
I do not intend to discuss the difficult problems to
which an import levy would given rise with regard to
the Community's GATT obligations. The Commis-
sioner has already referred to this. Even if it was
possible to solve these problems, the question remains
whether an import levy would be the right course for
the Community in commercial and external poliry
terms. Import restrictions would, after all, hit the deve-
loping countries hardest, and apart from the USA they
are among the most important suppliers of fats and
proteins. Any import restriction is bound to be
contrary to the interests of the developing countries
over a long period. That that cannot be in the inter-
ests of the Community is surely not disputed by
anyone in this House.
All these objections mean for many of my colleagues
in the Socialist Group that they view a policy on fars
and proteins of this kind very sceptically and that very
significant and convincing reasons will have to be
advanced before they change their minds.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, I shall try to be brief. This
debate has ranged over a long list of different subjects,
sometimes connected, sometimes not. This is a sign
that to some extent speakers have overlooked the hard
facts. I utterly agree with Mr Maher that, in order to
deal with the problem at the centre of the debate,
namely, the situation on our butter market, we must
look for an equitable solution which gives equal
weight to the many different factors that have contri-
buted to these problems. Therefore, I said that the
amount of butter which New Zealand exports to the
Community must be adjusted. I would also like to
stress, more particularly in answer to Mr Pranchdres'
remarks, that there ls a levy on New Zealand butter.
And the cost to the Community of these imports is
nothing like as much as he says. The cost is not of
that magnitude. A special tax is levied on these butter
imports which varies according to the state of the
market and which moreover has been such that New
Zealand in the present year is able to export only
80000 tonnes instead of the 120000 to which it was
entitled.
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!(hen we turn to the question of margarine I must
repeat what I said earlier. The fact that there is a
decline in margarine consumption at the same time
that there is stagnation in butter consumption hardly
suggests that margarine is taking the place of butter at
the moment. It may have done so 10, 20 or 30 years
ago, when margarine first appeared and began to
compete with butter. But that is not so at present.
Therefore, you cannot convince me that the introduc-
tion of a tax on margarine by itself will solve our
butter problems ; nor can you convince me that the
Commission or this Parliament will find it easy, in the
present inflationary situation, to persuade people that
in order to solve our excess butter problem we must
put up the price of margarine.
\flhen we talk about balance, we must not forget that
public funds prop up the production and consump-
tion of butter by consumption subsidies of the order
of 5 000 million units of account. The production of
margarine does not cost the Community budget
anything like that amount. !7hen talking of balance
we must also take into consideration the fact that
there is already a colossal financial outlay in all sectors
to maintain butter production, including, as Mr Diana
says, subsidies for butter for certain social groups,
butter for industrial purposes, direct butter subsidies.
700 000 tonnes of butter were sold on our internal
market in 1979 with the help of Community
subsidies. That must be taken into account when we
speak of balance.
I have not said, as Mr Blaney alleged, that the volume
of imports of feedingstuffs did not affect the balance
in our common agricultural policy. I said just the
opposite and I regard his assertion as a distortion of
the facts. !7hat I said was that these imports do not
squeeze out our oil or seed oil. I also said that these
imports were obviously necessary to maintain meat
and milk production in the Community, for without
them it would be impossible. But this was also why I
agreed with Mr Davern regarding the lack of balance
in a policy which, on the one hand, tries to balance
and limit one section of our meat and milk produc-
tion and, on the other, permits a steady increase in
imports of raw materials for that production, soya,
manioc or whatever. From that point of view and
from the point of view of spreading the burden, which
Mr Maher raised, I absolutely agree that we must try to
find ways of attaining a better balnce. But I just do
not think that can be done by means of a levy for
instance on margarine, that is, a levy on consumers. I
think it can be done by suitable trade policy measures
such as the talks we have provisionally concluded with
Thailand. The production of manioc is not only a
question of certain Dutch or German capital interests
in Thailand. It is a main factor in Thailand's balance
of payments and the ending of exports to Europe
would be disastrous for it. But there is a possibility of
reaching an understanding with regard to adjustments
to check this rise in imports, while at the same time
we can offer Thailand assistance in developing its agri-
culture in other directions to make it less dependent
on manioc than at present. Similar measures can be
adopted with regard to imports of other feedingstuff
substitutes. By this means we can achieve a better
balance between imports, production and export
outlets. This is the way to proceed and not by continu-
ally increasing the burden imposed on consumers or
taxpayers by the common agricultural policy. For do
not forget that we, Parliament, Commission and
Council, have to explain to the people of Europe why
15000 million EUA are needed to maintain the
common agricultural policy, some 40 o/o of which is
for the milk policy. The problem we are facing is a
difficult one and cannot be disguised by diverting
attention to the part played by soya imports in a small
proportion of total milk production. It is the problem
in its entirety that has to be dealt with.
I also fully agree with Mr Maher when he refers to my
assertion that the increase in milk production was not
influenced by the use of imported compound feeding-
stuffs. It is true that in certain areas of the Commu-
nity 
- 
we are both thinking of Ireland 
- 
the
increase in areas where cows are fed on grass has been
from a very low level. I was thinking of the Commu-
niry as a whole and there are other regions where the
production based on home-grown feedingstuffs has
risen very sharply, but from a much higher level.
Therefore, there is not a close link between soya
consumption and increased milk production. The
milk problem must be dealt with directly and cannot
be dealt with in a roundabout way by taxes on marga-
rine for example. I know very well that this was
included in Parliament's resolution last December. At
the time I made the Commission's position clear for
the same reasons I have given today, with which other
Members of the House have expressed agreement. The
issue is clearly not at all as simple as some of the
honourable Members would have us believe.
But, as I said before, the need for a better balance
between the volume of imports and consumption of
them and the patterns of production that we can
accept in future is a different matter. Other means
must be found than imposing specific taxes on indi-
vidual products. Mr Maher suggested that this talk of
surplus production sounds odd in a world where
people are starving. I quite agree. The world is short
of food. Therefore, there can be no question, Mr
Blaney, of my proposing to cut down the common
agricultural policy. There is a need for our agricultural
products, both inside and outside the Community.
The Commission has repeatedly proposed both to
Parliament and to Council that our food aid should be
increased. And I hope the present political situation
will open the eyes of the political authorities to the
need to do something about this. But, as Mr Maher
also said, this is not a matter of butter but of other
foodstuffs. Therefore, when we look at it in its wider
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perspective, there are alternatives to milk production.
All that is needed is a little energy and imagination to
get away from the false conservative attitudes whereby
a man thinks he must do what his father, his grand-
father and great-grandfather did before him. People
need a little willpower to adapt themselves to new
circumstances inside and outside the Communiry.
Lastly, I must thank Mr Diana, for bringing up the
question of olive-oil. For that introduces a new dimen-
sion into the discussion on oils and fats which is of
great importance. For the moment, we have achieved
a balance, or at least a rough balance, between
consumption and production of olive-oil thanks to a
combination of subsidies to producers and consumers.
Our subsidized stocks have been sharply reduced.
But when Spain joins the Community with a large
production of olive-oil, which it uses mainly for itself
because under a number of trade policy arrangements
it does not import other oil products, if no special
measures are adopted, Spain will then have to import
other oil products and the olive-oil will not be
consumed and will become a financial burden on the
Community as envisaged by Mr Diana.
!7hen we consider my first conclusion, namely the
need for a better balance between the volume of
imports and consumption and the next problem,
namely how we are to strike a balance in an enlarged
Community, with olive-oil eventually playing an
almost decisive role together with butter in the whole
oils and fats sector, there will have to be new solu-
tions. Such solutions will be considered by the
Commission and proposed in connection with the
draft which will be submitted in the not too distant
future for negotiations on Spain's entry. This will
necessitate a certain switch in the Community's oils
and fats policy, for, Mr Tolman, we do have such a
policy. It is not true, even if we talk about various
taxes, that this is something I have not given close
attention to, Mr Tolman. Of course I have. In the
price package of 1977, when we were trying to achieve
a comprehensive milk poliry, I put forward a proposal
for a levy on fats, which did not find acceptance in
either the Parliament or the Council, with the result
that comprehensive aid measures were adopted to
promote the consumption of butter and other milk
products on the internal market, including milk
powder for feed. I did try, Mr Tolman, so I have bitter
personal experience of trying to solve these problems
and failing. And I have drawn a realistic conclusion
and decided that a solution has got to be found, but it
must be achieved by other means than those which
have been attempted before and have failed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Buchou.
Mr Buchou. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we appreciate the
unquestionable good intentions of the Commission as
expressed by Mr Gundelach but, although the
Commisisoner has given us a remarkable explanation
of why many things were impossible he has left us
somewhat unsatisfied as far as knowing what it might
be possible to do to solve the present problem is
concerned. Admittedly, as the Commissioner rightly
pointed out, this problem of the oil, fats and proteins
market goes back to the earliest days of the Commu-
niry. It is not a new problem. So far, the Community
institutions have not dared to make a genuine attempt
to solve this thorny problem which has turned up year
in year out, with the regularity of a metronome, and
year in year out has been more or less side-stepped.
The issue involves so great a political dimension at
the present time that we can no longer be satisfied
with trivialities. I am fully aware of the difficulties that
our proposal admittedly implies but I find that
nothing has really been tried in this field since the
Common Agricultural Policy was first brought in and
a famous saying crosses my mind : are we afraid to try
because it is difficult or is it because it is difficult that
we are afraid to try ? I believe the truth is that we 
-ourselves and the Commission 
- 
are too afraid. In
the document which the Commission submitted to
the Council of Ministers on the improvement of the
Common Agricultural Policy to bring about better
market equilibrium and rationalize our expenditure,
we see in the explanatory statement that all the argu-
ments developed by the Commission culminate in
concrete budgetary decisions. Later on, on page 4, we
find a long paragraph in which the Commission
admits to a lack of coherence in policies followed in
the field of vegetable oils and fats and in those(ollowed in the protein sector. But this paragraph is
the only one for which there are no practical conclu-
sions at the level of the budget or in terms of concrete
measures. That being so, I put the following question :
\flhy has the Commission which, according to this
report, admits the truth of a certain number of facts,
done and proposed nothing for this year ? !flhen does
it expect to be putting forward concrete proposals on
this subiect whether these be decisions with budgetary
implications or decisions on quantitative restrictions ?
It is highly desirable that we should now have, not
hopes or long-term proposals, but concrete and imme-
diately applicable proposals.
President. 
- 
To wind up the debate I have received
two motions for resolutions with requests for an early
vote.
- 
by Mr Pranchdre, Mrs Le Roux, Mrs Poirier, Mr
Fernandez, Mr Maffre-Baug6 and Mr Martin (Doc.
t-761l7e) ;
- 
by Mr Davern and Mr Buchou, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats (Doc.
t-762/7e).
I shall consult Parliament on these two requests for
early votes at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
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President. 
- 
The next item is the ioint debate on
two oral questions to the Commission.
- 
by Mrs Squarcialupi and Mr Ceravolo, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection (Doc. l-647179):
Subject: Fight against drugs
In view of the progressive spread of drug abuse, parti-
cularly amongst young people and often involving
hard drugs, which is leading to a worrying increase in
the number of deaths and which calls for resolute and
appropriate action by the political authorities 
- 
and
whereas drug abuse can only be really countered effec-
tively by taking measures in the social field ; the
Commission is asked
!(/hether it recognizes the need for it to take urgent
measures such as :
l. A study into new forms of action to combat the
traffic in drugs at every stage by means of
increased coordination between the Member States
themselves and with the countries which produce
drup;
2. A comparison of the experiments carried out both
within and outside the Communiry to fight drug
dependency, to assess which of them are worth
following up, together with an increase in research
including the development of an appropriate
action programme ;
3. A review of international agreements on soft drugs
in order to harmonize legislation to take account
of the new situation;
4. Action, using all available means, against those
forms of drug dependency about which so much
has been said but little practical action taken, i.e.
smoking and alcoholism which are iust as
dangerous as other forms.
- 
by Mrs Schleicher, Mr Alber, Mr Ghergo, Mrs Cassan-
magnago-Cerretti, Mrs Maij-Veggen, Mr Verroken,
Mr Estgen, Mr Michel, Mr Mertens and Mr Nordlohne
(Doc. t-701179)
Subject: Public health in the EEC
At the second meeting of the Council of Public Health
Ministers of the Communiry on 15 November 1978, it
was specified that the Commission should submit
detailed proposals on health protection in the Commu-
nity as soon as possible.
The following fields were to be covered :
- 
means of limiting the over-consumption of medi-
clnes ;
- 
dangers of smoking;
- 
vaccinations ; mutual aid following large-scale disas-
ters ;
- 
health cards.
Vill the Commission state :
l. The practical proposals which have so far been
submitted in these individual fields ?
2. !7hat studies have already been completed or are till
being carried out on the abovementioned themes ?
3. lThether it has already formulated measures for the
improvement of public health standards in the
Communiry ?
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(f Mr President, I am tabling
this question, as you have recalled, on behalf of the
Committee on Public Health. The question received a
large majority in the vote and the motion for a resolu-
tion with request for an early vote that we shall be
tabling was unanimously approved when the
Committee voted on it.
This question has been awaiting debate for five
months and now the debate on it will be fragmentary
in nature. It will be concluded tomorrow and the polit-
ical groups will have had what I would presume to
call a disgraceful amount of speaking time 
- 
only a
minute or two. I agree that the drugs problem is a
highly uncomfortable issue but we definitely cannot
80 on pretending that it does not exist. To remind us
there are the thousands of fatalities every year in the
countries of the Community and these are all young
people or rather more than young and they are getting
younger every day. They are young people dying in
the most squalid manner for a human being, with a
syringe dangling from their arm, in some public lava-
tory, in the gutter, on the pavement, on a park bench.It is very uncomfortable, as I was saying, to think
about these dead youngsters and I too have asked
myself whether we have performed our duty to the
utmost as Members of Prliament. I do not know wirat
the answer is but one thing is certain : the responsi-
bility of the Commission and the Council is greater
than ours.
As long ago 
^s 
1970, a cry of alarm on the subject of
drugs went up from this Parliament and rn 1972, on
the proposal of the Liberal Group, what was then a
scourge purely for the initiated few was studied in
detail in a heavy document. Even at that time,
however, the point was made that Community action
was one way of making a serious attack on the
problem. As I was reading the 1972 report, I was
struck by this sentence :
'The question arises of whether the use of drugs does not
reflect the influence on young people of elements propa-
gating ideologies aimed at destroying our Vestern civilza-
tion.'
Ladies and gentlemen, a silence of over seven years on
a problem like this will certainly not encourage young
people to defend our society now affected, in addition
to this, by unemployment, mounting marginalization,
the crisis in human relations even at family level and
the losS'of landmarks in the form of ideals, values and
hopes. Eveg less will these young people feel that they
are represented by an institution like the European
Economic Community which, in seven years, has
done nothing on the drug problem, clutching at the
fragile and facile argument that certain problems are
not addressed in the Treaty of Rome.
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Ladies and gentlemen, how many problems are dealt
with in this House about which we could say the
same thing. Sre cannot continue to read treaties with
glasses that give one reading today and a different
reading tomorrow. The fact is that even though the
possibility existed, no advantage has been taken of it.
!7e know that the drug addict exists because drugs
exist as a product. In the last few years, trade in hard
drugs has shifted from the golden triangle 
- 
that is
South-East Asia and the Middle East 
- 
to the Mediter-
ranean, with some coming from Turkey as well. \7ell
then, we have the necessary economic and policy
instruments to use against the production of drugs as
well. Next Friday, for example, a report on relations
between the EEC and the countries of the ASEAN
will be discussed with the conclusion of a cooperation
agreement in mind, but what better cooperation than
that of encouraging the productive conversion of land
now used for growing opiates, as already requested by
this Parliament as long ago as 1972. A changeover
from growing opium and other substances would help
to provide a little bread for the hungry. Hunger can
be combated in so many different ways.'S(hat better
opportunity, moreover, during the current reactivation
of the association with Turkey, for broaching the issue
of opium poppy growing, particularly now that
Turkey will, by the end of the year, be formally
submitting its application for accession to the Commu-
nity. !7hat is the Community doing to prevent the
drug traffic invading Europe and causing so many
deaths ?
Unfortunately, Mr President, the minutes are going by,
leaving me too little time to elaborate on the various
points of the question. I am therefore forced to leave
out the social and medical aspects, and the points I
would like to make about what a drug addict is like,
the effects of and differences between the various hard
and soft drugs, the extent to which drugs are believed
to be grown and the experiments which have been
made in the various countries. !7hat is important, to
my mind is that, following this question and the
subsequent motion for a resolution, there should
develop a common determination to act in this field.
There is not a moment to be lost even if only to save
our international image. I am referring to the visit
made by the delegation of the European Parliament a
few days ago to the United States where active
attempts are being made to combat drugs although,
on the admission of the representatives of the
American Congress itself, results do not yet appear to
be satisfactory. One of the members of Congress used
these words :
'The task of the European Communiry is vital because we
cannot combat the drug menace on our ovin' and he
added: 'it is urgently necessary for the European Parlia-
ment to play an active part and to join us in the fight
against drugs'.
I will conclude by telling you that there are a thou-
sand deaths every year. Remember, their number is
increasing and, as I said at the outset, there are more
and more young people. Let me tell the Commission
in advance that we do not want general words of
understanding, we want iudgement passed. !7e want
effective counteraction so that hundreds of young
people shall no longer die in so distressing a way
while we iust stand by watching syringes thrown on
the_ pavements or stuck into the trees in the public
parks where these young people go to inject ihem-
selves.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ghergo.
Mr Ghergo. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this question concerns a subiect of the
utmost importance 
- 
that of the Community's health
policy 
- 
and certainly deserves a far broader debate
than what will be possible this evening in the little
time I am allowed.
The question relates to a communication which
Commissioner Vredeling addressed to the Committee
on Public Health in January last year with reference
to the work of the second session of the Council of
Ministers of Health in the Community which took
place on 15 November 1978. Reading the minutes of
the session, I note that Mr Vredeling gave a very clear
round-up of the situation saying, clearly and
succinctly, that the results achieved in health policy
were very scanty but that the Council of Ministers had
shown reassuring receptivity having taken a favourable
view of the proposals presented by the Commission
which it regarded as 
- 
I quote from the minutes 
-'reasonable', For my part I cannot imagine that the
Commission could present proposals that would not
be reasonable which makes me certain that the initia-
tives taken or planned by the Commission on this
subject will be taken up with the promised readiness
on the part of the Council of Ministers.
Commissioner Vredeling said that the main subjects
dealt with at that session were: ways of limiting the
use of unnecessary drugs, excessive smoking, vaccina-
tions, reciprocal support in the event of major disas-
ters and health passports.
!7ith regard to the first point, there would seem an
obvious need for Communiry initiatives to call a halt
to the galloping increase in the consumption of phar-
maceuticals that has given rise to the so-called iatro-
genic disorders. Some sratistics suggest that these
diseases are reponsible for no less than l0 o/o of cases
admitted to hospital.
\flith regard to the second point, it is interesting to
note that the rules with regard to the use of tobacco
differ in the various Community countries. This
problem ought to be tackled with the aim of reducing
the damage to health caused by smoking tobacco in
general and cigarettes in particular.
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Banning smoking in public places and the advertising
of tobacco-based industrial products would be rwo
basic rules that could be the subject of a Community
directive. It would also be a good thing to make a
study of national legislations on the subject, collect
the main findings of research on the damage caused
to health by smoking and propose such initiatives as
may be appropriate at the Community level in the
field of health education and as regards discouraging
young people from acquiring the smoking habit.
The third subject covered by the question concerns
compulsory vaccination in our various countries with
an eye to harmonizing national legislations. Although
this is a problem falling within the specific province
of the !florld Health Organization, it would seem
advisable to establish the necessary links with the
organs of the Organization itself in order to streng-
then its action in the European context through inter-
vention by Parliament.
Again under the heading of vaccination, thought
should be given to the advisability of taking initiatives
under the headings of information and education in
order to promote the use of vaccines that are not
compulsory but to be recommended in given situa-
tions.
The third subject concerns measures to be taken in
the event of major disasters whether due to natural
events 
- 
earthquakes, floods, etc. 
- 
or caused by acci-
dent, presenting a danger for broad areas of territory
and big populations. A typical example was that of
Seveso in my country. In these cases it would be very
desirable for the country hit by the disaster to be able
to count of the effective fellowship and support of the
other countries in the Communify who should pool
their available resources and the means of support
necessary to cope with the primary and most urgent
needs. It is difficult for one country on its own to
have sufficient resources constantly available to cope
with disasters and calamities beyond a certain scale
and whose occurrence, fortunately, is absolutely excep-
tional. But if arrangements for the necessary liaison
and forms of intervention on the part of other coun-
tries are made in advance, it will be easier to have
available the resources and facilities required at the
time of need.
The last subject in the question relates to the so-called
'health passport', a kind of personal document that
ought to be used in the same form by all citizens of
the Member States. This document would serve two
main purposes. Its first would be to contain the most
important health information necessary in an emer-
gency such as blood group, any grave chronic disease
requiring given therapeutic treatment (heart disorders,
diabetes, etc) and the second would be to constitute a
kind of identity tag, possibly bearing a personal code
number, which would allow the individual citizen to
avail him or herself of the necessary health services
during a stay abroad and the host country to be reim-
bursed without difficulty by the appropriate social
security institution for the cost borne by the health
service.
With regard to this proposal to have a 'health pass-
port', reservations were entered 
- 
again at the
Commission meeting on 25 January to which I
referred at the outset 
- 
to the effect that this was
seen as a form of public interference in the private
sector, In fact we are quite convinced that on such
danger exists. For one thing it is felt that some of the
information given in the document cannot possibly
give grounds for any reservations (e.g. blood group,
anti-tetanus injection, and name of doctor to be called
in an emergency, etc.). Other particulars could be
entered purely on a voluntary basis and with the agree-
ment of the person concerned. All in all, there should
be no problem under this heading as regards using
this document as an identity tag giving right to the
use of health services.
In connection with the points made above, the
Members tabling the question ask the Commission of
the Communities to be kind enough to say whether
concrete proposals have yet been drawn up in the
form of directives or other Community policy initia-
tives. \[e also ask the Commission to kindly report on
any studies now under way or already completed and
on the findings that such studies may have produced.
More generally, the Commission is asked what
measures have been taken or are planned to improve
health conditions in the Member States, given the fact
that this objective is, in the view of the Members
tabling the question, one of the Community's prioriry
tasks.
I would now like to supplement what I have iust said,
again on behalf of my colleagues, by raising some
aspects of the concrete application of the principles I
have set out. The first relates to possible research on
the state of health of the population in the individual
countries of the Communiry. This is a programme
that should be given appropriate study by the
Commission which should submit proposals to the
Council of Ministers aimed at improving our know-
ledge of health conditions in the Communiry and
thus leading to the adoption of suitable measures to
better them. Similarly, it would seem useful ro be
better informed about the situation in health struc-
tures, especially as regards the effective availability of
such stnrctures and hospitals in particular, including
such matters as distance from centres of population
and the number of beds in relation to population
figures.
In the pharmaceuticals field, there is a need to
harmonize rules and regulations as regards experimen-
tation, registration, production and distribution. On
this latter point it would be useful to achieve a better
understanding of the problems again on the basis of a
pertinent study followed by proposals to be made by
the Commission, to the Council of Ministers and to
the European Parliament.
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One particular aspect to which I wish to draw the
Commission's attention for a moment relates to the
pharmaceuticals necessary for the treatment of serious,
even though rare, diseases. The enormous cost borne
by private industry for research, experimentation and
production in the case of these pharmaceuticals is not
offset by sales, which can often be counted purely in
tens and are restricted to the national territory. The
possibility of a Community initiative in this sector
ought to be considered either in the form of aid and
support for research and experimentation or in terms
of free circulation within the Community at least for
pharmaceuticals of this type which should be set out
in a very restricted list pending the hoped-for free
circulation of all pharmaceuticals.
I said at the outset that the subject was highly impor-
tant and deserved fuller, far fuller, treatment because
health policy in the Community is something that
concerns the whole population. I believe that my
Group, conscious of the importance of safeguarding
the health of our citizens, will make itself the prom-
otor of motions for resolutions through which we
shall endeavour to make up for the inadequacy with
which 
- 
I have to say this 
- 
this truly fundamental
subject has so far been treated.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission. 
-(NL) Mr President, for some time now there has been
considerable concern in our countries about the use of
drugs. This is true of all the Member States, and I do
not therefore find it surprising that the subject is also
being discussed in Parliament or that there should be
pressure for Communiry action as Mrs Squarcialupi
has just advocated. I would point out, Mr President
that there is already some consultation at intergovern-
mental level. I am thinking, for example, of the
Pompidou Group, to which most of our Member
States belong, but which also includes a country from
outside our Community, Sweden. The drugs problem
generally is not simply a question of public health,
although I will shortly be saying something more
about this aspect in connection with the questions
raised by Mr Ghergo. Apart from public health, the
problem also has legal aspects, relating to public
order. And so straightaway we are coming to the
limits of the possibilities open to us in the Commu-
nity, because, as you know, questions of public order
are the very matters that 
- 
quite generally 
- 
have
been left out of the Treaties. The Member States them-
selves remain sovereign in this field.
On the other hand, and I should like to point this out,
Mr President, social aspects also play a part, and again
they in many cases also have Community aspects. It is
an awkward problem that coincides with the dividing
line between the Treaties and national legislation.
But I believe it is in every way sensible to view the
question as a whole.
This problem certainly has a number of Community
aspects, and I feel that although it is difficult to
outline a Community policy to deal with the drugs
problem, it is in every way a good idea to discuss it in
the European Parliament and elsewhere. I should also
like to point out that in this difficult area there are
not only differences of approach among the Member
States but also differences of opinion. Even within
individual Member States we often find differences of
opinion on this subject. I refer in this connection to a
number of interesting articles on the problem that
appeared in Le Nonde last week.
The Council of Public Health Ministers, which 
- 
I
hope 
- 
will be meeting during the first half of this
year, has the question of drugs on its agenda. Further-
more, this Council also consists, Mr President, of repre-
sentatives of the Member States. This in itself shows
that we are dealing with a mixed bag : on the one
hand, aspects that concern the Community, on the
other hand, aspects that concem national legislation
without the Community being involved, at least in the
opinion of some, and I would say most, Member
States.
The question of drugs arose because the doping
problem, as it is known in sport, was discussed by the
Council of Public Health Ministers, but doping and
drugs are also quite generally on the agenda, for
example when we talk about the excessive use of medi-
caments, to which Mr Ghergo has just referred. !7here
this matter is concerned, we will have to confine
ourselves to concentrating on prevention, information
and social and medical assistance, and I do not think
that we can ignore the fight against the illegal trade in
drugs.
Mr Ghergo and his colleagues have asked, on behalf
of the European People's Party, a number of ques-
tions, an{ I should like to make a number of
comments in reply. Firstly, the question of what I will
call the misuse of medicaments. As I have told you,
the Council of Public Health Ministers first had the
question of doping in sport on their agenda in 1977.
At the second meeting of the Council of Public
Health Ministers in 1978 the subiect was phrased in
more general terms and the question of misuse of
medicaments generally was discussed, the Commis-
sion being asked to study the matter in greater detail.
The Commission did this. I7e collected information
on the use, or rather misuse, of medicaments and
published the results in Social Policy, 1978, No 38,
under the heading of 'Pharmaceutical consumption'.
The Council of Public Health Ministers also discussed
the question of smoking. The Commission was asked
to convene a meeting of experts to permit an
exchange of views among the Member States. !fle
were asked to establish a Community method of
evaluating the information campaign against smoking.
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In addition, experimental information campaigns were
organized. We were also asked to persuade the
Council to adopt a common position on cigarette
advertising, which 
- 
as you know 
- 
is completely
prohibited in some Member States.
Moreover 
- 
and I am now answering Mr Ghergo's
question 
- 
we are now studying the reasons why
people in fact start smoking, a question which is parti-
cularly relevant in connection with young people. It is
also planned to make a start this year on a study into
the reasons for alcohol consumption. !(e hope it will
be possible for the Council of Public Health Ministers
to meet for a third time under the Italian Presidency.
I have already had initial contact with the Italian
Presidency in this regard. The Commission is coope-
rating with national experts and international organiza-
tions. A number of steps have already been taken, and
we hope to be able to submit practical proposals to a
meeting of the Council of Public Health Ministers in
the first half of this year. The question of advertising,
to which I have already referred, is a very practical
problem. I am thinking, for example, of advertising
for smoking, for medicines and the like on cable tele-
vision, which makes it possible for advertisements to
be seen across frontiers from other Member States. I
am also thinking of satellite transmissions and such
like 
- 
in brief, all things that await the population of
our Community in the short or long term. We must
try to achieve a Community policy in this area by
means of specific agreements. I feel that the action we
can take with regard to prevention, for example with
respect to smoking and alcohol consumption, must be
primarily directed at young people.
As regards vaccinations, we have for the time being
left this question with the appropriate organization,
the World Health Organization, which is better
equipped for this purpose than we are, has numerous
experts and is also the competent body for the fight
against epidemics and the prevention of infectious
diseases. But this does not mean that we are leaving
everything to the \(orld Health Organization. '$7e
ourselves are very active in encouraging contacts,
between the Member States for example, and espe-
cially on the operational side of the matter.
As regards mutual assistance in the event of disasters,
the Commission convened a meeting of experts from
the Member States at the beginning of December last
year to discuss answers to a questionnaire that had
been distributed by the Commission. The Commis-
sion has made it know that it will be submitting to
the next meeting of the Council of Public Health
Ministers a practical proposal on mutual assistance in
the event of disasters. This proposal will take the form
of a list of all the specialized centers already in exist-
ence throughout the Communiry which can be called
upon in emergencies, so that help may be provided
rapidly.
The Euro-health card was also on rhe Council's
agenda, and this subiect has two aspects. A card of this
kind can be used as evidence of the type of treatment
required, where, for example, a person is temporarily
in a Member State other than that in which he is
insured.
A second and no less important aspect of a health
card of this kind is that it would contain medical infor-
mation on the bearer, so that he could be given help
immediately it he suddenly needed it, for example, in
an accident or when his own doctor was not immedi-
ately available. This aspect and quite specifically the
fact that all citizens of the Member States can make
use of a document of this kind has given rise to discus-
sions. These proposals are for the moment more or
less blocked, because the Commission has proposed
that social security for people who move from one
Member State to another 
- 
and thus for migrant
workers in particular 
- 
should be extended to the self-
employed and to those not gainfully employed. As
you know 
- 
I do not need to go into detail 
- 
this
proposal is now before the Council of Ministers and is
there encountering some difficulty, part of which has
nothing to do with the subject itself. But the Council's
approval of the introduction of a health card for
everyone, not only workers but also the self-employed
and those not gainfully employed, such as students,
pensioners and so on, might be a particularly impor-
tant step. As regards the second aspect to which I
referred, the provision of medical information in emer-
gencies. I would point out that two Member States
have already introduced a card of this kind for people
with specific medical conditions, for example : diabe-
tics, wearers of pacemakers and some users of medi-
cines, where it is a good thing for the doctor to know
in an emergency that the patient takes such medi-
cines, those who suffer from allergies and so on. I
hope that it will be possible for the Council of Public
Health Ministers to reach definite conclusions and
achieve definite results in this field at their next
meeting.
To conclude, Mr President, I feel that we should not
approach the question of public health solely from
the narrow economic angle as has hitherto too often
been the case, and I am now thinking in particular of
pharmaceuticals. I believe that even the Council of
Ministers is now slowly coming to realize that this
question cannot only be seen in terms of the costs
involved 
- 
and in the Commission too it has resulted
in certain steps being taken. Public health has up to
know been distributed over a large number of directo-
rates-general, in other words a large number of
Commission staff. The Commission recently decided
that one Commissioner should have the coordinating
power in the field of public health and that he should
be the Commissioner responsible for employment
and social affairs, and I therefore now have the great
honour of also being the Commissioner responsible
for public health, although my title does not yet
reflect this.
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Mr President, I believe that this demonstrates that the
Treaties concern not only economic, commercial and
other matters of a similar nature, but that they also
concern the evolution of a Europe with a human face,
to use a well-known expression. It is a good thing that
certain aspects of public health to which more human
aspects attach also form the subject of our decision-
making process and of discussions in the Council of
Ministers.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Vredeling, for your last
statement. $7e are aware that you are committed to
giving a human character to Parliament's activities
and to the work for which you are responsible, and we
wish you every success in this new public health
sector.
To wind up the debate on Oral Question on the fight
against drug abuse (Doc. l-647179), I have received
three motions for resolutions with requests for an
early vote, pursuant to Rule a7 $) of the Rules of
Procedure :
- 
by Mrs Squarcialupi (Doc. l-752179), on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection,
- 
by Mr Newton Dunn, Mr Turner, Mr Dalziel, Mr
Normanton, Mr Balfour and Mr Provan (Doc.
l-764179), on behalf of the European Democratic
Group,
- 
by Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Dekker, Mrs
Macciocchi and Mr Pannella (Doc. l-766179).
I shall consult Parliament on these three requests at
the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
13. Order of business
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, we are faced
with the problem that we are unable to complete our
agenda. There are still 14 speakers on the list and we
still have the debate on Mr von I7ogau's motion to a
resolution after which we have the joint discussion on
the important Dankert and Jackson report. Parliament
has decided that these should be the first two items
on Thursday's agenda.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am sorry I have to
ask this question. !7e had hoped that the debates we
have had so far would not take as long as has been the
case, because we should really have debated the two
reports by Mr Dankert and Mr Jackson on rhe
temporary budgetary arrangements. The fact is that
more than one-twelfth of. the 1979 budget must be
made available to the Council, the Economic and
Social Committee, the Court of Justice and others to
enable them to meet their commitments with regard
to rent and insurance. As this concerns non-compul-
sory expenditure, the Council has taken appropriate
decisions. The Committee on Budgets discussed the
matter yesterday. We feel the question should be dealt
with as quickly as possible.
Tomorrow is, of course, the Council's day, Mr Presi-
dent. But on Thursday morning Mr Tugendhat will be
presentinq the Commission's proDosals for the 1980
budget. I" do not intend to iralie 
"ny observationsabout Article 204 of the Treaty or Article 8 of the
Financial Regulation, but simply say that if we intro-
duce and vote on these two reports on Thursday
morning 
- 
fscsuss we must vote immediately 
- 
we
shall be coming too close to the Commission's budge-
tary proposals, which might cause us political and
legal difficulties. I would therefore ask you to consider
my request that, contrary to the decision taken
yesterday, we take this important matter as the first
item on the agenda tomorrow morning and that
immediately after the reports have been presented 
-there is only one speaker, and the whole thing would
take perhaps fifteen minutes 
- 
we proceed to the
vote. Then we will have 24 hours clear before the
Commission presents its proposals for the 1980
budget and need have no fear of somebody or other
causing legal or political difficulties on the grounds
that too little time has elapsed between the two. I am
asking, therefore, that this matter be taken first
tomorrow morning rather than Thursday morning.
President. 
- 
As you are aware, the Rules of Proce-
dure stipulate that amendments can only be made to
the agenda on a proposal from the President. I there-
fore feel that the matters should be referred directly to
the President so that an answer can be given to your
question eafly tomorrow morning.
14. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place
tomorrow, \Tednesday, 13 February 1980 at 9 a.m. and
3 p.-. with the following agenda:
- 
decision on the urgency of one report,
- 
decision on the request for an early vote on 5
motions for resolutions,
- 
joint debate on the Fuchs report, an oral question to
the Council and two oral questions to the Commis-
sion on energy policy,
- 
ioint debate on the Council's statement on the Italian
Presidency (continuation) and an oral question to the
Commission on the British contribution to the
Community budget.
3 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. : Question Timr (questions to the
Council and Foreign Ministers)
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uas closed at 7.25 p.m)
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Approaal of minutes
Documents receioed
Order of business
Urgent procedilre
Decision on urgency
Decision on requests for an early aote :
Points of order: lVr Klepsch ; Mr Pannella
Energ poliE 
- 
Joint debate on a report(Doc. 1-704/79) b1 lllr Fucbs on bebalf of
tbe Committee on Energt and Research
and tbree oral questions witb debate by
Mr Miiller-Herqrann and otbers (Doc.
1-499/79) Llr Pintat on bebalf of tbe
Liberal and Democratic Group (Doc.
1-497/79) and lVr Linkohr and otbers
(Doc. 1-599/79) :
lllr Fucbq rdpporteur (Doc. l-70a/79)
lllr Miiller-Hermanq author (Doc.
I -499/7e)
hlr Pintat, autbor (Doc. 1-497/79) . . , . .
Mr B*aglia, President-in-Office of tbe
Council
lllr Scbmid, autbor (Doc. I-699/79)
IWr Brunner, Jllernber of tbe Commission ;
Mr Linkohr (S); hIr Herman (EPP); Mr
Seligman (ED); )llr Ippolito ; Mrs aon
Alemann (L);Mr Lalor (EPD); lVr Coppie-
ters (I); lVr Rornualdi; lWr Adam; Mr
Hoffmann; lWr Beazlqt ; hlr Damette ; lllr
Caloez; lllr Ansquer; Mr Skoamand ; ll[rs
Dekker; Mr Didd; Mr Pedini; lllr Almi-
rante ; Itlrs Roudy ; llrlr Gendebien ; lllr
Paisley; lllr Abens ; lWrs Lizin; lWr Bisa-
glia;llIr Fucbs
Question Time (Doc. 1-738/79) (conclusion)
Questions to the Council
Question No 61, by Mr Fellermaier:
Council poliE towards Turh,ey
Question No 62, by Mr Radoux: EEC-
Turkel Association Agreement
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office of tbe
Council; -futr Fellernraier; hlr Zarnber-
letti; lllr Radoux; llr Zamberletti; llr
J. D. Taylor; lllr Zamberletti ; hlrs De
hlarch ; hlr Zarnberletti ; Mr Pannella;lWr Zamberletti; Lord Betbell ; lWr
Zamberletti; A4r Sieglerschmidt ; lVr
Zamberletti; llr Jobnson ; lVr Zamberletti
Question No 47, b1 lVs Cluryd: Implica-
tions to the South lf/'ales coal industry
.lVr Zanrberletti; lVs Cluyd; Mr Zamber-
letti; hlr Rogers ; JlIr Zamberletti ; lVr
lllarsball; A4r Zamberletti; trIr Griffiths;
hlr Zarnberletti; Mr Pannella; lllr
Zamberletti
Point of order: fuIr Boyes ; hlr Feller-
maier; A4r Boyes .
lllr Zamberletti
Question No 48, by Mr Sieglerschmidt :
Directitte on product liabilitl
lWr Zanrberletti; lllr Sieglerscbmidt ; lWr
Zarnbeletti ; lVr lY'ekh ; lllr Zantberletti ;
lWr Fellermaier; lWr Zanrberletti ; lVr
Hord; lllr Zanrberletti ; Mr Prottt ; lVr
Zamberletti
Question No 51, by Lord Douro: Sltanish
entry to EEC
lVr Zambcrletti; Lord Douro; Mr Zamber-
letti; lVr Pannella; Mf Zarnberletti; Lord
Betbell ; hlr Zamberletti ; lllrs Ewing; llr
Zamberletti ; lWr Habsburg; lllr Zamber-
letti ; iVrs Poirier; Mr Zamberletti
Question No 52, fu JVr Battersbl: Tbe
Comrnunitl'! relatiois witb Cbina
hlr Zamberletti ; hIr Battersb! ; Mr
Zamberletti; .fuIrs Kellett-Bowman; hlr
Zamberletti
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Question No 53, by ll4r Tumer: Failure to
fulfil an obligation under tbe EEC Treaty
lllr Zamberletti ; LIr Turner; lllr Zamber-
letti
Question No 54, bl M, Colla: Rise in
energt prices
lWr Zamberletti; .fuIr Colla; Nr Zamber-
letti ; lllr Paisley ; lWr Zatnberletti ; lulr
lWoreland; lWr Zamberletti. . . .
Question No 55, by lWrs Ewing: Protection
of Communiry uaturs
lllr Zamberletti; lllrs Ewing; lWr Zamber-
letti; )llrs I* Roux; lWr Zamberletti ; lllr
Prag; )Vr Zamberletti; lllr Haris; Mr
Zamberletti
Questions to tbe Foreign lllinisters meeting
in political cooperdtion
Question No 63, by lllr Paislel: lWembers
of tbe Community making claims ooer.the
teritory of lllember States
hIr Zamberletti President-in-Office of tbe
Foreign lllinisters; lllr Paisley; lllr
Zamberletti; Mr Hume ; lllr Zamberletti;illr Blaney; lllr Zamberletti; Mr J. D.Taflor; lWr Zamberletti; lfiiss De Valera;lllr Zamberletti
Question No 54, by lWr Colla: Situation in
the lWiddle East
lllr Zamberletti; )llr Colla; Mr Zamber-
letti; lllr lllarsball; hlr Zamberletti; lllr
Blumenfeld; lWr Zamberletti; lVrs Lizin;
lllr Zamberletti; lllr Patterson I itlr
Zamberletti; lllr Sieglerscbmidt ; hlr
Zamberletti; lVr Enigbt ; lllr Zamberletti
Question No 5), by ll4rs Ewing: Human
rigbts in Soutb Africa
IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vice-President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.nt)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedinp of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
lWr Zamberletti ; Mrs Ewing; lWr Zarnber-
letti ;lWr Jakobsen ;*Ir Zamberletti
lllem b ers b ip of co mmi t t ees
Urgent procedure
Council statement on tbe ltalian presid-
enE ftontinuation of debate) 
- 
Bitisb
sbare in the Cornmuniry budget 
- 
1ral
question witb debate (Doc. 1-617/79) by lllr
Galland, JWrs Pruoot and lWr Caloez on
bebalf of tbe Liberal and Democratic
Group:
lWr Visentini (L); lVr de la Maline
(EPD);iWr Pannella (I); lllr De Goede
lllr Galland, autbor(Doc. 1-617/79) . . . .
LIr Cariglia; hlr Bersani ; lllr J.lV.Taylor; lWr Segre; lVr Cecooini ; lVr
Bonde ; Sir Fred Catberwood; ^l,Lr lllaher;
lWr Paisley; lWr Romualdi; lllrs Groet IlWr Rffini, President-in-Office of tbe
Council
9.
163
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t86
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Point of order: lVr Pannella
Proaisional twelftbs (debate and oote) 
-Report (Doc. 1-756/79) bl lll Dankert on
bebalf of tbe Committee on Budgets and
report (Doc 1-7t t/79) by lllr Robert
Jackson on bebalf of the Committee on
Budgets:
.lVr Dankert, rapporteur (Doc. 1-756/79) . .
iVr Robert Jackson, rapporteur (Doc.
r -7t t/79)
Adoption of tbe resolutions
Agenda for next sitting
Annex
Since there are no ob;ections, the minutes of proceed-
ings are approved.
2. Docunents receiacd
President. 
- 
I have received :
(a) requests from the Council for opinions on :
- 
the proposal from the Council for a regulation (EEC)
on the conclusion of the transitional protocol to the
agreement establishing the association between the
European Economic Community and the Republic
of Cyprus (Doc. l-757179\
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which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Agriculture foi an
opinion;
- 
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for
a decision applying for the second time Decision
78l870lEEC empowering the Commission to contract
loans for the purpose of promoting investment within
the Communiry (Doc. t-758129),
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budges;
- 
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for
a directive amending Directive 7ll307lEEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to textile names (Doc. l-759179),
which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee
responsible and to the Legal Affairs Committee for an
opinion;
(b) the following oral questions with debate to the
Commission:
- 
by Mr Sutra, Mr Gatto, Mr Delors, Mrs Cresson and
Mr Arfi on a common wine-growing policy (Doc.
t-750t7e);
- 
by Mr Sayn-l7ittgenstein-Berleburg, Mr Klepsch, Mr
Gonnella, Mr Janssen van Raay, Mr De Keersmaeker,
Mr Ryan, Mr von Bismarck, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Hoff-
mann, Mr Luster and Mr Prittering on the negoti-
ating position of the Community at the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (Doc.
r-768t7e);
(c) the following motions for resolutions tabled
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of procedure :
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc. l-763179) by Mr
Cottrell, Mr Forth, Mr Hord, Mr Tyrrell and Mr More-
land on a postal administration for the European
Communities,
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets;
- 
motion for a tesolution (Doc. l-757/79) by Mr Sarre
and Mr Moreau on the Olympic Games,
which has been referred to the Committee on youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-770/79), tabled by Mr
Luster, Mr Klepsch, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr
Vergeer, Mr Adonnino, Mr Ryan, Mr Penders and Mr
Michel on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (CD), on the seat of the institutions of
the European Community,
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-771179), tabled by Mr
Miiller-Hermann, Mr Klepsch, Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti, Mrs Moreau, Mr Barbi, Mr Michel, Mr Ryan,
Mr d'Ormesson and Mr Penders on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party (CD). on
Community policy on the Mediterranean in the
context ol enlatgement of the Community,
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee.
3. Order of business
President. 
- 
Following a request by Mr Lange,
chairman of the Committee on Budgets, I propose
that pursuant to Rule 12 of the Rules of Procedure the
Robert Jackson report (Doc. l-7SS/791 and the
Dankert report (Doc. l-7 56179) on provisional
twelfths be entered as the last item on the agenda of
today's sitting and that the vote on the moiions for
resolutions contained in these reports be held at the
end of the joint debate on this subject.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
4. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received the following requests
for urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Ruies of
Procedure :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-773179) by Mr Hord,
Mr Harris, Mr Tyrrell, Mr Pfennig, Mr Konrad Sch6n,
Mr von Iflogau, Mr Ryan, Mr S?ilzer, Mr Langers, Sir
Peter Vanneck, Mr Cottrell, Mr J. M. Taylor, Mr J. D.
Taylor, Miss Hooper, Miss Brookes, Mr Simmondi, Mr
Simpson, Mr Patterson, Mr Forth, Mr Normanton, Mr
Sherlock, Mr Hutton, Mr Paisley, Mr Kellett-Bowman,
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Lord Harmar-Nicholls, Mr
Fergusson, Mr Balfour, Mr Pursten, Mr Schaal, Mrs
Rabbethge, Mr Curry, Mr Marshall and Lord Bethell
on the measures to be taken by the European
Community following the Soviet invasion of Afghan-
istan and the outrageous treatment of professor
Sakharov ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-774179) by Mr Sarre,
' Mrs Roudy, Mrs Vayssade, Mrs Salisch, Mr von der
Vring, Mr Vernintmen, Mrs l7ieczorek-Zeul, Mr
Oehler, Miss Quin, Mr Linde, Mrs Cresson, Mr
!7alter, Mr Gautier, Mrs \7eber, Mr Motchane, Mr
Schwarzenberg, Ms Clryd, Mr pelikan, Mr Muntingh,
Mr Van Minnen, Mrs Fuillet, Mr Caborn and Mr
Boyes on the sentence of death passed on James
David Mange;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-775179) by Mr Sarre,
Mr Jaquet, Mrs Roudy, Mr Enright, Mr Albers, Mr
Caborn, Mr Griffiths, Mr Loo, Mrs Cresson, Mr
Oehler, Mr Motchane, Mr Ruffolo, Mrs Lizin, Mr
Orlandi, Mr Van Minnen, Mr pelikan, Mr Estier, Mr
Didd, Mrs tVieczorek-Zeul, Mr Schmid, Mrs Salisch,
Mrs Buchan and Mr \flettig on the events in Guate-
mala.
The reasons supporting the requests for urgent debate
are contained in the documents themselves.
Pursuant to the second subparagraph of Rule la (l) of
the Rules of Procedure, the vote on these requests will
be held at the beginning of the sitting tomorrow.
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5. Decision on urgenE
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on the
urgency of the Enright report (Doc. l-754179) on food
aid for Palestinian refugees.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
I propose that the report be placed on the agenda of
the sitting of Friday, 15 February 1980.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
6. Decision on requests for an early oote
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on the
requests for an early vote on five motions for resolu-
tions. !7e consider first:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-761179) by Mr
Pranchdre and others and motion for a resolution
(Doc. l-762179) by Mr Davem and others on EEC
policy on oils, fats and proteins.
I propose that there be a single vote on these two
requests.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
I put to the vote the request for an early vote on the
two motions for resolutions.
The request is adopted.
The two motions for resolutions will be put to the
vote at the next voting time.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the requests for
an early vote on three other motions for resolutions :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-752179) by Mrs Squar-
cialupi, motion for a resolution (Doc. 11764179) by Mr
Newton Dunn and others and motivn for a resolution
(Doc. l-766179) by Mrs Bonino and others on the
fight against drug abuse.
I propose that there be a single vote on these three
requests.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
Pursuant to the second subparagraph of Rule a7 $) of
the Rules of Procedure,
As soon as the motion for a resolution has been distri-
buted, Parliament shall first decide, if necessary after
hearing one of the movers, whether an early vote is to be
taken.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) There is just one question I want
to ask, Mr President, since unfortunately I was not
here at the end of yesterday's sitting. !flas the debate
on this topic concluded ? If so, I go along with your
proposal. If the debate was not concluded, however,
we should vote on these urgent deeisions tomorrow
morning.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella 
- 
(I) lf you forgive me, Mr President, I
believe that is not Mr Klepsch's but the Chair's inter-
pretation which is the correct one, since the wording
of Rule a7 (5) is quite clear: 'As soon as the motion
for a resolution has been distributed, Parliament shall
first decide ...' In my view we should take an immed-
iate vote.
President. 
- 
I am aware that the debate has not
finished but we can nevertheless decide on an early
vote.
I put to the vote the request for an early vote on the
three motions for resolutions.
The request is adopted.
The three motions for resolutions will be put to the
vote at the next voting time.
7. Energ policy
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the report (Doc. 7041791, drawn up by Mr Fuchs
on behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research, on the communication from the
Commission to the Council (Doc. 2ll/79) on the
Community's energy objectives for 1990 and
convergence of policies of the Member States and
on nuclear energy and energy policy;
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 11499/79),
tabled by Mr Miiller-Hermann, Mrs lValz, Mr
Herman, Mr d'Ormesson, Mr Fuchs, Mr Sassano,
Mr Hoffmann, Mr Siilzer, Mr Rinsche and Mr
Croux on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (CD) to the Council :
Subject: Adequate long-term energy supplies at reaso-
nable cost
It is essential to secure adequate long-term energy
supplies at reason.rble cost if the European Community is
to maintain and improve present living standards, safe-
guard its international competitiveness and restore full
employment within an expanding economy. If unemploy-
ment is to be effectively tackled and social securiry
extended, a solution must be found urgently for the
energy problems.
In the long term the European Community has no signif-
icant oil and gas reserves and no new, easily accessible
coal deposits. Furthermore, there is insufficient Contin-
ental shelf for oil prospecting and production.
Given the prospect of fierce international competition in
the 1980s for diminishing supplies of oil and natural gas,
coupled with the existence of a very grave threat to the
political independence of major oil-producing countries
and to the safety of sea routes used to transport energy,
the Community must, as well as saving energy, as is
being constantly reiterated, concentrate in the coming
decades on the use of home-produced and imported coal
- 
as far as possible using refining processes 
- 
and on
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the use of nuclear energy, and the development of new or
alternative energy sources.
The Communiry must also take account of the Third
World countries in its energy policy and, as a highly
industrialized economic zone, ease the pressure on thi
world energy market by developing nuclear power and
other new energy supply systems and by noi depriving
the developing counries unnecessarily of the mori easil!
accessible forms of energy. This programme requires
exceptionally high investment and is subject to exception-
ally long lead times.
Convinced that these problems can be mastered only by
a major concerted effort, we put the following questlonl
to the Council :
l. I7hat kind of comprehensive common energy policy
does it intend to apply in order to meet the ihaitenge
p_resented by the problem of energy supplies ? \7hiah
Commission proposals relating to the common energy
policy has the Council adopted in the last two years,
which has it not yet given final consideration, and
which has it rejected ?
2. Is it resolved and able, following the Tokyo decisions,
to ensure that 
- 
in concert with the USA and Japan
- 
dependence on OPEC oil is reduced by 1990 to a
level that excludes the possibiliry of lasting disruptions
of economic activity in the Communiry ?
3. Can it confirm that the funds set aside for research
and development in the energy sector have so far been
entirely inadequate ? Is it prepared to improve coordi_
nation of the large number of national programmes ?
!7hat kind of safeguards does it think would be appro-
priate for high-risk private investment in the energy
sector ?
4. !7hat are its views on the feasibility of comparable
safety and environmental regulations governing the
construction and in particular the siting of nuclear
reactors, particularly in lrontier regions, where there
must not only be consultation but also an agreement
supported by law ? Has any consensus been reached
on a Community reprocessing and disposal system
available to the Member States ?
5. !7hat steps are to be taken, above and beyond the
energy crisis plan, to guarantee all Member States _
irrespective of their own resources 
- 
adequate energy
sources in good time, where this is essential for thiir
energy supplies ?
5. Is it prepared to take measures to intensify the public
relations activities and dialogue with the ordinary
citizen required for energy policy in the Member
States ? How does it intend to counter the dangers
a-rising from delays in taking the necessary political
decisions ?
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-497179), tabled
by Mr Pintat on behalf of the Liberal and Democ-
ratic Group, to the Commission :
Subject: Community support for energy supplies
In view of-the persisting difficulties in regard to the
Community's energy supplies, can the Commission :
l. Give details of the nature, scope and cost of the
programme which it considers the Communiry would
have to adopt in order to cope with this critical situa-
tion ?
2. State whether it considers it advisable to launch imme_
diately a Community 'energy' loan and indicate in
what way this could be raised rapidly and in what wayit could be used.
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-699179), tabled
by Mr Linkohr, Mrs Roudy, Mr Adam, Mri Fuillet,
Mr Griffiths, Mr Linde, Mrs Lizin, Mr Muntingh,
Mr Percheron, Mr Rogers, Mrs Seibel-Emmerliig,
Mr Schmid, Mrs Charzat, Mrs !7eber and Mr
Schieler, to the Commission:
Subject: Safety of Pressurized I7ater Reactors
The UK Central Electricity Generating Board is consid-
ering the site for Britain's first Pressurized !7ater Reactor(P!7R) while the Nuclear Installations Inspecrorate has
claimed that the design of the British p!7R would be
different from that of the stricken Three Mile Island No
2 Reactor, near Harrisburg (pennsylvania). Following the
Harrisburg accident, earlier this year, four more nuclear
power stations in the United States have been closed
down as a result of dangerous mishaps. Meanwhile, the
opening of new PSTR power stations at Gravelines and
Tricastin in France has been prevented due to the action
of the trade unions who revealed the discovery of cracks
detected in key components of both plants. In addition,
progress on the construction of certain plrR's in the
German Federal Republic has been held up pending the
outcome of legal action.
l. Vill the Commission explain what differences in
design of the British P!7R would prevent the possi-
bility of a Harrisburg-type accident ?
2. Does the Commission consider that the current design
of PlfR's manufactured by Framatome/Creusot-Loire
and Siemens (K!7U) would similarly prevent a Harris_
burg-type accident and, if so, why ?
3. Does the Commission not accept that nuclear reactors
with single-phase cooling systems based, for example,
on carbon dioxide gas, are inherently safer than those
with two-phase water cooling systems operating under
very high pressure ?
4. To what extent does the Commission consider that
the cracks discovered in the Gravelines and Tricastin
reactors constitute a risk to their safe operation and
will the Commission consider making representations
to the French Government so as to ensure the well-
being of the nearby population (given especially the
proximity of Gravelines to the Belgian frontier) ?
5. \7ill the Commission state why it has been necessary
to extend until 31 May 1980 the term of office of the
group of high-level independent experts whose task isto review the overall current position regarding
nuclear safety in the Community in the light of the
Harrisburg accident,l in view of the undertaking
given by Vice-President Natali to Parliament on 9 May
1979 that this group 'will submit a report to the
Commission by the end of the year' ? z
I Commrssron Decrsron 79l82t|lEuratom of 2 October 1979, OJ No L 251 of 5
October 1979, p. 26
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6. Does the Commission not consider that it is the duty
of the Governments of the Member States to inform
the public of any safety problems which arise in
nuclear installations and is the Commission prepared
to assume such a responsibility in case of default ?
I call Mr Fuchs.
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the report and the motion for a resolu-
tion on the Community's energy objectives for 1990
reflect the profound concern that the Community and
its Member States are not doing all that is necessary in
good time to safeguard our energy supplies. The
reason for our concern is the virtually permanent
inability of the Council to act on important questions
of energy policy and the lack of genuine convergence
of the energy policies pursued by the Member States.
Our concern has been deepened by the recent deve-
lopments in the Middle East. Finally, we feel that our
concern is justified by the fact that the Member States
have made only modest progress 
- 
if that 
- 
towards
their own objectives in such matters as developing
nuclear energy and energy-saving. Against this back-
ground, the Committee on Energy and Research
thinks that the communication from the Commission
to the Council is too optimistic, and this view is
backed up by Mr Brunner's public pronouncements
and the speech Mr Jenkins gave yesterday. Of course,
Mr Brunner's oft-repeated public warnings and proPo-
sals are good thing in themselves, but it would be a
good deal better 
- 
and more appropriate to the role
of the European Parliament 
- 
if the Commission
were to submit in the near future a fresh proposal
setting out revised obiectives and ways of attaining
them. In its motion for a resolution, the committee
calls for the year 2000 to be adopted as the target date
on the grounds that a period of between 8 and l0
years, which is what is needed to carry out maior
investment projects in the energy sector, leaves Practi-
cally no room for manoeuvre between now and 1990,
which is the target date adopted in this report.
The motion for a resolution welcomes the Commis-
sion's communication in principle but goes on, in
more than 30 paragraphs, to call for additional steps
to be taken as a matter of the utmost urgency. A large
majority of the committee felt that it was inappro-
priate now to pick and choose between a number of
measures, but that the whole package would have to
be implemented as quickly as possible in an attempt
to deal with the threatened energy shortfall. It was felt
by the overwhelming maioriry of the committee that
anyone who thinks we can iust choose those proiects
which suit him and leave the others till later or reject
them altogether has already missed out on the future
of energy The Committee on Energy and Research
has devoted four meetings to a detailed discussion of
this question. Amendments which have been incorpor-
ated into the motion for a resolution have introduced
fresh elements but have not altered the gist of the reso-
lution. The committee reiected by a large majority any
amendments aimed principally at placing more and
more virtually insuperable obstacles in the way of the
development of nuclear energy, or at stoPPing such
development altogether. The decision to reiect these
amendhents was taken only after a conscientious and
obiective examination of all the facts. This being so 
-
and allow me to make a personal observation here 
-I think it was out of keeping with the gravity of this
question 
- 
indeed, I think it was a deplorable relapse
into ideological clich6 
- 
for members of the Socialist
Group to insinuate at the last part-session that
Members who supported the development of nuclear
energy were acting purely and simply in the interests
of large-scale capitalism.
(Applause)
In my opinion this is not the kind of attitude we
need. It smacks of an extraordinary degree of self-
righteousness. Incidentally, the same accusation ought
logically to be levelled at the Socialist members of the
Member States' governments, who follow the same
line as a majority of the committee. So please, ladies
and gentlemen, let us hear no more of this kind of
thing.
I should like to use the 10 minutes at my disposal to
give you a very succint version of the essential points
of our proposals and demands
Firstly, there can be no doubt whatsoever that the grea-
test danger lies in our dependence on imported oil,
which is why we are calling for the Community to
reduce this dependence as much as possible. The
Commission's original aim of a reduction to 50 % is
certainly inadequate, and Mr Brunner even referred
recently to aiming for only 30 % dependence on
imported oil. I hope that every effort will be made to
achieve this objective. Secondly, we cannot hope to
win the energy battle without more rational use of
energy and maximum energy-savings. The every is
therefore calling for the adopton of a 0'5 energy coeffi-
cient. !7e realize that this is an ambitious target, but is
is one that should be attainable by 1990 if we pull out
all the stops.'We must realize that the price of energy
is a vital factor in energy having, but we must at the
same time be prepared to deal with socially unjustifi-
able hardship. Energy-saving will also require a high
level of investment 
- 
to insulate buildings, for
instance 
- 
and let us not forget that this will in itself
involve additional energy consumPtion'
Thirdly, as a substitute for oil and to meet the addi-
tional demand for energy, what we need above all are
coal and nuclear energy, which are the only high-yield
sources of energy we have. Coal will have to be used
increasingly for such processes as gasification and
liquefaction, and as a raw material for chemical
products. Increased coal production in the Commu-
nity will have to go hand in hand with increased
import of coal. However, these additional imports
should not be allowed to ieopardize investment for the
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production of indigenous coal. Imported coal should
not be. used to replace Community ioal but to supple-
ment it ; any other policy would be totally wrong.
Fourthly, the motion for a resolution calls for the
accelerated- development of nuclear power with the
proviso, of course, that there should be the highest
possible uniform safety standard. A great majori-ty of
the committee felt that there was no -ri"bl. alternative
source of energy 
- 
at least in the medium term. This
is something we must bear in mind and from which
we must draw the right conclusions.
Fifthly, we must devote much larger sums of money
to the development of renewablJ sources of energylike solar energy, biomass, geothermic and wind
energy. But let us be under no illusion about all this
- 
despite all our efforts, these renewable sources of
:".rgT will, in the opinion of all reliable experts, onlybe able to meet between 3 and 4 % of our require_
ments by 1990.
Sixthly, the Community has important obligations as
regalds. ..r.1gy policy to the developing iountries,
particularly the Lom6 States. It is the divel-oping coun_
tries whose economic and social structures .ri b.ing
most severely affected by the exorbitant rises in thiprice of imported oil. That is why the motion for a
resolution calls on the Community to work together
with the oil-producing countries to make the neces_
sary investment and thus to help the developing coun_
tries gradually to become more self-suificient in
energy.
Seventhly, all these measures will require massive,
almost unimaginably high capital investment. That is
why we are calling on the Commission to carry out an
analysis of the capital required to overcome theproblems associated with energy. \U7e expect theCommission to issue immediatJiy, on the basis of
precise programme proposals, a loan of 2 000 million
EUA to finance investment in the renewable energy
and energy-saving sectors.
Eighthly, this enormous challenge which is now
facing-us.can only be met by true-solidarity between
the Member States. As far as the convergence of
energy policy is concerned, we must practise-what we
preach.
'!(ie must increase public awareness on as wide a front
as possible, and to do this, the Member States in parti_
cular 
- 
and this also figures in our motion for a reso_
lution 
- 
must do much more than they have so far topoint out to the public rhe central importance of
energ'y in- safeguarding our economic competitiveness,
our social welfare systems and in maintaining peace
and prosperity throughout the world.
Ninthly, the committee calls on the Commission to
report to the European Parliament once every six
months on the progress made in the energy sector
and to give us an objective account of succlises and
failures in this field. That is the only way this House
can carry out its supervisory functions and take an
active part in formulating energy policy.
Finally, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to make
the point that, although the energy policy situation is
very serious, it is not hopeless. The main thing is that
we_sh,ould be fully aware of the graviry of the situation
and draw the necessary conclusions, ho*er.. unplea_
sant, or even bitter, they may be.
On 
.behalf of the great majority of the committee, I
would ask your approval for this motion for a resolu_
tion.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mtller-Hermann.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) Mr president, ladies
and gentlemen, the oral question tabled by my Group
3i1s in particular to bring out the Council,s responsi-bility for energy policy and to express our concern at
the fact that the Council's activities so far have been
inadequate. The need to secure adequate long_term
supplies of energy at reasonable cost is a matter of toppriority. In the reasonably near future, we must abovl
all bring about a drastic reduction in the amount of
energy produced by hydrocarbons and restrict their
use for all intents and purposes to the transport and
chemicals sectors.
The fact that we are addressing such an emphatic
appeal to the Council does not mean that we neces_
sari.ly expect the Commission to solve our energy
problems by way of centralized bureaucratic dirigisil.\7hat we.really need are coordinated and .rifully
directed efforts which bear in mind the different situa_
tions in the Member States.
Mr President, whatever decisions we take in the
energy sector, we must always remember that there is
generally an exceptionally long lead time between adecision being taken and its lmplementation _ in
most cases, of the order of ten years. That is why we
are urging the Council to take the long_awaited deci_
sions at last. This applies to the need io ,rr. energy,
as the reductions that have taken place in consump_
tion so far are due not to energy-saving measures butto a.slower rate of growth than was f6recast; it also
applies to_ cgal production and long-term import
contracts. In this field, we have so far failed by a l,ong
way to achieve the aims the Community set itself. Asto prospects for the development of nuclear energ.y,
we may assume that by 1990 only half the nuclJar
energy capacity the Commission and the Council
have been reckoning on will in fact be on stream.
Ladies 
.and gentlemen, the urgent problems of
econ om ic growrh, regional develophent,' employment
and the elimination of balance of puy-.nti jeficits
will remain purely academic if we faii to safeguard ourIong-term energy requirements. I would en"dorse Mr
Fuchs s comment by appealing in particular to theSoctaltst members of the national parliaments and
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governments to abandon their policy of blocking the
development of nuclear enerSy . . .
(Applause)
... There is no justification for such a policy. None of
us is taking the matter lightly, and we too demand the
most rigorous safety standards. But we cannot afford
to exploit the element of fear in the hope of short-
term political gains. I7e bear the long-term responsi-
bility for our peoples and I would call on you to
accept that responsibility ...
(Applause)
... And the idea that nuclear energy need only be
used to cover our residual requirements is essentially
unrealistic and dishonest !7e all know that coal has
become such a valuable raw material that we can only
use it in processed form. But that can only be done by
using nuclear energy and coal in tandem. I have
repeatedly made the point that we must always bear
the Third !7orld in mind. Anyone who calls for addi-
tional development aid and in the same breath
opposes the use of nuclear energy is simply
misleading himself and others. Ladies and gentlemen,
the number of people in the world will have reached
something like 8 000 million by the year 2 000 and
the Per-capita consumption of energy in the Third
\florld will have quadrupled by then. This means that
either we shall become embroiled in a a maior new
conflict of interess between the highly industrialized
countries and the Third lTorld, or those highly indus-
trialized countries will have to make use of the most
up-to-date methods of obtaining energy. And for the
foreseeable future that means, first and foremost,
nuclear energy.
Let me appeal also to the Commission to come uP
with definite figures at long last and tell us what kind
of capital investment will be required in the future
and how these requirements can be met. I think the
Commission would be better advised to address its
concrete proposals to the European Parliament rather
than go around making very contradictory statements
in public and thus generating more confusion than
light.
'!7e also call on the Council to take more determined
steps to find European solutions to the problem of the
interim storage and disposal of radioactive waste. In
view of the great concern felt by people living in
border regions, we must make it a matter of urgency
that the construction of new power stations 
- 
and in
particular nuclear power stations 
- 
in border regions
should be subject to a legally binding consultation
procedure between the governments of the Member
States concerned and the Commission, with a right of
appeal against the results of this consultation .. .
(Applause)
... I think this should be a matter of the utmost
urgency if we are to check the recurrent and often
perfectly justified unrest.
Finally, I would address another appeal to the Council
and the Commission. I believe we must take immed-
iate steps to conclude long-term contracts and agree-
ments with the OPEC countries to ensure closer coop-
eration to our mutual advantage by meeting each
others needs. !7e may assume, ladies and gentlemen,
that the United States will 
- 
in view ol its own
substantial resources 
- 
be largely independent of
OPEC oil by the year 2000, but the European Commu-
niry and Japan will for a long time yet remain largely
dependent on supplies of oil from the OPEC coun-
tries. By the year 2000, however, we cannot expect the
United States to have the same interest as it does
today in protecting the Middle East or the shipping
lanes from the Middle East. That makes it all the
more urgent for us to enter into close and purposeful
cooperation with the OPEC countries today.
Let us not ignore, in all this, the interests of the Third
\7orld. In my opinion, the important thing is that we
should make sure that the OPEC countries' enormous
surpluses from oil transactions are sensibly recycled
into the world economy and that our know-how 
-along with the cheap and plentiful labour in the
Third !florld 
- 
should be used to make the world a
peaceful place, to promote economic growth
throughout the world and to bring about prosperity in
the Third !7orld as well.
Those are the points I wanted to make on behalf of
my Group to complement Mr Fuchs's report and to
introduce this debate.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pintat.
Mr Pintat. 
- 
(F)W President, ladies and gentlemen,
the price of oil is becoming totally unreasonable :
before there was a 'controlled skid', but now prices are
totally out of control. Saudi Arabia, which for a long
time exerted a moderating influence, is now losing
control of the situation. The problem of the Commu-
nity's energy supplies is a crucial one. The resources
of the exporting countries are increasing at a rate
which bears no relation to production costs, selling
price of a tonne of oil is in certain cases 50 to 100
times greater than the cost of extraction. The result is
massive supplies of cash referred to for convenience as
'petrodollars'. The densely populated producer coun-
tries, like Algeria, have no difficulty in using them,
but the thinly populated countries, which have the
most surpluses, no longer know what to do with them.
The recent increase decided on in Caracas has upset
the situation still further ; the amount of cash for
investment has become enormous.
Admittedly the exporting countries are still able to
re-invest part of this money, but the amount
remaining for investment keeps on growing; a figure
of 100 thousand million dollars per year, which is
roughly equivalent to the budget of a country like
France, has recently been quoted. They can no longer
find enough safe investments and so they will clearly
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be tempted to cut production to a level sufficient to
meet their own financial requirements. Keeping the
oil underground will therefore be their safest invest-
ment for the future. Thus, contrary to our hopes and
to the law of supply and demand, the increase in the
price of crude oil will not mean a return to abundant
supplies but will create a serious threat of an oil shor-
tage, and this would paralyse the world economy.
!7orld energy consumption, however, will continue to
grow. The advocates of zero growth are utterly
misguided, and even the Club of Rome has revised its
position.
There are three reasons for this. The \7est must
continue to increase its growth to avoid disorder and
unemployment. There is a striking parallel between
economic growth and the growth of energy consump-
tion. Furthermore, from now until the end of the
century the world's population will soar, and as the
economies of the Third !7orld countries evolve more
towards consumption, their energy requirements will
increase even more rapidly than ours. The situation in
the Middle East could also become more compli-
cated: the Soviet bloc has so far been self-sufficient in
energy, but according to a recent CIA report and a
recent statement by Mr Brezhnev, it will be short of
oil in the 1980s and will be competing with us for
Middle East oil.
In view of the seriousness of such a situation, our
governments must make plans to deal with this
problem. 'S7e must reduce our supplies from the
OPEC countries, but we must also try to secure
supplies, whether of oil or any other energ'y source,
from elsewhere. In the field of energy, however, it
takes a very long time to achieve anything, for
whatever form of energy is used, it takes about l0
years to produce results. This is also a very expensive
process and would cost us a great deal. l7estern
manpower and capital is to be used to produce energ.y
which could be extracted much more efficiently, with
the same capital, from the desert, but this is no longer
politically possible. To encourage energy conservation,
increases will have to be passed on to the consumer to
ensure that alternative sources become profitable.
Here are some figures which provide a striking illustra-
tion: it costs about $20 000 to produce one barrel of
oil I day per year, 5 thousand million francs to
construct a I 000 megawatt nuclear power plant, andl5 to 20 thousand million francs for a plant to
produce 3 million tonnes of oil per year from coal or
shale. A recent report by the Chase Manhattan Bank
says that we shall have to spend a billion dollars by
the end of 1990 in order to produce the energy
needed for our consumption up to the turn of the
century. To get things into perspective, this amounts
to ten times the budget of a country the size of
France.
Expenditure of this order is immense. It is on the
same scale as that of the great powers or the big inter-
national companies, and could even exceed them. For
this reason I feel we should seek new solutions and
other means of taking speedy action and securing
worthwhile resources. Europe's overriding responsi-
bility is to take action in this sector, and it should
help the Member States to finance large-scale projects
for European energy installations. There are two
conceivable ways of going about this 
- 
to introduce a
European surtax on oil products or to set up a huge
European loans system. Our initial reaction is that we
are not in favour of a surtax, as we feel it would be
difficult to apply. If it were applied to imports, the
countries with their own natural resources would be at
an advantage applied to all consumer goods, it would
result in an 'energy tax', which would be an undesir-
able development. The OPEC countries would regardit as an opportunity to increase the price of their
goods in line with the example ser by the 'West.
However, it would be difficult to get our governments
to agree to the principle of a surtax. Look what
problems would be created by an increase in VAT
beyond I o/o to resolve the difficulties of the Common
Agricultural Policy !
In our opinion, therefore, the second option, the
system of loans, is the only way open to us. !7e
believe that this new financial instrument offers the
only means of allaying our fears : a loan, which the
Liberal and Democratic Group has in its initial
analysis estimated at 2 000 million EUA, could be
issued to finance investment in energy conservation
and alternative energy forms. Such a loan is not only
essential, as I have just pointed out, but would
undoubtedly be successful, since the Community has
always enjoyed great advantages on the capital market.
Moreover, it would partially solve the crucial problem
of petrodollar invesrment which I referred to at the
start of my speech, and might help to persuade the
OPEC countries to increase their production. !7e
believe these proposals could become effective in a
very short time. The longer we wait, the more uncer-
tain the future of the Community's energy supplies
will be. Europe must look after its inrerests using its
own resources ! It has the know-how, and now we
must give it the financial means to reduce its depen-
dence on oil, that is to use more coal and nuclear
energy, as advocated by Parliament's Committee on
Energy and Research.
'We too are opposed to the politics of fear, and have
faith in our technologists ; as was admirably pointed
out a moment ago, to reject nuclear energy would be
far more harmful to the third world than to ourselves.
This ma.ior loan of 2 000 million EUA requested by
the Liberal and Democratic Group for the first year 
-it might be referred to as 'Energy for Europe" 
- 
is in
our view essential and should pave the way towards
ultimately supplementing the work of the Coal and
Steel Community and Euratom by including gas, oil
and the new energ'y sources in what could become
euro-energ'y .
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We would thus achieve three obiectives 
- 
jobs for
our workers, increased energy potential and petro-
dollar investment. It is better to invest substantially in
installations in Europe which will last for years than
to waste our money on oil which can only be used
once. We believe that our willingness to implement
an effective common European energy policy is the
real test of the political will of the Nine to build
Europe. N7e feel that Parliament ought to adopt a posi-
tion, without delay, whereby the most important
problem of our age can be overcome: that is the aim
of our motion for a resolution and of our appeal to
the Commission.
(Applause from tbe Liberal and Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bisaglia.
Mr Bisaglia, President in Office of tbe Council.- (I)
First of all I should like to thank the ten Members of
Parliament who have put down this question. It
provides an occasion for the Council to enter into a
discussion with the European Parliament on this most
important problem of ensuring long-term, adequate
and reasonably-priced supplies of the energy upon
which our future depends.
As the Members of Parliament who have Put ques-
tions have formulated them in very precise terms, I
should like, if the Parliament has no obiection, to deal
with these questions one after the other and to give
detailed replies to each one'
The first question concerns the overall policy which
the Council intends to Pursue with regard to energy
supplies and the decisions it has taken, or intends to
take on this matter.
The common energy policy is based, on the one hand,
on the Council Resolution of l7 September 1974
concerning the new energy Policy strategy for the
Community, on the Resolution of 13 February 1975
concerning measures to be implemented to achieve
the of the Community energy policy objectives
adopted by the Council on 17 December 1974 and,
on the other hand, on the objectives which the
Community has established, in particular during the
European Councils of Bremen ()uly 1978), Paris
(March 1979\ and Strasbourg (fune 1979)'
Apropos of this, during 1978 and 1979 the Council
adopted, at the recommendation of the Commission, a
series of proposals concerning:
- 
protection and promotion of investment in energy
research,
- 
the rational use of energy and energy saving,
- 
Community proiects in the field of hydrocarbons,
- 
location of power stations,
- 
nu6lgxl energy.
Members may obtain more detailed information on
these proposals if they wish.
The Council has not yet taken a final decision on a
certain number of proposals which have been Put to
it, the list of which is also available for those Members
of Parliament who wish to consult it. These proposals
concern, amongst other things, new Community
measures on energy-saving, energy obiectives for 1990,
better use of coal, supplying the Community with
nuclear fuel and amending Chapter VI of the Euratom
Treaty. The Council is still considering these ProPo-
sals submitted to it by the Commission and has not
for the moment rejected any of them.
The second question concerns the reduction of our
dependence on oil. Here I should like to remind you
that the European Council, in Paris on 12 and 13
March 1979 decided that during 1979, the Commu-
nity and the Member States would pursue a policy of
reducing oil consumption to 500 million tonnes, a
reduction of approximately 25 million tonnes
compared with what had been forecast. This decision
was confirmed by the European Council in Strasbourg
on 2l and 22 June 1979 and the information was
passed on to the countries taking Part in the Tokyo
iconomic summit on 28 and 29 June 1979. ln the
meantime the Council, at its meeting ol 17 May 1979,
had asked the Commission, with the cooperation of
the Member States, to look at ways of distributing the
supplies corresponding to the obiective of 500 million
tonnes and rebuilding stocks.
Subsequently, at its meeting of 20 Septembet 1979,
the Council took note of the progress which had been
achieved in pursuing the goal of reducing demand for
oil. It furthermore agreed that the efforts which had
been made should be continued and if necessary,
intensified, during 1980, and it asked the Commission
to submit new proposals for this purpose. It also asked
the Commission to submit proposals on how the
Community ought to prepare for the eventuality of a
new supply crisis.
In another decision taken at Strasbourg and also
passed on to the countries participating in the Tokyo
summit, the European Council expressed the desire to
maintain net oil imports into the Community
between 1980 and 1985 at an annual level which
would not exceed the 1978 level, which was 472
million tonnes.
The way in which this common oil import objective
is to be distributed amongst the Member States of the
European Communiry, and the manner in which the
objectives for oil imports between 1980 and 1985 are
to be supervised, were the subject of decisions taken
by the Council on 9 October and 4 December 1979.1
have the texts of these decisions available for any
Members who wish to inspect them.
In reply to the Council's request, the Commission
submitted a Communication on the energy objectives
of the Community for 1990 and on the convergence
of the policies of Member States, combined with a
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draft Council resolution. It has also submitted another
Communication accompanied by a draft Council reso-
lution on new Community measures in the field of
energy saving. The Council is currently examining
these two communications and intends to take a deci-
sion in respect of them as soon as the European Parlia-
ment has given its opinion.
The third question concerns research and develop-
ment in the field of energy. Here the Council has
hitherto adopted all the proposals for action
programmes submitted to it by the Commission, both
in the nuclear sector and in other sectors. It shares the
Commission's view that the funds allocated are suffi-
cient for the proper execution of these programmes
that have been decided upon.
As for improving coordination berween national
energy programmes, the Council has not yet had occa-
sion to take a decision on any Commission proposals.
As early as 1977 the Council took a decision autho-
rizing the Commission to float Euratom loans, so thatit could make a contribution to the financing of
nuclear power stations. The value of this Community
measure for the beneficiaries has been proved by the
fact that the maximum sum originally allocated in
1977 was increased by the Council on 20 December
1979 f.rom 500 to 1 000 million u.a. In other sectors,
too, Community action programmes have been under-
taken with a view to encouraging private investment. I
now come to the fourth question concerning the
siting of power stations. Apropos of this, I should first
of all like to point out that the choice and approval of
sites for power stations are the responsibility of the
Member States.
Nevertheless, the Council adopted, at the recommen-
dation of the Commission, the Resolution of 20
November 1978,in which it took note of the Commis-
sion's intention of organizing, by means of a group of
representatives to be nominated by the Member States
and meeting under the auspices of the Energy
Committee, a mutual exchange of information
relating to problems arising from the siting of power
stations, taking due account of specifically local condi-
tions this resolution provides for the Commission's
submitting to the Council, after consulting the Energy
Committee, a report on the results of this exchange of
information. The Council is moreover examining a
proposal for a regulation concerning the setting up of
a Community consultation procedure for power
stations that may affect the territory of another
Member State : this proposal is especially concerned
with power stations sited in frontier regions or on
international water courses or lakes.
At present there are no joint plans for a Community
system, at the disposal of Member States, for the recy-
cling and disposal of nuclear waste; nevertheless it
should be pointed out that on 5 February 1980 the
Council accepted Commission proposals on the
following:
a draft Council resolution on the creation of a
Community action plan with regard to radioactive
waste ;
- 
a Council Resolution concerning the reprocessing
of irradiated nuclear fuel;
- 
a Council Resolution concerning breeder reactors.
The Council intends to adopt this decision officially
at its meeting on 18 February 1980.
The fifth question concerns the manner in which the
Member States may be guaranteed the sources of
energy necessary for their energy supplies. Here I
shall confine myself to reminding you of the objec-
tives which the Community has established, in parti-
cular at of the European Council's of Bremen, Paris
and Strasbourg, which all tend towards the goal
alluded to in the question.
Finally, the sixth question concerns the problem,
which is far too often neglected, of informing the
European public on all the questions mentioned
above. At the Council of 30 October 1978 we were
unanimous in that the fundamental aims continued to
be the reduction of the role of oil and of the Commu-
nity's dependence on imports, better exploitation of
Community production, and a rational and economic
use of energy, and on this occasion the Council was in
agreement regarding the need to convince the public
of the importance of these problems and to also to
persuade it to accept any restrictions that might prove
necessary.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should now like
to take this opportunity, after replying, in due fashion
to the question put by Mr Miiller-Hermann and
others, of expounding in this House the philosophy
and the main themes of Community policy in the
:nergy sector. They reflect the extreme importance
which is everywhere attributed to these matters in our
countries.
The fact is that economic growth, full employment,
an improved quality of life and reduced social
tensions all depend upon secure supplies of energy;
in other words, reliable energy supplies are the precon-
dition of an orderly development of our economies.
I also believe that the responsibility for seeing that
these objectives are achieved lies with all our govern-
ments and with all the political forces represented in
this House : this is a responsibility which we cannot
and must not evade, because achieving these objec-
tives is the key to the solution of a large part, at least,
of the energy problem.
I believe that a decisive convergence of national
energy policies in Europe is a primary means of
achieving the objective of greater cohesion between
our national economies, which is one of the cardinal
ideals upon which the European Community is based.
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The high degree of uncertainty regarding oil supplies
and the price of crude oil which we experienced
during 1979 
- 
a situation which could be repeated in
the future 
- 
makes it all the more necessary and
urgent that we should define a Community policy
which will better meet the requirements of the
Member States. A lot has already been done to achieve
this goal : I shall remind you, for example, of the
fixing of national ceilings on oil imports for 1980 and
1985; similarly the fixing of overall ceilings for the
whole of this period ; the measures adopted to deal
with sudden crises in oil supplies ; incentives Siven to
proiects concerned with discovering and developing
new sources of energy; the beginnings of a system for
monitoring the free market; measures designed to
make market price structures more transParent ;
renewed financing for research into the peaceful use
of nuclear energ'y ; the agreement on continuing and
improving support for coking coal ; the coordinated
efforts being made by the Member States to imple-
ment national measures for reducing consumPtion of
energy, separating, as far as possible oil consumption
from economic growth. Given that there is obviously
much more that we ought to do in this vital area, I
think that the main lines along which Community
policy should be developed in the short and medium
term are as follows :
- 
in the first place, drawing up goals for traditional
alternative sources of energy to oil in the medium
and long term and for energy conservation;
- 
in the second place, encouraging the use of rene-
wable sources of energy, in order to make it
possible to reduce gradually the dependence of our
countries on oil.
The two approaches I have outlined above are asPect
of one and same problem, since we shall only be able
to act consistently not merely with regard to demand
for energy but with regard to the supply of energy in
the medium term 
- 
that is to say, in the space of
approximately one decade. The necessary efforts must
however, be equally distributed amonSst the Member
States of the Community.
It seems obvious that the fundamental goal to be
achieved by 1990 must be that of substantially
reducing the Community's dependence on imported
oil. But we cannot attain this obiective at the expense
of hindering the economic development of the
Member States.
So we must, on the one hand, eliminate all forms of
waste and continue to provide incentives for every
form of conservation and, on the other we must
increase the use of other sources of energy than oil,
including renewable sources because of the impor-
tance which they may well take on at the end of the
next decade.
As far as enerS'y savings are concerned, it seems to us
that we must devise common measures to encourage
the rational use of the energy we have available, both
by revising and regulating the thermal efficiency of
buildings and by improving monitoring systems.
Attention will also have to be given to the labelling of
domestic appliances in order to direct consumers
choices towards those which use the least energy'
As I have already said, apart from encouraging the
saving and conservation of energy, the Community
must also deal with the alternative sources of energy
that are capable of constituting suitable rePlacements
for uncertain and ever more expensive hydrocarbon
imports. !7e are all well aware that the main alterna-
tive sources of energy are coal and nuclear energy.
If we look in detail at those sectors where the much
hoped-for substitution of oil by other sources of
energy could be effected, we see that the electrical
production could be completely converted from using
oil to using coal or uranium; the industrial sector also
offers many ways in which oil may be replaced by
coal and electricity, but 
- 
at the present stage of tech-
nological development 
- 
it would not be possible to
exclude the use of oil altogether. Substitution is even
more difficult in the domestic sector, where electriciry
still has a role to play, whilst it is practically impos-
sible in transport and chemicals,
The conversion to the alternative sources of energy
mentioned above must obviously be carried out with
most careful attention to the safety regulations and the
environment. From the economic point of view, these
alternative sources are already broadly competitiwe
with both oil and methane. In the case of Community
power-station coal there are some price differences as
compared with non-Community coal, whilst every
effort must be made to develop in the industrial
sector, as in the sector for electrical energy production
the transformation of plant from petroleum-product
consumption to the consumption of coal which is
broadly available throughout the world.
!7ith regard to nuclear energy, efforts are being made
at this moment in all our Member States to settle the
safery problem : and at this iuncture I should like to
remind you of the particular commitment shown by
Italy, which launched a broad debate on this topic at
the recent conference on nuclear safety held in
Venice.
I should also like to remind you of the inclusion in
the multiannual research programme at the Joint
Research Centre in Ispra of an interesting experiment
into reactor safety, called Super Sara, to which the
Italian Government attaches particular importance
and for which it has shouldered particular and signifi-
cant financial obligations. The experiment appears to
be in line with the objective requirement of streng-
thening safety systems in nuclear power plants, and it
is politically important that this rype of knowledge
should be developed within the Community.
Finally, we should also remember that during recent
weeks the Community finished drawing up one or
rwo plans of action with regard to the most important
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aspects of the peaceful use of nuclear energy. These
are, to be precise the questions of dealing with radioac-
tive waste, reprocessing irradiated nuclear fuel and
using fast-breeder reactors. It would seem of vital
importance that the Community should take a deci-
sive stand with regard to these most important aspects
of the nuclear energy sector, which are likely to be the
subject of discussion in other, broader international
forums.
I shouid like to conclude by reminding you also of
the need to develop renewable sources of energy, such
as solar energy, wind energy, geothermal energy and
others, without neglecting the Community's justified
interest in continuing research and development as
well as pilot projects, into the gasification and liquefac-
tion of coal. I shall also remind you, finally, of the
grand aim of nuclear fusion, although this belongs to
a more distant future.
As far as prices are concerned, I think it is indispen-
sable that we should talk about the desirability of
launching within the Community a process of price
harmonization for petroleum products, both at indus-
trial and consumer level, in order to obviate any
possible distortions of supply which cause so much
damage, particularly at times when there are already
difficulties of supply.
Our aims must obviously be harmonized as closely as
possible with what is decided in the other industrial-
ized countries.
I have noted that the President of the Commission
also gave particular emphasis during his speech to this
Parliament last Tuesday to the importance and the
urgency of energy problems, also pointing out new
paths which could be explored in search of concrete
solutions, which we shall definitely look at with parti-
cular interest.
In conclusion, the energy problem is a crucial factor
in our economic life and in international relations :
the solution to this problem demands, therefore, the
coordination of our domestic efforts within the
Community and a broad degree of international collab-
oration between both producer and consumer coun-
tries whether the latter are industrialized or deve-
loping countries.
For some time now the Communiry has accepted
these facts. It has launched an active programme of
cooperation between the Member States in energy
matters and it has not neglected to make efforts
towards an equally substantial collaboration in the
broader international context: in this respect, as in
respect of every important aspect of Community
energy policy, I want to assure this House that the
Italian Presidency, during the course of its term of
office, will take these topics further and will give
active support to any initiative put forward by the
Member States.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmid.
Mr Schmid. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am glad we are
devoting a special section of this debate on energy
objectives lor 1990 to the safety of nuclear reactors in
view of the new and serious incident which occured
the day before yesterday in Harrisburg. Mr Jenkins
tried yesterday to equate the risks involved in the use
of nuclear energy with those of alternatives like wind
energy. His efforts bore more than a passing resem-
blance to the activities of a rhetorical bulldozer. All
that was really missing from this part of his speech
was the assertion that because more than one person
has expired in pleasurable circumstances in bed, the
activity he was engaged in at the time is just as risky
as living with nuclear energy. Finally by way of intro-
duction, let me add that the safety factor is viewed
with differing degrees of concern by the various polit-
ical groups in this House ; as far as we Socialists are
concerned, however, safety figures very high on our
list of priorities.
I should like to tackle the question of nuclear reactor
safety by way of the Harrisburg incident, because
Harrisburg has served to concentrate our minds on
what is really at stake. Before that fareful incident
occurred, people basically had the choice of either
believing or disbelieving the host of experts who
peddled their safety philosophy by claiming that,
although there was theoretically a possibiity of a major
catastrophe occurring, such a thing could never
happen in practice.
Pre-Harrisburg, the disbelievers were in the minority.
Post-Harrisburg, however 
- 
and this is the essential
point 
- 
there is no longer any choice. The fateful
days of April last year finally gave the lie to the line
peddled by the safety optimists. And despite the
attempts that are being made everywhere 
- 
including
in this House to manoeuvre the logical
consequences of Harrisburg into the twilight zone of
political extremism, but the truth will out, and that
goes for this House as for everywhere else...
(Altltlause)
. . . The message is coming over loud and clear, and it
is that the possibility of an accident occurring is essen-
tially implicit in the use of nuclear energy. The
experts may dismiss any such possibility, but the fact
is that the effects of an incident could well reach the
proportions of a national catastrophe. That is some-
thing which must be realized by everyone who casts a
vote for nuclear energy in any parliament in the world
- 
including this one. According to the nuclear
energ'y supervisory authority in the United States, only
a mixture of cool-headedness and luck enabled a eatas-
trophe to be averted at Harrisburg. According to the
tapes which are now available, there was still total
confusion two days after the incident occurred as to
how the highly volatile situation could be defused
even,
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The investigative committee appointed by the
American president reach deadlock and eventually
voted against calling a halt to the approval of more
nuclear power stations by only the narrowest of
margins.
Seventy-t'wo nuclear power stations currently
operating in the United States and eighty-eight for
which planning permission has already been obtained
must now be tested for structural faults. Does it not
sound a bit arrogant for leading politicians in Europe
to claim only a few days after Harrisburg that their
national safety precautions and provisions would
prevent any such thing occurring in Europe ?
The point at issue now is whether we are prepared to
take the risk I have just been talking about, and the
Commission still owes us a reply on the real magni-
tude of this risk. fu early as April 1979, the European
Parliament called for a report on this question. In the
course of the following month's debate, the House
was presented with a scanty report which set out the
essential technical facts, but which made no attempt
to draw political conclusions. Mr Natali promised the
European Parliament that the Commission's report
would be presented by the end of 1979, as the US
investigative committee's official report would first
have to be awaited. The US report was made available
on 30 October 7979, but we are still waiting for the
Commission to honour its pledge. S(e are now being
called upon to make a decision although we are still
waiting for a reply to the question of the risk and
safety factors. Surely the only people who can vote for
nuclear energy here today are those who, when it
comes to a conflict of interest between safety on the
one hand and reasonably-priced energy supplies on
the other, will always automatically vote for cheap
energy.
A prominent German economist going by the name
of Karl 
- 
and the person I have in mind is not our
esteemed rapporteur Karl Fuchs, but Karl Marx 
-once said that big business would always find a way of
getting round the human element. I would appeal to
this House to prove Karl Marx wrong at least in this
point, although I fear that he may well be proved
right again after all.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, Alernber of the Commission 
- 
(D)Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the price of oil has
increased by I l0 0/o since December 1978. \Thereas
in 1973 the European Community's bill for imported
oil amounted to l5 thousand million dollars, that had
increased to 50 thousand million dollars by 1978, and
we shall reach 100 thousand million dollars in 1980,
provided there are no more unexpected, spectacular
price increases this year. Inflation attributable to the
increase in the price of oil was 2 percentage points
last year, along with ltlz o/o-worth of slower economic
growth which can likewise be put down ro oil price
rises.
How much longer are we going to wait before esta-
blishing a cohesive European energy policy ? How
much longer are we going to go on squabbling about
this or that aspect without getting down to what is
really essential ? Are we really incapable of getting
one simple thing into our heads ? The price of oil is
bound to go on increasing, and the rate of increase is
bound to accelerate. If you really want to know the
truth, oil is still relatively cheap today. By 1985 we
shall be paying prices which will have us reeling. Is it
not about time we realized that nothing we say or do
here or outside this House will have any immediate
short-term effect on the price policy pursued by the
oil-producing countries ? I7e can save energy, and we
have done something at least in this field 
- 
berween
7 and 8o/o a year since 1973.
But that has not prevented prices from rising.
'$Thatever we do, the oil-producing countries will
respond by cutting back production to produce a
market situation in which prices are bound to rise.
That is something we simply must realize right at the
outset. We must realize that we can only influence
this process by bringing alternative products onto the
market, which means that we must get out of this posi-
tion of being dependent on oil.
That is what we must concentrate on. !(e must distin-
guish what can be done quickly and what will take
rather longer, but we must do so together. !7e have
given you details of our energy objectives f.or 1990,
and I was pleased to hear Mr Fuchs say that we had
done a useful iob of work. Let me make it quite clear
tat our target for 1990, namely to reduce our depen-
dance on oil to 40 0/o, is optimistic given the current
state of affairs. Even so, it will not be enough to
re-establish our freedom of action. '!7e must really
reduce our dependence on oil to 30 % by 1990. Only
then will we be able to say that we can, if the need
arises, switch horses and successfully deal with any
situation brought about by a major cut in supplies or
enormous price rises, even though this would still
involve economic sacrifices.
That is what is at stake. The only question is : how do
we get things moving ? We achieved a great deal in
the European energy sector in 1979. Vle formulated
common obiectives. !7e said that we intended to
import a maximum of 472 million tonnes of crude
oil. Ve established a common consumption target.
\U7e said that we intended to consume no more than
500 million tonnes of crude oil. Ve drew up a register
and introduced more clarity into the Rotterdam spot
market. We took decisions on coking coal aid and on
proiects for demonstrating ways of saving energy. It
was not a bad year, but we did not do anything near
enough. If we had done enough, we should not have
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had a ll0 7o increase in oil prices over the year. So, in
the final analysis, what we managed to do was insuffi-
cient. I7e did not manage to regain our freedom of
action. And if we go on like this. I prophesy that by
the end of this decade, developments in the energy
sector will be at the root of the greatest social and
political upheavals we have seen in Europe this
century. So we must change our ways.
!7e cannot simply sit back and say : yes, all very well,
but we must first of all work out at what point it is
economically viable to embark on a project aimed at
developing alternative sources of energy. We cannot
just sit back and say : somehow or cther, the market
will react to the changed situation. 'S7e cannot just sit
back and say: yes, but alternative sources of energy
are fraught with so many problems. Coal-fired power
stations produce atmospheric pollution, and of course
there are environmental problems with the liquifac-
tion of coal 
- 
lots of problems ! !fle have iust not yet
appreciated what we have got coming to us. There are
problems with nuclear energy 
- 
very serious ones, in
fact. Our industries will have to undergo massive struc-
tural reorganization, and that will have to be paid for
somehow. People will have to get used to the idea of
changing their day-to-day habits. This will involve a
tedious, long-term information campaign, and we
simply have no way of knowing when enough has
been done in this respect. We must introduce new
technologies without knowing whether there will even
be a market for them. This is no way to go about
things. It is high time we got round to doing some-
thing practical, which boils down to trying to replace
oil by other sources of energy in five sectors, these five
being energy-saving, coal, nuclear energy, coal liquifac-
tion and coal gasification. We must work flat-out to
develop a plan to complement what has already been
done at national level and to accelerate the process.
And it is something that must be done now.
Yesterday Mr Jenkins outlined our thinking on this
subject, and I should like now to elaborate a little on
what he said. If we succeed in making these alterna-
tive energy methods of producing more viable, we
should be able to carry out a lot of the projects over
the next two or three years. By 1983, we could be
getting about 10 0/o of our requirements from petrol
and oil produced from coal and making anything up
to a 50 0/o saving by such things as better structural
insulation, more efficient use of household appliances,
better district heating system and more efficient utili-
zation of linked power and heat.
Not only that 
- 
we could create a large number of
jobs in the process. There is scope in the insulation
sector alone for the creation of 300 000 iobs a year in
Europe. !(e could also use the situation to accelerate
the process of structural reorganization in industry.
We must get away from the basic industries and move
more into the production of capital goods which are
less energy-intensive. These things are all feasible. I7e
could improve the safety of nuclear power stations,
and use nuclear power to generate more electricity.
!7e could also build more coal-fired power stations in
Europe. $7e could 
- 
at long last 
- 
make significant
progress on what would be a synthesis of coal and
nuclear energy technology 
- 
the production of petrol
and oil from coal. As I said, all these things are feas-
ible, but they can only be done if we all pull together.
How should we set to work ? Clearly, we are going to
need more money. Mr Pintat already referred to the
fact that work on a number of these projects could be
accelerated by borrowing money. I am all for that. I
am in favour of floating an energy loan, but let me
warn you 
- 
that will not be enough in itself.
Borrowed money is expensive money. !7hat we need
is unsecured loan financing of some of these projects.
That is the only way we shall speed up cash flow suffi-
ciently to persuade investors to part with their money
now. That is the only way we shall get these projects
off the ground quickly.
So we need some other form of financing apart from
borrowing, which is dependent on a certain market
situation. By floating public loans, you can sometimes
cause chaos on the capital market, and that is why it
will not always be possible to use borrowing selec-
tively as a means of promoting energy policy. IDTe
shall have to be sure of when and how we should
intervene on the market. !7hen you think that the
Federal Republic of Germany will next year have to
repay DM 35000 million in loans and DM 15000
million in interest, I cannot see the German Govern-
ment being quick to approve a loan to be floated at
short notice. lVe must give some thought to when the
money will be available, and we are in something of a
quandary here, because unfortunately time is of the
essence. !7e cannot afford to wait, because it is not
only the energy situation which is getting out of hand.
The social repercussions of this situation and the
adverse effects on growth are together producing a
world economic situation in which we shall have rates
of growth only half what we have been used to. By
June of this year, we shall have 7 million unemployed
in the European Community, and we shall be lucky to
achieve a rate of growth of. 1.7 o/o in the Community
in 1980. As you can see, we simply cannot afford to
wait.
It therefore follows that we need additional sources of
revenue, but the question is : where can the money
come from ? I can see only one way out, and that is to
consider the possibility of imposing a modest levy on
oil imports, linked perhaps to a modest levy on the
production of oil within the Community. A levy of 2
units of account per tonne of imported oil would
bring in I 500 million dollars per year of own
resources into the Community's coffers, and we
should then be able to direct these additional
resources straight to this energ'y programme. That
would be one way out which offers better prospects
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than customs levies or a tax on consumption,
although the latter is something we can also consider.
Now you may say that the oil companies which have
to pay this levy will simply pass it on to the
consumer. This may well be so, so long as the market
will bear it. It may not happen immediately, but even
if it did, we would take the line that, if prices are in
any case Boing to continue to rise, it is surely better to
pre-empt this development somewhat and to try to
use the revenue from the resultant small rise in prices
within the Community to construct a price-brake
which can be applied once we have products capable
of competing with oil on the market some time in the
future 
- 
say, in 1985 or 1987. It is surely better for us
to pre-empt this development somewhat rather than
paying these spiralling prices year after year and thus
wrecking all our economic planning. Surely it is sens-
ible for us not to allow thingp to drift on like this. \Ufle
cannot expect the market mechanism to do whatever
is necessary. I may be leaving myself open to the criti-
cism that what I am planning is selective, sectoral aid.
Let me say to you, though, that energy is such an
important factor in our society 
- 
indeed it is of the
utmost importance to our future prospects 
- 
that we
must be prepared to accept sectoral aid for proiects
aiming to develop alternative sources of energy. This
aid must be forthcoming because time is not on our
side, and if we fail to act, we shall become prisoners of
events outside our control.
How can the European Community do what is neces-
sary ? !7hat we do not need is a new bureaucracy,
made up of 50 or 100 engineers examining each and
every project to assess its aid-worthiness. I should like
to see the European Community coordinate the use of
these resources with the Member States according to
criteria laid down by the Community. The money
should be allocated to programmes for which the
national governments have established a system of
priorities. !(i'e want to perform no more than a coordi-
nating function, for one very simple reason contained
in the Treaty itself. !7e are responsible for ensuring
that competitive conditions exist throughout the Euro-
pean Community. In the energy sector, we already
have so much price and tax distortion that we are
facing enormous problems from the point of view of
fair competition. !7e want to ensure that any addi-
tional efforts we may make toward developing alterna-
tive sources of energy will not produce additional
distortions of competition on the market. I believe
that this is a legitimate aim, and it is one that goes
hand in hand with our basic mission to shake the
governments and people of Europe out of their long
sleep and persuade them to help on a massive scale to
do what must be done.
Year after year, the price of energy has been handled
with kid gloves in case the consumet might get
annoyed and get his own back on any government
which allowed the price of energy to rise. And energy
policy was of course conducted in much the same way
as other aspects of economic policy were conducted.
Wherever possible 
- 
and particularly in the run-up
to elections 
- 
governments have tried to create as
much public goodwill as possible. This method will
not work any more, and will have catastrophic results
for any political groups which try it out. The voters,
the people of Europe are more sophisticated than
many of the politicians in this matter. People know
that it is not governments which are forcing prices up.
They know how serious the world economic situation
is. They are aware of the spectre of unemployment.
They realize that more money will have to be spent
on armaments in the post-Afghanistan period. They
know that growth rates will not be what they once
were. They know that the affluent society has gone for
ever, that raw materials are in short supply and that
energy is a valuable commodity. The people are
prepared to do their bit. But we must give a lead. \7e
must change our ways, more perhaps than our people
in Europe. Let us get on with it then ! Gives us your
support in putting this idea into practice ! !7e are
working on the problem. \fle hope that the Commis-
sion will be able to reach its first decision next week,
and we shall then pass them on to you. Please treat
this idea as something which will enable the Euro-
pean Community to play its part in the great battle:
to get away from our dependence on oil.
It is our duty to do as much. If we fail to take any
action, if we allow things to drift on as before, we
shall not only repent at leisure : we may have failed to
shoulder the responsibiliry we have for the survival of
our democratic way of life.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
I have received three motions for reso-
lutions with requests for an early vote, pursuant to
Rule 47 (5) of the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the
debate on the oral question (Doc. 11699179) on the
safety of pressurized water reactors:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-705179/rev.), tabled by
Mrs Weber, Mr Glinne, Mr Key, Mr Enright, Mr
Linkohr, Mr Peters, Mr Schieler, Mrs Salisch, Mr
Walter, Mr Muntingh, Mr Seefeld, Mr Abens, Mrs
Vayssade, Mrs Fuillet, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, Mr
Collins, Mr Megahy, Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mrs Herklotz,
Mrs Cresson, Mr Schmitt, Mr Schmrd, Mrs Buchan,
Ms Clwyd, Mrs Hoff and Mrs Groes on behalf of the
Socialist Group :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-769179), tabled by Mr
Seligman, Mr J. D. Taylor, Mr Harris, Mr Provan, Mr
Hopper, Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Mr Purvis and Mr
Newton Dunn;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-777179), tabled by Mr
Linkohr on behalf of the Socialist Group
I have also received three motions for resolutions with
requests for an early vote, pursuant to Rule a7$) of.
the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the debate on the
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oral question (Doc. l-499179) on adequate long-term
energy supplies at reasonable cost:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-776179), tabled by the
Group of European Progressive Democrats ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-780179), tabled by Mr
Vergeer, Mr Miiller-Hermann, Mrs Valz, Mr Herman,
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Estgen, Mr
d'Ormesson, Mr Rinsche and Mr Fuchs on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD), Mr
Seligman, Mr Beazley, Lord Douro, Mr Moorhouse,
Mr Provan and Mr Moller on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and Mr Pintat on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-781179), tabled by Mr
Damette, Mr Ansart, Mr Fernandez, Mrs Hoffmann,
Mr Martin and Mr '!7urtz.
Parliament will be consulted on these six requests at
the beginning of the sitting tomorrow.
!fle shall now continue with the joint debate. I call Mr
Linkohr to speak on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Linkohr. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Brunner has just spoken in highly
dramatic terms of the question of energy supplies, or
perhaps it would be more accurate to say, the energy
shortage.
I would be delighted, ladies and gentlemen, if we were
to use equally dramatic words to condemn the fresh
outburst of arms spending throughout the world.
Because let us not forget that the cause of this present
crisis is not the energy shortage, but the arms race and
the growing tension throughout the world. I rather
regret all the talk about the use of commando troops
in the Middle East and the pronouncement 
- 
and
this criticism is addressed not to you, Mr Brunner, but
to others in the Federal Republic of Germany 
- 
to
the effect that we should have to learn to live with
tension and that a battle for the world's oil is inevi-
table. These are fighting words which will only serve
to increase world tension and will do nothing at all to
secure our energy supplies.
I wanted to say this right at the outset because I feel
that we are now in a bizarre and paradoxical situation.
At a time when oil is in short supply 
- 
or when a
more realistic price is being asked for it depending on
your point of view 
- 
at a time when poverty is on the
increase throughout the world, we are arming
ourselves to the teeth, issuing threats, talking about
boycotts, refusing to talk together anymore, and the
world is slowly but surely heading for catastrophe.
This, to my mind, is the root of the problem, and
Europe must view its energy policy in this overall
context.
!7hat is the significance of all this for the European
Community ? I have no intention of repeating what
has already been said by Mr Brunner and other
speakers. !7e agree on a number of things. For
instance, I agree that we must pull out all the stops to
secure the Community's energy supplies. But let us
take a look at those points on which we do not agree,
as they are probably the most interesting aspects of
this debate. !7e do not agree on the question of
energy policy priorities. As far as the Socialist Group
is concerned, the point at issue is not to produce as
much energy as possible to cover our extrapolated and
forecasted requirements, but to reach a fundamental
decision on the kind of society we want to live in in
the future and what technology and what energy
policy we need to make the future tolerable. That
means, to our mind, that we must make enormous
efforts to save energy, and we must make full use of
our own sources of energy 
- 
and by that I mean coal
- 
and we need research into renewable sources of
energy, from the development stage right up to
marketing the product. It is a curious fact that we
have an extensive research programme on nuclear
fusion 
- 
and I must admit that, as a technician, I am
excited about the whole idea of nuclear fusion 
- 
but
on the other hand we do not have anything like a
major programme on solar energ'y or renewable
sources of energy. There are programmes here and
there in the Member States, and we do have some-
thing going at European level, but 
- 
to my mind, at
least 
- 
they are not being given the same priority as
other major research programmes. The vital question
is whether we are prepared to upgrade these
programmes. The quickest way to save energy would
be to carry out a crash programme aimed at insulating
buildings and the like. At least that will save us a lot
of energy faster than going all out to build as many
power stations as possible.
Just a brief word on nuclear energy: I would not seek
to deny that there are differences of opinion on this
question within our Group. Let us make no bones
about that. But we want some clarity in the question
of reactor safety and waste management. IVe tabled a
question on cracks in reactor ys55sl5 
- 
with particular
reference to French reactors, but including those in
other countries. The reply we received to our question
was, I must say, pretty inadequate, and served only to
reinforce our scepticism. \7e must not only keep on
pressing and asking questions but also place a great
many question marks over the safety and information
aspects of these problems.
Let me give you a few examples. Newspaper articles
in the Federal Republic of Germany and France have
claimed that the French reactor vessels suffer from
irregularities in the molecular lattice of the steel. This
was what the EDF 
- 
the French energy agency 
-said on l2 October. Other reports say that 5 mm-deep
cracks have been found in the reactor vessels, which is
of course a different thing entirely to irregularities in
the steel molecular lattice. Another report says that
the problem concerns hairline cracks, an odd concept
which is not defined closely.
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In view of all this, we may justifiably ask what really is
wrong ? NTho knows, or who has gone into the ques-
tion of how quickly these cracks develop ? How were
they measured, and how is the public being kept
informed about these goings-on ? The French Parlia-
ment's Legal Affairs Committee has refused to debate
the question. Now, I have no intention whatsoever of
interfering in another country's domestic affairs, but
what is at stake is the safery of the people of Europe,
and that is something we are responsible for. \(hen a
power station situated near a national frontier is
damaged, the aggrieved parties include the people
who live on the other side of that frontier. These are
all questions to which we would appreciate very
precise replies. The replies we have received so far
have not satisfied us, and we shall keep on pressing
for a satisfactory response. All this just reinforces our
scepticism as regards an accelerated energy or nuclear
energy programme within the Community.
On the question of the final disposal of nuclear waste,
precisely where are these facilities to be found ? The
answer is that they will not be ready for 20 years at
the earliest. In other words, until that time we shall be
producing nuclear waste for interim storage, although
not even all the necessary interim storage facilities are
available. So, in the final analysis, we simply do not
know what is to happen to all this waste.
It may be that there is a viable solution to all this, but
we just do not know whether it will work and, if so,
whether our people will accept it. That is why we
would ask you to understand our doubts, our ques-
tions and our sceptical attitude to these matters, and
our own list of priorities. By all means, do not underes-
timate the problems, but let us be on our guard
against trying to counter fear by more fear.
Finally, I should like to say something about the
Third !florld. !7e should not try to use the Third
\florld as a pretext to justify our nuclear energy
programme. I would rather see us increase our aid to
the Third !(orld without resorting to nuclear energy
and not suddenly discovering the Third !florld when
we need a scapegoat to iustify the development of
nuclear energ'y in the European Community.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD).
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall not comment on the excellent
report by Mr Fuchs. On the whole, as accepted by the
Commission it represents our party's fundamental
position. Neither shall I comment on the terms of our
motion for a resolution, nor those of our oral ques-
tion; they are very clear and straightfonward. I shall
not repeat the very eloquent plea made by 
-y
colleague, Mr Muller-Hermann, or his impassioned
appeal to the Socialists to act more responsibly.
My remarks will be addressed mainly to the Commis-
sion. Firstly, I would like to comment on the problem
of the objectives. Although a reduction in our depen-
dence on energy, more particularly our dependence
on oil, is an objective beyond dispute, the fact that it
is expressed in tonnes of oil imported 
- 
470 million
tonnes were forecast for 1990 
- 
raises three ques-
tions. Even if we manged to cut our oil imports, the
price per tonne, as Mr Brunner has suggested, might
continue to increase more rapidly than we can reduce
our imports ; thus, although we might, strictly
speaking, have achieved our goal, we will have done
nothing to alleviate the burden on our balance of
payments or to lessen the depressing effects on our
general economic activity 
- 
and therefore on employ-
ment 
- 
caused by such large resources being
siphoned off to pay the exporting countries.
Since the exporting countries are virtually a
monopoly, they are able to cut their production and
increase the price of oil, at least as long as their
revenue remains greater than their import require-
ments. Our targets should not therefore be expressed
in tonnes of oil imported, but either in terms of its
value or as a percentage of our overall exports or as a
percentage of Europe's overall gross domestic product.
The second question raised by the way in which we
set our ob.iectives stems from the fact that they can be
achieved very easily if economic growth is nil, as it
was in 1975. No doubt you will counter this objection
by arguing that the objective was expressed differently,
that is, it was aimed to reduce the ratio between the
growth in energy consumption and economic growth
to 0.7. This in turn raises other questions. Our
capacity to reduce the energy/economic growth ratio
largely depends on how much the economy actually
grows, since this determines the level of the industrial
investments which make more efficient use of energy.
The relative importance of energy efficiency in this
sector also depends on the scale of this growth.
Thirdly, it is questionable whether the target of 50 %
independence is realistic in view of the fact that, in
the first place, the Community will need to increase
its coal, gas and uranium imports and, in the second,
that the Community will have to increase its imports
further in the very likely event of the planned nuclear
programme not being brought to a successful conclu-
sion. It is becoming clear, moreover, that the alterna-
tive energy sources will not have any real impact until
after 1990. In addition, the Community will be
enlarged over the next decade, and the accession of
Greece, Spain and Portugal will upset the balance
between imports and domestic production in the
EEC. That is why the plans to reduce our dependence
to .50 o/o appear rather unrealistic. Nonetheless I hope
we shall be able to meet this target.
I would also like to add a comment on the precise
obiective concerning energy conservation. The
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Commission has stated, no doubt basing its observa-
tions on the conclusions of the Saint-Geours report,
that the potential for energy conservation is consider-
able: l0 to 30 % in industry 
- 
20 to 35 0/o in trans-
port and up to 50 0/o in the domestic sector. Yesterday
Mr Jenkins repeated these figures 
- 
and good for
him ! But either the Commission considers this feas-
ible, in which case I wonder why it does not make a
formal proposal to this effect, or it considers it impos-
sible, in which case it should not talk about it. In
either case, I feel the Commission is not living up to
its responsibilities.
I would now like to add a final comment on the
targets for nuclear energy production. The Member
States have amended their targets from 150 to 140
gigawatts. The Commission plans for 120 gigawatts,
which will entail the construction of between 12 and
l5 nuclear power plants per year from now until 1990.
This is clearly unrealistic. \flhy, then, do we adhere to
this target, and why do we not take appropriate action,
either to intensify the nuclear programme or to find
alternative solutions ?
I would now like to comment briefly on the approach
to be adopted. The Commission has listed the nine
kinds of measures to be taken to reach the objectives
set. As they are set out, that is. in extremely vague
terms, they do not give rise to objections. Policies are
subject to criticism only when they are precise and
concrete. That is not the case here. Our criticism
concerns the very principle underlying Community
policy as accepted by the Commission, which, let us
make no bones about it, tends to fall in line with what
the Council is willing to accept, in other words very
liule.
Since our policies are implemented at national level,
and since it is up to the Member States to apply all
the measures advocated, we would like to ask a
number of questions. !/hat means does the Commis-
sion have at its disposal to ensure that the programme
will be effectively carried out ? l(hat happens if a
Member State 
- 
and here I merely quote the
example of my own country 
- 
does little or nothing
to save energy ? Vhat means do you have available,
what influence can you bring to bear and what sanc-
tions can you employ ? In my opinion, apart from
exhortation and fine speeches 
- 
and you do, I
concede, make some very good ones 
- 
there is not
much you can do.
'We are also deeply gratified at the good intentions
just expressed by the Council. But while it extols the
virtues of harmonization, convergence and coordina-
tion, the Council is very likely to be stopped short by
the uneasy inertia of the energy ministers, whose
main concern is to defend the interests of their
national administration, even though it is patently
obvious that they are incapable, without joint effort, of
achieving their objectives, or even of safeguarding the
real interests of the citizens they wish to defend.
I have a practical suggestion for establishing a
Community policy : the Commission should draft a
document relating to some of these measures and illus-
tratirrg objectively the difference in terms of cost and
effectiveness between an integrated Community
approach and an approach based on cooperation from
a fundamentally national standpoint. If successful, this
could persuade the public, at any rate the national
political parties in the Community of the need for the
Council to take more positive action in establishing
an energy policy.
I shall conclude by making two observations,
including one of a practical nature. Mr Brunner has
stressed the need for measures apart from loans, and
his idea of a tax may well be sound, but I must say,
with all due respect, that if he had wanted to avoid
this tax ever being introduced he could not have
arranged things better. tUflhy ? Because 
- 
and here
your fiscal experience with the Commission seems to
me to be limited 
- 
you cannot announce a tax well
in advance of its introduction without specifying its
basis of assessment, its amount, its impact or its advan-
tages and disadvantages, otherwise every conceivable
pressure group will immediately be up in arms. Your
opponents alerted can take concerted action and
prepare their offensive, and you will be lucky ever to
introduce such a tax. I predict that you will encounter
the gravest difficulties because you have not presented
your case properly. You mention this tax, and Mr
Jenkins is equally vague as to the conditions whereby
it will be levied, its effects and consequences etc. This
is not the way to conduct fiscal matters.
I would remind you that the Commission is a colleg-
iate body and that its members, before making any
speeches, should ensure that they have the support of
all their fellow members. The Commission has not
adopted a position on this matter, and you are there-
fore doing more harm than good to the cause you
wish to defend.
Finally, a very practical observation. You have little to
say about the problems of gas. In many countries,
when oil is extracted gas is released and wasted. Could
the Commission not examine and provide the neces-
sary funds for processes whereby such gas, which is
either released into the atmosphere or burnt, may be
recuperated. The oil companies are now making suffi-
ciently large profits, and they could be obliged or
encouraged one way or another to apply measures in
this field which would be perfectly in line with our
objectives.
(Applaust)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
congratulate Mr Fuchs on a very important and wide-
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ranging report. I think it will be the basis of debates
for many years, as he covers virtually every aspect of
energy. I should also like to welcome Mr Pintat's
suggestion of a European enerS'y organization, an adap-
tation of Euratom. I also should like to thank the
President-in-Office of the Council of Energy Minis-
ters, Mr Bisaglia, for his very wide-ranging coverage of
the whole energy field and particularly his stress on
the economic importance of enerSy.
The new lranian President, Mr Bani-Sadr, has stated
clearly that the Iranian revolution is going to be
exported. If that happens, the precarious structure of
our oil supply network will certainly be at risk. !fle
could easily lose 5m barrels a day of Saudi Arabian oil
if Saudi Arabia goes that way. This is more than the
difference between sufficiency and famine. Literally, at
any time nos/ our oil supplies could be cut by a polit-
ical or military upheaval in the Middle East.
But it is not only the strangulation of our oil supplies
that I am worried about; it is the disastrous effect that
the oil price scramble is having on our whole
economy. Crude-oil prices have risen, as Mr Brunner
said, by more than 100 % 
- 
actually by 114 7o since
last year, and they have risen 15 times since the Yom
Kippur war in 1973: 15 times in 7 years.'S7e are
witnessing the impoverishment and the possible
collapse of the !7est. The hard-earned wealth built up
over generations is disappearing into the hot sands of
the Middle East. As much as half of our energy in
1990 will still be dependent on imported oil. I agree
with Mr Herman that this is unacceptable.
'We have two clear problems. One is the excessive
demand for energy, and the other is the inadequate
energy supply. Energy conservation is undoubtedly
the quickest, the most cost-effective, the most job-
creating and the safest way of reducing demand. Mr
Jenkins has said that conservation can save us l00m
tonnes of oil in the year 1990 
- 
i. e., 20 %. But will
it ? 
- 
Not if we go on as we are now, sweating in
public buildings, sitting in our shirtsleeves in offices
and homes while there is frost outside. And don't
forget the poor people, the less well-off ; many of
them sit shivering with dripping roofs and damp walls
for lack of proper insulation. The fact is that private
houseowners and industrialists will not spend money
on insulation unless they can recover the cost in less
than three years, and if the average Community rate
of interest on loans is anything from I I o/o to 20 o/o
any saving by insulation is pretty well wiped out regar-
dless of the high cost of fuel. So the best way the
Community or national governments can promote
insulation is by interest-rebate schemes or VAT remis-
sion, and I hope this will be studied. If we can afford
to give the Russians massive low-credit loans, surely
we can do the same for our own citizens.
Our next demand-reducing action must be to stop
burning fuel-oil in power-stations, or at least reduce it
to 25 o/o of our fuel generating electricity. It is incred-
ibly wasteful to burn oil. !fle have to turn it into valu-
able light lighter by catalytic cracking or convert it
into substitute natural gas by modern gasification
processes 
- 
and these are now commercially attrac-
tive owing to the high price of oil. Also we must
reduce the demand for motor fuel and diesel by
designing cars better, by introducing speed-limits, by
converting diesel trains to electric and by re-intro-
ducing trolley-buses in cities. \flhy have buses pouring
out smoke and using up fuel ? And then we must
convert domestic and industrial heating to electricity,
gas, coal or wood. On the energy supply side, we must
secure present oil supplies by establishing a much
more understanding relationship and closer collabora-
tion with the oil-producers. This has already been
mentioned. But above all, we must create by 1990
substantial new supplies of coal, coal derivatives and
nuclear power inside our Community.
Here I come to what Mr Schmid and Mr Linkohr
have been saying about nuclear power. I believe
personally that nuclear power is clean, safe, econom-
ical and reliable, provided that the industry is
managed according to the highest standards of effi-
ciency and safery. The Kemeny Report on the acci-
dent at Harrisburg stressed the need for more
thorough training and supervision of operators, more
comprehensive safety backups and more intensive
maintenance schedules to avoid the malfunctioning of
plan items. It is part of our responsibiliry as parlia-
mentarians to satisfy ourselves that there is no
complacency. That is the big danger.
Nuclear power-stations are now producing electricity
at 40 o/o less cost than oil-fired power-stations. France
has embarked on a comprehensive nuclear
programme with all the drive and efficiency of a mili-
tary programme. She will soon have an economy
based on much cheaper energy than the rest of r:s. It
will be very difficult to compete with France. Korea
and Taiwan are investing frantically in nuclear power-
stations, and they have cheap labour as well. So where
will the rest of us be in ten years' time if we do not
hurry up with our nuclear programme ?
No one pretends that nuclear power is a hundred-per-
cent safe. Nothing can be. But what I say is that we
have a choice. Do we take the minute risk to life and
limb and have a prosperous economy or do we derive
future generations of nuclear power in order to avoid
any possibility of a casualty ? !7e must have a sense of
proportion. Do we ban aeroplanes because one aero-
plane might occasionally crash on a house ? No. If we
ban nuclear power, we are choosing poverty.
Mr Linkohr says he is worried about Britain's plan to
build pressurized-water reactors. He has put a ques-
tion forward on that. The combination of British
standards of nuclear inspection and the long experi-
ence of W'estinghouse, who have supplied 50 pressuri-
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zed-water reactors already and have 135 more on
order and who didn't supply the Harrisburg pressuri-
zed-water reactor, will provide P\flR's of British manu-
facture which are both safe and cost-effective. And if
the French choose an American type of reactor, it
must be good.
(Laugbter)
I think the British Government should be congratu-
lated on embarking on a l5 gigawatt nuclear
programme after 5 years of vacillation by the previous
government.
Mr President, I always thought the European Commu-
nity would never unite properly until our very survival
threatened by a common enemy or a common danger.
Now the energy crisis, to my mind, is a vast common
danger and we must unite to find a solution. Oil
imports are now costing the Community 40 000
million units of account more than they were last year
- 
nearly double 
- 
and yet we hesitate to spend a
few hundred millions on research for new energy
which we desperately need. That is only 2-3 o/o of. our
budget. It is one twentieth of what we spend buying
unwanted milk supplies. So if the European Commu-
nity is going to do anything important in the long
term about conservation, fusion, alternative fuels,
speculative investments in new sources of energy, etc.,
we must have money. The President of the Commis-
sion and Mr Brunner have referred to some form of
oil tax or levy, suggesting that it might involve cooper-
ation with the United States of America, a develop-
ment which would be extremely interesting, since it
would strengthen the whole operation. Now this is an
announcement of maior importance, it is headline
news. This oil levy should be a dual-purpose measure,
aimed both at discouraging oil consumption and at
providing money for expenditure on energy projects.
I?'henever any novel idea comes out, the first reaction
is to treat it as Mr Herman did, 
- 
with suspicion, but
I think this happens to all new ideas : we just think
up all the problems and the difficulties. However, I
hope the Commission will not be deterred by this. I
prefer their method of open discussion on such a revo-
lutionary matter. It would be terrible if they just
tucked it away and sprang it on us at the last minute.
This is obviously a three or four-year project. It will
take a long time to work out in detail, but I do hope
the Commission will consider one or two special
problems like that of chemical feedstocks, which
would be damaged by a special tax 
- 
they should be
treated separately, I think. Nonetheless, I regard this
new idea as offering a completely new dimension to
the Community, and an opportunity to break out of
the financial straitjacket which the Community has
been labouring under for years. So I hope this has a
good passage through our discussions.
If we care to establish some independence from
outside energy supplies, and arrest the decline of our
economy, we must switch to low oil strategy. If we do
not do this, we shall lose control of our destiny.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ippolito to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr lppolito. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the group of Italian Communists and their
Allies, on behalf of whom I have the honour of
speaking in this debate on energy, has already demons-
trated by its recent public statements on various occa-
sions that it gives serious attention to energy
problems. On more than one occasion I and my
colleague Mr Veronesi have elucidated our position
with regard to these matters, to solve which we believe
that neither the Council nor the Commission has so
far made any coordinated, incisive or innovative
efforts of the kind that the exceptional gravity of the
energy crisis requires, in particular as far as the ques-
tion of full employment for the workforce in all the
Community countries is concerned.
The limited speaking time which I have been given
- 
evidence of the fact that this Parliament does not
intend to devote much attention to a problem which
Mr Jenkins, with all the authority of his position, has
also commended to our notice 
- 
means that I shall
not be able to set out all our thoughts or even outline
briefly, what in our opinion should be the Commu-
nity's energy policy, a policy which can definitely not
be, as some people in this House have suggested, the
mere arithmetical or algebraic sum of the individual
policies of the Member States.
So, taking account of the limited time available to me,
I shall confine myself to a few succinct remarks,
giving also the fundamental principles behind our
vision of an energ'y policy in the European Commu-
nity.
First and foremost, given the continuing and
worsening crisis which is sapping the foundations of
future development in the European Community,
which, however one looks at the figures, is at present
unable to cover approximately 50 o/o of its needs from
its own energy sources, it is of vital importance that
the Community should launch a massive campaign
designed on the one hand to encourage energy saving,
and in particular saving hydrocarbon energ'y, and on
the other to proceed as boldly as possible with a
policy of boosting the common research policy for all
sources of energy, whether renewable or non-renew-
able. If, as I have already had occasion to suggest in
this House, it is true that there is a vital need to
improve the technology of extraction and combustion
of coal, in order, amongst other things, not to increase
dramatically the ecological dangers of using coal and
the very serious damage to the health of man
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and to his environment, research cannot stop here,
because the nuclear sector 
- 
which, along with coal,
represents and will continue to represent for at least
the coming three decades the only viable alternative
to the production of electricity from thermal power
stations 
- 
needs to be developed further, both
because of the desirability of improving and
perfecting safety precautions and in order to extend
and intensify studies into fuel cycles, taken as a whole,
going from mining research right through to the final
dumping of the radioactive waste, and finally in order
to deal with the problems of the so-called 'nuclear
proliferation', which deserves a much larger debate in
this house.
Regarding nuclear energy and the emotional and
psychological problems which its use raises, I should
like to emphasize briefly two points. The first is that
our party, after a long and cohesive internal discus-
sion, which went on for several months, announced at
the recent conference on nuclear safety in Venice that
it was in favour of a limited, unavoidable use of
nuclear energ'y.
The second, on which enough emphasis can never be
put by national and Community organizations,
consists of a wide-ranging campaign of impartial infor-
mation on the basic terms of the problem, in order to
prevent the whole energy policy being dominated by
the misconceived problem of a rigid 'yes' or 'no' to
nuclear energy, whereas the proper attitude is that of
diversifying sources of energy and imposing stricter
and stricter controls on all industrial activities which
involve a high risk to health.
Having now clarified these notions, unfortunately in
too exhaustive a form for the limited time allowed me,
I want to emphasize the need for the Community
energy policy to have a common form which will
enable the Community to set up as soon as possible
direct contacts with the oil producing countries 
-and not only with countries that produce oil, but also
with countries that produce all the raw materials
which Europe is lacking in; I should further like to
insist upon the need for continuing and encouraging,
with direct and indirect support from the Community,
research and technological development into renew-
able sources of energy 
- 
solar energy, geothermal
enerSy, wind energy, biomass energy, biogas energy
etc. 
- 
on which alone, once the era of fossil fuels and
fissile materials is at an end, in the energy policy of
the Community must in the long term depend, when
the Community, along with the remaining industrial-
ized countries with capitalist or socialist economies
will no longer be obliged 
- 
as Giorgio Amendola
said in this House 
- 
to consider itself a kind of
'fortress under siege' with regard to the Third IUTorld,
that is to say, with regard to three-quarters of
humanity.
The reason for this, ladies and gentlemen, is that if
today only l5 countries, of which three have a
socialist economy, represenring only slightly more one
thousand million people, have an annual per capita
consumption of energy expressed in kilograms of coal
equivalent, of the order of more than 7 000 kilograms,
the other 3 000 million people of the Third !7orld
have energy consumptions which are as low as a mere
750 kilograms or so. This figure may be taken as a
measure of poverty, hunger, depressed living standards
- 
in a word, of subhuman living conditions. This is
why it is up to us, the privileged and the exploiters, to
become the promoters of the policy needed for the
creation of a new model of world development to
solve problems whose solutions cannot be put off any
longer and which could otherwise lead to world-wide
catastrophes compared with which those of the past
would pale into insignificance.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs von Alemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs von Alemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in the speech he gave yesterday intro-
ducing the Commission's l3th Report, Mr Jenkins
devoted a good deal of time to energy policy and
economic growth. The question of secure energy
supplies has featured on the agenda of almost every
part-session since direct elections. And quite rightly
so; after all, the need to ensure adequate supplies of
energy 
- 
while bearing in mind all the safety precau-
tions and the need to protect the environment 
- 
will
remain the central problem facing responsible politi-
cians right up to the end of this century. The point at
issue is not the relative virtues of one source of energy
compared with another ; nor is it the question of deve-
loping new sources of energy, like nuclear energy, or
concentrating on something like biomass.
The real point, ladies and gentlemen, is to rethink our
policy on future economic growth and energ.y
consumption. \We need qualitative economic growth
to stabilize the employment situation and to maintain
our standard of living throughout the Community 
-and to improve it in certain regions. For this we shall
need more and more energy, as Mr Pintat from the
Liberal and Democratic Group pointed out earlier this
morning. Over recent years, our consumption of
energy has been roughly in proportion to our rate of
economic growth.
Estimates and forecasts for the future are notoriously
unreliable, but the Member States have come up with
a new estimate of future production in which they
anticipate a reduction of between 40 and 50 million
tonnes petroleum equivalent between February 1979
and the end of 1979. Forecasts of future consumption
were likewise cur by something like 40 million tpe,
which represents a 2.9 0/o fall over the level of
consumption originally anticipated. As you can see, it
is really very difficult at the moment to make forecasts
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of future energy production and consumption. One
thing is sure, though : however optimistic a view of
the future we take, there is no doubt that we must
save energy. The age of abundant energy is gone
forever.
!fle Liberals believe there are four ways of heading off
the threatened crisis in energy supplies, with all its
potentially grave consequences. Firstly, we must save
energy and make better use of existing energy sources.
Secondly, we must develop alternative sources of
energy. Thirdly, we must make maximum use of coal.
And fourthly, we must make good the remaining
shortfall by nuclear energy, bearing in mind all the
safety aspects which have already been discussed at
great length in this House.
What I mainly want to talk about today is what
enerS'y policy measures we should take to ensure that
we save as much energy as we recently undertook to
do at the meeting of world leaders. How can we recon-
cile our energy policy aims with our economic aims
of creating jobs and stimulating real growth ? In view
of the degree of international instability on the energy
markets, we cannot overstate the importance of a
specific policy on energy-saving. That being so, how
should we go about saving energy ? The first step
must be to take a look at our system of energy
consumption and energy production. In Europe, the
production, distribution and consumption of energy is
largely in private hands, the main exception in many
Member States of the Community being those sources
of energy which are linked to the national grid.
However, it is generally true that decisions on energy
are mainly taken decentrally by reference to private
enterprise criteria. For that reason, we politicians must
view the Community's energy policy as a regulatory
policy laying down outline conditions for decisions
taken decentrally by private enterprise, whereby
competition and price policy conditions are of special
significance. It is also part of our mission to do some-
thing about the cases of social hardship caused by the
operation of energy market mechanisms, although we
must always bear in mind our energ'y policy aims.
As to outline conditions for competition policy, we
must agree at European level 
- 
and this can and
must be a genuine Community task 
- 
to ensure that
the Member States of the Community do not engage
in a tax-relief war over enerSy. rVe must prevent the
Member States giving their own industries competitive
advantages by making energy cheaper to industry.
That kind of thing would falsify any outline condi-
tions, and competitive distortions are not restricted to
subsidies. There is the same temptation to create
unfair advantages in setting standards for planning
permission, environmental considerations and the
like. Ve must therefore agree at European level on
harmonized outline conditions, otherwise we 
- 
the
authors of these conditions 
- 
will ourselves be
accused of wasting energy. We must also aim to bring
the relative prices of all types of energy into line with
the scarcity price of oil. \U7e should then have a
general re-arrangement of the relations berween the
various types of energy with the result that no energy
of any sort would be wasted.
Separating economic growth from energy consump-
tion will mean that energy consumption does not
need to grow 
- 
and, indeed, should not grow 
- 
at
the same rate as economic growth. rUTe must be sure
of guaranteed economic growth, and we can do that
by intensifying our research effort. Energy utilization
- 
along with other factors 
- 
can only be improved
by developing our technical know-how. Research into
alternative production processes is, however, likewise
orientated to price differentials, which is one more
reason for bringing some order into the system of
prices. An intensified research effort is an essential
consequence of this process of restructuring which we
have always been aiming for over recent decades.
\When all is said and done, our prosperity is nothing
more than the fruits of our research efforts, using the
right inputs.
Ladies and gentlemen, I do not want to get too theo-
retical but I thought that it was important to make
this point. Any social hardship caused by this policy
cannot be tackled by general energy policy measures,
but will require measures which are more 6f a social
nature. This is a bit like walking a tightrope: on rhe
one hand, we must alleviate the hardship 
- 
and what
Mr Seligman said about the less well-off sitting shiv-
ering at home is a point which should be taken seri-
ously 
- 
and on the other, we must make sure that
everyone still has an incentive to save energy. This is a
tricky matter, particularly if we want to prevent the
growth of a new bureaucracy to hand out subsidies.
However, I think there are enough examples in the
Community of how the problem can be solved.
Moving on to the various amendments and questions,
the Group of the European People's Party is still
b.anking on cheap energy to generate economic
growth and solve our energy problems. But, as I said
before, separating energy consumption from
economic growth will switch the emphasis to other
factors. \7e Liberals have based all our decisions in
recent weeks in the Committee on Energy and
Research and in plenary session on the four criteria I
mentioned earlier. Let me remind you what they
were : energy-saving and the more efficient use of the
existing sources of energy, the development of alterna-
tive energy sources, maximum use of coal and the use
of nuclear energy to cover the shortfall; and we still
have to decide when, to what extent and with what
technology our nuclear energy capacity should be
developed.
Ladies and gentlemen, as I said in the course of the
debate on radioactive waste at the last part-session, we
are deeply conscious of our public's fears. !fle are
doing our best to find some viable way of tackling the
dangers which will result from inadequate supplies of
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energy and which Mr Brunner has so often referred to
- 
including his impressive speech just now. The
problems of nuclear energy cannot be denied, and
that is why we believe nuclear energy should be used
only temporarily to cover our energy shortfall. !(e
have not made light of this problem. 'S7e have tabled
specific amendments to the Fuchs Report in the hope
that they would be adopted, and that hope has been
fulfilled in some cases. There were, however, a
number of other points which we wanted to go into in
greater detail. For instance, we wanted oil imports to
be restricted to 470 million tonnes per year for 1990;
we wanted to put specific figures on energy-saving, as
was pointed out in the Saint Geours Report, which
has frequently been referred to here. !7e felt that
savings of around 15 7o were and are possible, and we
regret that this point was not included in the report.
Thirdly, we wanted the report to say that by 1990,
something like 75 % of the Member Srates' energy
requirements should be met by coal, with the rest
being covered by nuclear energy. As I said, some of
our other amendments were accepted, which is why
we voted for the Fuchs Report in the Committee on
Energy and Research.
Finally, let me comment briefly on rhe question of a
tax on oil imports and the Community's borrowing
policy. I go along with Mr Pintat in feeling that there
would be a good chance of covering our future capital
requirements by way of a maior European loan. But a
tax that was announced in undue haste 
- 
and I
should like to go along with Mr Herman on this 
-would certainly not serve to stabilize the situation. I
would have preferred this discussion to have been
started in the Committee on Energy and Research
rather than via the press, although I assume that the
Committee on Energy and Research will have a
chance to discuss the whole thing in detail. In conclu-
sion, I should just like to say that the energy problem
is too serious to be discussed again and again very
briefly at every part-session by reference to one single
aspect of the problem. !7e should adopt the Fuchs
Report, and I believe it will be a very good basis for
future cooperation, and we should discuss the various
aspects at some later date and continue in this right
direction.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President, my group welcomes this
important debate today, although we regrer that there
is not sufficient time to deal adequately with the
Fuchs report.
The common economic and social objectives of the
nine Member States of this Community are increas-
ingly conditioned by the supply of energy. Even if the
European Treaties do not formally confer on the EEC
the responsibility for conducting a common energy
policy, inactiviry at Communiry level will lead to a
worsening of the economic situation as Europe falls
behind in the provision of energy. It took the 1974-75
energ'y crisis to awaken the Community to the need
for coordinated action, but one wonders whether the
crisis has had a lasting impact. I personally do not
think so, because I feel our citizens are not aware of
the cost of the different fuels. Are they aware of the
present state of energy supplies 7 Oil will last for only
30 years, natural gas 50, uranium 90, coal 235. These
are just estimates and, I think, in fact that the overall
picture shows that the prospects are diminishing. In
any event, it is a fact of life that until alternative
sources of energy are developed, energy is going to be
in short supply and get increasingly more expensive.
Mr Fuchs in his excellent report correctly refers to the
close relationship between energy, growth, employ-
ment and the qualiry of life in our Community.
Efforts should be made to link a policy of growth
which favours the low energy consuming sectors with
more secure employment. However, with the present
growth in GNP, it must be concluded that, at the
present rate of demand, energy requirements will rise
by nearly 100 0/o over the next l0-year period. The
question is, therefore, whether increased economic
growth will result in increases in imports and raise the
ceilings laid down internally in the EEC for oil
imports, and in the possibility of these ceilings being
exceeded.
One of the main objectives of the Commission's
communication on energy is to reduce dependence on
its imports to 50 % by 1990. My country, Ireland, is
currently dependent on imports for 80 7o of its
energy requirements. Europe, at present, imports
54 o/o of its energy requirements, mostly in the iorm
of oil. Therefore, there is a considerable gap between
the Member States themselves on this question. As the
declaration of the European Council states, all factors
must be borne in mind to ensure that each Member
State obtains fair supplies of all products, taking into
account the differing patterns of supply and the
economic situation of each Member State. The
Community should encourage the creation of addi-
tional oil-storage facilities in those Member States
where such needs exist. Member States must be in a
position to expand their refining capacity so as to
meet their basic strategic needs. In this connection,
Ireland is dependent on another Member State for the
refining of the major portion of its imported oil.
Ireland's refining capacity can only meei approxi-
mately 40 o/o of its overall requirements. The main
object of any energy conservation programme must be
to eliminate, as far as possible, the wasteful uses of
energy and to ensure that our energ.y resources are
used with maximum efficiency without generally
impairing overall economic growth.
I was very pleased to hear President Jenkins informthe House yesterday that the wider use of energy-
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saving equipment could, by 1990, result in a saving of
100 million tonnes of oil. This would mean a saving
of over 20 o/o of our imported needs. The Commission
must press ahead with its programme of energy conser-
vation. It should continue and intensify its discussions
with the Member States and the sectors, particularly
the building sector. There is a need to provide an
energy advisory service for the building industry
which would provide technical support to contractors,
architects and engineers in the implementation of
new thermal performance standards for buildings. I
was extremely pleased to note from the 1980 Commis-
sion memorandum that the Commission will set up a
data-bank later this year to supply technological infor-
mation in this regard.
The European Investment Bank has an important role
to play in helping the Communiry to achieve a more
efficient use of energy. Recently we saw how the Bank
has provided a loan of f 2.5 million to the Irish Indus-
trial Credit Company, which will itself on-lend the
sums to small and medium-sized manufacturing firms
undertaking projects that yield significant energy
savings.
!flith regard to exploiting our native energy resources,
let me say that the Council must act on the Commis-
sion's proposal to encourage exploration for hydrocar-
bons in areas of unusual difficulty. This is a further
example of the Council's inactivity and hesitancy with
regard to energy. In view of the encouraging results
which have been obtained in the past few years, explo-
ration for hydrocarbons off the West Coast of Ireland
will remain an important element in Ireland's energy
policy in the 1980's. It is regrettable, however, that
despite the considerable potential of this particular
area, the Council has still failed to take a decision,
despite the fact that this proposal has been before
them for a number of years. I would strongly urge the
Commission to press again, and more strongly, for the
adoption of this measure.
I was also pleased to hear President Jenkins refer to
exploiting native resources. I feel that the develop-
ment of native resources must also embrace the ques-
tion of developing peat resources in those countries
where such development is possible. Indeed, as a
result of the sharp increase in oil prices in recent
years, peat has become a very comPetitive fuel.
Parallel to this is the present research into the use of
biomass, to which reference has been made by a
number of speakers here today. May I say to the
Commission that we cannot spend too much on
expanding background research into this fuel and
energy source.
!7ith regard to coal, further investment will be condi-
tional on coal production reaching something near
the 1973 level. However, we must press ahead, making
greater use of coal rather than oil in generating
stations. When such stations are in place, the demand
is automatically created for further coal. The Commu-
nity should be assisting the construction of new coal-
fired stations and the conversion of oil-fired stations
back to coal.
The provision of energy now requires enormous
capital expenditure and corresponding long-term
loans. Europe has the capacity to develop its own
energy resources, but we must ensure that far more
than 2 0/o of the European Economic Community
budget is spent on this vital sector. The Community
has, for too long, merely reacted to external events in
the energy sector when it should have had the fore-
sight to adopt decisive measures, thus avoiding a repe-
tition of the 1973 oil crisis. The absence of decision-
making by the Council is largely due, as I see it, to
the selfish short-term attitudes of certain Member
States who would prefer to pursue bilateral arrange-
ments rather than rely on the pooling of resources at
Community level.
Finally, let me say, Mr President, that nuclear enerSy
would seem to be the only long-term solution. The
Commission has calculated that the capacity would
need to be in the region of 140 G\U7. There will have
to be greater investment in the associated technolo-
gies, and particular attention will have to be paid to
the arguments used by the anti-nuclear lobby.
To maintain economic growth and development and
to secure employment, the measures of which we have
spoken will have to be fully coordinated between the
Member States, and initiated and pursued simultane-
ously.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice'Pre.sident
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, as long ago as
its first part-session, in July l9T9,Parliament reiected
a request for urgent procedure for a motion on
nuclear energy, with the result that months and
months went past before we had an opportunity to
hold this debate. In the meantime, however, we have
had occasion to see how much power the nuclear
lobby really wields. We have seen that all critical
comments were excluded from the Veber report on
the storage of nuclear waste, that our proposed amend-
ments to the Ghergo report, calling for health checks
in areas around nuclear power stations, were rejected,
and that the supporters of nuclear energy even went
so far as to assert that there was absolutely no danger
to health. Anyone who joined us in expressing the
public disquiet was dismissed as a naive extremist, and
in the Committee on Energy my motion calling for a
moratorium was even regarded as somehow breaking
the rules.
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Ladies and gentlemen, no matter what side you are
on, you cannot deny that there is a great deal of
public concern. I would like to point out that I am
speaking today not only on behalf of my own party
and my colleagues in the Partito Radicale, the Democ-
razia Proletaria and the PDUP, but also on behalf of
the 'green' movement in the Federal Republic of
Germany, which should have had two seats in this
Parliament on the basis of its 943 000 votes, as well as
on behalf of the French 'Europe Ecologie', which
would have won four seats here if the electoral system
had not discriminated against it. In addition, I am
speaking on behalf of the Dutch Radical Party and
the Flemish AGALEV, both of which campaigned on
an anti-nuclear platform in the European elections.
I also know that I am speaking on behalf of millions
of people throughout the Community who are
following our nuclear adventure with increasing
concern, not because they are extremists, fanatics or
obscurantists, but simply because, as normal, free
citizens, they feel they have reason for concern over
the risks, the danger to health, the enormous costs
and the threat to liberty involved in the use of nuclear
energy. It might do some of you good to read a few
pages of Garaudy's 'Appel aux vivants' and see what
he says there about the attitude of the major parties
on all this.
Ever since the accident on Three Mile Island, there
has been a constant stream of reports about accidents
with nuclear reactors and structural defects, and only
this week the newspapers have been full of stories
about nuclear power stations being shut down. Even
more alarming is the growing scientific evidence
pointing to the dangers to the health of people living
near nuclear power stations 
- 
dangers deriving from
the radioactive radiation which you officially maintain
is harmless. More and more radioactive waste is now
being stored without a satisfactory solution having
been found. That is why so many of our fellow
citizens are opposed to the construction of nuclear
power stations near where they live. That is the reason
for the tragedy at Plogoff, and before that at Vyhl,
Brockdorf, Grohnde, Malville and Le Pellerin, to name
only a few. Parliament must express our concern. It is
not a question of allaying justified fears. !7hat we
want, what many of our fellow citizens want, Mr Presi-
dent, is a genuine alternative, and this is totally
lacking in the communication from the Commission
to the Council on the prospects for 1990. It is also
lacking in Mr Fuchs' report, and unfortunately also
lacking in the motion for a resolution, which is why
Mrs Bonino and I have tabled a number of amend-
ments.
!fle are faced with a twofold myth, which is unfortu-
nately being perpetuated by the Commission : on the
one hand, that nuclear energy, although dangerous, is
indispensable, and on the other hand that renewable
energy sources cannot be regarded as a valid alterna-
tive.
In its communication, the Commission speaks of the
need for efforts to investigate the field of alternative
energy. Since my time is unfortunately now coming to
an end, I should like to conclude by quoting only a
few figures to show that what is happening is the very
opposite. Between 1978 and 1990, the proportion of
EEC energy requirements met by nuclear power will
rise from 3 to 15 %, while the proportion met from
other sources will fall from 4 to 3 o/o. If we are to
proceed further along this road, we must issue a
warning before it is too late.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, any discussion of energy 
- 
which is the
problem of problems at the present moment and
which concerns in particular the energy supplies of
the European countries, which obviously cannot deal
with this problem in any other way than with a single
mind and with common plans 
- 
necessarily leads to
a discussion of international developments and the
balance, or imbalance of political and military power
in the world, and inevitably it then leads on to the
need to diminish our dependence upon the energy
resources in the hands of the Arab countries, the
routes to which are more and more threatened as time
goes by and more and more difficult to control and to
use, whether as regards the safety and the certainly of
continuing supplies or as regards the question of
prices, which are already sky-high and likely, as has
already been said here today, to go higher and higher.
The cheap-energy economy has already been a thing
of the part for some time now. The reasons iustifying
and recommending the rejection of any project for
basing energy production on the promotion of
research into and production of nuclear energy 
-reasons recalled only a short while ago 
- 
are well
known, and, apart from one or two propaganda
aspects, are also serious reasons: in particular, they are
concerned with safeguarding the environment and
safety. But what alternative do those who reject
nuclear energy put forward, other than 'non-develop-
ment' and alternative sources of energy ?
As regards savings 
- 
or at least savings which would
not have distinctly negative repercussion, not only on
the industrialized countries, but also on the underdeve-
loped countries which need our help and our collabo-
ration, which if we ceased our own development they
could no longer have 
- 
a reduction in energy needs
to 30 % of present day consumption has been forecast
for 1990. This seems to us a target which is going to
be very difficult to achieve, but it is clear that if we
want to achieve, or get anywhere near, a result of this
sort, we must find some substitute for the oil-derived
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which we intend to save, and there can be no doubt
that amongst the alternative sources of energy, the
main one, unfortunately remains nuclear energy.
'$7e must face up to all the risks rypical of the age we
are living in with serenity and courage : this has been
said by many people and we were reminded of it
yesterday by Mr Jenkins. In our opinion these risks
are not so very large if we act with a sense of responsi-
biliry. Of course, there is also coal and there is also
peat: we must make the maximum use of these
energy sources, but we must also improve the research
into ways of doing so. There are also three other alter-
native sources of energy, such as solar energy, wind
energy and biomass energy, which people have
already spoken of 
- 
but in our opinion all these alter-
native sources provide no guarantee that we can main-
tain the level of economic development which we
have at present attained. I must repeat : we need to
face up to the risks of the times we are living in. And
I should like to hope that the same nuclear energ'y
which in 1945 caused the instantaneous deaths of
many hundreds of thousands of people may now
become a source of life and happiness for everyone.
Of course, every effort must be made to improve
safety and to improve the way the power stations work
as well as to improve storage of the waste, an obliga-
tion which necessarily engages the responsibility of all
of us, and of the Council and the Commission, much
more than has been the case hitherto. All of us must
answer responsibly for our own obligations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, Mr Brunner said in his
opening remarks that the targets for 1990 were opti-
mistic. Mr Fuchs says in paragraph 7 of his motion for
a resolution, that it is unlikely that the Community
will be able to achieve its objectives. !7e hear a great
deal about the energy crisis, but what we actually have
is a political crisis. The political will to do anything
about the policies that are indicated is lacking. I want
very briefly to examine the current situation, particu-
larly in relation to the need to expand the Commu-
nity's own coal industry.
The Commission's analysis of the situation shows that
the energy demand can only be met if indigenous
resources are increased, if we accept that more than
50 % of our total primary energy is imported, if more
than 30 7o of these imports come from one particular
soutce, or if we have more than 30 7o of nuclear
power. Now, listening to the debate this morning, I
am quite sure that the only one of these options that
is really acceptable is the proposal to increase our own
indigenous resources, particularly coal. It makes no
sense to me that, at the same time as we are trying to
reduce our dependence on imported oil, we should be
considering increasing our dependence on imported
coal.
The coal industry is undergoing expansion in every
major coal-producing country. In the next 20 years,
Canada and Australia are planning a five-fold increase
in production, while the output in China and India
will rise to 3 times and 2'5 times the present level
respectively and that of the USA and the USSR will
double. But in Britain and Germany we are only
talking of a one-and-a-half-fold increase. \tr7e cannot
expect that the big increases in output elsewhere will
provide a source of imports for us. Taiwan's imports of
Australian coal have increased sevenfold in the last
two years. Furthermore, the demand for energy from
developing countries is bound to increase. Their
consumption per person per year currently stands at
about I 0/o of our own consumption in the Commu-
nity. rUTe cannot expect those countries to be using
cow-dung for ever.
Very briefly, there are four other reasons why we
should be giving priority to expanding the Commu-
nity's coal industry. Firstly, we have assumed that
there will be a reduction in the ratio between GNP
and energy consumption. An improvement in the
region of 25o/o is planned for 1985. The ability to
achieve this target has not been proved at all.
Secondly, we shall not know for l0 years what can be
expected from alternative sources such as solar, wind,
wave or geothcrmal power, and thirdly, as far as
nuclear power is concerned, the problems of reactor
safety and nuclear waste disposal have not yet been
solved in a way that makes further expansion accep-
table. After all, we do not want another incident such
as that of Three Mile Island, where it was only
through the good fortune that a consultant happened
to be at home when telephoned that a disaster was
averted.
These are four additional factors which merely add
weight to an already proven case for expansion of the
Community coal industry. The potential is there to
increase the output not only by conventional means,
but also by developing the technologies of gasification
and liquefaction, which will enable us to exploit areas
which have already been abandoned and other
unworked seams which cannot be economically
worked by conventional means. These are the opportu-
nities which the Community must grasp and it must
Srasp them now.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hoffmann.
Mr K. H. Hoffmann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, my colleague Mr Herman has already
given our views on the Fuchs Report and the Commis-
sion's proposals. I should like to make a few
comments on the question of nuclear energ'y and the
safety factor. The political decision to adopt nuclear
energy as part of the European Community's energy
supply system was taken more than l0 years ago in
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the Member States and in many other industrialized
countries. In the European Parliament too, the major
political groups take the view that nuclear energy can
be used for peaceful purposes. This could be a good
common approach to the Community's future energy
supplies, but unfortunately we have seen too many
attempts recently 
- 
particularly in the Socialist
Group 
- 
to bring about a shift in these common
energy policy aims.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, my Group is not
prepared to go along with such a change in policy.
!7e are in favour of a clearly-defined energy policy
which includes the use of nuclear technology. My
Group is not a blinkered advocate of nuclear energy at
any price. !7e respect the fear and concern felt by
many people about the peaceful use of nuclear energy,
and it is precisely for that reason that we insist on
safety guarantees for the people working in nuclear
power stations and for the population in general. I
would stress this point because we realize, in view of
the uncertainty in the European Community's energy
supplies, that we cannot do without nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes in the forseeable future.
I have no intention of trying to play down the
problem of nuclear energy. It is true that the risks
involved in nuclear technology are perhaps greater
than with other modern technologies, but on the
other hand, no-one in this House can stand up and
claim that there is such a thing as a risk-free tech-
nology. Such things simply do not exist, and that is
why we must be prepared to put up with a reasonable
level of risk in using nuclear technology. Have you
ever heard anyone refer to the maximum credible acci-
dent to beat all maximum credible accidents that has
been going on now for something like 30 years in the
German coal mining industry? 15000 miners have
lost their lives underground in those 30 years, but
no-one mentions this fact. But I think it is something
we should bear in mind when advocating the use of
coal and nuclear energy.
It is precisely because we take the problems of envi-
ronmental pollution, reactor safety and radioactive
waste disposal seriously that we have the right to
reject all these insinuations and polemics aimed at the
EPP group's policy. Our policy aims at full employ-
ment and protecting the population in general and
the interests of the consumer in particular. That is
why we agree very largely with the trade unions 
-and in particular with the German Trade Unions
Federation 
- 
on energ'y policy, and particularly the
peaceful use of nuclear energy. I think it is pure
hypocrisy for a politician like Rudi Arndt to call it an
environmental scandal when a maioriw of this House
declares itself in favour of instituting safety measures
which are technically feasible and which, above all,
can be applied in practice by people working in
power stations and in the storage of radioactive waste.
The real environmental scandal of the first order was
perpetrated not here in the European Parliament but
by 'dynamite Rudi' who, in his capacity as Mayor of
the City of Frankfurt, presided over the destruction of
Frankfurt's \7est End district.
Ladies and gentlemen, what we need is a safe and
secure plan for dealing with radioactive waste. The
politicians responsible 
- 
and this appeal is addressed
particularly to Mr Brunner 
- 
should therefore see to
it that a suitable plan is put into practice as soon as
possible. However, we reject the Socialist Group's
amendment seeking to impose a moratorium on the
development of nuclear energy until such a system
exists. In my opinion, that would be a sure-fire way of
jeopardizing our future energ'y supplies. That is some-
thing we cannot go along with. In this respect, we
agree with the trade unions that interim storage and
compact storage are reasonable solutions. 'We are in
favour of secure energy supplies based on coal and
nuclear energy. Ifle believe in a peaceful future for the
European Community and we are committed to full
employment and the creation of secure jobs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, I welcome the presence
of Mr Bisaglia, the President-in-Office of the Council
of Energy Ministers, at our debate today, as I do that
of the Commissioner, and I would like to start by
congratulating Mr Fuchs on his excellent report,
which I support in its entirety. I also support the oral
questions and resolutions of the European People's
Party, of the Liberal and Democratic Group and natur-
ally of our own group. I have read very carefully the
Socialist question and resolution, and I strongly
support the Socialist desire for full clear, definite infor-
mation on these subjects, because it is essential to
base one's judgement on accurate knowledge. Ignor-
ance will lead to prejudiced and emotional judge-
ments, which are extremely dangerous for the security
of our Community. I would, however, like to point
out that it is extremely difficult for non-technical
people to understand such technical problems,
although it is clear that politicians must make judge-
ments on these matters whether they are technically
trained or not. But I do urge Members to remember
their full responsibility in expressing opinions on
these matters without a sufficient study and under-
standing of the technical processes involved, the safe-
guards undertaken and the qualiry of technical compe-
tence and responsibiliry which the technicians and
the governments concerned apply to these matters.
!(hy is this Parliament concerned about the 1990
Community energy objectives and the extent of
convergence of Member States on energy ? Firstly, the
main point is that the basis of these estimates is the
addition of the individual Member States' own esti-
mates. In this addition, we believe that there are much
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wider margins of error than appear to be the case
when they are seen from the point of view of the indi-
vidual Member States only.
The second point is that without convergence the
Comrnunity cannot possibly benefit from the great
opportunities of synergy which exist in such a situa-
tion if it is approached on a Community basis. !7e
have made a good start with regard to taking joint
action on oil imports to reduce our dependence on
external, incalculable and very unstable elements in
the energy balance ; but this is only a start and we
have got a very long way to go.
I also congratulate the Commission on having had the
good sense to set up additional econometric
modelling systems. We are fully aware that many
Member States have good econometric models, not
only of their own energy problems, but of those of
'Western Europe and the world; but we are also aware
that ce'rtain Member States do not have such compreh-
ensive models and therefore have to use the Commu-
niry model if they are to learn the options which are
open to them in the particular circumstances they
find themselves in and if they are to understand the
various scenarios which the Community must work
out in view of the fast changing nature of the situa-
tion.
But I must say it would be too late to try to take joint
action at some later date when the danger arises. The
plans must be drawn up now. The hardware must be
put in place on the ground and the coordination for
its operation must be in full working order long
before the necessity arises to use it. So this Parliament
has the concern as to the extent to which the objec-
tives for 1990 are too optimistic or are just plainly
based on wrong premises. Let us inspect them.
Oil. The forecasts state the European Community's
economy in 1990 will be 44o/o dependent on oil, of
which 33 % will be imported. This alone places the
Community at much too high a level of risk ais-d-ais
the unstable parts of the world from which oil is
imported.
Coal. EEC-produced coal represents 14 %, imported
coal 4o/o. Total coal consumption in 1990 is expected
in these forecasts to be I 8 7o of total energy sources.
!7e have not achieved the coal production forecasts
lor 1977, 1978 and 1979, not even brought it to the
level of coal production in the Community in 1973.
!fle have no Community agreement regarding coal
imports. This, gentlemen, is an unacceptable position.
Gas. By 1990, 9 % will be EEC-produced and 9 0/o
imported gas, including, I might say, a substantial
quantity imported from the Soviet Union, the rest
supplied by numerous other countries, no doubt in
ships and possibly in due course by pipeline from
North Africa.
Nuclear energy. Nuclear energy in 1990 will repre-
sent, it is hoped, some 15 o/s 
- 
s rise from 2o/o in
1973. That means 150 nuclear power stations to be
built between now and 1990. This target, I submit, is
unlikely to be achieved, but what are the alternatives ?
- 
More coal, more gas, more oil ?
Energy-saving will certainly have to bear the brunt of
filling the gap. There are two sorts of energy-saving :
first, doing the same job but using less energy to
achieve the same result ; secondly, approaching the
problem from the point of view of completely
changing the Community's dependence on energ'y
used in present production systems to produce current
products. Now, I think that if we are going to achieve
one of the objectives, which is to change the growth-
energy ratio from I : 1 to I : 0.7, then it is this latrer
area of energy-saving which will have to take up our
main attention. I have no time to go into details, but
without doubt anybody who has studied this problem
will see great advantages to the European Communiry
in treating energy as a very expensive product, just as
they did when they treated labour as a very expensive
resource.
But where is the money to come from ? People have
spoken about other means of raising funds, which I
have no need to speak of. But I do wish to impress on
this House, the Council of Ministers and the Commis-
sion the necessity of raising loans from Member
States, or preferably from the European Community,
so that those companies and individuals who are hard
pressed by inflation but recognize the need for invest-
ments in order to achieve energy-saving may be
. helped to do so.
But what we are really talking about, gentlemen, is the
' 
need for convergence. I will therefore start where I
began, with the necessity for the Council to communi-
cate to us the extent to which it is willing to adoptjoint policies and communicate these policies, not
only to this House, but to their own general public.
'We have the estimates for the year 1990, which were
updated in 1979. I wonder what a similar exercise
undertaken in 1970 for 1980 might have shown 
- 
for
'$Testern Europe, for the \Testern world, for the Third
World. At least we know that a 38 c/o dependence on
imported oil in 1990 is too dangerous a situation to
accept today. \7e also know that the !(/est is totally
unprepared for the risks in all the areas it faces and
that there is very little time to set this situation to
rights. Let us be clear about the extent to which the
1990 energy situation will be dependent on the USSR.
Oil. The USSR is the world's biggest oil producer, and
I lust do not accept the American CIA's estimates of
the speed at which the resources will be depleted.
Gas. Vest European supplies are dependent to a
substantial extent on imports of gas from the USSR
and, no doubt, in due course from at present friendly
but 
- 
who knows ? Perhaps in 1990 less friendly
nations in North Africa and elsewhere.
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Minerals. !(hat is the interest of the USSR in Africa
but minerals ? It is not aid to Third !7orld countries.
lVhy do the USSR and the 'I7est have to devote so
much political activity to these new areas of the
world ? It is not primarily for religious reasons, it is
not because of racial problems. It is part of the big
struggle for energy and security in the future.
So let me finally just draw attention to what has been
achieved in the Comecon bloc . . .
(The President asks tbe speaker to conclude)
May we not ourselves set out a European electriciry
grid 7 May we not have European gas supplies coordi-
nated between countries ? May our Council of Energy
Ministers not see the advantages of putting electric
power-stations on the borders of countries to avoid
having to set up dual sources of supply for the same
reserve quantities ?
Gentlemen, I will close. I would like to thank the Pres-
ident of the Commission and the Energy Commis-
sioner for their statements. This House now awaits the
Council's statement on the subsequent actions which
this House would like to approve to assure the secu-
rity of Western Europe in the future.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damette.
Mr Damette. 
- 
(F) Ladies and gentlemen, there is
no doubt a great deal to say about the documents
before us, but I feel that what they omit to say is even
more telling. They are extremely discreet and contain
no 'awkward' references to oil maiors or cartels.
This kind of document has to be read on two levels:
the real political options are concealed amid Commu-
nity jargon which needs to be deciphered.
However, the formula is extremely simple and
familiar and is based on two ideas : the well-known
interests of the multinationals wrapped up in high-
sounding principles, and the desire for supranation-
alism beyond the objectives of the Treaties, as Mr
Davignon made quite clear yesterday in his reply to
Mrs De March.
Obviously, these two ideas are closely linked, since
supranationalism is merely the political garb of the
multinationals.
Let us examine this more closely. \7ith due deference
to the powerful, I shall begin with oil. The guiding
principle of the oil policy is expressed in the Commis-
sion communication :
To be fully effective, this policy should be combined
with an approach coordinated at Communrry level and
with a coherent overall view of the Community's rela-
tions with the energy-producing countries.
\7hat do we really mean, in broad terms, by coordina-
tion and integration ? These terms reflect first and
foremost, the desire to eliminate any national oil poli-
cies which could stand in the way of the omnipotence
of the cartels. S7e are aware of the pressure exerted by
the Commission to get France to rescind the law of
1928, which permits a certain amounr of State inter-
vention and, in particular, international agreements.
Primarily, integration means the removal of such
obstacles to the freedom of action of companies. It
means the removal of the only genuine arrangements
which are mutually beneficial 
- 
international agree-
ments. Instead, what is being proposed in realiry is the
dominance of the cartels and concerted pressure on
the producer countries. Do I need to remind the
House of Chancellor Helmut Schnidt's belligerent
references to OPEC ?
I should add to this the question of refining, which is
dealt with in other documents. I7e all know that the
Commission is actively engaged in trying to reduce
refining capacities ; this would mean the complete
redeployment of European industry to the detriment
of the publicly-owned companies. In the case of
France, the company under attack is clearly Elf-
Aquitaine. Truly, the inrerests of the cartels are being
well defended.
This is the reality behind all the vague statements.
As for coal, you proclaim two objectives 
- 
to main-
tain production and increase consumption.
The first is untrue, and the second merely a ploy.
!flith regard to coal production, you are well aware
that the French Government, with the full agreement
of the ECSC, is cutting its production capaciry by a
million tonnes every year. You are well aware 
- 
and
this is stated in black and white in the report by Mrs
Hoff 
- 
that the Commission is very much in favour
of this, since the French market is thus opened up for
German exports, which have, moreover, recently bene-
fited from further Community support.
However, according to Mr Fuchs' report, the Commis-
sion is getting ready to offer complete justification for
its policyof recession. I quote from page 14 of the
report : 'The Commission takes the view that even if
large financial subsidies were granted, it would prob-
ably be difficult to maintain coal production at the
1973 level because of the technical problems raised by
the expansion of coal production, particularly in
connection with the opening up of new deposits, and
because of the shortage of labour in this sector.'
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Every kind of weak excuse is being used to justify a
policy which is unsound. There is something ludi-
crous and inappropriate about this kind of debate at a
time when the Faulquemont pit in Lorraine, with its
150 million tonnes of coal readily exploitable, is shut
down and when the French authorities are preparing
to close down the Sabatier pit, with its 50 million
tonnes of anthracite.
As far as coal consumption is concerned, what we
really need to do is develop a coal import policy ! As
we know, South African coal is being sold in Euro-
pean ports at under 40 dollars a tonne, or 2 cents a
therm. This is really very cheap !
So you are proposing to increase these imports. But
we all know that the present price of coal on the
world market is abnormally low and that it will shoot
up in a few years' time, when the planned thermal
power plants become operational.
The thinking behind this is patently obvious: the
multinationals are now manoeuvring to secure coal
deposits throughout the world, and low coal prices are
clearly in their interest, as they can thus buy up the
mines very cheaply. But in three or four years' time,
when they control these deposits they will be able to
bring their prices in to line with oil prices. Once
again, the interests of the multinationals are being
well safeguarded.
As for nuclear power, you appear to attach great impor-
tance to safety 
- 
but who could fail to share such
noble sentiments ? The rapporteur dogmatically
asserts that we need stricter and more uniform safety
standards worked out at Community level. One
wonders to what extent Community standards can
improve safety. However, since safety standards relate
to a given system, laying down safety standards in fact
implies that this system has to be used.
The fact that the Franco-Belgian nuclear power plant
at Chooz was promoted by Euratom, which imposed
the use of pressurized water reactors 
- 
which
subsequently superceded the French reactor
suggests that Community nuclear policy is closely
linked to l7estinghouse. In other words, safety is a
pretext concealing something quite different 
- 
the
multinationals once again, in particular the American
multinationals.
Energy conservation is yet again being used as a
pretext for supranationalism. The Socialist Group has
gone so far as to propose in its amendment a policy
which is binding on all the Member States. We are
told that we must reduce the consumption lenergy
ratio, but what types of consumption will be reduced ?
The plan is already clear : this will be mainly
domestic consumption, which will be hit by rising
prices.
You are also proposing a policy to increase the price
of petroleum products, but you do not mention electri-
city prices. However, it is a fact that in France electri-
city costs l3 centimes per kltr7h for the major indus-
trial consumers, while Electricit6 de France has to pay
at least l7 centimes. But this is beyond dispute. The
interests of Pechiney-Ugine-Kuhlman are being well
protected.
I shall conclude by saying that the French Commun-
ists will, needless to say be voting against this policy,
which is entirely geared to the interests of the multina-
tional concerns. !7e shall resolutely defend the
French coalfields, our government and the ECSC, and
we shall resolutely defend the law of 1928 in defiance
of the Commission.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in the minute and a
half remaining to the Liberal and Democratic Group,
I would like to point out that we will still need oil as a
raw material for the refining industry up to the end of
the century. tu7e should therefore try to obtain it as
cheaply as possible.
But there are in the world, and even in the Member
States, huge amounts of crude oil referred to as'heavy'
on account of its density. It is less expensive than
normal crude oils, but its extraction and processing
require particularly large capital outlay. I propose that
the Commission should draft a programme to
encourage prospecting and the extraction and
processing of heavy crude oil in the Community coun-
tries and that it make provision for the necessary
funds in the forthcoming budgets. Proposals for
studies and projects have been submitted to the
Commission ; they should not be allowed to gather
dust but should be implemented until such time as
nuclear energy replaces existing sources. The years are
passing and 1990 is iust around the corner, but the
problems remain, since we shall have to make allo-
wance for delays, for various reasons, in the
programmes for nuclear power plant construction in
the Member States.
To conclude, it is therefore essential that we conduct
experiments without delay to determine the most
suitable methods of processing heavy crude oil for the
consumer. I submit this proposal to the Commission
in a spirit of solidarity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my Group I would first like
to congratulate Mr Fuchs on his excellent report,
which was drafted with competence and accuracy.
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The report and the oral questions by Mr Pintat, Mr
Miiller-Hermann and Mr Linkohr give us a further
opportunity to repeat our warnings to the Member
States. The upheaval which followed the oil crisis of
1973 and 1974 was hardly constructive. It caused great
anxiety in the West, and should have highlighted
Europe's solidariry. Today, seven years later, the ever
worsening problems of the Community's energ'y
supplies have still not stirred the spirit of Europe or
persuaded the Member States to embark on a coherent
energy policy.
Despite the unswerving efforts and cooperation of the
Commission and Parliament, progress has been slow
and our achievements are very incomplete. The
Member States have not succeeded in providing the
necessary impetus for establishing a genuine common
energy market.
Several basic objectives have, however, been unani-
mously supported, for example the need to reduce
Europe's dependence on imported energy, the need to
develop alternative energy sources, to cut oil consump-
tion, and above all, to reduce wastage. But the
Member States, enslaved by their own interests, have
been unable to launch a real Community programme.
Despite the energy crisis and the increasingly
menacing political situation, the Member States are
still lacking in political will. For this reason the
Group of European Progressive Democrats is tabling a
motion for a resolution emphasizing certain funda-
mental problems: the need to pursue economic poli-
cies aimed at renewed growth, which should be suffi-
cient to combat unemployment and maintain employ-
ment levels, while drawing its strength from sectors
and processes which use as little energy as possible;
the need to establish an energ'y policy based on
genuine Community solidarity and the pooling of
world energy resources; the urgent need to reduce oil
consumption and the need for the Member States to
control the multinational oil companies.
The Community urgently needs to shake off its
lethargy. Let us hope, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, that this appeal will be heard, for in view
of such an obvious lack of political will, what is the
point of continuing to quietly fashion plans for
Community programmes which will never get off the
ground ? The companions of Ulysses were enticed by
the chanting of the sirens, but our chants are not as
alluring. We do not appear to have the same power
over the leaders of the Communify.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the document under discussion today
contains many sensible ideas. After all, it is in the
interests of us all, whatever country we come from, to
save energy, and particularly oil. For this reason, we
must support the work being done in, for example,
the OECD with a view to ensuring that all countries
will play their part in these efforts so that the savings
which are patently being made in a number of Euro-
pean countries do not come to nothing as a result of
unreasonably high energy consumption on the part of
America. \Tithin certain limits, pressure on the indi-
vidual Member States might presumably also produce
results, provided this does not lead to a situation
whereby the individual countries run out of steam as
regards their initiatives and sit there twiddling their
thumbs waiting for a stroke of genius from the
Community. However, the report by the Committee
on Energy is going much too far in paragraph 17 ol
the motion for a resolution, which directly adovcates
the further development of nuclear energy. I should
like to point out that the Danish Government stated a
few weeks ago that, for the time being, it was obliged
to disregard nuclear energy in drawing up its policy as
no solution had yet been found to a number of
problems. It has not yet been conclusively proved that
nuclear power stations can be made sufficiently safe.
'We have no guarantee that it will be possible to store
radioactive waste safety in Denmark.
If a Member State has made a decision of this kind, a
decision which it is perfectly entirled to make, it is
misplaced and unreasonable interference on the part
of the Community to be preaching the development
of nuclear energy. For this reason, we in the Danish
Peoples' Movement against the EEC must oppose rhe
motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in view of the limited time at my disposal
I shall have to discuss this tremendously vast topic by
outlining my views very briefly. Vhen setting our
energy objectives it seems to me to be a reasonable
approach first to determine our objectives for
consumption, then the way in which they can be
achieved and, finally, the opportunities open to us.
The Commission 
- 
and now the Committee on
Energy and Research with its report 
- 
has adopted a
different approach. The primary objective is to limit
oil imports. To this end three measures are proposed,
to be supplemented by one or two other measures
designed to ensure adequate energy supplies. Srhat is
utterly lacking is a target for growth, that is a forecast,
on the level of energy consumption to be aimed at.
Admittedly, the Commission does provide an estimate
of the Community's energy balance up to 1990, but
this is merely the total of the Member States'own esti-
mates. It does not even specify the assumptions
concerning economic growth on which these esti-
mates are based. It is therefore not possible to gauge
the efforts made and results achieved and thus to
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assess the policy being carried out. Instead of a defi-
nite policy in which our targets are dictated by the
limitations imposed by the availability of energy, the
present approach is based more on statistics. This 
-in my view, at least 
- 
is the fundamental flaw in the
policy being pursued. !7hat is also sadly lacking is an
alternative policy to be applied if it looks as though
the objectives are not going to be achieved. In parti-
cular, the implementation of the nuclear energy
programme, which is necessary if we are to achieve
these objectives, should be viewed with scepticism, to
say the least. The Commission intensifies this
programme whenever it feels that the contribution of
nuclear energy is likely to fall far short of expecta-
tions, which is now in fact the case. Commissioner
Brunner raised this point this morning. He also
commented, in a article which appeared in the Nether-
lands in the Internationale Spectator at the end of
1979, that the target capaciry of 12.7 gigavtatts
planned for the Community for 1990 
- 
this means
14 new nuclear power plants a year from 1978 
- 
can
only be achieved if there is wide public support. He
was in favour of continuing the discussions on both
the use of nuclear energy and the consequences of our
abandoning it, in order to secure adequate support for
the decisions to be taken. This is also the basis of the
resolution by Mr Coppieters, the signatories of which
include my colleague, Mr De Goede, and myself and
in which we referred to the premature nature of the
conclusions reached last year by the European
Council concerning the application of nuclear energy,
since these conclusions anticipate the outcome of the
discussions in the national parliaments and among
the general public on nuclear energy policy, which in
several Member States are either still in progress or
have not yet begun. Although the Fuchs report is
based on this resolution, the fundamental aspects are
not dealt with; instead, the motion for a resolution
advocates an extension of nuclear energy. True, it does
add that stricter and uniform safety standards must be
laid down and that the necessary arrangements should
be made, but the other, still more important problem
connected with nuclear energy, namely nuclear waste,
is mentioned neither in the report nor in the explana-
tory statement. IUflhen we discussed the nuclear waste
programme at our last part-session, it was strongly
emphasized that waste is the most serious problem of
nuclear energy production and that a satisfactory solu-
tion is still not in sight. For the current of political
opinion which we represent here this is an essential
prerequisite for the continued use of nuclear energy;
if this is not met, we cannot agree to the proposed
conclusions.
Finally, energy consumption is determined not so
much by reduced dependence on oil imports, which
is desirable for the Community, but on the physical
depletion of dwindling energy sources, by political,
economic and geographical factors, by damage to the
environment and health and by safety hazards and
potential international tension 
- 
factors which are
universal and call for a different approach to energy,
in which conservation and rational energy consump-
tion must have absolute prioriry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Didd.
Mr Didd. 
- 
(I) Mr President, this serious energy
problem really boils down to the ability of Member
States to define a real and genuine Community energy
policy, based both on the co-ordination of national
policies and on Community programmes and devices.
I support the priorities which have been indicated
here 
- 
in particular by Mr Linkohr 
- 
and which
must be clearly set out in the resolution passed by
Parliament.
The main point is energy saving, which represents
beyond any doubt one of the most substantial sources.
This means taking decisive steps and introducing
obligatory measures in various fields such as the insula-
tion of houses and the replacement of private trans-
port in cities by public transport, but above all it
requires a fundamental restructuring of the productive
apparatus, directly linked to a different quality of
economic development.
The second point concerns Community control of the
petroleum market, using appropriate devices. The
existing Euratom Agency could be used for this
purpose by extending its terms of reference, or alterna-
tively a Community agency could be created specifi-
cally for this purpose, thereby creating the right condi-
tions for controlling investment in the sector and esta-
blishing direct relations'between the Community and
the oil-production countries, bv-passing the multina-
tionals, and against a background of economic cooper-
ation. \7hat is more, it is possible to boost the use of
methane gas to a much higher level than obtains at
the present moment by various means, including the
setting up of consortia in the Member States for the
construction of methane pipelines.
The third point concerns the adoption of common
measures 
- 
particularly in the field of research 
- 
for
the development of Community sources of energy
based on coal, geothermal energy etc. right up to re-
newable sources such as solar power. For this purpose
the Community allocations must be considerably
increased, and it is a matter of urgent importance that
the Commission should put forward concrete propo-
sals, as the present situation in which only 2 0/o of the
budget is devoted to this heading is absurd, and the
indications we have received both from Mr Jenkins
and Mr Brunner have been too vague.
I shall stop for a moment here to deal with the ques-
tion of coal, in spite of the fact that Italy 
- 
my
country 
- 
is devoid of these resources although it is
making a great effort to construct new coal fuelled
power stations and convert others which at present are
fuelled by oil.
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It is expected that in 1986 approximately 20 million
tonnes of coal a year will be used for this purpose,
representing approximately 20 o/o of the present
national consumption of energy. This is a target
which will not be easy to attain. Ve are, of course,
interested in giving a new impetus to the mining of
Community coal, but it is not acceptable that a
country such as ours should take on the burden of the
higher costs involved in using such coal, as compared
with coal prices on the international market. For this
reason we agree particularly with the adoption of
measures designed to provide incentives for experi-
ments into the liquefaction and gasification of coal, an
aspect of present day research which more than
anything else would open up the possibility of
exploiting some of the coal reserves in Sardinia.
As regards nuclear energy, which we must consider as
providing what we cannot get from the various energy
sources, the central question is that of safety and the
dissemination of the appropriate detailed information
to the public. We cannot plan the construction of
other nuclear power stations before we have found
more convincing answers to the problem of safety and
the huge problem of what to do with the waste. !7e
seem now to be heading towards the use of one rype
of reactor only, namely the pressurized water reactor,
even though, frankly, I do not understand why we can
not use much less dangerous kinds of reactor.
But, anyway, we are going to concentrate on so-called
PWR stations, and so safety research should be
concentrated on this type of station.
It is here that we come up against a paradoxical situa-
tion within the Community, which must at all costs
be eliminated and which derives from the inability of
the Member States to make full use of the facilities
offered them by the Euratom Centre at Ispra; here I
am thinking in particular of the SARA programme,
which Mr Bisaglia spoke about this morning. This
programme, the scientific value of which has been
largely established 
- 
so much that it has aroused a
considerable amount of interest in the United States
and Japan 
- 
is particularly well suited to provide us
with answers to the questions arising from the kind of
accidents which have taken place in the United States
and to help us to deal with the defects which have
appeared in one or two power stations built in France.
It is quite inconceivable that, in the name of some
incomprehensible national interest or other, there
should still be some Member States who oppose the
implementation of this programme.
For this reaon I believe that Parliament must adopt an
extremely clear and determined attitude on this
matter, not only in the interest of European coopera-
tion in nuclear research, but also in the interest of the
safery of our peoples.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pedini.
Mr Pedini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Minister, I shall
confine myself to one or two non-technical remarks
because this is a political forum. First of all I wish to
offer sincere thanks for the sense of commitment
manifested in the speech by the President-in-Office of
the Council and equally sincere appreciation for the
work carried out by Mr Brunner in the vast field of
the common energy policy.
In a few days time an important meeting of the
Council of Ministers responsible for scientific research
will be called. I attach a great deal of significance to
this. \7e shall not be able to ensure the future develop-
ment of our continent in energy matters if we do not
boost scientific research, in particular, into this very
area of energy. Ispra and its programmes constitute an
important focus for energy research ; the SARA
project, which has already been mentioned, may be of
importance for calming public fears with regard to the
safety aspect of nuclear energy. Research is under way
at Ispra which is of immense interest 
- 
including
important experiments into fusion materials and
hydrogen 
- 
and there is the JET experiment at
Culham, which may be of decisive importance for the
future. I think that this Parliament must act as a
stimulus so that our Member States, above all throughjoint efforts, give greater prominence to this and other
scientific research programmes concerned with
energy. And since, speaking of research, our rappor-
teur has emphasized the importance of energy
research for developing countries as well and since it
is obvious that the future energy situation will require
a balanced use of the energy resources of each
country, I should like to remind you that topics such
as wind energy, the direct conversion of solar energy
into electric energy, geothermal energy etc. must be
taken further by us in our own interests and in those
countries with which we have association agreements.
I therefore hope for a cohesive programme for scien-
tific research policy. But, as I was saying Mr President,
this is a political forum ; and just as, when we were
speaking of world hunger, we realized that the
problem of aid to developing countries had to be put
into the context of a new kind of economic policy to
be pursued thanks to a new division of labour
amongst developed countries, the topic of energy, in
just the same way faces us today with fundamental
economic decisions. S7e are in the middle of an
economic down-turn because various negative factors
have coincided. This is a different situation from what
happened in the past, when for a period of 20 years
we took advantage 
- 
to tell the truth, rather badly 
-of positive factors. Do we therefore think that the
future of nuclear STET or coal-fuelled power stations
can be paid for by inflation ? Facing up to the energ.y
needs of our continent reminds us of the fundamental
theme of our economic policy and its aims. It is time
to limit the amount of non-essential consumption,
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and it is time to encourage investment 
- 
can a
market in which investment is declining hold
together ? I7e cannot spend all our income on non-es-
sential expenditure, thereby compromising the future
of coming generations. So there is a whole aspect of
economic policy which also requires the transfer of
resources from the richest areas of the Community to
the poorest, so that, also using the energy factor, we
can achieve a harmonious development of our society.
Our Parliament although it lauds the virtues of the
commitment to science, must also declare the
problem of energy to be a vital aspect of the
economic approach of our Community, of spending
policy, of investment policy, of the policy designed to
limit non-essential expenditure, which is the truly far-
sighted king of austerity.
Ever since I had the honour to be Chairman of the
Committee on Energy here, we have never made a
secret of the need for a European energy policy which
would take all the various sources of energy into
account. I think that this principle is more valid today
than ever before. But can we for example, boast of
achievements in the field of solar energy, in our
Community, comparable to what has been achieved in
domestic consumption by the Nordic countries and
by the countries of North America ? Here we have
another sector where we must work to catch up, on
the basis, as I said, of a far-sighted economic policy.
This, Mr President, is in truth what counts, because
when public opinion becomes aware that, by adopting
an energy policy, we are facing up, not merely to a
vital need, but also to an entirely new way of pursuing
economic policy, public confidence in the new
economy will then be greater. It will be easy to intro-
duce into this new economy another factor to which I
shall only allude in very brief terms namely, the deve-
lopment of a large community, associated 
- 
like our
own 
- 
with developing countries, with continents
which are rich in raw materials and energy resources.
Has the moment not perhaps arrived for us to start to
consider whether it is not possible to develop our asso-
ciation agreements into genuine common agencies for
the development of natural resources and for the
pooling of the resources of human intelligence ?
STET is not the future of Lom6, is not the future of
Yaound6, is not the future of our association agree-
ments to be found in the creation of development
agencies equipped to deal with energy and orher ques-
tions ?
The energy question 
- 
like the question of economic
development 
- 
i5 r161s6yer a complex one. This is
why I am sorry, Mr President, that along with the
various questions which have been put before this
House today, there was no room for a question signed
by myself and by Mr Ghergo, in which we took the
liberry of asking the Council of Ministers and the
Commission what steps they intended to take to see
that something was done in European schools to set
about organizing effective education in energy matters
- 
if I may put it that way 
- 
and in the wise use of
enerSy resources.
Mr President, the future of the energy-based civiliza-
tion will be ensured only if we understand that, by
using energy, man is administering nature and the
things that nature has given us. This is why the
moment has perhaps arrived for us to start coordi-
nated action with the aim of informing the man in
the street, so that he regards energy as a greater reason
for solidarity with other men and with other peoples,
and as a greater reason for the correct use of intelli-
gence and nature. I suppose that our question was not
considered to be of an economic nature.
But Mr Brunner, ladies and gentlemen, even if we do
succeed in speeding up the Culham experiment by l0
years and bringing even closer the age of fusion, what
will be the use of all that if there is no-one capable of
making wise use of the energy of the future ?
Speak, if you like, of the energy problem today as a
problem of research and energy saving. But let us ask
ourselves whether it is not also a problem of science
and culture and therefore a problem relating to the
level of human civilization.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I would just like
very quickly to express our political viewpoint. In the
light of what is certainly a well balanced view of the
situation, as put forward in the Fuchs report 
- 
I refer
in particular to point 33 
- 
and also in Mr Miiller-
Hermann's question, the purely ecological stance of
the various 'green' movements which have been
referred to here and more specifically the attitude of
the radical socialists 
- 
I won't mention the commun-
ists since they have obviously taken sides and with a
side which has no place here in a free Europe 
- 
is
either dreadfully naive and misinformed or it consti-
tutes a clumsy attempt to deceive the peoples of
Europe by reducing their standard of living, lowering
the rate of their progress and placing them at the
mercy of the economic imperialism of the United
States of America and the atomic imperialism of
Soviet Union. \7e need to achieve a serious Commu-
nity energy policy, and it pains me to perceive that
the statement of the Council of Ministers 
- 
all the
more so coming from an Italian Minister 
- 
is so
evasive, hesitant and laborious.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F)Ladies and gentlemen, since 1973
Europe has been faced with a tremendous challenge
- 
that of meeting its energy requirements. As long
ago as 1974 the Community ser itself four objectives
to attain this goal : to save energ'y, to resume the use
of coal, to develop new forms of energy and, Iastly, to
embark on a nuclear energ'y programme. Six years
later, we are forced to admit that we have failed. There
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are two main reasons for this : the utter lack of solid-
arity bet'ween the Member States and the maintenance
of too many structural class inequalities which remain
unassailable as a matter of policy.
Energy conservation obviously does not have the same
meaning for a farmer in the south of Italy as for a top
executive with a multinational concern with his own
private plane. On the one hand there is scandalous
waste and, on the other, a scarcity which is equally
scandalous.
The Community does have resources, however, but
here again there is inequality : Germany and Britain
have coal deposits, while Italy, as has just been
pointed out, has none. Ladies and gentlemen, surely
this is the time to make an appeal for solidarity which
is a little more positive than mere words ? Admittedly,
those who venture to appeal for solidariry sometimes
require a Eteat deal of optimism. The United
Kingdom exports half of its oil production to the
United States. As for nuclear energy, there are clearly
real and practical problems in this sector : no-one
knows what to do with nuclear waste. It is therefore
highly unwise and irresponsible to develop nuclear
energy so intensively when we still do not even know
how to process the waste.
This brings me to the question of safety, to which we
Socialists attach enormous importance. We believe
that safety goes hand in hand with information and
control. There can be no real safety unless we are fully
informed of what is going on and can exercise effec-
tive control.
For this reason we Socialists propose the establish-
ment of a European information agency and the
setting up of joint committees on health and safety in
nuclear power plants to help put an end to the policy
of silence and secrecy which, as we know, all too often
leads to certain police practices. It is high time that
the national governments, spurred on by a Commu-
nity spirit, consulted the people and their elected
representatives in order to conclude formal agree-
ments between them concerning the problems of
constructing nuclear power plants in frontier regions.
The much discussed road to self-sufficiency in energy,
is not without its pitfalls, and unless we really come to
terms with the situation, we may end up in a blind
alley.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebein.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Simonet, the
Belgium Minister, recently states 'if Europe had a
common foreign policy, we would know about it.'
And he might well have added 'if Europe had a
common energy policy, we would know about that
too'.
For my part, I would like to suggest a radical solution
involving the setting up of a European energy agency
with powers to conduct a common policy on energy
supply and production, on seeking alternative energy
sources as well as on finding ways of rationally using
and saving the energy we have. This agency should
strive to establish what I would call a public European
pool for the purchasing of energy-producing raw ma-
terials. It would have to negotiate long-term contracts
on behalf of the whole Community.
In this way we could finally break the quasi-
monopoly of the large multinational oil companies
and achieve tight control of the free market. Contracts
of this sort could of course only be effective if coordi-
nated with a direct dialogue between the Community
and the groups of producing countries, in other words
only if we had a common and independent foreign
policy. \Tithin this framework, these contracts would
have to be reciprocal, whereby the producing coun-
tries would be sure of receiving industrial technology
and foodstuffs. This would of course necessitate a
genuine common foreign policy on agricultural
produce.
Everything is thus interconnected, just as there is a
connection between decisions made on energy and
the type of society we want.
The energy consuming policy of quantitative growth
which remains the political creed in Europe has
committed almost all our governments and the
Commission to what amounts to a race towards
nuclear power. Our increasingly large appetite for
energy is leading us to what I might call the 'all-nuc-
lear' civilization.
'We know, however, that in this respect countless
problems remain to be solved, and that, what is more,
it has become standard policy to keep projects secret
until they are completed. Public opinion, peoples and
parliaments are all disregarded by the economic and
administrative authorities. \7ho takes the trouble to
inform or consult them ?
The choice of sites is an especially explosive issue.
The most recent example is the plan of Electricitd de
France to build four power stations at Givet, 2 kilome-
tres from the Belgian frontier. I recently tabled a
motion for a resolution on this subject, calling for the
correct application of Article 38 of the Euratom
Treaty, for the establishment of a Community consul-
tation procedure, and for no nuclear power stations to
be built in the Communiry's frontier regions.
This is an urgent matter, because it is likely to affect
relations between the Member States and to shake
peoples confidence in the Community institutions'
effectiveness and impartiality.
To sum up, Mr President, I would like to restate just
how far the nuclear option is from being neutral. The
decision which has to be made is iust as much polit-
ical as technical, because it inevitably leads to an
increase in the strength of one sector of the economy,
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and to the growth of industrial concentration, surveil-
lance, the powers of the police and of central govern-
ment. This is a great danger. Europe deserves better
- 
she deserves a different sociefy, and as a result, a
different sort of growth and a different sort of energy
policy. As far as we are concerned, we can but say'no'
to the all-out race towards the 'all nuclear' civilization.
!7e say 'no' to the worshippers of this 'golden calf' of
energy policy, and 'no' to the supporters of a society
in which central government is more and more
powerful and the people are less and less free, for
these are the real stakes in this debate. It is time
everyone stated their position clearly in the interest of
all our peoples.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, energy is the most
important subject to which this Assembly could turn
its attention. There can be no growth in the Commu-
nity unless there is a viable, realistic, adequate and
accessible supply of energy. In the time that is avail-
able to me today I should like to emphasize that the
first priority of the Council of Ministers should be an
agreement whereby each Member State of the Commu-
nity would be solemnly obliged to share its resources
of energy amongst the entire population of the
Community and not limit them to any favoured
section. The gas industry in Northern lreland is to be
closed down and many hundreds are to be made work-
less. The people of Northern Ireland are at the
moment paying three times as such for their gas
supply as the rest of the United Kingdom. Now, the
United Kingdom has an adequate supply of natural
gas. The natural gas industry is the most viable of all
the energy industries in the United Kingdom. Its
profits this year will be in the region of I 500 million
yet the last Labour administration and the present
Conservative Government have not been prepared to
construct a gas pipeline across the 20-odd miles from
Scotland to Northern lreland. I would call on the
Commission and Council to take this matter up
urgently with the United Kingdom Government.
Surely, if a way is genuinely being sought to offset the
overpayment of the United Kingdom to the Commu-
nity budget, then a natural-gas pipeline to Northern
Ireland is a project which could be financed by
Community funds.
Northern Ireland is one of the most depressed areas of
the Community. It has the highest level of unemploy-
ment and must be given preference in the energy
sector.
President. 
- 
(I) | call Mr Abens.
Mr Abens. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, after all the speeches we have heard today,
allow me to concentrate on one aspect of energy
policy which is of supreme importance for the
country which I represent here. I refer to the construc-
tion of nuclear power stations on the frontier of
Luxembourg, a country whose area is only 2 587 km2.
If we take into account its limited size and the fact
that its population is at its densest in the centre and
south, then the setting up at Cattenom, only a few
kilometres from the frontier, of nuclear power stations
of the type which the French government intends to
build 
- 
and this without the agreement of Luxem-
bourg 
- 
poses a serious problem for the Community.
I ask myself where the Community spirit and true
solidarity which Robert Schuman referred to in 1950
have gone, when large countries, in order to make
nuclear sites more acceptable to domestic opinion
merely export the problem towards the smaller states,
that is to say the ones which have the least economic
and diplomatic influence.
Mr President, the vast majoriry of the people of
Luxembourg are deeply shocked 
- 
and I would go as
so far as to say revolted 
- 
by the behaviour of the
government of a friendly and partner country. This is
why we welcomed with such optimism the news in
May 1979 that a proposal had been put forward on the
subiect of Community consultation on the siting of
nuclear power stations. The introduction to this
Commission proposal aimed at setting up a Commu-
nity consultation procedure on nuclear power stations
in frontier regions contain the following paragraph,
and I quote:
Since then it has become urgent to introduce a consulta-
tion procedure between Member States when power
stations are to be sited near frontiers. Existing bilateral
consultation arrangements have proved inadequate in
certain cases and public awareness of the ecological
aspects of siting power stations has increased.
The Commission goes on to assert, and I quote again:
In the densely populated countries of the Communiry
there is generally a shortage of sites suitable for nuclear
power stations. A certain number of power stations are or
will be sited near frontiers or on international waterways.
There are 33 nuclear power stations alone, i.e. approxi-
mately 25 o/o ol all those on stream, under construction
or planned, which are or are to be sited within 40 km of
national frontiers. Of these, 1-5 are sited less than l0 km
from the frontier.
After what happened at Harrisburg, these reflections
take on an even greater importance, both as the need
for urgent action is concerned and inasmuch as it has
become absolutely essential for Member States to
comply with common rules in these matters, so that
as far as humanly possible ecological or economic
catastrophes may be averted In the spirit of solidarity
between the countries of this Community we must
avoid Member States trying to export each other's
problems, in the form of any dangerous 'fall-out'
nuclear power stations might produce. Stringent rules
must be observed as far as siting, protection of the
environment and safety are concerned.
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It is quite unacceptable for Member States to try to set
up their power stations on the frontier of other
Member States, thereby causing great difficulty to the
latter, when we are all agreed that nuclear power
stations must be sited as far as away as possible from
areas of high population densiry. It is obvious that, for
a procedure in this field to be effective to provide
maximum guarantees for the whole population of the
Community, it must be applied throughout the
Community and be obligatory. It must provide for any
aspect of the problem which might affect the popula-
tion or the environment to be taken into account and
monitored.
Determined use of this new Community instrument,
as well as of those which the Community already has
available will make it possible to combine the aims of
securing energy supply with those of the safety of the
population. That is the underlying meaning of the
motion for a resolution which I have signed with
other socialist Members and which Madame Beate
!/eber will be tabling tomorrow morning. The final
adoption of a satisfactory consultation procedure,
which is becoming more and more urgently needed
every day, will make it easier, I solemnly promise that
here, for a just solution to be found for the people of
my country in a field which still holds untold risks for
their safery and health.
President. 
- 
(I) | call Mrs Lizin.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
since it is as one might say my privilege to close this
debate, I would like to concentrate on one specific
problem, and perhaps counter the pessimism of Mr
Brunner's statement with the positive desire that he
will at last adopt a more dynamic policy on the ques-
tion of safery. I think that the best answer to pessi-
mism is to try at least to take some action.
My case in point is that of the Tihange nuclear power
station. Mr Brunner's reply to me on Monday was that
it did not fall within the scope of his powers to deal
with the technical problems of nuclear safety. I fear
that Mr Brunner may be too modest when defining
his powers, and that he might do well in this case to
interpret his terms of reference as freely as possibly.
As for the Tihange nuclear power station, one of the
Ministers of the Belgian government responsible for
this matter admitted that there were in fact cracks and
some danger. This is why an enquiry is now taking
place. This enquiry is restricted to one part of the
power station, and does not involve the unit already in
operation, since the Framatome Company does not as
yet possess any system for inspection without stop-
ping production.
'!7e must secure the promise from the Commission
that it will demand an end to such practices, and'that
it will take part in consultation and enquiries on such
safety matters.
Mr Brunner in his reply, told me that he has been
receiving voluntary information from the Belgian
Government which reassures him about the safety of
these power stations. I hope that he will no longer be
content with the reports supplied on the subject 
-reports which are themselves contradicted by various
other statements 
- 
and that he will at last assume his
responsibilities in this affair and pester the Belgian
Government, until he can discover what type of
enquiry it intends to set up and what sort of measures
it will apply.
I in fact believe, and I will close with this point, that
it is impossible, as far as enquires are concerned, to
reach any degree of independence at national level. It
is at the European level that we must assume our
responsibilities on what needs to be done, since it is
only at this level that we will be able to have complete
freedom of action.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bisaglia.
Mr Bisaglia, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I wish to thank sincerely all those who
have taken part in this debate, which has impressed
me by the variety of the contribution it has made on
this issue, and above all because at least 24 Members
have had the opportunity to express their opinion.
I will go back over only one point of the debate. I am
sure that everyone 
- 
at least so it seems to me 
- 
is
aware of our Communities' unavoidable and contin-
uing dependence on oil for its energy production. The
major problem to which we will devote our energy is
that of reducing and containing our dependence on
oil, whilst at the same time guaranteeing the develop-
ment of our countries which already have widely
differing levels of development.
I believe it is possible to state here and now that the
work of the Commission 
- 
which I take this opportu-
nity to thank 
- 
over the last few monrhs has had
some effect : we have succeeded, as a direct result of
the Commissions' intervention, in reaching agreement
in the Council of Ministers, and we have'drawn up a
S-year programme on how to contain oil consumption
in the Community and guarantee development; from
this point of view, we have made progress which has
impressed countries outside our Communiry
I can assert that in the next six months the Council,
working with the Commission and, I hope, with this
Parliament, will try to work in full awareness of the
seriousness of the problems facing us, so that our
peoples can be sure that they can live in safe environ-
ment, where human life is defended and guaranteed,
because this is the main function of our governments.
(Altltlause)
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Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in my
capaciry as rapporteur, I should like to offer my
thanks for the wide measure of agreement expressed
by the many people who have spoken on my report
on energ'y objectives for 1990. I was not surprised to
hear that the Socialist Group rejects the report's
conclusion, but what did surprise me was the fact that
their amendments go far beyond what was said in
committee. I should like to point out to the German
members of the Socialist Group that they are appar-
ently on a collision course with the SPD-led govern-
ment in the Federal Republic of Germany and with
the energy policy espoused by the German trade
unions. But that is their problem. I hope that the
adoption of my report will create a very solid basis for
the European Parliament's future work on energy
policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution and the amendments
which have been tabled will be put ro the vote at the
next voting time.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.25 p.m, and resurncd
at 3 p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
May I, on your behalf, welcome the Turkish Delega-
tion, whom we are very pleased to see amongst us.
(Apltlaus)
8. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
second part of Question Time (Doc. l-738179).
Itr7e begin with questions to the Council Because of
the presence of the Turkish Delegation, I would like
to take first:
- 
Question No 51, by Mr Fellermaier (H-454179):
rVhat measures does the Council intend to take to revive
the relationship between the Community and Turkey ?
- 
and Question No 52, by Mr Radoux (H-a55/79):
Vhat are the Council's current ob;ectives within the
framework of the Association EC-Turkey, and what were
the results of the meeting of the Association Council on
5 February ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office ol' thc Council.
- 
(f) Vlith your kind permission, Mr President, I
should like to join you in welcoming the Turkish
Delegation on behalf of the Presidency of the Council
and to reply simultaneously to the questions by Mr
Fellermaier and Mr Radoux, which 
- 
as you have
pointed out 
- 
deal with the same subject.
In view of the current international situation, the
Council is fully aware of the importance of the rela-
tions under the Association between the Communiry
and Turkey and of the political need to give them a
fresh impetus after a long period of stagnation. This is
the spirit in which the Council defined the Commu-
nity's position at the Association Council Meeting at
ministerial level held in Brussels on 5 February last,
which was entirely devoted to the revitalization of the
Association and the development of relations between
the Community and Turkey. At the end of that
meeting, the two parties adopted joint conclusions,
the text of which is available to the Member of the
European Parliament.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D)Mr President of the Council,I am very disappointed at your answer, which was
extremely vague. I should therefore like to ask you the
following specific question. Paragraph 6 of the
Communiqu6 issued after the meeting of the Associa-
tion Council states :
Furthermore both parties will seek ways and means of
developing the Association in order to facilitate Turkey's
ultimate entry into the Community in accordance with
the Ankara Agreement.
I should like to ask you quite specifically, what is the
Council of Ministers' contribution to the ways and
means of developing this Association ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I)This undertaking is precisely
what the Council intends to consider.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) On the day following 5 February,
a statement was made and reported in the Turkish
press. Can the President of the Council say whether
the Council has already adopted a position on the
statement according to which that Turkey might
apply for membership of the Community in the
course of this year ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Council has no direct
information regarding this matter to which the honou-
rable Member has just drawn our attention. Obviously
any application for accession will be examined by the
competent Council departments according to the
procedure provided for in the Treaty.
Mr Taylor. 
- 
Is the Council aware that many
Members of this House welcomed the decision by
Turkey to apply for accession to the Community and
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will the Council assure the House that there will be a
positive response to this application by Turkey ?
Mr Zambeiletti. 
- 
(I)The Council has not received
any such application and 
- 
I repeat 
- 
any applica-
tion received to this effect would be examined by the
competent institutional bodies according to the provi-
sions of the Treaty.
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F) Does the Council intend,
within the context the EC-Turkey Association, to
draw the attention of the Turkish Government to the
serious violation of human rights, such as arbitrary
arrests, outlawing of trade union and political organiza-
tions and the fact that certain extreme right-wing
terrorist groups guilty of hundreds of murders are
allowed to go unpunished, which could be preiudicial
to the development of cooperation between the
Member States and Turkey ? I too am concerned
about this question of developing relations which
would be to our mutual advantage without affecting
the independence of each party. Does this question of
cooperation involve the integration of Turkey into the
western European bloc ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I)This matter is not within the
institutional competency of the Association Agree-
ment.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) As a number of our colleagues
have reminded us, on 6 February the press contained
a statement of which the Council does not aPPear to
have any direct knowledge.
I should like to ask whether, quite apart from an intol-
erable bureaucratic dilatoriness on the part of the
Council, it is conceivable that after an official state-
ment by Turkey had appeared in the international
press, there was no way in which the Council could
have obtained some direct information on this matter
in the course of the following week.
I should also like to ask the President of the
Council . ..
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you are only allowed one
supplementary question. I am sure that with your inge-
nuity you will be able to perhaps wrap two questions
into one, but I must ask you now to stand with the
rules for the convenience of the House.
(Laugbter)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Council cannot base its
work on statements made to the press. The Council
has not received any informal proposal of this kind, in
spite of what is claimed in a press statement which,
like all press statements, in no way constitutes an offi-
cial commitment on the part of the Turkish Govern-
ment.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
\flould the President-in-Office
agree that the improvement in relations berween the
Community and Turkey, which we all greatly
welcome, would be tremendously helped by the with-
drawal of Turkish troops from a fellow associated
state, the Republic of Cyprus, and the restoration of
sovereignty and independertce to that associated
state ?
\(zill the President-in-Office, in his discussions with
our Turkish associates, do his utmost to restore rela-
tions with Turkey on the basis of security and prospe-
riry for all people of Cyprus within the bounds of one
independent republic ?
(Apltlause fronr certain qudrters of tbe European
Democratic Group)
Mr Zarnbeietti. 
- 
(I) This is a different subject
which is not covered by the question. I should like to
quote, in this context, paragraph 3 of the joint conclu-
sions of the Association Council :
The Community welcomes Turkey's decision to withdraw
its request to suspend application of the addlitional
protocol.
I think this answers the honourable Member's ques-
tion.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Is the President of the
Council aware that of the many meaningless answers
which the Council has already given Parliament, this
was one of the most meaningless ? lfould he not in
this situation be prepared to do more than merely
refer to a communiqu6 and tell us something more
specific about the measures with which the Council
intends to extend and intensify the Association Agree-
ment 7
(Apltlause)
Nh Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The passage I have just
quoted refers to the Council's commitment as regards
the Association. The Council will of course look into
this matter with the Commission with a view to
obtaining, over and above formal statements, concrete
results.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Does the Council recognize that, in
view of the recent political situation in the Middle
East, it may be necessary to review the date for ulti-
mate Turkish accession to the Communiry, specified
in the Ankara Agreement, that is to say 1995, with a
view to advancing it by a considerable margin ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) Vlhat we are at present
discussing is the Association Agreement. As regards
the possible accession of Turkey, this is not a question
which we can examine, since no application for acces-
sion has been made.
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President. 
- 
Question No 47, by Mrs Clwyd
(H-32617e):
Is the Energy Council of Ministers aware of the implica_
tions to the South !7ales Coal Industry of BSC's reCently
announced commitment to import Third Country coking
coal into their works and are they taking this new de-
velopment into account in reaching the decision they
have promised, before the end of.1979, on the continua-
tion and adjustment to new circumstances of the existing
scheme to provide aids to the production and disposal of
Communiry coking coal for the steel industry ?
Mr Zarnberletti, President-in-)ffice ol tbe Council.
- 
(I) The specific problem referred to by the honou-
rable Member was not discussed by the Council at its
meeting on l8 December 1979, at which it gave the
assent requested by the Commission, pursuant to
Article 95 of the ECSC Treary, to the draft Decision
on coal and coke for the iron and steel industry in the
Community.
However, the Council has no doubt that the Commis-
sion has taken into account the effects that imports of
coking coal from third countries may have on the
South !7ales coal industry.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
I am astonished that the Council
should give an answer to a question of that sort when
it adopts a cavalier approach to a very serious
problem. In the meantime, BSC imports of coking
coal, coupled with the closures mean that in the South
'Wales area alone 14,000 jobs could be lost and 2l pits
will be closed.
'S7ould the Council agree that the EEC should imme-
diately grant f33 million to the National Coal Board
to eliminate the need for additional imports of coking
coal, in the knowledge that such a grant would rein-
force the EEC strategy of developing conventional
energy resources and would be a modest step in the
direction of reducing the British financial contribu-
tion to the Community budget ?
Mr Zambedetti. 
- 
(1) I should like ro point out to
the honourable Member that she has drawn attention
to a very major problem. It is first and foremost for
the Commission, which has at its disposal adequate
means of investigating the situation, to assess in its
draft decision the effects of the measures proposed
either at Community level in general or at the level of
a particular sector or of the industries concerned.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Muy I say that I agree with Mrs Clwyd
that that was a non-answer to the question. Talk about
Rome. . . or Nero fiddling while Rome is burning, or
whatever happened to it !
(Laugbter)
I am not as cultured as my Conservative colleagues.
(Cbeers and applau.te from tbe European Dernocratic
Groult)
I hope to God that Rome is not going to fiddle while
South \7ales is burning !
I would ask the Council whether it is aware that the
policy of Her Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom 
- 
which is not likely to remain united or a
kingdom for very long if present policies are main-
tained. . .
(Protests from the European Democratic Group)
.: . . by pursuing vicious anti-worker monetary
theories is destroying Europe's most viable energy
resource, whilst the USA and Europe are importing
subsidized Polish coal. This is something which my
Conservative friends presumably do not like when
they sit on their backsides in their offices in London !
Go out into the coal and steel areas and see what you
are doing ! You are destroying the Community !
(Protests from tbe Euroltean Demoratic Group).
!7e wouldn't have you in South \7ales ! you ought to
be ashamed of yourselves !
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) All I can say is that the
Council has no doubts that, in its decisions regarding
these imports, the British Government will take full
account of the possible consequences of such imports
on IUTelsh industry.
(Altltlause lront certain tluarters on the left)
Mr Marshall. 
-'$7ould the President of the Councilnot agree that the problems of the South Wales coal
industry are partly a result of some workers pricing
themselves out of a job ; that far from being the most
viable industry in the world, using South !7ales coal
rather than imported coal is costing the British Steel
Corporation f 130 million a yeat, and that the time
has come for introducing common sense into collec-
tive wage-bargaining in the public sector throughout
the Community ?
Moreover, is it not disgraceful that a Vice-president of
this House should behave in a way that brings this
House into disrepute ?
(tVixcd lleactions)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(f Mr President, as I am sure
you will understand, this is an inrernal problem of
one of the Member States and the Council cannot
therefore answer this question.
(Lautlttcr 
.front tlst right 
- 
Protr^sts 
.fntm tbc lqft)
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Mr Griffiths. 
- 
It is clear that the Council is aware
of this peculiar British problem, but what is the
Energy Council of Ministers doing to review the way
in which the steel industries of Europe are subsidized
by their national governments in what is supposed to
be a common market ? I appeal to the Council that, if
there is to be a Common Market, then there ought to
be a common consideration of the steel industries and
the coal industries of the whole of Europe, including
South !7ales.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) A debate on enerS'y problems
was held this morning and the Council took due note
of this appeal. The Council has briefly, within the
limits of Question Time described Communiry policy
on this question which was required of it.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) In view of what has been said,
does not the President of the Council realize that
energ'y problems and the interests of South \7ales
workers cannot be dealt with in the same way as the
Italian Government is dealing with the interests of
Sardinia where investment, or the attempt to invest, in
alternative energ'y sources has resulted in a crisis in
the mining industry and the employment situation in
general ?
Mr Zarnberletti. 
- 
(I) As regards the energy
problem, this was, I think, amply discussed this
morning. As regards the question concerning Sardinia,
the honourable Member can table a question on this
matter.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, this is a most
important question. I understand how strong feelings
are on the subject, but this is Question Time and
many honourable Members wish to ask questions. I
really think it would be in the best interests of you all
if we proceeded to the next question.
I call Mr Boyes on a point of order.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President 
- 
or Acting President, or
whatever you want to call yourself up there. . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry, I am responsible for the
presidency of this House and I will not have the good
name of the presidency called into account by any
Member.
(Applause from tbe centre and from tbe rigbt)
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, the last thing I want to
do is insult the Chair. I was simply trying to make a
joke concerning our friend who is not here this after-
noon.
My point of order is this : I noticed during Question
Time that you called a Member who indicated from
the floor that he wished to speak. Although I put
down my name very early this afternoon to ask a
supplementary question, I was not called to speak.
Does this mean you intend to ignore requests to speak
submitted before Question-time and to call instead
Members who, from the floor, ask to speak ? As you
know, I represent a coal-and-steel area. I do not wish
to turn Question Time into a party-political battle
with our colleagues on the other side of the House,
but this is a very serious problem for the people in my
area. Vill you just let us know how you are going to
proceed; and will you let me put my supplementary
question ?
President. 
- 
The President obviously wishes to call
Members from all sides of the House in reasonable
sequence. But you did put your name in earlier. I am
sure it will help everyone if the President is reason-
ably flexible. Once I have heard Mr Fellermaier's
point of order, I shall invite you to ask your supple-
mentary question.
I call Mr Fellermaier on a point of order.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, you were no
doubt right to criticize a member of my group just
now for having called into question the authority of
the President as a result of an unfortunate choice of
words. However, if you do this I think for the sake of
impartiality it is only reasonable to expect you to repri-
mand our friend from the Conservative Group too
since he should not be allowed to get away with
accusing Mr Rogers as Vice-President, of behaving, in
a way that brings this House into disrepute when he
was speaking in his capacity as a Member of this
House and not as Vice-President. At present, Mr
Rogers is sitting on the benches as a Member, whereas
on other occasions he sits in the chair which you, Mr
President, are currently occupying. There can only be
talk of impartiality if you reprimand both sides alike.
President. 
- 
Of course we have a high regard for
your experience, Mr Fellermaier. I will do my best to
guide the proceedings according to the best traditions
of the House.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Before I start, Mr President, could I
make sure that it is clear to you and to the House that
I apologize for what I said to the Chair ?
I support all the people who spoke about South
Wales. It is a serious problem. But it is also a serious
problem in the North of England too. The last time I
talked to Mr Davignon about the problem of coking
coal, he was on his way that very same day to Italy to
talk about a particular problem with the Italian
Government, and I am wondering if Mr Davignon has
in fact reported to the Council on his talks in Italy,
and if the Minister would tell us what was the
outcome of those talks in Italy at that time.
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Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The problem to which the
honourable Member has just referred has been satisfac-
torily resolved. However, this matter is outside the
scope of the question tabled.
President. 
- 
Question No 48, by Mr Sieglerschmidt(H-23e/7el:
In view of the importance which the Council has
recently attached to the expeditious adoption of certain
regulations and directives what progress has it made in its
negotiation on amended proposal on product liability
submitted by the Commission on 25 September 1979,
and when does it expect to adopt this directive ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(l As the Council has already stated in reply to
Question No H-l8l/79 put by Mr Geurtsen, now that
the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee have delivered their opinions on
the amended proposal for a directive on product
liability submitted by the Commission on I October
1979, it proposes to begin examination within the
next few weeks.
At this stage it is not possible to give any indication of
how long proceedings within the Council will last.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) I think I can safely
assume that the Council shares my conviction that
this directive is one of great significance to all 250
million citizens of the Community. I feel sure I can
also assume that the Council will complete the work
on which, it is gratifying to note, it is about to make a
start, i. e. the examination of the directive, with all due
speed and, if possible, by the end of this year at the
latest.
Mr Ta,mberletti. 
- 
(I) I thank the honourable
Member for this request to the Council which takes
account of the great significance of this matter for the
consumers and the economy of this Community. The
Council will do all it can to meet as soon as possible
the wishes expressed by this Parliament in the
opinion it has issued on this matter and elsewhere.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
I7ould the President-in-Office of the
Council accept that by no means all of us in this
House agree that this particular directive, with its
insistence on strict liabiliry for development risks, is
in the interests of the consumer and that it certainly
does not necessarily favour the development of new
products ? !7ould he therefore re-examine the direc-
tive with that in mind ? \7ould he bear in mind that
the Commission, when discussing this directive earlier
this year, pointed out that they were not necessarily
committed to development risk ; and as it is rather a
bad directive, would he use his best endeavours ro
return it to Parliament for further consideration as
quickly as possible ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Council is perfectly
aware that this is a complex problem which not only
involves the legitimate interests of the consumer but
is also of significance to the industrial situation in
Europe. It will therefore take account of all the obser-
vations made by this Parliament and will assess all
these problems with all due speed, but also with all
due attention, so that the results of our work may be
as positive as possible.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Since we are already familiar
with the phrases you have just used i. e. that the
Council will do all it can to do something as soon as
possible etc., and since we know that ultimately they
are meaningless, I should like to ask whether you are
prepared, after a discussion in the Council of Minis-
ters, to tell this House during the next Question Time
precisely when work on this directive will finally be
completed, since this will, I am sure, be easier for you
to do after you have come to some agreement with
your colleagues.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(f I would very much Iike to be
able to give a positive answer, but it is not possible for
the President of the Council to predict the speed at
which the Council will be able to deal with this
matter. In spite of the fact that I, as President of the
Council, am greatly concerned about this matter, it is
not, I repeat, possible for me to give a one hundred
percent positive answer to your question.
Mr Hord. 
- 
It seems to me inappropriate for the
Council to be pursuing this particular issue when the
matter, as is stated in the original question, was
brought before the old, indirectly elected Parliamenr,
and I would therefore return to the point which my
honourable friend Mr !7elsh raised, that since the
suggestions and proposals put forward by the old parli-
ament are not being invoked by the Council in its
current directive, this proposal should now be
discussed once again by the new, directly-elected parli-
ament.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) I confirm that the Council
intends to examine the amended proposal for a direc-
tive in the course of the coming weeks. This means
that the Council has made this undertaking. It is not,
however, for the Presidency to make predictions
regarding the results of the Council's work on this
matter and the time it will take.
Mr Prout. 
- 
The Council will be aware that the
Legal Affairs Committee has tabled a question to the
Commission concerning an undertaking given by
Viscount Davignon to this House about this proposal.\U7ill the Council underrake not to deal with the
Commission's proposal before the oral question
concerning it has been answered in Parliament ?
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Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) Parliament's Opinion is
before the Council, which is therefore under an obliga-
tion to examine this matter.
(Ciu from tbe European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
Since the author is absent, Question
No 49 will receive a written answer O. At its author's
request, Question No 50 is postponed until the next
Question Time.
Question No 51, by Lord Douro (H-375l79):
!7hen does the Council expect to conclude the negotia-
tions with Spain about its accession to the EEC ?
Mr Zamberlecti. President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(I) The negotiations for Spain's accession to the
Community are at present in the phase in which the
parties are jointly conducting an ooerd.ll suraey
covering the main negotiating topics. In accordance
with the procedures followed to date in all previous
accession negotiations, this overall survey will then
serve as a basic for substantiue negotiations by sector.
You 'will therefore understand that it is not yet
possible to forecast the date by which the accession
negotiations can be concluded.
Lord Douro. 
-Would the President-in-Office of theCouncil agree that a certain momentum has been lost
in the rate at which Spain is managing to negotiate its
entry to the EEC and that the political importance of
Spain ioining the Community as soon as possible far
overrides the many economic difficulties which exist,
and will he give us an assurance that these negotia-
tions will be conducted with all possible speed ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
@ The Member States meeting
in the Council and, in particular, the Presidency, with
the help of the Commission, will do all that is neces-
sary to ensure the best possible progress in questions
of this kind of which we all appreciate the political
importance.
Mr Pannella, 
- 
O In view of what the President of
the Council has iust said, could he give us a rough
idea of how long it is likely to take to arrive at the
conclusion Lord Douro wishes to see ?
Mr Zambedetti. 
- 
(I) | think it should be possible
to complete the overall examination of the problems
during the Italian Presidency, after which 
- 
as I have
said 
- 
we will move on to the more specific, sectoral
phase.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
!7ill the President-in-Office bear in
mind the fact that the 20,000 people of Gibraltar are
the only Community citizens who are not represented
in this Parliament and that they also have no represen-
tation in the Commission, and will he therefore
consider that the Council has a special
responsibility to protect the rights of these 20,000
Community citizens, particularly in view of the fact
that they are at present blockaded from Spain ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) This has no bearing on the
specific problem of the negotiations with Spain.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
\7ill the Council tell this forum what
stance it has taken regarding Spain's fishing-fleet, the
third largest in the world and its access to EEC waters
in general and to the North Sea in particular ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I)This is a typical sector which
will be discussed in the course of the negotiations.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D/ I should merely like to ask
whether the Commission is not also having to
contend with difficulties from a certain political group
which is currently trying to delay the negotiations
with Spain, and what it plans to do about this ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(! Unless I am mistaken, Mr
President, the questioner referred to the Commission.
I am here to answer questions on matters concerning
the Council. I can, however, tell you in a personal
capacity that I do not think there is any question of
difficulties of this kind.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) Commission document No 530
has shown the dangers which enlargement, particu-
larly under present circumstances, could represent for
the economies not only of the existing Member States,
and especially France, but also of Spain. Has anything
new come to light, or do you intend to conclude the
negotiations however much unemployment this
would entail and regardless of the risks to industry
and agriculture, particularly in the South \U7est of
France
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The very purpose of the
procedure being followed in these negotiations, i. e. an
overall study followed by a specific, sector-by-sector
study, is to avoid risks of this kind, i. e. insufficient
attention being devoted to the problem of the new
and existing Member States. I should like to point out
to the honourable Member, however, that if the
Community has not had faith in its own future, not
only would we not be considering enlargement but we
would possibly not have set up the Community in the
first place.
Ptesident. 
- 
Question No 52, by Mr ,Battersby
(H-3s3179) i
Following the visit of Chairman Hua Kuo-Feng to lour
Member States, what steps is the Italian Presideqrcy taking
in order to intensify the Communiry's relations with
China ?'See Annex.
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Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
0 fu the Council has already pointed out on
several occasions to the European Parliament, it
attaches very special importance to relations with
China.
These relations are developing in the context of the
trade Agreement concluded with that country. The
first meeting of the Joint Committee was held in
Peking in Jrly 1979. At that meeting various
measures were agreed by both sides in order to trans-
late into practical terms the objectives set forth in the
Agreement.
As regards trade in particular, the Community has
included China in the generalized scheme of prefer-
ences as from I January 1980 (in accordance with
special arrangements) and has also taken a number of
measures to make the existing import measures more
flexible. China, for its part, has explained the arrange-
ments under which it would give practical favourable
consideration to Community exports covered by the
Agreement.
It is now for the Commission, in consultation with
the Chinese authorities, to ensure the follow-up to the
first meeting and, if necessary, to propose to the
Council the additional measures which it considers
appropriate, in particular to the second meeting of the
Joint Committee scheduled to be held in Brussels in
autumn 1980.
Mr Battersb/. 
- 
Can the President-in-Office assure
this House that the Presidency during its term of
office will make every effort to encourage the expan-
sion of both Community industrial exports and
Community technical assistance to China in order to
modemize existing plants and improve industrial
management in that country ? China has considerable
needs in this second area, and I consider that the
Commission should bear this in mind in its future
meetings with the Chinese.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Presidency will endea-
vour to follow up, as far as possible, the suggestions
made by the honourable Member.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Is the Council aware of
the difficulties which have been caused to certain
Community chemical industries by the abolition of
the l3'5 % duty on sodium benzoate and benzoic
acid from China and will it look into this matter since
certain companies are liable to go into bankruptcy
because of this particular provision, which came into
operation on I January ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) | take due note of the points
made by the honourable Member and should like to
point out that special measures for the exemption of
certain sensitive products have already been adopted.
The treatment accorded to China can, therefore, be
regarded as fairly advantageous, particularly in view of
the fact that we are at the beginning of a process to
which the Presidency will continue to devote consider-
able attention, while taking account of Community
interest this field.
President. 
- 
Question No 53, by Mr Turner (H-
3etl7e):
!7hat practical steps are op€n to the Council to ensure
that France, which has failed to fulfil an obligation under
the EEC Treary in that it has not adhered to the Order of
the European Court of Justice of 25 September 1979, on
sheepmeat, will be required to take the necessary
measures to comply with the Order pursuant to Article
l7l of the EEC Treaty ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(I) It is for the Commission and not the Council to
ensure that there is compliance with the provisions of
the Treaty, particularly Article 171 thereof.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Might I point out that on Monday Mr
Gundelach said that the possibility exists for the
Commission to exert political pressure if the Court's
decision is not complied with ? Does not the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council agree that the Council
is the primary political authority of the EEC and that,
as such, it should face up to its responsibilities and
guide the Commission in what it should do under the
powers which it agrees it has under Article 155 ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) The Council is the guide in
political matters. However, it is the Commission
which is the watchdog of the Treaties.
President. Question No 54, by Mr Colla
(H-3e3l7e):
Does the Council not think that if the increase in energy
prices is not taken into account or only partially taken
into account in countries with automatic indexation, the
lower income categories will be particularly hard hit by
the additional burden ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-)ffice of tbe Council.
- 
(I) Ylage-indexation mechanism must be consid-
ered not only in distribute terms but also from the
point of view of their effects on general price levels.
In its decision of 17 December 1979 adopting the
annual report on the economic situation in the
Community and laying down the economic policy
guidelines for 1980, the Council recognized as a
'priority and immediate requirement the prevention of
a secondary increase in the rate of inflation'as a result
of the increase in the price of oil.
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!7ith that end in view, it adopted as a general guide-
line the principle that 'in countries with generalized
and rapid-acting wage-indexation mechanisms it is
necessary either to block part of future index-linked
adiustments so as not to pass on recent energy price
rises or, alternatively, to make equivalent reductions in
claims for increases in real purchasing power.'
The Council is, however, aware of the problems
involved in applying these guidelines.
Mr Colle. 
- 
(NL) Does the President of the Council
realize that I am extremely disappointed with his
answer as I could have read something similar in the
press following the Council meeting of 17 December
1979. I should therefore like to repeat my question,
which is very specific. Does dr does not the Council
think that it will be primarily the lower income cate-
gories which are affected by the proposed system in
view of the fact that expenditure on energy accounts
for a larger proportion of their incomes ? I should also
like to ask very briefly whether the Council is aware
that in a country such as Belgium where the system
which is clearly under attack is in force, inflation was
very slight over the last year and that de facto wage
restraint is in operation in that country. Does the
Council not think that there may be other methods
which have more effect on pricei and, finally, could
not the proposed measure be psychologically
dangerous and be playing into the hands of the profes-
sional organizations which are currently using the
Council's arguments in their negotiations with the
employees ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) ln view of the fact that the
rise in oil prices will affect the consumer, the Council
has made the prevention of a secondary increase in
the rate of inflation one of its immediate and priority
objectives. This means that until the middle of the
80s, adjustments will have to be made in the develop-
ment and distribution of incomes, either by means of
more moderate claims as regards real incomes 
- 
I
should like to stress this point 
- 
or by temporarily
modifying the way in which the indexing system as a
whole operates. This method would clearly have to
vary from one country to another. The Council has
developed the basic strategy. However, in view of the
malor problems which this will entail, it leaves it to
the individual Member States to decide on the best
ways of achieving this obiective.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Is the President of the Council aware
of the effect of increased energy costs in Northern
Ireland, where people are paying three times as much
for gas as the rest of the United Kingdom and almost
twice as much for electricity, and has he any plans to
cushion the effects on the lower income groups in
Northern Ireland ?
Mr Zarnberletti. 
- 
(f I think this problem has
been recognized and covered in the Council's guide-
lines.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not
agree that unless the Council shows greater vigour in
this field and develops a Community energy policy,
the energy situation over the next few ygars is likely to
be so serious that substantial rises in the prices of a
number of energy sources within the Community will
be inevitable ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(1,) In drawing up its guidelines
and its decision of December 1979, the Council took
account of the very considerations underlying the
supplementary question.
President. 
- 
Question No 55, by Mrs Ewing
(H-a04/7e):
'What initiatives does the Council propose to take to
ensure that Community waters are protected against the
possible dangers caused by substandard tankers and
tankers flying flags of convenience ?
Mr Zamberletti, Pretident-in-Office of the Council.
- 
(I) The Council shares the honourable Member's
concern that greater protection be afforded to Commu-
nity waters. In this context it has already adopted
various measures including that on the pilotage of
vessels in the North Sea and the Channel and that on
the minimum requirements for certain tankers
entering or leaving Community ports.
The Council intends to pursue this obiective by giving
careful examination to the dossiers before it, which
include in particular two draft decisions, the first of
which is designed to render mandatory the procedures
for the inspection of ships and the second concerning
the mutual recognition of approval of items of safery
equipment for sea-going vessels.
Moreover, the Council has requested the Commission
to prepare a draft directive on maintaining compli-
ance with international conventions for vessels
entering Community ports.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I thank the President-in-Office for
that very encouraging answer., It looks as if we are
indeed moving forward in this field. However, I would
ask him to remember that we are still a long way from
the code of conduct recommended by the committee
chaired by Lord Bruce and that the facts are there :
the fact that flags-of-convenience ships are respon-
sible for four-fifths of disasters and collisions, some of
them in this Community 
- 
Brittany, Ireland and the
Shetlands have already had their fair share of disaster
and are at risk every day 
- 
the fact that rogue
tankers, despite what the President has said to the
1 House, are still jeopardizing coasts, environment and
' fishing grounds every moment of the day because the
Member States, including my own, are allowing
companies to employ these tankers, and the fact that
Greece is about to enter with a fleet which is in, no
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way subject to its merchant shipping regulations. I
therefore wonder whether the President could not say
to the House now that in his six months of office this
is one thing he could undertake to accomplish: the
finalization of all the recommendations before him,
the code of conduct for rogue tankers and flags-of-con-
venience tankers, the minimum standards 
- 
since
with his goodwill all these things could be accom-
plished in his six months of office.
Mr Zemberletti. 
- 
(I) The Council is aware of the
views iust put forward by the honourable Member. In
order to assure you of the speed and commitment
with which the President intends -o work on this
matter, I should like to inform you that at the
meeting of 17 Decembet 1979 the Commission
informed the Council that the studies ro which I
referred in my original answer had been concluded.
The Commission will therefore submit as soon as
possible considerable proposals on the basis of the
results of this study. I think, therefore, that consider-
able progress has already been made in this matter.
Mns Le Roux.- (F)Does the Council not think that
the Member States should take steps to ensure that the
relevant legislation is applied so that these ships can
be immobilized and all the necessary checks carried
out with a view to protecting the crews as well as
Community waters and the adjacent coastlines ?
Mr Zemberletti. 
- 
(I) The Council will receive the
Commission proposal in the course of the next few
days and will be able to assess the situation on the
basis of this proposal and the opinion of this Parlia-
ment.
Mr Prag. 
- 
I received a similarly legalistic reply
when I raised the question of pollution of Commu-
nity waters by tankers illegally discharging waste.
IThen is the Council going to realize that what the
public expects from the Community on common
problems of this kind is action and not, promises of
more voluminous legislation, which it is virtually
impossible to enforce without a sufficient number of
properly equipped aircraft ?
Mr Zemberletti. 
- 
(I)The Council is fully aware of
the seriousness of this problem and of the relevance
of the points made by the honourable Member. I take
due note of the proposals made in this House and the
Council will bear them in mind when considering the
Commission report.
Mr Hamis. 
- 
I support all that has been said and for
once I am very happy to ioin with my colleague from
across the English Channel, Mrs Le Roux, since Corn-
wall and Brittany have a common interest in this
subiect. Does not the President of the Council agree
that this is iust the sort of subject on which we in the
Communiry should be concentrating, because there
are particular advantages to us in safeguarding our
territorial waters ? And could I also ask him to take
particular note of the increased danger posed by
Greece's very large tanker fleet ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) | am pleased to note the
considerable extent of the agreement in this House on
this major problem, and I think this will encourage
the Council to reach a swift and effective decision.
President. \(e now proceed to questions
addressed to the Foreign Ministers of the nine
Member States of the European Community meeting
in political cooperation.
Question No 63, by Mr Paisley (H-379179'):
In view of the fact that the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic are
both members of the EEC and in view of the fact that
the Constitution of the lrish Republic claims jurisdiction
over Northern Ireland and in view of the fact that a
parallel claim is made by Spain over rhe Rock of
Gibraltar, what steps are they prepared to take to require
members of the Community to cease making claims over
the territory of Member States ?
Mr Zamberletti, Presidcnt-in-Officc of the Foreign
A4inisters. 
- 
(I) The problem of territorial disputes
between Member States has not been discussed within
political cooperation. Consequently, the Presidency is
not in a position to reply to this question.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
In view of two facts, firstly, that Arti-
cles 2 and 3 of the Irish Republic's constitution claim
iurisdiction over Northern Ireland, which is part of
the United Kingdom, and Spain makes a similar
claim over Gibraltar, which is British, and secondly,
that the Foreign Ministers are on record as being
committed unreservedly to the principle of self-deter-
mination and both these areas have democratically
made known their will, does the President-in-Office
not think that in the interests of harmony Member
States or those states making application for member-
ship should cease forthwith making claims over the
national territory of other Member States ?
(Laughter)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) | am afraid I can only repeat
what I have just said, namely that the Presidency is
not able to add anything on the question of territorial
claims between Member States, as this question has
not been discussed within political cooperation.
Mr Hume. 
- 
In view of the fact that the Council of
Foreign Ministers have not discussed this matter and
are not likely to do so, would the President-in-Office
agree that the proper course of action for the Honou-
rable Member is to raise this issue directly with the
Irish Government and to enter into discussions with
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them on this and all other matters of difference
between North and South, with a view to creating
circumstances in which all the people of lreland,
North and South, can live together in peace, harmony
and agreement ? !(ould the President-in-Office
further agree that in view of the state of affairs
obtaining in Ireland such discussions are long
overdue ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) I am sorry, but the Presid-
ency cannot comment on this matter.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Might I address to the President-in-Of-
fice the request that, instead of talking about the
claims of the Irish Republic to the territory of lreland,
the Council and indeed this House might address
themselves to the question of the occupation of part
of our country by the forces of another Member
State ?
(Laugbter)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(f I must rePeat yet again that
the question of territorial disPutes between Member
States has not been discussed within political coopera-
tion and that the President-in-Office regrets that he
cannot comment on the matter.
Mr J.D. Taylor. 
- 
Are the Foreign Ministers aware
that this offensive claim by the southern part of
Ireland to jurisdiction over the people of Northem
Ireland against their expressed democratic wishes at
every election to remain within the United Kingdom
is claimed by the IRA, the Irish Republican Army, to
be their main moral and political support for their
campaign of violence and murder against the
Northern Irish people, and will he acquaint the
Southern lrish Government that it is the will of this
House, consistent with the terms of the treaties of
accession, that no Member State should seek territorial
expansion into the territory of another Member State
of this Community ? Are the Foreign Ministers aware
that the people of Northern Ireland are proud, privi-
leged and determined in their conviction to remain
British ?
(Applause from certain quarters of tbe European
Democratic Group)
Mr Zemberletti. 
- 
(I) | regret that I must remind
the honourable Members yet again that the Presidency
cannot answer questions relating to matters which
have never been discussed by the Nine within polit-
ical cooperation. I must therefore, I am afraid, disap-
point a questioner for the umpteenth time, but this is
the only answer which the Presidency can give.
Miss De Valera. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware
that the root cause of the violence in the northern
part of my country is the existence of partition, which
was forced upon the Irish people under the threat of
an immediate and terrible war in the 1920s by the
then British Government, as a result of which the
Irish constitution recognizes the iust claim of the Irish
people to be reunited ? Is the President-in-Office
aware that if a referendum on the reunification of
Ireland was held in the whole of the island of Ireland
the vast majority of the Irish people would vote in
favour of the reunification of Ireland ?
(Protests from certain quctrters of tbe European
Democratic Group)
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(! As Presidenrin-Office of the
Foreign Ministers, I reaffirm the statements I have
already made on this question. As regards the state-
ments made by the honourable Members, it is clearly
up to each questioner to form his own opinion of the
statements made by him.
President. Question No 64, by Mr Colla
(H-3eal7e):
Vhat steps do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation intend to take to study in depth the idea of
granting development aid to Palestinians in Israeli-
occupied territory as a means of breaking the deadlock in
the Middle East ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office of tbe Foreign
Jllinisters. 
- 
(f) The situation of the Palestinians in
Israeli-occupied territory cannot possibly be a matter
of indifference to the international community, and
hence the Member States of the European Commu-
nity, by virtue of its implications for the solving of the
Middle East problem, particularly because of the
substantial contribution which an improvement of
infrastructures and the economic and social condi-
tions of the inhabitants of the lfest Bank and Gaza
would make towards the establishment of peace in
this region.
The question is currently being studied by the Nine
within political cooperation. However, it seems that
more thorough examination of all the various asPects
will be necessary in order to establish whether in prac-
tice the necessary conditions exist for an initiative on
the part of the Member States taking account of the
political legal and administrative problems in connec-
tion with the conditions under which the Palestinians
are living in the occupied territory.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Am I to conclude from the answer
given by the President of the Council that the Foreign
Ministers take the view that, faced with a conflict on
this scale, the European Community must not only
play a secondary role, but should finally take an initia-
tive and thereby play the role which the European
Community should rightly be playing ?
May I also conclude from the answer that the Foreign
Ministers indeed feel that the Palestinian problem is
also a socio-economic problem and intend to work
towards finding a political solution by means of
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improving the socio-economic situation of the Palesti-
nians in the occupied territory ? Thirdly, may I
conclude from the answer that the proposal which has
clearly already been discussed, will not end up by
being shelved, but that the Foreign Ministers will
continue to examine ways in which it could be put
into practice ?
Mr Zambedetti. 
- 
(I) The Nine are permanently
committed to doing whatever they can to promote
progress towards an overall solution in the Middle
East. As regards the specific problem mentioned in
the question tabled, I repeat that the Nine are
currently examining all the various aspects with a view
to establishing whether or not the necessary condi-
tions exist for an initiative on the part of the Member
States. I think, therefore, I have already replied to the
honourable Member's question, both as regards the
general political initiative and as regards the specific
problems.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Can the President-in-Office assure
us that when the Foreign Ministers are discussing
Middle Eastern matters they will be willing to con-
sider taking action against the Arab boycott of some
Community firms, which is against the principles of
this Communiry, since Community-wide action is
especially necessary as this is much more likely to be
effective than action by a single nation ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) I do not think this point is
relevant to the question in hand.
As regards the situation in the Middle East, the Nine
reaffirm that they are constantly striving to establish a
just and lasting peace 
- 
overall peace 
- 
which takes
account of all the guiding principles and statements
which underly the political initiative of the Nine and
result from our political cooperation.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D)Ylrould the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council be prepared to inform Parliament
in due course of the economic situation of the Palesti-
nians living in areas which have been occupied by
Israel since 1967 to the present day, and whether deve-
lopment aid is called for ? Secondly, can the President
inform us whether the areas neighbouring on the
Palestinian areas of the West Bank and Gaza would
not also be suitable candidates for development aid ? I
am thinking, for example, of Saudia Arabia and
Kuwait etc.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) lt will certainly be possible,
as soon as the assessment of all the elements currently
being studied by the Nine is completed, to have a
com.plete picture within the context of political coop-
eration of all the elements mentioned regarding the
economic situation on the !7est Bank and in Gaza.
Clearly, however, it is not possible at present, while we
are still at the stage of studying this situation, the
possibilities of intervention and the theories which are
still being developed, to make any advance statements
since these would be based on insufficiently substanti-
ated information.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Can we conclude from the positive
reply given by the President-in-Office that the many
statements made by the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation to the effect that they are in
favour of relaunhing the Euro-Arab dialogue will
finally be put into practice 
- 
which is what we have
been waiting for two months 
- 
particularly as regards
introducing a political element inro this dialogue so
that it would no longer be restricted to the economic
problem ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) T\e Euro-Arab dialogue is
not relevant to the question in hand. I cannot, there-
fore, comment on this matter here.
Mr Patterson, 
- 
In view of the statement contained
in the report from the Court of Auditors for 1978 that
funds which are already made available from the
Community through the United Nations for Palesti-
nian refugees are not subiect at the moment to
Community audit, can we have the assurance from the
President-in-Office that some safeguard may be made
that any new funds that may be discussed are
expended for the purposes for which they are made
available 
- 
namely, the relief of refugees and not
other purposes such as the purchase of arms ?
Mr Zambeiletti. 
- 
(I)The proper utilization of the
funds is indeed a point which should be covered by
the Nine in its current study of the legal, political and
adrtrinistrative aspects which the search for a solution
to this problem involves. Obviously, therefore, the
administrative aspects of the entire question should
also receive the Council's close attention.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) I had also intended to
ask the President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers
whether or not the fact that the situation of the !(est
Bank Arabs had substantially improved from the mate-
rial point of view would be taken into account in his
further study of this matter, but this question has
already been answered in the reply to Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(f I should like to repeat that
these matters will be examined within the context of
political cooperation on the basis of the undertaking
on the part of the Nine to carry out a careful study
into the possibilities of Community action. Clearly,
therefore, in this study we must, in addition to solving
a whole series of political, legal and administrative
problems, try to assess the real needs which the Nine
must take into account if our action is to be really
effective.
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Mr Enright. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware that
in fact a report will be brought before this House on
Friday morning which will allay many of Mr Patter-
son's fears, and will he assure the House that the
Foreign Ministers will take speedy action so that the
money which has been owing over the past to the
United Nations !florks and Relief Agency can be
speedily dealt with ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) As I have already pointed
out, this administrative problem is currently the object
of careful study by the Nine.
President. 
- 
Question No 65, by Mrs Ewing
(H-aa7l7e) t
In view of the replies repeatedly given by the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation condemning
the violation of human rights involved in the altartbeid
policies of the present South African Government, in
reply to questions in the European Parliament, is it not
hypocritical that legislation permits South African
companies, practising apartheid, to establish and operate
financial companies and other bases inside the Commu-
nity, and will the Foreign Ministers bear particularly in
mind, when coordinating their position on these matters,
the case of Mrs l7innie Mandela, repeatedly imprisoned
and now subiect to severe harassment by the South
African Government in flagrant violation of the Euro-
pean Human Rights Convention, which the Foreign
Ministers are pledged to uphold ?
Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Office of tbe Foreign
lVinisters 
- 
(f Since South Africa is not party to the
European Human Rights Convention, the repeated
violation of human rights in that country resulting
from the apartbeid policy cannot constitute a viola-
tion of this Convention. Nevertheless, the Nine have
always emphatically condemned violations of this
kind and have repeatedly approached the authorities
in Pretoria on the question of political prisoners in
the same situation as Mrs Mandela. As regards
economic measures aimed at inducing the South
African government to abolish its apartheid policy,
the honourable Member is, I am sure, aware that a
code of conduct has been adopted for Community
companies operating in South Africa. The Nine are
continuing their study of other means which might
help us to achieve the common obiective of excer-
cising a greater influence on South Africa with a view
to bringing about the aboliton of the system currently
in force. However, I do not think it would be appro-
priate to go into the details of this study as it is of a
confidential nature.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Once again I must thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office for his answer, which seems to go a bit
of the way that I would have him go. But is there not
something very hypocritical indeed in the commercial
and industrial and banking sectors ? After all, the
planes which go to South Africa are full of busi-
nessmen plying their business ; the banks are full of
South African accounts in the City of London, and in
South Africa the banks are full of moneys placed there
by citizens of my Member State and other Member
States. Could the President-in-Office perhaps go a
little further along the road he has taken to see if we
couldn't end this obvious hypocrisy, because it doesn't
impress the citizens of Europe when they see these
things on their television screens, it doesn't impress
the youth of this Community, who are idealistic.
Could he say what further steps he would take and
remove the veil of confidentiality which he
mentioned ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I)The answer I have just given,
in which I mentioned the decision to study proposals
and measures other than the existing code of conduct,
reflects, I think, a clear political resolve of the part of
the Nine to come up with genuinely effective
measures of applying pressure with a view to
achieving the abolition ol apartbeid.
I can inform you in a personal capacity 
- 
in order to
stress the attention which the Presidency is devoting
to this problem 
- 
that I went to Brussels last week to
address on behalf of the Presidency the International
Convention of the ICFTU, which was on this occas-
sion studying the problems of the implementation of
the code of conduct for companies operating in South
Africa. I must inform you that the main point which I
tried to make when opening this Convention was the
political importance which the Presidency attaches to
solving this problem.
Mr Jakobsen. 
- 
(DK) !7ill the President of the
Council assure us that in dealing with this extremely
delicate question the Foreign Ministers will not allow
themselves to be influenced by various forces in such
a way as to force South Africa into an area which
would not be in the interests of either the Nato coun-
tries or the countries of the European Community,
not least in the light of the most recent developments
in world politics ? tD(ill the minister assure us that
they will stick strictly to the fields mentioned here
today and in no way go any further ?
Mr Zamberletti. 
- 
(I) | have already, I think,
answered this supplementary question by mentioning
the importance of achieving effective and viable
results clearly aimed at bringing about the abolition of
apartheid. For this reason, the Nine are currently
examining the question carefully and thoroughly and
my reticence on the results which might be expected
as regards the new measures for applying pressure is
due to the very need to attain the objectives which we
have in view.
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President
President. 
- 
The second part of Question Time is
closed.l
9. *Iembership of cornmittees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group a request that Mr Estier be appointed to
replace Mrs Roudy as member of the Delegation to
the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the EEC-
Greece Association.
Since there are no objections, Mr Estier's appointment
is ratified.
10. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received the following requests
for urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-778179lrev.), tabled by
Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Lecanuet, Mr Penders, Mr Michel,
Mr Klepsch, Mr Ryan, Mr Bersani, Mr Pcittering Mr
Diligent, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Simonnet,
Mr von Hassel, Mrs Valz, Mr Antoniozzi, Mrs
Moreau, Mr Beumer, Mr Henckens, Mr Aigner, Mr
d'Ormesson, Mr Malangre, Mr Jonker, Mr Dalsass, Mr
Estgen, Mr De Keersmaeker, Mr Herman, Mr Lucker,
Mr Vandewiele, Mr Habsburg, Mr Seitlinger, Mr Pfen-
ning, Mr Notenboom, Mr Fuchs, Mr Vergeer, Mrs
Gaiotti De Biase, Mr Janssen Van Raay, Mrs Boot, Mr
Helms, Mr Fruh, Mr Alber, Mrs Lenz, Mr Luster, Mr
Majonica and Mr Schall on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party (CD), Mr Scott-Hopkins,
Lady Elles, Mr Normanton, Mr Prag, Mr Seligman,
Lord Bethell, Mr Fergusson, Lord Douro and Mr
Msller on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
Mr Bangemann, Mr Haagerup, Mr Irmer, Mr Jiirgens,
Mr Maher, Mr Nord, Mr Nielsen, Mr Damseaux, Mrs
Pruvot, Mr Rey, Mr Rossi, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr
Combe, Mr Pintat, Mrs von Alemann, Mrs Scrivener,
Mr Calvez, Mr Delatte and Mr Baudis on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr de la Maldne on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democ-
rats, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella,
on the arrest of the scientist, Andrei Sakharov,
which replaces the motion for a resolution (Doc.
l-753/79/rev. by Mr Alber and others on the same
subject which had been placed on the agenda of the
sitting of l5 February 1980;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-779179lrev.) tabled by
Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Vergeer, Mr Ryan, Mrs Maii-
Veggen, Mr Lucker, Mr Alber, Mr Penders, Mr
Martens, Mr Habsburg, Mr Zecchino, Mr Aigner, Mr
Janssen van Raay, Mr Notenboom, Mrs Valz, Mrs
Lenz, Mrs Boot, Mr Majonica, Mr Jonker, Mr Pursten,Mr Vawrzik, Mr Bocklet, Mrs Rabbethge, Mr
Lemmer, Mr Luster, Mr Pfenning, Mr Miiller-
Hermann, Mr Nordlohne, Mr Hoffmann, Mr von
Hassel, Mr van der Gun, Mr Goppel, Mr Scotr
Hopkins, Lady Elles, Mr Prag, Lord Bethell, Lord
Douro, Mr Normanton, Mr Moller, Mr Fergusson, Mr
Seligman, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Nord, Mr Haagerup,
Mr lrmer, Mr Jtirgens, Mr Maher, Mr B. Nielsen, Mrs
Pruvot, Mr Rey, Mr Rossi, Mrs Scrivener, Mrs von
Alemann, Mr Bangemann, Mr Damseaux, Mr Combe
Mr Calvez, Mrs Chouraqui, Mr Remilly, Mrs Ewing,
Mr Gillot and Mr Deleau, on the Moscow Olympic
Games,
which replaces the motion for a resolution (Doc.
l-716179) by Lady Elles and others on the same
subiect which had been placed on the agenda of the
sitting of 15 February 1980;
- 
motion for a resoluion (Doc. l-782179), tabled by Mr
Fanti, Mrs Baduel Glorioso, Mrs Barbarella, Mr Bonac-
cini, Mr Cardia, Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, Mr Caros-
sino, Mr Ceravolo, Mrs Cinciari Rodano, Mr D'Angelo-
sante, Mr De Pasquale, Mr Ferrero, Mr Galluzzi, Mr
Gouthier, Mr lppolito, Mr Leonardi, Mr Pajetta, Mr
Papapietro, Mr Segre, Mrs Squarcialupi and Mr Vero-
nesi, on the measures taken against Andrei Sakharov;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-784179), tabled by
Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Donnez, Mrs Bonino, Mr Arfe,
Mr Bangemann, Mr Berkhouwer, Mrs Buchan, Mr
Calvez, Mr Cariglia, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs
Chouraqui, Mr Combe, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Cresson,
Mr de Ia Maldne, Mr Delatte, Mr Delorozoy, Mr Estier,
Mr Ferri, Mr Galland, Mrs Gaiotti De Biase, Mr lrmer,
Mr Lezzi, Mr Linde, Mr Martinet, Mr Pannella, Mr
Pelikan, Mr Percheron, Mr Poniatowski, Mrs Pruvot,
Miss Quin, Mr Ripa di Meana, Mrs Roudy, Mr Sable,
Mr Schmid, Mr Schwartzenberg, Mrs Scrivener, Mr
Seal, Mrs Weber, Mr tVettig and Mrs !?ieczorek-Zeul,
on the tragic situation and the threat of starvation in
Cambodia.
The reasons supporting the requests for urgent debate
are contained in the documents themselves.
Pursuant to the second subparagraph of Rule la(l) of
the Rules of Procedure, the vote on these requests for
urgent debate will be held at the beginning of the
sitting tomorrow, Thursday, l4 February 1980.
12. Council statenerrt on the ltalian fresidency 
-Britisb sltare in tbe Communitl budget
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the joint debate on :
- 
statement by the President-in-Office of the
Council on the programme of the Italian presi-
dency ;
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-617179), tabled
by Mr Galland, Mrs Pruvot and Mr Calvez on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, to
the Council :
Subject : The Eutopean Parliament's contribution to
finding a solution to the British share in the
Community budget
- 
In view of the anxiety engendered ln the nine
Community countries by the present disagreement
between the Government of the United Kingdom
and the other eight Member States on the qq:stion of
Britain's contribution to the Community budget ;I See Annex
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- 
noting that this situation threatens the smooth func-
tioning of Community institutions in the future;
- 
anxious to preserve European unity;
- 
the authors would ask the Council to reply to the
following question :
Does not the Council consider it necessary to initiate a
general debate so that, avoiding polemics and all spirit of
partisanship, the Parliament may thus assist the Council
to find a lasting solution based on general agreement ?
Before I call the first speaker on the list, Mr Visentini
- 
Mr Galland is not present 
- 
I should like to
express on Parliament's behalf the indignation and
horror of the House at a new act of terrorism. I am
sure that I am speaking for everyone in the House
when I say, once again, that we condemn violence of
every kind, from whatever source. Our sympathy goes
out to the victims.
I call Mr Visentini to speak on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group.
Mr Visentini. 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am happy to acknowledge the breadth
and the diligence of the exposition which the presi-
dent of the Council of Ministers of the Community,
Mr Ruffini, gave us during our previous part-session
on 15 January.
Nevertheless, I cannot help pointing out thar this
detailed and analytical exposition of the numerous
problems hindering the application of the Treaties
was unaccompanied by a political synthesis, which is
what was needed.
During this very part-session of l6 January, the Presi-
dent of the Council's declarations were preceeded and
then followed by a debate, which was intense and at
times even strained, on the Russian invasion of Afgh-
anistan and the problems which this event, and
Russian imperialism, pose for the free development of
the European economy 
- 
in connection with the
risks that may arise for our energy supplies and for
our very security.
As we listened to the statement by the President of
the Council of Ministers we waited in vain for any
unequivocal reference to these events, which were
shortly afterwards followed by further internal political
repression in Russia itself. And even if the President
of the Council of Ministers was not in a position to
give us a common line for the nine Member States, he
ought at least to have reminded us of the dramatic
nature of recent events and the need for a common
Community line.
lfhat is more, even in the field of purely economic
matters there are problems which cannot be solved by
any of the nine Member States on their own, without
the help of the others. I am not just speaking of the
problems which have already been mentioned relating
to industrial restructuring in one or two sectors such
as textiles, shipping and steel making. The need for a
common uniform approach also arises 
- 
and I might
even say particularly arises 
- 
in the case of certain
essential matters, such as scientific and technological
research, for two development of one or two sectors
which produce technologically advanced goods and
services, such as computers, and for aid to the public
and private sectors in support of exports 
- 
not to
speak of the fundamental problem of energy sources.
New initiatives are needed, not just coordinated initia-
tives but common and integrated initiatives, even
involving the creation of new Community bodies ; nor
does this mean an infraction of the Treaties, but
rather the effective, and not merely formal, applica-
tion of the Treaties against a changing background,
because otherwise none of the aims of the Treaties
will be achieved.
Consideration of these problems and of the realities
that arise from them should have given vigour and
political sense to the statement by the President of the
Council of Ministers, whereas in fact his speech
nowhere got beyond the purely bureaucratic level, as
if Europe was not faced, politically and economically,
by exceptional situations, for which a mere economic
union is not enough, which may rather, render it poin-
tless and impractical and which, for the very purposes
of this same economic union, require a uniform pres-
ence in the face of intemational political events and
the creation of common bodies for economic defence,
balance and development.
This is the spirit in which we wish the commitments
of the Council, the Commission and our Parliament
itself to be carried out. In conclusion, I should like to
remind you of one or two fundamental assertions in
the speech which the President of the Commission,
Mr Roy Jenkins, made yesterday, a speech which we
shall look at carefully tomorrow, examining it in
detail and with regard to one or two interesting and
significant proposals which he put forward.
For ten years we have been faced 
- 
as Mr Jenkins
reminded us yesterday 
- 
with a crisis of the
economic and social order on which post-war Europe
was built. This economic order has created a greater
and greater interdependence amongst the iarious
countries and in such a situation the Community
should be capable of facing the world with a common
line, not only at the technical level but also at the
highest political level.
It is here that we find the historical and political
meaning of the numerous difficult and varied
problems which arise in so many different areas today,
as also the meaning of those that will arise in the
immediate future : it is here that we find the historical
necessity of the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.
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Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Mr President-in-Office, last
month you outlined an ambitious plan of action. This
is what always happens. During the many long years
that I have been privileged to sit in this Parliament, I
have heard the Presidents-in-Office of the Council
come and set out their plan of action for the six
months to come. I listened to yours with fellow
feeling and I hope you won't mind me saying, a little
scepticism. It is doubtless by virtue of my experience
that I can speak to you of scepticism.
You have become President of the Council at a time
which in many respects, and definitely from the Euro-
pean point of view, can be termed a crisis period.
Indubitably, international events have somewhat
blurred, if not totally blotted out, both in our minds
and on the intemational stage, the true nature of the
European crisis. This does not alter the fact that for
several weeks now, and perhaps for several months, we
have been going through a crisis in Europe, and it is
that crisis I would like to talk to you about in the few
minutes allotted to me.
The crisis bears the name of 'common agricultural
policy crisis', or of'European budget crisis'or of'crisis
of our British friends contribution to Community
expenditure'. These are three subjects, Mr President-in-
Office to which you will have to apply yourself during
these six months, and if at the end of the six months
you come and tell us 
- 
and no one will be more
pleased than I if you do 
-'I have resolved the threeEuropean crises' then in that case, Mr President-in-Of-
fice you will have served Europe well, and I will be
happy to grant you my warm thanks and congratula-
tions.
As a result, I will stop to ponder only these three
subiects: European agricultural policy, the European
budget, the British contribution to it. These three
subjects have been intermingled at will, with one
being played off against the other. The budget against
the common agricultural policy and the British contri-
bution against the budget. And yet, although there are
no doubt links between these three problems, they
none the less differ greatly from one another and
must be tackled separately.
In the case of the Common Agricultural Policy it is
no doubt its inegularities and excesses which we must
try to correct. As for the budget, its problem always
has been, and still is, one of demands for more power,
for change, and for a balance of power between the
institutions. In the case of the British contribution,
the problem is that our British friends find it difficult
to accept the rules on'buying European'and on Euro-
pean trade. In the six months we have before us, Mr
President-in-Office, you must devise a new common
agricultural policy, and a new budget, and you must
solve the problem of the British contribution.
Fint let us consider agricultural policy. There are two
ways of destroying it, and we have seen them both
used alternately in the last few months. First there is
the head-on attack, which means stating that the basic
principle of this Agricultural policy is harmful.
I even heard yesterday one of our British friends say
that it was a cancer eating away a Europe, whereas I
had thought up to now 
- 
and continue to think 
-that it was the major and fundamental achievement of
our Community. That then is the head-on attack.
Then there is the attack from within, more subtle and
also no doubt more dangerous. In this case, the basic
principle is heartily approved and it is stated that we
must continue along the lines of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy. Once the basic principle has been reaf-
firmed, they then keep this shell, having first emptied
it of all it contained. They suggest 
- 
as happened
with sheepmeat 
- 
that we should open our frontiers,
and then leave the final decision to our national
governments. Call it what you will, that is not the
Common Agricultural Policy. It is a free trade area. It
is whatever you want to call it, but it is not a common
agricultural policy. So much for the attack from the
flanks.
I am sure we can all agree that, as a result of the huge
progress made on agriculture in Europe and of the
exceptionally high productivity of our farmers, we are
faced with a new and different problem, since our
continent has reached a point of self-sufficiency in
supplies in the various areas of agriculture.
So it is that we are faced with a new problem : that of
surpluses in one area or another. However, these
surpluses must be seen in perspective, because they
are of no great size. The whole European budget repre-
sent only 0'8 % of the gross national product of the
Community as a whole. And spending on agriculture,
to which Mr Gundelach drew our attention, represents
only 70 7o of that 0.8 %. This shows just what a tiny
proportion 
- 
or at least what a relatively small propor-
tion 
- 
of Community revenue is allotted to the agri-
cultural question, and this proportion is our farmers'
income. !(hat we must decide is whether we are
prepared 
- 
we the Community 
- 
to devote the
share I have iust described to giving an income to our
farmers.
Mr President-in-Office, that our plans for the
common agricultural policy we wish to regain would
rebuild are ambitious ones. There are several reasons
why we see them as ambitious. First of all, we are
ambitious for our farmers. \7e are ambitious, too,
because we do not want a narrow view of economics
to put our farmers our of work. Lastly, our plans are
ambitious, because we believe that in tomorrow's
world we absolutely must give the more than 250
million Europeans guaranteed food supplies. What
have we in fact done, beyond mere words ? Together
we have achieved one, and only one, common policy,
and that is the Common Agricultural Policy, It is the
true Community spirit of this agricultural policy
which led us to found a Community and not a free
trade area. This is a vital point.
I
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So, we are ambitious for the Common Agricultural
Policy because it is the pillar holding up that Commu-
nity-spirited Europe we thought we were building. !7e
are also ambitious for this policy because we believe
that the agricultural sector can provide one of the
maior sources of Europe's wealth. !fle see everyday
that Europe has not many such sources of wealth. Of
course, it has in people, in know-how and in intelli-
gence, but its wealth in terms of raw materials and
commodities can only come from agriculture, and we
would not like any narrow view of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy to lead to a reduction in one of the few
basic sources of wealth which the countries of Europe
have at their disposal. Thus it is, Mr President-in-Of-
fice, that in the six months to come you must rebuild
a Common Agricultural Policy on ambitious lines.
You must also, Mr President-in-Office, provide us
with a budget of sound conception; I have already
had occasion to draw this House's attention to this
question. Some people have spoken of a budgetary
imbalance. They say 'imbalance' because 70 o/o of.
expenditure goes on agriculture. !7hy ? Because this is
the only area in which we have a common policy.
Under these circumstances it is not surprising that
there be some 'imbalance'. But there is no imbalance !
The imbalance is in our policies, because we only
have the Common Agricultural Policy. If we had
managed to establish other common policies 
- 
in
aerospace or any other field 
- 
then our budget would
perhaps show a better balance.
Besides, there is a misapprehension in this House
about the true meaning of the budget. Our budget is
not like a national budget; we use it to finance our
policies, and this is not the same thing. !7e should
remember what the conception behind our budget
was, when it was being drawn up at Community level.
The problem was to establish policies. !fle established
a Common Agricultural Policy which we must build
on and improve. To finance this policy, we drew up a
budget. Our budget did not come 'before' the
Common Agricultural Policy, but'after' it. Our budget
was devised to finance the Common Agricultural
Policy. So let us not put the budget before the
Common Agricultural Policy, it comes after it. It is
this latter view of the budget, Mr President-in-Office,
which you must establish as the correct one.
Lastly 
- 
but I see that my time is unfortunately
almost up 
- 
I would like to touch on the problem of
the British contribution. I have already had occasion
to mention it. It is a problem which has no connec-
tion whatsoever with the previous two the
Common Agricultural Policy and the budget. The
latter are Community achievements. Together we
made them and together we will keep them. Our
British friends' problem 
- 
that in spite of agreements
they have signed, they are not happy with the
outcome 
- 
has been tacked on to them later.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Madam Presidenr, I have at my
disposal only 5 minutes out of the l0 allowed, and I
would ask you to let me know when I have used them
up.
Mr President-in-Office, nothing in your speech of last
month encourages us to have high hopes of the
Italian Presidency. You are President of the Council,
an institution which over the years has been respon-
sible for the European institutional crisis. And it bears
the mean share of the responsibility 
- 
more than the
Commission or Parliament. It is responsible for the
budgetary crisis and for a serious and bitter confronta-
tion with Parliament which may go on for months, for
what you said on the subiect may mean anything or
nothing. Nothing leads us to think that you, the
members of the Council, intend to go back on the
positions you have adopted on regional policy, deve-
lopment policy and agricultural policy, which are.the
main cause of the crisis and also, if I may say so, of
the low moral standing of the Europe which you repre-
sent 
- 
the same Europe which, in this Parliament,
approved by a majority last November the proposal to
give at least 0.7 % of GNP to the vast concentration
camp to which you have reduced the Third and
Fourth !7otlds, in which 30 or 40 million people. a
year are starving to death. Moreover, you have
proposed to reduce further the funds by which you
seek to some extent to salve your consciences, if not
to save lives in today's world.
You are therefore entirely responsible, and we regard
you as opponents. Ifle had asked that 0.7 % of.the
GNP of the Nine be devoted to this end, and in Italy,
Mr President of the Council, you responded in a
revealing way: you allocated 0.12o/o 
- 
little more
than 0.1 Yo 
- 
showing how much respect the Chris-
tian Democrat Party which you also represent has for
the decisions of this Parliament. Instead ol 0.7 o/o,
0'l % is the extent of your human, Christian and
European credibility.
On this occasion we began our debate with the well-
chosen words of the President" who deplored yet
another tragic and barbaric event in ltaly. But let it be
very clear that the barbarism of these infamous and
despicable terrorists, Mr President of the Council, has
developed and grown.because of the lack of moral,
political and civil reliability which you typifu. The
collapse of the institutions, the collapse of an ltaly
based on law, and partly of a Europe based on law,
ri,as brought about and is still being brought about
mainly by you and the likes of you. Death is rampant
both outside and within our frontiers, Mr President of
the Council.
In conclusion, I would like to give an example of the
abilities of the Council of Ministers. Noriv, as a result
of the tense situation resulting from the advanced age
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of a Head of State outside the Communiry, you have
finally realized that 'baby beef' was not sufficient
reason for the lack of an agreement with Yugoslavia.
You have at last realized ! Medical bulletins were
required to make you realize this. Indeed it is these
medical bulletins which make everyone afraid.
lfell, you are now proposing to negotiate with a
country which is a buffer state between us, the Europe
of the Nine, and the potential (in your view) enemies
of peace, justice, freedom and our independence 
-agreements creating infrastructures which you 
- 
and
it is not by chance that it is precisely you, the Italian
Presidency of the Council 
- 
have not even analyzed.
You are setting up these infrastructures in the buffer
state, although you are not setting them up on the
Eastern frontier of the Europe of the Nine. You are
leaving Trieste, Bari, the North-South Adriatic line,
which are within the Community, uncovered, while
investing everything in infrastructures in a buffer state
which could, however, turn out to be the focus of a
frontier clash berween the Nine and those who do not
belong to the Nine.
This is an example of your lack of foresight and of
your makeshift and slipshod way of proceeding which
is also very frequently shown by the indifference with
which you treat Parliament and its direct requests.
Madam President, I wish to ask you if I have used up
the 5 minutes available tb me. Very well then, since
the caricature of a debate which this Parliament
imposes 
- 
with allowances of 3, 4 or 5 minutes to
those who are supposed to make serious analyses in
order to propose serious policies, if possible, as an
alternative to those put before us 
- 
now requires me
to end my speech, I will do so by saying that I increas-
ingly believe that it is outside the institutions that
Europe can develop 
- 
even the Europe of law, of
peace, of freedom and of order 
- 
that order which
you in the ltalian Government have dismantled over
the past 30 years.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, in the six
minutes available to me by arrangement with the
other non-aligned Members, I would like to say that
the Italian presidency is in an unfortunate position
and that it is facing great problems. Mr de la Maline
has already mentioned some of these, the most impor-
tant being the budget for 1980. Its rejection appears to
have prompted the former President-in-Office of the
Council to say that Parliament is rapidly losing its
sense of responsibility. I hope that the new President
will not be making any such extraordinary assertions.
Indeed, I hope that the Council, Commission and
Parliament will exchange constructive ideas so as to
produce a new budget without delay, in which the
perfectly reasonable wishes of this House 
- 
Europe's
Parliament, which quite rightly does not want to see
its position undermined 
- 
are met. The Community
after all deserves a budget which meets the needs
made manifest in the European election campaign.
!7e need a Community approach to such problems as
unemployment, inflation, energy, agricultural
surpluses, monetary imbalances, environmental pollu-
tion, etc. I look forward with great interest to the
Commission's statement on the budget next Thursday.
Perhaps the Council can already give some practical
suggestions for a solution.
I7ith regard to the problem of Britain's contribution,
the situation has improved little since Dublin. Is it
true that the European Council meeting has been post-
poned to March ? It is perhaps as well not to be too
hasty, but a solution must be found. I also hope that
our British friends will want to clean their 'European
spectacles', for without clear vision, that is if they are
too shortsighted about their own interests and those of
the Community, the increasing flow of European
economic exchanges cannot be enjoyed without
conflicts which are harmful to everyone. But the ques-
tion which we are now entitled to put to the Council
and the Commission is what new facts have been
taken into account in ? How does the budget relate to
convergence ? How will the Commission's new draft
reflect the wish expressed by Parliament for the
Community to devote more attention to the problem
I have iust mentioned ? To what extent is this
reflected in the Gundelach proposals and the new agri-
cultural prices ? It is a great challenge for the Italian
presidency to provide the Community institutions and
also the main political centres in the Member States
with a fresh impetus to seek satisfactory sollutions.
The third problem is the agricultural policy, which is
no longer regarded by anyone as sound. If in the
coming year the Council does not pay sufficient atten-
tion to the reasonable requests, proposals and sugges-
tions put forward both by the Commission and Parlia-
ment, a serious crisis in the Community seems practi-
cally unavoidable. This would mean that other
problems would continue to be neglected, and I have
only to mention the word 'unemployment' to show
that this must not happen : we would come to a
complete standstill as regards financing. It would also
be absurd for the Russian soldiers in Afghanistan to
help us clear our butter surplus. 'S7e can put our taxes
to better use.
The fourth problem is that of energy, which was
discussed here this morning. Although till recently we
devoted all our attention to the question of how we
could secure adequate energy supplies, now an almost
completely new question has confronted us with
greater problems : how can we avoid a serious
economic decline as a result of the recent oil price
increase ? This is already costing the Netherlands
alone an extras 7000 million guilders. Drastic cuts in
government spending, increasing budgetary deficits,
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threats to social benefits, the deterioration of company
profits and the closure of business are aspects of a
gloomy situation which the Community must try to
resolve in the context of EPC, as well as the Afghan-
istan question and our relations with the OPEC coun-
tries. I7e can add to this the question of lran, the
Palestinian problem and relations with China. I would
appreciate a reply from the Council on the question
of how we can achieve greater coordination in foreign
policy.
The North-South dialogue also needs to be consid-
ered. The President-in-Office referred to this matter
last month at the United Nations General Assembly.
The 'new round of global negotiations' is now starting.
It is of great importance how we, as a Community,
tackle the five problems of energy, raw materials,
trade, development cooperation and monetary issues.
The sixth problem 
- 
the enlargement of the Commu-
nity to include Greece, Spain and Portugal 
- 
is a
further challenge for the Italian presidency. But we
should also continue in our efforts to consolidate the
Community. Parliament should therefore discuss the
Spierenburg report and the report of the Three Wise
Men, and the Council should also take positive deci-
sions on these reports.
Madam President, I shall conclude with the following
question : how can Parliament ensure that it has a
greater say in affairs ? I would appreciate a reply from
the Council. !7hat part can Parliament play in the
appointment of the new European Commission,
which must emerge by the end of the year ? I would
like to warn against a repetition of the clashes which
have occurred between the Council, Parliament and
the Commission. I7e should behave more sensibly,
and the Commission, Council and Parliament should
cooperate in discussing this matter reasonably and
should be receptive to each other's views concerning
the formation of the new European Commission
during the course of this year.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland to speak.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I wish to apologise for being late. As a
result of an inadmissable oversight on my part, I
thought I only had to speak at 5 p.m. whereas I
should have spoken at 4.30 p.m.
Mr President of the Council, what a surprise to see
three French people 
- 
Mrs Pruvot, Mr Calvez and
myself, and what is more, three members of the
government majority in their own country 
- 
ask a
question on behalf of the Liberal Group about the
European Parliament's role in finding a solution to
the British contribution to the Community budget.
This, ladies and gentlemen, immediately caused a
spate of questions such as 'N7hat is behind it all ?', 'Is
it wise to discuss such a problem ?'. In January,
people were saying 'Isn't it too early ?'. In February, I
hear them saying 'Isn't it too late ?'.
Must I remind you all that our question is addressed
to the Council and that we have an effective contribu-
tion to make, which, as long as the next European
Council meeting has not taken place, is still relevant ?
The truth of the matter is simple. Three French
people said to each other: there is a crisis in the
Community created by the problem of Britain's contri-
bution to the Community budget. This is a well
known fact, which was brought sharply into focus by
the last meeting of the European Council in Dublin.
I7hat we asked ourselves was: is the European Parlia-
ment to be the only European institution which does
not discuss this problem, out of some strange desire
for caution, which we are really not used to seeing in
this House ? Of course, such an explosive issue has
much in it to discourage any attempt at a solution.
But, since we know that this problem has had, has at
the moment and will undoubtedly have in the future
repercussions on the budget, it seemed to us that this
was a major issue which our Parliament was quite
competent to debate, since we are one of the undis-
puted budgetary authorities.
So, starting from the simple fact of a crisis in an area
which the Parliament is competent to deal with, it was
essential to address this question to the Council,
whatever the risks and criticism we laid ourselves
open to, and in spite of the very real danger of this
debate degenerating into chaos. For I am will aware
that some of our colleagues could take advantage of
this situation and use it as a handy platform for their
ideas. This debate can be effective, if only, as was our
intention when we put this question, our British
colleagues can take a responsible approach, initiate a
real dialogue and avoid electioneering.
After this much needed introduction, I would like to
restate the basic principles of the debate as we see
them. Firstly, we would like to remind you all that
every country in the Community, including the
United Kingdom, has gained positive economic bene-
fis fiom joining the EEC. In a study made by Mr
Christopher Johnson, the Lloyds Bank expert, it is
estimated that an average ol 0.3 o/o surplus growth has
been achieved by Britain as a result of ioining the
Common Market and increased exports to a larger
market free of customs duty.
Next, I am absolutely determined to make clear that,
since for us the Community is not restricted to a
simple free trade area, the'fair return'concept is quite
out of the question. Britain knew what the Commu-
nity's rules were when it joined. These have not
changed and cannot now be challenged. Along the
sames lines, I would add that clearly no solution can
be found which infringes the basic principles of
Community revenue and own resources 
- 
a system
which must be scrupulously adhered to. Be that as it
may, estimated figures for Britain's budget deficit in
1980 are l'5 thousand million EUA; the British call
this an intolerable situation.
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It seems to us that there are three measures which
could be taken and which might gradually lead to our
British partners becoming less dissatisfied with their
role in the Community. The first measure is up to
them. I must repeat that when one belongs to a
Community, before expressing disappointment in it
or criticizing it, one must have complied with all its
rules. One of our fundamental rules is Community-
preference. Eight countries do approximately 70 o/o of.
their trade within the EEC. Britain's supply rate
within the Community is something approaching
40 o/o ; this is much lower than that of its partners.
!7e should note that definite progress is being made
in this field since a few years ago the rate was 26 o/o,
but much remains to be done. If Britain made up this
difference, it would save almost 500 million EUA in
customs duties, that is to say a third of its estimated
budget deficit for 1980.
Let us not be simplistic. This is a major problem
which Britain has tried hard to solve. It must try
harder to bring its Community supply rate closer into
line with that of its eight partners. As a result, it will
make real savings in its budget and will be a good
example to Greece, Portugal and Spain, three coun-
tries which will also have to readapt in the same way.
The second measure will result 
- 
I might even say is
already resulting from the forming of new
common policies 
- 
on energ'y, transport and space
- 
policies which are so patently necessary that they
will automatically be financed and be profitable for
Britain. This was made apparent this very morning,
during the energy debate, when for the first time it
seemed possible that provision might be made in the
budget for a real common policy on energy matters.
The third measure might result from temporary solid-
arity in the face of the present economic situation. In
some circumstances, solidarity can be thought of as a
sound Community attitude, although this must not be
all one way. It must be displayed by everyone and for
all Community problems, whenever one of the Nine
is in real difficulty over a particular question. Our
British colleagues will have to show their sense of
solidarity themselves when the time comes. Seen from
this angle, any financial support Britain may receive
from the Community can only be temporary and
incomplete.
As a result, I have reservations about the form of the
new proposals the Commission has chosen to make.
In this respect I have three question to ask. Firstly:
would not putting an ad boc entry (what I would call
the British entry) into the Community budget simply
amount to using a technical device to mask official
acceptance of a certain form of the 'fair return'
concept ? How can it be constructive to devise such a
solution, when as I have just said, some of us find its
formulation open to criticism, and when the Commis-
sion can give no figures for the size of the financial
sacrifice it wishes us to make nor the length of time
for which we will have to make it ? My third and last
question is : have any definite measures been put
forward which are in keeping with the spirit of the
Community ? In these circumstances it should come
as a surprise to no one that we are reticent. Perhaps by
adopting a different approach to the budget, we could
arrive at detailed proposals which we could all accept.
Can the British not put forward some definite propo-
sals of real worth to the Community in general and
which fall within the scope of the Regional Fund or
of the Economic Development Fund for example ? I
will be told that money is not readily available. I feel
that, when one remembers that on the night of 12 to
13 December 1979 the Council agreed to bolster the
budget by an increase of 200 million EUA over its
previous proposals, this shows a very pessimistic atti-
tude to the possible outcome of the forthcoming
budget negotiations. Can we not bring pressure to
bear on the Council in these forthcoming budget
negotiations so that priority may be given to the re-ex-
amination of some proiects which have already been
reiected but which are of interest to Britain and to the
Community at large ? I will give just one example to
illustrate my point. Parliament Amendment 34 to the
budget set aside, under Chapter 100, 50 million EUA
for certain proiects, one of which was the channel
tunnel. This amendment was rejected by the Council.
Should the Council not look at it afresh and is not the
Channel tunnel a prime example of a project which is
of real worth not iust to Britain but also to the
Community ?
Mr President of the Council, I hope that in the debate
before us the suggestions made by our Parliament will
help you to find a solution to the difficult problem of
the British contribution, which you have inherited
right at the beginning of your term of office. Saint
Exup6ry once said 'lf you want to unite men, teach
them to build together'. The statement I have just
made puts me at odds with the views of my British
colleagues on many points, but it has also initiated a
dialogue enabling us to build together. French and
British, Liberals and Conservatives have agreed, in
spite of our differences, to meet regularly within this
Parliament in order to air our differing views, explain
them and seek solutions to them together. Gaston
Bachelard once said 'Nothing is automatic, nothing
exists by itself, everything must be built'. Let us hope
that this debate will reflect that view, and that our
responsible and moderate approach will contribute to
the greater good of the Community and our Parlia-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cariglia.
Mr Cariglia 
- 
(I)Madam President, Mr President of
the Council, this debate is taking place long after the
Council statement, and I hope that this situation will
not occur again, since in some ways it influences the
debate itself and therefore its outcome.
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Mr President of the Council, I would say that in the
light of the events of the last few weeks it is quite
clear that the Community will have to face simultane-
ously an economic crisis, which had in any case been
widely foreseen, and an international political crisis of
which we have had due warning, and which is so
dangerous that our ability to make a timely and
united response is directly affected.
This is a testing time, from which Europe may
emerge with its Community ideals strengthened, or
may on the contrary, be weakened if nationalistic atti-
tudes prevail. !7e therefore appreciate your commit-
ment to overcome what you described as a lack of
confidence and trust in relations between the institu-
tions, and as far as we are concerned the Council can
count on our fullest cooperation.
Moreover, the report of the Three !7ise Men should
be analyzed in depth by the individual institutions in
order to find in it a functional basis for improving
interinstitutional relations.
The Socialist Group regards cooperation between
Council, Commission and Parliament as an essential
precondition for the proSress of Community policy.
Only in that way will it be possible to adapt our deve-
lopment models to the changed conditions of the
world economy, the main characteristic o{ which is
the rising cost of raw materials and especially of oil.
In connection with the budget, Mr President-in-Of-
fice, we would ask for the procedure for adopting a
new budget be completed as soon as possible without
waiting for the 'package' involving agricultural prices,
savings in agricultural expenditure, the British finan-
cial imbalance and convergence to be implemented.
These problems exist. They concern a dispute which
is important for the future of Community policy 
- 
a
dispute which we wish to see ended as soon as
possible, and which must not delay or hinder the
approval of the 1980 budget.
The problem of the British budgetary imbalance must
be seen in the perspective of increasing Community
expenditure in the less prosperous countries by means
of structural and investment policies designed to
reduce the disparities between Member States. The
main problem is therefore that of finding new
resources for the Community.
Mr President of the Council you spoke in favour of
the restructuring of Community policies to tilt the
balance towards structural and investment policies but
in my view you gave no indication of how to restruc-
ture Community expenditure by increasing the
Community's own resources.
The energy problem is the one which the Italian
presidency must make the greatest effort to solve, with
the full support of Parliament. Mr Jenkins reminded
us that the present international situation provides
another, and perhaps the last opportunity to tackle the
energy problem on three fronts 
- 
energy saving,
exploitation of internal resources and development of
new sources of energy. This is a field in which it will
not be possible to grant privileges to any of the
Member States, and it is a problem which cannot be
left to the initiative of the multinationals.
The strategic role of energy therefore makes it neces-
sary for the Member States to take direct responsibility
and define a policy which, without further delay, will
implement the financial measures necessary to obtain
savings in the industrial sector, the service sector, agri-
culture and domestic consumption to ensure the
reduction of pollution and the transformation of coal,
and finally to achieve greater safety in nuclear power
stations and find alternative sources of energy.
'$7e are aware of the energy shortage and of the
resulting temptation to take the short cut of nuclear
energy. But the bolder and more far-sighted the coun-
tries of the Community are, the better we will be able
to reassure our citizens that development does not
expose us inevitably to radioactive contamination.
Mr President of the Council, in your speech you ruled
out the possibility that regional policy could consist
merely of using the resources of the Regional Fund,
even if is dual function of redistribution and stimu-
lating initiative remains undisputed. We agree with
this view. May we add that all common policies
should in future be implemented in the regional
dimension, replacing emigration of workers with
immigration of capital in the southern areas of
Europe, where there is an abundance of both land and
manpower, essential factors for regional development.
The indispensable counterpart of regional policy is
transport policy, especially that part of it concerned
with financial contributions for infrastructures of
interest to the Community as a whole. In this field
the Community has not progressed, and transport
between the industrial areas of central Europe and the
southern areas is in some ways still similar to the
conditions for crossing the Alps in the time of
Hannibal.
It has been rightly said that the enlargement of the
Community to include Spain, Greece and Portugal is
a challenge which the Community accepts to avoid
contradicting itself, but the challenge has certain
immediate consequences. If one considers that Spain
derives 90 o/o of its imports from outside the Commu-
nity, and that only 60 o/o ol its exports go to the
Community 
- 
the products being, moreover, already
in surplus within the Community itself 
- 
one
realizes how necessary it is to bring Community poli-
cies rapidly up to date. This problem has already been
raised by other speakers in this debate.
Finally, a vvord about consultation. Our hope is that
no international problem, whether political or
economic, in which Community interests are
involved, may find Europe divided and weakened. In
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view of our strategic position, our disunity would be a
positive desubilizing factor, and would ultimately
increase the danger of war. We would also hope to see
Europe play an active part and take the initiative so
that, abandoning any neutralist temptation it may
make to a contribution to human progress in keeping
with its experience and traditions. D6tente, about
which so much has been said and so much is still
being said today, and which is being increasingly
exploited, is for us Europeans a basic fact of life, and
we therefore all feel committed to preserving it.
Nevertheless, we are aware that our strength lies above
all in our security and in our free institutions, which
we intend to defend against attacks from any quarter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I should like
first and foremost to thank you for what you said to
commemorate the tragic death of Vittorio Bachelet
who was a Catholic 
- 
I say this for the benefit of Mr
Pannella 
- 
a blameless figure, like Aldo Moro, Santi
Mattarella and many other Christian Democrats who
have given their lives for liberty 
- 
for Pannella's
liberty, too 
- 
and to maintain a policy of inflexible
resistance to terrorism very different from the
approach of Mr Pannella, who has tried to use this as
a pretext for making spurious causal connections
between the spread of the most lerocious violence and
the operation 
- 
albeit debatable, like any other
human activity 
- 
of the democratic institutions in
Italy and Europe.
(Applause from certain quarters on tbe Rigbt and
Ccntre)
Mr President of the Council, at the beginning of a
new presidency and a new year, at a very tense
moment in international life we listened to your state-
ment with the greatest interest. Ifle acknowledge that
your statement made a positive contribution, with its
clear and strong affirmation of political will, to a
dialogue which we hope will develop between our
institutions. Since then, over the past month, new
developments have taken place.
The situation in Afghanistan has taken a very serious
turn, posing alarming problems which appear to
threaten world peace. At the same time the dialogue
berween our institutions, after the crisis caused by the
budget, has not progressed as we would have wished.
The impasse of the budget remains with us as a
serious problem, to which I would especially like to
call the attention of the President of the Council and
that ol Parliament. Among the aspects of your state-
ment which we appreciated, there are some which in
my view deserve to be stressed. First and foremost
among these is your acknowledgment, partly with a
new emphasis, of the priority to be given to streng-
thening cooperation between the Council and Parlia-
ment. You stated that this was one of the 'primary
obiectives' for of the Italian Presidency. You also 'tasks
that this must take place on the basis of explicit
acknowledgment of 
- 
and I quote 
- 
the 'tasks of
guidance and control conferred on Parliament by the
Treaty of Rome.' I must admit that the Council has
never before expressed such a clear and precise
acknowledgment in this Parliament. You then added
- 
consistently 
- 
that, with a view to drawing up the
new budget more quickly you intended to give
priority to this cooperation on the basis of the polit-
ical guidelines provided by the European Parliament. I
shall return to this subject later, but I would like to
stress the significance that this statement of yours, at
the beginning of your speech, has for all of us.
Secondly, you strongly underlined the need to speed
up the development of European Union, that is the
transition from economic Europe to political Europe,
with all the constitutional and legal implications. You
referred explicitly to action with a view to establishing
the most suitable institutional framework to that end.
We give you credit for this. This is a new approach to
a problem which is central to European integration. I
would say that progress in this direction is all the
more necessary to the extent that the international
situation appears more serious, and the need more
urgent for the European Community to play an active,
dynamic and creative role in tackling the unsolved
problems of the world.
In the economic, structural and common policy parts
of your speech you presented quite a convincing
picture of the more short-term aims which the
Council proposes to attain during your presidency.
I would like to stress here 
- 
as various speakers have
already done 
- 
the need to tackle, with the necessary
decisiveness, the question of convergence, which
should be seen not in narrow terms but in all its impli-
cations. The latter require an urgent change in the
balance of structural and investment policies. A
balanced overall view is required, which we, the
Group of the European People's Party, have forcefully
demanded during the debate on convergence. !U(e
return to the subject today at a time when some piece-
meal approaches seem to be gaining ground. I have
no hesitation in stating that such approaches would be
an unacceptable deviation from the right course.
You went on to stress, rightly, the priority to be given
to cooperation between the Community and the other
areas of Europe and the world, particularly the weaker
areas, and among those the areas suffering so tragically
from underdevelopment and hunger. This cooperation
would therefore be seen not only as an inescapable
duty in the face of tragic human problems, but as an
original and essential way of playing an active part, in
the context of security and practical opposition to the
serious military and economic threats, in the great
struggle for justice, freedom, human rights and peace.
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If all this is true, it follows that, from this presidency
onwards, the political strenSth of the Community's
internal and international activity must be increas-
ingly evident.
But, that said, I would like to devote the few minutes
that I have left above all to the budgetary question.
This question threatens to lead our Community up a
blind alley, with very serious consequences. The
predictions which are going the rounds, and which
seem to indicate an attitude of almost fatalistic resigna-
tion, are not shared by the Group of the European
People's Party. There is an urgent need to bring the
whole question once more under control. Indeed,
there is a chance of approving the new budget within
a short time. This would be possible without ignoring
the other questions which have meanwhile appeared
to be linked with the budget 
- 
the fixing of new agri-
cultural prices, the problem of certain changes in agri-
cultural policy, and the adjustment of the British
contribution.
In order to do this without making the approval of
the new budget conditional on formal solutions to the
other questions, we must envisage two phases 
- 
a
first phase, in which the discussion of the budget
accompanies that of agricultural prices, and a second
phase, after Parliament has expressed its opinion on
agricultural prices if possible in the March part-ses-
sion, of using suitable technical procedures to separate
the matter of the budget itself.
This question, if it is not tackled decisively, threatens
to lead to a gradual deterioration of relations between
the institutions. Parliament, for basic practical reasons,
is in a dialectical relationship with the other institu-
tions and especially with the Council. The Council,
for its part, accuses the Commission of wasting time
in drawing up the various proposals. The Commis-
sion, in a subdued way, accuses the Council of being
the cause of everything that has gone wrong. Mean-
while the international situation urgently required
harmonious cooperation among the institutions and
considerable initiative.
The way this situation is dragging on also leads, as the
experience of these first few weeks tells us, to the para-
lyses of some sectors of activity in each institution.
The Council of Ministers and the Commission are
preparing to call for the doubling of the provisional
twelfths in a situation which is complex and difficult
for all. It has therefore become urgent to define
clearly the aims which we wish to achieve and the
timetable for achieving them. The Group of the Euro-
pean People's Party thinks it possible to formulate our
opinion on the subiect at the extra ordinary March
part-session which will concentrate entirely on agricul-
tural prices. To this end our Committee on Agricul-
ture must at once change the timetable for its own
programme. Moreover, it seems possible to begin
consultation simultaneously, first informally and, after
the opinion on agricultural prices, formally. To
achieve this the Bureau of Parliament must express a
firm will and take suitable steps.
According to this timetable it would be possible to
approve the budget by the end of April. There would
then remain the supplementary budget linked to the
guidelines which have gradually emerged on the three
questions I mentioned earlier. The alternative, mooted
in whispers in the corridors, is to approve the budget
in the autumn or even at the end of the year with the
dangerous consequences I have mentioned.
Madam President" Mr President of the Council, the
problem urgently and directly involves our two institu-
tions, jointly responsible for the whole subject of the
budget. Both must arrive as soon as possible at a
strategy, and not allow the weeks and months to slip
by. Each successive day becomes more crucial. So for
Parliament, it is desirable that the timetable for and
ways of taking action be better defined in the appro-
priate committees.
Much will depend on the firmness of the political will
which we show in dealing with this delicate matter
and in working together with the Council. As of now,
Mr President of the Council, we are ready to draw on
that parallel will to cooperate which you affirmed
several times in your speech.
The budget must be seen as a basic political issue for
the internal life and international action of the
Community. The institutions must therefore show a
sense of responsibility and a readiness to overcome
the inherent difficulties. It is on that note that I would
like to conclude, expressing on behalf of my Group a
determined will to seek, as far as possible, to achieve
in time those positive solutions which we regard as
necessary for the Community and its peoples in the
current world situation.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Madam President, I would like
to deal as graciously as I can with the remarks of Mr
de la Maldne, who was kind enough in his reference
to British friends to refer to a perhaps slightly unfor-
tunate remark made by a colleague of mine
concerning the CAP. And I would like to reciprocate
his cordialiry by assuring French friends and all
friends in this Parliament that it was perhaps a rather
over-coloured phrase that was used in a heated
moment and I would not associate myself with it.
I should also like to acknowledge the courtesy of Mr
Galland, the author of the question. He was good
enough to come to the group to which I, belong last
night. His gesture was much appreciated. \7e had a
frank discussion, and I should like to express, our
appreciation of the great sincerity and the constructive
;:L,: 
which he has expressed his remarks this after-
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He did raise a couple oI issues to which I might
briefly refer, the first being Community preference. I
think it is fair to say that the United Kingdom's
contribution to Community trade is rising fast and it
has being doing so over some years. But in parallel
with that, the Treaty of Rome does underline the
importance of trade with the wider world too. I under-
stand his misgivirigs about a separate budget line for
certain purposes, but am a little sceptical about the
size of the Regional Fund and the Social Fund as
instruments for certain purposes at this stage. And if a
separate budget line were required, then I would say
that this Parliament would probably look with greater
favour on an instrument that was within the budget
than ouside it !
I liked his remarks about the Channel tunnel. I think
he would find good rapport in this group, a lot of
interest in this group in that project.
May I say, by way of concluding my remarks about
previous speakers, that I listened with great interest to
the remarks of Mr Cariglia and Mr Bersani, who
commented, helpfully, I thought on capital invest-
ment. I am myself very concerned with a proper
capital accounting within the Community and the
potential of borrowing and lending as an instrument
of assistance to industry.
I make my group's response in this debate as one who
believes deeply in the European Community and is at
the same time proud of my own country and its
history of defending Europe, although, perhaps, I am
not so proud of some of the economic difficulties into
which we have declined in recent years. It is as a Euro-
pean that I take strength from the fact that the Lange
paper on convergence was approved by this Parlia-
ment late last year, recognizing, as it did, the possi-
bility of a member country paying a unreasonable
share of the contribution to the common good. It
could be any country. The Commission too, which is
neutral with regard to nationality or politics, has expli-
citly analysed the UK budgetary imbalance with a
view to finding solutions, and given the principles of
the Treary and the broad desire that exists for conver-
gence and harmonization, I should have thought that
a situation in which one country suffered an annual
deficit of one-and-a-half thousand million units of
account as the price of its membership cried out for a
degree of convergence and harmony. I accept, by the
way, that there are great benefits to be derived from
Community membership. Of course that is so. But
those benefits are enioyed by all the members,
whereas the UK tax-payers really do stand out as
paying a vast sum of money for the privilege. In
saying that I am not implying that other partners
have inflicted that deficit of one-and-a-half thousand
million units of account on the United Kingdom; but
it exists, and in many ways it is a consequence of the
fact that the Community is structured in a manner
which is most helpful to a country with a strong
industry and weak agriculture. The UK, to its own
misfortune, has an opposite profile. In the longer
term, I am sure we would agree that convergence on
greater efficiency all round is an important challenge
for Europe.
But Madam President 
- 
and I make this remark to
all colleagues, especially the author 
- 
in the short
term, for people like myself who return week after
week to England to plead for the vital importance of
defending the standards and values of \Testen Europe
and the Community, some urgent solutions are neces-
sary in aid of our case. How widely is it appreciated, I
wonder, in this Parliament that if the United
Kingdom could simply graduate to three-quarters of
the average level of receipts from the.Community 
-three-quarters of the average level, not the average 
-the UK's imbalance would disappear by that fact
alone ? Now, if increased receipts of that order could
be even partly spent, for example, on transport infras-
tructure and communications, it would not only
improve British capability in European trade 
- 
and
British trade in the Community has increased dramati-
cally in recent years 
- 
but it would of course 
- 
and
this is the other side of the coin 
- 
improve access to
the British markets for other Communiry members
too. And that would be tommunautaire'and a fair
return for our partners in this Community, to which,
Madam President, we are proud to belong. British
history and European history are inextricably bound
up together, not least in the Entente cordial, and we
would wish it to remain so.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Segre.
Mr Segre. 
- 
(I) Madam President, Mr President of
the Council, ladies and gentlemen, the unusual
circumstances in which this debate is being held, for
reasons beyond our control, undoubtedly make it
impossible for this second part of the debate to be
confined to linking up with the first part which took
place a month ago, even though many or all of the
problems mentioned in Mr Ruffini's statement, often
in terms with which we agree, remain unsolved. But a
month has passed and no ordinary month. It is there-
fore on this past month that we must reflect, and on
the real political issue which it brought into promi-
nence, and which I would like to sum up here in the
words used by Mr Ruffini a month ago, when he said:
"The problem confronting us today is essentially of a
political nature ; it can be narrowed down to our
capacity to find an adequate Community response to
the challenges now confronting our individual coun-
tries and the Community as a whole.'
Have we increased this capacity in the past month ?
Have we made progress in the field of political cooper-
ation and towards the goal, admittedly distant but
essential for us, of a common foreign policy ?
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An assessment of the past 30 days must unfortunately,
in our view, be negative. Progress has not been made,
and indeed it seems to us that the political will to
achieve it has been lacking. No suitable Community
initiative has been taken, and this has created a void,
which has been filled by other initiatives which,
whether their promoters intended it or not, have
appeared to be substitutes, such as at the Paris
Summit meeting between President Giscard and Chan-
cellor Schmidt. !7e Italian Communists judge the
conclusions of that Summit in an essentially positive
way, leaving aside the different interpretations which
were subsequently made of those conclusions. But our
judgment of them itself leads us to stress critically that
the impact which that Summit had, leading among
other things to the revival 
- 
as was seen at the
meeting of the Foreign Ministers in Brussels 
- 
of the
old argument about whether the desire existed to
create a sort of Directory, was mainly due to'the fact
that no initiative had meanwhile been taken to get the
leaders of the Nine around a table and try to arrive at
a common European position. Madam President"
ladies and gentlemen, you will recall that this was the
proposal put forward by our Group. !fle were well
aware that it was a difficult proposal, in view of the
variety of nuances and positions in the foreign policy
of the Nine. But it was in any case essential, in our
view, to try this European approach i[ we wanted, in a
month so thick with serious events, to prevent, the
voice of Europe falling silent or appearing, as in fact
appeared weak and halting. But why was it silent ? It
would be only natural to reply that the voice of
Europe was not raised because that voice did not exist,
but that would be too simplistic a reply and we reject
it.
The problem is a different one, and I now return to
my subject of a short time ago. !7hy has no effort
been made to create this common voice in the extraor-
dinary circumstances which now exist ? Mr President
of the Council, we would like to know the reasons for
this caution which threatened or threatens to become
inertia. In ouw view, the reasons are many and do not
enable us to be optimistic about the real state of polit-
ical cooperation and the ability of Europe to develop
its own policy at a time of international crisis. But one
reason seems to predominate over all others 
- 
the
fact that in all these years no adequate philosophy or
concept has been developed of the relationship which
must exist between solidarity with the United States
and formulation of a European policy.
In this connection I would stress at once that the
European policy for which we are calling has nothing
to do with any kind of equidistance, neutrality or
third force idea. It involves something very different
- 
the capacity and will, and, even more, the right and
duty of the Member States of the Community, to take
up, in the context of constructive solidarity with the
United States and full respect for existing alliances,
their own independent position, which would be a
iesponsible one and therefore not a priori passive or
uncritical. A real and deep friendship can never be
uncritical or silent, but must be made up of frank
dialogue, comparison of policies and discussion
combined with respect for each other's dignity and
interests. In other words, it is in our view a question
of making a qualitative leap in mutual relations,
convinced as we are that this is essential in order both
to build a ioint !(/estern European will and to raise
friendly and cooperative relations with the United
States of America to a higher and more mature level.
But, Mr President of the Council, this is essential and
urgent also for another political reason of interest to
Europe 
- 
the effort which, albeit in different ways,
various Eastern European countries are, in our view,
making to keep open dialogue, maintain and revive
ditente, and prevent Europe from going back twenty
years to the time of direct and manichean confronta-
tion. One could also mention the efforts made by non-
aligned and neutral countries, among which I would
like first and foremost to mention Yugoslavia, and
welcome here the politically very important announce-
ment of the forthcoming conclusion of the agreement
between the Community and Yugoslavia.
This effort which is developing should be followed
with interest, and will acquire greater importance to
the extent that \7est and East in our continent while
of course respecting their alliances, will be able to
show a common European awareness and convergirig
aims of encouraging the great process begun at
Helsinki and realizing the possibilities it has opened
up, also with a view to the Madrid Conference. But we
must realize that this effort can progress in the East
only if those countries find a worthwhile attentive and
intelligence partner in the nine countries of the
Communiry 
- 
in other words, if the Nine, by
refusing all ideas of confrontation, are able to express
a common position and iointly to take steps designed
to draw together the threats of dialogue and exercise a
restraining influence on the two superpowers.
Such action is essential. It is even more so now than a
month ago, given the disturbing level of mistrust and
incommunicability which relations between the two
superfowers have reached, and given the fact,
confirrhed by the present international crisis, that
Soviet-Arnerican relations determine to such a large
extent the 
,whole international situation.
Madam Presfdent, the responsibilities and possibilities
of our Europe are therefore greal It must affirm, in
the context o[ inter-European and international rela-
tions, the cotr-uiction that there is no rational alterna-
tive to ddtente, that a new cold war can still be
prevented, thatr progress can and must be made, also
in order to stop new quantitative and qualitative leaps
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in the arms race and to bring about instead a gradual,
balanced and controlled reduction of armaments. If
we look at the past month we will see that the aware-
ness of these needs and possibilities has developed in
parallel with the apparent deterioration in the interna-
tional situation and in the state of Soviet-American
relations. So many examples could be cited, but I shall
confine myself to recalling, after the Paris meeting,
the conclusions of the Socialist International in
Vienna and the determination with which the
Olympic Committees have not only defended 
- 
and
continue to.defend 
- 
their independence, but also
reaffirmed the will to prevent the universal spirit of
sport from being undermined. In our view, therefore,
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, there are
great possibilities which the Nine must seize by
means of an initiative with the political and concep-
tual scope appropriate to great and decisive moments
of history. Community Europe which is able to show
consistency and determination in taking this road of
restraint and wisdom will also be able to tackle more
effectively and with greater conviction, the imany
s€rious problems facing it in European integration 
-for it will be stronger because it is more united and
more aware of its own potentialities responsibilities
and role.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cecovini.
Mr Cccoyini.- (D Mr President, it is an honour and
a privilege for me, as citizen and mayor of a city 
-Trieste 
- 
which has always felt itself to be part of
Italy and Europe, to speak in the debate on the state-
ment by the President-in-Office of the Council.
S7hile offering my most sincere wishes for success
during the six months of the ltalian presidency, I also
want to say one or two things about Europe and ltaly,
as well as about my border area and my city.
The first thing we have to emphasize without any
shadow of a doubt is that this affair of the rejected
budget should encourage all of us to have greater
respect for one another. In connection with this, I was
delighted to hear the President of the Council
promise that there would be a constant and useful
dialogue between the Council and Parliament, because
this is the only way in which Parliament can carry out
the advisory and monitoring role laid down in the
Treaty of Rome. If European policy is to be construc-
tive, there must be adequate resources, and this means
that everyone must be ready and willing to make
Sreater sacrifices. However, there is not going to be
any constructive form of regional policy, capable of
reversing the steady trend towards greater and greater
disparities among regional economies, unless at least
the non-quota sections are freed (rom national
contrcl.
There is no doubt that if Europe wants to achieve its
aims, it must also come up with its own ideas. I want
to give once again as an example the proiect to incor-
porate the northern Adriatic area into the process of
European integration by making use of the ports of
Trieste and Monfalcone. Quite apart from reviving the
border area of Friuli-Venezia Giulia, the projects offers
a solution to two problems which are essentially
Community problems and highly topical. The first
concerns the Community's routes of communication
with Greece, the eastern Mediterranean and countries
beyond Suez, and the second offers a considerable
energy saving, because it would take five days less to
sail to the Suez Canal than on the usual route from
Hamburg. The Commission's verdict on this project
was 'interesting' with regard to the possibility of a
specific Community initiative which deserved consid-
eration. It is now up to the Italian Government to
incorporate it in its regional programme, along with
the Mezzogiorno, in the normal way. This would
benefit the most sensitive border area in Italy and the
city of Trieste as well. It would be a particular boon to
iny city which 
- 
while I am standing here as a Euro-
pean MP and mayor of the city and addressing the
President of the Council 
- 
is threatend by a further
serious blow to its shipyards and its seaport and to the
few jobs which remain. Even as I speak, there is a
general strike in Trieste in protest at this.
A European plan for shipbuilding must take account
of what this city has already suffered. The six months
of the Italian presidency provide an opportunity for
the Council and the Italian Government to get to
grips with the problem. The principle that advanrages
offered to third countries should not harm the
Member States is a correct one, but if the reasonable
facilities which are to be offered under the new treaty
with our next-door neighbour Yugoslavia were to
make Trieste a depressed area 
- 
and this time there
would be no chance of revival 
- 
it would mean that
the Community's regional policy had failed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, at the begin-
ning of the 1980s the Community is faced with the
prospects of a crisis much more far-reaching than the
institutional crisis to which a temporary solution was
found in the form of the Luxembourg Compromise of
1965-66. The free market for agricultural products
which we have been promised has come to nothing as
a result of monetary compensatory amounts, extensive
national aid, and increasing differences in interest
rates with the result that Danish farmers for example,
must pay three times as much interest as their
German counterparts. The annual adjustments of agri-
cultural prices do not give farmers steady increases in
their incomes. In Denmark, agricultural incomes are
in fact falling, and there are no prospects of a real solu-
tion at Community level. Indeed, the Common Agri-
cultural Policy is now under attack from three sides.
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Firstly, the Community budget has run up against the
problem of the I % VAT ceiling. New revenue can
only be introduced by an unanimous decision, so this
means still more national aids. Secondly, enlargement
of the Community with the accession firstly of Greece
and then of Portugal and Spain will cost us so much
that it will in iself require an increase in the Commu-
nity budget, which is something no-one appears
prepared to accept. The latest warnings from COPAS
make useful reading in this respect. Thirdly, people in
Britain now appear to have read Peter Shore's speech
on the budgetary consequences which he made in the
Commons debate in 1972 on the unreasonable discre-
pancy between income and expenditure, and this had
led to a frontal attack on, in particular, the agricultural
budget. I find it hard to understand how Danish
farmers will be able to get out of this mess in one
piece if they do not now recognize the fact that the
Community is not what it was or what they thought it
would become.
In this situation, the People's Movement is not
crowing triumphantly 'we told you so'. !7e are fully
prepared to discuss genuine solutions for the farmers
who have now been put into a tight spot. The peoples'
Movement is not offering any patent remedies for a
political programme, but we would like to provide a
forum for a public debate on how we are to 8et out of
the situation in which we now find ourselves, in
which the Community has not even lived up to the
expectations of is own adherents.
The speech by the Italian Presidenry was full of fine
words, but where are the resources necessary for an
enlargement of the Community ? !7here is the money
for agriculture ? !7here are the jobs for the unem-
ployed ? !7hat glimpses are there of real solutions to
the crisis ?
The Community is powerless in the face of the
problems which have hit the economies of our coun-
tries. The Community's most important ally has
slowed down in eamest. Unemployment in the
United States is now very much on the increase and
since the Community cannot export its way out of the
crisis, unemployment will increase here too. Denmark
will be the hardest hit as it is the weakest part of the ,
Community. We may well have an official unemploy-
ment rate of. l0 o/o sooner than most people think.
This is the economic outlook if nothing is done. We.
will go home and urge the people of Denmark to do
something.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
Madam President, the
British members of the European Democratic Group
welcome this motion asking for general debate on the
British contribution to the Community budget
because we genuinely think 
- 
and indeed from what
we have heard iust now it is quite clear 
- 
that our
colleagues in this Parliament do not realize the
problem we face. It is not a problem of I 500 million
of units of account. The problem is that we despe-
rately need help because our industry, on which we
have always depended as a country, is bleeding to
death. Instead of being given help, we are actually
being asked to donate to the bloodbank, and told not
to make a fuss about it.
Now during the twelve most prosperous years for the
Communiry 
- 
between our first application for
membership in 196l and our final entry in 1973,
when we were kept out 
- 
the Community rate of
growth was 50 o/o faster than ours, the investment in
manufacturing industry was 50 o/o greale\ and when
we entered in 1973 the output per worker was 50 7o
higher. !flithout the resources to catch up with the
Community's investment, our industry simply has not
got the manufacturing capaciry or the modern equip-
ment to compete on equal terms with the rest of the
Community inside the Community. Our visible trade
deficit with the rest of the Community is now
I 3 000m per year, and is rising at the rate of I 500m
per year at zero growth rate. This means that British
industry in the Community is steadly closing factory
after factory. Nothing offsets the deficit we have with
the Community. lTithout the benefit of oil our overall
deficit would be I l0 000m. That is the real measure
of our industrial weakness, and it is getting worse.
Our political opponents say 
- 
and Peter Shore has
been mentioned just that because of our weak-
ness we cannot afford to be members of the Commu-
nity and we should pull out of the Community and
put up the shutters. !7hat are those of us who are true
European and wish to remain members of the Euro-
pean Community to say to our fellow-citizens who
face unemployment as factories close one after the
other.in the face of European imports ? IThat can we
say, except that we have friends in Europe and that
the Community spirit is a helping spirit ? How can we
convince them of that when we meet fierce opposi-
tion to requests for help with our budget contribu-
tions of amounts that really should not be an issue
among friends ? If the cost of the CAP is, as Mr de la
Maldne said earlier, a fraction of a fraction of our total
expenditure, then the UK budget contribution is actu-
ally a fraction of that; yet we have opposition. The
working man in Britain needs hope as he sees facto-
ries closing in one industry after another. If we cannot
give him'some reason for hope, then he will take irra-
tional action. There is no point in blaming him, we
simply haye to give him some future for which to
work. It is foolish to remove all hope from a great
nation. !7e have got too much recent history in
Europe of great and democratic nations provoked to
taking damaging and irrational actions, pressed to pay
money that they do not have until their economies
are wrecked and their democratic governments discre-
dited and overthrown.
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'Ifle want to go home and tell our citizens that Europe
today is not like that, that there is a Community spirit
where the rich help the poor, and where nations
which have fallen behind can be given a helping
hand. !7hat we desperately need now is a line in the
budget for a fund to help investment in British manu-
facturing industry 
- 
perhaps using the same kind of
mechanism of interest-rate subsidy and guarantee as
we do for export credits. That would offset Britain's
very high budget contribution and enable us to say to
the British people that we have real friends in the
Community who are taking practical steps to create
new jobs and give new hope to our country.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Madam President, is not the real
problem in our Community that we have not made
sufficient progress along the lines of integration ? The
real problem is that we are still to a large extent
operating national policies. I7e have only one
common policy 
- 
which is under heavy attack today
because it is sticking out like a sore thumb. Of course
we need to make progress in the energy field, but not
at the expense of the policies we already have: that is
not going to solve anything. Indeed I have a lot of
sympathy with our British friends ; I understand their
problem. But I would like to remind them that there
are two countries further down the line who are even
poorer than they are and I think we want to be careful
in any action that is taken by the British that these
countries are not made even weaker still.
Madam President, I agree with the British that in
thirty years' time, when the history of this Commu-
nity comes to be written, we are going to be judged,
not on whether we had a good or a bad common agri-
cultural poliry but on the degree to which we had the
political will-power to redistribute or transfer the
resources from the affluent parts of the Community to
those parts of the Community that are under pressure.
I am not merely talking about rural regions. I am also
talking about towns that are suffering and the popula-
tions in those towns. Let us for God's sake have the
will-power to come together on that, but not at the
expense of the policies that unite the Community
today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Peisley. 
- 
Madam President, when the British
people discovered that the estimated total cost this
year of remaining in the Common Market was ! 2 200
million, no wonder they were outraged. I would refer
the House to the recently published report by the
Institute of Fiscal Studies in London.
!/hat can be done ? The British Prime Minister has
stated that she is prepared to accept increased
spending by the EEC in Northern Ireland as part of
the plan to put right the budgetary imbalance. As one
of the most deprived areas in the Community,
Northern Ireland is surely entitled under the laws of
the Community to such help. Northern Ireland is a
relatively small region of the United Kingdom. The
population is about one-and-a-half million and has
remained basically static, having fallen only slightly
since 1974. The unemployment rate averages about
twice that for the Community as a whole : current
unemployment rates are ll'l 7o for Northern Ireland
and only 5.6 o/o lor the Community. l7ithin Northern
Ireland, there are substantial variations in the unem-
ployment rate 
- 
9 o/o in Belfast and 24 o/o 
- 
and I
call the attention of my Danish colleague to these
figures: in Strabane he is worrying about 10 % while
part of Northern Ireland has 24 %. The income per
head in Northern Ireland is only 59 o/o of the Commu-
nity average. Since Mrs Thatcher has made this pro-
posal, I trust that the Council of Ministers will take an
early decision and implement it speedily.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Mr Ruffini, ladies
and gentlemen, in the two minutes which I have to
speak on behalf of the non-attached Italian Members,
I am not going to go into the problems mentioned in
the report by the President of the Council 
- 
because
I do not have the time 
- 
but I am simply going to
wish him success. The President, and through him
Italy, is taking over the presidency of this Community
of ours at a very tense moment, when on the external
front the Soviets and the Communist Party are tight-
ening the noose around the !7est while within the
Community we have the major problem of the new
budget.
It was not irresponsible of us to reject the budget 
-as the lrish President claimed at the last part-session
- 
but a wise political move and in many respects it
was also a brave one. But let us not run away with the
idea that we can do without a budget for any length of
time. As Mr de la Malene said earlier, the budget is
the basis of all our political acts. It will be no easy
task, Mr Ruffini, to draw up the new budget, since the
points made when the last one was reiected will have
to be borne in mind. In other words, there has to be a
greater emphasis on research, and we have to find the
economic resources for a more extensive regional
policy and in order to review the agricultural policy,
which nonetheless must remain the cornerstone of
the Community economy. I want to say something
about political cooperation, too. It is said that political
cooperation is not covered by the Treaties, but in my
opinion it has became a vital factor in the move
towards integration. Political cooperation is the only
independent means we have, in the context of our alli-
ances, of responding to the challenge of Russia and
communism.
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There is a lot more I could say to the President of the
Council, but there is not time. I hope, as he said, that
there will be more collaboration between Parliament
and the Council and that there will be a closer
working relationship, so that Parliament will be asked
in good time to play an active role in the Council's
decision-making. The President-in-Office of the
Council should remember that we are not interested
in what has already been done and signed, but in what
is still to be done and signed.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Groes.
Mrs Groes. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, the statement
by the Italian Presidency regarding the programme for
the next six months was not exactly bursting with
specific ideas as regards energy, so I should like to put
forward a Danish idea.
As you know, we in Denmark have currently intro-
duced a moratorium on the atomic energy
programme. As I see it, the European Community
should take adyantage of this fact to try out models
for the planning of Community energy economics in
our country. The Communiity should encourage
experts, such as sociologists, town, traffic and housing
planners and engineers to carry out jointly integrated
proiects at local and national level involving the most
efficient and appropriate use of imported and in-
digenous energy sources including wind, biomass,
straw, waste wood and geothermal energy.
The Community should back Denmark as an alterna-
tive energy research area. In particular, the Commu-
nity should look into the possibilities of using wind
energy in Denmark. There are currently no proiects
involving wind energy being carried out under rhe
auspices of the Community, but we have enough wind
and would like to develop our experiment with large
windmills in Nibe and the testing centre for small
windmilles in Ris, which is unique in the world,
outside the United States.
Madam President, I hope these ideas will be taken seri-
ously both here in Parliament and in the Community
institutions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ruffini.
Mr Ruffini, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
- 
(I)
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I do not have
enough time at my disposal to reply as fully as I
would have wished to all the speakers who took part
in this afternoon's debate and that of 16 January.
I would like to begin with a clarification in response
to what Mr Scott-Hopkins said in his speech of 16
January 
- 
that my statement contained 'an awful lot
of words'. Today Mr de la Maldne, on the contrary,
stated that the programme of the Italian Presidency
was too ambitious. I think I confined myself to indi-
cating practical lines of policy. I do not know
whether, and to what extent, the programme I
described to you can be implemented, but I do know
that the Presidency will devote all its energy to the
implementation of this programme.
I would like to stress particularly the need for Commu-
nity life increasingly to involve European citizens and
the social forces in our countries.
After the election of the European Parliament by
direct universal suffrage, a further step forward could
be taken by giving special rights, particularly that for
local elections.
I also took note of what Mr Klepsch said about the
possibiliry of a European passport. As you know, the
question is being studied in the context of the more
general matter of special rights for European citizens.
It has not so far been possible to achieve movement
on this matter, which we have alre4dy been studying
for some years. $7e intend to revive the idea in the
hope of at last reaching agreement.
Another important factor for progress would be an
improvement in the functioning of the tripartite
conferences, which could conclude with the formula-
tion of common commitments by the Council,
Commission and social partners. This would be essen-
tial for achieving a more dynamic employment policy
and more harmonious economic and social progress.
Some speakers, especially Mr Klepsch and Mr de
Goede, dealt very fully with the problem of conver-
gence. In this context the United Kingdom's request
for a reduction in its contribution to the Community
budget was given prominence. I think this approach
was the right one. Community policies must indeed
contribute, both in budgetary and in economic terms,
to reducing divergences among the various economies.
It is therefore not merely a question of the British
problem, which is the most obvious one, but also of
the problems of the less prosperous areas of the
Community in general.
I am not in a position to tell you today, on behalf of
the Council, in what way this problem of convergence
and of the British budgetary imbalance can be solved.
I-can, however, tell you that the Council is now aware
of the seriousness of this problem, and above all
willing to find suitable solutions at the next European
Council, to be held in Brussels on 3l March.
As far as the ltalian Presidency is concerned, we shall
make every effort to ensure that these solutions are
not at the expense of what we have built up so far, but
that they will tend to speed up the progress of our
Community by developing common policies, in accor-
dance with the hope expressed by Mr Carglia, Mr
Bersani and Mr Taylor.
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In this context I would also like to reply to the oral
question put by Mr Galland, Mr Pruvot and Mr Calvez
who, rightly concerned at the problem of the British
budgetary imbalance, asked whether a debate in the
European Parliament might not help the Council to
arrive at a solution.
Referring also to what I said in the previous parliamen_
tary part-session when I made the personal comment
that any further contribution by thi European parlia_
ment could only assist the search for a solution to the
problem raised by the questioners, I want to assure
you today that the Council has taken note of the
debate which took place on the subject at the
November part-session, of the resolution adopted at
that time and of the contribution made to that debateby the many speakers who tackled the subject of
convergence and of the British budgetary imbalance.
Bearing in mind all the available facts, and on the
basis of the proposals which the Commission
submitted a few days ago, the Council will continue
the search for appropriate solutions to be adopted at
the next meeting of the European Council in Erussels
on 3l March.
Various Members of Parliament have drawn our atten-
tion to the need to find solution quickly to the
problem created by the rejection of the tggd budget.
I would like first and foremost to point out to Mr
Glinne that the Irish Presidency realiy did everything
in its power to find a solution to the differences which
had arisen between Parliament and the Council, and
the failure to reach an agreement is certainly not the
fault of that Presidency. I hope that, by means of an
effort to consider the problem jointly and a careful
political assessment of all the problem before us, it
will be possible to arrive ue.y ioon at an agreement
between our two institutions.
Mr Bersani, I can assure you that the presidency, in
meeting 
. 
its 
- 
responsibilities, will do er..ything
possible in order to speed up the budgetary procedure-.
I also wish to reaffirm that the ltalian presidency
respects the Treaties and is well aware of the role oithe European Parliament in connection with the
budget.
All the chairmen of Groups who spoke after my
policy statement dwelt on agricultural problemi.
There will be a debate on agricultural policy in March.I do not think it is necessary to release ai this stage
the well-known ideas put forward both by parliament
and by the Commission.
I am convinced that a more thorough debate on the
subject will enable us to find solutions which safe-
guald_tlg principles on which the Common Agricul-
tural Policy is based, and which at the same tirne will
correct some distortions which have arisen in its opera_
tion.
I thank Mr Cariglia for stressing the need for real
progress_in transport policy 
- 
one of the basic poli_
cies envisaged by the Treaty of Rome.
I confirm what I said in my policy statement on the
willingness of the Presidency to hold an exhaustive
debate on the memorandum submitted on the subject
by the Commission, which referred to the measures
necessary for an efficient transport policy, including
the infrastructures mentioned by Mr Cecovini.
The Presidency intends to analyze the report of the
Three \7ise Men as diligently as possible to seek, as
fa1 
1s wq can, to improve and streamline the workingsof the Community institutions, and it is hoped that
the commitment can be maintained to draw the appro-
priate conclusions at the European Council in March.
Moreover, at the invitation of the presidency, an
informal meeting of the Foreign Ministers was held in
Varese on 8 February 
- 
as you know 
- 
in the course
of wh-ich the report of the Three \U7ise Men was given
a preliminary examination.
Any suggestions which the parliament may wish to
make on the problem will be kept in mind.
Harmony between the Community institutions is, for
the Italian Presidency, the essential precondition for
the success of European integration.
Then, with regard to the assessments which have been
made by Members of Parliament, and especially by MrS.ql: o-f the progress of and prospects for European
political cooperation, I think that the nature of the
problem requires our action to be realistic and prac_
tical.
Of course, if I were to give free expression to my Euro_
pean aspirations, I would without hesitation share the
views which have been expressed by those who would
like to see Europe speak with a single voice, both
formally and in substance, at all times and on all
problems. But there would be a common foreign
policy for Europe and of course I hope there will be
one as soon as possible 
- 
if we had European Union.
'$7e have developed political cooperation among the
Nine to a point where it is now in a position to
realize,.day by day, the aims which the nin. gou.rn_
ments have assigned to it.
The crisis arising from the Soviet invasion of Afghan_
istan has caused the nine governments to reflect onthe need for them to make better use of this
mechanism. They 
.are therefore thinking of srreng_thening by arranging for its essential itructures to
come into operation automatically as soon as an inter_
national crisis develops so that consultations, coopera_tion and. appropriate joint action can take place
without delay.
IUTith regard to Mr Visentini's point, I would like to
remind him that, while it is true that I did not deal
with the political aspect of the Afghanistan situarionin my policy statement, this is be&use earlier at the
beginning of the sitting, I made a statement on the
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subject, in which I explained the decisions taken by
the Council of Ministers on 15 January, and which
was followed by a full debate at the end of which my
policy statement was made.
Consultation among the Nine is continuing on the
crisis caused by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, on
its various aspects and its effects, taking account of
East-I7est relations and the progress of detente which
we hope to see.
This consultation is based on the statement issued on
15 January by the Foreign Ministers, after the discus-
sion of the Afghanistan crisis at the Council meeting
and in the light of the discussions in the Security
Council and General Assembly of the United Nations.
In that statement 
- 
and I'm not indulging in pole-
mics 
- 
which undoubtedly preceded the Paris
meeting mentioned by Mr Serge, the Nine expressed
their judgement on the Soviet invasion of Afghan-
istan, describing it as a very serious violation of the
independence of a non-aligned country belonging to
the Islamic world, as well as a threat to Peace' security
and stability in the region.
Again, in the ministerial political cooPeration meeting
held in Brussels on 5 February, the nine Foreign
Ministers had a full and constructive discussion of the
problems facing Europe as a result of the Afghanistan
crisis. Opinions were expressed which constitute a
valid basis for a joint strategy taking account of the
new situation which has developed, and important
points of convergence emerged, which have already
been sufficiently discussed. The Nine consider that
the problem is essentially political because it involves
the d6tente policy which according to European assess-
ments and needs should be general and indivisible,
although it is made more difficult and delicate by the
pres"nt international crisis. There is a need of which
the Nine need to take account and which they must
find a way to meet with increasing effectiveness 
- 
for
an adequate and continuing link with the political
analyses made by the United States and the other
l7estern countries. Linked with this need is the
increasing attention which Europe must give to the
developments which the Soviet invasion of Afghan-
istan has caused among so many non-aligned coun-
tries, especially in Asia and the Islamic world.
In Brussels, the Foreign Ministers agreed that the
Nine's assessment of the situation creted by the Afgh-
anistan crisis must be updated and this will take place
at the ministerial political cooperation meeting in
Rome on 19 February.
In conclusion, Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am very pleased to have been able to
take part in this full and interesting debate. The
period covered by a presidency of the Council of
Ministers is very short when seen against the
complexity of the problems confronting us.
Among all these problems 
- 
all important, and the
Presidency will give them constant attention 
- 
I
think that two deserve special consideration in order
to achieve a rapid and satisfactory solution. The first is
that of obtaining approval for the 1980 budget, neces-
sary to restore normality to Community life' The
second is that of achieving economic convergence and
correcting the British budgetary imbalance, necessary
to establish a normal climate of harmony and solid-
arity among the Member States. These two problems,
ladies and gentlemen, make up the prioriry task of
this Presidency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannell^. 
- 
(F) Madam President, somebody
once said that hypocrisy is the homage which vice
pays to virtue.
The Committee on External Economic Relations had
requested an urgent debate on the agreement with
Yugoslavia and we were told at the meeting of the
group chairmen that it would take flace as part of the
debate on the statement by the President-in-Office of
the Council. I am sure that this fact was confirmed
yesterday, Madam President, at thee meeting of the
Committee on External Economic Relations and the
Political Affairs Committee. But now I am informed
that the debate will be held in connection with the
report by Mr Jenkins.
Allow me to make one comment. All this seems
rather odd, not only because of what I seem to recall
but also from the constitutional point of view. The
negotiating partner of any agreement with Yugoslavia
is the Council and not the Commission, which merely
plays a secondary role. It is the Council which has to
explain its position and its ideas.
I really must insist on this point, Madam President.
Contrary to what was said at the meeting of the group
chairmen, we received confirmation yesterday ai the
meeting of the Political Affairs Committee and the
Committee on External Economic Relations that this
problem would be discussed along with the Council
statement and not with the rePort by Mr Jenkins. This
is a Council matter, not a Commission one.
President. 
- 
I do not have the minutes of the
Bureau meeting in front of me and so I cannot give
you chapter and verse on this point. However, the
second item on the agenda for Thursday, 14 February
- 
which was adopted at the plenary sining on
Monday 
- 
is 'Joint debate on the presentation of the
Thirteenth General Report and work programme of
the Commission and on the motion for a resolution
by Mr Radoux and others on Yugoslavia'. This agenda
appeared in the minutes which were also adopted'by
Parliament.
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President
I take note of your statement and shall check on the
decision taken at the meeting of the Bureau, but the
procedure followed here is nevertheless in line with
the agenda which was adopted.
The debate is closed.
12. Proaisional twelftbs (debate and vote)
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
report (Doc. l-756/79), drawn up by Mr Dankert
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, in appli-
cation of Article 204 of the EEC Treaty and
Article 8 of the Financial Regulation authorizing
further provisional twelfths for Section III 
-Commission 
- 
of the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities;
- 
report (Doc. l-755l79), drawn up by Mr Robert
Jackson on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
in application of Article 204 oI the EEC Treary
and Article 8 of the Financial Regulation autho-
rizing further provisional rwelfths for Section II 
-Council 
- 
and Section II, Annex I 
- 
Economic
and Social Committee 
- 
of the general budget of
the European Communities.
I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Dankert, rctpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
as this is to be a short debate, I should like briefly to
draw.your attention to the fact that the motion for a
resolution before you has been approved by the
Committee on Budgets with 28 votes in favour, while
four members stated that they were not opposed to it
and therefore abstained. This matter is too important,
however, to be allowed to pass without a debate or
without saying a few words about it. It concerns Parlia-
ment's first decision on the functioning of the institu-
tions under the system of provisional twelfths, applied
as a result of the fact that, as you all know, we have no
budget at present. The Treaty and the Financial Regu-
lation set out how the Community should operate
under such circumstances ; the motion for a resolu-
tion therefore contains a clear reference to Article 204
of the Treaty and Article 8 of the Financial Regula-
tion. An obvious problen problem in this situation is
that every legal service in every institution has its own
interpretation of the Treaty. It is essential that the
budgetary authorities 
- 
i. e. the Council and Parlia-
ment 
- 
agree on the procedure to be followed. In
other words, it is vital for the functioning of the
system of provisional twelfths that the Council and
Parliament should adopt the same approach. I am
extremely gratified that this joint approach, perhaps
with a minor deviation here and there on the part of
the Council, appears to have been established. That is
also why the Committee on Budgets has proposed,
with few objections, to agree to the Council decisions
concerning two specific requests for additional
twelfths. The first request raises no difficulties. It
concerns the granting of extra twelfths for the
Commission's rent and insurance where the Commis-
sion itself requested these. The second request
concerning emergency aid for Afghanistan is rather
more complex. I shall not dwell on the way in which
the Commission felt this question ought to be tackled,
b_ut shall refer solely to the Council's approach. The
Council has decided to grant 10.5 million EUA of
emergency aid to Afghanistan. Parliament itself, in a
debate held here some time ago, stressed the political
necessity of such aid. There is therefore every reason
to reach a speedy decision on this. Since the Commis-
sion has not yet submitted a new draft budget and we
still have only the 1979 budget, the 10.5 million EUA
can simply be granted on the basis of Chapter 95 of
the 1979 budget under the regulation of provisional
rwelfths. The Council has granted only 10.5 million,
but I note that Article 950 of rhe 1979 budget
mentions a figure of 42 million EUA. Three provi-
sional twelfths of 42 million come to exactly 10.5
million. I assume that that is how the Council arrived
at this figure. I think it would be sensible for Parlia-
ment to agree to this. For the sake of clarity, it would
be advisable to point out that the 42 million repre-
sents, in our view, three provisional twelfths.
President., 
- 
I call Mr Jackson.
Mr Jackson, rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President, the
Committee on Budgets adopted two reports on the
application of Article 204 ol the Treaty and Article 8
of the Financial Regulation, concerning requests for
further provisional rwelfths. !7e have just heard from
our colleague Mr Dankert about the applications from
the Commission. My report before you deals with
requests coming from the Council and from the
Economic and Social Committee.
A word first about the general line that has been
adopted by the Budget Committee. Subject to a defini-
tive view, which will be taken later, we believe that
both from the political point of view of a legal inter-
pretation of the texts, of the article and the regulation,
the procedure for increasing appropriations available
to the Institutions beyond one-rwelfth ol the 1979
budget should be limited to those cases where there
are important contractual obligations or urgent huma-
nitarian needs which make the procedure necessary.
Now the Council, as Mr Dankert has pointed out,
appears to share this view and that is very good,
because we want to work with the Council so far as it
is possible. Where possible, during this period before
the adoption of the 1980 budget, we want to proceed
by co-decision 
- 
although, of course, in all the areas
that I cover as rapporteur for the administrative
budgets of the various Institutions, we are dealing with
non-compulsory expenditure, on which Parliament
has the last word.
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Now to deal with the different elements of the situa-
tion, the Council did not accept a request from the
Court of Auditors for further provisional rwelfths to
cover mission expenses. The Court had made this
request because its activities are undergoing a consider-
able expansion, their staff has increased and their
work has increased as the Court has begun to oPerate
fully, and this has given rise to a much larger number
of missions per month than was the monthly rate in
1979. T\e Council's view was that this request from
the Court of Auditors could not be met because it did
not arise from inescapable contractual obligations but
from the pattem of work which the Court of Auditors
had adopted.
Now the Committee on Budgets broadly share this
view of the Court's application, but it recognizes that
the Court of Auditors does have special responsibili-
ties and duties which are very dear to the heart of this
Parliament, and feels that the important checks and
controls that the Court of Auditors applies should not
be seriously interrupted by the present budgetary situa-
tion. This is why we decided to submit, and hope that
the House will endorse, a proposal that the Court of
Auditors or the Committee on Budgets could come
back to this issue in March, if necessary on the basis
of fuller information from the Court as regards the
number of missions which it is envisaging and the
cost of the various missions.
The Economic and Social Committee introduced
several requests, one of which was for extra twelfths
for meetings of the committee. The Council took the
view that, for the same reasons as it was not prepared
to agree with the Court of Auditors in respect of
mission expenses, it could not agree to this applica-
tion from the Economic and Social Committee
because it was possible for the committee to alter its
plans and arrangements to fit in with the budgetary
means available to it under the one-twelfth system. So,
although the Economic and Social Committee has
provided very full information on its exact financial
requirements 
- 
and the information it has given is
rather a model of the kind of information we would
like to get from all the Institutions in our work as
budgetary authority 
- 
the Committee on Budgets has
nevertheless concurred with the Council's approach to
the application from the Economic and Social
Committee with request to meetings.
On the other hand, the Economic and Social
Committee and the Council have both made requests
for extra twelfths for rents and for insurance under
Chapter 21. We in the Committee on Budgets felt
that extra payments on these lines have indeed
become necessary, because there are contractual obliga-
tions to third parties which are falling due in the early
part of this year. The rent bills and insurance
payments are settled, not on a monthly but on a six-
monthly basis ; they are due at the end of January,
and the Institutions have to be in a position to pay
them. As Mr Dankert has pointed out, the Commis-
sion is in exactly the same situation. So .the
Committee on Budges has proposed that the requests
from the Council and the Economic and Social
Committee concerning rents and insurance should be
approved but that the applications from the Economic
and Social Committee in respect of meetingp should
be refused. And we shall re-examine the problems
confronting the Court of Auditors later if serious diffi-
culties are seen to rise and can be demonstrated to
arise for the Court in its control work.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ifle shall now vote, using the electronic voting system.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Danhert report (Doc. 1-755/79): Furtber prooi-
sional twelftbs for Section IIL
The resolution is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Robert Jackson report (Doc. 1-755/79): Further
ltroaisional twelftbs for Section IL
The resolution is adopted.
13. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place
tomorrow, Thursday, 14 February 1980, at l0 a. m.,
3 p.m. and 9 p. m., with the following agenda :
- 
decision on urgency of seven motions for resolutions
- 
decision on the request for an early vote on six
motions for resolutions
- 
continuation of the debate on drug abuse and EEC
health policy
- 
von !7ogau report on Community transit
- 
Commission statement on the t980 budget
- 
ioint debate on the Thirteenth General Report and
work programme of the Commission and on the
motion for a resolution by Mr Radoux and others on
Yugoslavia
- 
Cronin report on the ERDF
- 
Squarcialupi report on transboundary air pollution
- 
Sherlock report on exposure to hamful substances at
work
- 
Catherwood report on the Common Customs Tariff
- 
Filippi report on SMUs in Portugal
- 
ioint debate on two oral questions to the Commission
, 
on the wine sector
3 p. m.: voting time
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 7 p. m)
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ANNEX
Questions uhicb could not be answered during Question Tinte, with written answers
Question No 49, by ltylr Buebou (H-346/79)
Subiect: Statute for a European company
!7hy has the Council not yet considered and adopted the directive on the European Company, even
though the necessary opinions of the Community Institutions have been in its possesiion since
1974? ls the connection berween the European company and the Fifth Directive the reason ? In
other words, is the Council's failure to act attributable to a desire to adopt legislation embracing the
provisions of both directives ?
Answer
The Regulation on the statute of the European Company, which the Council has had under study
since the autumn of 1975, comprises over 300 Articles encompassing the whole spectrum of
company law. Especially careful examination is necessary, given the Regulation's direct applicability.
The aim of the proposal for a fifth Directive, on which the European Parliament has still to deliver
its Opinion, is to co-ordinate national laws regarding the structure of companies. The proposal is, in
fact, broadlly in line with Title IV of the statute governing the organs of the EuropCan Company.
Although a certain degree of consistency between these two sets of provisions is desirable, the
content of the statute is not dependent on the fifth Directive since there is a clear distinction
between provisions in respect of a new form of company which are directty applicable at Community
level and solutions to be adopted with regard to the co-ordination of legislation applicable to
companies which are governed by national law.
Question No 59, by tVrs Lizin (H-440/79)
Subiect: Anitude to India
Does the Council not feel that Europe should adopt a more positive policy of practical support
towards India, whose geographical position is becoming crucial, thereby helping it to fulfil its desire
to remain independent and non-aligned ?
Antwer
Since 1974 the Community has maintained contractual relations with India within the context of a
non-preferential trade cooperation agreement. This agreement is still in force.
Nevertheless, in order to strengthen these relations, the Indian Government has expressed the wish
that neSotiations be started in order to replace the present trade cooperation agrei-ent by a new
agreement which 'enables both. parties to pursue more dynamic relations based on closer cooperation
and covering a wider range of economic and commercial objectives'.
To this end, the Commission has sent the Council proposals for the opening of negotiations with
lndia with a view to the conclusion of a commercial and economic cooperaiion agreement. These
proposals are at present being examined within the Council.
I would, moreover, point out to the Honourable Member that as one of the poorest developing coun-
tries India benefrts substantially from the various forms of Community aid, i.e. :
- 
the Generalized Preferences Scheme,
- 
financial and technical aid to non-assocrated developing countries, among whrch India is by far
the principal beneficiary and
- 
food aid, in particular in the milk-products sector,
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Question No 60, by lWr Kaaanagb (H'4t1/79)
Subfect : Outcome of Council of Fisheries Ministers of 28 and 29 )anuary l98O
Can the Council report on the results ol the recent Council of Fisheries Ministers, pa(icularly
relating to the problems of inshore fishermen ?
Ansuer
The Council's discussions produced a consensus on two points.
The first was the fixing of the total allowable catch (fAC) for each stock of species for 1980 in waters
:*:ilt. 
sovereignry, or iurisdiction of Member States, and the share available to Community fish-
Secondly, the Council agreed to introduce a Communiry system for the recording and transmission
of information on catches made by Member States' Iishermen so as to have statistics available as a
basis for assessing trends in Member States' fishinS activities in relation to the total allowable catches.
The Council agreed to retum to the matter of the allocation of quotas among the Member States
under the TAC fixed for 1980, technical conservation measures and structural measures, at one of its
forthcoming meetings on the basis of proposals promised by the Commission.
As regards inshore fishing and aquaculture, the Commission representative informed the Council
that the Commission intended shortly to submit as in previous yeani, a proposal enabling a degree of
financial support to be given to the rationalization of this sector in 1980, drawing on the experience
of previous interim structural measures and having due regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment.
+
t+
Question No 67, by tllr lltegahy (H-411/79)
Subiect: Compensation for the victims of acts of violence
I7hich Member States o( the European Communities have passed laws and other provisions
concerning compensation for the victims of acts of violence ?
Question No 68, by lllrs Seibel-Emmerling (H-412/79)
Sublect: Compensation for the victims of acts of violence
How wide are the differences in compensation for the victims of acts of violence between those EC
Member States in which there is already legislation on compensation ?
Qucstion No 69, b1 Ailrs Vayssade (H-413/79)
Subiect : Compensation for the victims of acts of violence
\7hat form of compensation is there for Community citizens who are the victims of an act of
violence in Member States of the European Community where there are, as yet, no laws in force on
compensation for the victims of acts of violence ?
Question No 70, bly Nr Glinnt (H-414/79)
Subject: Compensation for the victims of acts of violence
'What member states of the Council of Europe and what EEC neighbouring countries which are not
members of the Council of Europe but from and to which there is considerable movement of
persons have passed laws concerning compensation for the victims of acts of violence ?
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Question No 71, b.1, Ifir Siegltrsebrnidr (H_415/79)
Subject : Compensation for the victims of acts of violence
'lrhat are the Ministers me€ting in Political Cooperation prepared to do to expedite the introduction
of as compact a reciprocal system of compensati'on as poisible for the victims of acts of violence rnthe Member States of the EC, the Council of Europe and neighbouring .oun,ri., from and to whichthere is a considerable movement of persons ?
Joint ansruer
a) The specific question of compensation for the victims of acrs of violence is not a subject for discus-
sion in the framework of political cooperation. Consequently, I trust thar the Honourable Memberswill appreciate that the Prisidency is not in a position io giul a reply on behalf of the Nine to rhesequestions.
b) It may be that the Honourable Members had thought that the question of compensation for the
victims of acts of violenc" yoyld. b1 dgatt with as pait of coop.r.tion ,.nong ih. Nine ro create aEuropean.legal 
.atea (espace judiciaire). However, this question ls at the preseit time a matter of thedomestic law of the Member States and is not being dealt with ,, p.., o? ,r,. *orr. in hand on legal
cooperation in the field of criminal law.
Question No 6G, b1, ItIr uan Aersscrt (H-4OO/79)
Subject : Compatibiliry of the laws of the German Democratic Republic with international law
In European Parliament Resolution No l-280179 the Foreign Ministers were asked on 28 September
1979 to consider the German Democratic Republic's penal code, which was amended on I August
1979,trom the point of view of its compatibiliry with the relevant provisions of international law and
to inform the European Parliament of their findings.
Are the Foreign Ministers now in a position to submit their findings to Parliament, as a considerable
period of time has now elapsed ?
Ansuer
l' The Nine have noted the nevr' measures in the GDR penal code which entered into force on IAugust 1979.
2' Therse measures are aimed_especially at GDR dissidents and their contacts with \Testern jour-
nalists and-media, but they could also be used to restrict human contacts in gene.al between citizensof the G.D-R and people living outside the GDR. For instance, under threat if ,.u.r. penalities, it is
now prohibited to transmit written or other material considered to be harmful to the interests of theGDR' even if this material is neither secret nor confidential. Implicitly, tn. 
-.0rr.., also representan attemPt further to restrict the free access to sources of information of lorrnalists from other coun-tries in the GDR.
3' The Nine consider that measures of thrs nature, which restrict freedom of opinion and rnforma-tion and threaten existing human contacts, are contrary to the obligations cont"ined in the Interna-tional Covenant on Civil and Politic_al Rights as well as to the under"takings agreed to by the GDR inthe Helsinki Act, and they can only undermine the process ol tllttnti
4' The Nine will continue to monitor carefully further developments, especially the application ofthe new measures by the GDR authorities.
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Question No 72, by Nr Fergusson (H-429/79)
Subiect: Afghanistan
'!7hat consultations is the Conference of Foreign Ministers pursuing with the Islamic Conference of
Foreign Ministers in the light of their meeting in Islamabad ?
Answtr
l. The Sovernments of the nine Member Countries of the European Community followed with
Sreat interest the extraordinary meeting of the Islamic Conferenie held recently in Islamabad,
because traditional bonds of friendship link Europe and the Islamic countries and because the Soviei
military intervention in Afghanistan constitutes 
- 
as was stressed by the Nine in their official state-
ment issued in Brussels on 15 January 
- 
flagrant interference in the domestic affairs of a non-
aligned country belonging to the Islamic world.
?. h, appeal made by the participants in the Islamabad meeting for a prompt withdrawal ofSoviet trooPs from Afghanistan is in line with the position adopted by the Nine. This is the only
measure which can ensure respect for international law and the principles and rules enshrined in the
charter of the United Nations, which can relieve the severe threit to stability posed in an area of vital
geo-political importance, and which can lead to the resumption of a consiructive dialogue between
the members of the world community in a climate oI mutual confidence and in tf,e common
interest.
3. The governments of the nine Member Countries of the European Community are firmly
resolved 
- 
following up previous action in the United Nations and in other international fora 
- 
to
Pursue their_efforts to bring about a_solution to the Afghan crisis in close cooperation with all govern-
ments which share their concern for peace and security in the region.
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(The sitting uas opened at 10.20 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal ofminutes
Presidcnt. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been disributed.
Since there are no comments, the minutes of proceed-
ings are approved.
2. Decision on argenqt
Prcsident. 
- 
The first item on the agenda is the deci-
sion on the urgency of several modons for resolutions.
\7e shall first consider the requests for urgent debate
in respect of the following motions for resolutions.
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-773/79) by Mr Hord
and others: Soviet invasion of Afghanisen and thc
outrageous treatment of Professor Sakharov;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-778/79/rev.ll) by
Mr Ripa di Meana and others: Arrest of the scientist
Andrei Sakharov;
- 
motion for a rcsolution (Doc. l-782/79) by Mr Fanti
and others: Measures taken against Andrei Sakharov.
I propose that Parliament take a single vote on rhese
three requests since the motions deal with the same
subject.
I call Mr Glinne.
Point of order: Mr Berhhouater
MrJenkins, President of the Commission
Membership of committees
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Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, talks last night led
to aBreement on what would seem to be a complemen-
tary rcxt to the ones which are listed on the agenda.
Thls addidonal text was signed by a fair numberif the
Members in my group. You mentioned the morion
tabled by Mr Ripa di Meana but apparently there is a
document missing from your lisl This document was
the result of talls amont the various groups, including
mlne.
Prcsident. 
- 
It was clear from the announcement I
made that the motion for a resolution by Mr Ripa di
Meana, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Ban-
gemann, Mr de la Maldne and Mr Pannella was a sin-
gle document.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ir was obviously
not possible for rcchnical reasons last night to include
in your documents the fact that rhe Socialist Group is
also associated with this rcxt. I should like this to be
put on the record. This motion for a resolurion, which
begins with the name of Mr Blumenfeld, is a docu-
ment with which the Socialist Group as well is asso-
ciated. I want to make rhis quire clear for the records.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) It is rather difficult ro accepr rhe
proposal for a single vo[e, Mr President, because of
the wording of the first morion 
- 
by Mr Hord 
-which was tabled before agreemenr was reached. I
should like separate votes.
President. 
- 
Ve shall therefore vote on the requests
one afrcr the other.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure in
respect of. the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-773/79)
by Mr Hord and others: Sooiet inoasion of Afgbanisun
and the outrageous tredtment ofProfessor Sakharoo.
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Since the result of the vote by show of hands is doubt-
ful, we shall take a fresh vote by sitting and standing.
Urgent procedure is adopted., 
,,
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure in respect of the motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-7)3/79/reo.Il) by Mr Ripa di Meana and others:
Anest of the scientist Andrei Sakbaroo.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
(Applause)
I call Mr Ansart for an explanation of vote.
Mr Ansart. 
- 
(F) Mr President, our parry has
already expressed its opinion in France on the meas-
ures taken against Andrei Sakharov in the Soviet
Union. Ve were unequivocal in denouncing these
measures. \7e firmly believe 
- 
let me say it again 
-that no one must be persecuted for his political beliefs.
That is the fact of the matter. However, I want to
repeat what I said here on behalf of my fellow pany
members during the January part-session. In our view,
this Assembly does not have the right which it claims it
has to pass judgment on everything that goes on in the
world, and to do so in a piecemeal, one-sided and
biased manner. It is not our job or our responsibil-
ity. . 
'
(Uproar)
Just look at the fine show of democracy displayed by
this Assembly which has vital issues to debate and seri-
ous discussions to organize on the economic, social
and political situation in Europe. For our pan, w'e are
ready to commence and to panicipate in a debate on
human rights taken as a whole. There is enough to be
going on with in the European Community for a stan.
Ve have a much wider-ranging concept of human
rights and we have no desire to whittle it down to
freedom of expression, however important this may
be. It would be interesting, say, to discuss how much
freedom is enjoyed by our seven million unemployed,
and by the millions of women and young people who
are out of work and who are on the dole before they
have even had a job. This is why we are going to vote
against most of this morning's motions, except of
course for the one concerning David Mange, who has
the threat of death hanging over his head. And he is
not by any means the only one in the world.
Thank you, Mr President, but I do object to the intol-
erant attitude which is always displayed by far too
many of the Members here.
(Appkuse fron certain quarters on the extreme lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I was prompted to
vote in favour of the motion by the same reasons for
which the French Communist Pany 
- 
unabashed at
contradicting itself for the umpteenth dme 
- 
is going
to vote for the motion condemning a sentence of
death in South Africa.
I fail to comprehend how in the eyes of people who
profess to believe in life and libeny someone under
sentence of death in South Africa is any different from
someone who has been condemned to die in Afghani-
stan or someone who has been denied the right to exist
in Russia, a country which is European by vinue of its
culture and traditions but fascist in its attitude to free-
dom of expression.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)
President. 
- 
I now put rc the vote the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-782/79) by Mr Fanti and others: Measures
taken against Andrei Sahbaroo.
Since the result of the vote by show of hands is doubt-
ful, we shall take a fresh vote by sitting and standing.
The request is rejected.
Pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, the
motion for a resolution is referred to the appropriate
committee.
I call Mr Glinne for an explanation of vote.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I feel I must say 
-much to my regret 
- 
that while agreement on this
matter was supposedly sought, and m some extent
achieved, some of the political Broups have just
refused to vorc in favour of the Communist request for
urgent procedure on what I can only consider to be
shabby political grounds.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) In my opinion, the rejection of the
request for urgent procedure for our motion is a seri-
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ous matter, since ir casts dubious light on rhe behav-
iour of the groups in the enlarged Bureau. !fle shall
not forget this romorrow.
(Appkusefron certain qaarters on the lefi)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Lusrcr on a point of order.
Mr Luster. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr Glinne made a
statement which was supposed to be an explanation of
vote. If you ask me, whar Mr Glinne said was nor an
explanation of vote. He merely gave our to rhose who
vorcd differently and did not offer any explanation of
his vote.
(Applauselrom certain quarters on the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls for an
explanation of vote.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I explain
my abstention on this very imponant mar[er because,
whilst the general spirir of the resolurion is one rhat I
could suppon, there is a senrence in ir which runs con-
tr^ry to the general spirit which would have brought
my support. '!7e must look ar all the words in a resolu-
don, because people who will be using our resolurions
for or against us will be doing just that. I believe it was
elumsy to introduce one senrence which defies bring-
ing about the son of answer that we want on this
imponant question.
(Applause from certain quarters of the European Demo-
oatic Group)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella for an explanarion of
vote.
Mr Pennella. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, I voted in support
of this request for the same reasons for which I voted
in favour of Mr Hord's requesr. As regards rhe
upholding of cenain values, I believe in fact thar those
groups which are more inclined rc take a parcy
approach are showing that rhey wanr ro exploit the
very ideas for which they are campaigning.
In my view, we must defend the ideals of life and lib-
eny whether they are championed by the Conserva-
tives 
- 
who are not always so enthusiastic as they are
on this occasion 
- 
or by the French or Italian Com-
munisr or by anyone else on the left 
- 
who are
equally unenthusiastic on other occasions.
I want rc appeal to Members to avoid pany attitudes
and shabby dealings when it is a matter of upholding
certain values.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I think it is unnecessary
for me to remind the House thar explanarions of vote
should not be given when deciding on urgent proce-
dure. The chair is ready in facr to allow sraremenrs, in
view of the vital importance of the subjecr, but there
must of course be certain restrictions. In any case,
there will be an opportunity to outline posirions during
the debate on the matter.
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt on a point of order.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I am quite
confused by the proceedings here this morning, for
which my group is also partly to blame. I have always
thought that if an item is urgenr, and rhis fact is recog-
nized, it is immaterial jusr what is in a motion. If we
aBree that the Sakharov affair is urgenr, we have to
adopt urgent procedure in respect of all the motions
on Andrei Sakharov. If we start picking and choosing
now, it makes nonsense of everything. I should like
whoever is in the Chair, Mr Presidenr, ro instruct Par-
liament to be consistent.
(App lau s e from oario us q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
I propose that the two morions for
resolutions for which urgent procedure has been
adopted be placed on the agenda of the sitring of Fri-
day, 15 February 1980.
Since there are no objections, rhat is agreed.
ir !i
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respecr of the motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-774/79) by Mr Sarre and otbers: Sentence of
death passed on James Daoid Mange.
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, James Mange, a 24-year-old, black South African
opponent of the racialisr r6gime in Pretoria, was senr-
enced to death last 15 November after being found
guilry of treason. At rhe same trial 11 other people
received lengthy prison sentences. They were accused
of belonging rc the African National Congress which
is 
- 
as you have probably guessed 
- 
banned in South
Africa. They were also charged with leaving the coun-
try for a time, but they left South Africa in 1976 after
the bloody events at Soweto. Vhen they returned,
they were picked up by the Sourh African security pol-
ice. It must be clear ro everyone thar this was a racialist
trial and a political verdicr.
However, the dearh senrence which is hanging over
James Mange is not irrevocable. First of all, interna-
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tional opinion can put pressure on the South African
r6gime which is going through a very bad dme at the
moment. Funhermore, the policy of apanheid which is
still implemented in spite of all the government state-
ments is very widely condemned by the international
community, and the government in Pretoria cannot
afford rc become even more isolated. Lasdy 
- 
and
this seems ro me to be the significant factor 
- 
on
2 January James Mange was Branted permission to
appeal against his sentence, and there is therefore
some chance that appeals for clemency will be listened
to.
These are the reasons, ladies and gentlemen, why this
Parliament should consider this matter without delay.
There is a real chance that we can stop the execution
of this opponent of the racialist r6gime in South
Africa. Let us ake this chance, I beg you, by voting in
favour of urgent procedure.
Presidcnt. 
- 
In accordance with the Rules of Proce-
dure, one speaker for and one against the motion may
speak, in addidon to the mover.
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van dcn Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I really
think I am wasting Parliament's time if I speak in
favour of this request for urgent procedure, since I
cannot believe that this Parliament can be so selective
in its indignation that it is more concerned about the
Sakharov affair 
- 
which got my heanfelt vote 
- 
than
about the Mange case. I shall simply let my colleague's
urgent request. prove that the House is not selective in
its indignation.
(Applause from oaious quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I am not sure that I am entitled
to speak, but I want to support the request for
urgency, for the same reasons which prompted the
group chairmen to aBree unanimously to the Presi-
dent's sending a telegram in suppon of James Mange.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, while recognizing the
particular situation of Mr Mange, we cannor accept
that this is a matter for urgency or for this House to
consider.
(Cries from the lefi).
Mr President, our pany has always declared its strong
opposirion to racialism and aparthcid, but this panicu-
lar question has nothing to do with either of those
issues. It is a matter for the internal criminal law of
South Africa, and for this reason we object to this par-
ticular resolution.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
(Applausefron the ldt)
I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed on
the agenda of the sitting of Friday, 15 February 1980.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
oo*
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-775/79) by Mr Sane and others: Eoeils in
Guatemala.
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, I v/ant to speak to you now' about Guatemala
and the recent events there.
The dramatic evenm which are taking place in Central
America at the present time highlight the situation
which exists in this pan of the world. In spite of the
opposition of the Spanish ambassador and his negotia-
tions with the occupanr, the Spanish embassy in Gua-
temala Ciry was stormed and destroyed, with the loss
of 39 lives, in the most rynical and brutal manner. This
was an intolerable act. The dictators in power in Gua-
rcmala had decided that there were to be no survivors.
The only person to escape the bloodbath was later
snatched from his hospital bed and murdered. I am not
going to go into any more detail about this event
which has led to the breaking off of diplomatic rela-
tions between Spain and Guatemala. The most signifi-
cant aspect of it all is that it reveals the extent and the
ferocity of the repression suffered by the people in this
country, especially the native Indian population.
These people are condemned to live in misery under
the heel of a pitiless r6gime. They have to suffer
exploitation from the great landowners, extortion
from the armed forces and terrorist violence from
paramilitary troups. In May 1978, f.or example, rhe
army simply massacred about 100 Indians who were
guilry of prorcsdng against the expropriation of their
land. Every day the r6gime is responsible for drafting
people into the army against their will and for kidnap-
pings by anonymous gangs or the 'squadrons of
death'.
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Do I have to remind you of the murder of the former
mayor of Guatemala Ciry, Manuel Arguetta, or of rhe
secretary-teneral of the Social Democratic Pany,
Alberto Fuentes? Can I remind you of what the Jesuits
said about Guatemala 
- 
that in the country there are
no political prisoners because they are all dead or
missing? At a time when this Parliament is paying par-
ticular attention to human rights, we cannot afford to
ignore what is going on in Latin America and in Cen-
tral America.
Of course, ladies and gentlemen, we do not condone
the occupation of embassies as a political act, bur ar
the same time we understand the need of these people
to cast off the chains of repression and achieve a little
more justice, freedom and democracy. As far as rhis
affair is concerned, vre are looking for a repeat of our
prorcst against the occupation of the American
embasry in Iran and the taking of hostages there. \7e
are hoping that a majority of the House 
- 
and indeed
why not everyone, although I suppose thar is unlikely
- 
will condemn the murder of the Spanish embassy
snff and the slaying of the Guatemalan peasants. This
will show 
- 
as Mrs Van den Heuvel pointed our jusr
now 
- 
that this Parliament is not selecrive in its def-
ence of democrary and human rights.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Salisch.
Mrs Salisch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wish to speak in
support of urgenry on this motion. It was only yester-
day that the President of this Parliament was unequi-
vocal in condemning terrorism of any kind. I am con-
vinced that the events at the Spanish embassy in Gua-
temala are an example of terrorism of the opposite
stamp. It is a tragedy in my view that there should
have been such a massacre in the Spanish embassy
after the ambassador 
- 
at leas[ this is the information
I have 
- 
went to talk to the peasanm and encouraged
them in their acdon. I repeat, this is what happened as
far as I am aware, and I have to accept that this is in
fact what happened. It is an absolutely intolerable stare
of affairs when an injured man is dragged from his
hospial bed and shot. Ve cannot tolerate this and we
must speak out against it. I therefore ask the House to
vote in favour of urgenry.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
Procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed on
the agenda of the sitting of Friday, 15 February 1980.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I now put to the vore rhe requesr for
urgent procedure in respect of. the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-779/79/reo.) by Mr Blumenfeld. and others:
Olympic Games in Moscoat
Urgent procedure is adopted.
I propose that the morion for a resolution be placed on
the agenda of the sitting of Friday, l5 February 1980,
to be debated jointly wirh rhe morions for resolutions
on Andrei Sakharov.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
o**
President. 
- 
\(e shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of. the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-784/79) by Mrs Maccioccbi and others:
Tragic situation and threat of staroation in Cambodia.
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am not going
rc offer the usual abstract polirical ideas in suppon of
this request for urgent procedure. Instead, I am going
to rcll you what three Members of this House 
- 
Mr
Donnez, Mrs Bonino and myself 
- 
saur when we vis-
ited the hell camps along the Thai-Cambodian fron-
tier.'!fle wenr rhere with 150 other people 
- 
Euro-
peans and Americans, docrors, writers, local leaders,
and so on 
- 
as proof of our determination to help a
nation whose people are dying in rhe internment
camps and to aid a country where 700 000 people are
dying along the border and where rhe Vietnamese
invaders are requisirioning supplies and sending the
doctors who survived the Pol Pot massacres to reedu-
cation camps. I urge the adopdon of urgent procedure
because we saw with our own eyes 
- 
and rhe horror of
it all is still with us 
- 
how close famine is and how the
meagre January harvest is already finished. From just
about now there will be nothing left to eat for these
people. Ve feel that this Parliament musr acr ar once
with a loud response to the cries of the dying and to
what is left of a people that has been the victim of the
treatest genocide in history after the wholesale massa-
cre of the Jews in camps such as Treblinka and Ausch-
witz.
It is our fervent wish that quite apan from any politi-
cal...
(Intemrption by the French Communists)
. . . I see, you do not want to hear about the dead in
Cambodia. You, of all people! Vhy don't you go and
occupy Cambodia 
- 
you have already done so!
(Intemtption by tbe Frencb Communists; uproar)
:+
*+
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I know, it's a workers' paradise in Cambodia, ir's
socialism with a human face! But you are killing them
all off! Just watch where you stand here, because there
are people outside who are watching too! I really hope
that Parliament can be unanimous on this point.
(Applause)
I really hope that just as people like Sartre and Aron
can forget their political and ideological differences
and unite in a plea ro save the Vietnamese boat people,
the people in this Parliament can unite as well, as is
shown by the signatures which we were able to collect
at the beginning. It is in this way, with this tangible
proof, that we are appealing to this Parliament for
immediate and concrete aid, and asking the Members
here to forget their vote-catching ploys and their man-
oeuvring along pany lines and to vote for urgent pro-
cedure. It is not on our behalf that we ask this, but on
behalf of the people of Cambodia, or what is left of
them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, I see that this subject upsets some of the Mem-
bers here. Let me tell the French Communist Members
that it does not bother me at all if I have collected sig-
natures from Members in the Liberal Group or other
groups. I say this because in the light of the dramatic
situation we witnessed in Thailand 
- 
700 000 refu-
gees 
- 
there can be no place for contemptible political
manoeuvring and shabby pany ploys. I do not think
anyone can accuse us of having had anything to do
with the Pol Pot r6gime. Ve are not the ones to
accuse of having had anything m do with that nazi-
communist r6gime. Perhaps there are others who . . .
(lntemtption by the French Commanists)
.. . had tacit or explicit dealings with Pol Pot's nazi-
communist r6gime. Ve cenainly did not. But afrcr all
rhat has happened to these people who have also suf-
fered at the hands of other imperialist powers, you
cannot just say: look who you are with and who you
are dealing with!\7hy don't you look at who you are
with? \fhat are you trying to say, all on your own l
there? That it ii a workirs' paiadise, the socialist
tomorrow?
(Applause)
But what kind of socialism is this? Killing hundreds
and thousands of people . . .
(Applause)
\7hat socialism is there in the prison camps in Thai-
land? !7hat kind of workers'paradise are you going to
build with half a pound of rice a day? That is what I
wan[ to know. It is true 
- 
because I saw it for myself
- 
that the international aid which we have supplied in
recen[ months has saved more than half a million peo-
ple. Ve saved them 
- 
there is no denying that 
- 
but
the important thing is that we have to continue supply-
ing aid, because the monsoon season is coming and
conditions will become dramatic.
I know that a resolution has already been adopted by
the Committee on Development and Cooperation and
that the Political Affairs Committee has appointed a
rapporteur. But it is with you that we want to colla-
borate. Of course, the problem of Cambodia is not
going to be solved overnight, but at least let's get
down to discussing it! Alas, we are going to carry on
discussing it in March and April, because this is a
problem that is going to go on for years. I have no
idea when or if it is going to be solved, but let me say
to you, to the rapporteur of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee and to the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, that you should not kid yourselves that
this debate is going to pass you by. Let's stan discus-
sion tomorrow, because the situation is critical, as the
rains are coming in a month.'We have to decide imme-
diately what aid to send to continue saving these peo-
ple who until now have relied on human responses 
-perhaps not supplied in the name of socialism but in
the name of genuine humanitarianism 
- 
which is the
very opposite of your ideologies of death. Let's stan
talking now. Those of you who are going to discuss
this matter in committee will go on'talking in March
and April, but for God's sake let's start taking deci-
sions now! This is no time for following the pany line.
Let us all vote unanimously for these reasons.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am afraid I
should like to speak against the request for urgent
procedure in connection with rhis morion for a resolu-
tion, but not against the text itself.
As can be seen from the signatures which have been
put rc this motion, it has attracred a great deal of sym-
pathy from several political groups in rhis House,
including of my own group. However, I must, as
spokesman for the Political Affairs Commitree, urge
Parliament to vote against the request for urgent pro-
cedure so that it will be possible for this motion for a
resolution 
- 
which was tabled wirh the most serious
of inrcntions 
- 
to be discussed by the Political Affairs
Committee ac its meeting in Brussels next week.
Naturally, this will not mean a delay in the urgendy
needed food aid to Cambodia. Indeed, we all wish ro
speed up this food aid and assure that it is distributed
effectively.
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The motion for a resolution, however, contains very
far-reaching political ideas which could complicate
this aid. I am thinking, for example, of a special com-
mittee of investigation appointed by this Parliament
and the convening of an international conference with
a view to neutralizing the whole of Cambodia. This
motion for a resolution should be discussed by the
Political Affairs Committee and, if the request for
urgent procedure is rejected, the whole question will
be discussed both in the Political Affairs Committee
and at the nex[ part-session of this Parliament, so that
it will be possible to assess the political implications.
These procedural considerations are the only reasons
why I urge Parliament to reject the request for urgent
procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) Mr President, this motion which
has been mbled is juct a pretext [o cover up the blatant
fiasco of the border walk. In any case, Mr Dumas and
Mr Ruffin of. the Midecins sans Frontiires organization
have just revealed that the whole political idea and the
means for carrying it out came directly from the US
Congress and the State Department. The authors of
this motion vere not concerned about aid for che
Khmer people. The people who are out there 
- 
those
who are working for the International Red Cross,
Oxfam, UNICEF and other organizations 
- 
state
that aid is being distributed in spite of all the problems
which are the rcrrible legacy of American aggression
- 
which you seem to have quietly forgotten 
-Khmer rouge genocide, destruction, lack of means of
communication, transport, unloading facilities, and so
on.
Here is another report on the situation, ladies and
gentlemen:
It must be admitted that the Cambodians are more scared
of rhe Khmer rouge than of the Vietnamese . . . There is a
cenain degree of stability in Cambodia today. It is wrong
to say that everyone in Cambodia is against Heng Samrin
and the Vietnamese. lfhat would you do if you had to
choose between a not very honourable but relatively free
life and cxistence under a gang of torturers? ... The
markets are now open again in Cambodia, money is cir-
culating, family life is picking up where it left off, schools
and the health system are functionrng again. The life
which the Vietnamese and their Cambodian pupper are
giving back to the country is not all that bad.
(Uproar)
Go on, laugh! I suppose you are surprised. Do you
know where this was published? Today in fact, in a
paper which is close to the French Socialist Parry, Le
Matin. \i/hile the Socialist Members here are signing
this motion, this is what is being published in a paper
which is close to the Socialist Pany. And the author of
this article is your old friend Prince Sihanouk himself.
(Applause fron certain quarters on the extreme lefi)
\7hat the Khmer people need today is certainly Com-
munity aid, and all our determination and effort. Mr
Cheysson should be ashamed of what he said the other
day. The Community must supply aid to these people
without any political strings attached. It must be gen-
erous aid in the way of food, and facilities for trans-
port, communications and unloading. There is only
one way we can emphasize what has to be done now
- 
and that is by voting against urgent procedure for
this thimblerig of a motion.
(Applause from certain qudrters on the extreme lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Penders to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD).
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
give a brief explanation of vote on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany on this highly impor-
tant motion for a resolution dealing with what is a
very important and emotionally highly charged issue.
To begin with, I want to dissociate myself utterly and
completely from the statement I have just heard from
the French Communists, which was 
- 
in my opinion
- 
a truly disgraceful line to take.
(Applause from oarious quarters)
Firsdy, let me say that no-one in this House fails to
recognize the urgent need for humanitarian aid 
-food and medical aid 
- 
to be given to the sorely tried
people of Cambodia. There is not the slightest doubt
about that. My second point is that this motion for a
resolution includes a number of extremely interesting
aspects, such as the visit to Cambodia of a committee
of investigation from the European Parliament and the
convocation of an international conference to go into
the question of whether Cambodia could be declared a
neutral area, as was done at the 1954 Geneva Confer-
ence. These proposals are politically highly significant
and, in our opinion, deserve to be given serious con-
sideration. However, if we agree to adopt the urgent
procedure, the question will come up for discussion
early tomorrow morning before an almost empty
House. I am reliably informed that the Political Affairs
Committee is prepared, atvery short notice, to go into
the important proposals contained in this motion for a
resolution very thoroughly, and that the whole process
can be completed within one or two weeks.
Alrhough we believe this to be a very imporrant
motion for a resolution, the Group of the European
People's Party is unfortunately, for the reasons I just
mentioned, against the adoption of the urgent proce-
dure. Ve would, however, be more than willing to
have this question dealt with speedily and construc-
tively by the Political Affairs Committee.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr de Courcy Ling to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr dc Courcy LioS. 
- 
Mr President, Members of
my Group are exremely worried about this problem.
Ve have known about it for a long time 
- 
too long
now. Ve have listened rc the argument of the rappor-
teur and we have every confidence in the deliberate
way in which he is considering what we should best do
in the Political Affairs Committee. Above all we have
listened to and admired what Mrs Bonino has said.
(Applause)
'!7e congratulate her on the courage of her mission
and the human way in which she has described what
she saw, and she has won our entire sympathy. The
problem is that we need to provide food aid for these
people in their desperate plight. The problem is that
the motion for a resolution, as we see it, does not
match up to what Mrs Bonino has said 
- 
unfonun-
ately the motion is not wonhy of Mrs Bonino. At the
same time, we in our group find the position of the
French Communist party on this issue, as on many
other current international issues, utterly detesrable.
(Applause from oarious quarters)
'Ve believe that the French Communist Pany com-
pletely underrates and misunderstands the current of
human feeling in Europe. I therefore want to explain,
Mr President, that we feel our sympathies in this
Group are entirely with Mrs. Bonino and we only wish
that there were a motion for resolution which would
bring about the food aid which is urgently required.
The resolution itself is inadequate and, with deep
regret, w€ cannot vote for it this morning.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the igbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Chouraqui to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrars.
Mrs Chouraqd. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Iadies and gen-
tlemen, one of the Members from our group happened
to go along on the same rip wirh Mrs Bonino. I want
to rcll you why we shall be vodng in favour of urgent
procedure. It is because the tragedy of Cambodia has
not abated and because there must be no slackening or
stopping of international aid. No marrer what is done,
there is still a threar of famine and a lack of medical
supplies, doctors and the equipment rhey need,
because in the ridiculous narure of things they are
sometimes stuck jusr when they are practically in
Cambodia. I must confess that I do not really under-
stand how this Parliamenr can vore for urgent proce-
dure when there is a man in rhe condemned cell in
South Africa and not do the same when there are
other people in Cambodia who are also condemned to
die of snrvation, cold and lack of care. It seems to me
that this is an equal case for urgency.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the rigbt)
Ve shall vote in favour of urgent procedure because
the Community has an obligation to assert its deep
concern about Cambodia, and because this European
Parliament must show its concern for the welfare of
mankind wherever it is threatened.
(Appkrsefrom certdin qulrters on tbe ight)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Donnez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Doonez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Mr Haagerup spoke earlier to say thar, as he was
rapporteur for the special commirree, he could not
vote in favour of urgency. I just want to say that the
majority of the Liberal and Democratic Group will
vote for urgency because there is extreme urgency.
(Applause from certain qr,tdrters on tbe ight)
The matter is extremely urgent as regards the health
situation, extremely urgent. as regards the food situa-
tion, and extremely urgent as regards the political situ-
ation!
I was on the trip, too. And I want ro say ro the Com-
munist colleague who disagrees wirh me thar rhe men
and womcn of goodwill who took part in this march
organized by the Mddecins san Frontiires to save Cam-
bodia went there in all sincerity, their hands bare, ro
offer these suffering people a fraternal greeting and
the help they could give as men of goodwill 
- 
and
nothing else. There was no element of provocation in
our attitude, as some people have written. !7e held out
our bare hands to the Cambodians, and we are ready
to hold them out to the Vietnamese, provided that
they are not holding Soviet weapons in their hands.
And we are even ready to hold our our hands to the
French Communists, provided rhat they do nor come
here to give us the garbled translation of rhe orders
they have received from their Russian masrers.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters to speak on behalf
of the Group for the Technical Coordination and Def-
ence of Independent Groups and Members.
Mr Coppietcn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like,
on behalf of my Group, to express my surprise at some
of the statcmenr we have heard, especially the sugges-
tion, which surely cannot be taken seriously, that the
matter be referred to the Political Affairs Committee.
Obviously, if 
- 
as I hope 
- 
we adopt this request for
urtent procedure, there is nothing to stop the Political
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Affairs Committee going into this question in more
detail over a period of weeks and, unfonunately, even
months.
A second point I want to make, Mr President, is that
Members are always referring to the Friday of a part-
session as if it were not all that imponant because a
fcw hundred Members spend the Friday packing their
bags and are never here whenever we come to discuss
matt€rs for which the urgent procedure has been
adoprcd. Ve take the view 
- 
and we think our view
should be shared by all the Members of this House 
-that Friday is a working day like any other, and I hope
therefore that this subject will be given a thorough air-
ing tomorrow.
One final remark: I am surprised to see rhat one of the
major political groups in this House has spent the last
feur months tabling resolution after resolution on hun-
ger, human righm and so on, when the very same
group took the view earlier on that there was no need
for a special committee on human righrc. I should like
to take this opponuniry of protesting at the equivocal
attitude shown for example by the European People's
Parry.
Prcsi&nt. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point
of order.
Mrs Kcllett-Bowmen. 
- 
Mr President, under Rule
29 is is for the President to propose the dme limit for
tabling amendments. If urgency is adopted now, will it
be possible to table amendments restricting the resolu-
tion to immediate food aid, as that is what most people
in this Parliament would like?
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Puletti to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Pulctti. 
- 
(I) lt was with keen inrcrest that I lis-
tened m the reasons jusdfying the request for urgency
for the Macciocchi motion. On behalf of the Socialist
Group I may say that we shall be voting for urgency. If
we had any doubts about the acceptability of this
motion, they were cancelled by the attitude of the
French Communist Parry and Mr Denis, whose argu-
ment I can only describe as dercstable. I should like to
suggest that Mr Denis read the documents on this
matter by the Italian Communist Parry, which has
taken a quite different line from the one adopted by
the French Communists, who are inclined to offer the
House solutions and arguments which must be
rejected.
(Appkrse)
In reply ro rhose who claim sometimes that this Parlia-
ment should not tackle as a matter of urgenry vital
political issues, let me say that in politics everything
hangs together and it is ridiculous to keep the Cam-
bodian affair separate from Andrei Sakharov's exile,
the invasion of Afghanisnn and whatever else is hap-
pening in the world. The whole pattern of world
events is something which cannot fail to be of concern
to us 
- 
unless we want to admit that we are powerless
and chicken-heaned. The Socialist Group will vote in
favour of urgent procedure.
(Applaase)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup on a point of order.
Mr. Haagcrup. 
- 
@K) Mr President, I should like
to ask you to answer the question put by Mrs Kellett-
Bowman so that, if urgency is adoprcd, we will know
whether we can table an amendment aimed at restrict-
ing the resolution to food aid, which is something we
are all agreed on, regardless of pany-political differ-
ences. I should therefore be grateful if you would
answer this quesdon so that we can decide, if urgenry is
adopted, whether or no[ we can table an amendment
lomorros/ restricting the motion for a resolution to
food aid.
President. 
- 
I propose that the deadline for tabling
amendments rc this motion for a resolution, in the
event of urgency being adopted, be set at 5 p.m. today.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt on a point of order.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I left the
Chamber for a few minurcs and now that I am back I
see that we are still discussing the urgency of the
motion on Cambodia. I should just like to know, Mr
President, how this squares with the Rules of Proce-
dure, since according to the Rules there can be only
one speaker for and one against. Before that the Mem-
ber making the request may speak. I want to make it
clear that we are discussing urgency here. I should
really like to have some explanation as to how this
procedure which seems to have taken root 
- 
the dis-
cussion has been going on for more than half an hour
nov/ 
- 
is in accordance with the Rules of Procedure.
(App laus e from o aious q wrte rs )
President. 
- 
Mr Sieglerschmidt, the Rules of Proce-
dure state that one speaker in favour and one against
may be heard, but they also allow the spokesmen of
the political Broups to be heard. This is what has hap-
pened.
I put to the vorc the request for urgent procedure.
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Urgent procedure is adopted.
I propose that the morion for a resolurion be placed on
the agenda of the sirting of Friday, l5 February 1980.
Since there are no objecrions, that is agreed.
3. Decision on requests for an early oote
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on rhe
requesm for an early vore on six morions for resolu-
tions to wind up the debate on rhe oral questions to
the Council and the Commission on energy (Docs.
l-705/79 rev., l-769/79, l-776/79, l-777 /79, l-780/
79 and l-781/79).
As the six motions deal wirh rhe same subject, I pro-
pose that we take a single vore.
I call Mrs \7eber.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like to ask straight away for the vote ro
be nken separately. Our motion for a resolution is
concerned with the energy issue bur ir covers only one
aspect of the general energy debate, an aspecr on
which this House may well be of one mind. Europe is
currently in a situation in which we spend plenry of
time arguing abour the harmonization of egg boxes,
but where it is possible for dangerous insallations such
as power stations to be built in border areas where
they will seriously affect people living on both side of
the border. And the harmful effects are nor resrricred
to power stations 
- 
alrhough Victor Abens and Mrs
Lizin gave us two examples of nuclear power stations
yesterday 
- 
bur can come from any industrial plant
which is likely ro affecr people living nearby.
Ve in Europe still have no sensible procedure for
instituting consuharions which would enable people
living on either side of rhe border to influence any
decisions. The Euratom Treaty does contain cenain
anicles relating panicularly to nuclear power srarions
- 
and rhat is why I have ralsed this poinr in this con-
tex[ 
- 
which provide for consultation procedures and
which would theoretically enable the European Com-.
munity to take a hand. Ho*ever, rhis has never been
put into practice.-Anicle 37 of the Euratom Treaty
provides for consultations, bur ir has never yer been
applied. Ve believe that specific proposals musr be
worked out for such a consultation procedure going
beyond what the European Parliamenr has so far
worked out and beyond what the Commission has so
far proposed, In our opinion, anFhing to do'with
nuclear power stations which is likely to affect people
living on the other side of a national frontier should be
investigated via this consultation procedure. \7hat we
are concerned about is not only nuclear radiation, but
also the potential effects on the volume and quality of
watcr, structural policy and the accumulation of
potential hazards. Ve also believe there should be an
arbitration mechanism which could be applied in any
dispute. Funhermore, we think thar European consi-
derations should take precedence over national legisla-
tion and that imprecise legal concepr should be
cleared up.
\7e would therefore ask for the decision to be taken as
quickly as possible so rhar rhe committees can produce
own-initiative reporrs on rhis subject. I really do not
understand what all rhe fuss is about. Surely rhis is
something which has a lot to do wirh nuclear energy
and is of special significance for our people. Surely I
have the right to explain my motion for a resolu-
tlon...
(Mixed reactions)
. . .I should like m ask the House to be a little more
tolerant when someone is trying to explain a morion
for a resolurion. I really do not see rhe problem. I
request an early vo[e on this marter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr. Presidenr, we 
- 
that is the
chairmen of the polidcal groups 
- 
have just come
from a meeting.of the Bureau. I am sorry the chairman
of the Socialist Group is not here ro.pur an end.to
these incredible goings-on. Ve have now spent ah
hour and thiny-five minutes qn rhings which should
have been our of the way in fifteen minutes. '
(Applause)
I can only say, Mrs \7eber, that if everyon. *... ,o do-
the same as you and take such a long time explaining
each individual motion for a resolution from this pack-
age, which is supposed to be voted on en bloc, we
should be here for Zt/z hours. The idea-was that th.e
reasons behind requesu for an early vorc should be
given in the course of the debate, whicl would mean
simply putting the question ro the vote now. This is
equally an appeal ro the President. I am fully in fayour 
-
of all six.resolutions being voted on togerher, under
the urgent procedure, but the best way of ensuring 
.
that we do nor get through rhis week's business is ro 
'
let rhings go on as they have so far. The same applies
to this request to have all six resolutionvoted on sepa-
rately. I cannor imagine that.Mrs-\7eber is here speak-
ing on behalf of rhe Socialist Group. I appeal to her
emphatically to withdraq her requ-est and go along
with the President's proposal that all six be. voted on
together. How can we get through our work if we
carry on like this?
I would appeal to you mosr urgently on behalf of the
chairmen of all rhe political groups to withdraw this
request.
(Apphtse)
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President. 
- 
Mrs !fleber was entitled ro speak as
mover of the motion.
I put to the vote the request for an early vote.
The request is adopted.
The motions for resolutions will be put to the vore ar
the next voting time.
4. Order of business
President. 
- 
At the request of the enlarged Bureau I
nos/ propose that we consider the statement by the
Commission on the 1980 budget. Ve shall continue
with the normal order of items on the agenda there-
after.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
5. Commission stlternent on the 1980
Communities badget
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the Commission sarc-
ment on the 1980 Communities budget.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commissiont
- 
Mr Presidenq first of all, may I begin by thanking
the House for making it possible for this sraremenr ro
take place this morning, despite the rearrangement
which was necessary in the order of business. I am
exremely grateful to you for this opponunity, because
I think it is highly desirable that a statement on the
budget should be made first in the European Parlia-
ment
(Appkuse)
and it is only possible to make the statement first in the
European Parliament if we are able to do it this morn-
ing before leaks and so fonh reach the press. So first
of all, I would like to thank the House for giving me
this opponunity. And now, Mr President, I turn to the
substance of the matter. Last December following rhe
rejection by this House of the draft budget for 1980
the President of the Commission said thar ar the earli-
est favourable moment the Commission would make
budgetary proposals which it judged would best form
the basis for agreement between the rwo halves of the
budgenry authority. It is my privilege, Mr President,
ro present to you this proposal which is designed to
restart the budgetary procedure.
I hope that it will be the basis on which the rwo arms
of the budgemry authority can resolve their differ-
ences. It is designed to enable them to do so without
any unnecessary delay.
It is, however, essenrial rhat the solution to the present
problems should stand on its own merits. The Com-
munity needs not just a budget but a budget that can
carry forward the construction of Europe and contri-
bute to resolving the problems that are worrying peo-
ple in all pans of the Community. The Commission
believes that this proposal can do that. It is in this spirit
that I commend it ro the House.
In drawing up our proposal, Mr President, we have
taken serious note of the act of the European Parlia-
ment last December and of the events leading up to it,
notably the substantial and detailed resolutions of
7 November and 13 December. \fle have also sought
to take account of the need arising from the prevailing
economic difficulties and of the constraints which
those difficulties impose.
Ve hope that this House will in turn see our proposal
as a whole. It confirms the preliminary drak budget of
last July and takes that preliminary draft budget as a
starting point. There are four main elemenm in our
proposal, reflecting the four points in the Parliament's
resolution. These are agriculture, the Community's
borrowing and lending activities, the reladonship of
the European Development Fund to the rest of the
budget, and the level of non-compulsory expenditure.
I would like to take each of these in turn and briefly
make a few comments on the proposal as a whole.
I think it would be best to begin with agriculture, since
that obviously occupies such a large pan of the budget.
The Commission's proposals in the agricultural sphere
were of course laid before the House earlier this week
by 
-y colleague, Vice-President Gundelach, and I
won't go over ground that he himself has covered. But
as already announced, the proposals reflect not just
she financial consequences of the November savings
package but also those of the February package and
that of course includes the savings propositions and
the prices. Vhen one takes the whole lot together, the
forecast net saving in EAGGF guarantee expenditure
contained in our proposal as compared with the draft
rejected in December is 823 m EUA. The major share
of this is provided by the milk sector, notably in the
proposals for the co-responsibility levies and the non-
application of cenain aids.
As the House knows, Mr President, the Commission
has proposed cenain price increases on which the
House will of course have an opponunity ro express
its views. \fhat is however clear, from the budgetary
point of view, is that operating through rhe price
mechanism alone could not provide us with a srrong
enough weapon to tackle the problem of surpluses.
The proposal for savings are absolutely essential.
Moreover there is a close link between the various
kinds of measures we have put forward. If the Council-
proves unable to adopt the structural measures in their
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present form, the Commission will have to reconsider
the price proposals.
If, however, the Commission's proposals are adopted 
-and I hope very much that they will be 
- 
the propor-
tion of Community expenditure devoted to agriculture
will go down from 66.9 0/o in 1979 to 63 0/o in 1980.
Put anorher way, berween 1973 and 1979 the average
annual increase in EAGGF guarantee expenditure was
17.60/0. The Commission's proposals have as their
aim the stabilization of expenditure as between last
year and this year, thus releasing resources for poten-
tial use elsewhere. The Commission believes that, in
putting forward the proposal, it is responding to the
views of Parliament, as expressed through its amend-
ments to the agricultural chapters of the budget, and
taking a step in the right direction.
I turn now to borrowing and lending and to the budg-
etization of the European Development Fund. On
these two poinm the Commission and Parliament have
been at one on the principle involved. On borrowing
and lending the Commission has, as the House knows,
proposed budgetization for two years in succession. It
is the Council that has so far failed to act. Ve are
therefore once again bringing forward our proposal.
Ve would also point out that during the conciliation
procedure of tz/tl December 
- 
during the long
night that preceded the rejection of the budget 
- 
the
Council starcd that it was ready to 
- 
an I quote 
-
'conclude within a period of six months ir examina-
tion of the Commission's proposal to amend the
Financial Regulation with a view to reaching a com-
mon position...'The Commission urges the Council
to act in accordancc with the fonhcoming atdtude it
showed last December. I hope very much that it will.
The European Development Fund is a more compli-
carcd marrcr. The Commission reiterates its belief that
the Fund should be budgetized. It was with this in
mind that the Commission, in its preliminary draft
budget, reserved Chaprcrs 90 and 91 for appropria-
tions for the European Development Fund, and it will
continue to keep them open. The Commission has,
nevertheless, reluctantly come to the conclusion that
the procedures in the Council and indeed, in the
Member States have tone too far for the effective
budgetization of the Fifth European Development
Fund. This is a matter of considerable regret to us.
Radfication by national parliaments of the new Lom6
Convention, financed on the basis of a special key, is
now beginning. The Commission feels that to include
in a budget which should comprise general and univer-
sal forms of revenue other forms of revenue raised on
a basis different from the overall principle, and indeed
on a principle which is hypothecated as to their use,
would be a double precedent which the Community
could iater live to regret. The Commission has there-
fore confined itself to proposals for the supply of
information concerning implementation of the Con-
vention, as a result of which, we believe, Parliament
should find itself well placed to exercise im legitimate
influence, while expenditure is actually taking place.
Parliament of course akeady has the power of dis-
charge which will now, as a result of the additional
information being made available, acquire new mean-
ing. As I have said on a number of occasions in this
House, the power of discharge gives Parliament a
potential that has not been fully utilized in the past. I
therefore think that the proposal we are putting for-
ward on this occasion for the European Development
Fund, though it does not go as far as we would like,
and while I recognize that it does no[ go as far as Par-
liament would wish, will enable Parliament, through
the discharge, to exercise treater leverage than in the
Past.
I come now to non-compulsory expenditure. In its
resolutions of November and December Parliament
complained of what it regarded as unjustified cuts
being made by the Council. Clearly the Commission
would not have made the proposals it did last June,
had it not regarded them as fully jusdfied at that time.
But it is now seven months later and the Commission
is obliged to take account first of the loss of time,
which in cerain cases hampers implementation, and,
secondly, of the view aken by the budget authoriry
last year. It has not, tlerefore, touched those lines
where the rwo halves of the authoriry 
- 
Parliament
and the Council 
- 
were in agreement.
Thirdly, we have had to take account of the legisladve
situation in the Council. This House is aware that the
Commission does nor share rhe view that it is possible,
simply by vinue of Anicle 205 of the Treary, to imple-
ment any and every line of the budget without a sepa-
rate legal base. In the circumstances, therefore, the
Commission has been obliged to reconsider the pro-
posed expenditure levels of last June and in cenain
cases revise them.
I am saying of course that choices, somerimes painful
choices, have had to be made. The Communiry is
committed to reducing the disparities in economic per-
formance between the Member Stares and to streng-
thening action in the srructural field. There, one of the
choices 
- 
pleasant rarher rhan a painful choice 
- 
has
been ro retain in full our proposal of I 200 m EUA in
commitment appropriations for the Regional Fund.
(Apphuse)
A significant Community conribution to the social
aspecr of the adapation and reorganization required
of European industry is another essential ingredient.
The Commission has therefore maintained a high level
of appropriations for the Social Fund. The proposal
we are putting forward reduces our original proposal
by only 69 m EUA. Ve also believe it right to mainrain
measures such as those specifically aimed at the steel
industry where serious problems are being experienced
in a number of the Member States. Non-compulsory
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appropriations in the development field have been
fully retained. It has been possible to keep research a[
a reasonable level. There is the good news. If I might
turn to the less-good news, there are two areas, enerBy
and transpon, where the Commission would have
liked to recommend a higher level of appropriations.
For lack of a legal base, we have not felt able to retain
the appropriations, either for the energy reserve or for
prospecting for hydrocarbons. Energy is nevenheless
self-evidently an urgent Community priority and, as
the President of the Commission indicated in his pro-
gramme speech, increased Community resources must
be devoted m this sector. As regards transpon, the
Council has on the table a wide-ranging proposal
which the Commission urges it to adopt, whereupon
the Commission will at that stage bring forward the
necessary financing proposals.
Mr President, the total of our proposed increased
non-compulsory expenditure as compared with the
draft budget is some 354 m EUA and brings the maxi-
mum rate to 25 o/0. As a result of the measures we have
taken, this is of course substantially lower than the
increase we proposed last June.
I have set out briefly how and why we have acted as
we have done in the various sectors. If a new basis for
agreement is rc be found for the 1980 budget, there
must be realism. Before I conclude, Mr President, let
me summarize che salient characteristics of this budget.
The rctal appropriations in the proposal I am now lay-
ing before ybu i*ourt to 16'4 billion European units
oi"ccount as compared with 17'9 billion European
units of account in the preliminary drakbudget of last
June. This proposal will nevenheless give the Commu-
niry a budget somewhat larger than last year 1- 6 0/o
larger in fait. As compared with last year, the balance
of expenditure as between compulsory and non-com-
pulsory expenditure is not merely 
-maintained but is
iipped, I am pleased to say, towards non-compulsory
expenditure.
(Appkuse)
ln 1979 compulsory expenditure 
- 
which includes
other items besides agriculture 
- 
was 80'5 % of the
budget. In this proposal it constitutes just under 77 0/o
of total expendirure; a step in the right direction. Of
this, as I have said, agricultural tuaranrce expenditure
in 1980 should go down to 63 o/o as compared with
nearly 67 0/o last year. The proposed agricultural sav-
ings are an imponant element in the process of re-bal-
ancing Communiry expenditure, and the Commission
must warn against a situation arising in which, as the
result of failure of the Council to make the necessary
decisions in the agricultural sector' this balance
regresses as compared with last year.
Finally, Mr President, the new VAT rate. On the basis
of payment appropriations which will flow from the
Commission's proposals, the new rate is 0'58 0/0, as
compared with 0.88 % in the Commission's prelimi-
nary drafr budget and 0.78 0/o in 1979. This is a rate
lower than many in this chamber may have expected,
and a significant part of the explanation lies in the
increased estimates relating to customs dusies which
are expecrcd now to yield 530 m EUA more than fore-
cast last June. It is also the case that 200 m EUA in
payments from the Regional Fund have had to be car-
ried forward. And of course nine months after the pre-
liminary draft of last June, for all the reasons I have
just set out, we are proposing a smaller overall budget.
This should provide us with considerably increased
headroom 
- 
just over J billion EUA 
- 
before the
I % ceiling is reached. But I must emphasize that
whether this happens and whether the European tax-
payer tets the relief that this would provide depends m
a considerable extent on our agricultural savings pack-
age.
In this context, Mr President, let me make one last
point. This is the budget proposal as it stands at the
moment. \7hen the European Council comes to con-
clusions in relation to the current discussion of con-
vergence questions, including the UK budget problem,
the Commission intends to bring forward to the two
halves of the budget authority consequential financial
proposals which it hopes will reinforce the proposed
ieuil of Community regional and sructural expendi-
ture.
Mr President, the Commission's proposal, taken as a
whole, represents a better balance of Community
expenditure than the recently rejected draft. I have
explained what we have done in order to enable the
House to see where we have proposed retaining the
increases recommended earlier and where we have
recommended cum, as well as the relationship between
agricultural and non-agricultural expenditure. But
with reference to a point raised by several Members, I
must point out that the two halves of the budgetary
authority can, if they so agree, take the various ele-
ments 
- 
notably agriculture 
- 
at different speeds.
This they are free to do. \7hat, however, is important
is the final result. Ve have put forward a balance
which we would recommend to the House and to the
Council.
Let me conclude by saying a word about timing. As I
said at the outset, the Commission believes that both
Parliament and the Council wish to see a budget
adopted without any unnecessary delay. Our proposal
has been designed rc facilitate this. Clearly it is not in
the interests of the Community that the present situa-
tion be prolonged a moment. longer than it need be.
All reasonable speed is imponant because 
- 
let me
remind the House 
- 
in order to realize the extent of
the expenditure savings proposed by the Commission
in the agricultural sector, it is essential for the neces-
sary decisions to be nken by the Council of Ministers
in due time. !/ith every delay, savings are lost, and the
savings in the milk sector are the most significant, as
the marketing year for milk begins on I April. Every
day that goes by after l April without the necessary
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decisions being taken means in effect a loss of savings
roughly at the rare of 10 m EUA a week. Only a week
or rwo's delay in the effective date would mean that
EAGGF expenditure in 1980 would unavoidably rise
above the 1979 level.
Similarly in other sectors is an urgent need to get
expenditure back on to a normal basis. I am sure this
House, as well as the Council, will agree. The Com-
mission will do everything in its power to facilitarc
adopdon of a 1980 budget on a basis acceprable to this
House and the Council, the coequal sides of the budg-
etary authority.
INTHE CHAIR: MRJAQUET
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(D) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, in response
to a request from both arms of the budgetary authority
expressed in December last year, Mr Tugendhat hasjust presented the Commission's proposals for the
1980 budget. For my pan, I should like to thank him
for the way he and the Commission have gone about
this msk, because the revised proposals are based
largely on the European Parliament's decisions of
7 November and 13 December last year. I think this
House would agree that we should examine these pro-
posals in the light of those decisions, and this being so
it seems to me that the Commission's proposals are by
and large in line with Parliament's own ideas on the
1980 budget, although it is true that the Council has
come to completely different conclusion I feel that it is
our responsibiliry as well to ensure that the decisions
on the 1980 budget are taken as quickly as possible,
and these decisions must include the whole agricul-
tural price package 
- 
with all its legal and political
ramifications 
- 
as proposed by the Commission. I
would therefore address an urgent appeal to the
Council to take the same line. If we get embroiled in a
supplementary budget for the agricultural sector, we
shall be in danger of getting into the same kind of cost
spiral as we had last year. I can but underline, there-
fore, what Mr Tugendhat said on this subject. My
appeal is addressed to us 
- 
the European Parliament
- 
and to the Council, in other words to the budgetary
authority as a whole. Ve expect the necessary propos-
als to be fonhcoming from the Council as soon as pos-
sible; after all, the Council is required to present us
with a draft, including 
- 
as I just said 
- 
proposals
reladng to the agricultural sector. However, we have
our own contribution to make, and we must examine
very carefully how much dme we need to work out
our position on these proposals, bearing in mind the
need for quick decisions on the agricultural package.
'!7e must try to tet the whole discussion on the 1980
budget over with by May, or June at the latest. 'W'e can
only advise the Council to bear in mind that, as far as
we are concerned, the staning point remains the deci-
sions taken on 7 November and 13 December last
year, allowing for certain developments and changes
which have taken place in the meantime. in this
respect, I believe the Commission has come up with
highly sensible proposals.
I should just like to remind you once again that our
rejection of the budget was based on four points:
firsdy, the over-emphasis on the one-sided expendi-
ture on agriculture 
- 
in other words, the need we
expressed to curb surplus production; secondly, the
unhealthy and unreasonable reladon between paymenr
appropriations and commitment appropriations for
non-compulsory expenditure; thirdly, the budgetiza-
tion of borrowing and lending; and founhly, the
budgetization of the European Development Fund.
The Commission's proposal also gives the Council a
chance [o move closer to the European Parliament's
position on certain essential points, over and above
what was offered during the long night of
72/ 13 December which Mr Tugendhat referred to just
now. Before we tet down to the official conciliation
discussions on the draft budger for 1980, we should
try 
- 
on a very informal basis 
- 
to come ro some
understanding, so that neither of the arms of the
budgetary authoriry need fear losing face vis-i-vis the
other institution or the public in general. That would
give us a chance to get by with only one reading of rhe
budget.This is a proposition to rhe Council, rhe condi-
tion being rhat the Council must be quite clear as to its
own position and that of the European Parliament and
must take steps to find ways of bringing the two posi-
tions closer together on the basis of the Commission's
proposal.
I do not want to go inro any more detail here; that is
somethint which will have to wait for a subsequent
stage in the procedure. The Committee on Budgets
will be taking a first look at the proposals next Tues-
day and Vednesday, and we shall be calling in the
other committees as and when required. !7e have
asked the chairmen and rapponeurs of the other com-
mittees which were involved in the autumn to attend
our meetings so that via its committees and their chair-
men and rapponeurs the whole House can take part in
this discussion. But, as I said, ladies and gentlemen,
time is getting short.
President. 
- 
For the next 15 minutes, speakers will
be allowed only to ask brief questions.
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankcrt, rdpporteur for the general bdget. 
-(Nf) Mr President, I shall refrain from stating my
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views, because they are very largely the same as those
expressed by Mr Lange.
I should like to ask Mr Tugendhat two questions.
Firstly, he referred to the great imponance of making
savings in the dairy sector. I share his view, but I
should just like to know whether concrete plans
already exist for utilization of the income from the
co-responsibility levy. That, after all, will tell us
whether savings are in fact being made. I get the
impression that the new 'superlevy' will be used to get
rid of stocks, which would be at variance with the
poliry that has been pursued so far on this levy.
My second, brief question refers to the problem of the
British contribution to the Community budget. Am I
right in assuming from what Mr Tugendhat said that
the question of the Bridsh contribution can only be
solved by way of a supplementary budget?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Party
(CD).
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
Mr President, I only wish to put
one question. On 7 November 1979, in our resolution,
paragraph 38, Parliament made im views known on
four imponant points, as mentioned by Mr Lange.
The Commission has now included two new issues in
the budget debate: agricultural prices and, perhaps
indirecdy, the problem of the British budgemry contri-
bution. Is the Commission aware, or was it perhaps on
purpose, that it has thereby reduced the abiliry of Par-
liament to take a decision and has delivered us into the
hands of the Council?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
M. J.M. Taylor. 
- 
V/ill the Commissioner please
take note that this sector of Parliament generally wel-
comes his statemenr. Ve are pleased that the propor-
tion of agricultural expenditure is down, but we won-
der what chance those proposals have of surviving the
attentions of the Council. \flould he please bear in
mind that we welcome his remarks concerning bor-
rowing and lending and the Regional Fund, but that
we have regrer about ransport and energy, and
would he not agree that in the light of the less stable
world situadon energy considerations are more rather
than less urgent now than at the cime of the December
budget rejection? Does he not agree that some good
may come from the Council of Agriculture Ministers
deliberating on farm prices in parallel with the Council
of Budget Ministers deliberating on the budget and
that, provided the budget remains indivisible, we have
a genuine prospect of a uniquely realistic budger in the
first instance with, at most, a token supplementary
budget in the autumn?
Finally, would the Commissioner be good enough to
tell the Council, the most powerful institution in the
Community, that if it is bigheaned enough and suffi-
ciently generous in spirit to move towards these Com-
mission proposals it will be in this Parliament the most
popular Council of Ministers ever?
(Laugbter)
IN THE CHAIR: MR POUL MOLLER
Vice-President
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Tugen-
dhat had a number of things to say, and I was particu-
larly interested in what he said about energy, lransport
and agriculture. However, I was even more sruck by
his lack of reference to ways of combadng unemploy-
ment and to the employment issue in general. I should
greatly appreciate it if Mr Tugendhat would give us a
little more detailed information on this point here in
this House. After all, if there is one thing that is of real
interest to the people of Europe, in the light of the
threatened increase in unemployment, it is an answer
- 
hea,.svs1 brief 
- 
to this question.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nord.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I had intended to
ask a number of questions, but most of these have
since been asked by other Members. There is, how-
ever, one question I should like to put to Mr Tugen-
dhaq and that concerns transpon policy. If I under-
stood him correctly, he said that, for lack of a legal
base, no substantial appropriations had been set aside
for Community transpon policy. Perhaps Mr Tugen-
dhat could tell us a little more about this and whether
the Commission proposes to do nothing about this sit-
uation. If not, what prospec$ are there for developing
this Community transport policy, which is somethint
we all want?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer 
- 
(F) Mr Commissioner, ladies and
gentlemen, you have presented us today, Mr Tugen-
dhat, with the new proposals for the 1980 budgeq
although the budgeary documents are still in prepara-
tion. 'We thus appreciate the difficulties involved in
this unusual procedure and would like rc thank you
for the effon you have made. Following your state-
ment I have four questions to ask. The first is this what
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is the legal nature of the Commission's proposals? I
think this needs to be explained in order to clarify the
course of the budgetary procedure.
Then I have two questions concerning the Unircd
Kingdom contribution.'S7e know that the Commission
is obliged to insen a declaration on the United King-
dom contribution into the draft budget. \flhat, there-
fore, is the [egal nature of this declaration? And in this
connection, does the Commission intend to set the
problem of the Unircd Kingdom contribution in the
framework of operations in favour of the least pros-
perous countries, in panicular Ireland?
Lastly, my final question is both a question and an
observation. Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, if my
inrerpretation of the vote taken by this House last
December is correct, this rejection was voted in order
to improve the 1980 budget. However, after we had
heard Mr Tugendhat explain that agricultural expend-
iture was being stabilized 
- 
in other words that sav-
ings were being made on agricultural expenditure 
-and that there were to be cuts in cenain agricultural
products, he went on to say that the overall budget
was less than the previous one. I ask myself, therefore,
whether we have not been taken for a ride 
- 
and in
purting this quesdon, ladies and gentlemen, I leave
you with another one: this being so, will the 1980
budget, in iu new form, in fact be adopted?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, I was very sorry to
hear the Commissioner imply in his statement that he
feels transpon may be one of the neglected areas in
the new budget. It is, as most of us in this House rea-
lize, one of the Cinderellas of Community policy, and
I happen to be a very keen supporter of the proposed
common transport infrastructure policy. I wonder if
the Commissioner might be able to give the House
some indication whether there will be real progress in
this area within the life of this Parliament. I believe
that this is something that the House itself very much
desires and also something that the people of Europe
are looking forward to seeing real progress in.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I was asked a number of questions, some of
which I will seek to answer as fully as I can, others of
which it may be necessary for me to answer at grearcr
length during the course of the proceedings of the
Committee on Budgets and in the reading which will
take place in this House.
I would, however, like to begin, if I may, by thanking
Mr Lange, the chairman of the Commitree on Budg-
ets, and other Members who talked favourably about
some of our propositions and about the balance.
I come first to Mr Danken, who asked the first ques-
tion. He asked in particular about the coresponsibility
levy, and I am grateful rc him for having raised this
question first of all in the Committee on Budgets last
night, which has given me a chance to produce a fuller
answer than might otherwise have been possible this
morning. The 1.5 0/o tax yields 122 million European
units of account and the super-tax yields 
- 
on the
basis of our proposals, of course 
- 
330 million Euro-
pean units of account. Both those figures are, of
course, dependent on the arrangements coming into
force on I April. If there is a delay after that date,
clearly there will be less money.
I was asked whether the proceeds of the coresponsibil-
ity levy would be spent on special measures. The
answer to that quesdon is, No, they simply come as a
reduction of the total EAGGF expenditure. If they are
not adopted, or adopted later at a lower rarc, then of
course the VAT element in the Community's own
resources will have to compensate for the shonfall.
Mr Dankert also asked me about the British, as indeed
did Mr Ansquer, whose questions I will come to a litde
later on. Mr Danken asked me whether the British
problem can only be solved through the means of a
supplementary budget. The answer ro thar is, No, it
will depend very much on the rate of protress
achieved in the solution of this problem; obviously, if a
solution comes sooner, then we should be able to
incorporate our proposal in this budget. Of course it
would be for the budgetary authority to determine
what happened thereafter, but we should be able to
incorporate a proposal in this budget. If ir came later,
then, of course, it might have to be done by means of a
supplementary budget.
Mr Notenboom asked me an imponant quesdon. May
I say first how grateful I am to him for putting his
question in the English language. I commend him on
the skill with which he speaks my mother tongue. I do
not, however, find myself at all in agreemenr with the
proposition that he put forward.
I would like to make something very clear. The budget
is not a static insrrumenr. I believe, and I believe rhat it
is the view of the House, that the budger should
embrace all Community income and expenditure, rhar
it should include the financial implementation of
Community policies as well as being a policy docu-
ment in iaelf. And I think that if we are producing a
budgetary proposal in February, we musr take account
of events that have occurred between November and
February. If we had excluded from the budget things
which are public knowledge, propositions which have
akeady been before the House, that would indeed
have reduced the value of the budger, it would have
made the budget a partial rather than a comprehensive
document. And as the powers of the Parliament
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depend very much indeed on rhe extenr to which they
can bring influence ro bear on rhe budget, and the
exrcnt to which they can assen their influence against
the Council through a creative rension, it seems to me
very imponant indeed that the budget should be a
comprehensive document. The way in which rhe budg-
etary authority then deals with that document is, of
course, a matrcr for the budgetaqy authoriry. As I have
made clear, the budgetary authoriry can, if it wishes,
deal with the two parts or with different pans at dif-
ferent speeds. But certainly I believe it is our duty to
provide the Parliament with a comprehensiye docu-
ment. And it is because we wish m build up Parlia-
ment's powers rhar I took that view. Cenainly, one
thing I hope I shall never be guilry of is an arrempr ro
reduce Parliament's powers, and I think Mr Noten-
boom knows me well enough to know that.
Mr Taylor asked me whether I felt that energy had
become more vital in the time that has passed since the
rejection of the draft budget. I cenainly agree wirh
him that energy has become more vital, and that is
why the President of the Commission laid such par-
dcular stress upon it during his speech. Mr de Goede
suggested that I had left the employment question out
of the budget, that I had not referred to the employ-
ment question. That is cenainly not the case, because,
of course, I specifically mentioned that we were seek-
ing to maintain the Social Fund at a yery high level
indeed. In fact the proposal which we have put for-
ward for the Social Fund, which is directed quite spe-
cifically at the problems to which he referred, is
931 million units of account: that is 59 million less
than in our original proposal, but 55 million more rhan
in the draft budget that the Parliament rejected. In
addition, of course, I mentioned our support, for the
social measures for steel. I mentioned how we were
now recommending that these should be non-compul-
sory expenditure, and I know very well both from the
Committee on Budgets and from other committees, as
well as from the personal representations made by
Members from many pans of the House, that grear
imponance is attached to that particular measure, and
I was pleased to be able to have it in.
Mr Nord asked me a question about transpon, and
indeed he was not the only one to do so. Ve attach, as
I said in my speech, great importance to ffanspon and
we wish very much that we had been able rc put an
appropriation into the budget. As I made quite clear,
the fact that we did not do so did not mean that our
devotion to this panicular prioriry has been in any way
diminished. \7e did not put an appropriation in
because, owing to the absence of a legal basis, the
money could not be spent. \7e urged the Council to
adopt a legal basis, and as soon as it has done so I can
assure the House that it is our intention to bring for-
ward an appropriate financial instrument to the budg-
etary authoriry without any delay at all.
Mr Ansquer then asked me a range of questions, some
of which are a rifle complicated for a brief answer of
the son that I am giving now, but I will do my best to
provide him at any rate with some of the answers.
First of all he asked me about the legal nature of the
proposal that I was bringing forward today. lfhat I
have brought forward today is a confirmation of the
preliminary draft budget. I made that clear in my ini-
tial remarks. The Commission takes the view that the
budgetary procedure can proceed normally on the
basis of this proposal. Naturally there is no obligation
on the two halves of the budgehry authority to have
rwo readings. They can, if they wish, decide to have
one reading; that is, as I have said before, a matter for
the budgetary authority itself rc determine. But what
we have done is rc produce something which confirms
the preliminary draft budget in order, as I said in my
speech, to facilitate the implementation of the budget.
Mr Ansquer asked whether I thought 
- 
at least I
thought he was asking whether I thought 
- 
that what
we were bringing forward now was an improvement
on the draft budget that was rejected in December.
Certainly, as I said in my speech, I do belicve it is an
improvement on the draft budget. I think it is an
improvement both in terms of agriculture and in terms
of non-agriculture.
I was also asked a question about the British. \7ell I
answered rhat mainly in relarion to Mr Danken's
question. Of course the precise details of wha[ever
may be brought forward there depend on a number of
even6, and perhaps in the spirit in which Mr Noten-
boom spoke my language, I can only say to Mr Ans-
quer, 'on verra'.
(Laughter)
6. Fight against drug abuse 
- 
Public health policy
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the continuation of thejoint debate on:
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-647/79), abled
by Mrs Squarcialupi and Mr Ceravolo on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, to the Commission:
Subject: Fight against drugs
In vies, of thc progressive spread of drug abuse, panicu-
larly amongst young people and often involving hard
drugs, which is leading to a worrying increase in the num-
ber of deaths and which calls for resolute and appropriate
action by the political authorities 
- 
and whereas drug
abuse can only be really countered effectively by taking
measures in the social field;
THE COMMISSION IS ASKED
whether it recognizes the need for it to take urgent meas-
urcs such as:
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L A study into new forms of action to combat the traffic
in drugs at every stage by means of increased coordi-
nation between the Member States themsclvcs and
with the countries which producc drugs;
2. A comparison of the experiments carried ouc both
within and outside the Community to fight drug
dependency, to assess which of them are wonh fol-
lowing up, together with an increase in research
including the development of an appropriate action
programme;
3. A review of international agreements on soft drugs in
order to harmonize legisladon to take account of the
new situadon;
4. Action, using all available means, against those forms
of drug dependency about which so much has been
said but little practical action mken, i.e. smoking and
alcoholism which are just as dangerous as other forms.
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-701/79), nbled
by Mrs Schleicher, Mr Albers, Mr Ghergo, Mrs
Cassanmagnato Cerretti, Mrs Maij-Veggen, Mr
Verroken, Mr Estgen, Mr Michel, Mr Menens and
Mr Nordlohne, to the Commission:
Subject: Public health policy in the EEC
At the second meeting of the Council of the Public
Health Ministers of the Community on 16 November
1978, it was specified that the Commission should submit
deailed proposals on health protection in the Community
as soon as possible.
The following ficlds were to be covered:
- 
means of limiting the over-consumption of medicines;
- 
dangers of smoking;
- 
vaccinations; mutual aid following large-scale disas-
ters;
- 
health cards.
Vill the Commission stare:
1. The practical proposals which have so far been sub-
mitrcd in these individuat fields?
2. Vhat studies have akeady been completed or are still
being carried out on thc above mentioncd thcmcs?
3. \Thether it has already formulated measures for the
improvement of public health standards in the Com-
munity?
I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mrs Seibcl-E--erlint. 
- 
@) Mr President, the
Socialist Group very much welcomes this debate,
which has come about at the instigadon of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Prorcction. Ve are not blind to dre fact that
more and more yount people in our countries, deli-
berately or simply out of apathy, are opting out of
society, rejecting our way of life. Drug-aking is only
one form of this optinB-out process, and I am afraid
we shall be faced with many other manifestations
unless we succeed in making the future more attractive
to young people, including those,to whom drug-tak-
ing seems a tempting way out of their problem, which
should by righrs be ours to solve. Throughout the
Community the help we offer rhese drop-outs is piti-
fully and shamefully inadequate. Clearly, a society in
which it is good form to consume alcohol, which
shows no sense of responsibility in its consumption of
medicines and in which our use of nicotine gives even
babes in arms an early taste of the son of environment
they can look forward to is not exactly a good adver-
tisement for abstinence from drugs. It is high time we
got down to discussing this question, but it is also high
time something was done.
Ve know what has been done so far in our Member
States, and we feel that these national effons will have
to be better coordinated and harmonized. !flhat we
have in mind is not just the more obvious and-drugs
measures, but above all striking at the social r00ts of
the problem, to give our young people a chance of
survival. There must be a change in the position of
young people; they need better job prospecr and bet-
ter conditions at school and at home; they must be
given suitable opportunities for work and leisure. I
should like, at this juncture, to present officially our
amendmenr to the committee's modon for a resolu-
tion. Ve must learn from each other's experience not
only as regards the prevention of drug abuse and how
best to inform and educate people but also on the pos-
sible forms of therapy and the problem of how to
mo[ivate people to take advantage of them. [n other
words, we must harmonize our effons, and we ought
ro reach atreement on what dangerous drugs should
be banned. Because heavy penalties are involved, ws
cannot go on wirh the present situation regarding
movements across borders within the Community. Ve
need a register of drugs for the whole Community,
and we should also have a prescriptions regisrcr which
will prevent doctors from contributing, for whatever
motives, to the increased consumption of drugs.
Ve must work together and do everything in our
power to put an end to the drugs traffic; and we
should show no mercy to those people who brutally
destroy the life and health of their fellow human
beings for reasons of profit. !7'e must also do every-
thing possible to improve the position of those coun-
tries where drug-producing crops are cultivated il-
legally, and this will include making up the incomes of
people who have so far had to make a living from
these illegal crops. \fe must open our markets to their
substitute crops, and we shall have to give some
thought to how best to provide generous aid. This is
something which is rightly the job of the European
Community, because it is we who are responsible for
these things. !7'e cannot expect rhe Member Stares to
go it alone. All these measures and many more, which
I have not been able rc mention because time is too
short, must be tackled in a Community framework.
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kt me conclude with a personal remark.'I do not
believe !hat-this House will cut a very credible figure
in the fight against the classic drugs from the East'if at
the 
-same time it suppons the !0'est's own drugs by sub-
sidizing such things as the production of tobacco and
.spirits.
INTHE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Vice-President
President 
- 
I call Mis Gaiotti de Biase to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(CD).
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, we must be grateful to.the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection for having raisEd onie again before qhis
House the serious problem of drug consumption,
which is aking on more and more alarming propor-
tions, and for having done so in full knowledge of the
fact that this is only one stage in a job which must be
continued later. I should, however, like to express
regret that the Committee oh You$ and Culture has
not yet been consulted on this problem:
I said "raised once again" because the topic had
aheady been discussed in some-denil by the European
Parliament as long ato as 1972, on the basis of a
report drawn up by Mr Laudrin. So, as'early as 1972
the Members of this House were awar-e of the serious-
ness of the problem. But rhe Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities unfortunately did not then take
those steps that needed to be taken and which Parlia-
ment recommended. It probably considered it more
desirable, for legal and orher rcasons, to have the
affair to inter-government cooperation. \7e rnust
record, however, that the results of this inter-govern-
ment cooperation are still very far from being satisfac-
tory, as is shown by the official statistics and, even
more dramatically, the unofficial sfatistics, on arresr
of drug traffickers and on the number of deaths.
Nevenheless, these statistics only constitute the tip of
the iceberg. Many drug tragedies remain unknown.
The connection between these phenomena and the
other phenomena of destabilization, uncenainty and
disorder in our society, though very amply docu-
mented, does not always appear in all im clarity. !7e
cannot ignore the increasing number of crimes, often
brutal ones, carried out by persons under the influence
of drugs or with the aim of obtaining funher doses.
In recent times we have witnessed an increase in drug
drug addiction over a wider geographic area and a
continering reduction in the age at which young peo-
ple get involved with drugs, above all in schools at all
leveli.
The causes of this are many, and they are not difficult
to single out, but they are harder and harder to deal
with directly, To be sure, the national authorities do
all they can to prevenl this very real ragedy from
spreading, but their efforts cannot produce satisfac-
tory results if we do not Bet it firmly into our heads
rhat the social phenomena in question, precisely
becatrse 
'they 
are not merely nadonal, precisely
because they have common characteristics, precisely
because they are typical of all our indusrialized socie-
ties, iequire in my opinion common straregies and
measures designed to be both preventive and curative.
\7ith this initiative, Parliament expecr something
more from the Cominission than has so far been done.
The rime has come to make Community measures part
of the national legislation and to give vigorous encour-
agement to scientific res.earch inco medicines and into
the various therapiei involved, as well as,.to give
greater support to experimenm, including experiments
of a social nature, carried.out by therapeutic bodies
and groups of young people as an act of solidarity in
the face of phenomena of this scale and imponance.
'!fle 
ask the Commission 
- 
and we shall commit our-
selves to this 
- 
that this series of measures should
have rwo fundamental characteristics: the utmost
attentiveness and readiness to stimulate this research
and to accept all possible results and the utmost rigour
and seriousness 
- 
bbcause in these matters we cannot
gamble with young people's futures 
- 
towards super-
ficial and permissive attitudes which tend to play down
the gravity of the marter and fob us off with permis-
siveness, oversimplification and, often, irresponsibility.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Newton Dunn to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Newton Dunn. 
- 
Madam President, I have the
honour to speak in this debate as a member of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection and also on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group.
In the European Democratic Group we do not wish to
lose sight of the appalling and degrading consequences
which come from heavy smoking and from addiction
to alcohol. Ve therefore welcome the quesdon from
our colleagues in the European People's Pany which
follows up the meeting of the nine Health Ministers in
November 1978. However, in the very shon time
available to me, a mere five minutes, I have to concen-
trate on the urgent, growing and very serious problem
of hard-drug abuse in the Community. That is to say,
the abuse deriving from heroin, cocaine and mari-
,uana.addiction and, what is more serious, the spreading o-f
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Madam President, I should like to ask the Members
here present, and those who are listening, two ques-
tions. Mrs Squarcialupi has already rcld us that I 000
young people die each year in the Community and
that they are getting younger every year. Have the
Members considered what is happening in the schools
to which their children are sent? Can we be quite sure
that they have not yet akeady been offered free sam-
ples of heroin or of soft drugs? Did you, Madam Presi-
dent, share my horror at hearing of the repon of a
school in France where drug-pushers were waiting
ouride the gates of the school to give free samples to
the children? All our children are wide open to abuse.
\7e have to act quickly.
Secondly, Madam President, I wonder how many
Members sdll believe that the real drug problem rests
in the United States and not in the Community? Do
those Members know that deaths from heroin'in the
Federal Republic of Germany are running at a rate
8 times the death-rate in the United Sates for a com-
parable size of populadon? Eight times es nnany pro
rata:It is incredible! The drug problem is here, with
us, in the Community. Drugs are coming in from
many sources: the French connection, the Chinese
connection in the United Kingdom, Turkish immi-
grant workers in Vest Germany, Iranians fleeing from
that roubled country where they are not allowed to
take out their money, so they take it out in hard drugs
instead. All these, and other sources, contribute to ihe
flow of narcotics coming into our Community.
Madam President, we are creating a Community of
free movement for people and goods. It is also becom-
ing a communiry of free movemen[ for narcotics. !7e
therefore need Community action to support and rein-
force the fight against trafficking in our continent. '!7'e
need education for our young children and for young
people to alert them to the dangers. Vhat stans as
glue-sniffing 
- 
and that is dangerous in itself 
- 
and
accepting free samples leads on the crime and prostitu-
tion in the desperate search for money to pay for their
next'fix'.
Young people should also be told that marijuana, a
so-called soft drug, harms their sexual prowess. The
private cannabis smoker should be told that his per-
ception of time and distance is altered after smoking
one joint, so that he is no longer safe behind the wheel
of a motor-car.
Madam President, I turn all too briefly and quickly to
the problem of the producers 
- 
the poppy-growers.
The United Nations coordinates the fight to persuade
farmers in cenain areas of the world 
- 
the Golden
Triangle and the Golden Crescent 
- 
ro change their
crops from opium to more useful products. It is an
incredibly difficult task to persuade them to change.
Results so far show that it is nor sufficient ro take
away the poppy-seeds and give them other seeds to
grow. Instead, what is required is a comprehensive
programme of health care, education and crop substi-
tution over a widespread area in order to change the
traditional lifepatterns of whole communities. This is a
major and expensive task. Yet, Madam President,
three Member States of our Community failed to don-
ate one single penny to the United Nations Fund for
Drug Abuse Control in 1979, and the other six States
of our Community paid a total between them of
540 000 dollars. look at it in another way, fellow
Members: the nine Member States paid on behalf of
the 410 Members of this Parliament a grand total of
80 American cen6. Not 80 cenrc for each of us, but a
total of 80 cents for all 410 of us. Ir is absolutely scan-
dalous! And it is no wonder that we are losing the bat-
tle against the drug traffickers. I would personally like
to see an entry in the 1981 Communiry budget of a
contribution from us to the United Nations fund.
Madam President, it is our duty as Members here to
raise the level of public awareness in the Communiry.
It is our dury to spark the Community into co-
ordinated acdon. !7e have an epidemic on our hands.
My group does not want to have a litde debatc on the
problem and leave it at that. Ve want action, and
urgendy. Hence we have tabled, and I formdly movc
ir now, a motion to wind up the debatc.
Madam President, my group admires Mrs Squarci-
alupi's motion on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, which I personally supponed. However, we
believe rhar that resolution is not strong enough and
therefore we have tabled our own resoludon, *hich is
even sronger. Mrs Bonino's motion is endrely unac-
ceptable: tea and coffee are included in the carcgory
of drugs, and they are calling in their resoludon for
cannabis to be legalized, which is scandalous. I also
formally move my personal amendment to Mrs Squar-
cialupi's modon, in which I call for a committee of this
Parliament to study the problem.
Madam President, I conclude by inviting all Members
to share our concern at this urgent problem and to
support the resolution when it is voted on tomorrow.
Prcsident. 
- 
(F) I call Mrs Pruvot to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democradc group.
Mrs Pnrvot. 
- 
@ Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to begin by launching an
urgent appeal to all my colleagues. Drugs spare no
section or category of sociery. Any young person may
one day be tcmpted. Hashish and merijuana are
neither on rhe left nor on the right, they simply exist.
Drug addiction hits our youth hard, that same unfet-
tered youth which, wherever it may be, represenrc the
future of our world. Could wc nor, on this onc oc-
casion, work togcther to oppose this tcrrible blight,
which we all condemn and of which we are all afraid?
The truth is that this evil is spreading, and that we
must take definite and prompt action, care for the vic-
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tims of this scourge and track down rhe traffickers.
But before all else, we must strike at its very roots, at
the reasons for its spreading.
For drug addiction is not a perversion, the young per-
son who mkes drugs is 'going through a difficult
period'. Perhaps he has difficulties at school or in
communicating wirh people, perhaps he lacks confi-
dence in the future or wishes ro escape from a difficult
environment. According to specialists in this field,
family problems must take most of the blame for drug
use by young people. The lack of something ro do and
unemployment are also factors which foster drug ad-
diction. On the other hand, this does nor mean rhat a
return to full employment would be any more likely to
remov€ teenagers' doubm and dissatisfaction.
But what we really need is ro pursue a real youth
policy, a social and cultural policy which young people
will be glad to take pan in and, why not, even enrhuse
over. \7e should set up an educational system and
vocational training methods which prepare young peo-
ple for a working life in which they will have the
chance to live full, rich lives and nor merely 'exisr'.
This is really the basic problem. Even if rhis is above all
a quesdon for individual nations to decide, ir is, in my
opinion, the problem which should receive rop priority
from the Community.
\7e will often have cause to rerurn ro this problem,
since Europe's agricultural, industrial and economic
future lies with our youth and the culture we give
them. But world-wide rampant drug addiction
obviously requires immediarc and drastic action if we
are to aven disaster.
Proliferating drug use, by secondary school children
for example, is an exceptionally serious matrer; our
sociery and our European Communiry have no right
to ignore it.
Doctors working in the field refuse to lump all drugs
together, and the methods applied to fighting their use
must, of course, differ in the same way. Tobacco and
alcohol are permitted drugs, and we musr absolutely
do something about this situation, but it would be
sheer folly to add orhers to the list.
As for France, it is againsr any lifting of restrictions on
the use of cannabis. Lasr November, during the fifth
Ministerial Conference on European cooperarion in
the fight against drug abuse in Stockholm, France offi-
cially restated her 'opposition to any new decision
which might lead rc the legalization of so-called soft
drugs'. This opinion was unanimously shared by our
panners in the 'Pompidou Group'. This group, formed
in l97l at George Pompidou's Instigation, is made up
of the Nine and Sweden and has set itself the msk of
organizing European cooperarion rhrough the
exchange of data and information on all the facerc of
the drug phenomenon. Any legal and administrative
action taken by France to fighr drug abuse is generally
based on a desire to help drug addicts rarher than pun-
ish them, while ensuring rhat drug traffickers are sev-
erely punished. The emphasis is placed on prevenrive
action in schools and elsewhere, on informing young
people and their families and on training those people
who will be responsible for dealing with drug ques-
tions at different levels. Moreover, we play an acrive
part in internarional organizations whose aims are to
restrict the growing of the opium poppl, ro ser up
rules for the manufacture of and trading in opium, and
m classify psychotropic substances. Sratistics prove
that as a result my country is less drug-ridden than
other European counrries, although drug addiction is
on the increase there too.
Up to now, and in spite of proposals akeady pu[ for-
ward, in panicular by the Liberal group in 1972,
nothing has yet been done by the Communiry to al-
leviate this disaster.
Today, we give our wholeheaned suppon to the step
taken by Mrs Squarcialupi and Mr Ceravolo on behalf
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection.
On the basis of Anicle 235, since we can treat the
drug problem as a social one and uphold that rhe
fight against drug abuse contributes to the improve-
ment of living conditions 
- 
this objective figures in
the preamble to the Treaties 
- 
the institutions of the
Communiry have a major and essential role to play:
they must give impetus to narional governmenrs to
speed up and strengthen international cooperation in
this area; they must coordinate any preventive, health
or legal measures taken by each of the Member States;
and, above all, they must enable European yourh to
believe in Europe and with new-found confidence in
its future to have the desire, the all-out desire to live.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Chouraqui to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mrs Chouraqui. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
tentlemen, I would like to raise here roday a vigorous
protest, both as a woman, a citizen and a mother, but
also of course, as a member of the European Parlia-
ment, against rhe increase in drug taking, of hard or
soft drugs, in Europe and especially in my own coun-
try. I must prores[ in particular ar those people, who,
in Europe, and especially in France, distribute tracts,
stating their opinion rhar, on the one hand, the sale of
soft drugs should be liberalized, and on the orher that
medical supervision should be srepped up. Ir is a con-
tradiction in rerms to be both for the open sale of
drugs and stringent medical supervision. I do not see
either how one can distinguish soft drugs from hard
drugs, and, in my opinion, rhis disrinction is not based
on any sound medical evidence.
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'W'e know tha a person very quickly passes from psy-
chological dependence to physical dependence and
finally to complete drug addiction. And the fact is,
that drug addiction poses a serious threat today to the
European Community, and the inhabitants of the
world at large, since 84 0/o of drug takers are unfor-
tunately under 25.
Vulnerable youngsters turn into sick people unable to
face up to the ordinary everyday problems of life.
How can they possibly revert to being responsible men
and women, able to play a major and active role in the
life of the community?
'!7hat can the European Community do? The meas-
ures included in the Treaty establishing the European
Community do not provide explicitly for the fight
against drug addiction. And in the past precious little
attention was paid to this social problem.
Each of the Member States is faced with this disress-
ing problem, which has such wide-ranging social
implications. Urgent action must be taken on a Com-
munity and worldwide scale. At Community level,
Anicle 235 of the Treaty provides the necessary basis
for action. This anicle stipulates that: 'If action by the
Community should prove necessary to attain, in the
course of the operation of the common market, one of
the objectives of the Communiry and this Treary has
not provided the necessary powers, the Council shall,
acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commis-
sion and after consulting the Assembly, take the
appropriate measures.' In pursuance of Anicle 235, the
Community is thus empowered to act. 'Strhat are the
possible solutions?'S7e should remember the proposals
made by President Pompidou in 1971. The main
poinrc of those proposals are the following: strenBth-
ening of action bypolice an<i customs in this area; elabo-
ration of a common policy on the fight against il-
legal drug traffic; setting up of regional specialist
cenrres, with the task of defining and applying practi-
cal measuresl harmonization of evaluation techniques
used by experts; joint development of better methods
of prevention and medical treatment, and finally, as
far as possible, harmonization of the penalties imposed
in the Member States.
Of course, other points need to be clarified. Agree-
ment should in panicular be reached on controlling
the source of supply of drugs, that is to say anphing
which has to do with the growing of plants used in
drug manufacture.
Finally, let me mention that the Community should be
prepared to finance an educative programme aimed at
warning the public, and especially young people, of
rhe dangers of drug addiction and also of the excessive
nking of medicines.'Sfle must help the hapless victims
of narcotics traffic, I mean the drug addicts. Ve must
not treat them as outcasts from society, but help them
to overcome their slavery to drugs, so that they can
revert. to being useful members of society.
In conclusion, I would like to draw your attention to
two important seminars, organized in Ireland in 1979
by the Health Education Office. Their debates and
conclusions will shortly be published. The themes were
'Alrcrnatives to drugs' and 'Prevention through infor-
mation'. The outcome of these debates should in my
opinion be studied at Community level. There is also a
case for looking urgently into ways of organizing, at
rhe same level, a seminar on the problems of the drug
traffic and on information concerning the dangers of
drug addiction.
I firmly believe rhat in the present international crisis,
which is shaking Europe and the world at large, we
musr prepare our young people for a life of effon, of
self-discipline and perhaps even of struggle 
- 
and
above all, we must help them not give up in the face of
the dangers of everyday life.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Madam President, it is first and
foremost disgraceful 
- 
and I repeat it 
- 
that on a
topic of this son, as on others, the political groups in
this Parliament should agree to oblige speakers to take
pan in debares in which they have only three or four
minutes' speaking time, and I wanted to lhank you,
Madam President, for the tolerance which you
showed rowards the Member who has just finished
speaking. However, this is no way to conduct a
debate.
I just wanted to say, in the limited speaking time
allowed me, that when politics takes leave of science
to follow people's pe[ hates, we canno[ expec[ the
result. to be anything other than disastrous. Madam
President, what does science understand by the word
'drug'? According to the sciences of pharmacology
and pharmaceutics, alcohol, tea, caffeine and, above
all, all the numerous tranquilizers and stimulants
turned out by the vast international drug industry,
must definitely be considered drugs. '!7hat are we con-
cerned with here? Ve are concerned with rhe drug
addict: that is to say, with someone who is addicted to
and dependen[ upon drugs and who, to this extent, is
dangerous both to himself and to others. For the poli-
tician, for the believer in positive law, for society as a
whole, what is really frightening is the awful irrespon-
sibility of the drug addict and the danger he represents
for himself and for others.
Vhat then, Madam President, does all this mean?
That the drugs we are concerned with are the drugs
that deprive the user of his freedom, not the ones that
injure his health 
- 
because strychnine and a thousand
other things also injure health. A drug is something
that deprives a man of his freedom of action and his
responsibiliry and which becomes a social danger.
But are there not such things as soft drugs and hard
drugs? Is alcohol a soft drug? '!7'e are perpetually
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debadng wine production in order ro produce more
and more and consume more and more. Vell, alcohol
is responsible for 50 0/o of the deaths in road accidenm.
On the other hand, a hard drug like heroin is respon-
sible for a thousand deaths in Europe. There is no
doubt it is abominable and dangerous, bur you are
rather inconsistent: tobacco and wine give rise to
dependenry and addiction; rhey also have physical
effects and therefore they are drugs. The derivatives of
Indian hemp, on the orher hand, in rhe opinion of the
\7orld Health Organization and according to 90 years
of scientific studies which have never been disproved,
will do all the harm that you like but rhey will not
cause physical dependency or addiction or cause phys-
ical damage, nor do they make a man a danger to him-
self and to others. It is said rhat there is a risk of
graduadng from one drug ro another. Bur, Madam
President, there is the same kind of link as there was in
the 30s in the United States berween consuming
alcohol during the period of prohibirion and indulging
in illegal betting during the same period. Since rhe
bookmakers and boor-leggers, applying the law of
profit to both alcohol and clandestine betring, made it
easy for anyone ro break the law, ir ofren happened
that somebody who indulged in illicit drinking rhen
went on to indulge in illicit betdng. This kind of rela-
tionship is created by the law. Hashish and marijuana
are non-drugs, whereas tobacco and alcohol, pro-
duced by your capiralistic profir-motivared industries,
are all murderous products and are habit-forming, nor
to speak of other effecrs. \7hat rhen, Madam Presi-
dent, should be the reaction of a serious-minded Par-
liament? It should not be rhar of lerting irself be car-
ried away by irs own per hates, bringing in diabolical
influence, as if drugs were dangerous philres; insread
it should simply attempr to influence rhe economic and
social laws rhar are responsible for rhe spread of hard
drugs, wherher rhese hard drugs are alcohol or heroin.
And what, you supporr.ers of rhe free market and rhe
law of profit in this House, whar is the incenrive to
indulge in hard drugs if it is nor rhe profit rhar arises
from it as a consequence of prohibition? In the 3Os,
during the period of prohibirion in America, rhere
were alcoholics and a profiteering Mafia grew up.
You, by wishing ro penalize drug-takers, are doing
nothing more rhan bringing the economic law of profit
into the picture as a motive for this industry of dearh.
It is no accidenr thar in Brussels the man responsible
for suppressing the drug trade was ar rhe same rime
the principal drug trafficker. Nor was it an accidenr,
Mrs Chouraqui and Mr Debr6, thar in General de
Gaulle's France the DST was caughr red-handed sup-
porting and financing its own inrernational acrivities
by protecting rhe international heroin Mafia. And
everyone knows what son of thing went on in soci-
alist-governed Marseilles, where the highly respectable
Guerini brothers were rhe ones who protected this
kind of traffic.
So I accuse everybody who continues ro mainrain, in
the face of the scientific evidence, that hashish is a soft
drug of irresponsible demagogy: hashish is in fact a
non-drug. So, if you are really not hypocrircs and cri-
minals, have the consistency to recommend criminal
laws against that very alcohol which you wanr [o see
produced in greater quantities, which you supporr a[
every level and which is responsible for social disasters
in France, in Imly and in Germany, if it is true, and ir
is, chat 70 o/0. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you rightly pointed our a
shon while ato that Mrs Chouraqui had been granted
two extra minutes. I took note of rhat. You were given
three and a half minutes and you have now been
speaking for six minutes. I should rherefore be glad if
you would conclude.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) . . . I have finished, bur ler there
be no misundersanding. Madam President, I wel-
comed your tolerance but I was nor pedantically
countinB every single additional minute that you had
given the previous speaker, and I should like to thank
you for having been generous with me as well. Bur I
canno[ help noricing thar in this Parliament, which is
expressing through the conservative Members of this
House its respecr for the institution of rhe family and
the great traditional values, there are only two of rhese
Conservatives present to carry on this demagogy,
whereas they are the very ones who benefit from the
profim creared by the drug indusrry in rhe way rheir
society is organized. They come here with the inten-
tion of attacking one or rwo adolescents who smoke a
few cigarettes and who are ar rhe mercy of drug uaf-
fickers as a direct consequence of rhe laws laid down
by these conservarives and, nor to forger rhe orher
side, Mr Marchais's conservarives as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newton Dunn on a point of
order.
Mr Newton Dunn. 
- 
Under Rule 28, which con-
cerns speaking-time, would you rell me how much
time is now left for rhe Technical Coordinarion
Group, please?
President. 
- 
No time remains for the Technical
Coordination Group, which has had far more [ime
than was originally allotted to ir.
I call Mrs Spaak.
Mrs Spaak. 
- 
(F) Afrcr Mr Pannella's speech, I
would like to bring the discussion down ro eanh
somewhat, and approach it more calmly, by making a
very few brief general remarks, Madam President.
Everyone admits that there has been a radical change
in the sociology of drug use. There are more products
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on the market, at lower prices, and drug use has
become more widespread. All these factors mean that
there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
accidents involving drugs. Although larger and larger
amounts of drugs are being seized, the effect is not to
slow down drug use, quite the contrary.
Vithin this new contexr, I subscribe wholeheartedly to
the terms of Mrs Scarcialuppi's oral question, and I
would like to stress two points. In his speech, Com-
missioner Vredeling emphasized the fact that it is diffi-
cult for the Nine to pursue a common policy in the
fight against drugs. I am nonetheless convinced that as
regards prevention and presentation of the facts to the
public, a policy of close cooperation between our dif-
ferent countries must be undenaken. In countries such
as ours, with their extremely large educational sys-
tems, action of this kind would be sure to be effecdve
and we could learn from each others' experiences.
Now I would like to address myself to Mr Pannella in
particular, but I can see that once he has finished
speaking, he pays little attention to other Members'
speeches. (Applause from certain quarters) The motion
for a resolution tabled by Mrs Bonino and a few other
members, which aims at removing cannabis from the
list of dangerous drugs and legalizing its manufacture
and sale to the public, seems to me 
- 
to use a euphe-
mism 
- 
to show a lack of caution. The expens are, to
say the least, not agreed on the toxic effects of this
substance when compared, for example, with those of
alcohol. Some biologists have esablished that a single
dose of cannabis remains present in the body for thiny
days after it has been taken, whereas a single dose of
alcohol disappears in a matter of hours. In saying this,
I am not, of course, defending alcohol consumption,
but do recommend that we exercise extreme caution in
this matter.
Lastly, I would ask you, Mr Commissioner, to give us
rhe findings of the meeting of the Pompidou Group,
held in Srcckholm in November 1979.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gredal.
Mrs Gredal. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection has addressed a series of questions to
the Commission regarding drugs. I should like to
speak on behalf of myself and of various other mem-
bers of my group and to begin by saying that I regard
this question as extremely serious. In my previous job,
I worked for many years with drug problems. How-
ever, I should also like to advise Parliament against
taking up this problem as a particular mat[er for the
Community. This subject has always been one about
which many people will mlk 
^t 
great length but, unfor-
runately, very little gets done. If we look around in
this House we see that the previous speakers have left
already; they have said what they had to say, and they
have no funher wish to listen to what is going on.
This is in sharp contrast to the length at which people
always tend to speak on this subject since there is
always rco little action.
fu I said, I should like rc advise against uking this
matter up at Community level since it is not one which
can be dealt with within the borders of nine countries,
as it is much more far-reaching. In my view, we in the
Nine must use our energy on many other things within
the social sector. Since we now have other bodies
which deal with this problem, I think we should make
more effort than we have in the past to srengthen
these bodies.
Many of those who have spoken here today have done
nothing to encourage their own governments to do
more work on combatting the drugs problem, since
this is something which could have been done in a dif-
ferent way for many years. I am thinking here of the
Pompidou group in which I myself have taken pan.
This Pompidou group includes representatives of the
nine countries plus Sweden and is the only body which
provides all the possibilities to do something at Com-
munity level and beyond, which I regard as very
important. This Pompidou troup is to come under the
Council of Europe in the future, which means that the
2l-country group will be able to work on this prob-
lem. I regard it as a far better solution that all these
countries should work on this problem.
In addition, there is the United Nations which has also
worked on this problem for many years. I cannot claim
rhar any of these bodies has solved the problem since it
is an extremely difficult one. Ve should not think,
however, because the nine countries here in Parlia-
ment are intending to work together that we will be
able to solve the drug problem in Europe. This will not
be possible.
As you are no doubt aware, we were recently in the
Unired States as pan of a delegation and that country
too was in favour of cooperating with the Community
on this problem. 'We made it clear that, in our view,
the bodies I have just mentioned should also be
involved in this work. The United Sates was also in
favour of this idea. My appeal today, therefore, is that
it would not be a good idea for the Communiry to
mke this matter up as an exclusively Communiry mat-
ter. I recommend to the many members of Parliament
who speak at such length and so heatedly regarding
the drugs problem that they should take this matter up
in their own counries and support the work aimed at
stamping out drut abuse via the existing bodies. I
think we have a much bigger job to do in these areas.
I should like to make just one point. As we know, one
of the most effective ways of tackling the problem of
drug abuse is to make those parts of the world produc-
ing drugs change over to other production. Ve must, I
chink, acknowledge the fact that the United Stltt's hrrs
done most in financial terms to encourage a change-
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over to alternative production in these countries.
Europe on the orher hand has been somewhat reluc-
tant to spend large sums.
As I said, we should, in my view, use our effons in the
bodies which already exisr, and concentrarc here in
Parliament on other social problems of which, I rhink,
there are plenty within commissioner Vredeling's com-
petency. \7e have no need to go looking for funher
jobs to do.
As regards the other subject which we are discussingjointly 
- 
i.e. public health policy 
- 
I should just like
to add a few remarks. In my view, health poliry is out-
side the scope of the Community. Indeed, I am sur-
prised to find the rerm 'Council of Health Minisrcrs'
in the documents. In my view, there is no such rhing.
A number of meetings of the Ministers of Health of
the Nine countries have been held and of course rhey
can meet and exchange experience 
- 
I think this is
perfectly reasonable. However, I maintain that the
Community cannor introduce anything in the nature
of legislation in the field of health. The Danish Gov-
ernment has also stated quite clearly at the meetings of
the Minisrcrs of Health, that healrh marrers were
purely national concerns for the each of the nine
countries.
Prcsident. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was saspended at 1.20p.m. and resumed at
3 p.-.)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(/) Thank you, Mr President. I rise
to give an explanation of vote and to commenr on all
theamendments...
President: 
- 
This is nor the time for explanations of
vote, Mr Pannella. They are given before the vote on
the motion. You cannor give an explanation of vote on
the amendments or on the whole series of amendments
before the vote on the motion.
Mr Paonella. 
- 
(F) In accordance with which Rule
in the Rules of Procedure, Mr President?
Presideat. 
- 
pu15u2n1 to Rule 25(3), once the gen-
eral debate and considerarion of the rexrs have been
concluded, only explanarions of vote shall be permit-
ted. During the January pan-session the House inter-
preted this ro mean that explanations of vote alone
could be given before the motion is put to the vote. I
intend to respec the decision of the House.
Ve shall now vore on [he modon for a resolution.
I put the preamble ro rhe vore.
The preamble is adoprcd.
On paragraphs I to 6, Mrs Hoffman, Mr Piquet, Mr
Fernandez, Mrs Le Roux, Mrs Poirier, Mr Frisch-
mann, Mr Manin and Mrs De March have tabled
Amendment No 7 seeking to replace these paragraphs
by the following new paragraphs:
1. Considers that the increase in unemployment and rhe
serious crisis in the shipbuilding and texrile industries
necessitate different measures than those proposed by
the Commission and call for an immediate and total
halt to all Community intervention plans aimed at res-
tructuring and conversion in these rwo sectors, as in
the iron and steel industry;
2. Asks thar no further restructuring plans be drawn up
for other secrors;
3. Emphasizes rhat the indusrial conflicts and rhe mas-
sive opposition of the workers ro these plans, panicu-
larly in France and the United Kingdom, are an
extremely positive basis for safeguarding secrors of
industry that are of vical imponance ro the economy,
jobs and independence of every Member Sate;
4. Opposes, in the light of rhe foregoing and by way of
general principle, the use of appropriations from the
Community budget to finance these restrucruring
measures, and stresses that funds from the budget for
I 980 and preceding years must in no circumstances bc
used to finance measures such as these that crearc
unemployment and underemploymenr;
5. Emphasizcs that the allocation of funds to finance
measures to accompany restructuring plans under the
pretencc of thereby limiting the social and human
consequences of the latter can in no circumstences
serve to justify such restructuring plans;
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Wce-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed. I appeal ro you
all to cooperate in making up for the time we have
lost.
7. Votes
Presidcnt. 
- 
The nexr ir,em is the vote on motions
for resolutions on which the debarc is closed.
Ve shall begin with the motion for a resolution con-
tained in the Nicolson and Forster report (Doc. l-623/
79): Restructuing in tbe shipbuilding and textile indus-
ties.
I call Mr Pannella.
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6. Believes that it is the responsibility of each Member
State to implement a social and economic policy
aimed at high and balanced growth capable of gener-
adng sufficient revival of demand, particularly in the
sectors affected by restructuring measures;
7. Emphasizes that the imperative need for a policy of
this nature necessitates an immediatc and substantial
increase in earnings, above all, of the lowest paid;
8. Believes that the problcms of over-capacity and
under-consumpcion in the sectors in quesdon are due,
above all, to the austerity policies coordinated at
Community level and implemented in every country;
9. Considers that the enlargement of the Community ro
include Greece will deal a very severe blow to the
shipbuilding and textile industries in Europe and in
France, in panicular; declares its hosdlity and opposi-
tion to this enlargement and asks, therefore, that the
plans for this count4/s accession be abandoned alto-
gethcr.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Sir David Nicolson, rdpporteur. 
- 
I oppose the adop-
tion of the amendment. I think that it is a political
document. It is full of generalities, I am not in favour
the views expressed and I think that it is covered by
the motion for a resolution as it stands.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put paragraphs I and 2 ro the vote.
Paragraphs I and2 are adopted.
On paragraph 3, Mrs Salisch and Mr Caborn on
behalf of the Socialist Group have tabled Amendment
No 6 seeking to replace the paragraph with the fol-
lowing new paragraph:
3 a. Urges the Commission to elaborate urgen!, concrerc
measures for the maintenance of employment
through diversification in those areas which are
heavily dependent on textiles and/or shipbuilding,
as regions which are already economically and
socially underprivileged and suffering from the col-
lapse of existing industries cannot withstand further
cuts in jobs opponunities;
b. Calls on the Commission as a matter of urg€ncy:
(i) to draw up improved standards aimed at reduc-
ing the incidence of damage to marine and
coasal environments as a result of vessel-opcr-
ating procedures and inadequate sandards of
vcsscl construction and maintenance, thereby
also ensuring maximum operational safery;
these proposals should be based on the IMCO
rcgulations;
(ii) to ensure that such proposals, if not imple-
mented by shipowners, would debar their vcs-
sels from entry to EEC poru;
(iii) rc take note of the fact that fuel consumption is
onc of the principal costs in the operadon of
merchant vessels, and to bring forward coordi-
nated measures designcd to encourage the
replacement of marine power plant, where any
significant encrt:f, environmental and safety
saving might ensue;
(iv) to review the domestic credit terms in relation
to countries outside the EEC and, when
agreed, to ensure that such terms are ade-
quately policed wirhin the Communiry;
c. Calls on the Council to take serious note of the fact
that the shipbuitding and ship-repair industry is cur-
rently suffering a shonage of merchant orders of
crisis proponions; believes, in recognition of this,
that special aid in rhe form of a'scrap-and-build'
policy should be introduced without funher delay
and that such a policy should take into account the
need for improved environmental protection and
energy efficiency;
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Sir David Nicolson, ftrpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
must reluctandy say that I do not think that we should
have these amendments at this dme. I think that there
is a lot of good material included in the amendments
which have been suggested by Mrs Salisch and Mr
Caborn, but the Commission is going to submit pro-
posals on safety in the next few months and we are
recommending in our motion for a resolution that ve
should have an own-initiative report on a general
policy for aid to resrructuring industry which will go
into greater detail. I think at this stage, and for the
purpose of this motion, I would prefer not to recom-
mend acceptance of this amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Salisch.
Mrs Sdisch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I had said that I
wanted a separate vote, if you had been good enough
to allow it. I believe that the safeguarding of jobs is a
primary aim and that this is of course true in the case
of this motion. It was with the votes of Members from
your troup, Sir Davis, that this idea was adoprcd by
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment. I
request a separarc vore, Mr President, on the first
paragraph and the rest of the amendment.
Presidcnt. 
- 
You have proposed that we vorc sepa-
rarcly on paragraph 3(a) of this amendment. I believe
that your proposal is in order.
I call Sir David Nicolson.
Sir David Nicolson, rdpporteur. 
- 
I fully understand
the importance of considering the social aspects of aid,
particularly with regard to the maintenance of
employment and the creation of new jobs, but para-
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graph 3 of the modon for a resolution does srarc quite
clearly that financing is to be coordinated with the
Social Fund, and rhe opinion of the Commirtee on
Social Affairs and Employmenr sr.ares thar social meas-
ures should in future be taken as an integral part of a
coherent industrial poliry. Therefore I woulj merely
like to reirerate my belief rhat the point thar the pre-
vious speaker is making is covered by our motion for a
resolurion. 
-
Prcsident. 
- 
The rapporteur maintains his posirion.
However, I consider rhat Mrs Salisch's r.quesi is valid.
I pur to the vote the first paragraph of Amendment
No 6.
The firsr paragraph of Amendment No 6 is rejected.
I put to rhe vorc the rest of Amendmenr No 6.
The second pan of Amendmenr No 6 is rejected.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopred.
I put paragraph 4 ro the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adoprcd.
After paragraph 4, Mrs Salisch and Mr Neal on behalf
of the Socialist Group have tabled Amendmenr No 2
seeking to insert rhe following new paragraph:
,t a. Is of the opinion that social measures should, in
fururc, bc taken as an integral pan of a coheient
indusuial.policy aimed at cr-ating full employment,
calls for the speedy elaboration o-f such policies anj
resolves to include substantial app.opiiations for
this area in the lgEl budget;
\flhar is rhe rapporteur's position?
Sir David Nicolson, rapporteur. 
- 
Here again, Mr
President, I find nothing wrong with rhe piragraph.
Since I feel that rhe marrer is covered in the motion
and in the programme which we are suggesring, which
has been supponed by the opinion of t[e Coimmittee
on Social Affairs and Employment, I am against this
amendment.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 ro the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
On paragraph 5, Mr Seal on behalf of the Socialist
Qroup has tabled Amendment No 3 seeking to replace
the paragraph with the following new paragraph:
5. Condemns the way in which the Commission has allo-
catcd the moncy from the l97B budget; deplores the
lack of formal consulmtion with interested panies, in
panicular the fact that the Commission made no for-
mal or informal request for suggested projects from
the man-made fibres industry, and that the projecm
aoually selected seem to have been decided upon
almost entirely by personal conracrs; calls for the
whole marrer ro be thoroughly invesrigated, and par-
liament informed of the ourcome of this investigation
in ord,er ro dispel the present armosphere of mystery;
considers that a consultation procedure should be
established and in future be seen ro be. fully utilized,
this being panicularly imponant as the allocation from
the 1979 budget remains to be spent;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Sir David Nicolson, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am
againsr rhis amendment. I rhink ir is redundant and I
do not recommend ir.
President. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No 3 to the vore.
Amendmenr No 3 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 ro the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopred.
On paragraph 6, Mr Seal on behalf of the Socialist
Group has abled Amendmenr No 4 seeking ro replace
this paragraph with the following new para[.aph:
Views rhis matter with the utmost seriousness, involving
as it does the centrally imponanr areas of industrial policy
and democratic accountabiliry;
'!/hat is the rapponeur's position?
Sir David Nicolsoo, rapporteur. 
- 
For a similar reason
as before, I do not recommend acceprance. I do not
think we need this addition.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No 4 rc the vote.
Amendment No 4 is rejected.
I put paragraph 6 rc the vote.
Paragraph 6 is adopted.
After paragraph 
-5,. I have two amendments. Mr Spi-nelli on behalf of the Comittee on Budgets had tabled
Amendment No I seeking ro add the following new
paragraph:
7. Also asls the Commission:
- 
to draw up an overall multiannual estimate of
financial aid for industrial restructuring and
reconversion,
- 
to embark on rhis policy on the basis of the appro-
priations authorized in the budget withour waiting
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any longer for the adoption of regulations by the
Council and without seeking the Councilt prior
informal agreement to the projects to be financed,
- 
to amend its proposal for a framework regulation
of 26 October 1978 on the lines suggested by Par-
liament in its opinion of 26 April D79.
Miss Quin has tabled Amendment No 5 seeking to
add the following new paragraph:
6 a. Calls on the Commission as a matter of urgency:
- 
rc upgrade shipbuilding areas from category 3 to
catetory 2 in the list of priorities for the alloca-
tion of assistance under the European Social
fund;
- 
to devote a, larger proponion of funds than has
already been proposed under the non-quou sec-
tion of the Regional Fund towards encouraging
the growth of new economic activiry and
towards improving the environment in ship-
building areas;
- 
to seek to implement proposals for granting
redundancy payments to workers laid off in the
texdle and shipbuilding industries similar to
those available for coal and steel workers under
the ECSC Treaty.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Sir David Nicolson, rdpPorteur.- Mr President, as far
as Amendment No I is concerned, I think that this is a
useful and constructive addition to the motion for a
resolution. It does in effect call on the Commission to
go ahead and spend the appropriations authorized in
previous budgets without waiting for the prior infor-
mal agreement of the Council on the projecm to be
financed, and thus this amendment gives more teeth to
paragraph 5 of the modon for a resolution, and I
would recommend it. As far as Amendment No 5 is
concerned, I do not recommend it. I do not think it is
necessary.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adoprcd.
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejectcd.
Before we vote on the motion for a resolution as a
whole, explanations of vote may be heard.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I shall vote in
favour of the motion even thouBh the method of
assessing the amendments tabled here was not based
on their inrinsic value but on a srict pany approach
by the rapporteur 
- 
although this is nothing new as
far as his group is concerned.
I shall vote in favour, Mr President, on the basis of my
own dealings with the voters of Trieste and with the
vorcrs in my own constituency. I shall vote in favour
also because I am aware that in this sector there is an
increasingly risky poliry of competition, ou$ide the
Community. All rco often, when we are drawing up
international agreements, we tend to forget sectors
like shipbuilding, which is a sector of vital strategic
importance for the life of our countries, for our econ-
omies and for the international strength of this Com-
munity. For these reasons, and because of the firm
stand taken ois-d-ois the Council, I inrcnd to vote in
favour of this motion 
- 
even though I think it is inad-
equate and deplore the pany-minded approach to it.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Salisch.
Mrs Salisch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I also want to give
an explanation of vote. I could not disagree more with
the rapponeur when he insists that the amendments
which I abled should be rejected because these points
are already essendally covered in the motion for a
resolution contained in his report. The fact of the mat-
ter is that there is a great deal in Sir David's report
about improving matters by means of social measures,
but I am sure that I made clear yesterday and in the
amendments that we are not just concerned with
improving matters, but that if there is rc be any res-
tructuring we want to guarantee that no jobs are lost
or else that new jobs will be created immediately to
replace the old. I really do feel that it is extremely
high-handed of you, Sir David, to ProPose that the
House do not accept this. This is yet another example
for the House of how even Members who have gone
along with a certain approach on the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment act differently when
they come into the Chamber. I find this all very
regretable and it makes committee work that much
more difficult. I shall therefore vote against the
motion.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mrs De March.
Mrs Dc March. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it must have
been clear to everyone that the amendment we tabled
expressed our downright rejection of the industrial
restructuring plans which are coordinated by the
Commission and implemented in each Member State.
Our amendment was rejected by Parliament, and this
is significant.
Our motion asked that no funher restructuring plans
be drawn up and opposed the use of tpproprictions
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from the Community budget to finance these meas-
ures, because our aim is to defend the vital sectors of
our economy and to protect our regions and rhe inter-
esm of French workers. S7'e are ag.inrt the halfheaned
social measures which are rhe response to the crisis
and which force unemployment and atrophy on rhe
regions involved.
The countless promises which have never been kept
are not going to convince us to accept the enlargemenr
of the Communiry, to include Griece in panicular.
This enlargemenr will deal a very severe blbw to the
shipbuilding and texrile industries in France.
This is why the French Communist Members and their
comrades are against these restructuring plans and
other crisis-related measures. This is why wi are cam-
paigning against these plans which run counrer to the
national interest of France. All rhis explains our vote,
which is a vore on behalf of the workirs of France, a
vote on behalf of French indusrry and a vote on behalf
of the future of our grear narion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roudy to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrle-
men, it is obvious that there is a tremendous difference
bemeen...
Thank you, Mr Bangemann.
fu I was saying, it is obvious that there is a tremen-
dous difference berween wha[ restructuring really
means for workers and the conceprion of ir which fil-
rcrs through ro mosr of the Members in this Chamber.
Obviously we are alking about different rhings.
On the one hand, of course, you have the incerests of
the multinationals while on rhe orher there is the daily
drama of unemployment, especially when it affecis
factories in ceniin'areas, liki Vaui-en-Velain in rhe
Rh0ne-Alpes region, which could still have a viable
exisrcnce bur which are shut down by order of the
Rh0ne-Poulenc rexrile company. But people do not
want to know about it. There is talk of some paltry
remedy, of aid which is going to be offered but which
will not really-make any difference. \7hen things are
like this, and if you are a Socialist and think abo-ut the
living conditions of rhe workers, you cannor accepr
such proposals.
The repon we have been given says that the manufac-
turers of synthetic fibres were consulted. But whar
about the workers? Ir is this blatant gap which has to
be criticized. Ler me make ir quite cleai: the Socialists
will never be able ro accepr proposals like this which
do not give a damn abour what happens ro millions of
workers !
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is a sad fact
that the Council is conspicuous by im absence during
this imponant debarc on the probable loss of two mil-
lion jobs over the nexr few years. I have already men-
tioned this during the debate. Be that as it may, it also
has to be said rhat rhe Nicolson and Forster morion,
albeit praisewonhy, has one or tl/o gaps in it, such as
the omission of the Socialist Group's amendments. I
voted for these amendments and was sorry to see that
they were rejected, but I was pleased [o see rhat the
Spinelli amendmenr was adopted. In spite of these
shortcomings, I do not think there is any jusdfication
for voting against the motion tabled by Sir David
Nicolson and Miss Forsrer. \7e shall therefore vore in
favour of ir.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nordlohne.
Mr Nordlohne. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Iadies and gen-
tlemen, I should like to give a personal explanation of
vote, since I am a member of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employmenr. As it was nor made very
clear during Tuesday's debate, and still does nor seem
to be all that clear, I want to point our rhar the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment felt obliged
to state its posirion with regard to rhese Commission
proposals, which had been referred rc the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs as the commitree
responsible and to the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment for its opinion. The fact that in
accordance wirh the Rules of Procedure of this Parlia-
ment the position of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employmenr cannor be incorporated in rhe Fors-
ter report prompted the Socialist Members on rhe
committee to table a number of amendme
although rhis was really the job of the committee 
-which we agreed on with 
^ 
great majority, indeed
unanimously. But they were nor presenred here in this
form. I wanted to explain why the voting was differ-
ent. The Forster reporr gets my full backing, and I
recommend that it be adoprcd. I wanted ro say this on
behalf of rhe members of the Commitree on Social
Affairs and Employmenr. !/e shall be discussing rhis at
the next meeting on Thursday.
President. 
- 
I want to make an announcement. Now
and then I fail to see cenain Members because they are
lurking behind a newspaper. If you are going to riad a
newspaper, ar leasr be a little more discreet about it.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted.
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President. 
- 
I now put to the vore the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-751/79) by Mr Prancbire and otb-
ers: Oik, fats and proteins.
The motion is rejected.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resohtion (Doc. 1-762/79) by Mr Daoen and Mr
Buchou: Oik,fau and proteins'
On this motion, Mr Blumenfeld has tabled Amend-
ment No 1 seeking to replace the text of the motion by
the following text:
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to the surplus production ofmilk pro-
ducts in the Community,
- 
having regard to the ensuing high costs and the
imperative need to curb these costs,
- 
concerned, on the one hand, at the Community's
high level of dependence on imports of oils, fats
and proteins,
- 
mindful, on the other hand, of the Community's
interest in exporting agricultural products,
l. Calls on the Commission to propose a balanced
policy for the stabilization of the market in the var-
ious animal and vegetable fats and proteins;
2. Hopes that this policy will take equal account of the
legitimate interests of consumers and agricultural
producers in the various processing sectors;
3. Expects the Commission to open negotiations with
the main supplier countries lor the various oils, fats
and proteins with a view to restoring balance on the
Community markets,
4. Calls on the Commission to stimulate internal
Community production through appropriate meas-
ures of market organization in order to diversify the
supply base;
5. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to
the Council and Commission.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Buchou, rupporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, there is
nothing in Mr Blumenfeld's rcxt which contradicts
anything in the motion I tabled together with Mr Dav-
ern. However, we feel that it is less complete and less
precise on one or two imponant points. For this rea-
son we prefer to keep our own text.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be mken by sining and standing.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution conuined in the Fuchs report (Doc. 1-704/
79): Energy objectioesfor 1990.
Before voting on the motion for a resolution proper,
we shall consider the amendments to the Council reso-
lution.
On the second recital, Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino
have tabled Amendment No 18 seeking to amend the
recital as follows:
- 
Vhereas the general energy policy guidelines of the
Communiry should be * follows :
(a) unchanged
(b) unchanged
(c) increasing tbe ase of solid fuek for electiciry pro-
duction
(d) unchanged
(e) unchanged
(0 unchanged
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, fttPPortear. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection,
Mr President. This amendment is in contradiction
with the entire modon.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino on a point of order.
Mn Boni'o. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the Chair is inc-
lined not to permit explanations of votc on the amend-
men6. Can you tell us by vinue of which Rule of
Procedure you deny us this right;
I know that this is going !o come up ar the meeting on
21 February. However, I think that the opinion of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
should also be heard, since as things stand at the
moment the interpretation of the Rules alter them rad-
ically.
I am prepared not to give an explanation of vote now,
but I do ask you to refer this matter to the Commitrce
on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petitions for an opin-
ion.
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President. 
- 
Mrs Bonino, the point you are raising
was also raised by Mr Pannella a while ago. The
answer is quite srraightforward. Pursuant to Rule 26
and the decision of the House at the January pan-
session, ir was decided 
- 
and Rule 26 can in fact be
interprered in rhis way 
- 
that explanations of vote
would be heard before rhe vore on rhe morion. The
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
has already been asked to give a ruling on rhis poinr.
You may speak, Mrs Bonino, bur please be brief.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(1) Mr President, rhe Rules of Pro-
cedure cannor be changed, even by a decision of the
House, unless the proposed changes have been dis-
cussed beforehand by the Committee on rhe Rules of
Procedure and Peririons, on rhe basis of a relevant
report. I therefore ask you again to refer the marrer ro
the Commitree on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions.
President. 
- 
Mrs Bonino, you are making us wasre a
lot of dme. The Rules have not been changed; they
have been interpreted.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(F) I realize that, but an inrerprera-
tion can be an alteration, Mr President.
They were always inrerprered differently undl Janu-
ary. Now there is anorher inrerpretarion . . .
President. 
- 
The marrer is closed for rhe moment..
'!7e 
shall come back to it at the appropriare rime.
Mrc Bonino. 
- 
(F) There is a Committee on rhe
Rules of Procedure which has ro decide. The House
cannot . . .
Presideot. 
- 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Jusr a word about this
matter. I can inform Mrs Bonino thar I rabled a
motion lasr monrh seeking advice from rhe Commit-
tee. Mrs Bonino is thus gerring whar she wanrs.
President. 
- 
I pur Amendment No 18 ro rhe vote.
Amendment No 18 is rejecred.
After the last recital, Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino
have tabled Amendment No l9 seeking ro add a new
recital:
- 
!flhereas in order to make rhe necessary polirical
choices about these long-term objectives the Council
needs to have beforc it detailcd altcrnatives, and in
panicular one based on a moratorium on rruclear
energy and maximum development of renewable
energy sources.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) For rhe same reasons,
Mr President, I recommend rejecrion.
President. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No 19 to rhe vote.
Amendment No 19 is re.jecred.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I only wanr ro say
that although the Rules of Procedure could nor b,: fol-
lowed as regards the amendments 
- 
because uris is
what has happened 
- 
rhe Chair ought at least to read
them out for the benefit of those presenr, so rha[ we
have a berter idea of what ir is all about. The Rules of
Procedure stare rhar the amendments have t,r be
moved. You have done away with this requirenent.,
but I should like rhe Chair ro be a lirtle less sparing
with its announcemenrc, that is all.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, apan from the fact the
President could change the sense of an amendrnent
when he is reading ir our, I rhink thar rhe Members
here are big enough ro ger for themselves from rhe
proper depanment the amendments which have been
available since yesterday. You have to ger your paper-
work in order.
On the paragraph beginning with the words 'Affrrms
rhe need', Mr Coppierers and Mrs Bonino have tabled
Amendmenr No 20 seeking to amend rhis paragraph as
follows:
Affirms the need ro achieve these aims, for convergenr
actions by the Member Srares and actions by the Commu-
nity in the following areas:
l. unchanged
2. an increase in the use of solid fuels ro cover electncity
production. Each Member Srate should contribur,: to
the achievement of this overall goal, panicularly in the
following areas:
(a) a return to the coal output of 1973 (250 mrc(, :
175 mtoe) under satrsfactory economic corrdi-
rions and subject to aooiding increased leoel.; of
pollution
(b) unchanged
(c) unchanged
(d) deleted
\(hat is the rapponeur's position?
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Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection,
Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 20 to the vote.
Amendment No 20 is rejected.
On the fifth subparagraph of the same paragraph, Mr
Coppieters and Mrs Bonino have tabled Amendment
No 21 seeking to amend this subparagraph as follows:
Top priority to research into, development of, and prom-
otion and encouragement of all available techniques for
using renewable energy sources.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection,
Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2l to the vote.
Amendment No 21 is rejected.
Before the paragraph beginning'Recommends that the
Member States', Mr Coppiercrs and Mrs Bonino have
tabled Amendment No 22 seeking to insen the follow-
ing new paragraph:
Calls on the Commission to draw up urgently an alterna-
tive set of energy objectives based on a nuclear morato-
:I;;.:1, 
a maximum effon to develop renewable energy
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection,
Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 22 to the vote.
Amendment No 22 is rejected.
On the paragraph beginning 'Calls on the Commis-
sion', Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino have tabled
Amendment No 23 seeking to amend the paragraph as
follows:
Calls on the Commission to provide ir eoery tbree months
with a repon on the convergence of the policies of the
Member States in respect of these objectives and guide-
lines and to propose measures likely rc achieve them.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpportear. 
- 
(D) Again, Mr President, I
recommend rejection.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No 23 to the vote.
Amendment No 23 is rejected.
Ve shall now consider the motion for a resolution
ProPer.
I put to the vote the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 3.
The preamble and paragraphs 1 to 3 are adoprcd.
On paragraph 4, Mr Moreland has mbled Amendment
No 1 seeking to add the words 'and management' at
the end of the paragraph.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend adoption,
Mr President, since it goes without saying that both
management and unions will be involved on the sub-
ject of restructuring.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 1 to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put to the vote paragraph 4, thus amended.
Paragraph 4, thus amended, is adopted.
After paragraph 4, Mr Glinne on behalf of the Social-
ist Group has tabled Amendment No 4 seeking to add
the following new paragraph:
4 a. Puts forward the following priorides for the Com-
muniry's energy objectives for 1990:
- 
the effective realization of an energy-saving
policy which is binding on all Member States;
- 
the reduction of impons of energy, especially
oil, together with a commom effon to develop
the use of the Community's indigenous enerty
sources, in panicular coal;
- 
research, development and production of new
energy sources;
- 
is of the opinion that nuclear energy should not
be funher developed until the problem of safety
and radioactive waste has been solved and the
consent of a clear majority of the public has
been obtained;
\Zhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I recom-
mend rejection of this new paratraph because it prac-
tically renders impossible the funher development of
nuclear energy.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
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I put paragraph 5 to the vore.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraph 6, Mr Moreland has tabled Amendment
No 2 seeking to replace the word 'narrow' by 'short-
term'.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I recom-
mend adoption, since the orginal wording was 'nar-
row' but 'shorr-rerm' in fact comes ro [he same thing. I
recommend adoption.
President. 
- 
I pur Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adoprcd.
I put to the vote paragraph 6, thus amended.
Paragraph 5, thus amended, is adopred.
I put paragraphs 7 and 8 to rhe vote.
Paragraphs 7 and 8 are adopted.
On paragraph 9, Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino have
tabled Amendment No l0 seeking to amend the para-
graph as follows:
Considers that rhe main aim of rhe Community's energy
policy is the achievement of maximum independence wiih
regard to imported oil and all other raw materials in order
to secure the greatest possible autonomy in energy sup-
plies.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpportear. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 10 to the vote.
Amendment No 10 is rejected.
I put paragraph 9 to the vote.
Paragraph 9 is adopted.
I put paragraph 10 to the vote.
Paragraph 10 is adopted.
On paragraph 11, Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist
Group has tabled Amendmenr No 5 seeking to delete
the words 'in this connecrion'.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend adoption
of this amendmenr, i.e. rhe deletion of the words 'in
this connecrion', because the order has been changed.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 5 to the vore.
Amendment No 5 is adoprcd.
I put to rhe vore paragraph I l, rhus amended.
Paragraph 11, rhus amended, is adopted.
I put paragraphs 12 ro 15 ro the vote.
Paragraphs 12 ro 15 are adopted.
I have two amendmenrs on paragraph 15. Mr Glinne
on behalf of the Socialisr Group has tabled Amend-
ment No 6 seeking to amend the paragraph as follows:
Is of the opinion rhat in the medium term Member States'
anticipated energy requirements in l99O can be mer only
if greater recourse is had to coal.
Mr Coppiercrs and Mrs Bonino have tabled Amend-
ment No 11 seeking to amend the paragraph as fol-
lows:
Is of the opinion that, in view of rhe harmful environmen-
tal impact of massive use of coal, and in view of the
threats to safety and health associated with the produc-
tion of nuclear energy and the unsolved problems of
nuclear waste disposal, Member States' anticipated energy
requirements in 1990 shoul not be mer by massive
recourse to coal nor by any funher recourse to nuclear
energy above the level existing today.
These rc/o amendmenm are murually incomparible.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I recom-
mend rejection of both amendmenrs since they would
mean that our energy requirements for the future
could not be guaranreed.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 11 ro the vote.
Amendmenr No 11 is rejected.
I put Amendmenr No 6 ro rhe vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejecred.
I put paragraph 15 ro rhe vote.
Paragraph l6 is adopted.
I have two amendmenrs on paragraph 17. Mr Glinne
on behalf of the Socialist Group has tabled Amend-
ment No 7 seeking to delete the paragraph, and Mr
Coppieters and Mrs Bonino have tabled Amendmenr
No 12 seeking to amend the paragraph as follows:
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Considers there should be an immediate moratorium on
the funher development of nuclear energy and that the
rhreat to the health and safety of workers and of the pop-
ulation in surrounding areas from existing installations
should be reexamined at Community level.
These two amendments are mutually incompadble.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteilr. 
- 
(D) It is quite clear that the
general trend is for rejection, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 12 to the vote.
Amendment No l2 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 7 to the vorc.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put paragraph l7 rc the vote.
Paragraph l7 is adopted.
On paragraph 18, Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist
Group has tabled Amendment No 8 seeking to add the
following at the end of the paragraph:
. . . in panicular with regard to imports from third coun-
tries in which coal is produced in bad social condidons.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection,
as this would render any enerty policy absolutely
impossible.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
I put paragraph l8 to the vote.
Paragraph 18 is adopted.
I put paragraph 19 to the vote.
Paragraph 19 is adopted.
On paragraph 20, Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino
have tabled Amendment No 13 seeking to amend the
paragraph as follows:
Urges most strongly that research and development in
respect of all renewable energy sources, including in par-
ricular solar energy, biomass, wind energy and wave
energy, be increased in accelerated, and calls for
increased financial outlay to this end.
'Vhas is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection
as the original wording is more precise.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 13 to the vote.
Amendment No 13 is rejected.
I put paragraph 20 to the vote.
Paragraph 20 is adopted.
After paragraph 20, Mr Coppiercrs and Mrs Bonino
have tabled Amendment No l4 seeking to add the fol-
lowing new paragraph:
20 a. Considcrs that the Commission should draw up, as a
matrcr of urgency, an alternative set of energy
objectives for 1990 based on the assumption of a
nuclear moratorium and a maximum effon in the
fields of enerty conservation and development of
renewable energy sources.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdPporteilr. 
- 
(D) I strongly recommend
rerecuon.
Presideot. 
- 
I put Amendment No l4 to the vote.
Amendment No 14 is rejected.
I put paragraphs 21 to 28 to the vote.
Paragraphs 21 to 28 are adopted.
On paragraph 29, Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino
have tabled Amendment No 15 seeking to amend the
paragraph as follows:
Calls on the Commission, in view of the imponance of
the energy supply problem, to report to the European
Parliament at leasr once eoery tbree montbs and, if neces-
sary, more frequently on the progress made and successes
and failures encounrcred in implementing energy policy
objectives, and also on convergence between the policies
of the individual Member Staces.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
Amendment No 15 is rejected.
I put paragraph 29 rc the vote.
Paragraph 29 is adopted.
I put paragraph 30 to the vote.
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Paragraph 30 is adopred.
I have two amendments on paragraph 31. Mr More-
land has tabled Amendment No 3 seeking ro replace
the words 'a loan oP by 'grants and loans of at liast';
and Mr Coppieters and Mrs Bonino have tabled
Amendment No 16 seeking to amend the paragraph as
follows:
Calls on the Commission ro issue immediately, on the
basis of concrete programme proposals, a loan of i 0OO
million EUA to finance invesrments in rhe renewable
energy and energy-saving sectors.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Fuchs, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have
some sympathy for Amendmenr No 3 bur I musr nev-
enheless recommend rejecrion, since I feel that if there
is an extension to include granrs, the whole idea mighr
be put at risk. This is even more true in the case of
Amendment No 16 by Mr Coppiercrs and Mrs Bon-
ino, who ask for 5 000 million EUA. This, too, will be
impossible. I recommend rejecrion of both amend-
ments.
President. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No 16 to rhe vore.
Amendmenr No l6 is rejected.
I put Amendmenl No 3 ro the vote.
Amendment No 3 is rejected.
I put paragraph 3l to the vore.
I have two amendments on paragraph 32. Mr Coppie-
ters and Mrs Bonino have mbled Amendment No lz
seeking to amend rhe paragraph as follows:
Requests the Commission to adopr the following amend-
men$, pursuant to Article 149, second paragraph, of the
EEC Treaty.
Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialisr Group has tabled
Amendment No 9 seeking ro amend the paragraph as
follows:
Calls on the Commission rc amend rhe Draft Council
Resolution on the energy objectives of the Community
for 1990 ro mke inro accoun[ the above considerationi,
pursuanr to Anicle 149, second paragraph, of the EEC
Treaty.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend rejection
of both amendmenrs, Mr Presidenr. If we accepied the
Coppieters-Bonino amendmenr, ir, would mean thar all
of a sudden we agreed with the earlier amendmenm
which have already been rejeced. In the case of the
Glinne amendment, it would mean rhar the whole
motion would not be adopted. I recommend rejecrion.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 9 to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is rejecred.
I put Amendmenr No l7 to the vote.
Amendmenr No 17 is rejected.
I pur paragraph 32 to the vote.
Paragraph 32 is adopred.
I put paragraph 33 to the vote.
Paragraph 33 is adopted.
Before we vote on [he motion for a resolurion as a
whole, rhere are a number of Members who wish to
give explanations of vote.
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I should like to give an explanarion of vote on
behalf of Mr De Goede and myself with regard ro
these proposals and resolutions, and ar the same time
comment on yesrerday's debate on energy policy. The
point I wanr [o make is that the Commission failed to
mke the opportunity it had ro respond ro the poinrs
made by Members in rhe course of this debate. Fol-
lowing the debarc on employmenr ar rhe lasr pan-
session, Mr Vredeling was very critical 
- 
rightly so, in
my opinion 
- 
borh in the House and in the media of
the fact that the Commission in irs execurive capaciry
- 
in this case he himself 
- 
had practically no oppor-
tunity ar the end of the employmenr debate to respbnd
to rhe poinrs and quesrions which had been brought up
by Members. During yesterday's debate, t askJd rhi
Commission a number of specific quesrions, as indeed
did a number of other Members. Mr Brunner simply
failed ro reply rc these quesrions. In my opinion, ii is
intolerable that the Commission should simply ignore
the points raised in rhis House, because it makes ir dif-
ficult to reach a balanced conclusion on rhe proposals
under discussion. I therefore deplore rhe faci that Mr
Brunner did nor take the opporruniry ro respond. As to
our explanation of vote, we are against those resolu-
tions and proposals which are roo unreservedly in
favour of nuclear energy. \7e are, on the orher hand,
very much in favour of rhe Socialist Group's mo[ion
for a resolution which provides for a compulsory con-
sultation procedure and safety srandards for nuclear
power starions, parricularly those in border regions.
Let me conclude by saying rhat we shall not be voting
for the Fuchs Report in its presenr form.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, I shall of
course be vodng atainst the Fuchs Repon, but I
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should first of all like to address a word of thanks to
the rapporteur, whose views are summed up in his
constant use of the word 'rejecdon'.
Our aim is a policy of energy autonomy, and our
thoughts are directed here principally to oil, but also
to the raw materials needed for nuclear fission and
fusion. I cannot conceal my indignation a[ the refusal
to accept that in the present situation a moratorium is
the only proper solution in various advanced-technol-
ogy countries. Moreover, the Commission obviously
has no intention wharoever of making any great
effon in the field of renewable sources of energy. Of
course, the Commission claims this is not so, but can
show no figures to support that claim. This is particu-
Iarly unfonunate. All these amendments x/ere aimed
at making the necessary arrangements for keeping a
close watch, on a month by month basis, as it were, on
progress regarding alternative energy sources. The fact
that all our amendments have met with the same fate
- 
recommended 'rejection'- is a slap in the face for
all rhose who think that nuclear energy is a danger to
our way of [ife.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like
very briefly to explain why I am against this repon,
and to save time, I shall also speak on behalf of Mr
van Minnen. My Group tabled Amendment No 4 to
ensure that, in the Community too, safety precautions
would take precedence over energy policy objecdves.
Those in responsible positions have always claimed in
public that this was to be taken for granted. But now
we are trying to get it set down in black and white, the
rapponeur promptly gets uP and says that to make this
a definite priority would jeopardize the development
of nuclear energy. This gives the lie to all those claims
that safety must take precedence over energy policy
objectives. For this reason, we cannot possibly vote for
rhis motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmid.
Mr Schmid. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
explain why I and other members of my group will
also be voting against the motion for a resolution. '!7e
made it clear in the course of the debate that, as far as
we are concerned, safety is an imponant considera-
tion.'!7e also asked the Commission very precise ques-
tions, because we felt that we could only vote ont this
matter if we were fully aware of the safety situation
and of the risks involved. '!7e have not been given the
answers we wanted, and I therefore feel unable to vote
for a motion for a resolution promotinB the develop-
ment of nuclear energy before this House has had a
proper discussion on the safery factor and the report
of the relevant committee of expens. I shall therefore
be vocing against the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(/) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, in explaining why I intend to vote against this
motion for a resolution I want to remind you, proba-
bly for the umpteenth time, that I do not think it is
compatible with the serious nature of a Parliament to
deal with a topic such as this one by limiting the
speaking time to five or ten minutes per group. How
can anybody, let alone somebody who is against
nuclear energy or who has doubts about nuclear
energy, speak or make a convincing case in one or two
minutes? If the five or six of us in the anti-nuclear
energy lobby had wanted to say something indivi-
dually, all we should have had would have been thiny
seconds' speaking time each, and the most we could
have done would have been to do what the rapponeur
did, i.e. get up and say 'we are against', and then we
should have had to sit down without saying why.
But I am voting against because, according to what I
gather from this report, you are heading towards a
nuclear-based society, you are heading towards not
just a uranium-based society, but towards a pluton-
ium-based society, at a time when many problems and
in particular those concerning radioactive wastes, have
still not been completely solved. You are making a
choice that will affect future generations without the
technical and political problems concerning this choice
having been first settled.
'!7e have had the accident at Three Mile Island and
the recent Rogovin report, and yet nothing will induce
you to stop and reflect a little. It was not even possible
to get you to vote in favour of allocating some addi-
tional money to investment into renewable sources of
energy. It is my belief that you are quite insensitive to
these things because your choice is a preconceived
choice, supponed by a nuclear lobby, and the results
are extremely obvious.
But let me also give voice to another wor{, namely,
that the spread of nuclear power stations will lead to
political repression, exactly as it is leading to political
repression at this moment at the Plogoff sution, u/here
the forces of law and order were called in to deal with
non-violent protes6. This should give you some idea
of the kind of sociery you are going to build, of the
kind of basis you are creating for a society which will
not tolerate dissent because it will no longer be able to
do so.
For these reasons, because of the insensitivity that you
have shown for the safety problems, because you do
not care what kind of a world we are constructing for
future generations, because you say today that we are
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going to choose uranium whereas in realiry it is
obvious that we are going to choose plutonium and
fast-breeder reacrors, I shall vote against in the hope
that here at least rhis dissenting voice can make itself
heard. But we should also give the public in the Mem-
ber States the chance to say what it thinks, so thar it
may have the opponunity to oppose your choice.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Manin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on behalf of the French Communists and allies I
should like to reiterare our opposition to the Fuchs
report 
- 
a reporr which is after all pasr improvemenr
- 
and at the same time recall the purpose of our own
motion for a resolution, the main reasons behind
which were ser our by my colleague F6lix Damette, so
that I need not dwell on rhis.
I would simply add a current example: rhe determina-
don of the French governmenr and the European Eco-
nomic Community ro close the mines in the C6vennes,
which is an unfonunate illustrarion of rhe poliry of
winding up the production of coal in France although
this is one of the pillars of our independence in energy
matters.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this is a piece of
anthracite. I have brought it from the Estival mine in
the C6vennes coalfield.
(Interruptions)
This is not Afghan coal, it is coal from the C6venne
coalfield, where I was on 3l December, 800 merres
below ground, talking with a delegation of French
Communist Party officials and Members of Parliament
and with the miners. Ve as Communists stand side by
side with the workers carrying on their struggle 800
meres below ground. Ve thus gave our supporr ro rhe
miners who had been occupying this pit for several
days to protest against your policy of annihilation,
against the annihilation of the coal industry being car-
ried out by the French tovernment and the European
Economic Communiry and m demand that pits should
be kept in operation and coal production developed in
this and in other coalfields.
knd an ear to our miners! There were more rhan
20 000 of them before the inception of the ECSC,
which was supported by all the parries in France
except the French Communisr Parry. There were
20 000 of them and now there are I 850 left. Pits have
been flooded and blown up, jusr as orher modern
equipment has been destroyed. Now it is rhe mining
industry which is threatened with extinction in this
region, just like the wine industry and rhe textile and
foom/ear indusries. Lend an ear ro the miners of
France, particularly those in the South. Their message
to you, and that of the French Communist pany, its
Members of Parliamenr and their political allies, is rhat
your. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Manin, you have exceeded your
speaking time.
Mr Martin, (F) I am abour to finish, Mr Presi-
dent, it will take me 9.5 seconds 
- 
the time of a 100
metres at the Olympic Games, which we are sure will
be held in Moscow!
(Laughter)
Let me finish, then. I felt it my duty to say once again
that in this batde they are waging, with public suppon,
against the disastrous policy of the French governmenr
and the EEC, against this scrapheap policy, in their
battle for life and justice, for the right to work, for rhe
protection of our regions and our coal indusrry, the
miners of our counrry have and will always have
beside them the French Communist Pany, its Mem-
bers of Parliament and their allies.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(1) Mr Presidenr, after deciding that
we would devote an entire day to the imponant prob-
lems of the Community so rhat we could hold a
deailed debate, ve have seen rhar we have in fact
halved the time devoted o rhe energy problem, which
was given so much prominence in Mr Jenkins' reporr.
This was a fundamenral mistake, because this is a
problem which has had exuemely profound and far-
reaching emotional repercussions on public opinion,
not only European public opinion but world public
opinion.'We were wrong . . .
(Intemtption by Mr Pannella)
Calm down!Calm down. . .
I believe that this was a mistake: we have not discussed
very much. Nevenheless I wanted to remind vou that
thedebate in committee was long, deailed, pissionare
and intense. Mrs Bonino, who is sitting here beside
me, never put in an appearance. I never saw her. It
would have been a good place for her to make the
views known. Even today she said her piece and then
she went off for a walk, as often happens with these
people. She could have had all the time she cranted to
set out. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Veronesi, your explanation of vote
should concenffate on rhe motion and not on Mrs
Bonino.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) .. . we shall be voting in favour,
having measured and weighed up all the evidence with
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seriousness and with a sense of responsibility and 
-let me also say this 
- 
with a modicum of competence
as well. Terms like 'safety' and 'certainty' must be pro-
perly defined once and for all. Otherwise they give rise
to serious misunderstandings which can only harm
public opinion and the future of Europe and which
consequently run the risk of hampering the completion
of projects thar deserve to be seen through to the end.
For these reasons we shall vote in favour.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I too should like to stress that this is a deplora-
ble travesty of a debate, and what is particularly
deplorable is Mr Brunners' offhanded manner. I am
not sure whether it is out of bad manners or an atro-
phied sense of political responsibility that he deemed it
unnecessary to reply to more than 20 specific interpel-
lations, statemenrc and questions expressed in this
House. If we go on like this and if the Commission
imitates the Council in its contempt for Parliament,
within a few months this House will have ceased to
perform any really useful function. Secondly, I should
like to protest at the fact that the Community authori-
ties, both the Commission and the Council, have
embarked on a policy of developing not only the class-
ical forms of nuclear energy but also fast-breeder reac-
tors despite the fact that a large number of national
parliaments have not yet had rhe chance of taking a
decision on this issue.
Lastly, let me finish by expressing any dismay at the
faciliry with which the majority in this House is com-
mitting irelf to the excessive, unjusdfied and uncon-
trolled development of nuclear energy, without mking
into account the considerable dangers that this pre-
sents for the future, and without paying the slightest
attention to public opinion. That is why I shall vote
against the repon before us today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Josselin.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) The oil crisis could have marked
the beginning of a serious attempt to think out ways of
fighting against wastage and more generally against
rhis throw-away society which you all condemn in
your speeches.
By resolutely and unquestioningly accepting nuclear
energy, the Fuchs repon dashes any hope of serious
consideration at European level of ways to change this
socier.y you condemn. It is my contention that the
acceptance of nuclear enerBy and the supposed will to
seek new sources of energy are totally incompadble.
These new forms of energy could have been a necess-
ity, but with this repofl they have become empty
words, a mere alibi. Over and above the question of
the risks, I should like to say, as a Breton and a Social-
ist, that I too was at Plogoff recently and that in real-
iry it is an even more centralized society that this
nuclear energy is creating. !7hile the younger Benera-
tion is prepared to rethink the relation between man
and his environment this report crushes their hopes. I
shall vote against.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I shall not pretend
to make an explanation of vote in order to be able to
return to the d,'bate. Yon were against holding this
debate; your strength lies in numbers, used as a means
of violating the rules. You are winning here, as you
won in Germany against the 'green' movement, as you
won in France against the gists, flouting the laws ecolo
of democracy and fair debate.
Mr President, we shall do our best to let people know
ar Passau, in his constituency, all about Mr Fuchs's
'nicht', the 'nicht' which he has been continually
answering us with, so that our 'green' friends, the
Chrisdan Democrats and the Socialists all know
exactly what Mr Fuchs is up to here. How many of
you, who are voting in favour of plutonium today and
in favour of uranium, how many of you have given
explanations of vote? How many of you asked for a
rotl call? Ve know, and you know too, that we 
- 
we
few 
- 
represent at least fifty percent, in many cases,
of your voters. You are therefore aware thal many
people share our views and that many scientists see
things as we do.
Mr President, I shall conclude by saying that if the
Fuchs repon had been put before Congress in the
United States it would have been laughed out of every
committee 
- 
whether of the right, of the left, whether
pro-nuclear or anti-nuclear. You represent the foces of
reaction, which, in those mines so dear to the conser-
vative French Communists, ignored 
- 
in some cases
in their tens of thousands 
- 
the miners who were
dying, as at Marcinelle, because of capitalist exploita-
tion, and who have continued to die. But now you
want. to transfer this particular reign of death from the
pits and you want to spread it across entire regions,
thereby sonning the death-kell of democracy and eli-
minating any chance of freely organizing our econom-
ies and our productive system.
For this reason, Mr President, I shall vote against, in
the full knowledge that though there may be only 5 or
6 or l0 of us amongst 400 yes-men, we shall fight this
out with you in front of your voters during the next
election campaigns and during the next European Par-
liament. Then we shall see how many of you come
back here to represent the people you are now betray-
ing.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
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Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, I
should like to explain why I shall be voting against this
report. I believe that in its treatment of this repon and
in the subsequen[ voting, this House has wasted a
great opportuniry of tackling one of the great ques-
tions of the future, one which is of great interest to the
people in our countries and particularly to our young
people. The way in which certain elements in this
House have dealt wirh the question of nuclear energy
and in which cenain amendments have simply been
shot down in flames is an insult to the justifiable fear
and concern felt by young people in our countries. I
do not think this House can exactly bask in the glory
of ir approach to the question of nuclear energy.
The young people, and all those people in our coun-
tries who are against nuclear energlr hoped, when
they elected their Members of this Parliament, that
their fear and concern would find expression in our
debates. You are shirking this responsibility; but let me
tell you that we shall forego the respect of some sec-
tions of our people if we shirk our responsibilities and
give this kind of treatment to problems which are vital
to the future of our young people and future genera-
tions . . .
(Mixed reactions)
. . . Shouting your heads off is no substitute for giving
some thought to the fact that you are damaging the
standing of this Parliament by simply trying to dismiss
a problem of this magnitude. That is why I shall be
voting against this morion for a resolution, but I shall
be doing so in the hope that opponents of nuclear
energy will be better represented in future European
Parliaments.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Groes.
Mrs Groes. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the way I intend
ro vote reflects the view that if the Commission and
cenain non-socialist Members of this Parliamen[ were
as interested in the development of alternative energy
sources as they claim to be, they too would presuma-
bly have voted in favour of drawing up an alternative
energy plan. They would presumably also have taken
pan in the work towards establishing the transparency
in the budget which is necessary if we are to be able to
adopt positions on oil substitutes, coal, nuclear energy
and alternative energy sources individually. The fact
that the various oil substitutes are all lumped together
both in your budgets and in your speech makes it
impossible for us who take different views to decide
what line to take. It also makes it impossible for people
who in fact share the same view to agree on a common
policy. This is harmful, not only for the voting here in
Parliament but also for the results in practice.
The reason for my voting against an increase in the
appropriations for alternative energy sources is that, as
Mr Tugendhat said this morning, he was not in favour
of energy accounting for more than 2-3 % of the
budget but was, on the other hand, in favour of
increased Community resources being devoted to this
sector. This is something about which I am sceptical
since it would, I think, weigh very heavily on those
countries who are highly dependent on their energy
impons. I do not think we can go along with this idea,
and if an increase in the appropriations which we are
voting on here is a surreptitious way of introducing
these increased resources, I can have no part in it.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a draft resolution
to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
(Applause)
I call Mr Irmer on a point of order.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am sorry to have
to take this opportunity once again of protesting
against the fact that my attempts to catch the Presi-
dent's eye from this part of the chamber are being
ignored. I wanted earlier on to raise a point of order,
which has since become irrelevant. But, not for the
first time, it is evident that my attempts to speak from
this place on the extreme right of the chamber are
going unnoticed. Let me repeat that I am, politically
speaking, a displaced person; but if I really have to sit
here, I would urgently appeal to you to take notice of
the fact when I wish to raise a point of order.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs de March.
Mrs de March. 
- 
(F) Mr President, following the
uproar which interfered wirh the speech by the Com-
munist Member Maurice Martin, I should like to raise
a point of order. I do so, Mr Presidenr, with a certain
gravity, as I have akeady done, in my capacity as
Communist Vice-President, before the Bureau of the
European Parliament.
Ir is becoming quite intolerable if part of this House,
which has been elected by universal suffrage, in a
country where we received five million votes, are per-
manently to be the target of an aggressiveness which
does little credit to those members who indulge in
such practices. There is a correlation between this
aggressiveness and the plans we are debating. Our
ideas contain a number of things which do not please
certain political groups. For all that, we find ourselves
listening with great patience to various ideas which we
do not like either. 'W'e are for the exchange of ideas
and not for anathematizing and political agitation,
and we intend to carry our mandate through to the
end with the utmost serenity and with the courage this
requires. I feel it important, Mr President, to clarify
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this point because I am anxious that the Communist
Members should be respected in this House. It is a
question of the pluraliry of ideas, of democracy imelf,
and this is a major issue for the European Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mrs de March. It was high
[ime someone raised this point.
I call Mr Pearce on a point of order.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, at the time that I asked
to raise a point of order, there was a French television
crew in the Chamber which was filming documents on
these empty desks here. I think it is inmlerable that tel-
evision crews should be allowed to behave in that
manner, and I whould ask you to give clear-cut
instructions to television crews not to behave in that
way in future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I will refer that problem to the Quaes-
rors, Mr Pearce. On the other hand, I would not chase
our television crews, so we have to find a balance
there.
I call Mr Prag on a point of order.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, the Rules are quite clear
on explanations of vote: they should last for three
minutes and no longer. It was also quite evident to me
that one explanation of vote, from Mrs Bonino, lasted
a long time more than three minutes. I would ask you
to apply the rules strictly in these mat[ers. It seems to
me that we go on far too long, and it seems also clear
to me that Mrs Bonino was going to go on as long as
you were prepared to let her.
President. 
- 
Mr Prag, I think you are right that Mrs
Bonino wenr on 30 seconds too long, because I was a
lirde sleepy at that moment.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motions for
resolutions on the safety of pressuized a)dter redctors.
I put to the vote the Vlleber molion for a resolution(Doc. I-705/79/rev.).
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the
a resolition (Doc. 1-769/79).
The rqsolution is adopted.
The motion is rejected.
Seligman motionfor
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the
a resolution (Doc. 1-777/79).
The motion is rejected.
Linhobr motion for
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motions for
resolutions on energy supplies.
I put to the vote lhe motion for a resolution by the
Group of European Progressive Demouals (Doc.
t-776/79).
The motion is rejected.
a*
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put to the vote the motionfor a resola-
tion by Mr Vergeer and others, Mr Seligman and others
and Mr Pintat (Doc. 1-780/79).
The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
I put ro the vore rhe
a resolution (Doc. 1-781/79).
The motion is rejected.
Damette motion for
*
*+
+
t+
+
++
*+
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8. Organization of a special part-session
President. 
- 
After a thorough discussion of rhe mat-
ter the enlarged Bureau has decided to organize an
extra part-session, devoted exclusively to agriculrural
prices. This special part-session will be held in Stras-
bourg on 24-26 March 1980, with rhe following
agenda:
- 
Monday 24 March,{rom I p.m. until 12 midnight:
- 
debate on agricultural prices
- 
Tuesday 25 March, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. andfrom j p.m.
to 7 p.m.:
- 
continuation of debate on agriculrural prices
- 
tYednesday 26 Marcb, at 10 a.m. :
- 
end of debate and vote
During this special part-session no other matters will
be discussed. There will be no Question Time and no
oral questions can be tabled. The chairmen of the pol-
itical groups and the Bureau have also agreed that it
will not be possible to table requests for other items to
be placed on the agenda under urgent procedure. The
parliamentary committees can meet in Strasbourg on
Thursday and Friday of the same week, immediately
after this special part-session.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, when is the
plenary sitting likely to end on Vednesday 26 March
- 
and I mean likely?
President. 
- 
Mr Sieglerschmidt, you have seen this
afternoon that it is not really possible to predict when
voting is going to finish. I certainly cannot hazard a
guess, in view of the numerous amendments which are
likely to be ubled during the debate on agricultural
prices.
9. Fight against drug abuse 
- 
Public health poliq
(condnuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the fight against drug abuse.
I call Sir David Nicolson.
Sir David Nicolson. 
- 
Mr President, both the ques-
tions asked in this joint debate have made reference to
smoking. Now although I must declare a vested inter-
est in the tobacco industry, I do believe that this com-
plex subject should not have been linked at all with the
question of the suppression of the raffic in hard
drugs. I would like to help the House by mentioning a
few facts which I believe are relevant to any future
debate on the subject of public health policy.
'We have in the EEC no less than 180000 people
employed in the tobacco indusry and many more than
that are involved in distribution and associated busi-
ness.
It may interest you to know that total sales of tobacco
in the EEC amount to 17 billion EUA out of which 12
biltion EUA or approximately 70 0/o represents tax, the
rate of which, I might add, has not yet been harmon-
ized throughou[ the Community. In other words, this
total tax figure stands at a level approaching that of
the total European budget. Now I sometimes [hink
rhat the tobacco industry is often atracked because it is
big and involves multinational companies, rarher than
for reasons concerning irs products and I think we
must realize from the figures which I have given you
that one of the prime activities of this industry is in
effect to ac[ as a tax collector for the government con-
cerned.
This is something we are very much aware of and
something which I believe the governments are very
much aware of also. I therefore think that they will
proceed very cautiously before they kill the goose
which lays such a big golden egg. For this reason, I
believe that any debate on this subject should be con-
ducted in a careful and unemotional way taking
account of all the facts involved. Now there is no
doubt that excessive smoking, like almost anything
else taken in excess, is bad for you. However, I would
emphasize that there is no medical evidence to prove
that a few cigarettes, say ten or fifteen a day, are bad
for you and the key, as you all know perfectly well, in
both smoking and alcohol is moderation. Those who
don't smoke may be interested to know that the
society called Action on Smoking and Health, rhe
German society for Occupational Medical Matters
and the Unircd States Surgeon General have all con-
firmed that being in an area where others are smoking
is not considered a health hazard. However, I don't
propose to Bo further into this whole rather confused
area today. The facts of rhe matter are thar the
tobacco indusrry is a responsible industry which
spends millions on medical research and other charita-
ble objects. It has collaborated fully with governments
in all measures which they have suggested, including
paying, I may say, the massive taxation which I have
referred to. Irs advertising policies are not intended to
expand smoking but merely to promote individual
brand market shares and furthermore and most impor-
tantly it deliberately creates employment by bringing
industry to depressed areas and by increasingly diver-
sifying its activities.
Now, Mr President, it is much easier to do harm and
ro make an industry go into decline than to build an
industry up, and with unemployment at such a high
level throughout Europe this is hardly the right time to
do something l.ike this without very great caution. You
will see from what I have already said that the ramifi-
cations are immense and should be approached very
prudendy.
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Furthermore, may I conclude by saying that the
Treary of Rome implies thar it is not up to the EEC to
impose health standards on individual States, but up to
the States to make their own regulations, whether it be
for seat belts, vaccinations, smoking or whatever.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
0 Mr President, Mr Pannella in
his speech this morning gave us all a lesson in morals,
but instead of moralizing about the speculation of
drug pedlars, he did so about the alleged speculation
of those who, like myself 
- 
like us all in the Italian
National Right 
- 
are in favour of heary penalties for
drug pedlars in the whole Community and, if possible,
in all parts of the world.
Mr President, I am in a position to prove that shame-
ful speculation lies behind Mr Pannella's motives and
behind those of his fellow-thinkers. I will prove it by
way of a recent article in rhe Italian press. The Italian
newspaper'La Stampa' carried the following item on
irs fronr page rhe day before yesterday: '300 delegates
convened from 40 countries. Drug addicts meer in
Holland to demand the legalization of marijuana.' I
see from this anicle that the meeting was held by the
'International Alliance for Cannabis Reform.' This
Alliance supports exactly the same views as those held
by Mr Pannella and others like him, who have tabled a
whole series of amendments in favour of the trade in
cannabis.
If three hundred delegates from forty different coun-
rries met in Holland this means that, since they
obviously did not go there free of charge, this world
associarion of drug addicts is richer than the European
Parliament. I do not think thar rhe honourable drug
addicts had their travelling expenses cut by forty per-
cent in fact I believe they went with all expenses paid
to Holland to defend cannabis. If there is wide-scale
speculation, it is on the part of the raffickers and their
friends, as I will go on to show: at this meeting, the
American delegates, Bob Pisani and the Reverend Vil-
liam Dean stated that, according to the 'lTashington
narcotics department, rhe soft drugs trade alone in the
Unircd States has a turnover of thiny-five billion Ital-
ian lira, equal to that of the third largest multinational
in the world.
This serves our communisr and socialist friends right-
rhey who are always attacking the multinationals. Ve
would like you from now on to include rhe drug rrade
amongsr rhe multinationals, as ir makes rhe raffickers
rich.
That is why we were very disappointed, Mr President,
on listening to the Commissioner's report, to hear him
state rhat we can do very little in this respect, since the
problem of penalties for drug raffickers touches on
the internal policies of the individual Member States. I
remember that we rightly discussed a problem which
touches even more closely on the internal policies of
individual counrries 
- 
that of terrorism 
- 
and we
agreed to institute uniform European legisladon
against terrorism. Try ro bear in mind 
- 
and I speak
to you as an Italian Member, represenring thar Euro-
pean country hardest hit by rcrrorism at the moment
- 
that drugs are one of the main causes of that terror-
ism which is unfortunately on the increase in my coun-
try. There is no doubt that it is young drug addicts
who carry out such incredibly cynical and cold-
blooded acts of terrorism 
- 
acts which could not even
be laid at the door of a brute, were he not under the
influence of drugs. These pheno the drug
trade, terrorism, disorder and violence 
- 
go hand in
hand, and we cannot strike at terrorism, nor protect
ourselves against it, unless we hit the drug traffic hard.
\7e ask that a stan be made along the path rc uniform
European legislation on the drug trade in the nine
countries of the Community, and we also ask that no
distinction be made between those who deal in
so-called soft drugs and those who deal in so-called
hard drugs 
- 
and no pity wasted on them either 
-for the problem is the same in both cases. '!7e are
extremely surprised and regard it as shameful to see
that those who are fighting rhe good fight against
hunger in the world, for the reason that hunger des-
troys the lives of millions of human beings, do not take
account of the fact that drugs are also destroying the
lives of tens and hundreds of thousands of human
beings, and are even now damaging the lifes and exist-
ences of so many young people in our countries and in
the rest of the world.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\flIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
Mrs Krouwel-Mam. 
- 
(NI) Mr President, my
Group was amazed at this oral question with debate
tabled by a number of members of the Group of the
European Peoples Parry. Ve were amazed, Mr Presi-
dent, because they are asking about things we know
already. Only a shon while ago, the Commissioner
wirh responsibility for health matters gave an accounr
of the situation as regards health policy in the Com-
munity in the Committee on the Environment, Public
Healch and Consumer Protection. Several health ques-
tions, such as the prevention of, for example, cardio-
vascular diseases, safety of medical equipment, organ
banks and organ transplanm, have already been dis-
cussed by the previous Parliament and these questions
were only included on the agenda for the plenary
assembly after they had been discussed and prepared
carefully and in depth in the competent Parliamentary
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Committee. This is the correct procedure, Mr Presi-
dent, and this is how we should continue with a view
to establishing a harmonious and effective policy in the
field of public health.
The Council of Minisrcrs has only met a few times and
has unfonunately got no further in its decision-mak-
ing than research, study and surveys in Member States.
I am not implying that this research is superfluous 
-indeed, quirc the reverse is true, but it is high time that
a real policy was introduced with a view to protecting
the health and well-being of the 260 million citizens of
Europe. A lot is already happening in the broad field
of health protection within the Community and one of
the reasons for this is the existing European Commit-
tees of hospitals, nursing staff, doctors etc. and the
free movement of, for example, doctors, nurses and,
before long, dentists. They all offer well-meant advice
which puts the Community under an obligation to
increase cooperation between the Member States and
introduce measures aimed at solving the major prob-
lems. The activities announced by the European Com-
mission strike us as a good initial step towards a Euro-
pean public health programme. My group would like
to add a few further suggestions.
Firstly, the European medical card. The introduction
of a document of this kind strikes us as extremely
desirable in view of the major increase in transfrontier
rravel in the Member States as a result of holiday-
makers, migrant workers and student exchanges etc. Is
it possible to include on this document in addition to
personal and medical dam an indication of whether or
not rhe holder consents to the use of his or her organs
for purposes of transplantation and the nature of the
medical expenses for which he or she is insured, the
latter in view of the reciprocal arrangements between
the sickness insurance schemes in the Member States?
I am thinking here of the E-111 form. Overconsump-
tion of medicines is extremely disturbing. It is vital that
steps should be taken with a view to putting an end to
overconsumption and wastage of medicines, in view of
rhe major financial implications, among other things.
'!7e intend ro support the Commissioner's intention to
include action on this point in a programme. lfould a
preventive campaign to inform consumers perhaps be a
good way of doing this? In addidon, there must be
some guidance as regards both quality and price con-
trol for medicines and in respect of advenizing by the
pharmaceutical industry. This would also help in com-
badng the rade in illegally imponed medicines as
currently occurs in border regions. A directive should
be introduced regarding compulsory labelling of pack-
aged medicines and the inclusion of a leaflet indicating
the side affects of the medicine which is necessary
information for the consumer.
In view of the fact that the people of Europe are, for-
tunately and righdy, becoming increasingly respon-
sible in this respect, we regard it as right and proper
that a European Charter should be introduced regard-
ing the recognition and protection of the righrc of the
patient. Does the Commission see any possibilities in
this respect? Mr President, there are plenty more
points which could be included in an action pro-
gramme for a European approach to health problems.
These subjects will, I have no doubt, be included
sooner or later on the agenda after they have first of
all been thoroughly discussed in the Committee on
Public Health. A debarc on an oral.question is not, how-
ever, [he time to go into this matter ar lengrh. Ir is
extremely desirable rhat the Community should adopt
a more acrive and independent role in the field of
health protection. I hope your action programme will
be an initial step in this direction.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Ms Ctwyd.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, before I start I would
like to protest most strongly about the way this debate
has been organized. It started on Tuesday and lasted
for half an hour, we had three-quarters of an hour or
even less this morning, then a long gap again until this
afternoon. These are important subjects and the
debate should have been organized in a different way.
I am protesting most strongly to the people responsible
for this way of organizing debates.
It has been interesting for chose of us who have stayed
the course: some of the things which have been said I
have found very valuable and agreed with, other
things I have disagreed with. Clearly, there has been
some discussion over the last few years on the possibil-
ity or desirability of the EEC's making a formal move
into the field of public health, on whether there is
enough common interest among the Nine to justify an
action programme on health such as already exists on
environmental pollution, on industrial safety and in
many other areas of social policy. The analogy with
the poverty programme, with the rehabilitation of rhe
disabled, with the coordination of policies in the field
of employment and torecasting, with vocational train-
ing, with work humanization, wish consultation on
social protection ma[ters, is a strong one. These are all
areas where Member Srares have idenrified issues of
common concern which justify regular exchanges of
views and information.
Public health, I agree, seems ro conform ro this pat-
tern. It is clear that an EEC public health programme
should be a selective pragmaric one concentrating on
clearly identified issues of common inreresr. \7e do
not want to see paper mountains of directives or
sweeping harmonization proposals ro follow in rheir
wake.
On the central issue of public health organization 
-and I speak here personally 
- 
the UK approach
exemplified in our National Healrh Service is one of
our most important socialist instirutions. That. does not
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mean rhat the quality of the National Health Service is
the enry of the world; it is not, but the principle, I
believe, is sdll the envy of the world. The NHS was
created to provide a comprehensive, caring, health
service, free at the time of use and available to all the
people, regardless of how much wealth they own.
These are the principles of the Nadonal Health Serv-
ice, and rhey are fundamentally socialist principles.
Many doctors in the continental countries 
- 
in some
of the countries of the Nine 
- 
resent the generally
accepted view that the National Health Service is the
ideal system of delivery of care for the patient. Indeed,
directives from the EEC on medical education chose
to ignore the National Health Service and proposed
changes designed to perpetuate the self-employed
doctor. As a member of the Royal Commission on the
National Health Service, which for the purpose of its
report made several international comparisons, I
believe that health care in each of the nine countries
will be better safeguarded by our own national demo-
cracies than by Brussels bureaucrats representing the
privare-enterprise forces of Europe. There is indeed a
grave danger that if plans go ahead for harmonizing
rax systems, then the whole financial basis of an insti-
tution which some of us value greatly will be threat-
ened.
Since rhe Commission's programme talks specifically
about prevention and vaccination, I would like rc talk
about both of those topics briefly. I think it is agreed
by all countries that many of the main improvements
in healrh have come, not from advances in medical
lreatment, but from public health measures 
- 
better
nutrition and improvements in the economic, social
and natural environments.
One of the most important weapons in prevention is
the vaccination programme. For years, children and
others have been immunized with increasing beneficial
results, but the problem is that the numbers are declin-
ing because some parents have become anxious about
the possible detrimental effects in a few cases. This
anxiety applies panicularly to whooping-cough vac-
cine, and we should, I believe, give priority to organiz-
ing a proper compensation scheme for vaccine-dam-
aged children.
I was very sorry to hear from the other side of shis
House what I can only describe, despite the fact that
the Member declared his interest, as a commercial
break; it was a straight plug for the tobacco industry,
and yet probably the biggest avoidable cause of ill-
health today is smoking. Some national governments
have embarked on negotiations with the tobacco
industry, and these must be tough negotiations. Ciga-
rette advertising should be restricted as closely as pos-
sible to the point of sale, and it should give informa-
tion on [ar content. Here I want to say a word about
advenising 
- 
particularly drug advenising and the
way it discriminates against women, because one of
the most disgraceful advens in the medical journals is
an advert for a tranquilizer which shows a woman
pushing a baby in a pram. The suggesdon is clear
errough, and advertising of this kind should be very
strictly controlled.
Health warnings should be much tougher on packem
of cigarettes. I suggest something like this: Danger:
cigarettes can cause bronchitis and lung cancer and
can harm unborn children. No new brand of cigarette
should be introduced with a tar contenr in excess of 15
milligrams, and a special tax related [o lhe mr conrent
in cigarettes should be introduced at that level. That
means extending the 2-year derogation from the EEC
rules on tobacco taxation, and also increasing its
scoPe.
I pick up this morning the Commission's programme
for 1980, and I see under the section on public health
that during the first half of the year the Commission
will draw up a programme for better health at less
cost. I find that a very interesting assertion, because
health services in all European countries are absorbing
a conlinuously growing proportion of the resources
even of the richest counuies, although those countries
which spend the most do not necessarily have the
highest health smndards.
The recognition that the imponant causes of ill-health
lie in how people live and in their environment leads, I
think, to two conclusions. First, that some countries
are over-invesdng in the provision of health services in
comparison with other methods of social investment to
improve health. Secondly, that much of what is cur-
rently spent is not spent efficiently, even for the
achievement of the somewhat limited objectives of
current services. Then, of course, there are fundamen-
tal erhical dilemmas of medical practice, which unfor-
tunately there is no time to go into now. The increas-
ing specialization of health care and the development
of complex technology and the associated demands for
resources are international phenomena. In most coun-
tries of the EEC, an increasing share of the national
cake goes on health services, and the same question is
common to us all: how can we peg these spiralling
cosrc of health-care?
One of the reasons, of course, for high cosrs is that
progress in health-care seems srill rc be pinned ro cur-
ing, as though good healrh were essenrially a kind of
sophisticated replacement, repair and salvaging oper-
ation for broken-down biological machines. Too much
lip-service is paid ro the idea of prevention and the
even more complex norion of actively promoting
health. Substantial damage is, for example, done to
health by many of our currenr industrial and commer-
cial practices, while tobacco manufacturers spend in
excess of one million pounds every week ro promore
rheir products. It has been calculated that over 1000
people in one counrry alone die prematurely as a result
of smoking-relared diseases, and that is in one week
alone. Instead of risking physical damage on the pro-
duction lines, we need to organize work in such a way
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that it is safe as well as productive. Industrial, eco-
nomic and social policies are panly health policies.
Finally, Mr President, I want to stress again my central
argument. Conrrol of health-care in each of our nine
countries must be maintained by our own national
democracies, but cooperation is essential on many
aspects, including medical science, health-care
research, drug-abuse controls and 
- 
most imponant
of all 
- 
patients' rights. Only through mutual cooper-
arion at all levels shall we be able to improve health-
care in each of our member countries.
President. 
- 
Ms Clwyd, you asked why this debate
is being continued at this time. Due note has been
aken of this question. You can consult the chairman
of your group who, together with other group chair-
men, was responsible for deciding how this debate was
rc be held. Next week, the Bureau in Brussels will
devote an.entire day to various matters including these
very Presslng lssues.
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to begin by
thanking Parliament for including this matter on its
agenda although 
- 
as you have already said in your
answer to Ms Clwyd 
- 
the debate has been con-
ducted in a somewhat fragmented manner. Neverthe-
less, I think it is extremely imponant that we should
not only devote our attention to topical matters, but
should also consider questions such as the one before
us now. I should like rc begin by referring back to the
general remarks I made at the beginning of this
debate. I will not repeat what I said: I should merely
like to make a few observations on the basis of the
questions which have been put.
Firstly, in answer to Mrs Spaak who asked me quite
specifically what our experience had so far been of the
Pompidou Committee, I should like to say that since it
was set up this committee which, as you know, was
created in 1971 on the initiadve of the then French
President, Mr Pompidou, and consists of representa-
tives of all nine Member States of the Communiry plus
Sweden, has met five times at ministerial level to dis-
cuss problems such as those under discussion here
today 
- 
for example, drug abuse. The Commission
and Interpol are also represented on this Committee.
The Pompidou Committee provides a framework for
establishing contac[s and promoting cooperation. The
purpose of the meetings of this Committee is periodi-
cally to exchange experience, to promote the forming
of opinions on the problem of drugs, to cooperate in
combating this evil as effectively as possible within
Vestern Europe and to discover new forms of action
with a view to eliminating drug abuse. This Committee
provides on opportuniry for coordination and enables
us as a Community to work together with third coun-
tries. A number of decisions taken at the most. recent
meeting, which was held last November in Stockholm,
relate to inrcrnational cooperation in combadng the
illicir trade in drugs and intensification of action in this
respect, the exchange, at international level, of infor-
mation and experience regarding health education and
treatment and rehabilitation 
- 
which are also neces-
sary, as has frequently been pointed out here. The
'Pompidou Group'was quite explicit in its opposition
to the legalization of cannabis. Reference was made in
this connection to the gaps which still exist in scientific
knowledge regarding the long-term effecm of cannabis
and its possible harmful effecm in combinadon with
orher toxic substances. Closer cooperation in research
was, I think, one of the demands discussed by the
Pompidou Committee.
'\U(i'e can do various things in this field in cooperation
with the Committee. A group of experts has been set
up and given a number of tasks including an analysis
of the pattern of drug abuse in the Member States.
These expens are to draw up a report on existing and
proposed measures at national level aimed at combat-
ing, the illicit production of, rade in and use of drugs.
In addition, this expert group has also been requested
to draw up proposals for further action. The work of
the Pompidou Committee will in future be organized
by the Joint Committee of the Council of Europe, and
as from I January 1980 it has had the services of a per-
manent Council of Europe secretariat. The Commis-
sion will continue to be represented on this Committee
as an observer. In addition, we [ake part in the work
of a committee aimed at promoting public health and
which also worls on the combating of drug abuse. So
much for my answer to Mrs Spaak's question.
In answering the questions put by a number of Mem-
bers, I should first of all like to point our that I was
very interested 
- 
from a political point of visy/ 166 
-in what Mrs Chouraqui had to say. She referred to the
possibilities under Article 235 of the Treaty. This
familiar article states thar in cases where the Treaty
has not provided the necessary powers, the Council
can take decisions on a proposal from the Commission
and after consulting the Assembly. I found it rather
intriguing that the honourable Member, who is no
longer here mentioned things such as the police and
the law. I do not know whether she was speaking on
behalf of her group, but I hope so. It is interesting that
a suggestion to the effect that Anicle 235 offers possi-
bilities for cooperation at Community level in penal
and police matters should come from that quaner.
Much has been said about soft and hard drugs. Mr
Pannella made a few points which I cannot dismiss out
of hand. I have the feeling that some of the points he
made may well be correct. It is indeed true that when-
discussing drugs people tend to make far too big an
issue of hashish, which he referred to as one of the
least harmful drugs in that it is a f.act 
- 
and this is a
positive characterisric 
- 
that it is not addicdve. In
addition, the consensus of sciendfic opinion regarding
the effects of hashish is not unreservedly negative as
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it is in the case of alcohol and tobacco. I have already
referred in my inrroductory speech to recent articles
on this subject in Le Monde last week.
The question of the Community's powers in this field
has also been discussed. Mrs Gredal said that the
Council of Ministers does not meet to discuss ques-
tions of public health. This is not entirely true, Mrs
Gredal. The Council of Ministers does indeed meer ro
discuss such marters when the Ministers of Health
meet 
- 
as we say 
- 
in the framework of rhe Council.
The Council of Ministers does have some powers in
the field of public health 
- 
consider, for example,
trade in pharmaceutical products, trans-frontier trade,
the production of a list of drugs, standardization erc.
These are all public health matters. The Health Minis-
ters therefore take the view that, for example, trade in
and production of pharmaceu[icals is not exclusively a
matter for the Council of Ministers of Economic
Affairs but also concerns the Council of Minisrcrs of
Health. It is not true that we regard public healrh as
lying completely oumide the Treaties. This does not
mean that. it is not very often necessary to have
recourse to Article 235 of the Treaty, but this is
equally true in the case of environmental questions,
for example. This article is frequendy applied when
matters which are essential for the smooth running of
the Common Market are concerned. As you know,
one of the aims of the Community is to raise the
standard of living of the people of Europe, and public
health has a direct bearing on this 
- 
which is why, in
my view, public health is in fact an appropriate field
for Community policy.
The subject in hand today is one of vital importance,
and it amazes me that Parliament should currently be
making so much use of what I would call makeshift
debates. Someone decides we should discuss public
health, so she puts an oral question and we end up
devoting an entire debate to this subject. I agree with
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam that preparatory work is needed
here. After all there is a Committee on Public Health
which was specially set up for this purpose. A debate is
being held on this vital subject merely as a result of
Mrs Squarcialupi's initiadve. In my view it would be a
lot better 
- 
and I am putting this forward as a sugges-
tion 
- 
if Parliament were [o work on the basis of
reports and the views of experts rather than on the
basis of a few odd remarks, which had more to do
with drugs than with public health. It was only Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam who touched on the latter subject. I
think this is due to a great extent, Mr President, to the
rather poor way in which a debate of this kind has
been prepared, but I hope that Parliament will, in the
near future, devote more attention to this question
when it comes to discuss its working methods.
The medical card mentioned by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam
strikes me as a very good idea. She referred to the
E-111 form, which can be used in case of illness by
people insured in a panicular Member State in order
to obtain the same treatment as persons normally liv-
ing in the country they are visiting.
The medical card in question contains essential infor-
mation which might be necessary when for example, a
patient is, unconscious as a result of an accident. In
such cases, a doctor must be able to discover what he
can and cannot do. It is important to know whether
the patient wears a pacemaker or what medicines he
takes since some medicines should not be combined
with others. This is an extremely complex matter since
it also involves the problem of medical confidentiality.
A number of Member States have already recognized
this medical card and I hope all of them will do so in
the future. This, Mr President, is something which is
more real to the people of Europe than the elimination
of a few technical obstacles to trade which we discuss
so often.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam also asked about patient's righm
and their protection at Community level. I can see
how important this subject is but, Mr President, I do
not think it is something we should start on.
Mention was also made of the need for an action pro-
gramme in the field of public health. This is nor an
idea I would dismiss out of hand 
- 
indeed I hope that
somerhing will come of it. However, this is a relatively
new field. At any rate, your suggestion has not fallen
on deaf ears.
The British National Health Service has been righdy
praised. This is perhaps not the best possible system
but compared with systems in other countries of the
Communiry, it is nevertheless one of the best systems I
know. Public health in the Unircd Kingdom is organ-
ized on the basis of principles which I feel sure should
be generally acceptable. Historically, developmenrc in
other countries have been somewhat different, but the
British National Health Service cenainly has its
advantages. Our proposal was inspired by the fact that
rhe self-employed and those not in gainful employ-
ment in the United Kingdom are covered by the
Narional Health Service, which means that Britons
who are used to having medical cover in their own
country receive no help abroad. Our proposal is cur-
rently before the Council and is coming up against
objections which we are trying to overcome. I mention
this merely to demonstrate the fact that we regard the
British National Health Service more as a shining
example than as something wrong-headed.
As regards the right of establishment for doctors, it
should be pointed out that this should not be regarded
as a way of promoting private enterprise. It is a ques-
don of developing free movemenr and free establish-
ment. It is not intended as an atrack on rhe British
health system but as a way of esnblishing free move-
ment not only for workers but also for self-employed
persons and other professional groups within the
Community.
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Mr President, these were a few poinrs ro which I
wanted to draw attention. I will finish by saying that I
hope that it will be possible ro rerurn to rhis extremely
important subject on anorher occasion. It has already
been said this week that if we manage rc include sub-
jecm which mean something to rhe people of Europe
- 
practical everyday mar.rers 
- 
on our agenda here,
this would in imelf be a very good thing.
I hope therefore that rhe competent committee will go
on with its work. Ve should be glad to provide any
necessary information. I hope this will not be the lasr
debate on this subject.
President. 
- 
Mr Vredeling, I hope rhat all the poliri-
cal groups will take nore of your wish 
- 
which I sec-
ond 
- 
for a short but well-prepared and wide-ranging
discussion of public health policy.
I call Mrs Gredal.
Mrs Gredal 
- 
(DK) I am sorry, Mr Presidenr, but I
want to ask the Commissioner if I heard righrly, i.e.
that the Pompidou commirtee had legalized or had
advocated legalizing the use of marijuana. This is
utterly wrong. This was discussed ar one meeting but
not advocated. This is what I heard in translation, but
I should like to know if what I heard was correcr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
(NL) I want ro correcr ar once rhis
misunderstanding which could be very dangerous. I
misunderstood it or expressed it wrongly, and I apol-
ogize. The Pompidou group came out against the
legalization of cannabis. This is the exacr opposite. I
simply added a personal commenr to the effect that rhe
greates[ danger with drugs lies not in the use of hash-
ish, but of other rhings.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, like Mr Vre-
deling, I too hope that there will be renewed oppor-
tunity for us to discuss the problems tackled so chaori-
cally as a result of the way rhese proceedings were
organized, not lhrough any faulr of the Members or of
the committees concerned.
I think that today offers a typical example of how a
subject should nor be dealr with by a parliamenrary
institution. If the people who elected us knew rhat the
debarc began on Tuesday, has continued in rwo per-
iods today, that we shall be voring on the questions
tomorrow, and rhat the speaking time allotted ro the
political groups is ridiculously short, rhen I think rhey
would feel that this instirurion is far removed from
their lives, despite rheir having helped ro create it by
their votes.
Two major questions have been mixed up together,
and it was a grave error on the part of the Bureau, or
at least an indication of bad faith, that someone was
allowed to reply to one question and another to
another, whereas the subjects we were dealing with
were extremely important ones which deserved ro be
treated separately. One extremely pressing problem in
par[icular, that of health, has been shamefully treated
in this House this week.
As far as the Commission's reply is concerned, I must
say that I do not find any great cause for satisfaction
in it eirher. Perhaps because he had to answer two
questions at once, Mr Vredling's reply seemed some-
what lukewarm and evasive, and more centred on the
drug question than on rhe other. I am afraid, how-
ever that we must also seek the reason for this in a cer-
tain reluctance to act on the par[ of the Commission,
even if it did 
- 
I was pleased to note 
- 
on a full two
occasions quote the Treaty of Rome, pointing out that
in the field of health some powers might result from its
correct interpretation.
As far as [he Pompidou Group is concerned, if we
remember that the European Community adopts posi-
tion on all international problems wirh far-reaching
implications and involving far-off countries, then I
believe that the Commission should not just be content
with acting as an observer in this group, but musr
definitely retain its freedom of action on the drug
question.
Twelve speakers have taken part in this debare. !7ith
some very rare exceptions, I thank them all. I thank
almost all of them and would like to emphasize rhar ir
is, for the most part, women who have spoken, and
that this is no coincidence: lady Members of Parlia-
ment know how to bring the immediate needs of rhe
population home to this House.
I think we have all mentioned the social causes of drug
abuse and to the need for Community acrion bur, for
the very reason rhar drugs strike deep at rhe roots of
our society, it is nor enough to take decisions at
national or Communiry level even supposing we can
achieve this 
- 
but decisions and acrion musr be raken
at international level.
Almost all the speakers exercised great caution in
speaking of the drugs problem. Only one expressed
some major doubrs. I refer ro the motion mbled by
Mrs Bonino and others, in which reference is made ro
documents dating from as far back as 1972 proving
that hashish and marijuan a are nearly harmless. Vell, I
can only invite her parliamentary group to purchase
for the modest price of five dollars the larest United
Nations report on rhe control of narcotics, in which
they will learn rhar in January 1980 rhis rype of drug is
still considered extremely harmful 
- 
a fact which is
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further confirmed by rhe members of the American
Congress. \7e therefore reject those preconceived opi-
nions, because we want the facts to be established
rhrough debate and through the large contribution sci-
ence and research can make in this field.
'!fle followed our question with a motion intended as
rhe starting point for general discussion, through
which we might reach the widest possible agreement
on a phenomenon which is desroying thousands of
families as well as thousands of young lives.
I will conclude by expressing a sense of deep dissatis-
faction, but I nevertheless hope that in this House we
can come back to subjects which are of concern to the
public and which can affect the quality of life and even
life irself.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vce-Presidcnt of the Commission.
- 
(NL) I should merely like to say to Mrs Squarci-
alupi that the motion for a resolution ubled by the
Commirtee in question has the full support of the
Commission. I would not like to give the impression
rhat we do not value the views of the Committee. For
the rest, I can only comment. on what Mrs Squarci-
alupi said, i.e. that the Commission should not be so
passive but should play a more independent role. Var-
ious speakers have already pointed out that the possi-
bilities afforded by the Treaty of Rome are indequate,
and this is also a point which Mrs Squarcialupi could
have taken up. Some people have even gone so far as
to say tha[ the Commission can do nothing at all as it
has no competency in this field whatsoever by vinue of
rhe Treaty of Rome. I flatly deny this. The Treary of
Rome states what is in the interests of the smooth run-
ning of the Common Market and the achievement of
its objectives. You should take a close look at what
these objectives are. Thus the objective we are discuss-
ing here today can be achieved by means of a proposal
from the Commission after consulting Parliament and
subsequently by a unanimous decision by the Council.
I realize that Denmark has certain objections but I by
no means go along with them. Denmark should have
realized that matters of this kind would come up
before deciding to accede to the Community.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motions for resolutions and the amendments
which have been mbled will be put to the vote at the
nex[ voring r,ime.
10. Regulation on Community transit
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
report (Doc. l-544/79), drawn up by Mr von'Wogau
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, on the:
- 
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-372/79) for a regulation amending for the second
:ff,}.*",",'on (EEC) No 222/77 on Community
I call Mr von Vogau.
Mr von Vogau, rdPporteur 
- 
(D) Mr President,
ladies and Bentlemen, Mr Davignon has apologized
for not being able to take part in this debarc because
he had to keep another appointment. In my capacity as
rapporteur, I regret the fact that Mr Davignon is not
able to be present, but I must accept his explanation, as
this report was originally on the agenda for Tuesday,
was then withdrawn and is now up for discussion at a
very late, unscheduled hour. I think this once again
goes to show that we must really do everything in our
power in the future to ensure that we stick rc our orig-
inal agenda. Some Members may not appreciate the
importance of this regulation on Communiry ransit; if
so, I would draw their atrcndon to the fact that this is
a genuine Community retulation . . .
President. 
- 
I agree with you, and what you say is
imponant. Ve are hours behind with this important
debate because we spent. hours discussing requests for
urgent procedure and changes to the agenda.
I hope that all the groups will srcp trying to change
rhe agenda which we have spent a whole day prepar-
ing in the Bureau. 'We lost hours over this and all we
achieved was a debate on the urgency of issues which
we are not even going to be able to discuss [omorrow
afternoon, because we have lost so much time.
You may continue, Mr von'!7ogau.
Mr von V'ogau, rapporteur 
- 
(D) . . . Thank you,
Mr President, for lending your support to what I am
sure we all feel. The point I was trying to make was
rhat we are here concerned with the making of Euro-
pean Communiry legislation 
- 
a! least as far as we are
able under the terms of the Treaties of Rome. I believe
rhat, as directly-elected Members of the European
Parliament, we cannot take these duties seriously
enough 
- 
especially those who agree with me that the
European Parliament's legislative powers should be
increased.
The subject we are concerned with this evening is
Community transit, something which should be
viewed against the overall background of the opening
of the Community's internal frontiers. Ve all know
rhat, despite the existence of customs union and
despite the fact that the transitional periods have now
run out, the freedom of transit across internal frontiers
within the European Community still leaves a lot to be
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desired. Let us consider for a momenr what the ori-
ginal ideas behind the Treaties of Rome and the Com-
mon Market were. 'What the founding farhers of the
Community wanted was strong external frontiers, and
if we are serious in our desire to achieve this aim, we
must make more progress towards a Community cus-
toms administrarion and rhe harmonization of Com-
munity customs law, which should in turn include
common penalties m be imposed on offenders to
replace the current penalties which differ from country
to country.
The reservations expressed by the Committee on
Budgeary Control in connection with the provisions
relating to Community rransir are also bound up wirh
this aspect of crearing secure exrernal frontiers for rhe
Community. '!7e must make our external frontiers
secure [o prevenr the free rading facilides within the
Community from being fraudulently misused.
On the other hand, within these secure external fron-
tien there musr be free movement of goods and seff-
ices in the European Community. The main benefim
we anticipate from freedom of movemenr within a
large Community market are lower producrion costs,
free competition between manufacturers from all the
Member States of rhe Community and betrer and
cheaper provision of goods and services for the people
of the Communiry. The Community's founding fath-
ers also hoped that the Trearies of Rome would make
Europe more competitive vis-i-vis other major world
markets.
Ve all know rhar these aims have only partially been
achieved. It is true thar cusroms duties have been abol-
ished within the European Community, bur they have
simply been replaced by orher obsracles ro free rrade,
such as different rares of value added tax within the
Community, which have in rurn set up bureaucraric
obstacles a[ national frontiers. Seco4dly, rhere are rhe
monetary compensarory amounts for agricultural pro-
duce. \7e paid a visit only yesterday rc rhe cusr.oms
post be[ween Kehl and Strasbourg and were able ro
see for ourselves rhar the imposition of MCAs requires
a great deal of paperwork, and that this is exacerbated
by the fact rhat the daily fluctuations in the rares of
exchange likewise affect the MCA rates.
A third obstacle ro rrade is the technical srandards
which are now being used to make European markerc
even more impenetrable. Ladies and genrlemen, we all
realize that, before national fronriers can be opend
once and for all, rhere are a number of ricky problems
sdll to be solved. For insrance, the harmonization of
value added tax, rhe abolition of MCAs and other
problems will require a substanrial political effon and
will doubrless rake rime.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
feels, however, that we could bring about definire
improvements righr now if we adopt a srep-by-step
approach. \7e therefore welcome the fact that the
Commission has submirted proposals for improving
the procedure for eliminaring technical obstacles to
trade. The Commitree on Economic and Monetary
Affairs has formed a working parry ro tackle this very
subject. \fle also welcome rhe fact that rhe Commis-
sion has submitted a multiannual programme for the
attainment of customs union, rhe currenr updated ver-
sion of which describes in denil the various sreps rhat
should be taken ro open up narional frontiers.
Ladies and gentlemen, the proposed regulation on
Community transic which we are discussing now forms
part of this programme. It is concerned, first and fore-
most, with rhe abolition of transit advice notes within
the internal marker. These advice nores would be
replaced by the assumprion thar legal provisions have
been complied with. Ve think this would be a near
solution which would also make ir easier [o prosecure
in cases of fraud. Secondly, rhe proposal before you
today incorporates the oprional abolition of guaran-
tees. The Commitree on Economic and Monerary
Affairs feels thar, before guaranrees can be abolished,
it will be necessary ro work out additional ob.jective
criteria to ensure char small and medium-sized under-
takings in particular are nor placed at a disadvantage.
'!7ith this proviso, we go along wirh the Commission's
proposals, although they do nor 
- 
in our opinion 
-go far enough. Ve feel rhar, for cerrain goods, ir
would be quite possible today ro abolish all formalities
in intra-Community trade. The goods we have in mind
are, firstly, those which are freely circulating within
the Common Marker; secondly, those which are no[
covered by rhe Common Agriculrural Policy; and
thirdly, those which are nor subject ro raxes other rhan
value added rax.
For this reason, we call on rhe Commission ro submit
proposals on bringing about further improvements in
rhis field by rhe end of tggo.
Ladies and gentlemen, rhe people of rhe European
Community expec[ us, the firsr direcrly-elected Euro-
pean Parliament, to do something posirive ro open up
the Community's internal frontiers. The proposal you
have before you now is a srep in this direction, and I
would therefore ask you to give ir your supporr.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Earlier, Mr Presidenr, you were
cross 
- 
and I can well understand your feelings 
-because this Chamber was practically deserted, as it is
now. You have my full suppon on this point, because
such absences are not in order. However, Mr Presi-
denq I must point out thar I was not here because the
Chair had authorized a working meering of the dele-
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gation for relations with Yugoslavia. I find it regretta-
ble that I should be obliged to miss these debates and I
rrust that Members will be spared this kind of problem
in the future.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, the point is that we have
to solve the problem of the debates which occur every
morning with regard to urgent procedure, i.e. altera-
tions to the agenda. In the parliament of my small
country it simply just does not happen. The Bureau
advises a change to the agenda and the House simply
votes on it. I really hope that this idea will sink in 
-that we should simply vote 'yes' or 'no' to proposals
from the Bureau. Ve should gain an hour every day
rhis way.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Since Mr Pannella may be right
on this occasion 
- 
although I am inclined to disagree
- 
in pleading an engagement at a committee meeting,
I have to come to the defence of the Chair. Either we
have committee meetings or we do not have them.
Vhen the Chair refuses to authorize them, we are not
happy either.'We have to make up our minds what we
wantl
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Radoux, for defending
the Chair in this way.
I call Mr Notenboom to speak on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Party (CD).
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(Nf) Mr President, it seems
almost shameful to speak like this on something which
is our prime duty, namely passing judgement on pro-
posals from the European Commission to the Council
regarding regulations. That is, after all, still our main
task, or at least one of our main tasks. I shall be brief,
for I think it is humiliating for Mr Jenkins to have to
wait so long, but it is our job to assess what the Com-
mission has proposed with regard to European legisla-
tion. I really shall speak for only a few minutes, as the
rapporteur has already given an excellent expose of
rhe ins and outs of the question. Our Group suppons
Mr von '!7'ogau's proposals on behalf of the Cornmit-
tee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Com-
mittee on Budgemry Control's amendments. I think it
would be a good idea, however, to publicize the
rhought process behind this. That is to say, Mr Presi-
denr, that in our Group and in the Control Committee
of which I am a member, we are faced with the ques-
tion of whether to allow this extension of open bor-
ders and rhis reduction in administrative formalities to
increase the opportunities for fraud. And our answer
was yes, since we are here to extend this common
market and make it larger and stronger, gradually
eliminating any remaining barriers and moving funher
towards economic, moneary and political union. Our
approval of this proposal is thus in accordance with
what we promised our cons[ituents. Ve did not want
to cut down on the Commission's proposals. Ve have
accepted your proposals, Mr Vredeling, in their
entirety, in the knowledge that some risk is involved in
that border loopholes do result in a certain amount of
crime. I am not referring here 
- 
and I have said this
more than once before in this House 
- 
to the small-
rime smuggler trying to earn a few extra pennies but to
organized crime. '!(i'e therefore give our support to the
Control Committee's amendments, which in no way
detract from the Commission proposals or from the
von \fogau report but simply add three points. Ve
therefore think it is justified, and indeed desirable, to
say yes to the Commission's proposals.
These additional points involve three requests, the first
of which is that the Commission should continue with
the centralization of anti-fraud operations, so that we
do not have nine Member States each working sepa-
rately to combat fraud, and it gradually becomes the
Community's business to take action against fraud, eli-
minating all border problems and difficulties, so that
cases can be taken to court in any country.
Secondly, special attention should be given to goods
particularly susceptible to fraud. Vhat the amendment
says 
- 
the Dutch version is badly expressed although
it ultimately comes from a Dutch original 
- 
is'goods
which are particularly open to fraud'. \7hat we mean
by goods open to fraud, of course, is goods with
which big profirs can be made as a result of fraudulent
practices. This is something the Commission must get
ro grips with.
Thirdly, a minimum percentage should be laid down
for physical checks. Here too the Dutch text is odd, as
it talks about'materidle controle'. This does not need to
be a high percentage. Five, six or ten percent will do
but it must be on a European basis, so that we no
longer have 50 % being checked at one border and
perhaps nothing at all at another.
A furrher wish is for the officials responsible 
- 
not, I
hope, for much longer 
- 
for checks at borders to be
properly instructed, as it is still quite common for cus-
toms officers to be under-informed on agricultural
policy, which leaves the way wide open for fraud.
They must be better informed. \fle have recently seen
cases of information meetings not materializing
because of organizational difficulties. All this is the
sort of thing we want the Commission rc look inrc. If
rhe Commission takes this up we feel that the risks
involved in extending the common market are justifia-
ble and necessary in the light of what the voters of
Europe expect.'We have balanced the pros and cons of
this, with rhe result I indicated to you just now. I feel
it is worth making this clear here in public.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Ferranri ro speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
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Mr de Ferranti. 
- 
Mr President, I roo agree with
you that Mr Notenboom's clariry and inrerest in this
subject have made a useful contribution on rhe ques-
tion particularly of rhe abuse of rhe freedoms that this
new proposal will give. I would now like ro rurn my
attention towards the thoughts and interests of the lit-
erally millions of citizens of the Communiry who cross
our frontiers every day of rhe year or who send their
goods or indeed their cash and capital across our fron-
tiers every year.
Naturally, all those presenr roday 
- 
and here I
include all rhose who have been good enough ro come
to listen to our debate today 
- 
would nor be here in
this Chamber if they too did not believe in rhe idea of
Europe and trying ro creare a common marker and rhe
free movement of goods in Europe.
But those millions of people crossing rhe frontiers 
-what do they think of our work when they actually
have to submit themselves to the formaliries of cross-
ing the frontiers? \7hat son of a common marker do
they think we have managed ro achieve when the fron-
tiers are there just as they have always been. Of course
if they are accurate and experr observers they will be
able rc see what a lor of improvements have been
made. They will know rhat at Kehl rhe rypical waiting
time for a lorry is now only half-an-hour, Mr Presi-
dent. Only half-an-hour? Vhy, in heaven's name, is it
half-an-hour at all? !7hy can't all of us engaged in this
work make enough p.ogr.r, ro enable thai llrry ro go
straight through the frontier at Kehl? How invaluable it
would be if that lorry could be making some progress
down a motorway insread of sitting rhere ar the fron-
tier. It is not jus[ a trivial derail, ir is a matter of mil-
lions of pounds. It is a matter of bringing rhe consu-
mers of Europe some real benefim from rhe reduction
of frontier formalities and other barriers.
In this connection, Mr Presidenr, I should like ro draw
attention to the many, many thousands of people who
are endevouring to do some[hing abour this situarion.
Through Mr Vredeling I speak ro all rhose in the
Commission, where many people have devoted years
of their lives and tremendous experrise ro drawing up
the necessary and detailed directives. And then there is
the Council secretariat and behind the Council's secre-
tariat the many [housands of civil servanrc who are
not, as one mighr be tempted to think, simply devorcd
to trying to erect more barriers, bur whose hean is in
the right place in each of our Member States and who
are genuinely doing a fine job in helping ro reduce the
barriers to trade. And rhen behind all of rhese are all
the trade associations, the trade unions, the consumer
associations, innumerable organizations and indivi-
d.uals.who really are doing rheir besr to improve rhe
srtuatron.
Now, as we all know, some[imes they ger it wrong.
Sometimes they inrroduce a measure of harmonization
which really is not very sensible, and ir is always when
they get matrers wrong rhar it hits rhe headlines. It is
then that the media and the newspapers refer to yer
another piece of Brussels nonsense. This is the only
story that comes out of Brussels. And it is not fair ro
these many thousands of people, who are doing a pro-
per 
.lob and who are determined to see some improve-
ment. And let us not forget in all rhis the imporrant
work of the Parliament and of our own staff. I know,
sitting under the chairmanship of Mr Delors in the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, how
much work the snff rhere do and how unsung rheir
work is and yet how importanr it is ar rhe end of the
day to be able to produce rhe results which we are
going to be able to claim credit for when it comes to
being re-elecred.
I was lucky or perhaps sensible enough to accompany
Mr von '!flogau on his visit to the frontier at Kehl yes-
terday. And perhaps this is something that all of us
could do when we have a moment crossing the fron-
tiers: call in and see the customs officers and tell them
that we appreciate the work that they do. \fle are nol
trying to put them out of a job 
- 
not ar all. Value
added tax is going to Bo on being collected forever, I
am certain of that. So they have no fear from us abour
their jobs. But they may feel unappreciated, they do do
their best at the frontier ro do a good job and ro
implement those continued barriers to trade which we
would indeed like to see removed.
Vhat struck me yesterday about the frontier formali-
ties at Kehl was no! only the point Mr von Vogau
made about value added tax, bu! the amount of time
and effort spent on the monetary compensarory
amounts. In fact it is very largely rhe compensatory
amounts on mea[ crossing rhe fronrier which is the
cause of work, since rhey have ro be calculared by a
complicated procedure based on the larest exchange
rate which comes through to rhem five or six times
during the day. This serves to remind us once again of
the importance of the EMS, and how important it is ro
work towards a European Monetary System which
will enable us eventually to have one currency, some-
rhing which would simplify procedures ar the frontier
perhaps more than anything else.
So I would like ro rhank all those people to whom I
have referred, and to say rha[ I am certain I can speak
for the whole of the Commirtee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs in saying rhat we are determined,
through the special working parry thar we have ser up,
to do ail we can to make sure rha[ perhaps even in our
liferime, when we visit rhe frontier at Kehl, all we will
read there if we are going westwards is 'France' and
all we will read if we are going easrwards is 'Deutsch-
land'.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(NL) Mr President, my reply will in fact be partic-
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ularly brief. I am speaking on behalf of my colleague
Mr Davignon, and Parliament can rest assured that I
am not suffering from an excess of information on this
subject. First and foremost, therefore, I should like to
thank Mr von Vogau who, as rapporteur for the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
expressed his approval of our proposals and also Mr
Notenboom who, on behalf of the Committee on Budg-
etary Control, made a number of comments which are
also reflected in certain amendments tabled by his
committee. On behalf of Mr Davignon, I can confirm
that the Commission is prepared to adopt these pro-
posals. Mr von 'W'ogau said that the Commission
would have to make 'further improvements'. I can
assure you that the Commission's departments are
already working on the preparation of proposals
which will come before Parliament at the end of the
year. Furthermore, as far as Mr de Ferranti's personal
experiences with the customs and at border crossings
are concerned, it is of course true that these people
have their job to do. Most people crossing borders
tend to curse the officers on duty; to be honest, I must
admit that I myself am sometimes guilty of this' The
fact is, of course, that they are doing a job which they
are mean[ to make themselves superfluous. This is per-
haps something they have in common with doctors.
The position is thus not all that serious. I think it is a
good thing that Mr de Ferranti brought out his apPre-
ciation of this work. I should like to endorse this'
lVithout customs we would also be without own
resources 
- 
just think of the customs officers at the
Community's external frontiers.
I subscribe, therefore, to what has been said here and
thank Parliament for its approval of our proposals. Ve
hope in this way to make further progress on the road
towards a customs union or, I should say, towards a
Community which will go beyond this and develop
into what we think of as political union 
- 
and in say-
ing this I naturally look towards Mr Tindemans.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I imagine that Mr Tindemans will be
grateful that you have not yet forgotten his report.
There are no other speakers on the list. The motion
for a resolution and the amendmenm which have been
ubled will be put to the vote at 10.30 a.m. tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
17. Agenda
President. 
- 
In view of the urgency of the matter, I
propose 
- 
pursuant to Rule 12 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure 
- 
that the repon (Doc. 1-793/79), drawn
up by Mr Danken on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on the provisional twelfths be placed on the
agenda of tomorrow's sitting, for joint debate with the
motions for resolutions on R6union.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
12. Actioities of the Commanities in 1979
(Thirteentb General Report) and Commission utork
Programmefor 1980
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on Mr
Jenkins' statement on the Thirteenth General Com-
mission Repon on the activities of the Communities in
1979 and the Commission's programme of work for
1980 and the motion for a resolution abled by Mr
Radoux and others, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on relations between
the EEC and Yugoslavia (Doc. l-737 /79/rev./l\.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the motion for a resolution submitted for your
approval relates to the cooperation agreement. between
the Community and its Member States and the Social-
ist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. This is intended to
replace the trade agreement in force since 1973. It
affords preferential treatmen[ in economic, technical
and financial cooperation. Its significance for the
Communiry is due to the specific characteristics of
Yugoslavia.
This is of course a nonaligned Mediterranean Euro-
pean state and a member of the Group of 77 develop-
ing countries. Our Committee on External Economic
Relations has felt that Parliament should be involved
in the outcome of the current negotia[ions which will
hopefully be in the near future.
I feel obliged to express concern regarding the condi-
tions under which our committee has had to work. If,
as things stand, our Parliament can only be involved
by passing a general resolution this is because of the
procedure currently in force regarding its role in the
Community's foreign relations. I refer to the Luns-
'Westerterp procedure. Under this procedure the
appropriate committee of our Parliament may not
know the provisions of an agreement concluded by the
Community with a third country until this has been
signed. This procedure was doubtless acceptable to the
previous European Assembly. It is unacceptable to a
Parliament elected by direct universal suffrage. This
problem was referred to our Committee on External
Economic Relations and it intends to submit a solution
compatible with the responsibilides we intend to
assume in our relations with the rest of the world.
Mr President, on another track and a propros these
relations I would like rc make one observation before
commenting on the content of the resolution. There
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were laudable effons ro enlarge the bases of our rela-
tions with Yugoslavia. I feel it should be stressed that
if it is importanr and auspicious for the negotiations ro
be completed now and thar special effons have been
made, particularly during recenr weeks, it musr have
been as imporrant and equally desirable for these
negotiations to have been completed rhree or even
four months earlier. By rhis I mean 
- 
wirh the proviso
of course that it takes two to remove all obsmcles in
the path of a solution 
- 
thar, in view of its economic
and trading position, our Communiry should always
be equally willing ro creare the best possible relations
with third countries. One of the strengrhs of the Euro-
pean Communiry, one of the reasons for rhe weighr
which it carries in world affairs and the interesr which
it arouses almosr everywhere, is precisely its presence
rhrough this type of reladonship which it has chosen
and, if one can judge by rhe impressive number of
treaties it has been able to conclude, one which is
appreciated.
I would now like ro sum up the agreemenr as follows:
firsdy, it is a Medirerranean and preferenrial agree-
ment. Secondly, ir contains a mechanism for reducing
levies on a cerrain quanriry of impons of Yugoslav
'Babybeef' which is significantly larger than rhat under
the present agreemenr. Thirdly, the drafr agreemenr
contains a financial prorocol mainly intended for the
developmenr of the Yugoslav road nerwork. Fourrhly,
it contains social measures which considerably
improve the present situation of Yugoslav workers and
their families. Fifthly, it provides for a regular
exchange of information between rhe Yugoslav Eco-
nomic Departments and those of the Commission of
the Community. In fact in the insriturional provisions
of the agreement there is reference ro a Cooperarion
Council, a management body empowered rc take all
necessary measures to facilitate cooperarion between
our Assembly and the Yugoslav Federal Assembly 
-the significance of this should not be forBorten by us.
Finally, a point. which deals specifically with economic
and commercial relations between one Communiry
country and Yugoslavia. The agreemenr should contri-
bute to the realization of rhe aims of the rreaty and
agreement signed ar Osimo in 1975 between the Ital-
ian Republic and the Yugoslav Republic.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I will now quickly
consider the text of the motion for a resolurion which,
as I said a few moments ago, is of a general nature for
the reasons already given.
Firstly, our Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions regrets that the negoriarions have already been in
progress for too long. This is why a momenr ago I said
that we felt rhey could have been concluded more
quickly and we hope that it will be possible to keep to
the time currently envisaged for conclusion, i.e. nexr
monrh.
Secondly, in view of the recent assessmenr of the sirua-
tion by the Council of Ministers, we welcome the facr
that the Council has resumed these negotiations. 'We
also consider that there should be no furrher delal'to
these negotiations and urge that all steps should be
taken by borh the Council and the Member States to
remove any remaining obstacles.
Mr President, this motion may be of a general narure
but the deuil is still very clear. This is why we hope
thar the agreemenI between Yugoslavia and our Com-
munity will be signed as quickly as possible.
I would therefore hope, Mr Presidenr, ladies and gen-
[lemen, that, if not unanimously, then ar least by a
large majority our Assembly will ratify rhe morion for
a resolution presenred to it by rhe Commirtee on
External Economic Relations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, thank you for the opportunity
to say a few words on this irem.
Firstly, the Commission welcomes the inrerest shown
through rhe initiarive of the Committee on Exrernal
Economic Relations.
Secondly, we will try to consider the general wish for
increased cooperation with the appropriate commirrees
and this House. Vithour wairing for the formal deci-
sions and procedures we have already found it possible
to provide more informarion on negotiarions wirh
third countries than was previously rhe case.
Thirdly, as regards rhe progress of negoriations with
Yugoslavia, as the rapporteur has just srated rhere have
been considerable efforts in recent weeks. '!fle have
made significant progress. The lasr round of neBoria-
tions took place on 1 February. On rhis occasion rhe
Yugoslav delegation described the offer from the
Community as a good basis for negoriarions.'!7'e were
able to clarify a large number of questions covering all
the areas mentioned by Mr Radoux. We are now
trying to clarify and solve the remaining problems.
The next negot.iaring session will rake place nexr week
in Brussels on 21 and 22 February. Ve hope rhat wirh
this session the negotiations will be complered. The
results of the negotiations could then be determined
by the appropriate offices. Ve will of course keep Par-
liament informed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne ro speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, Mr President of the Commission, my Group lis-
tened with great attenrion to your reporr on the Com-
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mission's programme for 1980 and we appreciated
your very detailed presentation of the problems facing
the Community. However, the Socialists here regret
that you were restricted to stating certain facts and we
feel that there was a lack of consideration of the
future.
One of the Community's pressing problems is unem-
ployment. You were right to refer to it. This problem
is one of our main preoccupations. Vith about six mil-
lion unemployed in the Community it is obvious that
the Socialist Group is particularly concerned with
underemployment which, at our request, was debated
at length in this Chamber during the last part-session.
Ve had ample opportunity then to emphasize the need
for an overall policy.
However, it is not enough to shov goodwill and
make laudable but vague declarations on the fight
against unemployment. The Community and its Mem-
ber States must have the necessary funds to wage such
a war successfully. The Socialist Group has made some
very concrete proposals. Ve consider that a pro-
gramme is required to reduce working time, promote
funher education schemes and create special pro-
grammes for young people looking for their first 
.iobs,
women coming onto the job market and persons wish-
ing to prepare for retirement. However, we also think
that as part of the general economic policy pro-
grammes are needed for effective action against unem-
ployment as otherwise, according to Commission esti-
mates, the Community will have ten million unem-
ployed by 1985. Urgent measures must be taken.
No one in this Chamber could pretend to have the
miracle solution and there certainly is none. However,
on several occasions rhe Socialist Group has made
concrete proposals which could help solve the problem
of unemployment. I refer to longer term structural
reforms and planning of the economy in which public
undertakings in certain selected sectors should play an
essential role; the revival of demand centred on tradi-
tional unsatisfied requirements and in particular new
requirements linked to the quality of life and common
services, i.e. the search for a different kind of growth;
the establishment of public control of the large indus-
trial conglomera[es, dominant positions and multina-
tional companies; the investment process should be
subject to the right of information and should be
under the control of each state and the employees of
undertakings so as to prevent transfer and flight of
capital to third countries, to the detriment of those
undertakings which have created the wealth. The nec-
essary instruments must be created for the effective
control of the machinations of multinational compan-
ies. At present virtually all world trade is in the hand
of I 000 multinationals over which neither employees
nor public authorities have any kind of control. I
would now like to put three very definite questions to
the Commission. Our group, and particularly our col-
league Erwin Lange, has been considering these for a
long time.
First question: what action has the Commission taken
on the European Parliament's decision, contained in
the resolurion of t9 April 7977, on the principles to be
observed in inrernational economic activity of under-
takings and governments?
Second question: what has happened to the amend-
ment of the rules on good conduct Preventing
recourse ro corrupt Practices in trading relations?
Third question, and I wish rc lay particular sress on
this, how does the Commission monitor effectively
observation of the code of good conduct by European
companies esnblished in South Africa, the code
adopted by the Nine on 20 October 1977?
Mr President of the Commission, we understood your
report to be in favour, indirectly, of pay moderation.
The position of the Socialist Group is clear on this. Ve
agree that workers must be asked to show solidarity.
However, I would emphasize straight away that inso-
far as they have accepted a moderate pay policy in vir-
tually all Community countries, workers have already
demonstrated solidarity which the managerial staff of
multinational companies still have ro show. There is no
way we can accept a policy in which workers are asked
to make the main effort whilst multinationals refuse to
transfer the enormous wealth which they accrue in
prosperous sectors 
- 
in particular the oil sector 
- 
to
the poor sectors which are very often controlled by the
same people or groups. In that case countries are sub-
sidizing these sectors because of the 'employment
blackmail' to which they are subject and they do so
with taxpayers' money and mainly that of the employ-
ees. Since the beginning of the crisis, and this is worth
noting, the multinationals' profirs have increased con-
siderably. Exxon's profits have increased by 59 0/o
since 1973 by comparison with 1972, Texaco's by
45.5 o/0. There has been no cessation in the growth of
these profits during recent years.
The price of petrol seems to us to have been a marvel-
lous scapegoat. The international monetary disorder,
inflarion and the general crisis is all atributed to the
sudden rise in prices at the end of 1973, beginning of
l974.lt is all too easy to forget that the monetary cri-
sis dates from 1971and that the trend towards lower
petrol prices which was characteristic of the 1950s
took an about turn from 1970 onwards i.e. well before
rhe beginning of the crisis. Moreover it is all too easy
to forget to emphasise the links between the banks and
the oil companies, the link between the increase in oil
prices and the fantastic profits of multinationals whose
movements are not under the control of public author-
ities. By virrue of their investment policy the transna-
tional companies play an active part in industrializa-
[ion, even in the process of restructuring industry at a
world level which as closely linked rc the international
crisis.
The multinationals make major investments in third
world countries-which would be very laudable if these
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invesrments were made in the interests of the workers
of indusrrialized counrries and the peoples of the third
world.
But three main facts musr be remembered here: firsrly,
transnat.ional companies prefer to invesr in major
exporting countries where foreign invesrment has gone
from 35.5 0/o to 40.60/o of toral invesrment, which
has lead to rhe rax paradise of 7 o/o to 13 o/o between
1967 and 1975.
Secondly, rransnarional companies prefer to invest in
manufacturing industries which atrracr a growing pro-
ponion of foreign investmen[, parricularly in Asia-and
Latin America. Japan, the Federal Republic, the
United Kingdom and rhe United Suies devote
50.8 Yo, 50.40/0,47.60/o and 39.10lo respecrively of
their investmenr in rhrrd world countries ro the manu-
facturing secror. The proporrion of foreign invesrmenr
in indusrrial secrors in 1975 to 1976 was l0O o/o in
Hongkong, 92 0/o in India, 80 o/o in South Korea,
77 0/o in Mexico and Brazil, 65 o/o in the Argenrine
and 60 o/o in Singapore.
Finally, transnational companies invest in the cxport
sectors. ln 1976 in Sourh Korea their share of rnJus-
trial. exports was 32 0/o and 90 o/o respectively for
machinery and elecrronic equipmenr and iomponents.
As a result the level, orientation and valonzation of
industrial production depends on rhe overall srraregy
and inrerest of the companies and nor on lhe pot.nriil
and needs of rhe recipient counrries nor of rhe
employees in industrialized countries. Today multina-
tionals control 55 0/o of rrade in the third world and
they favour, as I think I have shown, the richer coun-
tries. This immediarely raises the problem of our rela-
tions with developing countries and the North-Sourh
Dialogue ro which, Mr President, you referred in your
rePort.
On the subjecr of this Noruh-Sourh Dialogue and
duringthe debare on hunger in the world rhe spokes-
man of the Socialist Group emphasized the need ro
reexamine our economic and commercial relations
with the rhird world. An economic and commercial
system musr be ser up which allows for the full deve-
lopment of developing countries and which bridges the
gap berween rich and poor countries, as onl/a fair
distribution of the world's wealrh between iniustrial-
ized counrries and those counrries supplying raw
materials can safeguard our people's interests.
Over rhe last 30 years numerous arrempts have been
made at narional and international level ro achieve
this.
selves is whether the international communiry and
Europe in particular was capable of carrying out irs
tasks but also of making rhe mosr of its opportunities.
The problem is certainly large enough: the developing
countries' debt amounts to 600 OOO mrllion doliarq
whole regions suffer from either endemic famine or
catastrophic famine, the third world only accounts for
9 a/o of exporrs of manufactured products. One could
say rhar international development straregy has had
vinually no impact on the third world. It could be said
that the political will of the industrialized world has
not been sufficient to deal with rhe problems of devel-
oping countries.
It was thought by many that the economic growth we
experienced, and which we are still experiencing ro a
certain extenr, would inevitably benefit deveLping
countries, rhat the effecr of our prosperity 
- 
although
rhreatened 
- 
would auromarically profit the thiid
world. This has not happened and the curren[ eco-
nomic crisis shows wirh even grearer clariry that what
is at issue here are the mechanisms of dependence
rather than the immediare effect of our economic adv-
ances. ft is not enough ro move forward and grow ro
draw the poor counrries along with us. 'Our, wealth,
and this is reladve ro rhe extenr m which it increas-
ingly benefirs a few privileged persons, is based on
their poveny and if rhe pooresr are ro benefir from our
expansion rhere musr be a new philosophy and a real
political will aimed chiefly at defining and'validating a
new international and dynamic developmenr policy.
Since the crisis the situation of rhe developing coun-
tnes has been exacerbated. The energy c.isis, mo.re-
tary insrability and inflation show clearly that rhe
uncertainties of our economies become the factors for
underdevelopmenr in rhe rhird world. It is rherefore
urgent and vital to fight for the serting up of rhis new
international economic order. In ricent years the
developrng counrnes have clearly demanded from rhe
industrialized counries concrete and pracdcal coopera-
rion. They are waiting for a clear and unequivocal
answer. \7hat sort of world is it that we wish and what
sort of future for the coming generarions?
Any straregy musr go beyond a simple declararion of
intent and goodwill. There should be firm political
undertakings and adequate lnstruments.
The Community should make efforts ro srimulate
international aid and cooperarion. A second Lom6
Convention has just been signed [o govern the eco-
nomic, commercial and rechnological aspects of rela-
tions between Europe and the 58 counrries concerned
from Africa, the Caribbean and rhe pacific over rhe
nexr five years. But whilst we welcome the experiences
obtained under the first Lom6 Convenrion, ii must be
said thar rhe original contrac[ although bold in some
respects, between rhe industrialized countries and the
developing counrries cannor of ircelf resolve all rhe
problems of restructuring the inrcrnational economic
order. This conrracr provides a framework for rhe
Ten years ago rhe General Assembly of the United
Nations adopted in inrernarional straregy !o ensure [he
economic take-off of developing .countries and ro
create conditions of srabiliry and well-being for the
whole human race. The quesrion we musr;sk our-
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Community and the ACP states but it has limits: gov-
ernment aid from industrialized countries has not even
reached the level of a'z o/o promised by the United
Nations and the major part of aid to developing coun-
tries is through bilateral cooperation which the Com-
munity has not yet been able to shape and harmonize.
It is reasonable to query the sense of harmonization at
Community level of national policies which would
tend to favour former colonies and maintain the power
of the privileged classes, although it would seem
increasingly clear that wirhout an international strat-
egy development cooPeration risks becoming cheap
consolation for our consciences.
I therefore see the North-South dialogue as funda-
mental. The attitude of industrialized countries should
be based on responsibiliry and not charity or neo-
imperalism and that of the developing countries should
be based on confidence and openness. As a socialist I
can confirm [hat, as in the past, our objective is to
ensure a dignified and just life for all men with mate-
rial and spiritual well-being.
As has already been stated by Kurt Valdheim, the cur-
rent structure of international economic relations is
unsuited to the needs of the world communiry. If
Europe is given the opportunity to play a role in the
international community, it is to seek out and activate
all methods possible for establishing a new interna-
tional economic order.
Lastly, a brief word, Mr President, on our institutions.
You said that'The Commission was neither the Coun-
cil's servant nor Parliament's secretariat'. Ve hope
that the Commission's clear independence vis-i-vis the
Council, apart from being a laudable affirmation of
principle, is borne out by the facts.
Must I recall how the Commission has been shown a
humble servant of the European Council when it came
to fixing the amounts for the European Regional
Development Fund?
On the other hand, even if there is no question of the
Commission being the European Parliament's secre-
tariat 
- 
and we are amazed that the Commission
draws some kind of parallel between its relations with
us and its relations with she Council 
- 
it is reasonable
for us to expect the Commission to Pass on some of
the basic lines of thought of our Assembly. The budget
provides us with an up-to-date example' The Socialist
Group has never made any secret of the fact that it
would not hesitate to enumerate all the consequences
of lack of Commission support in this area' Ve will
consider the declaration made by Mr Tugendhat this
morning in this light.
I will conclude by dealing with institutional problems
and recalling the decisions which must be taken
regarding the composition of the next Commission.
Mr Jenkins is of the opinion that the new Commission
should in any case appear before Parliament before
taking up office. !7'e feel this is the least that should
happen, in fact the most basic level of courtesy. I
would like to know the present Commission's opinion
on the possible pardcipation by our Parliament in the
appointment of members of the new Commission. In
passing I would point out that two members of the
Socialist Group, my colleagues Mr Hansch and Mr
Van Miert, have made excellent suggestions in the
Committee on Polidcal Affairs.
Mr Jenkins added that without proposing anything as
formal as a ,rote of confidence, the next Commission
should nevenheless be sure that it has been accepted
by rhe representatives of the citizens of the Commu-
niry. Mr President, in all honesty and frankness, we do
not like ambiguity. Let the next Commission present
irs programme to us as quickly as possible. \7e will be
able to judge if they are responding to the aims of our
Parliament. And, as in the case of the budget, we will
not hesitate to exercise our Powers.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jonker to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group).
Mr Jonker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of my
group, I would like to thank the Commission for its
13rh General Repon and Mr Jenkins for the deailed
speech he Bave on Tuesday. Some of my colleagues
will deal with the speech in detail in the discussion
which follows and touch on a number of imponant
points in the repon. lt is the first time that the Com-
mission has presented a report to the directly elected
Parliament and it is my task tonight to consider rela-
rions between the Commission and the newly elected
European Parliament. I want to emphasize that we are
not just here to monitor the Commission but also to
supporr it, and may I say in advance that if we make
some criticism this evening because we are not satis-
fied with the state of things in all sectors, this must be
seen as an attempt to give constructive criticism.
I would also like to say at the outset, Mr President,
that I personally very much regret that Mr Jenkins had
to wait so long before we staned this debate. If we
continue in this way with verbal onslaughts, it is to the
detriment of our supervisory task with regard to the
Commission and Council and we risk becoming a pup-
pet of the institutions we should be monitoring. Ve
must try to organize our activities better.
As second point I would like to raise, Mr President, is
that neither in Mr Jenkins' report nor in the repon of
the three wise men was anything fundamental said on
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the position of our Parliament. I would therefore like
on behalf of rhe Christian Democrars ro presenr our
views on this subject so rhar the next Commission
knows how we view rhe construction of Europe. If our
Parliament wishes ro be really credible in the long
term it must participate in all decisions raken in rhe
Community. It must also be able to express irs views
on all those things about which rhe Council of Minis-
ters (which is the worsr functioning insrirution of our
Community) takes no decisions. As a Parliamenr we
must not only have a voice in what is decided there bur
also with regard to rhe subjects on which no decisions
are mken. I wanr to say this righr ar the outser, Mr
President. I then see rhree possibiliries for our Euro-
pean Parliament to extend irs powers.
The first opportuniry lies in maximum utilization of
the Treaties, the second expansion of powers through
the normal consultation procedure with the Council,
as happened with the budget, and thirdly 
- 
this must
not remain taboo when there is norhing else ro be
done 
- 
expansion of powers rhrough amendment of
the Treary. \7e cannor go back home after 4r/z years if
we have not made it clear to consriruenm thar we have
made every attempt here in Srrasbourg to rake over
parliamentary control as narional parliamentary con-
ffols are reduced. Over the next 41/2 years our group
will press for implementation of the final communiqu6
of the 1974 Paris Summit in which rhe Heads of Gov-
ernment state, and I quote, 'that the Assembly's
powers should be extended particularly by recognition
of certain powers in the legislative process of the
Communities'. Vhar has happened ro rhis agreemenr.,
Mr President? Or were the Heads of Governmenr
frightened by their own courage in 1974? I can assure
you thar our Broup will keep on coming back to rhis.
A word, Mr President, on rhe posirion of the Commis-
sion itself. Here I agree with Mr Glinne: rhere have
not been major exploits and I can honestly say [har we
too have the feeling rhat the Commission has nor yet
really grasped the position of the directly elecred Par-
liament. I want to give three examples of [his, nor ro
hold a post mortem on them as [har would be point-
less, but so that rhe posirion is understood and to pre-
vent the same faults recurring in furure.
The first example is the accession of Greece. The
Council and Commission negoriared with Greece on
enlargement. The Council and Commission rook rhe
decision on the conditions. The Council and Commis-
sion said that there would be 24 Greek Members of
Parliament. Everyone in rhe Communiry discussed it
except the European Parliamenr. This is a marrer
which affects us and it was decided over our heads and
without us.
(Applause)
A second point, once again not for the purpose of a
post-mortem, relates to our experiences last year with
the agricultural prices. The Commission said that the
Council had taken a decision with which they did not
agree. The Commission then sent documents to us and
said: 'these are the consequences of the Council's
policy; we do not agree but the Council has made rhe
decision'. As Christian Democrats we would reply as
follows: the Commission must keep the initiarive, rhe
Commission must not run out of rime, the Commis-
sion must submir irs proposals as, without Commission
proposals, the Council cannot take any decision ar all.
I wanted to mention this as the coming months could
perhaps produce a similar situation.
Thirdly, Mr President, the same point already touched
on by Mr Glinne: Parliament's task and the Commis-
sion's role. If the Commission had ever read the sec-
tions on the subject in the EPP manifesto, for exam-
ple, this shows thar it should mirror the political com-
position of Parliament and the Commission. \7e had
discussed this in our group and had really expected
that the Commission would contact the group chair-
men and would have said: Vhat is our position in the
structure as a whole? And I am quite sure thar the
group chairmen would have said, 'keep your searc'.
But the Commission did not consult them. Ir rhought
up all sons of reasons, but its policy failed, as it could
have assisted us in future discussions on rhe appoint-
ments. L€t me be honest, Mr President, and here I am
completely in agreement with Mr Glinne, our group
will demand that the chairmen of Parliament's political
groups be consulted and taken note of before the gov-
ernmen6, through the Council, take decisions on rhe
appointment of a Presidenr of the Commission and on
the political composition and colour of the Commis-
slon.
Finally, Mr President, a few more observations on the
relationship berween the Commission and Parliament.
A strong Commission will srengthen Parliament and a
strong Parliament will have influence on decisions of
the Council, the worst functioning body. Mention was
made of this in the report by rhe Three !flise Men. \fle
do not understand why Mr Jenkins is now calmly say-
ing 'yes, that must be examined' and almost noncha-
lantly 'we hope that that can be put into actual prac-
tice'. There are some things, Mr President, in the
report of the Three \7ise Men which I would at least
have expected to cause violenr proresr (if one is nor to
behave like a diplomat but a politician). Let me say
first that our group is prepared to accept the report
from the Three Vise Men in principle. I rather have
the feeling, but then I am perhaps one of the old-
fashioned and classic Europeans, that gradually those
rhings are starting to be treated as sacred which have
grown up crookedly over the years in the instirutions.
Mr President, there are three things in the report
which I would like to comment on. The firsr is rhe
'Luxembourg compromise'.'W'e musr go back, there is
no compromise. There are two points of view on one
piece of paper and nothing more.
(Applause)
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Ve must go back to rhe Treary and ro normal voting
procedures.
A second poinr in the report, Mr president, concerns
the delegadon o.f po*ersio rhe permanen, ,.p..r.n,"_
tives. I realize rhar this grew up over rhe years, but I
would suggesr thar rhis is basicilly in confiict with theTreary The Treaty srates rhar when the Council of
Minisrers wishes ro delegare power, rhen it musr do so
to the Commission.
And now to rhe poinr which I thought would arouse
protesr,. Mr President, 
.rhe position of rhe EuropeanCouncil. I accept the Countil as a reality. But when
the Three !7ise Men say that the Europlan Council
will draw up a list of priorities on which decisions are
then raken in the Community, this is, in facr, an ero_
sion of the Commission's righr of initiative, even if rhe
Commission is involved and .ren if the Commission
provides the basis for rhis list of prioriries. I rhought
that rhere would have been a speedier reacrion ro rf,is,Mr Presidenr. And if rhis poini is accepred rhen I can
rcll you on behalf of our group rhar Jre Commission
will not presenr a list of prioricies [o [he European
Council withour having consulted the European par_
iament and wirhout having obmined pailiamenr,s
rpproval for ir.
Applause)
I'his brings me ro rhe poinr covered by Mr Vredeling
n. nrs speech rn Anrwerp. I would like to knoi
rhether.this imponant speech by Mr Vr.aJng *r,
iscussed in rhe Comrnisiion ani whar the Coir.ir_
ion's views are. In rhis speech the Vice-president of
re Commission basicallyiays rhe same as I have said
r relation rc rhis list of priorities. Mr Vredeling said,
we are ro take Parliament seriously then we- musr
rst of all make proposals to parliament and when we
ave lhe approval of the European parliamenr rhen
rese proposals can be senr to the Council.
lr Presidenr, this can happen. The Treaty only says
at rhe Council musc decije on , p.oporrl f.# rhe
ommission afrer consulrarion of tire Luropean par_
tmenr. Nowhere in rhe Treaty is it stated rhar it is rhe
rropean Council which must ask our opinion. And Iink rhar if the Commission follow, M, V..d.ling,,
re ir will give considerable suppon to parliameni,s
few brief remarks in conclusion. $Ze will be discuss_
; the Spierenburg report later. Ve suppon rhe
rort alrhough the reduction in the numbei of Com_
ssioners will make it more difficulr for us to exercise
rliamentary control as it will become more difficulr
distribure the ponfolios and these will be more
ighty. Perhaps rhere can be joint considerarion of
sts for some kind of sec.erariei of state linked ro rhe
,mmissioners. My second brief observation concerns
the ratificarion of international rrearies by parliament.
Here I am in complete agreemenr with i,[r Radoux,s
commenm on 
_rhe agreemenr wirh yugoslavia. Thisproblem ha1_already occurred in relatiin to GATT,
also with ASEAN and now, once again, with yugosla_
via. Is rhe Commission prepared 6 heip us ro ensure
thar the rrearies do nor come ro us in their final stage
before Parliamenr has given a definite commenr?
The rhird point, Mr president, is related to the subject
menrioned by Mr von \7ogau and Mr Notenboom in
the previous debate. \7heie does the average Euro_
pean citizen come in our lisr of priorities? Europe is
nor rhere for us, Europe is rhere for rhe cirizens. Ii the
same rhing going.to happen.this year in the holiday
period-ar rhe.border posrs, when tLe pretty girls from
our Informarion Office distribute leafiem on"rh. *or_
derful Community while we all have to wair for two
hours to cross rhe border? I would ask the Commis_
sion to give special atrenrion ro rhis sorr of thing and,in any case, to include in the list of prioriries marrers
like the restrictive measures ar the border, passpons
erc., rhe environmenr and everyrhing whiclL citizens
nor.ice and which affecrs rhem diiecrly.
(Applause)
You will have realized, Mr presiden[, rha[ rhese are
rhe classic remarks of my group based on the Tinde_
manns repon. Our manifesro is based on rhe Tinde_
mans reporr. 'Whenever we ralk about European poli_
tics and F,uropean srrucrures e[c. in my .ouni.y 
"nd inorher circles, we say we are still living according to the
g.ospgl gf the apostle Tindemanns. B-ur, Mr prfsident,
should rhere rherefore be no discussion wirh us, are we
immovable? I do nor think so. The insdtudon"l ,rru._
ture.of Europe can be discussed with us subject to one
condition, which is that rhe decision-making body,
wherher it be the Council, the European Couicil, die
Commission or whatever, should be subjecr to parlia_
menrary and democraric control by a freely elected
European Parliamenr. Mr president, *e 
".e 
not saying
this because Europe is an end in imelf for us, we are
saying ir because we feel rhar freedom and securiry in
the world can only be served by a strong democratic
Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scotr-Hopkins to soeak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr president, I agree with
what.Mr Jonker said in his speech concerninf rhe rela-
tionship berween rhe European parliamenf and the
Commission. In panicular I join him in saying ro pres_
ident Jenkins how grateful we are that he is'here and
thar he is going to sray.throughour this debare. I apol_
ogrse tor rhe rime ar which this debarc is aking pLce.Ve really must look to our own house and p-ui ir in
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order if we are going ro be raken more seriously than
we are at the moment.
At the same time I would like to take rhis opponunity
at the beginning of whar I inrcnd ro ,ry to^iong.r,u-
late the Commission on what they havedone in 1979.
It is an impressive performance, and ir would be quite
wrong for this House nor !o acknowledge ir. iiue
exrremely well worthwhile achievements; I do not
need to go over rhem. President Jenkins himself men-
tioned rhem in his speech. I would also congratulare
the Commission for the way they have .or.I in that
field.
But then I turn to the present and the future. Here it is
not quire such a happy story. Under rhe Treaty the
Commission has the task of being the engine room of
the Community. I regret, howevir, thar in his speech
the President did nor porrray the Commission as a
powerhouse of ideas and initiatives on rhe big issues of
the day 
- 
unemploymenr, enerBy, ..ono-i. integra-
tion, etc. Of course I agree wirh the president ihar
1980 will be a decade of change, and that some of the
problems confronring us are absolurely awesome. But
was ir really necessary for him ro appear quite so
daunted by it all? The phrases and rhewords-that he
used, Mr President, such as 
- 
and I quote 
- 
.the
break up of the established economii and social
order', 'dislocation', 'eventual collapse', sound like rhe
epitaph of a man on his way to oblivion. He gave the
impression of a Commission, whose enginJ is nor
merely just idling or hardly ticking over, bur almost
going in reverse. Instead of bold, imaginarive and
inspiring new iniriarives, I fear thar all we had were
rather pious hopes and renrarive ideas for rhe future of
the Commission during the remaining monrhs of irs
life.
As a Communiry, Mr President, we have to rise to rhe
occasion and respond ro rhe challenge rhar was out-
lined by rhe President of the Commission. This
requires and acr of faith 
- 
I fully accepr rhar 
- 
faith
in the good sense of our elected leaders-and represenr-
atives, and fairh that our people will understand the
implications of the changes rhat lie ahead. But rhe situ-
ation requires leadership, and rhar leadership should
come nor only from rhis House bur from the Commis-
sion as well. As for the Council, as we all know, and as
we heard from rhe previous speaker jusr now, they are
hesitant and rimid, behaving more like reluctanr vir-
gins than virile leaders. But let the Commission in ir
closing mon[hs srrive ro achieve thar climax of activiry
and point rhe way ahead.
Of course faith is not enough. Ve have got ro plan
and work for our future. The Communiry i-,rst sei.ch
ics own soul and quesrion its own motives and objec-
tives. Ve musr not allow rhe ideal of a united and a
vibranr Europe, striving to improve rhe qualiry of life
of its people and of the world ar large, be obsiured by
currenr difficulties. The Commurity .ust act, M.
President, when narion srates either will nor or cannot.
This is rhe. only sphere in which rhe Community can
and should act. But that gives a wide field of possible
scope for acrion in the months and the year ahead.
Despire the ourbreaks of nationalistic perriness I am
confident that the leaders of all our countries still
believe in the European ideal. It is after all the only
real hope that rhe ordinary citizen has of winning
through ro happier times. Individual narions, even
great and powerful narions like rhe Federal Republic of
Germany. or. [he Republic of France, cannor cope
alone with rhe pressures which are upon rhem and
upon us all at the moment. I don't really need ro men-
tion them all in demil. \7e know them only roo well :
unemployment, declining industries, fragmenting
socieries, internal disorder, terrorism on a European
scale, and as we have just heard in rhe debate today,
escapism in the form of drug addiction. Bur rogerher
we can, and we simply must, win these panicular bat-
tles. Ler rhe Commission have courage now. Let the
President go back and ask his colleagues, some of
whom are sitting here, ro have the courage to propose
measures for sweeping away, for insr,ance, rhe barriers
to trade inside the Community. My God, we talk
enough about rhem, let us have some proposed action
on it! Ler us have proposals for funding new and mod-
ernizing old industries, for rationalizing rhe financial
mechanisms of Member Srates, for removing exchange
controls throughour the Community and for providing
equal trearment for the sick and the old. There is so
much rhar could be done and should be done. The
economic disparity between our counrries is sdll too
wide. \7e have had debate after debate on rhis marrer.
Some have gained disproportionarely by membership
- 
good on them! Some bend our laws to suir rhem-
selves, that I do nor welcome. Some have become
poorer, and that I do not welcome either. The Com-
mission musr nor flag in iss efforts ro eradicare rhese
discordanr and disruprive arritudes and aspects of the
Community.
There is one initiative which I applaud from the presi-
dent, and rhat was rhe proposal ro pur. a rax on energy
and take measures ro promote sources other rhan oii,
and indeed to conserve energy sources. Bur how soon
shall we learn from him rhe demils of rhese rax propos-
als? \7e had a debare on it earlier, when Commis-
sioner Brunner spoke. \7e wanr ro know what rhe
reacrion of the Member Srates is, what the situarion is
and how it is going ro develop and how soon we can
have this information. I would remind rhe Presidenr
that in February 1979, exacrly ayear ago, he said, and
I quote, thar 'we have lirtle rime lefr and if we do nor
take action soon rhere can be no[ doubr that during
the 1980s we shall enter into a permanenr and endur-
ing energy crisis'. !7ell, he was right then, the oil will
run out, and he is right now. But a year has gone by
and one has nor seen all rhar much initiarive, ind one
wants to know a little more about rhe details of whar
he is proposing. Let us have proposals in the very near
future.
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Clearly, Mr President, the rhings rhat I have been talk-
ing about will all require funds from the Community.
The present I % VAT limit cannot be regarded as sac-
rosancr. Let the President and his colleagues face this
situation and put forward proposals. They may even
come into operation in 1980 or 1981, but it is going to
take time to discuss this. Ve all know that if we are
going to have a vibrant, progressing Community, then
we have to have the funds in order to deal with mat-
ters and implement these policies. So, let him mke his
courage in both hands as President of the Commission
and start putting proposals forward. Let him start the
dialogue, not only with Member States but with this
House. How right Mr Jonker was when he spoke
about bringing this House into the discussions, not
only about treaties before they are signed and so on,
but on financial matters and on agriculture, which, as
we all know, consumes 84 0/o of our budget.
There are just three fundamental points I want to
mention very briefly. The first is that I do really hope
rhat he will use all his considerable powers of persua-
sion to hold to the Commission's proposal put forward
by Vice-President Gundelach, to reduce agricultural
spending as a percentage of the Community budget to
under 70 o/0. Let him hold to that and we shall begin
to see some light for the future.
The second point I would make, which may be rather
a minor one but is still important, concerns the expon
of butter to the USSR. He mentioned it before the
Polidcal Affairs Committee at a public hearing in
Brussels but it was not mentioned in his work pro-
gramme. Vhat is actually happening? \7hat is going
on? How much butter has been exported rc the USSR
since I January? I think we have the right to know and
the sooner the better. Moreover, would he define what
traditional patterns of trade there were? \flould he
please enlighten us on this point? I was pleased also to
hear the President refer to the Rule of Law. \7e would
like ro see that one Bovernment which at the moment
is not observing the rule of law, even after a Coun of
Justice ruling, adhering to it. I make no personal
attack on any one Member State, but if we do not
honestly observe the rule of law, then this Community
will really begin to go into decline and I would ask
President Jenkins to take whatever action is possible to
prevenl such an occurrence. Maybe it should be to
bring in a sheepmeat regime or at least make new pro-
posals to this effect. At all events, I hope he will think
about it and take the appropriate action. On the
whole, I must say that his plans for the consumer and
environmental fields are to be welcomed.
If I may now finally turn, in the brief momen[ I have
left, to institutional questions, also raised by the Presi-
dent, I am already on record in recommending that
the House should play some role, indeed a fundamen-
tal role, in the appointment of [he next President and
his colleagues. This is nor a matrcr of self-aggrandize-
ment for this House, but I really do believe that in the
difficult years ahead the Commission will have to have
the suppon of the House behind it if real progress is to
be made, for which reason it is my firm conviction that
we should have an opponunity of voting and showing
our confidence, first of all in the President himself,
whoever he or she may be, in June or July of this year,
and later in the colleagues who will be appointed to
the Commission. That I think is absolutely vital to us.
The only was to make quite cenain that this continues
and that the creative tension between our two institu-
tions, the Commission and this House, is not destruc-
tive is to ensure that we have mutual respect and con-
fidence in each other.
The President of the Commission has enormous Pow-
ers under the Treaty to influence the Council, and we
believe that the exercise of those powers can no longer
be the sole responsibility of the Commissioners. 'We
want to play our part in that. Let those powers now be
deployed with the sanction of a democradcally elected
Parliament, which is what we are, and that means the
Commission striving rc follow Parliament's opinions
on draft legislation and referring back to Parliament
when it wants to change them or disagrees with them.
Only in this way can we avoid the tremendous diffi-
culties we have had in the past.
Mr President, where national governmenm dither, this
Parliament and the Commission now have the oppor-
tunity to lead. Vhat Member States cannot and will
not do alone, the Community has a duty to undertake
collecdvely. I am confident that this House would
acclaim bold inidatives, should they be proposed by
the President, and I believe too that, our parent nations
would respond to those initiatives.
IN THE CHAIR : MR VANDE\TIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gremetz to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Gremetz. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
man, scarcely eight months have gone by since the
eleccions to the European Assembly when the French
communists put our people on their guard against the
promises offered by Europeanism from all sides.
According to them, Europe would mean peace, coop-
era[ion, progress and independence. Ve said to our
people,'look out, you are being lied to, you are being
deceived'. '!7e were right. The contrast between the
situation as it stands today and the promises made
then speaks volumes.
You promised a Europe of social progress and full
employment. Today there are seven million unem-
ployed in Europe. There are one million nine hundred
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thousand in France. According to official figures there
are one million in the Federal Republic of Germany,
but we know how zealous Mr Schmidt's governmenr is
when it comes ro reducing figures; rhe number is in
fact one million eight hundred thousand. And Com-
munity officials are even anticiparing a considerable
increase in unemploymenr in the 1980's. Ve must
recognize rhe full dimensions of rhis increasing prob-
lem. But we must also idenrify rhose responsible for
this situation of crisis, a crisis which today affects all
sectors of activity and is felt firsr by those men and
women who are least well off. According ro a recen[
study carried out by the Community itself, every sec-
ond person is making curbacks in imponant areas of
day-rc-day living. Every founh person considers rhat
his income falls below the necessary minimum. This
study reveals the drasdc deterioration in rhe standard
of living over the last few years. For millions of work-
ing families this means misery, hardship and uncer-
tainty about what tomorrow may bring. For young
people it means anxiety about the future. Discussions
about women's liberation, the elimination of inequaliry
and the struggle against ourdated moral values have
little bearing on the cold facts of reality. Poveny and
unemployment represent a real and unmisrakeable
issue of massive proporrions which is growing ever
larger.
It is not a matter of fate or an unavoidable evil. These
evils have a cause and someone is responsible. The
main cause lies in the implemenrarion of ausrerity poli-
cies, coordinated at Community level, which result in
continous pressure on salaries and incomes, rising
inflation, a reduction in financing for social services, a
deterioration in public services and an increase in raxa-
tion which hits workers in rhe lower-income groups as
a whole. The responsibiliry rherefore lies with rhose
who implemenr these austerity policies to rhe greares[
advantage of a small few. You promised a Europe of
economic development. Bur industry is in the firing
line at the momenr, as Mr Davignon knows. The pre-
sent centres of concern are rhe so-called industrial res-
tructuring policies, planned and coordinated by Com-
munity bodies for the sole purpose of increasing rhe
profits of a few mulrinational companies. Mr Jenkins
forcasts a future of crises which may lead the counrries
of the Community rowards a breakdown in rhe eco-
nomic and social order. In his opinion, our sociery is
in danger of collapsing. '!7e are cenainly nor over-joyed to hear such staremenrs. But it does confirm
what we have been consranrly telling rhose who gov-
ern France today, 'you are leading our country on the
road to ruin'.
It is a fact thar one cannor claim to solve a crisis by
using means which aggravate rhe situation causing ir.
The approach which MrJenkins has outlined for 1980
is clear, since ir involves taking funher, more derer-
mined steps along rhe same road. \7ith this in view,
the intention is to destroy the remaining posirive
aspects of the common agricultural policy and ro grant
larger European funds to the restructuring process
which is being carried out ln rhe iron and steel indus-
try, the shipbuilding industry and the cextile industry
today, and which will affect orher secrors romorrow,
including growrh industries.
And the same is true wirh regard ro consumer prices.
The rise in prices was grearer in 1979 rhan ir had been
in 1978; the increase in the FRG, rhe Nerherlands,
Belgium and Luxembourg was of rhe order of 4 to
5 %. In France and Denmark it was berween l0 and
1l %. And in Ireland and rhe United Kingdom ir was
between l3 and 15 0/0. Your Europe is a tough Europe
for the workers! The OECD acknowledged lasr
December thar the outlook offered litde cause for
celebration. The soludon which the experrs came up
with is more or less the same as that offered by the
ministers of rhe Nine: absolute refusal ro granr any
wage increases and more enerty saving. It is no secret
that those economies don't hun rhe rich. Such a policy
is unacceptable. h conrributes funher to rhe crisis, to
unemployment, to rhe rural exodus and to regional
imbalances. Your policy will mean the destrucrion of
l,orraine and ruin for the peasanrc in the Sourh of
France. It has a hand in the demolition of industrial
sectors which are vital to the economy of our coun-
tries, and it strengthens rhe dominant position of Vesr
German capitalism and rhe Mark in Europe. It thus
calls into quesrion the independence and rhe very
future of France.
You promised that narional sovereignry would be res-
pected, bur as soon as the European Assembly had
been elected its sole concern was ro granr itself new
powers and new areas of responsibility without any
legal authorization, in order ro set itself on lhe road
towards supra-narionaliry. In defiance of rhe law rhis
Assembly assumed for itself rhe right ro pass 
.ludgment
on everlthing and ro set ircelf up as a kind of interna-
tional coun of law. You promised a dialogue with the
Third Vorld, but the Community continually decides
on policies of confrontation with rhe developing coun-
tries. Vhether with regard to OPEC, during rhe nego-
tiations of rhe Tokyo Round, of UNCTAD, of
UNIDO or Lom6, ir has always sided wirh the Unired
States in rejecring the demands of rhe counrries of the
Third \florld, wherher within GATT, with regard to
wheat prices 
- 
which is appalling 
- 
or with regard to
other vital questions concerning development.
You promised greater cooperation, but you are ready
to cause starvation, using food as a weapon against
Vietnam, Afghanisran or rhe Sovier Union. You prom-
ised Europe human rights, but you who are so keen [o
censure the rest of the world should ry taking a look
at your own counrries!Vhat do human rights mean to
those seven million unemployed and rhose tens of mil-
lions of poor people in the Community, to rhose
democrats who are barred from their professions in
the Federal Republic of Germany because of rheir pol-
irical views, to those rade union members victimized
by their bosses, ro rhose pariots who suffer brutality
in Nonhern Ireland, ro rhose thiny five thousand pol-
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itical exiles in Greece, the country which you are anx-
ious to welcome into the Community?
You promised an independent Europe, but the Com-
munity is totally involved in the imperialist bloc policy.
An 'independent' Europe, a Europe 'of cooperation',
Europe as a 'privileged panner of the Third '!7orld',
these are all myths fabricated to conceal the truth,
which is an Atlantic Europe ruled by American
demands and multinational companies. The Franco-
German sratement signed by Mr Giscard d'Estaing
and Mr Schmidt provides a perfect illustration of this.
They both swore an oath of allegiance to Mr Carter in
reaffirming the commitment of France and the Federal
Republic of Germany to the Atlantic bloc. Through its
expression of their support for Mr Caner's policy and
through the progress which it represents rowards a
common European defence system, this agreement
confirms the allegiance of the Community countries to
the United States and their intention to respond to
their people's desire for change by playing European
policemen.
You promised a Europe of peace, but for months now
your efforts have been directed towards backing up
American arrempts to return to the tactics of the cold
war. You are attempting to reintroduce the unaccepta-
ble notion of a European defence system, which calls
into question an independent French defence system.
You supported the NATO proposals for siting on this
continent the American nuclear missilies requested by
the German Social Democrats. You have clearly
granted Mr Carter, and Mr Carter alone, the power to
decide on a nuclear war with the peoples of Europe as
hostages. You stood up to be counred when Mr Carter
called for a boycott of that unique celebration of
youth and sport, the Olympic Games.
!7e have certainly come a long way since those elo-
quent speeches bestowed upon us during the European
electoral campaign! Our peoples can certainly expect
nothing from this Europe of big business, of austerity,
of unemployment, of privileges for the powerful who
are opposed to the libeny of the new nations, from
this Europe which falls into line behind !(ashington!
In accordance with the commitment we have made to
our people, the French Communist party opposes and
will continue to oppose any threat to the independence
and sovereignty of France. Ve demand the immediate
cessation of plans for restructuring unernployment and
austerity proBrammes. '!fle demand strict application
of the trearies, which prohibit any creation of canels
and any excessive concentration. It is possible to
develop a Europe on the basis of principles other than
austerity and the profit of indusrial and scientific
co-production. Agreemenm between states applying
extensively to the public sector would help to stimulate
production and growth in every country. But you
don't want that, because such a policy also implies that
the income and purchasing power of workers must be
increased immediately.
'We, the French Communists, re.iect the European
coordination of poveny and unemploymenr. The fight
against unemployment and underemployment should
take account of worker's demands, the 35-hour week
which has been much mlked about, working condi-
tions, the right to a retirement pension and the new
rights which allow workers to panicipate and to have a
real say within an undenaking.
Democracy, that is what our policy implies. Only the
struggle of the workers in the towns and the country
will achieve the Europe which they hope for, a strug-
gle within each country, characterized by solidarity
between the working classes and the peoples of
Europe, a fight against the suffocating authoriry of
multinational financing, a fight against the plans for
social regression and economic decline, a fight against
the dangerous and expensive arms race, a fight for
peaceful relations between states, whatever their social
and political systems, a fight for human rights, every-
where in the world, srarting with the countries of the
Common Market.
The members of the Communist and Allies Group
stand, as they have always stood, firmly on the side of
right, on the side of those who work with their hands
and those who work with their brains, on the side of
democracy and national independence, on the side of
the forces of progress, of peace, of cooperation and of
international solidarity.
(Applause from the extreme lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on
behalf on the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwet 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my colleagues
in my group and I were rather struck by the cenral
theme of Mr Jenkins' speech, because it is a rather
ominous one. It means, in essence, that we are facing
the impending collapse of our exiscence, of the Vest-
ern European economic and social system. I quote his
words: 'The crisis is ahead. Looking ahead we face no
less than the break-up of the established economic and
social order on which post-war Europe was built. The
warning bells have been sounding for a decade.' This
is all rather ominous, Mr President. The 60's were
characterized by growing prosperity in 'Western
Europe on a scale hitheno unknown. In the 70's came
the reaction. Now it is no longer a question of pros-
perity but of the qualiry of life. Our contention has
always been that prosperity and quality of life go hand
in hand. Ve are now witnessing the confounding of
the doom-laden prophecies of those who wanted to do
away with economic growth. All of a sudden, eco-
nomic growth is no longer a dirty word. Everfwhere
everything is being done to preven[ economic growth
from falling below a certain minimum level. Mr Presi-
dent, if the situation is as ominous as that then we
ought to have specific, far-reaching measures put
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before us, these prophecies of doom should be accom-
panied by imaginarive proposals. On this poinr I asso-
ciate myself with previous speakers who described Mr
Jenkins' speech as disappoinring because it confined
ircelf to these prophecies of doom and to general con-
siderations and failed to outline any specific policy
proposals in the programme for 1980. Mr Presidenr,
where is rhe Commission's courage, where is its
intention to do something in response ro the wishes of
Europe's citizens? After all, the Commission has no
need to worry about being sent packing. 'Whar can
happen to it now? It need have no qualms. Its term
comes to an end rhis year. The Commission can there-
fore afford to be courageous in the knowledge that
nothing can happen ro ir now.
Mr President, I should like ro rake a few examples. I
see thar 25 million EUA have been allocared in the
budget for infrastrucrure. Vhich specific areas of com-
munications and Communiry transporr infrastructure
is the Commission working on? During rhe last few
days we have had a long debate on energy, and all one
can say is that all is decidedly quier on the '!7'estern
front. !7hat tangible results has the debate of the last
few days produced? A levy on oil impons was dis-
cussed. I should like ro say, on behalf of my group,
that we have serious reservarions on rhis question and
that for the rime being we certainly cannor agree to
such a proposal. This is by way of information for Mr
Brunner. Imagine if we in the Netherlands were [o
propose a levy on imports of gas from ourside rhe
Communiry. If we imposed levies on all imports of
energy from outside rhe Community we should
quickly slide into protecrionism.
Mr Presidenr, a word now about whar rhe political
outlook will be for Europe in 1980. I ask this quesrion
in connection with the workings of the Communiry
institutions. At the end of tgZ+ we had rhe firsr Euro-
pean Council. \flhere was [he European Council in
December 1979 andJanuary 1980 when the free world
was shaken ro its foundations by a number of alarming
events? Of course, we musr nor simply follow rhe
United Stares of America. \(/e can and must play our
own European role. Mr Jenkins spoke, for the ump-
teenth time, of solidariry and the famous single voice,
but after Afghanistan what do we have? A definire
American-British line, a common Franco-German
position? After Afghanistan and rhe exile of Sakharov,
solidarity and a common position are just phrases. But
if one advocates 
- 
as we do 
- 
a common European
position in rhe presenr siruarion of real political crisis
and confrontation wirh rhe Vesr, then this separare
position, while mainraining rhe efforts cowards
d6tente, can be no orher rhan a Communiry posirion
of the Nine, a posirion which is nor separa[e from, far
less in conflict with that of rhe United States, but at
least 
- 
and I am choosing my words wirh care 
- 
par-
allel wirh rhar of the United States.
1980, according [o rhe European Council of 1974,was
to have been the year of European Union. Mr Tinde-
mans produced a famous reporr, rhe fruit of truly Her-
culean labours. I should like to ask rhe Commission
what it has done in recenr years ro put inro prac[ice all
the decisions of the summit conferences, Councils and
the like. Mr Presidenr, if the decisions of the 1974
Council had been implemented, we should all now be
in a virtual European paradise. Mr Tindemans would
be an apostle no longer, we would be living in a per-
fect world. I menrion this because we again have some
new repons before us: rhe Spierenburg reporr and rhe
repon of the Three \fise Men. I wonder, Mr Presi-
dent, whether we have been made any rhe wiser by the
Three Vise Men, but, in any event, we do not want
the Spierenburg reporr nor [har of the Three \7ise
Men to suffer the same fare as the Tindemans repon,
which we shall have to dig our of rhe drawer again one
of these days.
Mr Jenkins used a nice expression. He said 'The Com-
mission is neither the servanr of rhe Council nor the
secretariat of rhe Parliamenr.' \trho ever said it was?
Ve wonder, though, wherher the Commission is in
fact alert enough to avoid being downgraded inrc a
secretariar of the Council or of the European Council.
Does it generare enough initiatives of its own? Does it
not wait roo often unril problems have been pre-di-
gested by rhe administrarions of rhe Member Srates?
I should also like to know what the Commission is
doing ro stop rhe abuse of che LuxembourB agreement,
because the Luxembourg agreemenr, lvlr President,
may be applied in the Council, by rhe smaller countries
as well, when viral inreresrs are genuinely ar srake. Bur
it has come ro be abused, ro rhe poinr where norhing
can be done unless rhere is unanimity. Vhat is thi
Commission doing abour rhis? As far as rhe posirion of
the new Commission is concerned, we consider rhar
Parliament should ar leasr be able ro express a vorc of
confidence. But I think that roday is not the time to
deal in detail wirh the reports by Spierenburg and rhe
Three Vise Men, because rhese are now bifore the
Political Affairs Commirree. Ve consider rhar rhese
reports should be srudied in detail in the plenary sir-
ting of Parliamenr.
It is a tradirion in rhe British parliamenr for a speaker
who rakes the floor after someone who has rnide his
maiden speech to express his praise of that maiden
speech. I rhink that the speech of my Durch colleague,
Mr Jonker, can be considered more or less as his
maiden speech, and I shall nor srinr my praise. Bur I
note ar the same rime 
- 
and I do not claim ro be an
apostle or a disciple, far less an evangelist 
- 
thar I had
a good pupil in my friend Mr Jonker. You see, I have
been proclaiming that message for years now like a
voice crying in the wilderness, if I might rhus quore 
-as is everyone's righr 
- 
from rhe scriptures. As for Mr
Jonker's commenrs abour digging the passport union
out of the administrarion's drawer, I think I more or
less have the copyright on rhar idea. All of you by now
have been held up ar rhe border ar Kehl. I havi been
held up rhere hundreds of times, I am stopped rhere
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every time. Even now I am always stopped by.the cus-
tomi officials and border police between Arnhem and
Kehl. The trains are full of these people, while we sit
and perorate about some customs ProPosal or other.
\7hai are we to do with these people? They have all
got to go, they no longer belong in our-Community! I
stilI re-ember, after the creation of the customs
union, being stopped by one of these cusroms people
at the border between Luxembourg and Thionville' I
said: 'Do you know that we have a Customs Union
now?' He replied: '!7hat's that? \7hat's it got to do
with me?'And, you know, they are still saying that.
But the point here is that the Commission cannot say
that. The Commission has to make a whole lot of
things work, which is especially difficult when the big
things are not successful. Then they can- Present to
thosi who earn their living by the sweat of their brow
an image of that citizens' Europe: 'A citizen's Europe',
'A European civil law' 'A European legal space'! Alto-
gether splendid things, Mr President, but what has this
eommission done about all these things up to now?
Yes, Mr Jenkins, I see you smiling, but I am serious.
And I repeat:You can afford to display so much cour-
age in your final year. I shall uke note of your smile in
thl hope that it is the smile of an Erasmus. There is
nothing finer in life, Mr Jenkins, than the humar smile
and I htpe that you will keep it for the rest of the year
and that it will be the symbol of a Commission pre-
pared to be courageous for the remainder of im term
of office.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, as you yourself
indicated, it is rather a thankless task to follow such a
colourful speaker as Mr Berkhouwer. However, I
would like here to comment on a few of the points
mentioned by Mr Jenkins in his speech and also on a
few points which he did not mention.
It is clear to all of us that the energy issue as such is
one of the most importanr problems which we have to
tackle in our present-day society because everyone
depends to such an unbelievable extent on energy'
both industry and private individuals. My feeling is,
however, that the Commission is placing rather too
much emphasis on the various forms of energy and
perhaps not quite as much emphasis as I, at any rate'
would wish on energy conservation. The Commis-
sion's report mentions a number of figures with which
I do not entirely agree on account of various studies
which, according to recent information I have
received, have been carried out both in Europe and the
USA. Some scientists in the USA have shown, for
example, that it is feasible to save over 40 0/o of our
currenr energy consumPtion without this entailing any
inconvenience at all. This is not just an assumption,
but something that has been proved.
Energy policy is a typical matter for the Community
because it is an issue that very few of us can resolve in
isolation. If we stand together, we have a chance of
resolving the problem. This leads me to anolher prob-
lem which we cannot resolve alone either but must
rackle jointly, i.e. environmental problems, to which I
feel very little importance was attached in the state-
ment we heard. Environmental polludon is unfortun-
arely in many cases a phenomenon that crosses
national frontier 
'.
Agriculture was, of course, another subject which was
mentioned, and agricultural prices are a matter [hat is
uppermost in people's minds at the moment, Particu-
larly after the information divulged by Commissioner
Gundelach and the Commission, which is creating a
great deal of dissatisfaction in many quafi,ers. Farmers
have now had rc show restraint for a couple of years
and not only do without any rise in earnings but, into
rhe bargain, experience a drop in income. This poliry
is now to be continued. Yet, why should farmers be
regarded as pariahs? \Vhy should they not be placed
on an equal footing with other citizens in our society?
Instead of now giving farmers far less than they feel is
reasonable in order [o cover their increased costs, the
cry should be: No, they have now lagged behind long
enough, now we must give them 8 '5 0/o or perhaps as
much as 10 %. I am fully aware that people will say
rhat this will increase consumer prices, yet these prices
also go up when cosm rise in industry. !7hen it
becomes more expensive to buy industrial goods, it
becomes more expensive for all of us, for consumers in
general. There is nothing that can be done about the
fact that agricultural products become dearer when
costs are rising. \7e cannot in all decency say 
- 
nor
do I feel that it is compatible with rhe agricultural
policy we have pursued to dace 
- 
that farmers must
the whole time exercise restraint.
At the same time, we are saying that Community
farmers must become as efficient as possible and step
up production, only they must not do so for the pre-
sent in the dairy sector. If they have beome efficient in
this sector, if they have complied with our past appeals
to improve efficiency and produce better and more
goods, etc., they are to suffer for it and the more effi-
cient farmers will be penalized in favour of the less
efficient. However, we will have an opponunity to dis-
cuss this matter in detail at a later date so I will not
dwell on it any longer. I was, however, surprised to
hear very litde or , rather, nothing at all said about the
internal market.
The customs union is one of the cornerstones of the
European Community. Ve all know that tariff barriers
have been dismantled, and yet they have been replaced
by these accursed technical barriers to trade which are
undermining the effons that have so far been made to
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achieve free movement of goods within rhe internal
frontiers of Europe. I would strongly urge rhe Com-
mission to make an even grearer effon than in the past
to identify and eliminate the technical barriers ro tiade
which, in countless cases, flourish clandesrinely,
because it is realized perfecrly well rhat such measures
are not permissible under the Treaty. However, it is
not enough for the Commission simply to awair out-
side notification of such instances. Ir must be active in
the field or, a[ leasr, draw the arrenrion of the panies
concerned ro [he fac[ rhat they are more than welcome
to bring their problems to rhe Commission.
Transport is another area rhat has not seen much
progress of late. It is regrettable that rhere is, for
example, to 
_be no liberalization of rhe road haulageindustry and that we musr continue indefinitely io
contend wirh problems such as cross-border road haul-
age permits. The Commission even scaled down its
demands last year. Unril rhen, it had been in agree-
ment with Parliament that a 110 0/o increase was rea-
sonable. It rhen suddenly reduced this to 20 o/0, rhus
playing the Council's game, all because the Council is
simply unable to agree on a rransport policy. This is a
matter of considerable regret to us here in Parliament.
I was disappoinred to hear no mention in the starc-
ment of what action ir intends m take against the
Comecon countries. The Commission is very well
aware that rhe Comecon counrries are pursuing a
policy of dumping in the transporr secr.or, borh on
land and by sea. A few minor steps have been raken to
try and monitor in some small way whar is acrually
going on. However, no proposals have yet been put
forward indicadng how ir is intended ro cure this af-
fliction or propose how it be cured. In the meanrime,
the Eastern bloc countries are simply continuing rheir
policy with the resulr that our own people are going
under. Unfortunarely, Mr Jenkins, speaking time is
limircd and I cannot deal with other rcpics which I
would very much like to have raised; I will, therefore,
have to stop here.
Presidcnt. 
- 
(F) I call Mr Pannella rc speak on
behalf of the Group for the Technical Coordinarion
and Defence of Independent Groups and Members.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I think that of rhe
three European Institutions, Parliament, rhe Council
and the Commission, the Commission is cenainly rhe
least deserving of any indictment. For the simple rea-
son that the nature of the Commission is determined
by the Council, the Governmenrc of the Nine and the
political forces in power in the nine counries, rhrough
the choice of Commissioners, rhe policies of the
Council or this Parliamenr's acrions. The conditions of
this debate bear witness to the political power of the
dominant political forces in this Parliament and in
Europe.
\[ell, Mr Presidenr, in the handful of minutes availa-
ble rc us, am I ro go rhrough rhe false and hypocrirical
ritual of analyzing President Jenkins' repon? That
would make me false, hypocritical and presumpruous!
'!fle are not allowed serious debates or serious analyses
here. Rule 28 allows all the parliamenrarians of rhe
majority as such to speak, all, first the EPP Members,
Socialists, Conservatives or whoever, but our electo-
rate voted for us precisely so that we could speak on
these important issues.
It is absolutely scandalous thar everything should be
decided according to Rule 28 which benefits rhe large
groups by depriving cenain parliamentarians of the
right to speak. And rhen, the second point, our group
is allocated, with no kind of respec[ for our ideas and
our positions but with a butchering approach, which
turns this Parliamenr into a burcher's shop, a mere 7 or
5 minutes ro express our opinions on Europe, on the
Commission and on the 1980s!
'!7e are being silenced, Mr Presidenr, as Sakharov is
being silenced elsewhere! But here ir is also felt neces-
sary to silence diversity and difference in Europe, first
by fixing the elections and rhen by fixing the regula-
tions! Parliamenr is therefore in no posirion ro rhrow
the first stone ar the Commission, whose repons show
us day by day and year by year how rhe distincrion
between our needs and our desires grows ever wider.
You are the ones who, in the name of Chrisdanity,
socialism or liberalism, engate year af.wr year in hypo-
critical discussions about exrermination in the world in
the context of a debate on hunger. And then the
Council of the Nine, the Council of the Social Demo-
crat Schmidt, of rhe 
- 
apparently 
- 
liberal Giscard,
of the Christian Democrat Cossiga, and of the Con-
se-rvative Margaret Thatcher 
- 
this 'European' Gang
of Fourinforms us each year rhat rhe mortality rate ii
the world has risen while we are told each day of the
great battles which must be fought. Your victories
truly represenr the road to death, jusr as your power
represenB the road to ruin for rhis Parliament.
At the beginning of every session, Ladies and Gentle-
men of the majoriry, you say you are afraid of us waifs
and strays, you fear that we might say just a litde too
much, while your leaders and your chairmen inundate
us with requests for urgency, with work that we can-
not complete, so much so that tomorrow there will be
at leasl twenty-odd votes which cannot rake place
because all you will want to do is clear off and catch
the Friday morning plane, for nothing serious is ever
done here on a Friday . . .
Mr President, I would just like to add one more word
about Yugoslavia. Ve have this quesrion of Yugosla-
via. It is an inreresting one. It is the Council which
possesses the directives of the agreement with yugos-
lavia, and this masterful Parliamenr, with im masre-rful
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majority, makes us discuss Yugoslavia after Mr Jen-
kins' report, and not after Mr Ruffini's report. That is
the wisdom and the conscientiousness of this Parlia-
ment. But we know very well that in reality Mr Ruf-
fini, together with Mr Jenkins of course, will be going
on the 22nd to initial an agreement concerning'baby
beef' or not, an agreement which has already been
drawn up, therefore, and has already been agreed to in
Pracr.ice.
And we from Trieste, we from Italy, we from Europe,
we are not afraid of this agreement with Yugoslavia.
No, we are afraid of your inability to produce rational
and positive agreementsl '!7e are afraid that where you
intend to create order, you will, as everywhere, crea[e
disorder.
You generally do so, Commissioner Jenkins, and you
do so too, Mr President, whatever might be your indi-
vidual abilities 
- 
and I often compliment the Com-
missioners on their abilities, for I do not feel that they
can be suspected of being in connivance or in complic-
ity with you. I have none, thank heavens!
And here it should be said that every day we are given
tangible proof that the Europe which you represent,
the Europe of the Commission, the Europe of the
Council, the Europe of the Parliament, is generous
towards those who hold power, whether they hold
power in the field of arms, whether they hold power in
multinational companies, whether they hold power
within Comecon 
- 
oh yes, Mr President 
- 
whether
they hold power among the ruling classes, or whether
they are large drug companies, with them you are
cowards and do nothing, but you are. arrogant and
savage when it comes to the rights of citizens, of ordi-
nary men and women, and your policies make you the
murderers and assassins of 30 million men and women
in the world whose only fault is that they do not have
the strength to tear from your hands the bread which
you continually throw unthinkingly into your wasteful
system, into your dus$ins !
Your Europe is a Europe of madness and a Europe of
violence! In haly and elsewhere you are reaping what
you have sown: trouble and srife. I am sure that the
violence in Europe is your violence.
Even within this Parliament, the Europe of ecologists,
of true Christians, of true socialists and of true liberals
can, I believe, exist only as an alternative to the old
conservative and Stalinist left wing whose voice is still
heard sometimes coming from that parody of com-
munism that sits on the left wing here 
- 
I don't know
why it doesn't sit on the extreme right. Mr President,
we know that people retain one hope, that contrary to
your wishes and in spite of you we might achieve
somethingpositive...
President. 
- 
(F) Mr Pannella, I have something very
interesting to tell you. You have protested at the fact
that you did not get the speaking time you wanted.
Over the past 7 months I have had a breakdown made
of speaking time minute by minute. The Liberals with
40 members spoke for nine hours . . .
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) You are the President, you are
naturally the defender of a pan, albeit a majority pan,
of this Assembly . . . I did not criticize the presidency,
I criticized the political standpoints ! If you wish to be
the representativ: of a political majority, you may be,
but then you will not be my President!
Presideat. 
- 
I have had some information prepared
for the Bureau, Mr Pannella. I am going to read to
you an official document. Our services have calculates
for the Presidenry, and not for me, that the Non-
attached group, with 9 members, has, since July, spo-
ken for 4 hours and 3l minutes. Your group, with 11
members, has spoken for 8 hours! The EPD group,
with 22 members, for 7 hours and 20 minutes, the Lib-
erals, with 40 members, for t hours and 40 minurcs,
rhe Communists have spoken for l0 hours and 40 min-
ures, rhe ED group for 18 hours and 20 minutes, the
EPP group for 18 hours and 40 minutes and the
Socialist members for 25 hours. You should study this
document!
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Thank you for this compliment
to our abiliry, Mr President.
President. 
- 
(F) You know me; I always compli-
ment you on your abilides.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 9 p.m.
The house will rise.
(The sitting ans suspended at 8.05 p.m. and resumed at
e p.-.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in the few
minutes I have I should like to confine myself to one
point which was not brougth out explicitly by previous
speakers, namely the competidveness of our Commu-
niry. An imponant point because it provides part of the
answer to the question of whetheilwe can look for-
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ward to a better Europe, a more prosperous Europe in
the future, or whether things are going ro ger worse.
Mr President, it does not look as rhough the alarming
employment situation is going to show any subsrantial
improvement in the shon or even in the longer term.
'Ve already have six million unemployed, plus several
million ,invisible' unemployed. They represenr an
extremely heavy burden on the social policy of the
Member States and of our Communiry. In the debare
this week on the shipbuilding and textile industries I
expressed my fear that these tcro sectors will produce a
further wo million unemployed. On top of this, rhe
Community is threatened with a funher deteriorarion
of its comperitive position, caused by higher prices of
oil and raw materials, lower economic growth over the
coming years and increasing competition from other
industrialized countries, such as the Unired Srates and
Japan and the newly-industrializing countries of the
Third Vorld. Vhar is needed is not a deterioration
but an improvement in our exporr position vis-i-vis
third countries, because otherwise rising oil prices and
a steadily worsening balance of trade will force us to
pursue a drastically defladonary policy wirh all the dis-
astrous consequences this implies. Thar is why it is
crucial for us to srrengthen our comperirive posirion.
On which facrors should we concenrrate in rhis con-
nection? Let me mention a number of points very
briefly:
First:
For a long rime we have concenrrated far too litrle
and far too vaguely on rhe production of invest-
ment goods requiring skilled labour. The Unired
States and Japan have taken a sizable lead.
Second:
The ratio of working population to total popula-
tion is less favourable in the Community than in the
United States or Japan. As a resulr rhe base of our
prosperiry is becoming steadily narrower and the
dangers grearcr.
Third:
Geographical and vocational mobiliry 
- 
which is
severely resrricted in our Community 
- 
must be
encouraged by closer coordination of school sys-
rcms, ber[er organizarion of the labour market, ber-
ter planning of housing, retraining facilities,
greater wage differenrials, more emphasis by man-
agement and governmenl on new developments.
Founh:
I should add immediately thar rhe increasing com-
petition within rhe Communiry, while it causes
problems because of a greater degree of integra-
tion, has nevenheless made European indusrry gear
imelf up to larger markets. That has been a positive
effect, and without it we would be experiencing
even grearer problems in each of our Member
States than we are. This is why prorectionism must
be combated vigorously.
Fifth:
Healthy small and medium-sized underrakings
make a valuable contriburion [o our economy and
therefore [o our competitiveness. The Unircd States,
Japan and also the Federal Republic of Germany
are examples of this.
Sixth:
Innovation. Admirtedly rhis is primarily a matter
for individual firms, bur rhe Community, irs institu-
tions and the individual Member States must pro-
vide grearer impetus.
Seventh:
Structure of our producr range. 'S7e need ro iden-
tify in good time which new products are likely to
be in world demand. '!/here are rhe possibilities for
expansion? Our trade with Third Vorld countries
has not developed well. Japan excels in rhis field.
Can we not learn from this?
Eighth:
Expon promotion. Not only through new products
but also through more arrenrion to quality, delivery
times, export credim, after-sales service, prospect-
ing of markets and advertising. These are ways of
stepping up our export activiry.
Ninth and lasr, Mr President,:
Control of production cosrs. \flages costs and
labour producrivity are both important. As far as
wages costs are concerned we are now in a bad
position vis-i-vis the United States, partly as a
result of rhe sharp decline of the US dollar. This is
another area which warrants our attention. Mr
President, I felt it was useful by means of a number
of specific poinrs ro ourline possible ways of srreng-
thening our comperirive posirion and of combaring
inflation and rhe economic recession which threa-
tens us all in the near furure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, what I am going ro
say is probably rather unexpected. But before the
House rose we spoke with rhe chairmen of the politi-
cal groups and reached rhe opinion thar rhere was nor
a great deal of sense in continuing rhe debarc at this
point, and so we wonder whether, since all rhe politi-
cal groups have now made a contribution, we should
close the debate and ask Mr Jenkins to speak, for we
still have alarge number of requesrs, reporrs and deci-
sions before us, and in this way we would probably be
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able to manage better with the time available to us.
Since I am the first speaker concerned, it is my view
that this House should now decide that the debate is
closed and that Mr Jenkins may reply to the points
raised in the discussions, so that we could then move
on to the remaining items on the agenda.
(App laus e from o ario u s q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
In accordance with Rule 32 we shall
hear one speaker for and one against Mr Arndt's
motion.
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I think that a
..quesi can be made for the debate to be closed when
no further Members have put down their names to
speak, but that we cannot, prevent people from speak-
ing if their turn has not yet come.
If our colleagues in the Christian-Democratic and
Socialist Groups wish to save time, they have only rc
invite their colleagues to give uP their turn. For my
pan, I am not going to give mine uP.
President. 
- 
Mr Spinelli, Pursuant to Rule 32 a pro-
cedural motion requestint, for example, the adjourn-
ment of a debate has priority over the main question
and suspends discussion of it.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, 'closing the debate'
""nnot 
entail mking away someone's right to speak'
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Valz.
Mrs Valz. 
- 
(D) I am the next speaker, Mr Presi-
dent, and I must agree with Mr Arndt. I, like Mr
Arndt, am prepared to forego my sPeech. I think that
we have reached a fairly impossible situation as a
result of this morning's proceedings; we will not get to
the end of our programme, and when Mr Jenkins
replies there will probably be vinually no one in this
chamber apart from him. I do not consider that satis-
faaory and would therefore be in favour of drawing
rc a halt now. I second Mr Arndt's motion and ask
that you put it to the vote.
President. 
- 
If we close the debate, I think it is
impossible to ask the Commissioner to reply. Either
we continue the debate, inclusive of the reply of the
Commissioner 
- 
that seems to me at least the logic of
the debate 
- 
or we close the debate without giving
the President of the Commission an opponunity to
reply.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, may I point out
that the verb used in the Rule to which you referred is
'suspend'. The debate is suspended, but not closed.
President. 
- 
I think that we will be better able to
consider what course of action to follow if we adjourn
the sitting for some moments.
The House will rise for five minutes.
(The sitting was suspended at 9.15 p.m. and resumed 4t
9.20 p.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, since my motion has
met with opposition from some Members of this
House, I consider that it has been overruled' In my
opinion, we could have saved this Parliament five
hburs for matrcrs on which it would have been able to
reach a decision, but if it is felt absolutely essential that
people be allowed to speak, then I consider it appro-
priaie under a parliamentary system that they-should
io so. I may have cause to refer tomorrow to the way
we have spint the time which could have been used for
decisions of Parliament.
\7ith regard to the Commission's programme for
1980, thi Socialist Group considers that the major
problem before us is the fight against unemployment.
Mr Jenkins said that our economic system cannot
solve the problem of unemployment without sta[e
intervention. \fle are disturbed to note that the figures
for 1980 are worse than those for 1979. But one can
mlk for a long rime about the causes of unemploy-
ment, as we have done in this House. One thing is
clear, however, the energy crisis is cenainly not the
cause of unemployment, but rarher 
- 
as the President
pointed out 
- 
new technology. My group cenainly
believes that new technology is necessary, but this
House and all politicians concerned with the problem
should realise that rcchnological development is
intended [o serve man and not vice versa, man should
not serve technological development. This means that
we should give much more thought to maintaining iobs
whenever necessary advances are made in rcchnology.
The proposals contained in the speech by the Presi-
dent of the Commission are insufficient in our view. It
is all very nice to explain the unemployment problem
ro employees and the unemployed themselves, but it
cenainly does not offer the unemployed any consola-
tion.
Secondly, Mr Jenkins suggested that mobiliry should
be encouraged. The work force is already mobile, Mr
President. I come from a town wherc foreign workers
and their families make up 20 0/o of the populatit'rn.
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They come from Italy, they come from Spain, they
come from Ponugal, they come from Yugoslavia, they
are mobile. It is rhe employment opponunities, the
undertakings and rhe factories which must become
mobile. It is senseless to bring our friends from Italy or
Spain to Germany, it musr be possible for us to make
jobs available in Italy, in Spain and in Ponugal so that
this workers' mobility is unnecessary.
(Appkuse)
Thirdly, you said rhat we musr reduce the length of
time for which people are unemployed. That is rrue,
but we must see to it that whenever possible unem-
ployment does not occur in the first place. \7e have
discussed in this House the question of working hours
and the 35-hour week. This topic has nor been
exhausted and we in this House shall have to give fur-
ther consideration to how rhe available working time
can be more fairly divided among the work force of
Europe. The problem will therefore remain with us,
and I can assure you that a renouncing of wage
increases, of which we hear mention from time to
time, cannot save us, for renouncing wage increases
cannot in the last resort prevent the loss ofjobs. I hope
that the Commission will make funher proposals on
this subject. I believe that we can make slgnificant
progress in the area of employment poliry with a con-
scious restructuring of our economy. This means that
u/e must develop funher the regional and strucrural
policy. The investments and investment aid which we
give should not be simply shon-rerm aid to save a job
for one or two years. This aid should ensure rhar jobs
are secure in the long-rerm or that new jobs are
created in the longterm.
Mr President, the Socialist Group thoroughly suppons
the view that economic growth is necessary. But we
also consider that economic growrh musr be quanrita-
tive and not jusr qualitative. Economic growrh for rhe
sake of profit alone does us no good; economic
growth musr serve rhe interests of mankind. Ler me
give you an example. The increased oil prices mean
quantitative economic growth, they mean growth of
the gross narional product. We in rhe Socialisr Group
are not opposed to profit, but the extra profit which
the oil companies unashamedly make out of the oil
crisis is unacceptable. These oil companies long ago
ceased to provide any solid foundation for our eco-
nomlc system.
Mr Jenkins spoke of a rax on energy. You will have
our support, Mr Jenkins, if rhis tax limits rhe profits of
the oil companies. You will nor, however, have our
support if European consumers bear the brunt of the
taxes.
(Apptause fiom ,o*, qnortrrrl
So now !/e come ro the subject of energy poliry. It has
been discussed many times in this House. The Presi-
dent of the Commission made a poinr which in my
opinion should be given much greater emphasis. It
may be appropriate to argue here about the pros and
cons of nuclear energy. Bur we should all be clear
about one thing 
- 
whether we are for or against 
-we must save energy at all costs. The figures given by
the President of the Commission were very impressive.
He said that through normal saving it would be possi-
ble to reduce our oil consumprion by 20 0/o in 1990 if
we take proper measures. I would even say rhat the
figure you gave, Mr President, is a very caurious one;
it could be still higher. And in my opinion it would be
a very good thing if those who expend all their energy
and zeal on artuments abour nuclear energy could
show the same enthusiasm for energy saving measures.
Europe would then be making some progress.
(Applause)
This brings us to the matter of environmenral protec-
tion. It is not just in the energy secror thar environ-
mental protection is necessary. Ve must re-establish
the ecological balance. Insufficient atrenrion has been
paid m this in the industrialization process and the
development of transpon systems. \7e in indusrialized
Europe have gone far beyond the acceptable limits and
f,re must all put thought and serious effon into solving
this environmental problem so that one day we shall be
able to look our children and our grandchildren in the
face because we have not desrroyed rheir world.
I believe that rhese are importanr points. The proposals
regarding the agriculrural poliry will be discussed in
detail next monrh. May I just say one thing now. \7e
accept that all the proposals made by the Commission
have given awenrion to the economic situation and to
sabilization of consumer prices. Vhat concerns us
and will be our criterion in judging these proposals is
whether the income of smaller farmers in panicular
will remain comparable with the income of other
workers in Europe. This will be the yardstick we shall
use in assessing these proposals.
A final word on the financing sysrem, convergence
and the British contribution. The Socialisr Group has
made many demands for a revision of the system and
considers that the presenr arrangemenrs for the United
Kingdom are unacceprable. Bur we also feel rhat rhe
proposals made by the Brirish governmenr in Dublin
are unacceptable. Ve adopr the view thar this money
cannot be made freely available ro one governmenr,
compensation musr be made through Communiry pro-
grammes and proposals, since this money belongs m
all the European raxpayers. The rich counrries cannor
say we must get back exactly the amount we put in to
the Community, European solidarity must see to it
that citizens in areas of Europe less advanced than the
indusrialized areas also have a reasonable level of
income. This means thar the rich nations in Europe
must show solidarity wirh rhe others and ensure as far
as possible that all the citizens of Europe enjoy rhe
same smndard of living and rhe same level of income. I
hope that 1980, and the Commission's policy, will be
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directed towards achieving this goal. !7e in the Social-
ist Group will offer our assistance.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs ![alz.
Mrs Valz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, we would like to
thank President Jenkins and Mr Brunner for yester-
day's speeches, both of which were sombre in [one,
probably with good reason. But w'e regretted that
neither made reference to the fact that those being cri-
icized, those who 
- 
in the energy sector for example
- 
bear a large share of the responsibility, were the
relevant Councils of Ministers. Very extensive and
indeed practicable proposals 
- 
for energy saving, for
example, Mr Arndt 
- 
were made by the Committee
of Energy and Research after the first energy crisis;
we submitted several motions containing such propos-
als. But they were almost always destined to failure
because of disagreement within the Council of Minis-
rcrs, and the Council of Energy Ministers could not
even manage to agree on the coal package, although
we and you are constantly saying that coal is now the
most imponant concern. The package could not get
the approval of the Council of Ministers. But the re-
verberations from Afghanistan must have made it clear
to even the most. reluctant government that only a
common energy policy can guarantee supplies and that
a solitary stand won't work. Here too I would have
liked to hear some criticism of the Council of Minis-
ters, but there was none fonhcoming from the Com-
mission.
Cenainly there are very large differences between the
energy policies of the have-nots, but our interests are
the same, to obtain a secure and socially acceptable
supply of energy. And with regard to social acceptabil-
ity in panicular I should say to the ladies and Sentle-
men of the Socialist Group that they are concerned
only with reactor safety. !7e are concerned about
safety, but also about the safery of the jobs involved.
Yes, just lisrcn. Ask your trade unions, they will be the
first to rcll you.
Agriculture was once a strong uniting factor in the
Community, and in spite of the differences involved
even !hen, it was used as a means of uniting the Com-
muniry; today a common energy policy must assume
the same role, for only together can we support the
cosrc of severing our dependence on oil; whether this
will be achieved through a loan or through taxation is
yet to be decided. Ve feel that loans would be better.
if this co..on effon continues to be thwaned by sup-
posed personal interests, and Anicle 235 continues to
be used not for granting special pos/ers to the Com-
mission but to veto decisions, then those countries
who do consider it necessary must work together.
Also, provision must be made through international
agreements for European countries not belonging to
the EC to be able to join this energy community.
Employer's associations and trade unions should be
involved in this policy, on the model of the OECD.
Energy savings have fallen far short of the figure fore-
cast by the EEA and the EC countries themselves, -4
to -50/o for t9lg. Luxembourg stands at the top in
splendid isolation wirh the figure of -8.10/0, followed
by the USA wirh -5.1o/0. But the Netherlands, for
example, with *8.8 % and Belgium wirh + 15.7 0/o
have so far been unable to meet [he commitment made
at the Tokyo Summit.
Anyone who asks that priority be given to coal 
- 
and
I have just heard it said again 
- 
that is what we are all
asking for 
- 
is also backing nuclear energ/, even if he
juggles with the figures for the remaining demand
which must be satisfied. This is made quite clear not
only in the German Federal Government's coal-pro-
cessing programme of 30 January of this year, for exam-
ple, but also in the recently published study by the
National Academy of Sciences in the USA. It is a fact
- 
according to this major study 
- 
that coal and
nuclear energy involve considerable risks; for coal the
difficult and dangerous work of the miner and the cli-
matic problems of carbon dioxide pollution which are
considered by climatic experts to give reason for con-
cern, and for nuclear energy the danger of prolifera-
tion 
- 
not of safety, but expressly of proliferation. To
quote from this study: it is difficult to say which repre-
sents a greater threat to peace, nuclear proliferation or
intense international competition for fossil fuels in the
event of there being no universally adequate system
for producing nuclear energy. I think we need only
look at the present situation in the Middle East to
understand what this study is referring to. As a long-
term prospect coal is a far too expensive raw material
to be used primarily for producing electricity. The
vaporization and liquefaction of coal are possibilities
for the furure which in any case also involve consider-
able environmental pollution. It is also a fact that given
the restricted volume of the market, early priority
mus[ be given to coal impons.
President Jenkins spoke of the dialogue with the
OPEC countries, while at the Davos Management
Congress last week Sheik Yamani spoke of the esta-
blishment of an inrcrnational conference for cooPera-
tion between the OECD, OPEC 
- 
and this you will
certainly not be pleased co hear 
- 
and representatives
of the multinational companies. Exploratory talks with
the Gulf States and Iraq on economic and commercial
cooperation atreements should start as soon as possi-
ble and should not be obsructed by any government;
even if things continue to go well in the coming year
- 
and we hope they will 
- 
steps must be taken in
good time to minimize the effecm of the next crists.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Peter Vanneck.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
Mr President, I am very glad
to be following Mrs'!flalz and her speech on the need
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to balance the relative importance of different energy
resources. I want to speak about the President's wholly
correct emphasis on nuclear energy. I speak as my
Group's soi-disant specialist 
- 
I do not say expert 
-after the Fuchs repon that was debated yesterday.
The use of electricity generated by nuclear power is a
proven tool in today's society. A dynamic programme
for the construction of stations and use of nuclear
energy within the Community is imperative if existing
social and economic life is to be sustained. Nuclear
energy is already filling a vital need at just the rime
when substantial non-oil energy resources are
required. So we must be aware of the urgency of pro-
viding more of it if we are [o preserve our standard of
living. In this respect the idea of Mr Coppieters and
his colleagues that the Community should declare a
moratorium on the building of new nuclear power sta-
tions is parcntly absurd. It is a negative osrich-like
attitude. I do not know what the motivation is behind
it, but on the face of it, it is a symptom of a really ridic-
ulous approach.
There are, however, two facets of this subject which I
wish to illuminate. They are what I might call the per-
sonal polircal opposition and the party political oppos-
ition. As far as the first goes, one quite understands
people's concern for their personal safery and for the
environment, and I am not suggesting for a moment
that anybody who is opposed to the provision of
nuclear energy is ipsofacto a communist. It is our job,
however, to reassure them, at whatever cost in publi-
city 
- 
but hopefully not in time 
- 
that every pracrica-
ble precaution is being taken in the provision of
nuclear power.
Let me quote from the British Royal Commission on
Environmental Polludon, bearing in mind the implicit
criticism of my country's nuclear proBramme con-
mined in Mr Linkohr's oral question of yesterday. In
the Royal Commission's conclusions it is said: 'The
risk of serious accident in any single reactor is
extremely small. The hazards posed by reactor acci-
denr are not unique in scale nor of such a kind as to
suggest that nuclear power should be abandoned for
this reason alone'.
Now I believe that continuing and adequately publi-
cized examination of those risks is vital to reassure
those who earn their livelihood in the electricity indus-
ry, the nearby population in particular, public opinion
in general and ourselves that we are determined to
minimize to the best humanly achievable level the risk
of failure leading to a serious accident, that is, an acci-
dent that could result in death.
As far as the second goes, the motivation is really quite
sinister. I have a view which I must quore ar length.
There exists a political interest on the part of the
Soviet Union in exploiting shortages in the '!(esr.
Policy makers always assume, not without reason, thar
one of the many factors determining the political in-
dependence of a country, its military and diplomatic
strength and its international influence is rhe level of
its economic development and its economic independ-
ence.
This assumption is doubly valid in the case of two
world systems opposing each other. But the level of a
country's economy is determined by its energy rech-
nology, that is, by the urilization of oil, gas, coal,
uranium, thorium, and perhaps deurerium and lithium,
when very complex technical problems of conrrolled
thermo-nuclear symphysis have been solved. There-
fore I assert that the development of nuclear techno-
logy is one of the necessary conditions for the preser-
vation of the economic and political independence of
every country, of those, who have akeady reached a
high developmen[ stage as well as of those who are
just developing.
For the countries of Vestern Europe the imponance of
nuclear technology is panicularly great. If the economies
of these counuies continue to be in any imponant way
dependent on the supply of chemical fuel from the Soviet
Union or from countries which are under her influence,
the !7est will find imelf under the consant threat of
seeing these channels cut off. This will result in an humilia-
ting political dependence. In politics one concession
always leads to another, and where it will finally lead is
hard to foresee.
Those words, Mr President and colleagues, are the
words of the distingished Soviet physicist, Professor
Andrei Sakharov, a man whose voice is now strangled
into silence by his exile in the closed city of Gorki. Ve
must not now risk this porcntial political blackmail by
dragging our feet in the field of nuclear energy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am intervening on
behalf of the Italian Communists. I did not s'ant to
relinquish my turn to speak, and I shall speak because
I think that we have something to say which might
perhaps prove interesting to the Commission.
'!fle cannot conceal our profound dissatisfaction at the
Commission's programme for 1980, because of the
huge rift which exists between our awareness of the
proportions of the crisis towards which we are moving
and the action which it has proposed to take. On the
one hand, the President, Mr Jenkins, forecasts nothing
more nor less than the possibiliry of the collapse of the
economic and social order on which post-war Europe
has been based. And we are convinced that he is abso-
lutely right: the few figures which he gives are frigh-
rening in themselves.
Certainly, no-one can expect the picture which he
gives to be changed radically through courses of act-
ion undertaken just in 1980. But the action taken
during this year must nevenheless be such as to meet
rhe problem; it should, that is, be the vigorous begin-
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ning or continuation of courses of action which will
then be continued for a number of years. However, it
is precisely the description of what the Commission
proposes to undertake which perplexes us, because of
the inadequate and imprecise nature of its proposals.
The President, Mr Jenkins, is right to place the energy
problem at the centre of the Commission's activities
for 1980.'!7e agree with him that a srong investment
policy is needed for this sector. And it is fair to say, on
the one hand, that we cannot rely just on the effects of
the market for this and, on the other, that the Com-
munity as such must intervene.
But a good deal of the rest is obscure! There is not a
word about the necessity for harmonizing Community
policy on energy costs. And yet without such a com-
mon policy no funher action can be aken. There is
not a word to tell us whether encouraging the burning
of coal means acquiring the coal necessary at the low-
est possible price, which means imponing it, or
whether it means introducing highly protective meas-
ures for Community coal. There is nothing to indicate
the extent of the financial outlay which the Commu-
niry would have to make in order to begin this huge
investment poliry. And finally, there is a worrying
mention of the fact that the money needed could be
obtained through a [ax on enerty consumption or a
duty on imponed energy. Ve should like rc know
where the logic of such a proposal lies.
Energy is becoming too expensive. '!fle are already
having difficulty in absorbing the increases which have
taken place, and in many cases there are still interven-
tion policies which hold the price down and prevent a
balance being achieved between demand and supply.
Are you really then suggesting that the cost of energy
should be raised a few more points by imposing a tax
or an impon duty on it?
There is a wide spread of direct and indirect taxes,
pan of which could be transferred to the Community
budget to allow us to follow a reasonable investment
policy, but you insist in asking not for an effort on rhe
pan of the economy as a whole, but that the cost
should fall in the precise area where you would like
prices to be reduced!
But at least, when speaking of energy, Mr Jenkins'
speech contains some ideas to be followed, which
mighr need to be defined or even perhaps corrected,
but which are there nevenheless. Vhat should we say
about other matrcrs which are also very serious? Ve
have asked in vain what instrumenrc the Commission
proposes to use to reactivate our economies, and what
the particular role of thc Contrnuttitv is
'We must certainly help to restructure or close down
obsolere industries, and to encourage capital and
labour to move towards new undertakings. Bur rhe
amount of legislation and finance in the Community at
present devoted to structural policies (including social
and indusrial policy, research, agriculture, regional
policy) is complercly insufficient to make this encour-
agement really valid.
Mr Jenkins tells us that the recovery of our economies
can no longer be separated from the development of
the poorer countries, and from increased demand.
Cenainly, but what is the minimum commitment nec-
essary in order to bring this development about? Ve
ought to be considering a large-scale plan for transfer-
ring resources for thiny years to the developing coun-
tries, and insrcad of this the allocations for this in our
Community budget and in our national budgets are
quite clearly derisory. And so? Ve have looked in vain
for even a sketch of an answer in the programme
which the Commission has presented to us.
And yet 1980 has one special characteristic for the
Community and the Commission, as during it not one
but two Communiry budgets must be discussed, and
therefore we shall have two opponunities to decide on
how much money to spend and on what to spend it.
Certainly for the 1980 budget the most important mat-
rer will be to take advantage to the rejection of the
budget, in order finally to exercise control over the
crazy support system for agricultural prices. And we
are counting on the fact that, in its fonhcoming drafts,
rhe Commission will create a strong link between its
prices proposals and the proposals on the co-responsi-
bility levies, as this alone can guaranrce that all the
Communiry's resources are not swallowed up in
financing stock-piling and the sale of agricultural sur-
pluses. But in 1980 we shall only be able to take the
first steps.
In the 1981 draft budgeq we shall have to think of the
real scale of the problems which the Community must
tackle in order to decide on the finance involved.
I must note that the Commission had promised to put
forward a proposal to increase its own resouices
before the end of the year; then it postponed this undl
February; now it seems to have been postponed undl
June, going by the attached memorandum. This is not
how they should prepare rc nckle the problems raised
by the President of the Commission himself.
\fle well understand that the Commission is only
paftly responsible for the indefinite nature of the pro-
grammes. The real difficulty lies in the fact that the
Commission is not in a position to sa/r or even to ima-
gine, that policy the Council is prepared to follow in
one sector or another. The Commission is like an
aeroplane which flies through the fog without radar,
and which certainly does not know where its blind
flight will eventually uke it. This is the real reason
why the programmes presented every year have so lit-
tle political value.
At this point we come ro the institutional problem.
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Once again, Mr Jenkins is right ro raise it. But his way
of presenting it to us is quite inadequate.
I shall not mention the repon of the three wise men
and the Spierenburg report. Both of them are so mar-
ginal when it comes to the real institutional problems
of our Community that they are really not worth con-
sidering.
The first institutional problem, which is a central one
for 1980, lies in the fact that a new Commission will be
appointed at the end of this year. All that Mr Jenkins
can suggest is that when the new Commission has been
appolnted, it should presenr itself to this Assembly.
This will not of course be for a vote of confidence but
to find out wherher it is acceptable rc Parliament
through a debate like the one which is being held
today. No. The new democratic life of the Community
requires a bit more imagination.
In our countries, each new government cenainly pre-
senr itself to its parliamenr, bu[ this is the act which
concludes a process of drawing up plans and appoint-
ing ministers which takes place at elections, party con-
ferences, agreements between the parties when there is
a coalition (and at the Community level we can only
have coalitions) and undenakings between govern-
ment and parliament on the programmes to be fol-
lowed. This whole mechanism does not yet exist at the
Communiry level, or exists only in embryonic form.
The Commission, which is the political driving force
which has the duty of putting forward proposals and
initiating courses of action on rhe policies to be fol-
lowed, has until now always been chosen without pre-
vious debate, either by the Parliament or the Council,
on its policies or its members, and without any com-
mitment on the pan of Council or Parliamen[ [o sup-
port it in one direction or another.
However, this Assembly, which is made up of the
legitimate representatives of the people of Europe,
should insist that the governments should have to face
a debate in the Parliament before deciding on rhe
Members of the Commission and nor afterwards, so
that the Parliament can make clear its requiremenr on
the policies and membership of the Commission.
Given a reasonable procedure for cooperation, it
should be possible to reach an atreement between Par-
liament and the governmen$ of the Member Stares,
and, therefore, to create a Commission which knows,
on the one hand, that it has been appoinrcd in order to
bring about a certain set of policies and, on the other,
that Council and Parliament are both committed to
helping it to achieve these.
Ve shall put forward proposals to this end and shall
ask this Assembly to discuss them promptly, so that in
1980, that is before the Commission is appointed, and
not in 1981 after it has been appointed, the Parliament
can show that there is now a new tide of democracy in
the Community.
(Applause)
INTHE CFIAIR: MTROGERS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I am glad to have the
opportunity of making a few comments on rhe excel-
lent speech made by the Presidenr of the Commission
yesterday. However, not everything that I have to say
will be exactly complimentary but I hope that Presi-
dent Jenkins will take it in good pan. I know that he
said when he began that he was nor taking a Cooks'
tour or that he was not going ro deal with every
aspect. So I do not wan[ to be seen ro pick out small
poinr but want to put some emphasis on some impor-
tant elements that I feel he ignored or, for one reason
or another, did not include in his speech. I was quite
disappoinrcd, for instance, that the Commissioner
showed perhaps an uncharacteristic lack of imagina-
tion in relation to the future. I would ask him, for in-
stance, how he thinks that rhis Community is going to
progress towards integration if we cannot have more
of our own resources to enable it to work? He made
no mention of this most importanr aspecr. In fact,
instead he seemed to put emphasis on the need ro
transfer resources from one area to another. And in
that context he mentioned specifically the question of
the agricultural policy and its cost. And he said 
- 
and
he said it very emphatically 
- 
that the cost must be
reduced. Vhen President Jenkins said that, he
sounded very British. Now I know he did not want to
sound British and that he is a good European, but
frankly that is what we have been hearing from the
British benches in the main ever since they came ro rhis
Parliament. They were almost like crusaders who
came out here and were going to change everything
overnight. Let us face the facts. I think, we need a lot
more transparency in relation to what we are doing.
Have we for instance ever seen any figures from the
Commission showing what might be the cost to the
national governments of operating independent agri-
cultural policies as compared with operating a com-
mon agricultural policy? I would cenainly like rc see
some such comparison indicating what it would cost
governments to operate national agricultural policies.
After all, we all had our separate policies before we
came together in the European Community. And I
would hazard a guess that they were even more expen-
sive than the present common poliry. Perhaps Mr Jen-
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kins could give us some idea of what the cost is of
operating different policies at national level? Admit-
tedly, the CAP is transparent because it is the one
common policy that we operate on a unified basis. But
we cannot see the other polices, we cannot make com-
parisons, we do not have any statistics to assist us.
Cenainly they are not readily available to show what
the cost is. For instance, it could be argued that today
almost all the member countries of the European Eco-
nomic Community are subsidizing shipbuilding. I
know it is only one element. There are too many ships
everywhere, there is a excess of shipping capacity, but
the governments continue to build ships. \7hy? In
order to safeguard employment. I do not disagree with
that, I think it is very important to safeguard employ-
ment. But could we have some figures showing the
amount of resources going into this area, and into the
various other national policies, to enable us to make
some reasonable comparison. If we say that the CAP is
too expensive, what are we comparing it with? \fle do
not have any other policy to compare it with.
I would like to remind Mrs Valz who spoke about
energy and indeed all the parliamentarians here that
rhe first and most important source of energy is food.
'!7e might get on without oil or coal but we will not
get on without food. Food is the most important
source of enerBy of all. !7e need it every day. But, for
goodness sake, when we are looking at the question of
energy let us look at that of food too. It would indeed
be wonderful if today we were talking about a surplus
of energy in this Community. Ve would not be fearful
about the future and we would not be worrying
whether the Russians were going to control us or not.
However, we have enough food, indeed we have a lit-
tle too much, and we are determined ro get rid of it,
determined to reduce it. Mr Jenkins, you never said
one word 
- 
and I am open to correction 
- 
about a
food aid policy. Ve have a food aid programme here
because we happen to have some surplus, but although
people are dying of hunger we have no food aid
policy. Ve make no plans to produce year in year out.
'!7e pass lots of votes of sympathy in this Parliament.
'We are always expressing regret. Only today I heard
behind me the need to send food to Cambodia urged
by the very same people who are saying we have got to
get rid of the food surpluses 
- 
eliminate
fiem so that we will have nothing to give to these peo-
ple in future.
Ladies and gentlemen, let us be consistent. If we are to
play our pan in the world, if we are to take account of
the more needy people, the first thing they vant is
food. And we will not have the food unless we pro-
duce surpluses. But, for God's sake, let us produce
them on a planned basis and have the political will-
power to pliy our role in the world, on the basis of not
" 
hug. nuclear arsenal but in a peaceful yay by sup-
plying the needy with the necessities of life on a con-
sistent basis.
President Jenkins argued srongly in suppon of Mr
Gundelach's proposals and I accept that it is a difficult
problem, but both Mr Jenkins and Mr Gundelach
seem determined to take action against what they call
surplus food producers within the Community,
whereas timidiry is the order of the day as regards any
action against producers from outside who are contri-
buting largely to our surpluses. Nobody can take act-
ion against the Americans or against the other sup-
pliers of food products into this Community. .$7hen we
suggest they ought to pay some extra levy in order to
help us ro deal with the surpluses, this cannot be done.
But you will take action against farmers within the
Community not realizing, perhaps, just to what extent
the fabric of life throughout our regions depends on
them. For every farmer on the land there are five more
people employed downstream in the food preparation
and distribution industries. !7hat about them? How
are they going to be affected? Do we have any mea-
surement? Do we know the impact of these policies?
Suppose, for instance, s/e put the lid on milk produc-
don. If we were only dealing with milk it would be
simple, but we are dealing with people and families.
Vhat are the farming communities going 1o do if they
cannot get an increase in price and they cannot
increase production. How do they live? How do they
pay their costs? !flould the Commission be prepared,
in fact, to work an extra day for nothing or be asked
to do what the milk producers are now being asked rc
do 
- 
to pay the dairies to take their extra production?
It is ludicrous. No trade union would accept this kind
of situation but that is what we are being asked to do
when, in fact, a solution is there. If it is a question of
providing enough resources to get rid of the surplus,
let us all bear the burden 
- 
the producers within the
Community and those on the ou$ide. And in that way
we share it and, in fact, make a real conribution
towards the advancement of this Communiry.
INTHE CHAIR: MT DANKERT
Vce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blancy. 
- 
To the President of the Commission
and to my colleagues here might I just say very briefly
that the achievemenrc outlined by Mr Jenkins, if taken
in isolation perhaps, could be something of which he
might on behalf of the Commission and on behalf of
all of us feel 
.iustifiably proud. However, when I reflect
on rhese achievements 
- 
the institution of the EMS,
the forthcoming accession of Greece and the promised
accession in the nor too distant future of the other rwo
countries, the renewal of the Lom6 Convention and
the strengthening of relations with the 58 ACP coun-
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tries 
- 
I wonder whether in congrarulating ourselves
we have in fact overlooked the facr thar these very
things that we congratulate ourselves on are creating
new and additional hazard,s for us in rhe future. Now,
I am not in any way saying thar none of rhese things
should have been done. But what I would say is that
the projections for 1980 do not quite fall inro line with
what we have been slapping ourselves on the back for
having done in 1979. Money smbility has gone, and
here I quote roughly from the rerms used by Mr Jen-
kins, an energy crisis is upon us, our economic growth
is declining to a dangerously low level, unemploymenr
is rising steadily, inflation is moving upwards again,
and our rade deficir has I believe tone up from 8 bil-
lion to approximarely 20 billion. All this is happening
very fast. Given this ourlook, q/e musr look very care-
fully at what has been achieved and ask ourselves if we
are really in a position to afford the things rhar we
have brought about in 1979. To bring rhings nearer
home, I think ir is true to say rhar in Brimin and my
own counry, Ireland, infladon has climbed rc 17 0/0.
The averages referred ro by Mr Jenkins are way below
what is being suffered in some of our countries at the
moment. The same is true as regards unemployment.
Unemployment as an overall Community average is
far lower that whar it is in my counr,ry and indeed in
Mr Jenkins' country.
And when we talk about energy, might I say that we
don't seem to be uttering anything other rhan pious
platitudes about what u/e are going to do abour energy
and its conservation in the future and developing aher-
native sources of energy, in which connecrion I would
ask this House why it is thar there is no lack of invest-
ment in nuclear energy whereas the alternarive sources
offered by the wind, [he waves, rhe sun, erc., are never
considered for investment.
By all means let us congratulate ourselves on our
achievemenu but at the same rime let us prepare for
the future realistically.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gcndebien. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gen-
demen, we have followed Mr Jenkins' speech with
interest and have noted a certain number of construc-
tive proposals which he has made. Nevenheless, I con-
sider that he has been silent on an imponant marter:
the regional policy of the Community, and I should
like to approach and concentrate on this sector this
evenlng.
The problem of inequalities betveen regions in
Europe is growing. It has become hackneyed to say
this. I should like to say in this connecrion that
regional inequalities are not only on the increase in the
so-called 'outlying' areas of the Community, but also
in the central states and what until a shon while ago
were considered the rich countries of the Community,
in panicular Belgium.
It is known rhar chere has been a serious collapse of
industry for some years in'\Tallonia, due in large mea-
sure to the lack of interesr of the ruling majority in the
country and to the lack of action on rhe part of the
Belgian government in respect of regions in difficulty.
On the other hand, between the Commission of the
European Economic Community and Vallonia, cen-
ral Belgian governments have set up an insurmounra-
ble barrier.
At European summits, the Belgian Ministers do not
mention l7allonia as a region wirh problems, and its
share of the different funds is parricularly derisory.
The law of tgll on economic aid and on regional
development areas in Belgium has, as is known, been
attacked several times by the Commission because of
the unequal [reatment. given under that law to rhe dif-
ferent Belgian regions. Since that time, the govern-
ment has not complied with the Community's order,
and this is a matter of some concern for us. As is well-
known, the reason for this refusal on the pan of rhe
Belgian governmen[ rc comply with the injunctions of
the Community is the veco of the Flemish majority in
Belgium.
At all events, for our part we should like !flallonia to
enter into a direct dialogue with the Community's au-
thorides and, on an more general level, we should like
these regions to be considered more as represenrarive
by the Commission. I happen rc believe that Europe
has a great mission to fulfil towards these regions,
which have been left abandoned both because of lack
of action by their countries and by the blind interplay
of the laws of the market which have caused capital
and labour to move towards the favoured areas. In ful-
filling this mission the Commission should not be the
expression of a business-oriented Europe or a Europe
of centralized nations, bur, on the contrary, a Europe
of peoples. This gives it a greater independence with
regard to governments.
To bring this discussion of European regional policy
to an end, I should like to put forward some consrruc-
tive suggestions which might help progress in this
imponant sector.
First of all, rhe Community's appropriations for
regional policy must be increased and, with this in
mind, I am delighrcd ar the positive attirude of the
Commission, and in particular thar of Mr Giolirti.
Secondly, we musr at once make use of the 'non-
quota' section, and on this matter I regret the rumours
which say that Mr Cronin's report will not be consid-
ered during rhis pan-session.
(Tbe President urges tbe speaker to conclude)
Thirdly, the Commission staff musr be increased con-
siderably, in order to allow the Commission to put its
policies into practice effectively, and Parliament gives
im full approval to this objective.
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Founhly, the Member States must be prevented from
misusing funds, that is, they must no! be allowed to
claim reimbursement from regional policy funds for
expenditures which they have had to make for meas-
ures within their own countries.
Fifthly, Mr President, we must PrePare for the
regional consequences of the enlargement of the Com-
munity.'Ve must at once calculate . . .
President. 
- 
(F) Mr Gendebien, I am sorry but your
speaking time is up.
I call Mr Puletti.
Mr Puletti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Mr Jenkins, I lis-
tened to your report with great interest and I find
firstly that there is a kind of split in it. In the early
part, you list what the Commission in fact accom-
plished in 1979, that is, its successes as you see them,
including approval of the European Monetary System,
the accession of Greece, emphasizing that this acces-
sion proves how attractive the Community is for other
European countries, the Tokyo Round, the signing of
the second Lom6 Convention, the agreement on cooP-
eration in the field of energy and, lastly, the election
of this Parliament. But immediarcly afterwards 
- 
with
an about turn which does not seem to follow on logi-
cally 
- 
you stress the difficult situation in which the
Community, and not only the Community, could find
itself in the face of what you consider, and I quote
from your own text, the crumbling and the collapse of
monetary stabiliry after the Bretton !7oods agreement,
and you recall the economic crisis, which was not only
economic, of 1973.
After this introduction, in order to avoid repeating
what my colleagues Mr Glinne and Mr Arndt have
said, there is, in my opinion, a huge gap in your repon
concerning Community policy towards other coun-
tries: that policy which in the prinrcd edition of your
report is called'foreign poliry'.
I cenainly do not want to assume responsibility for the
expectations and hopes of the so-called European Fed-
eralists, i.e. of those who see the Economic Commu-
nity as a first stage and a beginning to the political
unity of the continent. But in the tense circumstances
in which we live, we have to confine ourselves to reso-
lutions 
- 
like those that we shall vote for tomorrow
morning, if we vote for them 
- 
to indicate the
absence of an overall Community foreign policy, the
policy swings in different coutttrics and thc wrde gaps
between them, and even the elusile fact that you, Mr
Jenkins, in your conclusion refer in a generalized way
ro rhe need for this unity when you say [hat 'we can
achieve nothing unless we act in the spirit of solidarity.
That solidariry depends on respect for the rule of law,
not only in our own society but in the world as a
whole. Our Community institutions 
- 
the symmetry
of Parliament, Commission, Council and Coun each
operating within a common framework 
- 
are our
foundation. Ve depan from it at our peril.'
At this point I should like to say that I do not under-
stand whether your comments concern the workings
of the institutions or a coherent common poliry for
the nine countries. This common policy is all the more
imponant when we are faced with a challenge which
threatens the very nature and freedom of the Commu-
nity.
A few minutes before I began to speak, Mr Maher,
even if he belongs to a political group which is cer-
tainly very far from my own, stressed that we cannot
have sufficient economic autonomy if there is no guar-
anree of securiry alongside this. And it seemed to me
that when, right at the beginning, u/e in this Parlia-
ment indirectly discussed the arms industry, we
already saw then that these same forces held illogically
rc opinions which we cannot share. Today they justify
aggression in the world and maintain that this Parlia-
menr does not have the right to discuss topics such as
rhat concerning the defence of the Community as a
whole. In my opinion a gap of this kind in the debate
- 
and I found this even in the statement of the Italian
President of the Council 
- 
showed that we are here
still explicitly concerned with the economic sphere, or
that we are sdll talking in abstract humanitarian terms
which in such harsh and tense times as these cannot
have any impact on practical politics.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Travaglini.
Mr Travaglini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, colleagues, my
speech will contain some brief commens on that part
of Mr Jenkins' report which dealt in particular with
the economic problems of the Community.
Even though concise, the diagnosis was clear; all the
economic indicators are negative. This was the case
for growth, which was forecast at below 20/o; f.or
unemployment, which for the first time was placed
above 6 0/o; f.or the inflation rate, which could in turn
go above 11 0/0, and for the sake of brevity I shall not
mention those countries like my own where the figures
are much worse than the average Community figures.
1980 will therefore represent a difficult period for the
Community, as is inevitable within the general starc of
crisis of the society in which we live.
But it is impossible to reverse crisis only if we give in
ro rhem, and only if they become in themselves the
reason for dejection and loss of hope. Ve should
rather be encouraged to adjust our courses of action
and our systems and to take confidence in our recov-
ery. This is even more the case with regard to the
economy, where every action very quickly gives rise to
reactions and often, fortuttatch'. :tlso to nreasures
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which were previously considered impossible. \7e only
need a good deal of awareness of emerging situations
and the existence or creation of suitable structures ar
the right moment to supporr, encourage and guide
every sign of new activity and to give shape ro public
initiatives and put them into pracrice promptly and in a
suitable manner.
The question which might arise seems ro me ro be this:
what has the Commission in mind to provide or to
begin to provide remedy to the crisis which has been
analysed point by point?
Others have spoken about the problem, which is
essential for the future of the Community, of energy
resources, which has been given priority by the Com-
mission repon i6elf; and this is right. But the solution
to this problem, however much desired and difficult,
as even the repon sarcs, cannot fulfil the need for a
more incisiye Communiry economic policy.
I think that on this matser it can be said that the repon
was not as complete and all-embracing as it was when
it analysed the present state of things.
Already this Parliament, on many occasions, has
debated the economic situation as foreseen for 1980,
the situation with regard to unemployment, converg-
ence policies and the monetary system and, in particu-
lar at the time of the budgeq distortions of Commu-
nity economic policy.
Everyone is very well aware of these problems, which
are dealt with to a greater or lesser extent in the Com-
mission's report. But the mere fact that they are raised
so constantly perhaps indicated that far greater space
should have been allocated rc proposals for resolving
them. The difficulties arising are clear, and it would be
light-minded to underestimate them; but it is not diffi-
cult to foresee that, without a more marked effon to
move perceptibly, clearly and urgently towards a gen-
uine Community economic policy 
- 
both as far as
rules and legitimate privileges are concerned 
- 
an
effective remedy will not be found, either now or in
the future, to the problems analysed.
But what do we need for this vital step towards a more
incisive Community policy to be taken? The matter
should be dealt with at much grearcr length than is pos-
sible here, but, putting it briefly, the following points
seem to me to be basic.
First of all the Member States must work together [o
this end. On the one hand they must aim to maintain
their solidarity, and on [he other they musl atrcmpt
seriously to correct those Community structures which
do not a[ present work well. Secondly, the economic
and monetary system must be made properly effective,
and a decisive step must be aken towards that second
stage of implementation which seems of fundamental
imponance for the very survival of the system. There is
also the consideration, obvious but never sufficiently
stressed, that there can be no effective and lasting
monetary policy unless there is an underlying general
economic policy and that, conversely, a common eco-
nomic policy needs a common monetary poliry which
is consistent with it. Thirdly, the Community budget
mus[ be srrengthened and put into final shape in a
more balanced way and the necessary corrections
made without harming or weakening the policies
which are already in existence, so rha[ ir can become a
truly valid instrument of fundamental importance for
the application of that Community economic policy
which is becoming every day more and more indispen-
sable.
Mr President of the Commission, a completely new
stimulus must be provided for those common policies
which are laid down by the Treaties, but have still
been considerably delayed. And at rhis point I must
stress the need to place a policy for regional balance in
a prominent and cenrral position.
The Commission has recenrly returned firmly to the
matrer of applying srructural policies. I have here the
Commission document of 5 February, which has just
been disributed, on convergence and budgetary mat-
ters, which many colleagues will perhaps not have seen
yet, where the Commission concludes clearly by say-
ing briefly and incisively that it will in any case be nec-
essary to make effective progress towards greater bal-
ance between Community policies, by strengthening
present structural policies and iniriating policies which
are cenainly very much needed, but on which the
Council has not yet succeeded in reaching agreement.
Ve would ask you, Mr President, to provide us with
more details about the terms of these problems. Ve
must ask for greater speed and promptness from you
and from the Council.
If the present crisis provides new stimulus, within the
terms already stated, for Community measures 
- 
and
above all for the Member States 
- 
we shall be able to
overcome the crisis; pariently and with determination,
without underestimating the difficuldes, but without
giving in ro rhem.
Honourable Members, this Parliament must make
even greater effons to stimulate the political initiadves
of the Community; let us take on this responsibiliry
with even more conviction and in an even more con-
structive 
- 
and I underline constructive 
- 
s/ay as
imposed on us by the mandates we received, and in
full awareness of our duties.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cecovini.
Mr Cecovini. 
- 
0 Mr President, I am speaking in
place of Mr Bettiza who has been called unexpectedly
to Milan. I shall not therefore deal with the Jenkins
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repon, as I would consider it irresponsible to improv-
ise on this matter.
I shall instead deal with the matter of the agreement
between the EEC and Yugoslavia, particularly with
regard to its effects on the border region of Friuli-
Yenezia Giulia, which is part of the Communiry and is
also my region. It is a very sensitive region whose
recent history has been difficult and which, especially
in the city and pon of Trieste, its regional capital, has
been in a state of serious decline from the end of the
war until the present. It is a region which needs aid. It
is however a region which should concern the Com-
munity because its eastern border is that of both Italy
and Europe with the non-Member country, Yugosla-
via.
The EEC is now drawing up an agreement with
Yugoslavia with the intention of helping its attempts to
renew its economy, and also with a view to the fact
thar it is the first western outpost towards eastern
Europe and Asia to be the object of the aggressive atti-
tude of the Soviet Union.
Italy, as a Community country, the Friuli-Venezia
Giulia region and the Italian and European city of Tri-
este are all in favour of this agreement. The entire
region and Trieste would nevenheless like to indicate
that there are two matters which might give rise to
concern: the mention in the agreement of she previous
treaty signed at Osimo between Ialy and Yugoslavia,
and the financing of the roads which should link the
European Community to Greece through Yugoslavia.
In its protocol, the Osimo Treaty provides for the set-
ting up of a free indusrial zone straddling the border,
half in Italian territory and half in Yugoslav territory.
The citizens of Trieste are completely against this
zone, which is on the Carso, a unique natural asset. It
involves desroying the Carso, it means polluting the
atmosphere and the water of Triesrc, and it also means
political pollution. Trieste is afraid that this zone
might come to represent a territorial claim by Yugosla-
via over that small pan of the Carso which is sdll Ital-
ian, behind Trieste. It therefore wishes that the zone
should not be mentioned in the agreemen[ or, at least,
that another zone rather than the Carso should be
chosen.
Trieste paid heavily for defeat in war: 350 000 Italians
from Istria left their homes 
- 
Mr Barbi is one of these
- 
and therefore it considers that it should now be
helped and not harmed. Now, the road to Greece
across Yugoslavia, if provision is not made for helping
the pon of Trieste and the Friuli-Venezia Giulia
region, would cause irreparable damage to the region
and pon. The Friuli-Venezia Giulia region considers
that the Adriatic is the real road from Europe to
Greece, the Middle East and the countries east of
Suez: it is a way which, as I said yesterday in my
speech on Mr Ruffini's statements, also involves great
savings of energy.
Tomorrow I shall speak to an amendment which I
have put forward to the regulation on special action
for border regions, an amendment which includes
Friuli-Venezia Giulia among the regions which require
aid. !7e consider that the Adriatic route could supple-
ment and not replace the overland route through
Yugoslavia, which is a non-Member country. Cer-
tainly let us provide financial aid for Yugoslavia but let
the Community also, and at the same time, provide
finance for its own road to the south, to be included
entirely within the Community. For it is a basic princi-
ple of Community policy that its own enlargement
should nor lead to harming one of its own border
regions.
Trieste and Friuli-Venezia Giulia trust thar the Com-
mission and the Council will take this into account in
the final draft of the agreement between the EEC and
Yugoslavia.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romuddi. 
- 
(I) In my opinion, Mr Jenkins'
repon has, if nothing else, the merit of analyzing
problems in a simple and precise fashion, without illu-
sions but not, therefore, without optimism, even while
being aware of the very many serious difficuldes which
must be tackled. Ve are in agreement with this repon
by Mr Jenkins, but I should, however, like to put some
questions to him.
At the beginning he spoke of the successes achieved in
1979 the EMS, the accession of Greece, the Tokyo
Round, the new Lom6 Convention and the fact that
direct elections were finally held to our Parliament. I
agree, but what are the positive results of these suc-
cesses if they have not succeeded in helping us to move
beyond the crisis in which we are, in allowing us to put
up a stront and united front in order to face the new
rise in the cost of energy, which is so Breat that if we
do not manate rc solve this problem over the next
year we could be faced with toml collapse? \7'hat, in
the opinion of Mr Jenkins, has prevented greater
cooperation between the Nine? Is it enough to have
faith in the law, as he nobly says, when there are those
who violate it with impunity?
Ve should like to be able to reply rc these questions,
but for the moment we can only see that the Commis-
sion and this Parliament must do more, very much
more. !7e must convince the Council and our govern-
ments, on whom everything depends, to do far more
for their pan than they have done up to noy/ in order
to create solidarity in Europe and the \flest. This is our
duty.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Mr President, when Mrs Castle was
scheduled to speak this evening and asked me to take
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over, her paning words to me were 'Please liven it up,
it will be rather late.' I intend to speak reasonably
briefly and I hope very directly, bur also I must indi-
cate the points on which there is broad agreemenr in
our part of the group.
This is the founh repon which Mr Jenkins has given
in his capaciry as President of she Commission. It is,
however, the firsr one rhat I have been able to listen to.
I lisrcned probably more as a scepric, whereas Mr Jen-
kins, as is well known, is a strong supponer of the
European Communiry. Bur I must say, while trying ro
be objective, thar his speech gave rise [o more fears
than hopes in me. I certainly salute the frankness and
honesty with which he has confronred the problems
which the Communiry and Europe face ar rhe
moment. I should like ro quore on. p". of his speech
which has already been quoted, but it was one which
certainly struck me most forcibly. I quote: 'Looking
ahead we face no less than the break-up of the esmb-
lished economic and social order on which post-war
Europe was built. The warning bells have been sound-
ing for a decade.' I think Mr Jenkins is mosr cenainly
right. !7hat we have to show, rhough, is thar it is rhe
European Community, as opposed to rhe individual
states, that is listening to what he has to say, and rhat
it has a response thereto.
The third point which occurred ro me was wherher rhe
European Community as an institurion would res-
pond, or whether there would be rhe temptation which
overcame Europe the last dme this happened in rhe
1930s to retrear into rheir respecrive nationalisms.
Such a reaction would be understandable but nonerhe-
less it would nor aid the overall solution of the prob-
lems. I must however make some points which I think
are relevant to rhe Community bur also are often,
within this Chamber, spoken abour as though they
were national points. Although we have had some
sympathy, the facr of the matrer is that the future of
the European Community cannor be built on a sys[em
under which any single Member Srate bears an undue
proportion of the burden. This has been recognised
widely within this Chamber, by the Durch for example
and by the Iralians. In the November part-session Mr
Ruffolo made rhis point very clearly. But whar I do
think we have to bear in mind is thar rhere is an
urgency for a solurion. It will not do the Communities
any good if a solurion ro what I would call rhe British
problem is brought about, nor because rhe Communi-
ties adapt, bur because Briain wins a solution rhrough
sheer bloody mindedness and arrogance. In orhir
words, if the Communities are to adapt as an organ-
ism, they have to show rhemselves ro be able, and pre-
pared, to recognize and cope with an injustice, wirh
something orher than a pistol at their heads. In rhis
context the recent Commission paper is cenainly a
welcome step forward, although quite clearly, like any
supplicant, one finds rhings which one disagrees with.
Although I cannot say rhar the paper constirures a full
basis for everything rhar Britain has asked for, I will
say that I hope rhat ths posirive nature of that paper
receives a positive response within rhe Council of Min-
lsters.
Like many of my colleagues I have severe doubts
about what one might call rhe package of measures in
kind. Vhat I would say is that within this Chamber 
-cenainly on this side of ir, maybe on others 
- 
the
understanding of the need to rejuvenate indusrry in
Europe has never been stronger than it is today. To an
extent we have to smrt looking to those areas outside
Europe which may well be guilry of, let us say, unfair
competition. The need today is to rejuvenate, bring
employment back to Europe. The need also must be to
adjust the common agricultural policy, somewhere in
the light of the communications senl to Britain in the
late pan of tgZO when our original negotiarions for
membership were coming to a conclusion, communi-
cations which look to a much different spread of
Community spending. Those communications were
written, I believe, in good faith. It is the system that
has got out of hand, not the ideals of the people who
wrote those letrers at that time.
I would cenainly not object 
- 
I do not think many
people would 
- 
if national governmenrs chose to
provide greater national support for their agricultural
sectors than they are currently doing. If we continue
[o use the CAP in the way that it has been used and
allow it to expand in the way that it has been allowed
to expand, it will not do the ideals, and any of the
creators of Europe, any good at all. Anyone who
wishes to confuse the perpetuadon of the CAP with
the ideals of the Treaty of Rome is deluding himself. It
is only right that it is understood throughout the
Communities. I speak now in a neutral capacity,
because I regard what I have said as analysis, not as
polidcs.
Let me say, finally, that the recent budget marks the
end of Mr Jenkins' term of office as Presidenr of rhe
Commission. Ve have reached a historic point in rhar
for the first dme we have rejecred a budget and for rhe
first time we have been offered a budget which moves
some way towards Parliament's express desires. !flhat
I would say is thar Parliament musr nor now weaken in
its support for the opinions it expressed last year,
which led up to rhe rejecrion of rhat budget. If Parlia-
ment weakens or connives with the Council to defeat
the movement within rhe CAP, to defeat the change of
direction, then, although we may not like it, although
we may not think it is enough, although it may look
mild to us, all the gains of last November will have
been thrown away and much more besides. It is only
by standing together now, and fundamenmlly chal-
lenging the CAP and the direction in which we have
gone up to now', rhar we will be able to emerge from
this last year and say rhar the final message rhar Mr
Jenkins delivered to this House was rhe message which
marked the turning-point in which rhese Communities
started to measure up to rhe challenges which face
them throughout the next decade.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Beumer.
Mr Beumer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in its comments
on employment the Commission spoke of the impor-
tance of information at a European level. My question
is as follows: Does it have a specific programme? Are
funds available for it? Are the two sides of industry
being consulted? I ask this because I norcd references
in points 18 and 79 of the explanatory memorandum
rc information and consultation with workers in
undenakings. Does this mean that the situation where
undenakings consult only with national trade unions is
to be improved so that they will also be able to talk
with the international trade union movement and
thereby use the information to better advantage? That
is my first question.
My second question concerns the remark in your
repon that the average time during which a person is
unemployed should be reduced. My question is
whether there is not a need above all to strengthen the
cross-border sectoral policy and for the Council, the
Commission and both sides of industry [o agree on the
broad lines of a policy on employment and invest-
ment? Is the Commission prepared to encourage the
setting up of joint committees 
- 
where they do not
aheady exist 
- 
and to promote their activides? Third
question:Vould you indicate, now [hat the Council is
to hold a special meeting on employment issues,
exactly which questions the Commission wants to see
given priority and where it wants answers?
Founh question: You say in your repon that the rela-
tively high level of State investment, is necessary in
order to maintain growth. I can understand that,
because otherwise you could get deflationary effects.
On the other hand, the reverse is also possible, that is
ro say, you could get inflationary effects. !7ould the
Commission indicate how it assesses State expenditure
and whar criteria it cakes into account? The penulti-
marc question: The Commission said that it is examin-
ing the social consequences of the telematic revolu-
tion. My question is: How much coordination is there
on this matter between the Member States and the
Commission, and is it aimed as avoiding costly overca-
pacity,which can also lead to unemployment?
My final question, Mr President, concerns regional
policy. Is it not the case that an effective regional
policy cannot be created unless it is pan of the
macro-economic policy? Surely, therefore, when we
speak of industrial policy, energy matters, environ-
mental policy and agriculture, regional policy must
similarly be treated as a specific component of this
poliry. !7ould that not lend the regional policy more
substance ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, I must admit to develop-
ing a certain sympathy for the President of the Com-
mission as the evening has gone on and he has faced a
lot of critical speeches. I think we should bear in mind
that in many cases the Commission has come up with
proposals that have been frustrated in getting the
Council and the Member States to face their responsi-
bilities, and perhaps it is this frustration that goes part
of the way to explain Mr Jenkins's despondenry for
the future. I hope we in the Parliament can help to
bolster his and the Commission's confidence and
determination rather than funher dragging them
down. I would like to see the kind of spirit that would
lead to 1980 being a climax rc their four years in
office. Certainly Mr Jenkins has emphasized the ser-
iousness of our condition, and he rightly identifies
energy as the key problem facing us in the immediate
future.
Ve can hardly accuse the Commission of not trying to
make us face up to it. Energy is critical to our eco-
nomic future. A successful economy is critical rc the
political future of the Community. And the political
cohesion of the Community is vital to our continuing
to live in freedom and democrary.
But to get anywhere at all, to get funher than the hot
air and the pious platitudes, all the panies concerned
must be prepared to look to their real long-term inter-
ests. It is in none of our interests for cenain sectors,
countries or regions to insist on prospering on the
basis of the hardship of others, and if we all look rc
our consclences none of us is lily-white. I wish we
could get the message across to the Council of Minis-
ters, to our resPective national tovernmen6 and to our
electorate that if we don't quickly bury the hatchet,
sink our differences, be less selfish, pool our resources
to the benefit of us all and work assiduously together,
we shall all sink separately into an economic, political
and social Slough of Despond. And this is why we must
maximize the use of our indigenous enert/v resources.
It is tragic that despite all the warnints 
- 
many of
them from the Commission 
- 
we are conrcnt to allow
the flaring of precious natural tas, the under-exploita-
tion of our oil-fields, the denial of our ample coal
resources, skimping on energy research, a Procrasti-
nating approach rc nuclear and alternative energy
sources, inefficient electricity generation, an abomina-
ble wastage all round. Is there an energ'y crisis or isn't
there?
As Mr Maher said earlier, was the common agricul-
tural poliry not instituted with one of its main aims to
provide security of food supplies? Is security of energy
less vital to our economic well-being and to our politi-
cal independence?
The President of the Commission has fully recognized
the categorical imperative thar faces the Community
and every one of its inhabiants. The Commission has
made concrete proposals for meeting the financial
demands that are necessary. Ve must put money
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where all too often our mouths have been but not our
actions or decisions.
'!7'e in this Parliamenr, representing the people of
Europe, musr pur some political srcel behind rhem and
hound the Council and our narional governmenff ro
activate their proposals with rhe urmosr urgency.
Their proposed oil or energy rax, in whatever form it
finally takes, could provide the funds to help finance
extensive submarine gas-gathering grids, to finance
Europe-wide distrubution grids for gas and electricity,
to procure higher total recovery levels from our oil-
fields, to finance essenrial nuclear generarint srations,
to finance conservadon prog.a.mei and combine heat
and power schemes research, to finance development
of our coal reserves and the technology ro maki it fit
our European industry. It could further convince us of
the need to save energy.
Some fear that OPEC will respond adversely. But for
years they have chided us for not adequately valuing
their oil, for wasting it and using it profligately. And
they are right. \7e are now beginning to respond to
their advice. The Commission's proposal will let us
help those pans of the Community which lack energy
resources. It will let us help those peripheral regions
where, as it happens, the national resources are
located. Indeed, Scotland, my counrry, is one of those.
It badly needs the infrastrucrure development and the
encouragement of its new oil-related indusries rc
replace those older indusries that are declining inex-
orably. But for anything to happen, and ro happen in
time, people and governmenc musr recognize the
problem and appreciate rhe porcnrial to solve it; they
must be prepared for rhe commitments and, yes, the
s-acrifices it may entail. Some will have to provide the
financial resources, some will have ro provide access ro
their energy resources, albeit rhey are resources [har
would otherwise be wasted or under-exploited, but all
will benefit. The alternative is too drastic ro conrem-
plate 
- 
excepr rhar it must be conremplated, it musr
be faced squarely and it must be defeated.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Keersmaeker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall
try in a minimum amounr of time to put across the
viewpoinr of my group on rhe comments made by Mr
Jenkins and Mr Gundelach on agriculture. President
Jenkins had very little to say on the matter. He com-
mented only that in 1980 rhe most imponant thing
would be [o creare a betrer relationship between
expenditure on agriculture and expenditure on other
sectors.
You know, Mr Jenkins, that we consider that this
unsatisfactory relationship is not the fault of agricul-
ture and rhat agriculture must not be made 
- 
since
such is rhe conclusion of rhis argumenr 
- 
to carry the
other secrors of the European Community. The bad
thing abour the European Community is rhar there is
no formulation, let alone implemenration, of policy.
Vhen you say that agricultural expendirure will fall
this year for the first time, you know thar this will
affect the incomes of farmers and honiculturalists.
Indeed, thar was confirmed by the analysis of Com-
missioner Gundelach. Mr Jenkins, I must say that I
believe that no single social category in rhe European
Community would go along with proposals regarding
its income of the kind being pur forward for farmers
and honiculturalists. '$7e are not a group of techno-
crats, we are representatives of the people, and we
want to let you know that the farmers and honiculrur-
alism are against these proposals, which are causing a
great deal of agitation.
I turn now to Commissioner Gundelach, who based
his argument on rhe objective method of calculation,
but in fact this whole argumenr. breaks down because
of a number of, panicularly budgerary, considerations.
'!7e do not accepr that agriculture should foot the bill
for all the problems of the European Community. I
wonder whether Parliamenr, and through it public
opinion, is being properly informed on rhis maner.
According to Mr Gundelach's reasoning an increase of
one point in agricultural expenditure comes to nearly
140 million EUA, whereas in rhe budget an increase of
2.4 0/o is calculated at 7/ million EUA; in orher words,
a 1-point increase in fact means an increase of lZ mil-
lion EUA. The second reason for not taking the objec-
tive method to its logical conclusion is related to the
market economy, namely, marker equilibrium. Mr
President, u/e are prepared ro make effons in cenain
secors; indeed we ourselves have made proposals in
this connection.
It is accept4ble that different policies should be pur-
sued in different secrors, but this reasoning cannoi be
used as an argumenr rc justify a general reduction of
price levels in all sectors, and definirely not when there
is such a big difference berween the 7.9 % obtained by
the objective method and the 2.4 o/o in rhe Commis-
sion's proposal.
A third reason is infladon. Here you contradicr your-
self completely. You said yourself in your introducrion
to the price proposals thar farmers bear less responsi-
biliry for inflation than other secrors. You draw the
conclusion thar in order to avoid further inflation
greater pressure has rc be exerted on prices. Surely it is
one thing or rhe orher, bur my conclusion from this
reasoning is that the farmers, who are least responsible
for inflation, are being made to carry the can for the
consequences of inflation in the Community as a
whole. Thar we cannor accepr. One of the basii prem-
ises in the discussion on incomes policy is that rhe net
income of farmers and honiculruralisr has fallen over
the past year, en estimated drop of 1.7 o/o in 1979. I
ask once again whether this information is correcr.
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Our figures indicate that the real fall in income in
1979 was 7.5 0/0. Your figure of 1.7 o/o 
- 
and this will
inrerest our British colleagues 
- 
takes account of a
drop in the net income of the British farmers, and I see
in the Bridsh government's white paper that this drop
is in fact 16.9 0/0. Perhaps we should both check out
figures to see what conclusions we must. draw from
them. Reference was also made to the world market
price. Vho can say anything now about the world
market price when it is being manipularcd for strategic
reasons? Apan from that 
- 
as Commissioner Gunde-
lach knows far better than I 
- 
the situation in the
Community and the Community's price policy are
among the factors which determine the world market
price. '!(/e must accept the consequences of this. Men-
tion was also made of the need to reduce consumer
prices. Ve all know 
- 
and for those who do not
know it is important to bear these figures in mind 
-that expenditure on food makes up 20 0/o of the cost of
living, and that an increase of I o/o in the price of food
leads to an increase of 0.05 points in the cost of living.
And if we look in this context at the difference
between producer and consumer prices, we can see
that agriculture is mtally different from the other sec-
tors as regards its effect on the cost of living.
Finally, Mr President, we must express our disappoint-
ment at the fact that the Commission apparently does
not have 
- 
or at least has not outlined 
- 
any policy
concept for 1980 as regards the influence of agricul-
ture on employment, the strategic planning of food
supply, the problem of environmental protection or
the problem of sales.
Our group cannot accept this proposal. Naturally, this
is not our last word, but we hope this proposal is not
the Commission's last word either. In expectation of
this we have already begun discussions in the Commit-
tee on Agriculture.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prout.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to congra-
tulate the President of the Commission not only on
the quality of his speech, but also on the fonitude he
has shown in listening to our remarks.
(Laughter)
May I reflect for a moment upon your assertion con-
cerning the political independence of the Commission,
with regard especially to its power of initiadve.
It is, of course, true that the Commission once pos-
sessed this independence, but now it seems to me to be
little more than an illusion. In the early days the Com-
mission initiated legislation under strict and detailed
Treaty obligations to fulfil panicular transitional pro-
grammes with specific timetables. These obligations
have now been fulfilled. Now the Commission's povrer
of initiative exism either in purely technical areas or in
areas which are politically extremely controversial.
These controversial political areas are governed by
Treaty provisions of extreme generality, disciplined by
no timetable 
- 
Anicle 100, for example, in relation to
harmonization. Now, in these controversial areas the
Commission seems to me to have lost almost all real
power of initiative. Indeed, on occasions it seems
totally subject to the will of the Council, seeking not
the best solution for the people of Europe, but the
solution which represents the lowest common denomi-
nator for the representatives of the nine Member
States.
May I sutgest, with the greatest respect for your
immense collective reputation, rhat 13 governmental
appointees will never regain their own initiative undl
they seek and gain, independently and collectively, the
full confidence of this House and retain it at every
step. If there is to be again real political initiative,
independent of the Council, it is here that it will
emerte, in this House. The legal powers of the Com-
mission under the Treary, which are considerable, har-
nessed to the political legitimary of the Parliament,
would make a formidable marriage. You have the
power under the Treaty, but we have the will to use it.
The President of the Commission, a historian of dis-
tinction, will understand me when I say that constitu-
tions must be dynamic to survive. The old independ-
ence of the Commission is now sadly a thing of the
Past.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante, 
- 
(I) Mr President, I should like to
thank Mr Radoux, whose resolution I signed, for
expressing the protest of the majority on the Commit-
tee on External Economic Relations against an absurd
procedure 
- 
which belonged to the previous parlia-
ment and cannot, belong to the Parliament of the peo-
ple 
- 
under which we give our opinion on inrcrna-
tional agreemen$ after these agreements have been
concluded and without being informed by the Council
of Ministers.
The protest is panicularly wonhy of note in this case,
first of all because the agreement between the EEC
and Yugoslavia is imponant polidcally and not just
economically: secondly, because of the need to keep in
mind the very ricky situation in one of the Member
countries, Italy. Yugoslavia must be brought within the
European economic sphere, even without becoming
associated, so that in future it might even join the
European economic sphere or at least have its equili-
brium assured, in order to make a possible Soviet
atack, either economic or political, difficult or even
impossible. To this end, the Italian National fught 
-which thinks in European and 'S7'estern and not in
nationalistic rcrms 
- 
is in favour of the agreement
and indeed considers that it is urtent.
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However, the border at Trieste musr become a calm
one which can allow passage both ways. This is nor rhe
situation today because of the previous mistakes of
Italian governmenm, which have become embodied in
the unfonunare Treaty of Osimo. The majoriry of rhe
people of Triesrc are against this treaty. Ve hope that
the Treaty of Osimo will be supplanred by rhe agree-
ment between Yugoslavia and the EEC, as the Treaty
of Osimo is no longer either necessary or useful for
Yugoslavia, whose products will be able ro enter [he
European Community on preferential rerms for Medi-
terranean products as, I repeat, we rhink is righr. !7e
also hope that Trieste and Friuli-Venezia Giulia will
be designated an oudyint area of rhe EEC, like Sourh-
ern Italy. The mayor of Triesre asked for this ar this
meeting, and we are in agreement and put forward a
formal request in the interesr of thar social and eco-
nomic balance which is the basis of peace berween
peoples.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gredal.
Mrs Grcdd. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would like ro
make a few comments on rhe report we have received
from the Commission. I will confine myself to four
areas in particular, which we feel to be very important.
These are employment, energy, agriculrure and envi-
ronmental and consumer affairs.
kt me stan with a few words on employment. 'We
attach overriding imponance to resolving rhis prob-
lem. Unfonunately, rhe report conrains no specific
proposals for alleviating the employment situarion, bur
only a few vague phrases about betrer information
about job opponunities, rhe need for greater mobility
and the desire to reduce average periods of unemploy-
ment. I feel that we should be enrirled to demand that
the Commission pursue an acrive employment policy
accompanied by specific proposals as to how the prob-
lem is to be tackled. It is no longer enough merely rc
record the employment situation as it stands, pracrical
measures are also needed. Highly detailed srarisr.ics
have been compiled in recenr years within the Com-
munity on the very topic of unemploymenr. There has
also been a great deal of research in this field. I would,
therefore, like rc ask why use is nor madd of these
findings in specific action programmes ar Community
level. Vhy should we confine ourselves to stock
phrases and familiar proposals when, precisely in this
field, a grear deal of new pioneering research has been
carried out, embodying interesting proposals for
improving the employmenr situation.
In connection with employmenr problems, it is suffi-
cient to mention the question of female unemploy-
ment, which is a major problem. Nor one single line is
devoted to ourlining how the Commission has envis-
aged irc contribution to solving this problem. This
leads me to the question of equality of opponunity.
The women's bureau still has a staff of only two
women to solve the problems of the 130 million
women in the Community. Vhy does not the Com-
mission make a greater effon to mckle this problem?
Perhaps greater resources will be provided in rhe
fonhcoming budget; this is something we might learn
this evening.
The second imponant point is energy. This pan of rhe
report is much more detailed. Although I do not agree
with all the points of detail, it is nevenheless a positive
factor that the scope of the problem is recognized and
a solution is being sought. I believe that the Commu-
nity should authorize considerably more expendirure
both on investment in energy and on energy research.
I also feel that much greater priority should be given
to alternarive energy sources in the use of these
research funds. Many opportunities for harnessing
alrernative energ'y sources are being wasted solely
because the funds are not available.
The third important point is agriculture. Here we can,
in the present circumstances, in principle support the
Commission's proposals. However, the cautions price
policy should be followed up by a larger reduction in
positive monetary compensarory amounrs and the
Commission should also have endeavoured ro cur
down the numher of national aid schemes. Ve are still
awaiting a statemenr giving details of the various
arrangements at national level. Ve would also, ar the
same time, like clarification of rhe extenr to which
multinational companies 
- 
as middlemen and sup-
pliers 
- 
are directly or indirectly drawing on rhe
Community's agriculrural budget. Overall, we v/anr
the common agricultural policy to be maintained, but
not abused. In the longer term, ir must be readjusted
with greater emphasis on a s[rucrural policy thar
encourages the viable and versatile family farm. Such a
development is possible, even if agricuhural spending
is restricted.
The last point I wish to menrion is an area which is nor
mentioned at all in the repon, i. e. environmental and
consumer affairs. In the Socialist Group we arrach
great importance [o resolving the problems in these
areas. One is enritled to feel surprised at the fact that
they have been omitted altogether from the repon. If
Community consumers are nor to be left in rhe lurch,
they must be protecred from free marker forces, and
this is plainly a Communiry problem. Similarly, to
ensure that environmenral problems do not run out of
control, we must make a start on resolving them byjoint action. If we do not tackle rhese problems
together we run rhe risk, firstly, rhar the costs involved
will become too heavy for the individual countries
and, secondly, that those counrries which make an
active contribution to combating polludon will be pen-
alized in thar their compeririveness and hence their
jobs will be undermined. '!7e are aware rhar the Com-
mission's Environment and Consumer Protection Ser-
vice is working on rhese quesrions and has come up
with interesting findings, but it looks as though the
Commission gives very low priority to this work, with
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the result that the service concerned is very badly
placed in purely financial 
- 
and hence also in staffing
- 
terms. Funhermore, the Commission seems to be
pursuing a deliberate poliry of downgrading and
delrying the findings reached in this depanment.
During examination of the budget we tabled amend-
ments seeking to expand the Commission's environ-
ment and consumer protection service, and one is enti-
iled to ask whether the Commission will continue to
disregard the consumer's voice in the Community.
The four areas which I have singled out for attention
here are exremely imponant to us and we expect the
Commission to take these matters more seriously.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Serre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, rhe decision by the Commission to abolish, as
from 2 Februaqy, the refunds on butter sales to the
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and Afghanistan
astounded me. For my part I unequivocally con-
demned the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, but it
seems to me that the measure which has been taken
should be condemned as dangerous. This is the case
on the political level, since the Commission is begin-
ning a policy of reprisals towards the Soviet Union.
This is the case on the technical level, since the ques-
don of marketing dairy surpluses is again raised.
I shall therefore put three questions. First of all, is not
the Commission exceeding its authority by deciding
on such a basic matter of foreign policy? The choice of
sanctions is a political choice which cannot be taken
by the Commission. This decision seems to me to be
contrary to the statemenr made by several govern-
menr of Member States, and in particular that of
France. It is not permissible, in the difficult and dan-
gerous situation in which we find ourselves, that deci-
sions of this kind should be taken by the Commission,
which is not politically responsible.
My second question relates to [he countries con-
cerned. \7hy did the Commission include Eastern
Europe alongside the USSR? Is this a marter of organ-
izing sanctions between power blocs? I think that this
is acting blindly and absurdly. It is not in our interests
to lash out at everybody in Europe. This political tend-
ency represents a funher step in the process of deter-
iorarion of d6tenrc.
Finally, my third question concerns the marketing of
stocks. At present, there are 340,000 tonnes of butter
stockpiled in the Community. Mr Gundelach acknow-
ledged this on 25 September lasu He said that as long
as we have surpluses we must keep up expons. These
exports can only continue if we give refunds. Has he
changed his mind? Moreover, exports of indusrial
producu to the USSR are rwenty times greater than
rhe whole of our agricultural exports to the East. Are
you going rc apply these same measures to the
reduced credirc granted for these industrial exports?
Again on 25 September, Mr Gundelach stated on this
subject that we cannot have one policy for the market-
ing of agricultural products which is determined along
political lines and another for industrial products. !7ill
you then refrain from contradicting yourselves?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Henckens.
Mr Henckens. 
- 
(NI) Mr President, I should like
to devote my comments to the subject of education,
convinced as I am that a sound education poliry can
help to solve at least pan of the unemployment prob-
lem, and in panicular the problem of youth unemploy-
ment. I base my comments on three points, which were
in fact made by Mr Jenkins in his speech. The first is
that young people under twenty-five make up 25 0/o of.
the population but 40 0/o of the unemployed. Thus, in
relative terms, there is excessive youth unemployment.
Second point: despite the fact there are more than 6
million unemployed, there are nevenheless more than
1 million unfilled vacancies, which apparently cannot
be filled by these 6 million unemployed. It is obvious,
therefore, that there is an imbalance between demand
and supply on the labour market. Third point: unem-
ployment in the next few-years is expected to.assume
enormous proponions in the raditional industries, and
the Commissioner mentioned examples of this.
If we now look for explanations for the three phenom-
ena I have mentioned, I believe that one of the main
factors is the rapid pace of technological development.
The Commissioner himself spoke of the telematic rev-
olurion. That is certainly one of the prime causes.
A second factor is clearly insufficient mobility and
adaptability of our workforce. A third factor is too low
a level of education or overspecialization in a narrow
field of activity. Lack of adequate skills increases the
likelihood of being unemployed. Poor education and
too narrow specialization are also factors which can
lead to unemployment.
I should like to outline briefly three things that can be
done in the education sector to bring about greater
mobiliry and better adaptabiliry of our workforce. In
the first place, I think that basic education und voca-
tional training must be as broadly-based as possible
and should under no circumstances lead to excessive
specialization in a limited field, because this decreases
mobiliry and makes unemployment more likely. Vhat
is needed first of all, therefore, is a broadly-based edu-
cation.
Secondly, I believe that the period of education and
training of our young people should last as long as
possible, because it is obvious that the higher the level
of education and the more extensive the training, the
less likelihood there is of them being unemployed.
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Lastly, Mr President, my third suggestion: more arren-
tion should be paid to pracrical measures in the area of
reraining, in-job rraining, and ongoing vocarional
training of our workforce, to provide better prorecrion
against unemployment. Those were my suggesrions in
the field of education.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alber.
Mr Alber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, President Jenkins did not mention environmental
protection in his speech, although the subject is
referred to in the acdviry repon and the complemen-
tary memorandum. The Commission intends to con-
centrate on the main issues, and that is all co the good,
because one institution cannot solve all the many
problems on its own. Nevenheless, I feel it would be
appropriate to add a few comments.
Firsdy, I feel that there is a need for an overall con-
cept. In the lasr analysis, environmenral protection
means human protecrion, and therefore it cannor be
run on an ad hoc or pragmaric basis. It is necessary to
define and establish priority levels, calculate what rhe
environment will rolerate, analyse costs and benefits,
consider alternatives and so on. This also naturally
means that people must be informed and educated, for
without that there can be no real environmental cons-
ciousness. Indifference and utopianism ate both
equally out-of-place. Man cannor live by industry
alone, but then nor can he live only on birdsong. The
need to esmblish balanced priorities is inescapable. The
paradoxical nature of the situation for some is illus-
trated bay the fact that nowadays a person is
applauded if he says that he has aborted a child, but
stoned if he admits rc having chopped down a ree.
(Applause)
Another indication of how paradoxical the siruarion
has become is the fact that no environmental issue is
safe from being abused by some as a means of
relaunching their ideological bandwagon. These
groups are just as treat a danger to rhe environmenr as
the polluters themselves.
It is a good thing that environmental policy has gone
beyond the purely defensive stage of bans and making
good the damage. Environmental poliry must take the
offensive, prevention is better than repairing the dam-
age. Preserving the natural environment is more
imponant than putting it right again afterwards. I
believe we are frittering avay too much effon in the
field of research. There is no reason why so much
research should be going on simultaneously and into
the same areas without any coordination. Money is
vasted and vital dme is squandered. Of course
research needs to be free, but better coordination
vould be rnost desirable.
The problem of cross-border pollution is also impor-
tant. This problem cannot be resolved on a narional
basis, and anyway the menrality that prevails is that of
the gardener who always purc his compost heap in the
funhest corner of the garden, as close as possible to
his neighbour's fence. It is the same with many of the
nuclear power stations and heavily polluting indus-
tries.
More attention should also be devorcd to the legal
aspec$ and considerations of comperitiweness. !7hat
is the point of environmental prorection if it increases
the price of a product, which can then be undercur by
cheaper impons from other countries who do nor have
such restrictions? \7e musr examine the case for coun-
teracting this with measures similar to the levies
imposed on agricultural products. Ve musr also exam-
ine our patent and licence laws to see whether they are
appropriate for rcday's conditions. It must be made
easier to exploit inventions that replace environmen-
tally dangerous products. I do nor have rhe time now
to go into deails and discuss rhe consequences, but I
feel that this is the direcrion in which our thoughts
should be going.
This is why I feel that all rhese poinm musr be incor-
porated in the Community's programmes. \Tithout
them the protecrion of rhe environmenr would be a
patchwork affair, and surely no-one wan6 [hat.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) I was chosen by .y group, Mr
Jenkins, to act 
- 
as they say in the sporting world 
-as sweeper. But I do not even have the time for that.
Instead I should just like to put a few comments ro
you. I think that what you presented to us was an
exremely lucid analysis of the problems. But, Presi-
dent Jenkins, it was all too pessimistic. Ve are not rhe
prey of anonymous forces; we are masters of our own
fate, if we only have the political will rc be.
(Applause)
The problem lies in the insritution: for you have the
will, but your institution is not strong enough to carry
it out 
- 
that is the crux of the European Communi-
ties' problems. President Jenkins, you expressed an
underlying theme for which I, on behalf of my group
and, I believe, on behalf of this Parliament, should like
to thank you. In your speech you sounded a final
chord. It was like a vow, or an appeal perhaps. Yes,
that is what it was: an appeal ro rhe European Court
of Justice. 'You, Peter, are rhe rock on which I shall
build the European Communities.' Vhat did you mean
by that? You meant thar this Community has a foun-
dation which is unshakeable. This foundation is the
law and the Treaty, and this law and rhis treary can
only endure and develop through rhe rule of law. This
is an excellent thing to hear, Mr Jenkins, ar a rime
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when we have just witnessed the brutal action of
another ideology. This appeal to the law is in fact an
appeal to Europe's future, to the future of the free
world. I should like to express my most sincere thanks
for that.
But, President Jenkins, be thankful that I do not have
the time ro deal with the negative aspects of the Com-
mission's work over the past year. I shall sum it up in
one sentence: Mr President, because of the laxiry and
the lack of courage 
- 
I really had another word in
mind 
- 
shown by the Commission, you have des-
royed rhe balance of the institutions of the three
European Treaties and in so doing have affected the
legal basis of Parliament. You 
- 
that is not you per-
sonally but your institution 
- 
are becoming increas-
ingly 
- 
and I apologise for the expression 
- 
a servant
of the Council, and I consider it an intolerable de-
velopment that the Commission, for instance, should
have to seek backing, advice and information from the
Council before it can answer questions from Members
of Parliament. This is unthinkable. The strength of the
Commission lies in the full backing of the European
Parliament......
(Applause)
. . . . . . and the rights of the Parliament are inseparably
linked to the preservation of the legal smtus of the
Commission. Unfonunately, the Commission has put
its legal status in jeopardy. President Jenkins, I know
how difficult your position is. You have no power of
directive, you are legitimized not by the majority of
this body, the European Parliament, but by the politi-
cal will of the nine parliaments or governments of our
Community. !7hat is needed for the new Commission
is for its President to have a power of direcdve and for
it ro be legitimized by this Parliament. Your existence
ought no longer to depend on the nine capitals, you
must be dependent upon rhe political will of this Euro-
pean body, the European Parliament.
(Applause)
I should have liked to hear just some passing reference
to this vision of European development, that is to say
the vision of a political will; if this political will is mani-
fested, you will have the combined strength of the
European Parliament and the Commission and then
we will remove the issues which you rightly mentioned
- 
monetary union, budgetary policy, industrial poliry
and securiry policy 
- 
from the national level, because
they can no longer be solved there, to the European
level. I am sorry to have to say that, regrettably, there
was in your report no sign of this visionary power 
-and you, after all, are the initiator, the motor of the
European Community, since you alone have the right
of initiative. If I may put it humorously, it had some-
thing of the sadness of a swansong or of a Lohengrin
saying 'My time is up'. No, the time of the Commis-
sion will not begin until we rediscover a balance in
the European Community and see again the vision of a
vital Europe. That is our collective task, Mr President,
and it is a piry that nothing of this great vision came
out in your speech. I understand your position, we all
understand the difficult problems that face us, but we
are not pessimistic, otherwise we would not be here.
Ve believe in the vitaliry of this Europe, and know
rhat it has an indispensable role rc play in the world.
- 
!7e are not prey to malevolent forces 
- 
on the
contrary, the world is determined by our political will'
if we have it and are prepared to use it. That is our
rask and we must look to the future to carry it out.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on a
point of order.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(Nt) Mr President, I simply
wanted to bring it ro the attention of the President of
Parliament and all those present that it is not right that
more than half the speakers who commented on Mr
Jenkins' report are no longer in the Chamber. I feel
that the Bureau and the political groups should do
something about this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, we have had a long debate. 'We have had many
speakers. '$7e have had a wide-ranging tapestry with a
vast number of subjects. I have little time, and make no
complaint about it, because I believe in short speeches
and do not believe that the Commission should gready
exceed its time. Nor do I believe that the Commission
should a1gravate what, if I may be permitted to say so,
seems to be a danger for this House at the present
time, namely, that by letting its dmetable get out of
hand, it does not make as big an impact as it could as a
vital new Community institution.
(Applause)
Several people have asked me to talk freely about a
number of things and I am replying to the debate on
the last programmed speech that I shall make in this
mandate so I also ven[ure to express my view to the
House. I know there has been great dispute about this
in the past, but the House, from its own point of view,
makes a great mistake by insisting on separating the
speech from the debate, taking the debate a great deal
larer and having it almost squeezed out at the end of
the week.
(Applause)
I know there are differing views. \7e have tried differ-
cnt systems over the past four years, but with four
years' experience, and not speaking in any self-inter-
ested way for the future, I assure the House that in my
humble belief it would make a Brearcr impact if 
- 
and
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this would not be an impossible intellectual feat, par-
dcularly as the speeches are somerimes said ro be j lir-
tle platit-udinous and [o some extent what is coming
can be foreseen 
- 
rhe House were rc attempr thi
intellectual feat of debaring the speech sraight after it
is made.
(Applause)
Now there is one other point which I want ro make. It
is an almost procedural poinr, and it concerns rhe posi-
tion of the complemenrary memorandum in conjunc-
tion with the speech which the President makes. I am
grateful m Mr Albers for expressing the point, if I may
say so, absolutely accurarely. Mrs Gredal, I rhink, dii
not perhaps fully allow for rhe point in some of her
comments about consumer affairs, which rate a sub-
stantial number of paragraphs in rhe speech. The
speech is intended ro be raken in conjunction with rhe
complementary memorandum. Now it may be said
that if something is not menrioned in the-speech it
means thar it is not as important as if it were borh in
the speech and in the complemenrary memorandum.
But without addressing the House for several hours
there is no conceivable possibiliry of mentioning every
important subject in rhe speech unless, as I venri.ed tL
say. on Tuesday morning, rhe speech is a catalogue
without any argument or any theme or any poinr-of
interest in ir at all. And I therefore must ask Honoura-
ble Members not [o accuse us of nor being concerned
with marrers which are menrioned in rhe iomplemen-
[ary memorandum, but are perhaps not fully dealr with
in the speech.
Now the debare, as is narural and right I rhink, has
turned on a mixture of institutional and economic
questions. Let me say a few words abour instirurional
questions rc begin with. Mr Aigner concluded most
eloquently on this marrer. There is rhe difficult balance
between the Council, rhe Commission and the new
Parliament. It is cerminly my desire ro see [he Com-
mission play its full role in an independenr sense, and
it is my belief that the new Parliament, to a much
greater exrenr rhan the old one, can provide an
extremely valuable element in this balance, and that
the Commission has everyrhing to gain from an
increasing influence on rhe pan of the Parliament.
That has cenainly been my view and my arrirude ever
since this Parliament was elected.
At the same rime there is somerhing in what Mr prout
said. The earlier Commissions in io.e *"ys had an
easier [ask, because rhey were carrying out accordingto a timetable cenain clearly defined funcdoni
designed to achieve the clearly defined objectives of
the Treaty, whereas we are having to make our way
towards new horizons. Energy policy is . lr..y gooi
example of a topic about which litde is said in the
lreaty and where we are operarint in a differenr wayin more uncharred ground. Now we will try ro do this
with all the independence rhar we can.
I do not rhink that rhis Commission could be accused
of being afraid of governmenr. I have never been
afraid 
- 
and I believe those who were in the previous
House and orhers will acquir me of rhis charge 
- 
of
rclling two Bridsh Governmenrs, one of my own pany,
one of which I have previously been a member 
- 
I
criticized rhem even more rhan I criticized rhe presenr
when I disagreed wirh them. Nor have we hesi-
tated to attack governmenrs who do nor obey the law
- 
thar was rhe impact of the concluding passage of
my speech 
- 
or ro rcll them that the rule of law is the
rock upon which the Community is founded.
I do not rhink rhat we can be accused of being afraid
of governmenm, even those governmenr a.oigsr the
Nine which most value rheir sovereignty.
(l^aaghter)
I said tbose governmenrs, not that government.
(Laugbter)
I think that the point has been sufficiently clearly
made.
I think rhis Commission shows a desire to work closely
as possible wirh this Parliament. I wish that this parlia-
ment could focus itself more sharply on some issues
than it does a[ rhe presenr rime.
If I may say so, I rhought the Parliamenr focused
remarkably soundly that morning when it decided,
with a very grea[ sense of responsibiliry and with very
lmpressrve sraremen[s, to rejecr rhe budget. Not the
Commissions's budger, but the Commission,s budget
amended by the Council. I thought that rhere was rhen
a major political impact. And because ir was concen-
trated before a vore and there were short and powerful
statemenrs of decision, I thought rhar parliamenr was
then operaring more impressively than I have mosrly
seen narional parliaments operare. But I think the pai-
liament spreads our. its debares roo much, and loses the
impact which I would wish it ro have from this point
of view.
(Applause)
But that impact should be as grear as it possibly can.
'!7e will work in every way ro achieve it. But at the
same time we do have ro work with the Council. \7e
have a responsibiliry ro rhe on-going business of
Europe and while it is necessary that we chan out new
routes for the future, it is also necessary over a lifetime
of the Commission that we Be[ rhe Council ro agree [o
a number of practical sreps forward. I think it wis Mrs
Valz, in a speech which I enjoyed and mostly agreed
with, who said why do we not criticize the Council
more.'!7'e do criticize the Council, cenainly by impli-
cation and somerimes directly. Ir is no good just saying
how often we have criticized the Council. It ii no
good just saying how many proposals we pur forward
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if we had none of them to implement at the end of the
day. I think it is important that we get a right balance
between charting the future courageously and being
able to make realistically some practical progress so far
as the building of Europe is concerned. It would not
impress anybody if we came to this House in the
founh year of our term of office and said that we had
achieved nothing practically. The EMS, that did not
come off; we failed to get an agreed basis for a man-
date for renegotiating Lom6; we failed to conclude the
Treaty of Accession with Greece; we failed to con-
clude the MTNs; we failed everywhere, but it is all the
fault of the Council 
- 
we could not get them to agree
wash our hands of the whole thing. I do not
think thar would be a very impressive statement of
position or a very good balance to strike: criticism of
the Council, but no real achievement to show.
Now of course I agree with Mr Aigner and I agree
with the thought in Mr Scott-Hopkins' mind: the
same thought was expressed, to some extent, in several
other speeches.
One must not be too despondent and downheaned. I
am not, but I make absolutely no apology at all for
having sounded some fairly sombre warning bells in
the course of my speech. Vhile we have made consi-
derable achievements, I believe that Europe 
- 
and not
Europe alone but also the developed world as a whole
- 
does face some very menacing challenges in the
course of the decade which is now beginning and in
rhe few years ahead. I think it would be quite wrong
for any one in my position, or any one else, to try and
disguise the extent to which those challenges, if badly
dealt with and neglected, endanger the very basis of
what we have achieved, the very basis of our society.
(Interruption by Mr Berhbouwer)
I think, if I may say so, the honourable Member mis-
read my speech.
(Intenuption by Mr Berkhouwer)
I think that perhaps you misunderstood it, if I may say
so.
(Laughter)
I have had long parliamentary experience of the phen-
omenon where people quote from one's speeches
without having had a perfect comprehension of them.
( Laugbter and applause)
I will move on, if I have a litde less interruption. Inter-
ruptions, as you know, always hold things up. And I
make no apology at all and I do not in the least mind
if Mr Berkhouwer wishes to call me Mr Doomsday. I
would much rather he called me shat than called me
Mr Complacenry, who is not making Europe face the
facts. Because I believe that it is out of facing the facts
that we may have a considerable opponunity for fur-
ther progress.
The discussion was dominated by rwo economic sub-
jecrs: energy and unemployment. I think the flro are
to some extent linked. People say, why do we not put
forward a full recipe for dealing with unemployment?
That is something which escapes the grasp of all
national governments who command resources of
up to 40 0/o of GDP. The Community commands
resources of about 1 0/o of GDP. To suggest that in
these circumstances one has the macro-economic
impact to deal with unemployment is to have an
exagerated view. '!7e can chan lines forward; we can
put forward proposals for providing better training
and better mobility. May I say to Mr Arndt, who is not
here but who made e very interesting speech, that
when one is nlking about mobility, one is not neces-
sarily talking about geographical mobility; one is also
alking about occupational mobility, although the geo-
graphical point was a good and fair point. But it still
remains necessary for people, in view of the rapid
development which is going on at the present time, to
change the nature of their occupation.
Let me say too on this point that I regret that, apan
from the speech, which I listened to with great intrrest,
by Mr Beumer, I have found it very difficult to get
an echo from this House on what I regard as this cru-
cial question of how Europe faces up to the elecronic,
ro the telematic revolution. Ve have been asking the
House to debate it for a long time, and it is very
imponant rc get hold of issues before they go wrong
on us. This one will go very wrong on us if, as is likely
ar the present time, America and Japan leap far ahead
of us. Ve have been trying to move the European
Council upon this without much success so far, and I
do beg the House to seize this issue and to have a seri-
ous debate about it. I would also, on another institu-
tional point, a different point, like the House to
debate Spierenburg as we have been asking it to do
since October, and I hope that if Parliament is going
rc give us its advice, which we would like to have, that
will be done reasonably soon.
As far as the energy position and the unemployment
position are concerned, it is my view that we can take
a number of measures in order to try and mitigate the
posidon but that in order to deal with the core of the
unemployment problem we need some major stimulus'
Now I can see only two real possibilities here, one of
which, much publicized in a repon published partly in
New York and taken up in London and elsewhere, is
to bring in the Third \7orld to redress, as it were, the
balance of the slackening demand of the industrialized
world at the present time. But I also think that we can
face up to the manifold problems- associated with
energy conservation, exploitation of new sources of
enerry, exploitation of existing sources of energy 
-properly and constructively through a wide range of
measures, from great changes in the form of car design
rc, perhaps most important of all, the insulation of
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domestic and industrial buildings. There is a vas[
demand for energy, and therefore a great need for
investment. However, our proposal needs money,
which is one reason why we put forward the idea ol a
levy possibly on imports, possibly on production, pos-
sibly on both. Ve will put forward precise ideas so far
as this is concerned, at a later date.
I was sorry [o nore that the response to rhis was a liwle
nationalist even from so good a European as Mr Berk-
houwer, and a little conservative, even from so radical
a figure as Mr Spinelli.
(Laughter)
Both of them were a linle wary of this new idea. It is
not, of course, that we y/ant to put a tax on consumers
as such, and ir may well be desirable to accompany it
by a reduction in som et orher forms of indirect axation.It may be the relative cost of panicular forms of
energy which one wan6 to make more expensive. It is
my view, on the whole, that the oil price will over a
period find im natural balance between [he amounr
that the producers are willing to take out of rhe
ground and our demand, the demand of us and rhe
rest of the world.
The question is whether that price avoids such a Eans-
fer away, both from the industrialized countries and
from the poorer non-oil counrries, and thereby steril-
izes resources and money to such an extent as to have
a very dragging down effect upon rhe whole economy
of the world. It is from that macro-economic point of
view, as well as the energy-conserving point of view,
that I approach this question, on which the Commis-
sion will endeavour to make more deailed proposals.
It is indeed rhe case, as Mr Scott-Hopkins quoted,
that I drew attention to the energy dangers a year ago.
Ve have made some progress during that period, we
have worked our energ'y impon rarge6, and broadly,
so far, we show signs of sticking ro rhem. Ve have
allocarcd them between countries, and we did at last
unblock the Council of Energy Ministers, so rhat after
doing really nothing for rhree years 
- 
let it not be
said that I do not criricize ministers when it is right rc
doso...
(I-augbter)
.. . they did take a number of decisions 
- 
nor
enough, but a number of decisions 
- 
following the
meeting of the European Council in Strasbourg, and
we got a 1.3 billion EUA onward-going research pro-
Bramme moving which was blocked, and a number of
other issues have developed from this point of view.
Mr President, in trying to reply to a long debate, I
have already taken a little more than the time available
to me. To one or two people who have suggested that
this Commission is coming towards the end of its man-
date, let me say, ir is indeed, bur the determinarion of
this Commission is not ro sink into any stare of rorpor,
the determination is ro use our remaining l0 months
with the greatesr sense of cohesion, courage and pur-
pose that a/e can. Ve shall depend very much for thar
upon this House, and I think it is important that Com-
mission and Parliament, both of whom suffer from
frustrations in the present state of Europe, should not
take those frustrations out on each other, but should
endeavour, working cons[ructively together, each to
buttress the other, knowing that they are indispensable
for the future of Europe.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
The modon for a resolurion will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
73. Membership of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Group of the
European People's Party (CD Group) a requesr ro
aPpolnt.
- 
Mr Zecchino as a member of rhe Legal Affairs
Committee to replace Mr Modiano,
- 
Mr Modiano as a member of rhe Commitrce on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning to replace
Mr Zecchino,
- 
Mr Helms and Mr Janssen van Raay as members of
the Commirtee on Transport to replace Mr Schnit-
ker and Mr Pflimlin.
Are there any objections?
These appointmenrs are ratified.
14. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
In rhe course of previous sitrings Parlia-
m-ent has voted to adopt urgent procedure in respecr
of a number of ircms.
Under Rule 14 (3) of the Rules of Procedure, it is for
the President to decide when these items will be
debated. At a meeting of the enlarged Bureau, in
which the chairmen of the political groups took part, it
has been decided ro enrer on rhe agenda for tomor-
row's sitting the items in respect of which Parliament
has decided to adopt urgent procedure, rhe vote to be
mken immediately after each debate, followed in the
order initially decided on by the items which could not
be dealt with during today's sitting and finally those
items scheduled rc be dealt with on 15 February.
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The next sitting will be held therefore on 15 February
1980 at 9 a.m. with the following agenda, on the
understanding that items on which the debate has not
closed by I p.m. will be put back undl the next part-
sesslon:
- 
Procedure without repon
- 
Joint debate on the motions for resolutions on
Andrei Sakharov and the Moscow Olympic Games,
followed by oote
- 
Gillot report on the Third Conference on the La\r
of the Sea,f lloarcd by oote
- 
Joint debate on the motions for resolutions by Mr
Debre and Mr Verges on hurricane Hyacinth and
the Danker report on the provisional twelfths, /o/-
lowed by oote
- 
Sable repon ACP/EEC reladons and the Lom6
Convention, 1[o llowed, by oote
- 
Sarre motion for a resolution on the sentence of
death passed on Mr Mange,followed by oote
- 
Sarre motion for a resolution on the events in Gua-
rcmala, folloued by oote
- 
Macciocchi motion for a resolution on Cambodia,
followed by oote
- 
Enright report on aid to Palestine refugees, /o/-
loand by oote
- 
Cronin report on the ERDF
- 
Squarcialupi repon on Eansboundary air polution
- 
Sherlock report on exposure to harmful subsances
at work
- 
Catherwood repon on the Common Cusrcms Tar-
iff
- 
Filippi repon on small and medium-sized under-
takings in Ponugal
- 
Joint debate on two oral questions to the Commis-
slon on wne-growlnS
- 
Seeler report on relations between the EEC and
ASEAN
- 
Joint debate on the Helms, Quin and B. Nielsen
reports on fisheries
- 
Buchou repon on basic products
- 
Ligios repon on fruit and vegetables
- 
Sable report on milk fats
- 
Barbarella report on the modernization of farms
(without debate)
1.00 p.m.:
- 
Voting time
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, you announced
that the agenda had been drawn up after ccnsultation
with the political groups. I imagine that the presidency
only consulted the groups in 'team A' because the
rcchnical coordination group, which is evidently in
'team B', was not consulted. There is an obvious need
to consult all the groups, and not only those who are
panicularly favoured.
Having said this I should like to know, Mr President,
what the agenda for tomorrow in fact is. The list you
have given us is only a sham agenda, since, in tomor-
row's sitting, it will be impossible to complete the
agenda which you announced, after finishing our
work at I a.m. I should therefore like to know how far
it will be possible to complete tomorrow's agenda in
practice.
Moreover, pursuant to Rule l2 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, I should like rc propose an amendment to the
agenda, to enable the motion for a resolution from
Mrs Macciocchi and others on Cambodia to be placed
second on the agenda of omorrou/s sitting, immc-
diately after the Sakharov debatc.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebie n. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am astounded
that the debate on and adoption of the Cronin repon
on the no-quota section of the ERDF has been put off
until the end of the morning, if not indeed until the
month of March. This concerns a very important mat-
ter. Parliament's resolution on it has been expected for
several months. I think that our Parliament will be in
very bad odour with the Commission and with the
Council if it does not accept its responsibilities tomor-
row morning.
By placing the debate on the Cronin repon at the end
of the day, or at the end of the morning, you are
clearly proposing not to discuss this matter properly
romorrow. This is why I formally propose that the Gil-
lot repon on the Lau/ of the Sea and the Cronin report
change places; the latter would therefore come third
on tomorrow morning's agenda.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
In reply both to the formal proposals
made by Mrs Bonino and to the remarks made by Mr
Gendebien, I have to point out that the agenda can
only be changed if the President so decides. I cannot
change it now. I shall inform the President of what
you have said, but I cannot make a decision to change
rt.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting ans closed at 00.10 a.m.)
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INTHE CHAIR: MRS \TEIL
President
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approval of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any commenm?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Seal and Mr Lomas,
pursuanr to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, on rhe
boycott of the Olympic Games (Doc. l-787 /79),
which has been refered ro rhe political Affairs
Committee;
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Dalsass, Mr von Has-
sel, Mr Bocklet, Mr Goppel, Mr Verroken, Mr L
Friedrich, Mr Ptirsren, Mr Helms, Mr Frtih, Mr
Fuchs, Mr Croux and Mr Luster, pursuant ro Rule 25
of the Rules of Procedure, on the protection of ethnic
groups and linguistic minoriries within rhe European
Community, (Doc. t-790/79)
which has been refcrred ro rhe political Affairs
Commirtee;
- 
morion for a resolution by Mr Habsburg, Mr von
Hassel, Mr Ptirsten, Mr Patterson, Mr Moieland, Mr
Aigner, Mr Jakobsen, Mr Hahn, Mr L Friedrich, Mr.Vlyrri!, Mrs Rabbetghe, Mr von Vogau, Mr Gop-
pel, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Fischbach, Mr von Bismarck,
Mr Spautz, Mr Fergusson, Lady Elles, Mr Christo-
pher Jackson, Mr Cotrrell, Mr Normanton and Lord
O'Hagan, pursuanr to Rule 25 of the Rules of proce-
dure, on the situation in rhe'l7esrern Sahara (Doc.
t-791 /79),
which has been referred to the Political Affairs Commit-
tee as the committee responsible and to the Commitree on
Development and Cooperation for an opinion;
- 
motion for a resolurion by Mr Cardia, Mr Gouthier,
Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mr Papapietro, pursuanr ro
Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, on the protection
of minorities in the Communiry (Doc. l-79{/7g),
which has been referred ro the Political Affairs
Committee;
- 
motion for a resolution by Mrs Salisch, pursuanr ro
Rule 25 of rhe Rules of Procedure, on the effects of
rcchnological development on employment (Doc.
l-795/79),
which has been referred ro rhe Commirtee on Energy and
Research'as rhe commirtee responsible and to the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employmenr for an opinion.
3. Reference to committee
President. 
- 
The morion for a resolurion by Mrs
Bonino and others, on unemploymenr and energy con-
sumption in rhe Community (Doc. l-485/79), has, at
the requesr of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employmenr and wirh the agreement of the Commit-
tee on Energy and Research, been referred to the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr as the
commirrce responsible and to the Commirree on
Energy and Research for its opinion, conrrary ro whal
was decided at rhe sitring of 12 November 1979.
At their requesr and pursuanr to Rule 38 (3) of rhe
Rules of Procedure, the following committees have
been asked to deliver opinions on rhe following
matters:
2. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received:
(a) from the Council, a request for an opinion on:
- 
rhe proposal from the Commission to the Councilfor a regulation allocating cenain catch quoras
between Member States foivessels fishing in Can_
adian warers (Doc. l-783/79), -
which has been referred to the Committee on Agriculture;
(b) from thc committees, the following reports:
- 
repon be Mr Delmotte, on behalf of rhe Commit_
rce on Regional Policy and Regional planning, on
the founh annual repon (1979) by the Commis-
sion on thc European Regionai Development
Fund (ERD$ (Doc. t-789/79);
- 
reporr by Mr Danken, on behalf of the Commit_
ree on Budgets, in applicadon of Anicle 204 of the
EEC Treary and Anicle 8 of the Financial Regul_
ation, authorizing funher provisional twelfths-for
Section III (Commission) of the general budget of
the European Communities (Doc. l-793/79);
(c) the following morions for resolutions:
- 
motion for a resoludon by Mr de la Maline and
Mr Lalor, on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, pursuanr to Rule 25 oi the
Rules of Procedure, on rhe European parliament's
contribution to finding a soludon to the British
share in the Community budget (Doc. l-785/79),
which has been referred ro rhe Commirtee on Budgets;
- 
morion for a resolution by Mr Debr6, pursuant to
Rule 54 of the Rules of Procedure, on the amendment
of the Rules of Procedure (Doc. l-786/79),
which has been referred ro rhe Commirtee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions;
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Committee on Social Affairs and Employment:
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Hume and others on
Community regional policy and Northern Ireland
(Doc. I - S iz /79) (committee respon.sib-le : Commit-
iee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning);
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Ceravolo and others
on the right of migrant workers to vote and stand
for election (Doc. l'382/79) (committee respon-
sible : Political Affairs Committee) ;
Committee on the Enoironment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection:
- 
proposal from the Commission for a directive on
ihe'*eight and certain other characteristics (not
includin! dimensions) of road vehicles intended for
the carrlge of goods (Doc. 575/78) (commitrce
responsible : Committee on Transpon) ;
Committee on Dettelopment and Cooperation:
- 
the chapter on cooperation with developing coun-
tries (ihapte r 7) and the second Pafl 
.- 
on the
European'Development Fund 
- 
of the Annual
Repon by the Cbun of Auditors for the 1978
finincial year (Doc. 1-567 /79) (committee resPon-
sible: Commitrce on Budgetary Conrol)'
4. Authorization ofrePorts
President. 
- 
pus5gln1 to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized committees [o draw up
reports as follows:
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information
and Sport:
on the future development of the University Insti-
tute (European University) in Florence;
Committee on Deoelopment and Cooperation:
on the interim report of the Commission on the
manaBement of the financial and rcchnical aid pro-
gramme in favour of non-associated developing
countries for 1976,1977 and 1978, and on general
guidelines for 1980;
Committee on Budgetary Control:
on the financial section and those sections falling
within the terms of reference of the Committee on
Budgeary Control of the Seventh Report on the
activities of the European Social Fund for the
financial year 1978 (on this, the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment and the Committee
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning have
been asked for their opinions);
on the Seventh Financial Report on the EAGGF
for 1977;
on the Eighth Financial Repon on rhe EAGGF
(Guarantee Secdon) for 1978; and
on the Eighth Financial Repon on the EAGGF
(Guidance Section) for 1978 (on these three
reports, the Committee on Agriculture has been
asked for its opinion
5. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(1) Madam President, I think
that the drugs issue has beaten all records for indiffer-
ence and a desire to thwan attempu to tackle this
extremely serious problem. Voting on it at I p.m., as
indicarcd in the agenda 
- 
and presumably even later
- 
will mean plunging funher into indifference.
At the close of the debate yesterday afternoon, after
- 
incredible as it may seem 
- 
three successive stages
of discussion, the President announced that the vote
would be taken at 10.30 a.m. today. !7e should be able
to trust the word of the President of this Parliament. I
therefore request that the vote be carried forward to
10.30 a.m., and I feel cenain rhat my colleagues will
not agree to any further discrimination against this
subject, which is currently one of the most serious in
our society.
Alternatively, Madam President, I would ask that the
vote be deferred to the next pan-session. Ve have
three resolutions and 19 amendments which require an
informed vote from Parliament.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, it will be very
difficult to change the agenda and to take this vote at
10.30, since at that moment we shall be in the middle
of discussing urgent resolutions. I therefore think it
would be preferable, as you have yourself suggested,
ro postpone the vote to the next part-session.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Maffre-Baug6.
Mr Maffre-Baug6. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I wish
to raise a procedural point unter Rule 32 of the Rules
of Procedure. It seems to me clear that there will be no
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time today to deal wirh my quesrion of problems relat-
ing to wine-growing, which has already been deferred
once.
This illustrates this Assembly's apparent wish ro ignore
the major economic subjects affecting entire regions
and to which the regions attach great imponance, as
you are well aware. Vould ir not be possible, for this
discussion to take place immediately after rhe resolu-
tion on the Olympic Games?
President. 
- 
Mr Maffre-Baug6, it is impossible ro
draw any distinctions amont these various requesrc for
urgen[ procedure, which have been entered in the
order of their adoption. Moreover, once they have
been approved, there is no quesrion of deferring the
items concerned. I rherefore cannor accede ro your
suggestion.
I call Mr Chambeiron.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, I am sur-
prised to see that the agenda includes the report drawn
up by Mr Gillot, on behalf of rhe Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, on the need for and definition of a common
position on problems relaring to rhe law of rhe sea.
Vhen we adopred rhe agenda on Monday, we were all
of the impression rhar rhis request, whiih came from
cenain chairmen, implied discussion of the subject. I
canno[ believe that wirh the Chamber almost empry we
are going m deal with such a major item, which has
many imponant implicadons for all the member coun-
ries, without any opportunity ro make our views
known.
Under these circumsrances, Madam President, I would
ask the Assembly to withdraw this report from the
agenda, because the lack of discussion can do norhing
to 
-enhance rhe prestige of this Assembly, which,
unfonunately, over lhe past. few months hai declined
more and more.
President. 
- 
Mr Chambeiron, since this irem is down
on the_agenda, I think it can be left rhere. Ve can only
hope thar we shall reach ir.
I call Mr Ligios.
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(I) Madam Presidenr, I request that
the debare.on rhe quesrion by Mr Maffre-baug6 on
wine-growing 
- 
a subject of particular imporrance 
-be deferred to the March part-session.
President, 
- 
I nore your reques[.
I call Mr Debr6.
Mr Debr6. 
- 
(F) I am surprised, Madam President,
at the reply which you have just given ro Mr Chambei-
ron. I[ was understood and, I believe, accepred yesrer-
day thar the marters for urgent debate, particularly aid
to the hurricane victims on rhe island of R6union,
would definitely be dealr wirh today. Once a debate
has begun on rhe law of rhe sea, it will be impossible rc
bring ir to a close within rhe period envisaged and
there is the risk that it will be impossible rc 
"dhe.e 
to
the agenda as regards rhe marters for urgenr debare.
The intention was, it seems to me, rhat rhe morion for
a resolution tabled by Mr Gillot should nor be fol-
Iowed by a debate, precisely so rhar marrers for urgenr
debate could be taken afterwards. I feel rhat your
remark implies a readiness ro change the agenda.
President. 
- 
Mr Debr6, in view of rhe limircd speak-
ing-time on rhe report on rhe Law of rhe Sea, you may
set your mind at rest.
6. Procedure without report
President. 
- 
On Monday, I announced rhe ritles of
those Commission proposals to which it was proposed
to apply rhe procedure utitbout report provided for in
Rule 27A of rhe Rules of Procedure.
Since no one has asked ro speak and no amendmenrs
have been tabled to rhem, I declare these proposals
approved by the European Parliament.
7. Arrest ofAndrei Sakharoo 
- 
Olympic Games
(debate and vote)
President. 
- 
The next irem is a joint debare on
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-778/79/rev.ll)
tabled by
Mr Ripa di Meana, Mr Pelikan, Mr Glinne, Mrs Gre-
dal, Mr Abens, Mr Albers, Mr Arndt, Mr Cariglia,
Mrs Castle, Mr Cohen, Mr Colla, Mr Didd, Mr
Enright, Mr Estrer, Mr Fellermaier, Mr Ferri, Mrs
Focke, Mrs Fuillet, Mr Gabert, Mr Gaco, Mr Gau-
rier, Mr Hansch, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Klinkenborg,
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mr Lezzi, Mr Lrnde, Mr Lin-
kohr, Mr Loo, Mr Martinet, Mr Van Minnen, Mr
Muntingh, Mr Oehler, Mr Orlandi, Mr Peters, Mr
Puletti, Miss Quin, Mr Radoux, Mr Ruffoto, Mr K.
Schon, Mr Schwartzenberg, Mr Seefeld, Mr Seeler,
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mrs Van
den Heuvel, Mrs Vayssade, Mrs Viehoff, Mr Valter,
Mrs Veber, Mr Vetrig, Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul, Mr
Voltjer and Mr Zagari on behalf of the Socialist
Group; Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Lecanuer, Mr Penders,
Mr Michel, Mr Klepsch, Mr Ryan, Mr Bersani, Mr
P6ttering, Mr Diligent, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti,
Mr Simonner, Mr von Hassel, Mrs Valz, Mr Anto-
niozzi, Mrs Moreau, Mr Beumer, Mr Henckens, Mr
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Aigner, Mr D'Ormesson, Mr Malangr6, Mr.Jonker,
Mi Datsass, Mr Estgen, Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr
Herman, Mr Liicker, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Habsburg,
Mr Seithnger, Mr Pfennig, Mr Notenboom, Mr
Fuchs, Mrs Gaiotti De Biase, Mr Janssen van Raay,
Mrs Boot, Mr Helms, Mr Friih, Mr Vergeer, Mr
Alber, Mr Lenz, Mr Luster, Mr Majonica and Mr
Schall on behatf of the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany (C-D Group); Mr Sco*-Hopkins, Lady
b,lles, Mr'Normanton, Mr Prag, Mr Seligman, Lord
Bethell, Mr Fergusson, Lord Douro and Mr Moller
on behatf of thi European Democratic Group; Mr
Bangemann, Mr Haagerup, Mr Irmer, Mr Jiirgens,
Mr Maher, Mr Nord, Mr B. Nielsen, Mr Damseaux,
Mrs Pruvot, Mr Rey, Mr Rossi, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr
Combe, Mr Pintat, Mrs von Alemann, Mrs Scrivener,
Mr Caiuez, Mr Delatte and Mr Baudis on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group; Mr de la Maldne
on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democratsl Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr
Pennella on the arrest of the scientist Andrei
Sakharov;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc' l-771/79) tabled by
Mr Hord, Mr Harris, Mr Tyrrcll, Mr Pfennig, Mr
Konrad Schon, Mr von'Wogau, Mr Ryan, Mr Salzer,
Mr Langes, Sir Pctcr Vanneck, Mr Cottrell, Mr J' M'
Taylor,-Mr J. D. Taylor, Miss Hooper, Miss Brookes,
Mi Sirnrnons, Mr Simpson, Mr Patterson, Mr Forth,
Mr Normanton, Mr Sherlock, Mr Hutton, Mr Pais-
lev. Mr Kellett-Bowman, Mrs Kellett-Bowman 
'toid H".r".-Nicholls, Mr Fergusson, Mr Balfour,
Mr Pursten, Mr Schall, Mrs Rabbethge, Mr Curry,
Mr Marshail and Lord Bethell on the action rc be
taken by the European Comn'unity following the
invasion of Afghaniitan by Russia a[ the outragcous
treatment of Professor Sakharov; and i *rJ
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc' l-779/79/rev')
tabled bY
Mr Blumcnfeld, Mr Vergeer, Mr Ryan, Mrs Maij-
Veggen, Mr Liicker, Mr Alber, Mr- ?cnders, Mr
Maiins, Mr Habsburg, Mr Zecchino, Mr Aigner, Mr
Janssen van Raay, Mr Notenboom, Mrs Valz, MrsLnz, Mrs Booi, Mr Majonica, Mr Jonker, Mr
Pu.sien, Mr'Vavrzik, Mr Bocklet, Mrs Rabbethge,
Mr [,emmer, Mr Lustcr, Mr Pfennig, Mr Muller-Hcr-
mann, Mr Nordlohne, Mr Hoffmann, Mr van Hassel,
Mr Van der Gun, Mr Goppel, Mr Scott-Hopkins,
Lady Elles, Mr Prag, Lord Bethell, [ord-Douro, Mr
Noimanton, Mr Msller, Mr Fergusson, Mr Seligman,
Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Nord, Mr Haagcrup, Mr lrmer,
Mr Jurgens, Mr Maher, Mr B. Nielsen, Mrs Pruvot,
Mr itey-, Mr Rossi, Mrs Scrivener, Mrs von Alemann,
Mr Bangemann, Mr Damseaux, Mr Combe, Mr Cal-
,ez, Mri Chouraqui, Mr Remilly, Mrs Ewing, Mr
Gillot and Mr Deleau
on the Moscow OlYmPic Games.
The original motion for a resolution abled by Mr
Ripa di -M.*n, and others (Doc. l-749/79) has been
withdrawn in the meantime.
I call Mr Ripa di Meana.
Mr Ripa di Meana. 
- 
(I) Madam President, col-
leaguei by discussing and voting on this. resolution,
tabled by i 30 Membets, on behalf of pracdcally. all the
political groups, our Parliament is simply carrying out
its strict luty in accordance with the signing by 
-the
European Community of the Final Act of the Confer-
ence on Security and Cooperation in Europe on I
August 1975.
Todav the European Parliament ist also assuming the
moral responsibilisy of clearly indicating- to every-
one that tlhe Sakharot affair has not simPly been re-
corded but is a live issue. I think it is most important to
show that this House, which is devided and will con-
linue to be divided on most social, economic and ool-
itical iisues, has through this .ioint text reached an
extremely wide consensus; a consensus which I find
deeply moving and which will, I hope, be- even wider
by ihi end ofihis debat.; a conse-nsus on fundamental
values which form the essence of our common Euro-
pean culture and tradition.
The Sakharov affair Presenm us with a problem of
evaluation and initiative: evaluation of its implications
concerning the internal situation in the Soviet Union
and of irciepercussions at international level. !7hat is
most sriking is the indisputable fact that Sakharov's
forced exilJ is not the result of any sPecific new
moves by the scientist. The Soviet Government took a
sudden decision to switch from bare rclerance to oPen
repression of this Soviet citizen, winner of the Nobel
Piize for Peace. Vhat new development led to such a
serious turn-about? 
- 
Simply the deterioration in the
international situation following the Soviet invasion
and occupation of Afghanistan.
It is therfore becoming increasingly evident not only
that dissidents in the Soviet Union are not Protecrcd
by inrcrnal laws but that they are hosnges whose fate
is cruelly dependent on developments in the Soviet
Union's' inteinational policy. Furthermore, the fact
that measures have been taken against the Soviet
scientific community at the highest level shows the
exrent of the opposition organized by that community'
as in the 
""t.- 
of ir long and courageous solidarity
with Sakharov, and in those of the physicists Orlov
and Nazarian, the cyberneticians Shcharansky and
Bolonkin, the biologist Kovalev and the mathemati-
cian Velikanova, all arrested and sentenced to
extremely severe penalties. It ist therefore clear that
the Soviet Government intends to break down the res-
istance of the scientific community by means of force,
which is a disturbing sign of the re-militarization of
Soviet society.
From the international point of view, Sakharov's arrest
and exile, decided on 8 January 1980, has panicularly
serious implications, because they constitute open viol-
ation of the commitments undenaken by the USSR in
Helsinki, which have been so often disregarded that it
is clear that the Soviet Government considers them lit-
rle more than pieces of paPer.
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Is not rhis an atrack on international ditente?
Since the only alternative to ditente is catastrophe,
since.peace musr be resolutely pursued and pre-
served, we must, for these fundamenml. reasons,
strongly condemn those who rhreaten diitente and
peace rhrough acts of open defiance.
Ddtette is not served by silence or resignation, or a
pretence rhat nothing of consequence has happened
between Moscow and the 'closed ciry' of Go.ky. On
the contrary, ditente is served by provoking public
moral reaction against such acts, which, otherwise,
will get caughr in the spiral of aggression. This parlia-
ment therefore has a dury not only ro testify and con-
demn but to promore practical political iniriatives
designed ro obtain the removal of rhe sancrions
imposed on Sakharov.
The first opponunity will arise in Hamburg from 18
February to 4 March during the Inrernational Scien-
tific Forum provided for in the Final Act of Helsinki
with a view to 
- 
and I quote 
- 
'promoring conracr,
communications and exchanges of information
between scientific institutions and sciendsts'.
However, the most imponant opponunity will arise in
November in Madrid at the conference which is to
assess the application by the signatories of rhe Helsinki
agreemenr. If by thar dme Sakharov and the other dis-
sidents have not obtained their civil rights, including
their righr of dissent, the Soviet Union will be madi
more clearly aware rhan ever of its exacr responsibility.
These are the reasons why it is essential for Parliament
to make a clear and unequivocal statemenr, and it is
desirable that the resolution should be supported by
those political forces, such as the Italian Communijt
Members, who, although they have from the begin-
ning adopted a position in many ways similar to lhar
expressed in this resolution, have chosen to keep their
position separarc.
(Applause)
went fonhwith to those refugees. Since our last pan-
session, there has been no withdrawal of Russian tanks
and troops from Afghanistan. There are no longer any
press reporrs of actions and activiries in Afghanistan.
Oppression is total and rhe free world is faced with a
fait accompli, Professor Sakharov has since been impri-
soned in Gorky.
But in the same month since we last met, Mr presi-
dent, whar has the Commission done? Vhat acrion has
it taken in response to Parliament's January resolution
on the Russian invasion? It has agreed nor to replace
the grain exporrs now banned by the United Siates.
Some sanction! Ir has decided not ro sell fresh butter
in bulk 
- 
for the time being. But prepackaged butrer,
fresh butter, will continue to be sold with a70 o/o sub-
sidy! \Thoever heard of a more preposrerous course of
action in response ro our resolution? How long is this
House going ro stomach rhis incredibly absurd, arro-
gant, insensitive and inept Commission policy?
Ve have also been told thar the toral cosr of subsidies
freely given by this Community in 1979 to Russia for
one commodity alone 
- 
butter 
- 
amounr to approx-
imately 236 million units of accounr. This subsidy on
one commodiry is 22 times as much as we approve for
aiding those wretched refugees. !/hat would those
poor Afghans feel if they knew thar their Russian
oppressors were also receiving money 
- 
many times
more money than they themselves, the refugees, were
getting from this Community? Bur what do our elec-
tors and axpayers feel when they witness their contri-
bution to this European Community being paid out
not only to the oppressed but ro the oppressors as well,
many times over? I can tell you what rhey feel. They
feel ingry and have birrer contempt for rhil institution.It is outrageous and rotally unacceptable rhat such
sales of subsidized goods continue to be sold ro the
USSR. Unlike so many other issues debated here, Mr
President, this is one in which it is within the compet-
ence of Parliament, as joinr budgetary aurhoriry, ro
act. I submit that we can and musr acr quickly. Ve
must cease fonhwirh to susrain the Russian invaders
and oppressors. It is highly hypocritical ro aid the
refugees whilst such rade with Russia continues.
Time is running our for millions of law-abiding and
freedom-loving cirizens, in the same way as time is
running our for rhe credibility of rhis Parliament. Fail-
ure to approve this resolution, failure to take eco-
nomic action against the Russian agressors will not
only desroy our credibiliry once and for all but will
make each one of us a rarger for ridicule, both ar
home and on rhe other side of the Iron Cunain. I
earnesdy beg you all to suppon this motion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Penders to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group).
INTHE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Wce-hesidet
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, honourable Members, at
the last part-session this House condemned the Rus-
sian invasion of Afghanistan. !7e called for an imme-
diate review of economic and other relations with
Russia. Ve also agreed to provide urgent and imme-
diate-aid rc the Afghan refugees. Last Vednesday we
voted 10.5 million units of accounr 
- 
even though this
exceeded our one-rwelfrh rule 
- 
rc ensure that this aid
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Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would like to
begin by expressing my satisfaction at the argumenm
advanced by Mr Ripa di Meana, who was the first of
118 Members to sign the motion for a resolution now
under discussion. Frequently, there are considerable
differences of opinion and divergencies between the
main political groups, which we should not always try
to avoid. On the other hand, it is extremely gradfying
when, on such an imponant issue, cooperation
between the main political groups is shown to be pos-
sible. The European Parliament is clearly able to arrive
at a common policy concerning fundamental issues, of
which human rights is cenainly one. This is important
both now and for the future, since q/e shall constantly
be faced with such issues. Vhenever rhe European
Parliament is able to speak with one voice in such mat-
rers, this will constitute a gain, not only for the cause
in question, but also for Parliament.
Mr President, there are of course those who question
the value of adopting yet another resolution on the
violadon of human rights: at almost avery meeting,
similar resolutions are included in the agenda. In my
opinion, such an attitude is mistaken. In the event of a
serious violation of human righm, we in Parliament
must make our voices heard and make it clear that we
attach great imponance rc the Final Act of Helsinki.
In this connection, I will quote a brief Passage from
my party programme: The European People's Pany
considers the implementation of the provisions on
human rights in the Final Act to be an imponant step
towards more human living conditions for the peoples
of Eastern Europe. Ve realize that they are counting
on our solidarity.
On the other hand, there are those who say that care
is necessary in making such starcmenw if d|tente is not
to be endangered. Indeed, this must be avoided. Vhat,
however, is the value of dttente, Mr President, when
we see how human rights are so frequently treated? A
scrupulous and correct implementation of human
rights is essential to the process of d|tente, and it is in
this spirit that we should go to the Conference of
Madrid this autumn. I am convinced that my group
will make a positive contribution to this conference
and will measure its result against these criteria.
In the motion for a resolution, initially tabled by a
member of my group, Mr Alber, mention was made of
the sad plight of Mr Duchko and Mr Yakunin, mem-
bers of the Committee for the Protection of the Inter-
ests of Christians in the Soviet Union. Vhen the draft
text was drawn up, this reference was deleted, which
in itself is not too serious. I would, however, like to
take advantage of this opponunity to mention the
plight of these two members of the committee. In this
type of debate, we often refer to Marxist reformers
who are working in a good cause and whom we whole-
heanedly support, but I must emphasize that in East
European countries and in the Soviet Union Christian
believers are persecuted because of their religion, and
this is what we are denouncing.
Officially, Dr Sakharov has been exiled, but the word
exile is a euphemism. All those visiting him are imme-
diately interrogated by the authorities. To speak of Dr
Sakharov's exile is inaccurate: rather we should refer
ro his house arrest. The time at which these measures
are being taken is panicularly scandalous. The fact
that Moscow has dared to take such extreme meas-
ures, having angered the entire world by invading
Afghanistan, demonstrates the utcer conrcmpt felt
there for the letter and the spirit of the Final Act of
Helsinki. The very timing of these measures adds to
rheir effect.
Ve must not forget that the support of the European
Parliament is imponant for the dissidents' who are in a
difficult situation. Their telephones are tapped and
communications between them are hindered. Nev-
ertheless, according to Press rePorts, they continue to
visit each other and try to support each other. There
can be no doubt that they come to hear of resolutions
such as this. They know that we are discussing these
issues and that we are adopdng such resolutions. This
will encourage them in their courageous attitude.
Finally, Mr President, I think it is essential that we in
the European Parliament forward our resolution to
the national parliaments of the Nine. This will encour-
age the peoples of Europe to speak out with one voice
on issues concerning human rights. !7e may have dif-
ferences of opinion, or a different approach concern-
ing security measures, economic measures, grain
exports and technology, but when we discuss issues
concerning human rights in the strict sense of the
word, there cannot be many differences. Therefore, I
consider it imponant that we forward this resolution
ro rhe national parliaments of our Member States.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, it has until recently
been an axiom of free societies that the freedom of the
individual should nor be interfered with, and that as
far as possible politics should be kept out of spon. It is
this principle which has guided many individuals in the
International Olympic Movement who have insisted
thar the Olympic Games should take place, in spite of
pressure from a growing number of governments to
the effect that the Games ought to be postponed, can-
celled or moved to somewhere else.
I would like rc draw your attention, Mr President, and
that of my colleagues to how this matter is being
viewed in the Soviet Union and to remind the House
of some of the words that are being used in Moscow
and some of the ideas that are being put forward
among active Communist Pany members in docu-
ments and in papers that are being distributed among
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che population in prepararion for the Games that will
take place in July.
A copy of a document entitled Tbe Actioist's Handbook
has recently come to the Vest. The language used in
this document makes it clear exactly how ihe Soviet
people are invited to view the possible holding of the
Olympic Games in their counrry. Ir reads in pan:
'The decision to give the honour of holding the Olym-
pic Games to rhe capiral of the world's first Socialist
Starc bears convincing witness to the universal accept-
ance of our country's historic imponance and correct
foreign policy, of the great services rendered by the
Soviet Union to peace.'
This is what the Soviet people are being told. They are
being told that this is why our arhletes will be going to
Moscow: to demonstrate our conviction of rhe cor-
rectness of Soviet foreign poliry. Larer on in this doc-
ument it is made quite clear that one of the purposes
of the Olympic Games, from rhe Soviet point of view,
is to sharpen the struggle between whar they call rhe
forces of progress and the forces of reaction. And in
this same document the so-called forces of reaction
are criticized for using the Olympic movemenr in rhe
interests of the exploiting classes for purposes of com-
merce and business, as a means of propaganda for rhe
bourgeois way of life and the capimlist sysrem and as
an attempt to distract young people from rhe class
struggle.
So let there be no doubt abour it. '!7e see the Olympic
movement in one way; rhose who are organizing the
Olympic Games in Moscow see ir in another way. I
have the grearcsr sympathy for those athleres in our
nine countries who have been preparing for these
games. They want ro go ro Moscow. They don't want
to condone aggression in Afghanisran. They don't
wanr to support the arrest of Academician Sakharov.
Bu.t I am sorry ro have ro say this: if they do go, they
will be unwillingly, unwitringly giving suppon io thesl
ideas at least in the eyes of the Soviet people. This is
what will be seen by rhe Soviet people: our athleres,
our. people are going there ro supporr Soviet foreign
poliry, Sovier aggression and Sovier arresm of disii-
dents. And so I say to our National Olympic Commir-
tees and ro our individual arhleres: think again, we
sympathize with you; you don't mean ro condone
those oppressions, bur if you go this is whar you will
be doing. I therefore urge the House to pass rhis reso-
lution by a large majority and send rhe message our
loud and clear ro our Olympic commirrees .nd or.
athletes that rhis is what will happen if the Moscow
Games take place in July.
(Applause)
Mr Galluzzi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, colleagues, in a
motion for a resolution with requesr for urgent proce-
dure, the Italian Communists and Allies have clearly
expressed a strong condemnation of the repressive
measures mken by the Soviet authorities against rhe
physicist Andrei Sakharov, measures which we consid-
ered and still consider extremely serious, since they
represent a violation of those rights and fundamental
freedoms which should be respected everywhere.
Moreover, we do not confine ourselves in that morion
to strong condemnation; we also put forward a
request for the sentence to be revoked, a requesr
which, precisely because presented in an official docu-
ment by the representatives of e pafiy such as ours,
which is the largest Communist party in the capiralisr
'$7est, assumed and assumes now 
- 
since we are
re-proposing and confirming tha position here 
- 
an
imponance and a political significance of which no
one, I think, can be unaware. !7e decided to rable a
separate resolution and, therefore, not to join in the
resolution mbled by the majority of the political
groups in the Assembly, because we felt, as we still do,
Mr President and colleagues, that the problem of free-
dom for Sakharov and the more general problem of
respect for freedom and human dignity can only be
approached in an armosphere of dbtente, dialogue and
peaceful cooperation among peoples.
It is not by chance that the defence and assertion of
human rights, viewed as an essential part of the pro-
cess of dttente and peaceful co-existence, are closely
linked with the Final Act of rhe Helsinki Conference
and directly governed by ir. \7e consider this link to be
essential ar a rime when 
- 
ro use the Pope's words 
-
'suspicion and distrust are beginning to replace coop-
eration between peoples and States and are once more
leading to the adoption of defensive positions, repris-
als and wirhdrawal'.
'!7e feel, therefore, that an Assembly such as ours,
representing a Communiry which has much ro lose
from a return to the dark gloomy years of a divided
Furope and the Cold \Var and which in recent years
has succeeded in eliminating tension and re-opening
dialogue and collaboration with all the States and peo-
ples of E,urope, canno[ confine itself to condemnition
and a request for reform but should also stress 
- 
as
Villy Brandt rightly said 
- 
its willingness to do every-
thing necessary to maintain the situarion of stabiliry
and ditente in Europe and extend it to orher parts of
the world. The vote of a section of rhis Parliament, a
section of rhose same groups which tabled the motion
on which a vote is now ro be taken, prevenrcd our
motion from being debated by this Assembly and put
to the vote.
\fle do not know, Mr President and colleagues,
whether this is the resulr of bad conscience or old
habits of discrimination, or an arrempr to isolate us, to
minimize our independence, and to make it seem as if
the Italian Communists do not rise to the occasionPresident. 
- 
I call Mr Galluzzi
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when specific political responsibilities must be assumed
with courage. Vhat we do know is that these are Petty
and mistaken calculations which are turned against
those who make them because they show a sectarian
rigidiry, political shon-sightedness, and fear of open,
honesi confrontadon, all of which have inevitably
caused embarrassment, unease and the dissociation of
a section of the press, many Members and various pol-
itical representatives of this Parliament. For our Part,
we shall pursue the course we have taken up to now,
we shall continue to assen ourselves, not for ProPa-
ganda purposes or to cause disruption, b_ut to Promote
ig...-ent, collaboration and understanding among all
the forces who believe in peace and genuinely and sin-
cerely wish to work to defend in an atmosphere of
peace all the fundamental rights of men and peoples.
For these reasons, Mr President, we shall abstain from
voting as a matter of principle, in order to highlight
what we consider to be a serious political shortcoming
of the motion before us and to condemn an act of dis-
crimination which is not only pointless but harmful to
this Parliament because it prevents it from expressing,
even with respect for the different positions and judge-
ments, that wide, uniform will which is essential if it is
to have real political weight and exercise an effective
political influence for peace in Europe and the world.
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would like
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group to
express my wholeheaned suppon for the motion for a
resolution on the scientist Sakharov. Ve feel that the
Soviet authorities' treatment of Mr Sakharov is outra-
geous and contrary both to the spirit and the letter of
the Helsinki Declaration.
As a panicipant from the Liberal and Democratic
Group in the concluding negotiations on the content
of this motion, I would like to voice my appreciation
- 
in line with what was said by Mr Penders 
- 
of the
constructive spirit and the cooperativeness which per-
vaded these negotiations and the attitude of all those
taking part. !7hen adopting such a resolution, it is
very important that it should be backed by a large
majority. Given the broad spectrum of political views
represented in this Parliament, unanimous resolutions
are, as is well known, a raity. However, if unanimiry is
not reflected in the vote on this matter, it will at all
events emerge clearly who in this House opposes this
unequivocal condemnation of the Soviet authorities'
growing oppression of all those working to ensure
respect for, and the defence of, human righm in the
Soviet Union.
President 
- 
I call Mr Petronio.
Mr Petronio. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we join in the
condemnadon of Soviet Russia for its brutal interven-
tion in Afghanistan and the measures taken against
Professor Sakharov. Ve do so without reservations
but would nevertheless like to add a few comments.
'!7e feel that the debate on the Moscow Olympic
Games has to some extent departed from its proper
course. Various attempts have been made to have the
debate revolve around two main themes: on the one
hand, exaltation of the puriry and independence of the
sporting spirit 
- 
which the International Olympic
Committee considers justification for competing in
Moscow 
- 
and, on the other hand, the view that it
would be immoral to take part in the Games when
they are being organized by a State which has broken
the basic rules of international society by using mili-
tary aggression against another State.
Our position is quite clear. !7e fell that spon should
be free from any kind of political inrcrference but we
also acknowledge the equally important connection
between spon and a moral order which involves the
entire sphere of public spirit. In view of this, we con-
sider that the debate should be brought back to its
proper level, which is spon. Ve have already made
this point on several occasions and in several quarters.
Ve now turn to the representatives of the highest
international sponing authority, which seems to be
adopring an attitude of indignation over the injured
reputation of the Olympics, and we say to them: 'Gen-
tlemen of the IOC, since we must discuss this issue in
a purely sponing context, have you not noticed, sensi-
tive as you are about this matter, that for years a large
number of the sponsmen from the so-called Socialist
States do not meet the requiremenm for competing in
the Olympics since they are not amateurs but full pro-
fessionals? Sport in the Eastern bloc 
- 
this is the real-
ity of the situation 
- 
is a compulsory business with
factories for turning out champions, laboratories for
the production of stimulants, and sportsmen paid by
the r6gime. For years the world press has condemned
this glaring abuse, and even sporrcmen from those
countries have testified to it. Vere you tentlemen of
the IOC not aw'are of all this? V'ere you not aware of
the basic contradiction within your own Olympic
organization, which, instead of defending athletic
freedom and the essential attributes of this freedom
based on honest training and the competitive ability of
the athlete, has left unchallenged the biochemical
training of athletes and competition between Sntes
instead of athlercs?'
This is why we feel it is ridiculous that just now when
exceptional events are taking place in the world, such
as Afghanistan and the Sakharov affair, events with
exremely serious implications because the illegitimate
acts of the Soviets are no longer affecting just the pol-
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itical but also the civil sphere, the International Olym-
pic Committee should stan pointing to the non-politi-
cal nature of the Games, when the same Olympic
Committee has been unable, in these pasr years, ro
defend and to guaranree in line with its obligations
and responsibilities rhe principle of athletic freedom
and the independence of individuals in competitive
sPort.
In our view, therefore, the very decision to hold the
Olympics in Moscow was an inadmissible act of sur-
render on the pan of the Olympic authorities. If other
unfonunate even6 have now made a large section of
public opinion aware of the situation, so much the bet-
rcr. But the real problem remains as ir was before.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martin.
tlr Mrtin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and Gentle-
men, everything which needed to be said abour Mr
Sakharov has already been said. The position of the
French Communist Pany is well known and has
already been broadly srated in unequivocal terms.
As we are prevented from expressing our views pro-
perly by the time limits imposed by the majority of this
Assembly, I shall keep my commenrs shon.
I simply wish to say how much it would be appreciated
ifthe vinuous indignation manifesred, for eximple, by
Mr Ripa di Meana, Lord Bethell and the other speak-
ers on human rights, were to find equally forceful
expression on the subject of the 'Berufsverbot' and all
the other assaults on liberty and human rights in the
European Community, in this famous free world of
yours where seven million men and women are free to
be unemployed.
As far as the Olympic Games are concerned, I would
remind you of rwo points: firsr, there are the com-
pletely improper and inrolerable remarks made in
Vashington by Mrs Veil, which led to my withdrawal
from the delegation rc the United Srates. As President
of the European Assembl),, Mrs Veil, regardless of
what her personal opinions might be, should have res-
pected the need for proper discretion . . .
President. 
- 
I cannot allow you to speak in that
way: the President's starements were in conformity
with the position taken by a majority of this House.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, you are here to
preside and not to interprer my comments !
As a Frenchwoman abroad, Mrs Veil should have
remembered that it is not her function, even if she is in
'lTashington, to decide on the conduct of our coun-
try's policies. In the face of growing criticism, the
President of our Assembly soughr to justify herself
here on Monday. Mrs Gredal endeavoured to fly to
her rescue. \7ell, we can only say rhar it has misfired.
No about-face, however acrobadcally performed, can
efface the oath of allegiance ro Carter, delivered
before an invited audience at the National Press Club
in \Tashington, nor rhe unfonunate impression made
on a number of those present.
Secondly, I wish to convey, on behalf of the French
group of Communists and Allies, my best wishes, to
the panicipanr in the Vinrer Games at Lake Placid
and wish them every success for the 22nd Olympiad.
This can and must represenr an imponant occasion, it
can and must allow the Olympic Games to show that
they are the supreme sponing event, continuing a
tradition which has only been interrupted by rhe iwo
world wars. This is why we consider it of the urmosr
importance that the O[ympic year, which began yes-
terday, should continue ro rhe very end as planned by
the International Olympic Commitree and that rhl
\Tinter Games in the United States should be followed
by the Summer Games in rhe Soviet Union.
'!7e regard physical and sporting activities as an essen-
tial element in the progress of mankind and as an
aspect of culture. As the common language of the
human race, sport is an imponant means of communi-
cation and understanding berween narions. Coopera-
tion and exchanges in the field of spon correspond ro
the nations' desire for friendship, peace and universal
brotherhood.
These are the fundamenml reasons why we believe
that the Olympic Commirtees and rhe IOC, which hasjust expressed its firm intention to honour the Olympic
atreement concluded with the Soviet Union and is
thus true to its commitmenrs, are the only bodies qual-
ified to decide the conditions under which the Gimes
are to be held every four years.
'!fle therefore feel the trearesr indignation at Carter's
hysrcrical rhreats and attempts at blackmail. Disre-
garding the autonomy of spon, Jimmy Carter seeks ro
weigh the Olympic Games against his ambirions and
paltry self-interests which Pierre de Coubenin in his
day condemned by describing them as commercial and
electoral. It is intolerable rhat governmenrc should be
trying to hold spon hostage. Anyone who claims to be
seeking peace, friendship and universal brotherhood
must resist all pressure to cancel, postpone or ffansfer
the Games. This ist the reasoning behind the amend-
ment which I have tabled on behalf of rhe French
Group of Communists and Allies and which, if
adopted, would be a credit rc our Assembly.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, long live che
Olympic Games!
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
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- 
(NL) Mr President, dear col-
leagues, our opinion on the three motions for resolu-
tions before us is as follows.
Firsdy, we wholeheartedly condemn both the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan and the exile of Dr Sakharov
rc Gorky. The first is a flagrant violation by the Soviet
Union of inrcrnational law, while the exile of Dr Sak-
harov is a violation of human rights running counter
to the agreements of Helsinki.
My second comment relates to d6tente, which is now
under severe pressure but which must not be tonlly
abandoned. This is not because we are insufficiendy
repelled by events, but because the only alternative to
ditente is a return to the Cold Var. The inherent risk
of an escaladon of disputes to the point of using
atomic weapons is so great as to be totally unaccepta-
ble. It is a case of one world or none, and therefore
our renewed efforts towards ditente must increase
rather than slacken.
My third comment relates to the sanctions. \fle and
others must certainly consider a boycott of the Olym-
pic Games and a reduction or total stoppage of exports
of grain and technologr; but great care is necessary in
view of what I have just said about ditente. For this
reason, the extent of the sanctions and the dates on
which they are to come into force must be very care-
fully considered in order to give the Soviet Union the
opponunity to take the necessary measures, thus ena-
bling us to remove or reduce the sanctions.
Mr President, with this in mind we will vote in favour
of the resolution tabled by Mr Ripa di Meana and
others, but we shall absain on the resolutions tabled
by Mr Hord and Mr Blumenfeld.
President 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, I will intrude on the
patience of the House for a few moments only. The
resolutions before us now on the Moscow Olympics,
on the price the Soviet Government must pay for what
it has done in Afghanistan and on the arrest and ban-
ishment of Andrei Sakharov, a winner of the Nobel
Peace Price, have rightly been considered together
here this morning.
The motion for a resolution on the Olympic Games
flows directly from the warning resolution passed here
a month ago. It is a consequence of the growing pres-
ence of the Soviet forces on the territory of a people
who did not threaten them, did not invite them in and
wish only to be rid of them. The treatment of Profes-
sor Sakharov, a man who, because he chose to speak
the truth, has literally been ostracized, is a new deve-
lopment, but no more accep[able and no less brutish.
Ve approach these matters [ogether because the
Afghan invasion, the victimization of Sakharov, the
future of the Moscow Olympics and the survival of
dttente are intimately related with each other. Profes-
sor Sakharov, as we know, has been the closest asso-
ciate of the monitors of the Soviet Unions's observ-
ance, or I should say, its betrayal, of the terms of the
Final Act of Helsinki. Vhen considering his elimina-
tion without trial from the Moscow scene and the
arrest and imprisonment of his fellow dissidents,
together with the displacement of racial minorities,
notably Jews and including children, from the viciniry
of the Olympic site, what are we to make of this
odious business of tarting up the image of the Soviet
State for public exhibition? $7hat are we to make of
the absence of Andrei Sakharov, of his wife, Yelena
Bonner, and of Yuri Orlov from next week's meeting
of international scientists, to be held in Hamburg
under che aegis of the Helsinki Agreement? Is it the
Kremlin's view that d1tente is divisible, not only geo-
graphically, as Afghanistan has shown, but economi-
cally and culturally as well? \7hy is it that the eyes
nov cast by Moscow on Yugoslavia today aPPear to us
not as the eyes of an anxious friend, but the eyes of a
circling vulture? There are two reasons: firstly,
Afghanisnn and secondly Sakharov. There, Mr Presi-
dent, we have the two hideous faces of the Soviet sys-
tem paraded side by side: aggression without and
oppression within. Of the connection between Sak-
harov and the Olympics we have only this to say to Mr
Manin: the one contribution which the Soviet Gov-
ernment has made towards keeping politics out of
sport has been to remove Andrei Sakharov and his
brave friends from where the Games were to be. I have
said enough to explain our vote this morning and there
ist no more time, but how much more need anyone say
here to condemn the Soviet Government. when that
government, with this one ferocious, frightened ges-
ture, has itself already said so much?
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr Berkhouwer 
- 
(Nl) Mr President, in the
absence of Mr Blumenfeld and Mr Scott-Hopkins, it
falls to me to present the resolution concerning the
Olympic Games, already mentioned by a number of
speakers in connection with the resolution on the
arrest of Dr Sakharov.
My initial commen! is that we realize only too well
thar we can live in one world or no world and that
there is no alternative rc ditente. But with this in mind,
we also realize who is at present responsible for
endangering ditente.
Concerning the Olympic Games themselves, I do not
consider it correct to refer to a boycott. There is no
question of boycotting the Olympic Games as such. In
our opinion 
- 
and I am glad that, after a great effon,
this Parliament has finally reached agreement con-
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cerning both Dr Sakharov and the Olympic Games 
-as things now stand the Games cannor be held in Mos-
cow. That is the view we are defending. \7e, as poliri-
cians from the free Vestern world, do nor use arhleres
as pawns or political hosrages, as is rhe case with dicta-
torships, where athletes are reared in barteries by the
state and for the grearer glory of the state. !7e appeal
to the athletes themselves, rhe free arhleres from the
free world, and rc their own sense of responsibility as
citizens of their countries and as citizens of rhis world,
and we urge them not to go to a country which is ar
war.
The Olympic Games are a symbol of peace. In answer
to the cynicism with which a French Member quored
Pierre de Coubenin, in ancient Greece no city at war
with another city in Greece could go to Olympia to
participate in the Olympic Games.
In view of this custom, I consider thar there is all the
more reason not to go to a country which is openly at
war, engaged in a war of aggression with a neighbour-
ing country despite the latter's adherence ro the same
political camp and the same polidcal doctrine.
In these circumstances, we considered it expedient and
appropriate to refer in our joint motion to the pro-
posal made by President Karamanlis to depoliticize the
Olympic Games and to esmblish a permanent site for
them, which could be declared neutral territory by vir-
tue of international law. One possibility, to which we
would have no objection, is Olympia itself.
Mr President, we are forced to disregard the fine-
sounding words uttered by the French Communist
Member and rhe fraternity to which he referred.
Unfortunately, there is no question of frarcrnity. If
only there werel The Olympic Games of tggo in Mos-
cow would glorify this r6gime just as the Olympic
Games of tglO glorified rhe ryrannical Hitlerite
r6gime, thanks to which the Olympic Games of 1940
could not be held. This was a personal experience for
me, since berween 1935 and 1940 I was training to
represent the Netherlands in the 1940 Olympic
Games. Therefore I know from experience the feeling
of overwhelming frustration on learning that years of
training have all been for nothing, and I can cenainly
understand the disappointment of athletes who will
be unable rc go to Moscow.
But to return to what I said about pawns and hostages,
these athletes are also citizens with their own sense of
responsibility, to which we now appeal. For rhis rea-
son, the resolution mbled by us does not atrempr ro
force countries and federations into line. Nexr week,
our ministers will once more be meeting. !7e are nor
asking them to use force. Ve are requesting rhem to
urge the Olympic Games organizations of their res-
pective countries to ask their athletes to consider once
more whether or not rhey wish to go to Moscow.
Unfortunatel/, there can be no quesrion of fraterniry.
The Soviet Government's view of these games has
already been mentioned. It has been openly admitted
in so many words that the Games are to con[ribute ro
the glorification of the Soviet Communist r6gime.
The heads of the secret services, including, I believe,
Mr Andropov, have already received orders to remove
dissidents from Moscow, and other religious minori-
ties also appear to have been forced to leave Moscow
for the duration of the Olympic Games. Young people
are being sent to the countryside in order to avoid at
all costs contamination by contact with people from
the free'l7estern world and with their ideas.
Finally, one may ask why a sanction should be
imposed at this moment, and why.this advice is being
given to our tovernments and athleres. Mr President,
unfonunately, if no butter is sent to the Soviet Union
the authorities will probably conceal rhis from the peo-
ple. The man in the streer in rhe Soviet Union will not-
ice very little, since he already receives insufficienr
bread and grain and musr queue for hours for a little
fruit. Thus, such measures will go almost unnoticed by
the man in the street or the housewife.
But as we now see, a number of imponant countries
will be absent from the Games 
- 
for example, Amer-
ica, Germany and Kenya, an African counrry of great
imponance in rhe field of athletics, having first-class
athletes and always likely to win a few medals. In facr,
the Games are doomed to failure, all rhe more so since
many Arab countries are also staying away.
And what will be the outcome? If the Olympic Games
are called off, the Soviet authorities will have to prov-
ide some explanation to their people, since they will be
unable to conceal the fact. If this glorious evenr does
not take place, they will be accountable ro their peo-
ple. Therefore, the initiators of this resolurion, on
which such broad agreement has been reached, hope
that its formulation, rfo rtiter in re, sed suaoiter in modo,
will meet with the approval of as many fellow Mem-
bers of Parliament as possible.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(B) Mr President and colleagues, by
now a large number of countries have announced that
they will not be panicipating in the Olympic Games in
Moscow. Clearly, therefore, the Games have lost their
essential features of universality and fraternal competi-
tion without which the Olympic spirit cannot exist.
The quesdon before us today, therefore, is no longer if
one is 'for' or 'against' the boycott of the Moscow
Games. The problem can no longer be seen in terms of
whether to participate or not, thus aligning oneself
with one or other of the two opposing camps. The
Olympic Games, which we have seen degraded since
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1936, are dead for 1980 in Moscow, for 1984 in Los
Angeles and for the foreseeable future. The main need
now is to suggest a new conception of the Olympic
ideal, free from the taints of profiteering, over-com-
mercialization, nationalism and chauvinism. The
sponsmen alone should determine the form which a
new competirion should take and which would be held
every four years at a permanent site in a country which
can provide the necessary infrastructures. The site for
the new Games should be permanent so as to be
largely preserved from the extraordinary and inauspi-
cious disputes about prestige which, under the present
arrangements, place the states' dmour propre end their
ideological and political pretensions before the true
values of spon i6elf.
This is the spirit in which I personally shall vote
against all the resolutions before this Assembly on the
Moscow Games.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Piirsten.
Mr Piirsten. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Vhile Mr Glinne was speaking I thought
towards the end that he would now be forced to draw
the logical conclusion from what he had said, and I
regret that he is unwilling or unable to draw this logi-
cal conclusion.
Ladies and gentlemen, those who abled this motion
are in no doubt whatsoever as to the prestige and
imponance of the Olympic Games, particularly for
young people throughout the world. On the contrary,
it is precisely our love of spon and enthusiasm for the
Olympic Games which leads us to try to prevent chese
being abused and degraded, because this would cer-
tainly be the end of the Olympic ideal, ladies and gen-
tlemen.
(Applause)
It is simply an illusion to assume that a distinction can
be made between sport, the Olympic Games and polit-
ical events, as though sport or the Olympic Games
were taking place in a vacuum. Ladies and gentlemen,
the Olympic Games have always been a show-piece
and a source of prestige for the host country. The
clearest illustration of this was, of course, in my own
country when people said, now he has been recog-
nized by the world. And because this is so, I believe we
must today issue a warning to protect our sportsmen
from becoming, as Mr Berkhouwer said, puppets of
one particular system.
(Applause)
Unfonunately, ladies and gentlemen, success in the
field of sport is becoming more and more permeated
with ideology and pervened to represent the success
of a panicular political or ideological system. It is no
longer a pardcular man or woman who triumphs, but
the social system, the social order. Could the Olympic
ideal have become any more pervened?
\7hen we talk boycotting, we should note that it is
precisely the Soviet Union, in which the Olympic
Games are taking place, that has boycotted so many
sponing even6. In the last 15 years, the Soviet Union
and the Eastern bloc have boycotted l0 world cham-
pionships; they did not to to Argentina, Berlin or
Madrid because they disapproved of the prevailing
system or of political events which were taking place.
This should not be forgotten . . .
(Appkuse)
. . . Now it is proposed to hold the Olympic Games for
the first time in a country which has invaded another
country and occupied it. I ask you in all seriousness:
can we really expect the world's young sponsmen and
women to take part in Olympic Games in a country
which has violated the most fundamental obligation
under the Olympic ideal namely, to maintain peace in
the world? Hence our appeal, our recommendation to
the Soviet Union to withdraw its troops so as to give
the world and the young people in the world a chance
ro meet rcgether again in peace. This appeal must
come from the House as a whole.
Mr Berkhouwer has mentioned the bitter disappoint-
ment for sporrmen who have made sacrifices for
many years and given up a great deal in order to be
able to take pan in these tames. To them we can say
only one thing: there are more imponant tasks and
overriding values namely, the values of peace and
humaniry which must take priority even over the aims
which they have set themselves.
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr Glinne rightly said that the
Olympic ideal had become perverted to a very grear
extent. It has become a show, it has in pan become
chauvinist and, ladies and gentlemen, commercial
interests are dominating sport more and more. Here
we need to think again. Next year our colleagues from
Greece, representing the mother counrry of rhe Olym-
pic Games, will be sitting amongsr us. Should not this
newly-emerging Europe also take up rhis idea anew
and consider rcgether with our Greek colleagues 
-on this point, Mr Glinne, I agree with you entirely 
-crhether a new beginning could nos be made in coop-
eration with representatives from the world of spon?
Ve can only operate in a helping capaciry. But if we as
a Parliament, as a unified Europe, made this offer m
venture a new beginning down there, in rhe mother
country of the Olympic Games, on a more modest
scale so that smaller countries rco could panicipate,
e_xcluding commercial inrcrests and solely guided by
Coubenin's idea, then this would be a genuine contri-
bution on our paft to the Olympic Games.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Hensch.
Mr Hlnsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Mr Berkhouwer has claimed that we are not
dealing with a boycott but that we are debating and
passing a resolution that the Olympic Games should
not be held in Moscow this summer. In my opinion
this argument will not hold water. It is based on flimsy
prercxts and misleading starcmenrc.
On behalf of my German colleagues in the Socialist
Group, I should like to summarize the three basic
argumenm put forward in the debate until now: the
moral argument, the punishment argument and the
argument that sanctions must be taken against the
Soviet Union, the aggressor in Afghanistan, whose
actions in this country we condemn just as we con-
demn the exiling of Sakharov. The moral argument,
ladies and gentlemen, is cant. !flhen the decision was
uken in 1974 to hold the Olympic Games in Moscow,
it was clear to everyone, the Olympic committees and
all the Bovernments, in what country these Olympic
Games were to be held. Even then human rights were
being violated in the Soviet Union. Nothing has
changed since then, and those who put forward moral
argumenr today should reflect on what they did six
years ato.
(Cries from Mr Bangemann)
Mr Bangemann, six years before 1974 the Soviet
Union had marched into Czechoslovakia. Your moral
argumenr are basically only arguments for a cenain
period after which one can afford to forget. In a year's
time, you will notice that we are in the process of des-
troying the instruments for a better, sensible co-exist-
ence with the nations of Eastern Europe which it has
mken a decade to create. \(e shall live to regret this.
The second argument, ladies and gentleman, the pun-
ishment argument, is dangerous because it will have
the opposite effect rc that intended. In fact you will
forge even closer links between the East European
states and the Soviet Union, and insrcad of freeing the
mass of the Soviet populadon from its r6gime, you will
engender a feeling of solidarity, which is precisely
what we do not want.
Finally, there is the argument about the need for sanc-
tions. Ve are no[ prepared to do anything that would
harm our business transactions with the Soviet Union;
and obviously we cannot afford to do so: it is rhe
sportmen who now are to bear the brunt. But everyone
knows, ladies and genrlemen, that a boycott of the
Olympic Games will not make the Soviet Union with-
draw its troops from Afghanistan; a boycott of the
Olympic Games will not make the Soviet Union recall
Sakharov from exile. Nothing useful will be achieved
by this boycott; instead, we shall be killing the Olym-
pic Games not only for 1980 but in all probability for
ever. Let us put this debate in its proper perspective.
kt us say the Olympic Games are finished. Fair
enough; it is not the end of the world, the world will
go on even without the Olympic Games. But we wish
to say to the sponsmen that as long as it is at all possi-
ble, we wish to see the Games continue to take place.
If rcday you wish to kill off the Olympic Games, so be
ir. But then take care that you do this for reasons
which will still be accepted by the world 10 or 20 years
hence.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Olympic Games cannot be used as a political
weapon. This would not represent a responsible
approach to polidcs. In the present situation, it is
incumbent upon us to do everything in our power to
maintain d|tente and to refuse to toe the line slavishly.
To my knowledge, panicipation in the Olympic
Games has never constituted an evaluation, and far
less approval of the political systems in the host states.
Although we clearly and unequivocally condemn mili-
tary intervention, either, as now, in Afghanistan or, as
was previously the case, in Vietnam, we know that a
return to the cold war can only increase tension and
danger, panicularly in Europe.
'S7e must prevent this happening.
For the time being, it is a question of preserving this
opponunity for sportsmen from all over the world to
meet. !7e should not accept that athletes are forbidden
to meet in Moscow while daily exchanges are taking
place with visim by indusrialists and financiers. Such
incredible hypocrisy can only serve to gull and mislead
the public. Let us, ladies and gentlemen, not be duped
by a manoeuvre the implications of which, will doubt-
less be revealed before very longl
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cariglia.
Mr Cariglia. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I think that no one
in this fusembly can be unaware of the fact that the
invasion of Afghanistan was and is a threat to world
peace. As our colleague \7illy Brandt pointed out at a
meeting of this Assembly's Political Affairs Commit-
tee, this has been the grearcst threat to world peace
since the end of the war. !7e are therefore facing an
extremely serious situation.
I now ask this Assembly to recognize that the serious-
ness of the world political situation is not compatible
with the objectives of the Olympic Games. This
incompatibility is therefore a fact which is acknow-
ledged by world public opinion.
The second point on which I would like the Assembly
to reflect is that rhe Games are now jeopardized and
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that the countries which do not wish to boycott the
Games run the risk of being used by the Soviet Union
againsr those countries which have boycotted the
Games.
Now I think it must be quite obvious that no one
wants to use or be used. \7e must therefore realize
that these events have taken place and that countries
where freedom of opinion and the fundamental free-
doms do not exist can take the libeny 
- 
without
being accounrable to anyone 
- 
of invading another
country and doubdng its independence. These, unfor-
tunately, are indisputable facts. Although we can only
take note of them, we must not in any way associate
ourselves with the policy being pursued by the Soviet
Union in rhe world today.
I have made this brief declaration, Mr President, on
behalf of other colleagues also: Ripa di Meana,
Puletti, Ferri, Orlandi and Pelikan, of the Socialist
Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr HaferkamP.
Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(D)Mr President, the debate in Parliament on 15 Jan-
uary showed that while it is not panicularly difficult to
arrive at agreement on basic issues, ir is more difficult
when it is a question of establishing what definirc srcps
can and should be taken. The Commission is again
today completely in agreement with Parliament on the
basic issues which have been discussed 
- 
namely, the
condemnation of aggression and the violation of
human righr.
As regards what positive action can be taken, the
Commission must act within the limits of Community
policy and the instruments available [o [he Commu-
niry. On 16 January, we explained how the range of
possibilities varied according to different sectors of
Community activities.
Since then the Community has deployed the instru-
ments available within the limits of Community policy;
it has improved them and made them keener. This
applies to agricultural policy within the Community,
as explained on 16 January and also later to the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee, panicularly by the President,
Mr Jenkins. It also applies to export credits: on 5
February, the Member States decided to accept a pro-
posal from the Commission not to make use of the
possibilities under the OECD agreement on credim to
make exceptions in favour of the Soviet Union.
In its resolution of l6 January, Parliament demanded
that all economic relations with the Soviet Union be
re-examined and a repon submined to the Council. I
can inform you that this re-examination is currently
aking place.
I have referred to Community poliry, the instruments
available ro the Community and the need for the
Commission to adhere to these. Clearly the subject of
rhe Olympic Games, which is being discussed here
today, does not belong in this category. I can, there-
fore, not comment on this on behalf of the Commis-
sion. But perhaps ybu will allow me to make a per-
sonal comment on this issue, which is of such concern
to us and so many people in Europe. The year 1935
has been mentioned. At that time I was a schoolboy,
but after 1945 I met many older people who had
belonged to the resistance during the Nazi r6gime and
who had been persecuted, imprisoned and who had
emigrated. They told me after 1945 that for years after
1933 they had still harboured hopes in the battle
against dictatorship and for freedom. But they also
rcld me that their hopes had largely been dashed when
in 1936 the world went to Berlin.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. Before passing to
rhe vote, we shall now hear the explanations of vote.
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, I shall suppon the reso-
ludons that approve sending a team rc the Olympic
Games on very specific grounds.
The first one is that very recently some of my col-
leagues, who seem to be applying double standards,
very warmly welcomed China back into the Olympic
movement without forgetting that the counry next to
Afghanistan, Tibet, is still occupied by a Chinese army
without the invitation of che Tibeun people, many of
whom have fled to India. And, indeed, the Prime Min-
ister of the United Kingdom very recently welcomed
the President of China. Let us remember that.
Secondly, I shall suppon sending a rcam because
during the Vietnam war, which every one, I presume,
here abhorred, every country in Europe maintained
sporting relations with the United Sntes. Therefore, I
do not believe we ought rc apply double standards
here.
Thirdly, countries in Europe such as Switzerland and
Italy, where Smnley Adams languished in jail without
trial for exposing the acdvities of multinational com-
panies, which one of the leaders of our colleagues on
the other side of the House called the ugly face of
capitalism . . .
(Protests)
Founhly, I would nos like to deprive our heavily spon-
sored 'free' athletes from fulfilling their ambitions.
(Prctests)
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I accept that political double standards operate at all
levels. But let us not extend them ro our yount ath-
letes, who have been training very hard. Yes, I cer-
minly accept that they are citizens and have rhe right
to exercise their righrc as well, and if they do not wish
to go then they should nor go. I am very proud indeed
that, when the British Lions toured South Africa, the
only person who had the courage, after being selected,
to stand up and say he would nor supporr a r6gime like
South Africa was John Taylor, a !flelshman.
Search your consciences! If you are happy with
Chinese troops in Tibet, if you are happy wirh Viet-
nam, if you are happy with what the Swiss and Italian
legal systems are doing to Stanley Adams, than apply
your double standards. I am not going to apply them
on your behalf.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr van Minnen.
Mr van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, explanations
of vote are often superfluous, since rhe vorc itself is
sufficiently clear. Nevenheless, now that we have
become involved in a black-and-white situation, an
explanation of vote is in my opinion necessary, since
the reasons for our vore may be wrongly interpreted.
I would oppose the immediate declararion of a boy-
cott, because I absolutely refuse to allow myself to be
used in the 'Caner for President' campaign. I also
refuse to allow myself to be dragged along in rhe wake
of a political reaction which would rctally desrroy
dttente and whose objecrives I cannot accepr. An
explanation is required since simply voting againsr rhe
motion for a resoludon tabled by Mr Blumenfeld
would not make matrers clear. Equally, I do not wish
to be idendfied with the reprehensible attirude of cer-
tain members of the IOC and similar organizations,
with those who srill mainain thar sport and politics
can remain separare in their Olympic jubilee, with
those who, moreover, continue to demonstrate that
their political views are even funher to rhe righr than
those of the righr wing of rhis Parliament, themselves
ex[reme in this case. Such people do nor. care, and
have never cared, whether or nor they organize fesdvi-
ties in stadiums in which polirical prisoners have been
kept. They cannor see any funher rhan their own
reception halls; rhey only care about banquets and,
given the chance, would have organized the 1944
Olympic Games in Dachau. I do not wish my vote
"giinit the boycort to be in ^ny way interpreted aseven a shimmer of trusr in such hypocrisy as rhat dis-
played by cenain spons officials.
Mr President, the problem is not whethef or nor we
are to hold the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow. The
problem is, I must confess, the possibility that we may
become incurably corrupted by Olympic Games such
as these.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, colleagues, I shall
vote in favour of rhe resolution tabled by Mr Blumen-
feld and others on rhe Olympic Games.
(Applause from certain quarters on tbe right)
I shall vore in favour because I am against violence,
and the best means of non-violent resisrance and com-
bat is refusal to collaborare: refusal ro collaborate with
the perpetrators of violence, refusal ro collaborare
with invaders. It is rrue rhar today I shall probably find
myself vodng with many colleagues who adopted a
different attitude when rhere was quesrion of boycot-
ting the final of the Davis Cup in Chile; bur that sim-
ply shows your inconsisrency, since we have always
adopted a coherent policy of non-violence. !/e wanred
a boycott of the Davis Cup in Chile jusr as we now
want a boycott of rhe Olympic Games in Moscow.
Mr President, I should be grateful if you would allow
me to conrinue. The facr that not all those who now
want a boycott of the Games in rhe USSR proresrcd
then against the Pinochet dicnrorship shows an incon-
sistency on their part which is cenainly not in rheir
favour, bur thar is rheir problem, no[ ours. I am nor
worried either by the accusation that I am supporting
Carter's policy: we are so far from having anything in
common with him that any apparenr point of agree-
ment does not bother us in the least.
I wish to state here again rhe view of rhe Soviet dissi-
dents Bukhovsky and Ginzburg, who, as early as 1976,
asked for a boycort of rhe Moscow Olympic Games,
not of course in connection with Afghanistan but with
the violation of civil righm in the Sovier Union. I think
it is important that rheir view should be expressed
here, as it has been confirmed ro me in the past few
days. The Olympics are nor a quesrion of spon, and I
agree with Mr Glinne rhat the whole marter should be
redefined and that it would be betrer to have a perma-
nent venue for the Games. However, in the meantime,
as things stand, I think a boycott of the Moscow
Games is necessary, because refusal to collaborate with
the perpetrators of violence, refusal ro collaborate
with invaders, is rhe only course open ro us.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seal.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, one of rhe mosr dangerous
situations you can arrive at is one of murual incompre-
hension, and that is a state that we often reach in rhis
Chamber. It is because of this that we need to maintain
all possible links with the Russians 
- 
in culture, sci-
ence and sport.'!tre mus[ pursue ditente with the Rus-
sians. And it is no good rhe other side of the House
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booing and shouting, because surely we have always
known how bad the Russian system is. !fle have always
known what the Russians are like. It has not suddenly
dawned on us now, as it seems to have suddenly
dawned upon Jimmy Carter. And why should we sup-
port Jimmy Carter in his elecdon campaign? Even in
the USA, people are acknowledging that he is only
taking a tough stand over the Olympic Games because
of the pressure he is coming under from Kennedy over
his weak attitude to the Russians in Cuba. And so he is
having to react.
I am going tu support the amendment, Mr President,
which says we should continue with the Olympic
Games in Moscow, and I am going to vote to reject
the motion.
Some people here have mentioned South Africa. And
some of the Conservatives have said that sport and
politics do not mix. Vhat absolute nonsense! Spon
and politics do mix, but the difference between the sit-
uation in South Africa and this situation is that in
South Africa race is built into spon. That is not the
case with the Russians.
Ir is no new thing to have rc deal with dictatorships:
rwo-thirds of the world happens to be ruled by dicta-
torships ar the moment. I did not hear any of the Con-
servatives or any one else opposing the '!7orld Cup
when that was held in Argentina 
- 
held under a most
repressive r6gime at that particular time.
I feel, Mr President, that we in this House must react
in a balanced way. 'S/e must pursue ditente, we must.
hold the Olympic Games in Moscow.
(Applause from certdin qr.tdrters ofl the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have
repeatedly expressed my views in this Chamber on the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. After that invasion, I
spoke in favour of taking part in the Olympic Games
because I considered [hat at all costs we should avoid
any action likely to endanger ditente and that politics
and spon are closely interlinked. Anyone maintaining
rhe contrary is simply using this fiction as an alibi to
defend his own position.
I have always maintained 
- 
in my opinion, consis-
rently 
- 
that every opponuniry should be taken to
support those who suffer from the violation of human
rights in dictatorial countries. I have been more con-
sistent than the large majority of this Parliament,
which now suddenly realizes whac must be done con-
cerning the Olympic Games in Moscow but which, on
numerous other occasions, has shown a complete lack
of interest.
In view of Dr Sakharov's exile and the measures taken
against those who act according to their consciences
and not according to the dicmrcs of the State, I must
say that I have considerable doubts as to the purpose
of taking part in the Moscow Olympic Games, since
the object rc which I have always aspired can no
longer be attained. However, I wish to reserve my
final judgement for as long as possible, thus allowing
for a response to any change of hean by the Soviet
Union. I am not very optimistic in this respect, but
wish to allow for the possibility.
As things now stand, I shall vote against all resolutions
and their amendments concerning the Olympic
Games.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
Mrs rtr/ieczorek-Z,eul. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, I shall vote against the motion tabled by
Mr Blumenfeld and others calling for a boycott of the
Olympic Games. But I also do not wish to support the
position expressed here by Mr Manin. I believe that in
both cases double standards are being applied, with
which I do not wish to be associated. In my opinion,
rhe only person who so far has produced credible
moral argumenrc on the subject of a boycott of the
Olympic Games, is Mrs Bonino. I am quite prepared
to believe that she is sincere on this issue, but if one
demands a boycott of the games, as proposed by the
Christian Democram and Conservatives, while having
remained silent on other occasions, then I find that it
is impossible to adopt a convincing moral position and
it is apparent that human rights are simply being used
as a ractical device in the political arena. I believe that
this detracts from their imponance and moral necess-
ity. Before all these evenm took place, I personally
supponed a Dutch committee which had advocated
taking pan in the Olympic Games and then making
representations on behalf of dissidents on the spot in
Moscow.
(Laugbter)
I supponed this proposal and was also in favour of not
boycotting the !(orld Cup but of auending and pro-
resting against dictatorial r6gimes which trample on
human rights and tonure their opponents. Vhere were
you, the right-wing Members of this Parliament, when
the question of a boycott or a protest in Argentina,
where a right-wing r6gime is in power, arose?'!7here
v'ere you, I should like to know?
(Sporadic applausefrom the lefi)
Anyone who adopts such a panisan attitude deprives
his arguments in favour of human rights of all validity.
In the case of some Conservatives and Chrisdan
Democrats 
- 
and I stress, some 
- 
they are simply
concerned to exploit the present situation to prevent a
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dialogue between East and Vest. God knows, I am no
supponer of the ideal of these Olympic Games,
because it has been sufficiently degraded, but I am of
the opinion that opportunities for contact and discus-
sions should not be rejected out of hand, because con-
tact between Eastern and Vestern Europe is abso-
lutely essential for us Vestern Europeans.
Ve shall be the ones to suffer if the cold-war climate
intensifies. As Vestern Europeans, we must adopt an
independent atlitude and not allow ourselves to be
guided by the domestical political affairs of others. It
is these issues of principle relating to human rights and
the need m keep the options for dttente open which
will lead me to vote against the proposal from the
Christian Democrats and Conservatives. At the same
time, I do not wish m be associated with the position
formulated by a French Communist. His position is, of
course, equally unacceptable. Because what position
have the French Communists adoprcd in relation to
Afghanistan? In their assessment of Afghanistan, they
have taken over wholesale the official ideology of the
Soviet Union, and that is a position which I expressly
reject and condemn.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman on a point of order.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenq the majoriry of
speakers are clearly abusing the provisions of Rule 26
(3) of the Rules of Procedure. The entire debarc is
being repeated.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)
The explanations of vote allow a[ least a hundred peo-
ple three minutes each, and we have just seen rhat rhis
period of time may be exrended, so rhar the enrire
function of the explanation of vote is pervened and
our proceedings completely disruprcd.
(Applausefrom certain qadrters on the rigbt)
Mr President, as the person responsible for the orderly
conduct of business, I would ask shat you no longer
accept explanations of vote which exceed the limits
allowed by the Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, I always value your
advice. Nevertheless, I think I have adhered stricdy rc
the Rules. One may, of course, regret the fact rhar the
Rules allow an unlimited number of explanations of
vote, but they do impose a time-limit of three minutes,
which none of the speakers so far has exceeded. As for
imposing a censorship on the content of speeches, I
have no intention of doing so.
(Sporadic applause)
I call Miss Flesch.
Miss Flesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, as a Member of this Parliament who has taken
part in three Olympic Games as an athlete and two
Olympic Games as an official and who now is active in
politics, I should like to explain why I shall be voting
in favour of the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Blumenfeld and others: Mr President, from this day
forth the spirit of the Olympic Games is dead.
(Loud applausefiorn the centre and right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gaben.
Mr Gabert. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I regret very much that the gratifying unanimity
which prevailed in the discussion of the scandalous
treatment mered out to Mr Sakharov by the Soviet
Government, which is important for this Parliament,
has given way to a discussion of this kind. I was one of
the signatories to the Sakharov motion because, as one
of those persecuted by the National Socialism, I would
never hesitate to protes[ against violations of human
rights anywhere, regardless of the type of r6gime
involved. I shall, therefore, do so passionately at every
opportunity.
As far as the Olympic Games are concerned, I should
like to say that it is extremely difficult for a parliament
to take a decision on this matter. I have followed all
the arguments very closely. I shall abstain from voting
on the Blumenfeld motion. I believe that in this case
we should leave the decision in the first instance to the
sportsmen themselves and in particular the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee. I feel that this issue goes
beyond Parliament's competence, and we have heard
opinions enough. I shall, as I said, abstain from voting
on this issue.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pulerti.
Mr Puletti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, for the very same
reasons that Sakharov, from his exile in Gorky,
requested the free peoples of the Vest not to panici-
pate in the Games, I shall vote in favour of rhe Blu-
menfeld resolution against participarion in the Olym-
pic Games. Sport and politics are inseparable and
those who claim that sport is independent forger that
a[ a serious time like this, measures such as rhose nor-
mally adopted by the Soviec Union against its dissi-
denm cannot be ignored.
I should also like to explain why I interrupted my
friend and colleague, Mr Rogers. He referred to Italy
as a country which exercises repression and mentioned
the Adams case. As the chairman of my group will
confirm, we received Adams just a month ago; he is
free, has never been in prison in Italy and has received
regular assistance from the movement to which I
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belong. Anyone who describes Italy as repressive is
only spurring on the terrorist forces we have to fight.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I do not know if
my friend and colleague Mr Puletd was very active at
the time to achieve a boycott of the sponing events
organized in Latin America. 'We were, and have not
changed our position today.
(Loud cries from certain quarters)
Mr President, we have always opposed any ostensibly
sponing event in any totalitarian situation or where
human rights are not respected. At 50, I am old
enough to be able to say that, as a radical, it is the
approach which I have had the opponunity to follow
since the time when, as some of you here have wit-
nessed, I was Italian student president in 1953 until the
presenr day.
No alibi for an ideal which has been pronounced dead
and which has never been what it was supposed to be!
The realities of race, class and money have always
been in the background of this so-called Olympic
ideal. Does Olympia have the same meaning for
someone who lives in sub-proletarian poverty in
Africa, Asia or Bangladesh as for someone who lives in
Moscow, Rome or elsewhere? You will discover the
old contradictions !
It is even said that science is not entirely neutral with
regard to politics and class. How can you expect the
organization of sport to be so? The Iralian radicals and
pacifists believe. that freedom is like life itself. Either
one respects it in every case or one ls never credible
when one claims to be respecting it after the event. Mr
President, a parliament and politicians who seem
indifferent to a holocaust which consumes 40 million
people a year are not credible when they Proclaim to
terrorist murderers that life is sacred. If the life of
Italian politicians is sacred, then also the lives of the 18
million children who are murdered by depriving them
of bread is sacred. Freedom is like life, Mr President: I
believe that those who fought against imperialism and
against the actions of the United Smrcs in Vietnam
were qualified to take pan in this march.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I wish [o say that I intend to vote for the motion
for a resolution for the following reasons: the Soviet
Union has shown 
- 
and we have known it for many
years 
- 
that it does not resPect human rights. It has
shown this, for example, by banishing Sakharov to
Gorky. However, the Soviet Union also demonstrated
over Christmas that it does not respect the rights of
narions either. I feel that this is just as serious as the
failure to respect the righm of individual human
beings. Their lack of respect for the rights of nations
means that we are confronted with a threat to the
'STestern world.
I am convinced that the Soviet Union will not refrain
from mixing politics and spon if the Olympic Games
are held in Moscow. Precisely in view of the prospect
rhat politics will be mixed with sport, I feel that the
'l7estern world must show that it refuses to panicipate
and thereby be a party to the Soviet Union's continu-
ing violadon of the righr of individuals and of the
sovereignty of individual countries.
(Applause from oarious qr'tdrters in the European Demo-
cratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pelikan.
Mr Pelikan. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I did not intend to
speak, but I must explain my vote in favour of a boy-
cott of the Olympic Games, since other colleagues 
-including some from my own group 
- 
have expressed
different views, which I respect.
I wanr ro appeal to all of you European Members not
ro think of the leaders or Broups of leaders of these
countries when you are taking decisions like this. You
should rhink of the peoples, because they too are
European, and it is not true that they always identify
with rheir leaders. I was personally in favour of going
ro the Olympic Games in order to raise the human
rights issue there. However, after the expulsion of
Sakharov and the arrest of hundreds of other dissi-
dents who are fighting for applicadon of the Helsinki
Agreements, I feel there is very litde scope for dia-
logue in Moscow, particularly since a large number of
countries have announced that they will not take pan
and since panicipation with which is regarded by the
Sovier leaders as support for their policy, has become a
political referendum.
I therefore ask you to imagine the feelings of Yuri
Orlov, who was condemned to seven years in prison
simply because he asked for respect of the Helsinki
Agreements and who received two funher sentences
after he had been imprisoned, Vhen he sees on selevi-
sion 
- 
if they force him to look at it 
- 
the flags of so
many people on parade. The same applies to hundreds
and thousands of political prisoners in che Soviet
Union. Even Sakharov will be forced to watch these
Olympic Games from his forced exile in the closed ciry
of Gorky. I should like to repeat what Mr Haferkamp
very courageously said: if there is such a thing as
hope, let us hope that a price will be paid for every act
of aggression and every violation of human rights.
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To those who say that the boycort poses a threat ro
ditente,I must reply rhat it definitely does nor, because
I am in favour of ditente and the Olympic Games are
not the only instrument of internarional policy: rhere
are many fielcis in which we can conrinue the dialogue.
\flhat I am saying is thar rhe price of d|tente should
not be silence on injusrices and acts of aggression.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(1) Mr President, I am in favour
of this resolution, rhar is, I am against holding the
Olympic Games in Moscow.
In addition rc this briefsatcment, I should like to
point out rhar some of us in this Parliament had the
courage to adopt a similar position ar the sitting of
11-12 January and did not allow ourselves to be influ-
enced by political groups or facrions. I think we are
now living at a lime when the individual and rherefore
- 
here 
- 
the European deputy, is able to reac[ [o
dramatic events, violence and bloodshed in accordance
with his own morals and ethics rarher rhan rhose of
right or left-wing groups, which, as we have seen from
the speakers of this Parliamenr's Socialist Group and
parties of the left, can no longer be regarded in rhe old
onhodox way. Yoices have been raised in disagree-
menr, voices of deputies who had difficulty in adop-
ting a cenain line; voices of depudes 
- 
such as Mr
Pelikan 
- 
who have reminded us that roday's decision
concerns the feelings of the Soviet people before the
array of flags of all nations which will be seen on
Soviet television by all those who are suffering in con-
centration camps and who, like Sakharov, are con-
demned to exile and imprisonmenr.
D/tente will be threatened by those who, by adopting
an attitude of imporence and ideological and moral
weakness, in a passive, cowardly way accepr the acrs
of aggression perpetrated by the Soviet Union againsr
Afghanistan and Sakharov; ir is pure hypocrisy for
Europe's left to talk of human rights if it adopts such
an a[titude. And if rhe only course open ro us 
-empty-handed as we are 
- 
is condemnarion, at leasr
Iet it be realized rhat all those who say 'No' to the
Olympic Games in Moscow will be supponing peace
and dttente by saying to the Soviet Union that we are
committed people derermined to fighr for freedom and
human rights in a genuine rather than a hypocritical
way.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the ight)
President. 
- 
Ve now proceed to the vote.
I put to the vote the Ripa di Meana et al. motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-778/79/reo.ll): Arrest of the scientist
Andrei Sakharoo.
The resolution is adopted.t
I put to the vore the Hord et al. motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-773/79): Inoasion of Afgbanistan by Russia and
tbe outrageous treatrnent of Professor Sakbaroo.
The resolution is adopted.l
\7e proceed w the Blumenfeld et al. motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 1-779/79/reo.): Moscow Olynpic Games.
I have Amendment No l, by Mr Martin, replacing
the whole of the motion for a resolution with the
following new text:
- 
considering the Olympic Games as a major demon-
stration of peace and friendship between the nations,
young people and athletes of the whole world.
- 
considering the facr rhat, except during the two Vorld
Vars, their organization has never been called into
question.
- 
considering the International Olympic Committee's
sovereign decision to confirm the City of Moscow as
the venue of the 1980 Games.
1. Considers that no argument should be allowed to
jeopardize rhe holding of the Moscow Olympic
Games;
2. Insructs irs President to forward this resolution to
the Council and Commission and ro the authori-
ries of the Member Stares.
I put Amendmen[ No 1 to the vote.
Amendment No I is rejecred.
I put the motion for a resolurion to rhe vore.
The resolution is adopted.l
I call Mr Seal on a point of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, my point of order relares
to the system used in this House for norifying Mem-
bers that a vote is about to take place. Vould it nor be
possible to ring the bells early enough to enable Mem-
bers outside the Chamber [o rer.urn ro rheir seats in
time to vote? It seems poinrless ringing the bells during
or after the vore.
8. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron on a point of
order.
roTc '-
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Mr Chambeiron! 
- 
(F) Mr President, I apologize to
the Assembly for my persistence, but I said this morn-
ing that I was concerned to find such an imponant
report as that by Mr Gillot on the Law of the Sea
(Doc. l-725/79) on the agenda. It is now 11.15 a.m.,
and we began the first item at 9 a.m. If we embark
upon a debate on the Gillot report, I do not know
when we are going rc finish. The agenda for this
Assembly, Mr President, also includes a discussion of
the motions on emergency aid and planned and coor-
dinated aid from the EEC to the island of R6union.
Perhaps you will allow me to point out briefly that the
problem of rhe Conference on the Law of the Sea is
one which has been with us for years, while the hurri-
cane has caused devastation and suffering for which
relief must be provided immediarcly. I therefore
believe it would be sensible if this Assembly were to
put off discussion of this repon to that it may be dealt
with in worthy fashion and considered thoroughly,
and rc begin immediately the debate on the problem of
rhe hurricane on the island of R6union.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gillot.
Mr Gillot, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President and col-
leagues, in view of the fact that the ninth session of the
third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea is due to begin soon and that the subjecm dealt
wirh are extremely important, our Assembly must, I
think, immediately make its position clear on the
major points requiring its attention before the Confer-
ence begins. On the other hand, I am sure that it will
be necessary to return to this crucial matter during the
Conference, possibly on a number of occasions.
President. 
- 
I put ro the vote Mr Chambeiron's pro-
posal on the deferment of the Gillot repon.
The proposal is adopted. The Gillot repon is therefore
deferred.
9. Aid to Riunion 
- 
Proztisional tutelfihs
(debate and voce)
President. 
- 
The next item is a jointdebate on:
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mr Debr6, Mr Gendebien,
Mrs Spaak, Mr Ansquer, Mr Buchou, Mr Chirac, Mrs
Chouraqui, Mr Deleau, Mr Druon, Mrs Dienesch,
Mr Gillot, Mr Labb6, Mr Messmer, Mr Poncelet, Mr
Remilly, Mrs lZeiss, Mr de la Maldne, Mr Cronin, Mr
Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor, Mr Nyborg, Mrs
Ewing and Miss de Valera on aid to the disasrcr-
stricken overseas depanment of R6union (Doc.
t-7 t3 /79);
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mr Verg6s, Mr Gremetz,
Mr Piquet, Mr '!7oltjer, Mr Dcnis, Mr Poniatowski,
Mr Cohen, Mr Lomas, Mr Fich, Mr Lezzi, Mr Kuhn,
Mr Schmitt, Mr Pearce, Mr Simmonds, Mr Sabl6, Mr
Moreau, Mr Ferrero, Mr Jaquet, Mr Estier, Mrs
Focke, Mrs Poirier on emergency aid and planned
and coordinated aid from the EEC to the island of
R6union, which has been devastated by hurricane
Hyacinth (Doc. l-751/79); and
- 
Repon by Mr Danken, on behalf of the Committee
on Budgem, in application of Anicle 204 of the EEC
Treaty and Anicle 8 of the Financial Regulation,
authorizing funher provisional twelfths for Section III
(Commission) of the general budget of the European
Communities (Doc. I -793 / 7 9).
I call Mr Debr6.
Mr Debr6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, this island of R6union is a department of the
French Republic situated in the Indian Ocean and thus
belongs to the Common Market. I would add that, as
a department of the French Republic, the island of
R6union stands, geographically speaking, at the cross-
roads of Africa and Asia like a proud sentinel of the
'!(/estern world, but as a result it has become the sub-
ject of much jealousy and cupidiry.
The island of R6union was hit by an excepdonal tropi-
cal depression, followed by a hurricane. As the only
Member of this Assembly present during those long
days of depression and those long hours of the hurri-
cane, I can vouch for the serious effects they had. Peo-
ple have died or disappeared in R6union, especially as
a result of subsidence; fonunately, the rigour of the
evacuation orders, which were respected and carried
out in time, kept the number of victims down.
But many people in R6union have been hit, some
because their hauses have been carried away by the
rivers in flood and others because the fact that water
and electricity supplies were interrupted and roads cut,
panicularly in the mountains, isolated them for vary-
ing lengths of time from the rest of the island.
R6union has also suffered serious damage to its agri-
culrure, to its stock-raising, its cereals and market gar-
dening, to its aromatic plants, in other words, to all its
effons to diversify iw agriculture. Sugarcane alone, as
a vital source of agricultural income, has suffered rela-
tively little.
Finally, R6union has sustained very serious damage to
its infrastructure. It is the fate of a land which is well
set up in roads, dykes for its rivers, and pon and
indus[rial installadons to suffer more than lands which
are less well equipped.
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Mr President, while asking, as a Member of this
Assembly, for a vorc in favour of the Communiry auth-
orities giving consideration ro rhe request for assist-
ance by the Governmenr of the French Republic, I feel
I should point out rhe degree of solidarity shown by
the inhabitants of the island, who helped each other
and agreed to make an extra financial effort while all
those who were affected in borh the town and the
countryside were getring back to work.
I feel I should also poinr out rhe solidariry of rhe
French nation, shown in parricular by the very gener-
ous decisions taken yesterday by the Government of
the French Republic. But R6union, a little pan of
France 
- 
and, as such, a little pan of Europe and the
Vest 
- 
gratefully accepted the panicipation of the
European Economic Community in the emergency aid
which immediately arrived from outside. Ir is looking
forward, with the same feelings, ro an additional sign
of solidarity from the Common Market as a whole ro
help it with its reconstruction. I bring you in advance,
together with the assurance rhat these funds will be
properly used ro rebuild homes, ro save crops and to
replace infrastructures, the rhanks of a population
which is disressed but courageous, hard-working and,
in any case, conscious of the debt ir will owe for the
solidariry shown rowards it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergds.
Mr VergCs. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like rc starr by thanking rhe Assembly
for puring on the agenda of im debates the problem of
aid for the island of R6union following its devastarion
by Hurricane Hyacinth, and I should also like rc
thank the Bureau for mainraining ir on rhe agenda
despite the large number of quesdons to be debated
today and the facr that several of them have been
mken off today's agenda.
There is no glory in having been or not having been in
R6union during the hurricane. I must, however, put
the facts straight, afrer what our colleague said earlier,
by pointing out that I too, unfortunately, was in R6
union at the dme and that, though I was not seen on
television as often as he, I was amont the sricken
population.
Three weeks ago, ren days of rorrenrial rain followed
by the passage close ro the island of a deep tropical
depression caused a real disaster: 37 people killed or
disappeared, 7 700 made homeless, considerable dam-
age to the thousands of makeshift dwellings in the
shanty-towns flooded by mud and warer, houses car-
ried off, a road nerwork and rhe telecommunicarions,
water and sewate networks seriously damaged, crops
totally or panially destroyed, carrle decimated 
- 
such
is the roll of the disaster.
A first official estimate pu$ rhe damage ar 730 million
francs, or nearly 125 million EUA. This represenm
more than l0 o/o of R6union's GDP. It is necessary to
bring help rapidly to the stricken population and also
to help reconstitute the island's agriculcural porential,
repair its infrastructure and rehouse rhe population of
the makeshift and unhealthy urban shanty-rowns and
of the country areas.
In the last few month, the devasraring Hurricanes
David and Frederick have hit the Caribbean islands of
Dominica, Maninique, Guadeloupe, Haiti, etc., and
Hurricanes Claudette and Hyacinth have hit Mauri-
tius and R6union in rhe South-!7est Indian Ocean.
Our Assembly is therefore creating a real traditions of
solidarity with the hard-hit peoples of tropical coun-
tries which are part of the Community or are asso-
ciated with it.
I should make it clear thar the motion for a resolution
which I am presenting to you has, in fact, been tabled
on behalf of all our colleagues presen[ at [he last meer-
ing of the Committee on Development in Brussels,
both those whose signatures appear on [he text and
those who were materially unable to sign it at the end
of the meeting. Similarly, we should note the fact rhar
the Commission has decided very quickly to send, as
an emergency measure, the maximum possible amounr
under the present system of provisional melfrhs,
300 000 EUA, and that it will supplement this with a
second instalment of I million EUA. It is thanks to the
extremely understanding arrirude of rhe Committee on
Budgets, to whom thanks are due on this occasion, in
view of the exceptional condidons suessed in its
report, that we shall be able rc see this decision applied
after our vote in a few moments' time.
This emergency aid must, as its name suggests, be dis-
riburcd as a matter of urgency. He who gives rapidly
gives twice, as one of our colleagues said during the
debate on rhe'!7est Indies. But the urgenr distribution
of large sums also implies the need to control them by
involving the elected represenratives and the profes-
sional organizations in all the schemes. This is what
our Assembly called for during the debates at the end
of 1979 and in January 1980. But ir has not happened
in the !flest Indies, where both elected representatives
and professional organizations are protesting.
In R6union too, it seems that the same thing is hap-
pening, as I have seen for myself. And at the present
time, the Prefecture of the island seems to have no
news of rhe first insralment of 300 000 EUA sent off
by the Commission more than a fonnight ago. This is
a serious problem.
But the most important part remains to be done. In the
effon to reconstitute the R6union economy, the
EAGGF, the European Regional Development Fund
and the European Social Fund must panicipate, in the
sectors with which they are concerned, in the elabora-
don and financing of the planned programmes of the
French Government. The panicipation of two Com-
mission representatives in the recent inter-Ministerial
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mission sent to the island by the French Government
should facilitate this. Ve hope there will be a debate
on this shortly, but we should at this state learn from
our mistakes, which have had such tragic conse-
quences, and make sure they are not repeated.
R6union is a mountainous tropical country. There is a
permanent risk of erosion, and any land improvement
schemes, particularly in mountainous regions, must
bear this in mind. Similarly, rhe water-flow is
exrremely variable, changing, in the space of a few
days, from the volume of a mere stream to that of a
major European river in flood. It is therefore neces-
sary to protect areas which are akeady inhabircd and
ro avoid establishing new settlements in threatened
areas. The vote we are about to take 
- 
which will, I
hope, be unanimous 
- 
will give a clear indicadon of
our intentions as regards the needed solidariry and in
all other respects.
INTHE CHAIR: MRROGERS
Vce-hesident
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Today's debarc is
proof of the speed of the provisional-rwelfths sysrcm.
I believe European procedures have never moved so
fast as in the present case, where we are having a
debate on aid for R6union and at the same dme on a
proposal by the Committee on Budgets for the provi-
sion of that aid from roday.
Mr President, the irony of this affair lies in the fact
rhat these motions should come from two Members
who recently voted against rejection of the budget but
now need to have recourse to the provisional-gvrelfths
to help their constituencies.
The Committee on Budge6, Mr Debr6, accordingly
proposes to granr you under the provisional-twelfths
system, 823,000 EUA as commitment appropriations
- 
representing two twelfths 
- 
and 1,500,000 EUA as
payment appropriations 
- 
representing four twelfths.
Despite the absence of documents, despite disagree-
menr be[ween certain documents 
- 
the Commission's
twelfths differed from the Council's twelfths 
- 
the
Committee on Budgets has finally agreed on the
Council's position and therefore asks you to accept
these proposals. It should, however, be added that in
view of the procedural difficulties that have emerged,
we shall not in future be able to take a decision on a
problem of this kind unless the documents are availa-
ble at the time.
Mr President, in order to keep the debate short, I have
also been speaking on behalf of the Socialist Group,
and I should like you to know that the Socialist Group
supports these proposals.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vce-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Only two points, Mr President. First, I believe
that the contradictions and lack of clariry can be
explained by the lack of time and the fact that the
delegation sent to investigate matters on the spot has
only been back a few days. Secondly, the Commission
is extremely glad that it was possible to take a decision
despirc these difficulties and within such a short space
of time, as Mr Danken has explained. All three insti-
tutions of the Community 
- 
Parliament, Council and
Commission 
- 
were involved in this decision. The
fact that it was possible to reach a decision within five
working days will, I hope, set a good example for
future occasions. The Commission is particularly
pleased that this enables us to demonstrate our solidar-
ity by providing assistance to a section of the popula-
tion which has been dealt an extremely hard blow by
fate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sabl6 to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, colleagues, the
extreme gravity of the catastrophe which has struck
the island of R6union fully justifies our holding this
urtenr debate, and the Committee on Development
and Cooperation has adopted the proposals concerned
without hesitation and unanimously. In my capacity as
Member for the'West Indies, which were struck by a
similar hurricane barely six months ago, I should like
ro express my wholehearted sympathy for the people
of the Indian Ocean who have been affected by the
disaster, and I am authorized to express the full sup-
pon of the Liberal and Democratic Group. Full infor-
marion has already been provided on the scale of this
disaster, and the documents made available to us are
dear enough to show us the nature of the problem and
the needs which must be met as a matter of priority.
Our colleagues have just described the full extent of
rhis disaster. I simply want to point out that as early as
30 January the French Government allocated funds
amounting to 15 million francs for emergency aid and
a funher amount of 10 million francs for development
sites. I would add that the Councils-General of Mani-
nique and Guadeloupe have, as a gesture of solidarity,
allocated aid of 300,000 francs, to which, of course,
rhe 300,000 EUA from the Brussels Commission must
be added. The larcst news, following an expen assess-
ment, is that a total of nearly 730 million francs will be
made available to the Depanment of R6union. It
would be appropriate rc apply the procedure adopted
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when compensating for rhe damage caused by Hurri-
cane David in rhe Vesr Indies. The European Fund 
-EAGGF, ERDF and rhe Social Fund 
- 
should help rc
restore normal working condirions in a very shon
space of time.
In conclusion, I should like to say that while the funds
made available in rhis nray musr be used as emergency
aid rc repair the damage ro the production sysrim, it
would be a good idea to take the opportuniry provided
by this disaster ro correcr the sructural imbalinces, or
errors of assessment, which have been revealed by
social and economic development work over rhe years
in these ropical and underprivileged regions oi the
Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Debr6.
Mr Debr6. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I should like ro make
a very brief commenr. First I should like rc thank Mr
Dankert and the Committee on Budgem, as also rhe
Commission, for having acred with such speed. In
these cases, of course, rhe speed of aid is ai leasr ,s
imponant as its size. The way in which rhis aid has
been decided on in the shortest possible rime, despire
the procedure of provisional rwelfths, is certainly a
credir to the operation of the budger any procedure.
Secondly, I should like ro assure Members of rhis
Assembly, and Mernbers of rhe Commission, rhat these
funds will be put ro good use. Those who direcr rhe
affairs of the island of R6union, whether they be
administrarors or members of parliamenr, are fully
aware of the reponsibiliry rhat they bear for the use of
the funds, whether rhose funds come from the Gov-
ernment of France, or from the European Economic
Community. In addition ro emergency aid, the
replanting of crops, the replacemenr of machinery and
restoration of the environment will be the main and
virtually the only uses [o which the funds made availa-
ble to the island of R6union will be put. I can therefore
provide assurances on this poinr and, insofar as I am
able, I shall personally see rhar rhey are fulfilled.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella for an explanation of
vorc.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, I shall of course
vote in favour of aid for the vicrims of rhis narural dis-
aster. However, I should like to poinr our rhar we do
so while fully aware that the vicrims of natural disas-
ters are often also vicrims of a political strucrure. A
certain kind of wind and rain becomes a cyclone when
the class and polidcal sysrem reduces rhe structures of
a country to colonial strucrures. In places where rhe
buildings, rhe geology and the townplanning are dif-
ferent, such a cyclone is merely wind and rain.
Mr President, as I have already said on anorher occa-
sion in co'rnecrion with my counrry's Mezzogiorno
and Sicily, I am in favour of such aid. Ve musr nor
forget, however, thar the real narional disaster of rhe
Italian Mezzogiorno is irs ruling class.
Let me say rhar, while I shall vore in favour of rhese
measures, I am convinced rhar in addition ro rhe
cyclone disaster, R6union is afflicred by a certain
colonialism which, in various legal forms, continues ro
place a dangerous burden on these peoples.
President. 
- 
The joinr debate is closed. I put ro the
vote the motion for a resolucion by Mr Debr6 and oth-
ers (Doc. l-713/79): Aid to the depanment of R6u-
nlon.
The resolution is adopred.
I now put to the vore the motion for a resolurion by
Mr Vergis and others (Doc. l-751/79): Emergency
aid for the island of R6union.
The resolution is adopted.
I now put to the vore rhe motion for a resolution con-
tained in the Danken reporr, (Doc. l-793/79): Addi-
tional twelfths.
The resolution is adopred.
10. Anangemena applicable to agiailtural prodacts
originating in the ACP States or the OCT
President. 
- 
The nexr item is rhe report by Mr Sabl6(Doc. l-732/79), on behalf of the Committee on
Developmenr and Cooperation, on the
proposals from rhe Commission ro the Council for:
I. a regulation concerning the arrangements appli-
cable to agricultural products and cerrain goods
resulting from the processing of agricultural pro-
ducr originating in the African, Caribbean and
Pacific Srates or overseas counrries and terrirories
(Doc. l-637 /79), and
IL a regulation concerning the applicarion of Deci-
sion l/80 of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambas-
sadors applying rransitional measures until the
entry into force of the Second Convention of
Lom6 (Doc. l-728/79).
I call Mr Sabl6.
Mr Sabl6, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, col-
leagues, rhe rwo proposed regularions which we are to
consider are intended to prevenr a legal vacuum
occurring between I March this year, the date on
which the first Lom6 Convention expires, and the
entry into force of the second, signed on 3l Ocrober
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last year and currently being ratified by the national
parliaments.
The proposed measures concern, firstly, the arrange-
ments applicable to agricultural products and cenain
goods resulting from the processing of agricultural
products originating in the African, Caribbean and
Pacific States or in the Overseas Counries and Terri-
rories and, secondly, the decision taken by the Com-
mittee of Ambassadors applying transitional measures
under Lom6 I, supplemented by the improvements
contained in the second Lom6 Convention.
All these measures are fully consistent with the special
agreements binding the high contracting panies. Their
main purpose is to enable the European Economic
Community's partners to en.ioy the negotiated advan-
rages immediately, without having to wait for radfica-
tion to be completed.
These measures do nor simply prolong the provisions
of the firsr Convention beyond 1 March; they also
take into accoun[ the new concessions obtained during
negotiations on the second. The list of products bene-
fiting from favourable arrangements, which is annexed
to my report, is now longer and includes beef and veal,
fruit and vegetables, fruit juice, guava, passion fruit
and arrowroot starch. It also includes cenain trading
facilities between the ACP and the Overseas Countries
and Territories and therefore calls for a more deniled
study in the latter area.
The precise nature and scope of the agreed changes
will be set out in a report which the Committee on
Development and Cooperation will be drawing up on
the definitive second Lom6 Convention. \flhat can be
said now is that these measures are obviously benefi-
cial to the countries concerned and will not seriously
affect the common agricultural policy; they are simply
a funher stage in the progress along the same road.
On rhe second point, the decision by the Committee
of Ambassadors concerns cenain measures on trade
cooperation, STABEX, industrial cooPeration, provi-
sions concerning the handling payment and movement
of capital, the functioning of the institutions and the
agreement relating to coal and steel products. The
Committee on Development and Cooperation have
also unhesitadngly delivered a favourable opinion, as
this decision only provides for the prolongation of
Lom6 I undl the entry into force of Lom6 II. I there-
fore ask the House to adopt the measures proposed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(D) Mr
President, we would like to thank the committees
involved. As the rapponeur has said, it is a question of
ensuring that there is no hiatus in the legislation. The
Lom6 agreement expires at the end of the month. The
new agreement has still rc be ratified by the parlia-
ments of the Member States. Ve wish, however, to
grant our partners in the Lom6 agreement access to
the market in the inrcrim. This can be done by
adopdng this proposal.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
ll. Death sentence passed on Mr James
DaoidMange
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Sarre, Mrs Roudy, Mrs Vayssade, Mrs
Salisch, Mr von der Vring, Mr Vernimmen, Mrs
\lieczorek-Zeul, Mr Oehler, Miss Quinn, Mr Linde,
Mrs Cresson, Mr'S7alter, Mr Gautier, Mrs'Veber, Mr
Motchane, Mr Schwanzenberg, Mrs Clwyd, Mr Peli-
kan, Mr Muntingh, Mr Van Minnen, Mrs Fuillet, Mr
Caborn and Mr Boyes (Doc. l-774/79), on the
senrence of death passed on Mr James David Mange.
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, colleagues, I should
like to point out that at the meeting of the enlarged
Bureau yesterday, and in accordance with the guide-
lines adoprcd at last Monday's meeting of the enlarged
Bureau, the President and all the chairmen of the
political groups 
- 
I repeat, all the chairmen 
- 
agreed
to forward to the President of the Republic of South
Africa a letter explicitly drawing attention to the polit-
ical considerations as well as humanitarian reasons and
asking that as the person concerned had appealed, the
appeal verdict should not be given in the conditions of
secrecy surrounding the initial verdict, but that it
should be in public and the presence of international
legal representatives should be guaranceed.
I personally believe that in these conditions a political
consensus was reached in the best possible way in this
Parliament. I should like to add that this rather un-
usual procedure, consisdng of sending a letter on behalf
of the political group chairmen and on the responsibil-
ity of the President of Parliament, was devised on
Monday because it was felt at that moment that the
person concerned, Mr Mange, might nor only be con-
demned to death but actually executed within a few
hours. For [his reason, the procedure was considered
preferable to a debate in plenary sitting, and I am glad
that this consensus was reached yesterday.
President. 
- 
I have now received a copy of the letter
sent by the President of Parliament to the President of
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the Republic of South Africa, Mr Marais Vilj6en, and
can confirm what Mr Glinne said. In view of this, Mr
Sarre, it might well be appropriate ro withdraw your
motion.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) I am very willing to accede ro your
request and I should like to ask that the rcxt of rhe let-
ter which Mrs Veil has senr to the Presidenr of rhe
Republic of Sourh Africa on behalf of Parliament be
distributed to all the Members of rhis House.
President. 
- 
This will be done, Mr Sarre.
12.- Eztents in Guatemala
President. 
- 
The next irem is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Sarre, Mr Jaquer, Mrs Roudy, Mr
Enright, Mr Albers, Mr Caborn, Mr Griffirhs, Mr
Loo, Mrs Cresson, Mr Oehler, Mr Motchane, Mr
Ruffolo, Mrs Lizin, Mr Orlandi, Mr Van Minnen, Mr
Pelikan, Mr Estier, Mr Didd, Mrs \Tieczorek-Zeul,
Mr Gerhard Schmid, Mrs Salisch, Mrs Buchan and
Mr Vetting (Doc. l-775/79), on the events in Guate-
mala.
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarrc. 
- 
(F) trIr President, rhe even[s thar have
occurred in Guatemala reveal the nature of the regime
in this Central American Srate.
This is a case of open repression by force. The peas-
anr who had aken refuge in the Spanish Embassy
were drawing attention ro rhe fact that the entire
Indian population is living in almost conrinual misery,
subject to milimry harassmen[, arbirrary arresr. or even
death now that the revolt, which has for too long been
covered up, is coming our into the open.
The only response by rhe r6gime to this distress has
been the despoiling of land and violent repression.
Thus it was rhar intervenrion by the police, on the
premises of rhe Spanish Embassy, led to the sacking
and fire of the diplomatic premises and caused J9
deaths.
The Spanish Ambassador has had to take refuge in
another embassy ro ensure his safety. This is in addi-
tion to the massacres, abductions, and death squads
which I described yesterday morning.
Ve do not, of course, wish ro condone the occupation
of an embassy, whatever the reason; but our Assembly,
by adopting the resolurion before it and condemning
these crimes, would make it clear that rhis cynical and
constant violation of human rights in this part of the
American conrinent is solemnly condemned, for we
cannot remain deaf or indifferent to rhe political
awakening of the peoples in this pan of rhe world. In
the neighbouring srare of Salvador, rhe revolt againsr
the injustice and violence of the ruling military junta is
further evidence of rhe same phenomenon. In .es-
ponse, rhe United States have chosen ro send the Sal-
vador junta miliury supporr and rraining units for
anti-riot rroops. They have chosen dicmmrship against
the people.
The attitude of Europe must be exactly rhe reverse.
Let us try to draw artenrion in rhis upheaval ro rhe
emergence of a popular desire for libeny and democ-
racy, liberated from servitude and exploitarionl If
rhese people are mer by rhe indifference of Europe,
what suppon can they counr on for their exemplary
conduct?
\7e have given a first example by supporting rhe
emerging democracy in Nicaragua and providing it
with substanrial aid 
- 
emergency food aid and aid for
the reconstrucrion of that country.
The resolution before you aims to take the same parh.
It calls on the governmenrs of the Member States ro
restrict their diplomaric representarion in Guatemala
as a mark of their disapproval of rhe bloody repression
in which the regime is engaged. That is why, even with
rts necessanly limited means, rhe texr of rhis resolurion
intends to do more rhan appeal ro a spirir of generosity
and proposes rhat the opporrunities for rhe furure
should be taken now.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
I put the morion for a resolution ro the vore.
The resolution is adopred.
13. Situation in Cambodia
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Donnez, Mrs Bonino,
Mr Arfi, Mr Bangemann, Mr Berkhouwer, Mrs
Buchan, Mr Calvez, Mr Cariglia, Mrs Cassanmag-
nago Cerretti, Mrs Chouraqui, Mr Combe, Mr Cop-
pieters, Mrs Cresson, Mr de la Maldne, Mr Delatte,
Mr Delorozoy, Mr Estier, Mr Ferri, Mr Galland, Mrs
Gaiotti de Biase, Mr Irmer, Mr Lezzi, Mr Linde, Mr
Maninet, Mr Pannella, Mr Pelikan, Mr Percheron,
Mr Poniatowski, Mrs Pruvor, Miss Quin, Mr Ripa di
Meana, Mrs Roudy, Mr Sabl6, Mr Schmid, Mr
Schwartzenberg, Mrs Scrivener, Mr Seal, Mrs Veber,
Mr'Vettig and Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul, on the tragic
situation and threat of starvarion in Cambodia (Doc.
1-7 84 /79).
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(1) In explaining our resolution, I
must point out, in view of rhe controversies which
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have arisen in this House, that our position is not
based on preconceived ideas but on a desire to ascer-
rain on the spot the extent of the disaster which has
befallen the Cambodian people. Some of us have been
on a real journey into hell, to rhe frontier between
Thailand and Cambodia, where we found 700 000
people, the first of the Khmer refugees'
Our aims were, firstly, to break through the 'Iron
Curtain' which has been drawn around the borders of
Cambodia and, secondly, to break the silence of com-
plicity hanging over Europe. In other words, we
wanted to make public the fact that genocide is being
committed on a people which once counted seven mil-
lion inhabinnts but now has only two or three million
survivors of several periods of destruction: the era of
Long-Nhor, in which the Americans were also impli-
cated, then the bloody massacres under Pol Pot and
finally the violent and cynical occupation by the Viet-
namese.
'$(i'e spent whole days talking and discussing with these
refugees, and we undertook to convey their.message
to Parliament. They asked us to tell you that the Euro-
pean Parliament and those free countries which value
democracy and peace are needed to help the Khmer
people to liberate and return to their own country' Ve
*.r. ,rnong those who undertook to convey this mes-
sage, and today we are fulfilling that undertaking'
Ours *as not a pleasure-trip but a traumalic one. It
was not, as has been slanderously claimed, financed by
the CIA. Each of us paid his own expenses. Three
European Members went 
- 
myself, 
-Emma Bonino
and Mr Donnez. So, for the information of
Communist speakers, we have returned not only with
our hands clean but proud to have marched alongside
Americans such as Joan Baez and others, who cam-
paigned againsr the American war in Vietnam but who
now consider it their moral obligation to make clear
rhat there is a strict dividing-line between their former
passionate determination to help the Vietnamese and
iheir attitude to what is an act of invasion against
other south-east Asian people' Our march was thus in
support of the survival of Cambodia, a march which
took ut through starving refugees, through I 1 000
orphans, through another multitude of desperate and
deipairing people whose appeal to you, to us, to all
those who still have some degree of human sensitivity,
is that we should not only send them humanitarian
assistance but also take steps to ensure that they have a
political future.
On the bridge of Aryanaprateh, we held up a white
banner bearing the words, 'Help us to help the Cam-
bodian peoplel' On the other side of the bridge,
watching us through binoculars, were seven or eight
Vietnamese soldiers, people for whom in the past we
felt so much affection and to whom we devoted so
much of our lives to free them from their American
aggressors. But access has been blocked, the aid has
been rejected and the doctors have been sent away.
There is a rumour, which has been facetiously taken
up in the Assembly, that we were a group of 'agents
prooocateurs' under orders from the CIA. Our message
of peace and our willingness to help were answered by
hatred and provocation. That is why, on our return,
we made every effort to ensure that this resolution
could be submitted to Parliament. Ve wanted to make
clear that people who want to find out the truth and to
lend assistance are not trouble-makers, people who
explore the depths of horror are not behaving ignomi-
niously, as was suggested here yesterday and as was
claimed by 'L'Humanit6'.The people who acted in this
way are all men and women of good faith. who ran-
scended their political alignments and together tried to
bring the tragedy of the Cambodian people to the
attention of the world !
'!7e totally reject the new motion for a resolution
rabled by the Communist and Allies Group. It bears
too close a resemblance to the communiqu6 issued by
Praoda two days ago, which stated, following the
meeting between Brezhnev and Heng Samrin 
- 
the
new head of the Cambodian Government installed by
the Vietnamese 
- 
that the Vietnamese aggression was
in fact an historic victory in January 1979 for the revo-
lutionary and patriotic forces of Kampuchea. It stated
that the USSR shows full solidarity with the Viet-
namese people and fully supports it in its effons to
ensure security and peace in south-east Asia. Ve are
witnessing yet another partitioning of zones of influ-
ence in thi tragic area of south-east Asia' Through the
Vietnamese, the Russians are seizing power in Cam-
bodia as they did in Laos, and it is an irreversible pro-
cess.
Our purpose in this resolution is to request the with-
drawal of Vietnamese troops from Cambodia. Ve
urge those who have occupied Cambodia to return to
their o*n country. They have been waging war for so
many years; it is dme for them to lay down their arms,
ro .itu.n to cultivate their own land and [o eat [heir
own produce, to leave other peoples their meagre
,.roui..t and to abandon what was until very recently
the granary of Asia and has now been devastated by an
invading army ...
(The President pressed tbe speaker to conclude)
In our resolution we are calling for the withdrawal of
rhe Vietnamese troops from Cambodia, for sover-
eignty to be restored rc the Khmer people, for the
powers concerned to be allowed to intervene and
istablish a neutral zone under the control of the
United Nations. Ve are calling for a conference on
Cambodia, just as there was a conference on Vietnam
in 1954. \7e would like the committee of enquiry,
which we hope the European Parliament will set uP, to
visit Cambodia to verify whether it is true that life is
flourishing again there, whether it is true that men are
not fleeing from the horrors of war, concentration
camps and famine. \7e shall rcsdfy rc this, and I would
conclude by saying that the resolution . . .
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President. 
- 
You have exceeded your time.
I. call Mr Habsburg to speak on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany (CD Group).
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have rhe hon-
our on behalf of the Group of the European people,s
Pany, the Chrisrian Democrars, ro express our- full
support for the morion rabled by Mrs Macciocchi. Ar
the same time, we wish to express our approval and
gratirude ro rhose who had rhe courage to join this
march ro the Cambodian border and assure them that
we [oo condemn those agents of foreign powers who
have denounced rheir selfless march as a CIA stunt.
I should like ro make a few brief poinrs in relation ro
this resolurion. There have been those who were of rhe
opinion that ir would have been betrer if this resolu-
don had come oia the Political Affairs Commitree.
Technically, rhis might have been correcr perhaps, bur
it does not affect our basic support for rhis resolution.
I would like ro make rwo further poinrs. '!fle supporr
wholeheartedly the supplemenrary amendment *irich
has been tabled. I should emphasize rhat we also wish
to express symparhy for the problems facing Thailand.
Thailand is in an exrremely difficult posiiion, and I
should like it to be clearly understood thar our supporr
for this resolution is nor so much intended as a-criri-
cism of rhe Governmenr of Thailand as of rhe inertia
on our side, on the part of UNO and other inrerna-
tional organizations.
Secondly, we wholeheartedly support your idea, Mrs
Macciocchi, of sending a parliamentary delegation to
Cambodia. I only hope thar all of us, including rhose
in the Polidcal Affairs Commitree, will conrinue ro
press for this delegadon to be nominared as soon as
possible and that ir will demand ro be senr to Cam-
bodia at the earliest possible darc. !(herher ir will ever
get there is another marrer. Bur ro send a delegation
from the European Parliament would be a clear
expression of the solidarity of Europe wirh rhe people
of Cambodia againsr the invaders and show thar ihe
moment of trurh had come for those who constantly
maintain thar rhey are defending the principles of
decency, because the refusal, which is bound ro come,
will then show yet again which spirir is guiding rhe
masters in Phnom Penh.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles to speak on behalf of
the European Democraric Group.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, earlier rhis morning we
were talking abour the healrhy yourh of the world
exercising rheir political choice for freedom. Ve are
now turning an hour later ro rhe question of dying
children wirh no choice but only the hope rhar rhe free
world will come ro their aid ro keep rhem alive. Vhat
a heary burden of guilr once more lies on rhe
shoulders of rhe government of the Sovier Union, and
all those parties, including rhose represented in this
Parliament, which have rhe affronrery ro supporr
them, those panies which ralk abour human righti and
yet have consistenrly for the lasr sixty-two years
denied and violared human rights rwenry-four hours a
day and seven days a week! And yet one of rhese par-
ties in an amendmenr has rhe hubris, the irony and
again the affrontery ro call on \(esrern Europe, a free
democratic Europe, to provide food aid for rhe people
suffering and being destroyed by their friends. It
would be better if rhe amendmenr pur down by that
particular party had never seen rhe light of day.
I certainly applaud, and I know my colleagues in the
European Democratic Group suppon and applaud,
the efforts of Mrs Bonino and Mrs Macciocchi in rheir
visit to the border of Cambodia. Indeed, I think the
way in which the urgency of rhis debare was presented
yesterday showed the feelings and emotions which
were aroused when that subject was considered, and
so we go along very much wirh the broad principles
that are contained in Mrs Macciocchi's resolurion.
Ve have, however, tabled some amendments together
with other colleagues in this Parliamenr. I am given to
understand that Mrs Macciocchi and her colleagues
will accept most of these amendments, and I very
much hope that the House as a whole will do so.
\7e condemn the way in which rhe Vietnamese Gov-
ernmenr and the Vietnamese army have been compon-
ing themselves in Cambodia. People have been
allowed ro die despite the aid which has gone from
Europe. \7e can undersrand, if rhere is no aid, there
can be situations where you can do norhing. Yer rhese
people in Cambodia had rhe aid on their doorsreps
and they refused ro distribure the aid rhat was freely
given wirh no polirical srrings artached. Every efforr
must be made to encourage and induce the aurhorities
in Phnom Penh, regardless of policy, to disribute rhis
food which comes with rhe spirit of freedom from rhe
\7est ro rhose who are dying in the fields of Cam-
bodia, and we hope very much rhar rhe Commission
and the Council of Minisrers will take cognisance of
the fact thar we in this Parliamenr are nor only survey-
ing the quanrities rhat are going but are endeavouring
to ensure rhar the supplies are acrually reaching rhi
people who need rhem. I personally asked twice in rhe
colloquies berween the Political Affairs Commirree
and rhe last President-in-Office wherher the food was
getting to rhe people who needed it, bur we were
fobbed off, perhaps unwiltingly or unwirtingly, with
unsatisfactory answers. S7e shall come back ro rhis
question later in orher parr-sessions of rhis Parliament
and demand ro know precisely what has been happen-
ing, how many people have been saved from this crime
of genocide 
- 
an inrernarional legal definition of
which was introduced in the Unired Narions in rhe
Sixties by rhe Soviet Union, the very country which is
now guilty of that self-same crime. Ve therefore sup-
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port the principle and the feelings expressed in this
iesolution and hope that our amendments will be
adopted in order that we too in Parliament can play a
role, through our appropriate committees, by suppon-
ing rhe action of the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees and those voluntary organizations
whose help is needed on a practical basis in order that
rhose who are dying shall be fed.
(Applause from certain quarters on the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron'
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Mr President, there are
events in the history of nations which sometimes call
for discretion, I might even say decency. I have lis-
rened with inrerest to what the speakers before me
have said and I have no intention of polemicizing' I
simply wish to say that my friends and I do not require
advice from anybody on which amendments we table.
This is in reply to the speaker immediately before me.
I followed the debate on \Tednesday closely and
gained the impression thar many of those who sup-
ported the need for urgent debate were simply con-
lerned with providing aid to the Cambodian people on
humanitarian grounds. This is precisely the aim of the
amendment which I tabled. I believe that this amend-
ment is clear, both in its preamble and in its concrete
proposals. It is so clear that there is no need for me to
tornrn..,, at length. I would even say that, because of
ir spirit of compromise, it offers the only way for this
Assembly to bring this debate to a conclusion, which
unfonunately has been too often marked by outbursts
of passions 
- 
and everyone knows that it is generally
better not to be guided by passion.
If I have underscood correctly the main concern of the
speakers since Vednesday, it is a humanitarian con-
.irn, , desire to come to the aid of the Cambodian
people. Let there be no mistake: my friends and I
share this concern. If you read the amendment which
we have tabled carefully, you will of necessity recog-
nize that it is acceptable to each one of us. This is why
I believe, and I say this with no false ingenuousness,
that this amendment will receive the unanimous
approval of our Assembly. If this does not haPPen,
public opinion, which is aware of the difficulties which
the Cambodian people is successfully struggling to
overcome with inrernational aid, will be led to think
rhat those who have voted against are indifferent to
the sufferings of the Cambodian people and the search
for ways of effectively alleviating these and that they
,simply intend yet again to indulge in political
machinations. Public opinion would regard such
machinations as the ultimate in despicability.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, despite yester-
day's contested vote on urBent procedure, there was
and is in this House an overwhelming majority in
favour of the spirit of the resoludon tabled by Mrs
Macciocchi and others. After negotiations yesterday,
we also agreed on the letter of the resolution after
agreement had been reached between Mr Fergusson
and myself, on [he one hand, and representatives of
rhe authors of the motion, Mrs Macciocchi and Mrs
Bonino, on the other. I would like to exPress my
appreciation of the cooperativeness show by the
authors of the motion during these negotiations.
I can therefore unreservedly recommend that the
House vote for the resolution and for Admendments
Nos 1-7, which do not run counter ro the primary
object of the original motion but improve on it and
spell it out more clearly. The only remaining disagree-
ment concerns a specific political point, i.e., the ori-
ginal resolution's call for a conference to be convened
with a view to the neutralization of the whole of Cam-
bodia. This purely political proposal needs must 
- 
in
my opinion as rappofi.eur for the Political Affairs
Committee 
- 
be considered by the appropriate com-
mitree of Parliament 
- 
that is the Political Affairs
Committee 
- 
and this will be the case if the seven
amendments Nos 1-7 tabled by Mr Fergusson and
myself are adoprcd, which is the course that I com-
mend to the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dienesch to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mrs Dienesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, since our first
part-session in July, some 30 or 40 speakers have dealt
with rhe problem of refugees in the camps in South-
East Asia. In October, I tabled a motion for a resolu-
rion calling for international action in view of the ina-
biliry of the individual nations to intervene.
Today we cannot do otherwise than suppon the
morion from Mrs Macciocchi calling for a solution. It
is here that our work becomes difficult. As a well-
known public figure has said, it is not enough to be
content with sporadic and useless outbursts of indig-
nation. Ve must achieve something concrete. No
nation which upholds freedom and the righm of man
can accept the genocide of another nation.
It is also clear that our Assembly cannot act directly.
'!(/e can state the case. Ve can, as we are doing today,
call the attention of this pany or the other to the fact
that the situation is becoming worse instead of better.
Ve agree that better ways must be sought to defuse
the political struggle in Cambodia. As Mrs l,ouise
Veiss said in a debate on hunger, the political issues
are extremely complicarcd. At the same time, responsi-
bility at the present time is clear, which does not mean
that it is not shared. But there is also a need from time
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to time to give voice to whar we have all become
aware of. This is why u/e supporr this resolution.
I also wish we would direct our appeal not only
towards our own assembly. Obviously we can decide
on food aid, credits, supplies of wheat, cereals an all
the other necessitiesl but clearly, at rhe political level,
we must also direct our appeal [o our governments.
'!fl'e musr call on our Heads of Government to find a
solution, which must of necessity be internarional,
which can provide a glimmer of hope for this unfor-
tunate nation, for rhe suffering children whose health
and lives may be ruined for ever.
This was out aim today, Mr President, and we are
pleased that such a large majoriry in this Assembly isjoining in this appeal. Bur, we repear, it is resulm,
action, that is needed. \7e earnestly entrear the Assem-
bly and its President to call on our governmenr ro
take action.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr Preside.nr, ladies and Benrle-
men, after the debare yesterday on rhe question of
urtent procedure and following the speech by my col-
league, there is little left for me ro add.
I should like to make two poinrs clear. First, we must,
of course, continue to provide all the financial and
food aid we can and, secondly, in my view ir is equally
important to find a diplomatic and political solurion to
the problem. Communiry aid has so far been of vital
imponance in saving the lives of refugees. However,
700 000 people cannot remain indefinitely in prison-
camps on the Thai borders, since I believe there is
every reason for fearing rhe danger of the emergence
of a new Palestine in these camps and of the conse-
quent political terrorism. Thar is why we insist on para-
graph 6 of our resolurion.
'S7e have agreed with our colleagues on rhe amend-
ments and are prepared ro accepr all of them, includ-
ing the amendmenr ro paragraph 6 of rhe resolurion,
which calls for a public hearing or for testimony ro be
given by the United Nadons High Commissioner.
Vhat we cannor accepr is that this amendment should
replace the political requesr for the tovernmenrs ro
call a conference on peace and on the neutralization of
Cambodia along the lines of the Geneva Conference in
1954.
As regards procedural marters, I would ask the authors
of the amendment ro paragraph 5 to agree rc its being
added m, rarher than replacing, rhis paragraph. This
would enable us ro vole in favour of the requesr for
funher information to be provided by rhe United
Nations High Commissioner in Cambodia ro the
appropriate committees of the European Parliament.
I insist on rhe righr ro pur our texr to the vote, so thar
we can then vote in favour of your amendment. I think
this is imporrant, since many colleagues agree both
with our proposal and wirh your amindmenr. In this
way we could vote on both points, ro be adoprcd or
rejected by the Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
would have preferred to see rhis document referred
immediarcly ro the appropriare parliamentary commit-
tees under Rule 25. I srress that borh I and my col-
leagues are in complete agreement with rhe political
and humanitarian ideas behind rhis motion, which,
moreover, has been signed by a number of members of
my group. '!7e also approve of the intention ro provide
the aid of which the Cambodian people are in such
great need.
But we musr be realistic, given rhe siruation in which
this Parliament finds ircelf. Ve are operating with a
system of provisional twelfrhs, and we do not know
exactly how Parliamenr is going ro finance delegations
which have ro be formal and well organized. I there-
fore have great doubrs about the jusdficarion for para-
graph 3, which calls for a committee of enquiry
consisting of Members of Parliamenr ro be sent ro the
country.
Secondly, I should have liked both the Commirtee on
Cooperation and Developmenr and the Committee on
Political Affairs to deal wirh rhis marrer in the near
future. I do not believe rhat rhis is solely a matter for
the Political Affairs Commitree.
Finally, it seems to me thar there is a contradiction
between calling, on rhe one hand, for a parliamentary
committee of enquiry to be sent and, on the other, for
committee hearings, possibly before several commit-
tees meeting joindy, of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees and perhaps orher people
who are well informed on rhe situation, as demanded
in an amendmenr [o paragraph 5. I am convinced rhat
the second procedure 
- 
a public hearing of rhe High
Commissioner and other well-informed public figures
- 
would be sufficient for Parliamenr to arrive at a
political judgement. I thus have serious doubts as to
the advisability of paragraph 3. I fear that Parliament
will adopt a resolution which will prove unworkable.
I sould rherefore prefer that we adopt the amendment
to paragraph 6 and organize these imponant hearings
before the appropriate commirrees, beginning wirh the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.
Various docrors and journalists have gone ro rhe
country, and it hardly seems necessary to add to all
this by sending a parliamenrary delegarion, an acrion
which will certainly be misunderstood by rhe public.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Ripa di Meana.
Mr Ripa di Meana. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I am
extremely sorry to have to disagree with the views
expressed by the leader of the Socialist Group, Mr
Glinne. Speaking as a signatory of the motion for a
resolution which we are currently discussing and
which we shall shortly be voting on, I find his argu-
ment that a European Parliament delegadon should
not be sent to Cambodia because we are operating the
provisional-twelfths system, takes no accounr of the
importance of this initiadve and, on [he practical level,
does not hold water, for if there should be insur-
mountable financial difficulties, I am certain that
Members of the European Parliament would be pre-
pared to pay themselves the costs of a fact-finding
visit.
As regards the amendments, I agree with the reasons
given by Mrs Macciocchi for rejecting the amendment
tabled by Mr Chambeiron. I also fully agree with the
points just made by Mrs Bonino in connection with
the Haagerup and Fergusson amendments 
- 
which
seem to me entirely acceptable 
- 
including her final,
supplementary proposal to vote on the original text of
paragraph 5 as well as the amendment tabled to it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr HaferkamPf.
Mr Haferkamp, 
- 
Vce-President of the Commission.
(D) Mr President, this is the second time this week
ihat Parliament has discussed the fate of the Cambod-
ian refugees. I believe this is necessary, because what
we havJheard in the debate mday, panicularly from
those people who have visited the country, has made
the tragedy of the situation clear.
I do not wish to go into detail. \7e have all considered
whar action we can take to help. At Quesdon Time
this week, nry colleague Mr Cheysson explained in
some detail the action we are taking and our plans for
rhe future. Ve have noted, thank God, that food dis-
tribution has improved over the last few weeks; but we
have also seen that such improvemen[s as there have
been are far from sufficient. Ve must do everything
we can [o ensure that this process continues. A number
of ways in which this can be done have been men-
rioned during this debate. You may rest assured that
the Commission will continue to make every effon to
achieve the aim expressed in the debate here 
-
namely, to provide real assistance, not only by deliver-
ing food to those who need it but also by seeking to
bring about a political solution.
I should like at this point to srress the importance of
the cooperation between ourselves and international
organizations, with the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees and with the governments in
this pan of the world, panicularly the Government of
Thailand. I mention this because I would ask the
aurhors of the motion for a resolution to consider
wherher the critical comments on the High Commis-
sioner and Government of Thailand in the second and
rhird recitals of the motion for a resolution are really
justified. Ve are of the opinion, as has also been sug-
gested here during the debate, that in view of the diffi-
cult task facing the international organizations and
governments in these countries, we should ry rc help
rhem to improve the situation rather than criticize,
since this divens attention from the fact that the real
guilry panies are on the other side.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
Mr President, the authors of the
motion for a resolution asked whether the authors of
rhe amendments would be willing to change the voting
in order to enable Amendment No 2 to be an addition
instead of an amendment. Mr President, I am sorry we
cannot do that. Ve think we have to insist on a vote
on all these amendments as they stand. May I assure
Mrs Bonino and Mrs Macciocchi that this does not
mean that we are rejecting the conference proposal.
'!7'e are simply referring it to the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, where it will be discussed and considered. That
is why we would like to have the vote this way.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
Ve now proceed to [he vote.
Firsr of all, I have Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr
Gremetz, Mr Chambeiron, Mr Denis and the other
French members of the Communist and Allies Group,
seeking to replace the rext of the motion by the fol-
lowing text:
- 
whereas Cambodia today is beginning to show
signs of economic and social recovery from the
heary toll exacted during the years of dictatorship
and terror imposed on the Cambodian people by
the Khmer Rouges,
- 
whereas evidence of this recovery is to be seen in
the gradual revival of trade, the circulation of
money, the resumption of ordinary family life and
of education and health services, as attested by
numerous organizations, including the Interna-
tional Red Cross, Unicef, Catholic Aid, the
Secours Populaire Frangais, the French medical
aid committee, Oxfam and numerous reliable wit-
nesses,
- 
considering the need for the Member Starcs of the
Community to help the Cambodian people to con-
tinue along this path,
- 
considering the tremendous needs of the Cambod-
ian people, which must be satisfied bcforc the scars
made by years of rcrror and suffering can heal
endrely, and which necessitate the utmost interna-
tional solidarity.
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1. Hopes that rhe Member Smtes of the European
Community will resume or intensify their bilaieral
aid, panicularly food and medical aid, to the
Cambodian people;
2. Appeals to the Community itself substantially to
increase the amount of aid it provides;
3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to
rhe Council and Commission and ro the Govern-
ments of the Member States.
If this amendmenr is adopted, then all the other
amendmenr will fall.
I call Mr Chambeiron.
Mr Chambeiron! 
- 
(fl Mr President, a shon while
ago I said thar, in view of rhe humanitarian narure of
this amendment, I hoped ir would receive rhe vores of
the entire Assembly. Irs adoprion would also allow us
to gain valuable dme.
President. 
- 
Vhar is rhe rapporteur,s view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) I am opposed to rhis amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 8 to the vorc.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
On rhe first indenc of the preamble, I have Amend-
menr No.5, nbled by Mr Haagerup and Mr Fergus-
son, seeking to delere rhe second half of this inJent
beginning with the words 'which reached phnom
Penh . . .'
\7hat is the rapponeur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) I am in favour of rhis amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendmenr No 5 to the vore.
Amendment No 5 is adopred.
I put the second indenr to the vote.
The second indent is adopted.
On the third indent, I have Amendment 5, tabled by
Mr Haagerup and Mr Fergusson, seeking to replacl
this indent by the following new text:
- 
ourraged by the abandonment of I I 000 Cambodian
children in rhe horror of the Cambodian camps in
Thailand, all in danger of death and many of ihem
orphans who might be adopted.
'!7hat is rhe rapporteur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) I an in favour of rhis amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I pur Amendment No 5 to rhe vore.
Amendment No 6 is adoprcd.
On paragraph l, I have Amendmenr No l, by Mr
Haagerup and Mr Fergusson, seeking to replace this
paragraph wirh the following text:
l. Condemns the action of the occupying Vietnamese
forces in closing Cambodia's fronciers to dooors and
nurses from Vestern countries who wish to give des-
perately-needed medical aid to a nation devasuted by
Vhat is the rapponeur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) I am in favour of this amend-
ment.
President. 
- - 
I pur Amendmenr No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraph 2 ro the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adoprcd.
On paragraph 3, I have Amendmenr No Z, by Mr
Haagerup and Mr Fergusson, seeking to replace this
paragraph wirh rhe following rexr:
3. Insrructs its Political Affairs Commirtee urgently to
consider the setting up of a committee of Members of
Parliament to ascertain in Cambodia the people's vital
needs and to check thar Community aid of all kinds is
being properly distributed.
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(l) Mr President, in the Italian texr
of this amendmenr rhere are rwo words missing which
are conrained in borh the English and the FrenCh texts.
I merely wish to point out rhe need to insen these
words in order to coordinate rhe texts. The words .in
Cambodia' are missing where it srates:
Insrructs irs Political Affairs Committee urgently ro con_
sider the serting up of a committee of Members of parlia-
ff:, . ascenain in Cambodia the people,s viral needs,
These two words are contained in borh the French and
English texts.
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President. 
- 
\7e shall put the complete text to the
vote.
'lfhat is the rapporteur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(l) I am in favour of this amend-
ment..
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is adopted.
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 4, by Mr
Haagerup and Mr Fergusson, seeking to insen a new
paragraph:
3 a.Denounces the fact that barely one-tenth of the
1O 0OO tons of essential supplies already sent by the
Community has hitheno been duly disributed'
Vhat is the rapporteur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) I am in favour of this amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 3, by Mr
Haagerup and Mr Fergusson, seeking to amend this
paragraph as follows:
5. Appeals to the United Nations and the powers
involved 
- 
in panicular to the USSR, USA and
China 
- 
to take political and diplomatic act-
ion . . . (rest unchanged).
Vhat is the rapponeur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I)l am in favour of this amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is adoprcd.
I now put to the vote paragraph 5 as amended. Para-
graph 5, as amended, is adopted.
On paragraph 6, I have Amendment No 2, by Mr
Haagerup and Mr Fergusson, seeking to replace this
paragraph by a new text:
6. Instructs its President personally to invirc the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees to appear before
a joint meedng of the relevant parliamentary com-
mittees in order to ascenain how the European
Community can best bring aid to the affected
people both inside and outside Cambodia.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's view?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(1) I cannot accePt this wording'
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
Before putting the resolution as a whole to the vote, I
shall cal[ Members who wish to give an explanation of
vote.
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in our opinion
the motion for a resolution concerning the ragedy in
Cambodia, both in spirit and in letter, fully reflects
what must be our view of this terrible situation. Mr De
Goede and I wish to make this clear. I do not wish to
say anything funher about the content, but would like
ro make a few additional comments. '!tre are very
gratified shat the resolution has been tabled by repre-
sentatives of practically all the political groups in this
Parliament. In view of the almost unimaginable scale
of this tragedy, we must, despite our polidcal differ-
ences, do everything possible to alleviate the situation
and to find solutions. I also hope that, when voting, as
many Members as possible will rally in support of this
resolution and carefully follow future developments so
that the necessary measures may be taken.
Further to what was said by Mr Glinne, this, in my
opinion, is a matter of such absolute priority that in
view of our temporarily straitened financial circum-
stances we must draw on funds set aside for other
items. Finally, I consider that the proposal by Mrs
Macciocchi and Mrs Bonino that the aflicted area be
visited in order to see at first hand what is happening
deserves the admiration and esteem of all present.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, I wish merely to say that
while recognizing the legal difficulties, expressed in
rhe second indent of the preamble, concerning the
position of the Thai Government, we cenainly wish to
associate ourselves with the views expressed by Mr
Haferkamp on the enormous work that the Thai Gov-
ernment has done to coPe with this overwhelming
problem of Cambodian refugees. Ve would not like
this resolution to leave this House without an acknow-
ledgement of the tremendous difficuldes that have
faced that Bovernment and that country and the sup-
port that those peoples have given to their neighbours.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(B) Mr President, I expressed my
objections to paragraph 3 a while ago. Ir goes without
saying that I could nor do otherwise than wholehean-
edly approve of Members going ro Cambodia ar their
oy/n expense. But if this were nor to be the case, I must
point out that, in accordance with the statemenr made
recently to rhe enlarged Bureau of parliament, I
should be opposed ro any journey undertaken ar par-
liament's expense.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(1,) Mr President, I shall be
extremely pleased [o vore in favour of rhis modon for
a resolurion, even in its modified form, since I believe
that this political gesrure by Parliament has provided
one of the few occasions on which we have been able
really rc sound our beliefs as parliamentarians and as
supporters of democracy and to some extenr to set
aside factional and purely ractical concerns.
Personally, I would, of course, have preferred the
motion for a resolurion to refer p6sitively and fully to
the need to find a way of restoring peaci through'rhe
organization of a peace conference, a proposal which
we pur forward and which we are interCsted to see
promprcd a positive reacrion even from the EPP.
So, Mr President, although our point of view has not
been accepted, I would repear, as a radical and as a
Member of Parliamenr, thar I wholeheartedly wel-
come the political gesrure we are making.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the nature of
the spectacle which we have just witnessed is very
clear. !7hen I spoke, I presented my proposal as a
humaniurian measure. The majoriry of this Assembly,
from the most reactionary Conservatives to, unfo.tun-
ately, our Socialisr colleagues, wishes ro conduct this
debate at a political level. You were nor interested in
humanimrian aid for the people of Cambodia, you
were interested in a polirical manoeuvre which, I
repeat, public opinion in our counrries will judge des-
picable.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(1) Mr Chairman, before a vote is
caken on the resolution as a whole, I should like ro ask
those colleagues who voted paragraph by paragraph
not to delete paragraph 5, instructing the President to
play an acrive part in forwarding rhe wishes of Parlia-
ment to the Council of Minisrers of rhe Community.
I should like ro remind you that on rhe one hand we
wish to render humanitarian and specific aid, but rhat
on the other hand it is importanr ro introduce a politi-
cal perspective in view of the ragic situation of rhe
people of Cambodia.
\Tithin rhe Political Affairs Commitree a consensus
must be reached which is acceprable to all those in the
committee, in particular the rapporteur, of course, and
myself. For our pan we can assure you rhat we will do
everything in our power ro arrive at such an agree-
ment. But I should like rhe morion for a resolurion as a
whole to be adoprcd wirhout rhe deledon of paragraph 6.
President. 
- 
I am allowing no more explanations of
vote: if every Member exercised rhis privilege, it
would be impossible to proceed.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adoprcd.
14. Agenda
President. 
- 
The repon by Sir Fred Catherwood(Doc. l-532/79), which is on today's agenda, will be
taken as the lasr item.
I call Sir Fred.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
I am quite contenr to be put
down at the end of rhe agenda. I would also like to say
that I am deputizing for Mr Filippi and I would likl
that item to be kept on the agenda.
I do protest mosr vigorously on behalf of the Commir-
rce on Exrernal Economic Relations about the way in
which the ordinary business of Parliamenr, marrers on
which we have been asked advice from she Commis-
sion, and marrers on which our relations with other
countries in the world depend, have been complerely
squeezed out until rhe end of the day.
(Applaase)
Ve have Mr Seeler waiting to make a reporr on
ASEAN, which is a group of nations as big as we are:
it is an absolutely vital engagement of the Commis-
sion, we have done everything we can ro ger ir on rhe
agenda for today, and it is being squeezed right out at
the end of the business. Mr Radoux's ripon on
Yugoslavia, which is also very important, was dumped
in the middle of President Jenkins's reporr, and I do
protest on behalf of my commirtee on the way in
which the ordinary commirree business of rhe House is
being messed around by all kinds of things which are
coming from everywhere else.
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President. 
- 
I regret it as much as you do, but the
vodng is due to begin in a few minutes' time.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we cannot con-
tinue working under these conditions.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, the decision as to whether
we proceed with the business is the decision of the
President.
As an individual, you have had more time speaking in
this House than the largest group. I did say last time
that part of democracy is listening to other people; so
please sit down, I am not giving you the floor.
(Applause)
15. Membersbip of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the European
Democratic Group a request for the appointment of
the following Members to committees:
- 
Political Affairs Committee:
Mr Jakobsen in place of Mr Msller;
- 
Committee on Transpon:
Miss Robens in plac6 of Mr Jakobsen;
- 
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon:
Mr Spicer in place of Miss Robens.
Are there any objections?
These appointments are ratified.
16. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item comprises the votes on
motions for resolutions on which the debate is closed.
I put to the vote the Radoux et al. motion for a resolu-
don (Doc. l-737/79/rev. II): Relations between the
EEC and Yugoslavia.
The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
Ve proceed to the oo7 'lVogau report
(Doc. 1 - 5 44/7 9) : Community trdnsit.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to 10 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 10 are adopted.
After paragraph 10, I have three amendments abled
by Minigneion behalf of the Committee on Budget-
ary Control and seeking to add three new Paragraphs:
- 
Amendment No 1:
l0 a. Calls on the Commission and the Member Sates to
ccntralize more effectively the fight against fraudu-
lent practices;
Amendment No 2:
10 b. Sresses the imponance of introducing special con-
trols for goods which are panicularly open to fraud,
and laying down a minimum percentate for con-
signments necessitating a physical check;
Amendment No 3:
10 c. Calls for more comprehensive information to be
supplied to all conrol bodies responsible for moni-
toring the individual provisions of agricultural regu-
lations.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adoprcd.r
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adoprcd.
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is adopted.
I put paragraph I I to the vote.
Paragraph 11 is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating the amendments which have
been adopted.
The resolution is adopted.t
17. Supply of sugar to UNRV/A
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-754/79) by Mr Enright, on behalf of the Comminee
on Development and Cooperation ,
on the proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-702/79) for
I. a decision concluding the Convention between the
European Economic Community and the United
Nations Relief and Vorks Agency for Palestine
Refugees (UNRVA) on aid to refugees in the
countries of the Near East; and
II. a regulation on the supply of sugar to UNR\7A as
food aid.
I cNo
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I call Mr Enright.
ItF E*ig^h.,, rapp.ortenr. 
- 
Mr president, may I first
reiterate Sir Fred Catherwood,s earlier comments. Ifhe were on rhe Committee for Development and
Cooperation he would find that the situation is even
worse rhan on the Committee on External Economic
Relacions.
B-.fof beginning my reporr, Mr president, I would
also like rc rhank the person who arranged _ possibly
as a resulr of my complaint on the Friday of our last
pan-session 
- 
that rhe staff should havi the oppor_
tunity ro have a meal. I rhink it is time for us to iake
accounr of the human righrs of our staff.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
. 
M"y I say thar it also applies ro rhe
Presidenr and those who are sitring here al'well.
Mr Enright, rapporteur. 
-- 
May I begin by rhanking
this House as a whole for supponing"th. i.qu.rt foi
urgenr debarc.
In rhe previous debare, we considered the plieht of the
Cambodians and the difficulties we are enciunre.ing
in ensuring that food reaches them. In the case of thf
Palestinian refugees, despite the aid given by us oia the
Unircd Nations Relief and Vorks Agency,'half_a_mil-lion children are starving becaui thiy are not
included on the list of recipients. It is thereiore crucial
thar. the. Council approve as speedily as possible the
funds which have until now been wittiheld.'
In examiningthis report, I musr express my deep grati_
tude ro the Commission. On requesdng'informarion
concerning all allocation of funds and aciounting pro_
cedures, I found rhar, even concerning confidential
details, the Commission was completely frank and
open. \flhile I as much 
"s 
,nyoni am prepared to
accuse the Commission of obstruction, on thi, o..r_
sion I must congratulare and thank them.
It seems rather. strange that we are now approving a
convenrion which is already more than 
" 
v.r, old.
However, rhe reason for rhis is ro be found in rhe dis_'
quier expressed in this House, and in the Court of
Auditors, as ro rhe allocarion of aid and rhe spending
of funds.
I 
-am 
quite satisfied now thar this is being done very
efficienrly. Cenainly one-trundred-p..-..i, efficiency
is never possible in troubled areas such as rhe Leba_
non, but it does seem to us thar in rhis respect the
Unired Narions Relief and !7orks Agency is doing a
splendid job, to which we should -conrribute. T-his
would be 
-one 
pracrical way of preventing smrvation
and ensuring thar the Paleitinian refugee"s are given
more rhan just exisrence wirhout hope. I rherefore
strongly urge rhe House to supporr rhls resolurion so
thar we can speedily release rhi funds needed bv the
Unired Narions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr parterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Before I vote eirher for or against
or absrain on this matter, I would like an answer"from
the Commission on one- point. It refers ro the compe_
tence of rhe Coun of Auditors to investigate ihe
spending of rhese monies..I am quite .eady io ,.cepr
the assurance of Mr Enright rhat'the Commissio., has
been extremely helpful in ihis matter, but rhe Commis_
sion is not the budgetary aurhoriry and ir is ceruainly
not rhe auditing authority, which is rhis parliameru
and the Court of Auditors.
Can we have an assurance from the Commission rhat
the convention which rhey have now negotiated will
allow rhese funds to be properly audited?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, the Commission has attached
grear importance to the need ro improve the scope for
controls in rhis enrire area. I would draw your arren_
tion to the new Ardcle 7 of the 
"g.....nr, which inparricular provides us wirh rhe opponuniry to carry
our a check on the disribution and-use of the various
lypes of aid provided on rhe spor and ar any time wefeel thar this is necessary. Obuiously the'Coun of
Auditors will also have full powers oi control. Allow
me ro make one lasr poinr: the Commission would like
to thank rhe rapporreur and the enrire committee for
their cooperation, without which rhis result would nor
have been possible.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
I put the morion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
18. Reguktions on regional deoelopment neasures
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is a reporr (Doc. 1-715/
79) by Mr Cronin, on behalf of rhe Commirree on
Regional Policy and Regional planning, on the
proposals from the Commission to rhe Council (Doc.
l,-451/79) for regularions on specific Community regional
development measures based on Anicle l3 of the ERDF
regulation.
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I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring, deputy rapportertr. 
- 
(D) Mt
President, the Chairman of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, Mr De Pas-
qua-le, has asked me to introduce this report briefly, as
neither he nor Mr Cronin can be here today. This is
also not the moment for a debate on this issue' The
debate on regional policy wilt take place in spring this
year on the raPPort bY Mr Delmotte.
Ar rhe same time, it must be emphasized that the
resources in question are totally inadequate, so that
this entire pr&"g. of regulations cannot be.regarded
from the quantiiative point of view. If the entire
Regional Fund is too small to eliminate discrepancies
*ir]hin the Community, the same is certainly true of
rhis 5 %. The five regulations proposed here by the
Commission account fo. approximately 60 0/o of the
envisaged non-quota resources available for the period
1980 ; 1984. These proposals therefore relate to that
part of European regional policy which in its.essential
i.rru.., is based on Cornrunity criteria' In other
words, they are a symbol of what the European Parlia-
ment in ih. p"tt has understood by Community-
regional poticy. The sum of 220 million units of
,.".oun, ii to be sPent over five years on all the poor
regions of Europi as a whole, and this can only be
unlde.rtood as a gesture. For this reason the commit-
tee, and I would ask that this be noted, has reached a
gentleman's aBreement on the regions. which are to
."ec.i re funds and the amounts in question 
- 
namely,
not to table any amendments to these proposals on
principle. Therifore, Mr President, we recommend
ihat Amendmenrs No I, by Mr Cecovini, and Nos 12
and 74, by Mr Gendebien, be withdrawn'
Taken as a whole, we welcome these proposals from
the Commission as a noteworthy example of Commu-
nity regional policy. Not least the attemPt to 
.provide
..ono.i. assiitance to small undertakings merits espe-
cial attention.
I should like to emphasize in panicular that it is in
accordance with the decisions of this Parliament tha[
some of the measures envisaged are designed to antici-
pate the negative effecm on certain regions which will
iesrlt fromihe enlargement of the Community' There
has been some opposition to this; however, this is not
in line with decisions nken by this Parliament or its
predecessors.
'\7e wish to protest most strongly against the Council's
action to block these proposals. Quite apart from the
fact that the objections made in the Council are
absurd, given the negligible financial impact of these
regulations, it would be the end of a truly European
regional policy if decisions were taken unanimously.
The mis-management which is bound to result from a
policy of unanimity in the Council is shown by the
agricultural policy, whose Augean stables we now
have the job of cleaning out.
Finally, we attach great imPortance to making the
offers, scope and activities of regional policy better
known among the population of the Community. '!7e
would also like greater cooPeration with the Commu-
nity regions involved, and we know that the Commis-
sion shares this view.
Finally, Mr President, let me deal with the amend-
ments. Ve recommend that Amendments Nos 2 to 6
and 7 ro 11, by Mr Orlandi on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Budgets, be accepted because they would
improve the proposals, and I should like to commen[
on the procedure to be followed: as the amendments
deal in iach case with five regulations having the same
rext, we are of the opinion that these should be taken
together in each case. 'Sil'e recommend that Amend-
mJnts Nos 16 to 20,27 to 25,25 to 30, by Mr Gende-
bien, be withdrawn or rejected, because they are
legally unsound even if we accept the inrcntion behind
them,
\7e wish to issue no recommendation on Amendments
Nos 13 and 15, by Mr Gendebien. I have akeady
recommended that Amendments Nos 1, 12 and 14 be
rejected or withdrawn.
Finally, I should like to comment again on procedure;
I woujd ask that a vote be taken first on the resolution,
as the amendments to the text form part of paragraph
31 of the resolution, and that the amendments rc the
rext be taken at the end of the amendments to the
resolution, followed by a vote on the motion for a
resolution as a whole.
President 
- 
I call Mr Ryan to speak on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party (CD Group).
Mr Ryan 
- 
Mr President and colleagues, without
for one moment wanting to minimize the imponance
of subjects that we have discussed during this part-ses-
sion, ranging from Kampuchea to Afghanistan, I
would respectfully suggest that in future the European
Assembly give priority to European affairs and mat[ers
of acknowledged competence.
(Applause)
It seems to me unacceptable that a vital matter affect-
ing some 10 or 15 million improverished people in-
E,i.ope should be relegarcd to the last few minutes of
this part-session.
Regional policy is one of Europe's Srearcst failures' It
is a'imost 
" 
,otil flop. If the success or failure of a pro-
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gramme is to be judged by the extenr ro which ir
objectives have been achieved, it is obvious rhar, as
operates ro date, regional policy has been an abjecr
failure. The purpose of setring up the Regional Fund
was to rransfer such resources from rhe better-off to
the less-q/ell-off regions of Europe that the gap
between the rich and poor would not widen. IndeeJ, it
was recognized thar the ob.jective of the Rome Treaty
to equalize living standards rhroughout Europe could
not be achieved unless the richer parts of Europe
transferred money ro the poorer regions. Bur since tire
Regional Fund came inro operation five years ago, the
gap between the rich parts of Europe and the pooresr
has widened by 160 o/0.
Now, Mr Presidenr, I do not like laying blame, I pre-
fer to be constructive, but we must recognize what is
one of rhe principal reasons for failures of the
Regional Fund. Ironically enough, carelessness in
managemenr of the agricultural budget by rhe Council
of Minisrers has been matched by an equal readiness
on their pan ro stifle progress in rhe Regional Fund by
hamstringing regional proposals by means of a whole
plethora of regulations, many of which are encour-
aged by selfish national inrerests.
The Council of Ministers is primarily responsible for
the state of affairs in relation ro regional improvemenr.
Its lack of good fairh is clearly proved by im refusal to
accept the Commission's proposals rhar in allocating
Regional Funds account should be raken 
- 
and I
would ask my colleagues ro nore rhis 
- 
accounr
should be raken of the incomes of people of rhe area
concerned, the rate of unemployment and emigration,
the degree of social distress caused by declinin[ indus-
tries and the proponion of the population engaged in
uneconomic farming. If these proper criteria are
ignored, as rhey have been by the Council of Minis-
ters, what rules, except selfish interests, govern the
allocation of Regional Funds? Funher proof of the
lack of symparhy on rhe parr of some narional govern-
ments is thar it has saken rhree years to approve a quite
inadequate package by unanimous vore.
I particularly welcome, however, the Commission,s
proposals to spend 24 million unirs of accounr on rhe
improvemenr of tourism and rranspon facilities in rhe
deprived fronrier region between rhe Republic of Ire-
land and Northern Ireland, and rhar both areas should
benefit by the distriburion of money.
Equally welcome is rhe proposal to provide Commu-
niry funds ro finance mini-rurbines and other small
aids to increase energy supply. I am disappointed rhat
for the time being this is confined rc the region of
Southern Italy. I would like ro see rhis exrended to
Ireland, where we have a surplus of warer, most of ir
unfonunately moving in the wrong direction towards
the water-logged cenrre. Neverrheless, while the Irish
Electriciry Authority has efficiently harnessed every
commercial possibility in the hydro-electrical field,
there still remain, not only in Ireland bur, I am sure,
throughout other parrs of Europe, innumerable small
rivers and streams which could be harnessed to service
local communities and industries and to supplement
the national energy supply.
I panicularly welcome in the proposals from the Com_
mission, which I am sure Parliament will endorse, are
the suggestions [har in furure there should be more
direct contact with local communities and with poten-
tial beneficiaries in order that we can convince rhe
people of Europe, which we have nor succeeded in
doing to date, rhar rhe Regional Fund is there to bene-
fir the people and that rhe people, if rhey make rheir
wants known, will find assisrance coming from
Europe.
President 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I shall say what I
tried to say earlier.
I move that the debare be adjourned, pursuanr to Rule
32 (1) (d) of the Rules of Procedure. Mr Presidenr, if I
may, I would add that the last speaker also protesred
at the fact thar a matrer which concerns 15 000 000
Europeans is being discussed by only a handful of
Members.
I. personally fecl rhat his prorest is rarher pointless,
since the EPP has only eight Members present in rhe
House. He should have the good tasre io keep quiet.
There are only three radical Members, brt 
"t l.asr *eare all herel
\7e feel it is unreasonable ro conrinue the debate
under these condirions, and the vote is unlikely to bear
any relarion to the views of the electorate. Mr presi_
dent, I canno[ ask for a roll-call, because I cannor sup_
porr my reques[ with the necessary number of signa_
tures; but ir would be very desirabli ro establish wf,o is
pr€senr. I.myself have asked for careful photos to be
taken in the House ro show the circumsiances under
which rhis debate is being held. I propose rhar we vote
on rhe adjournment of rhe debate.
President 
- 
I put to rhe vore Mr Pannella's motion
to adjourn the debate.
The morion is adoprcd.
19. Decision on transboundary air pollution
President 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. 1-635/
79) by Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of rhe Commitree
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
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Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc'
'l-353/7g) for a decision on the conclusion of the
Conventton on long-range rransboundary air pollu-
tion.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(/) Mr President, I propose that this
debate also be adjourned.
President 
- 
I put to the vote Mr Pannella's motion
to adjourn the debate.
The motion is rejected.
I call Mr Bonaccini.
Mr Bonaccini, deputy fapporte*l. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
I should just like to say briefly that with regard rc this
motion for a resolution, which the committee adopted
unanimously, the rapponeur, who is absent, would
refer to the written repon which has been submitted.
President 
- 
I call Mr Mundngh to speak on behalf
of the Socialist GrouP.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, what I wished
[o say can bi stated as two points. Firstly, the Socialist
Group agrees with the rePort by Mrs Squarcialupi'
S.conaty, we would like the resolution to specify that
rhe Convention as it now stands must be implemented'
According to my information, this will not be very
easy, because the Environment and Consumer Protec-
rion Service responsible for implementing the Conven-
rion within the Community has insufficient staff and
financial resources to fulfil this task adequately. This
applies not only to this Convention but also to many
oihe. issues. Parliament has pointed out many times
rhat this service must be extended. For this reason I
have tabled on behalf of the Socialist Group an
amendment calling on the Commission to allocate to
this Service the funds and staff it requires to carry out
its task.
President 
- 
The debate is closed.
\7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 5 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs 1 to 6 are adopted.
After paragraph6 I have Amendment No l, by Mr
Muntingh, seeking to.insen the following new Para-
graph:
6 a. Asks the Council and Commission to provide the
Environment and Consumer Protecdon Service with
sufficient staff and financial resources to enable it
effectively to assume the asks devolving upon the
European Communities as a result of this Conven-
rion.
'!flhat is the rapponeur's view?
Mr Bonaccini, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
Q) | am in
favour of this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 1 to the vote.
Amendment No 1 is adopted.
I put paragraph 7 to the vote.
Paragraph 7 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.
20. Directioe on exposure to barmfvl
substances at uork
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr Sher-
lock (Doc. l-641/79), on behalf of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc'
nie'1'for a directive on the Protection of workers from
harmful exposure to chemical, physical and biological
agents at work.
I call Mr Sherlock.
Mr Sherloclq rdpPorteur. 
- 
Mr President, the entire
issue is quite self-evident and self-explanatory. This
morning we have been dragged through the vale of
tears so frequently that I do not intend to rePeat the
procedure. There is, however, one addition which has
L""o.. a fashion this morning, and which I have also
been asked to make. 'Ihis is a request that we should
once more be given additional staff to assisl in the
implementation of this report, the first of a series, each
of which is to cover specific and more detailed asPects
of the protecdon of men and women at work from
exposure to chemical, physical and biological agents. I
formally move that this matter be considered in its
entirety and put to the vorc as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \fleber to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
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Mrs Veber. 
- 
(D) Mr president, the Socialist
Group narurally supporrs rhis direcdve wholeheart_
edly. Ve also welcome Mr Sherlock's reporr.. The pro_
tection of working people ar their place of work repre-
sents a panicularly practical aspect of environmental
qglic.f. Ve should just like to point our again _ and
this is a poinr which we coulj include in- the reponth,at 
, 
it is necessary.to avoid dangers generally'and
when these are inevitable, prorecrive measures must be
comprehensive enough [o ensure that workers are no[
placed at risk.
A.funher poinr to which we arcach imponance, and ro
which panicular attendon should be paid again in the
Commission's implementing provisions, is tf,ar it must
be possible so to improve rhe scope for dialogue
between employers, workers and med-ical officers Jrat
optimal protecrion is provided for all workers.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-Veggen [o speak on
belrlf of the Group of rhe European peopli,s pany
(CD Group).
Mrs Maij-Vctteo. 
- 
(NI) Mr President, in view of
the hour I will limir myself ro one or rwo commen6. Ir
is regretmble thar such an imponant reporr musr be
discussed in the space of a few minutes.
Mygroup.is.extremely gratified ar the steps taken by
the Commission to rransform rhe programme of action
on the prorecrion of safety and health ar work into a
pracdcal directive. \7e musr, however, realize rhat this
is a framework directive establishing general princi-
ples, and w.e.would urte rhar it be completed as ipeed-
ily as possible with separatc and speciiic directives. It
is extremely imponant for the workers concerned thar
their safety and health be prorecred, panicularly when
working with such dangerous substances as cajmium,
asbestos and mercury. Ve hope rhat rhe Indusriai
Medicine and Hygiene Commitree referred to in Arti-
cle 9 will follow up this directive energetically.
Mr President, the Committee on the Environmenr,
Public Health and Consumer Prorecrion has p.oposej
four amendmenrc to rhe Commission,s proposal'for a
directive. My group can agree to rhese amendmenr,
which are not amendmenmtf subsunce but of a com-
plemenrary narure. I attach panicular importance to
one of these amendmenrs, rhai relaring to Anicle 4, on
obligarcry information for workers-concerning the
subsrances and the dangers associated wirh rheml The
Commitree on rhe Environmenr, public Healrh and
Consumer Protection proposes that workers be
informed not only of rhe poiential risks rc which chey
themselves are exposed but also of rhe potential risks
to members of rheir households and famllies. '!7'e con-
sider rhis addirion to be extremely imponanr, because
we know from experience that nor only employees but
also workers may be negligent in this'respect. F"ilur.
to take a shower and change one's clorhei afrer work
may result in great danger to members of rhe worker's
household 
.and family. !7hile working in hospitals, Ihave experienced a number of particula.ly ,nileasanr
cases. Ve are as muc.h concerned with prltecdng
workers's families, panicularly their children, as with
protecting the workers themselves.
Mr President, I would like to end by complimenring
the rapponeur. I sincerely hope rhat ti,i, ..pon will bI
followed by many others. Given the nature of rhe pre-
senr reporr,, we have rhe utmost confidence thar'this
will be the case.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
I put the motion for a resolurion [o rhe vote.
The resolurion is adopted.
21. Regulations on the Common Customs Tarif
Prcsident. 
- 
The next irem is the report by Sir Fred
Catherwood (Doc. l-640/79), on behalf of'the Com-
mittee on Exrcrnal Economic Relations, on the
proposals from the Commission to rhe Council (Doc.
l-512/79) for
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No g05/68
on the common organization of the market in beef
and veal;
II. a.regulation opening a Community tariff quota for
high-qualiry fresh, chilled and froien beef and veal
with subheadings 02.01 A II a) and O2,Ol A II b) of
the Common Cusmms Tariff;
III. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 950/6g
on the Common Customs Tariff; and
fV. a regulation amending cenain rates of customs duties
for agricultural products and amending Regularion(EEC) No 516/77 on the common organization of
the market in products processed fro=m fruit and
vegetables.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr president,
the four proposals under considerarion in my reporr
arise direcdy from rhe GATT multilateral r.ade rr.go-
tiations, which we approved last December. Thise
proposals are purely technical, and I have no hesita-
tion in commending them to rhe House. The proposals
have, in fact, all been enacted, since the Couniil has
seen fit to withdraw any men[ion of Anicle 43, under
which Parliament musr be consulrcd, and has enacred
them under Anicle 113, under which our opinion is
not required. The Committee on Exrernal Economic
Relations considers that the righm of the House are
being grossly abused and its rime wasted if we are
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asked by the Council at ludicrously shon notice to
gire oui opinions on proposals only to discover after-
iards thai the Council has decided to act irrespective
of Parliament's opinion. I trust that the Legal Affairs
Committee will add my complaint today to the matters
which it is at present considering. \flith that warning
shot I commend these four proposals to the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sura.
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Mr President, to my knowledge no
opinion was requested from the Committee on Agri--
"ulrr.. on this report, 
which refers to impons of beef
and veal. This is extremely surprising, panicularly in
view of the fact that this rePort, as its author says, only
confirms regulations which have been in force for
some time. Eut regulations which have been in force
for some time are not necessarly perfect. For example,
impons of beef and veal into the European Commu-
niiv include what are known as 'she Hilton sgg5' 
-
,or. ,.nt of thousands of tonnes of imported meat
which are exempt from all Community protective
measures and from the normal regulations. Cenain
quotas under the GATT agreement on beef and veal
are undoubtedly subject to heavily one-sided agree-
ments which favour the United States of America
ois-d-ois the European Communiry. There are GATI
atreements rc which we object and which. we do not
"t.pr. Personally, I shall vote against 
these agree-
."rrt. It seems to me that a matrcr such as this should
have been referred to our Committce on Agriculture
for an opinion. I therefore move, under Rule 32 (1 b)
of the Rules of Procedure, that the vote be postponed
and the mattcr referred rc the Committee on Agricul-
ture.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Fred Catherwood'
Sir Fred Catherwood, rapPorteur. 
- 
I have the opin-
ion of the Committee on Agriculture in front of me'
Sir Henry Plumb has said to me that the Committee
on Agriculture feels that the Community must fulfil its
international commitments.
President. 
- 
I put the request for adjournment to the
vote.
The request is rejected.
I call Mr Manin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President and colleagues, Mr
Pranchdre has already explained al this Part-session, in
his remarks on beef and veal, dairy products and the
GATT negotiations, why we oPPose the Commission's
proposals.
The Commission is not endtled to negotiate on behalf
of the States. \fle insist that the farmers' interests be
represented and demand to be associated in the GATT
negotiations. I do not wish at this advanced hour to
repeat the explanations given by Mr Pranchire. I sim-
ply wish to point out that the French Communists and
Atlies will vote against Sir Fred Catherwood's report'
President. 
- 
I call Mr HaferkamPf.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, I feel obliged to inform the last
speaker that the Community as such has acted in these
matters in accordance with the Treaties. These inter-
national commitments have been approved in accord-
ance with the Treaties by the Council of Ministers.
They were also approved following an exhaustive
debate here in Parliament' The Commission will
naturally do everything ir can to fulfil the Commu-
nity's international commitments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maffre-Baug6.
Mr Maffrc-Baug6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, is it wise or
even admissible to call for a vote on such a matter now
that there is no longer a quorum? Under these circum-
stances, we no longer have the right to Pass an opinion
on this subject. I would ask you to establish whether a
quorum exisr under Rule 33 (3) of the Rules of Pro-
cedure.
President. 
- 
This request has to be made by 10
Members. !7ill those Members please stand who
request the establishment of a quorum?
Ten Members have indeed requested that it be esab-
tished wherher a quorum is present. I note that there is
no quorum. Ve therefore cannot, vote on this report
and it is deferred rc the beginning of the nexr Part-ses-
sion.
I call Sir Fred.
Sir Fred Catherwood, rdPPorteur. 
- 
All this under-
lines the protest I made on behalf of my committee
earlier on.
22. Directiee on tbe modernization offarms
President. 
- 
The next item is, without debate, the
repon (Doc. l-7lg/79) by Mrs Barbarella, on behalf
olthe Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to rhe Council (Doc'
l-628/79) for a directive amending Directive 72/159/
EEC on the modernization of farms.
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I have no speakers on my list.
(Cries of 'Quorum!')
I call Mr Scotr-Hopkins on a poinr of order.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
On all the remaining ircms Iintend ro ask whether a quorum exists.
President. 
- 
Then Members have asked me to estab_
lish whether there is a quorum. I note that this is not
the case. The vote on rhe Barbarella repon is accord_
ingly deferred to rhe nexr sirring,
23. Dates of the next part-session
President. 
- 
Under these circumsrances no moreitems can be mken.
I thank the representatives of both Council and Com_
mission for their contributions ,o ou. a.U"i.r-'-
The enlarged Bureau has proposed that the nexr parr_
session be held from l0 tb t+ March t9a0, in- Stras_bourg.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
24. Approval ofthe minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of procedure
lr.gri...r me to lay before parliamenr, for im 
"fp.or.l,the mrnures of proceedings of rhis sirting, whicir we.e
writren during rhe debates.
Are there any commen$?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
25. Adjoumment of the session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of rhe
Parliament adjourned.
The sitring is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 1.55 p.n.)
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